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Preface 

I am grateful to the many colleagues and friends from whom I 
have learned about Rousseau, or who have called my attention to 
infelicities or occasional mistakes in the translations and in the Edi
torial Notes, among them Steven Angle, Joshua Cohen, Maurice 
Cranston, Lydia Goehr, Wolfgang Iser, Leon Kass, Sam Kert>tein, 
Ralph Leigh, Mark Lilla, John McCarthy, Terence Marshall, Hein
rich Meier, Donald J. Moon, Robert D. Richardson Jr., Charles 
Sherover, Karl Heinz Stierle, William Trousdale, Robert Wokler. 
Professor Raymond Geuss has been unstinting in his advice regard
ing the content and the form of the Introductions. 

Annotating texts as varied and as rich in references of every kind 
as these is a cumulative task. No single editor is so learned as to 
pick up and identify eYery one of Rousseau's sources and allusions. 
All students of these rich and rewarding texts are in debt to the 
learned editors who have come before us, and we can only hope ro 
repay a part of that debt by doing our share in helping those who 
will come after us. After a time some references become common 
property. I have named the sources and editions I have consulted 
in acknowledgment of such general debts. In the cases where I am 
aware of owing information to a particular editor, or an accurate or 
felicitous rendering to a particular translator, I have indicated that 
fact. In some cases I mention differences with a given edition; it 
should be dear that by doing so, I also indicate my esteem for that 
edition: it is the one worth taking seriously. I have recorded specific 
help in making sense of a particular passage or in tracking down 
an obscure quotation in the corresponding Editorial Note. 



Preface 

Several of the translations and of the critical apparatus 
accompanying them in this volume originally appeared in Jean
Jacques Rousseau, The First and Second DIScourses, together with the 
Rep/res to Critics and Essay on the Origin of Languages, Harper & 
Row, New York, 1986. All of them have been reviewed, and wher
ever necessary revised. 

I am indebted to Joy Johanessen, Revan Schendler and Mark 
Lilla for their care in going over some of the new translations. 

Virginia Catmur has been the most vigilant and tactful copy
editor, and I am most grateful to her for catching embarrassingly 
many errors and correcting numerous infelicities. 

I did some of the research for these volumes during a year's 
fellowship at the Wissenschaftskolleg zu Berlin. The Kolleg, its 
Director, Professor Wolf Lepenies, and his staff have created a 
uniquely congenial setting for productive scholarship. I welcome 
this opportunity to thank them publicly. 

I wish also to acknowledge research assistance from Wesleyan 
University over a period of years. 

I am most grateful to the reference staff of Wesleyan University's 
Olin Library, and especially to the late Steven D. Lebergott, for 
their assistance. 

I wish most particularly to thank Mary Kell)· for her many years 
of generous and patient help in transfonning often unrid�· manu
scripts into legible texts. 

I must thank The Pierpont Morgan Library, New York, for per
mission to reproduce the frontispiece and title page from its copy 
of the first edition of the First Discourse {PML J7422) and the Bein
ecke Rare Book and :Manuscript Library of Yale Unh·ersity for per
mission to reproduce the frontispiece and the title page from its 
copy of the first edition of the Second Discourse. 

My greatest debt is to my wife. Jacqueline, who has again sus
tained and inspired me far beyond anything I could hope adequately 
to acknowledge. 

I dedicate these volumes to the memory of my father. 

Ylll 



Introduction 

Rousseau has permanently altered how we perceive ourselves, one 
another and the world about us, and in particular how we conceive 
of politics and what we expect of it. The power and challenge of 
his thinking were recognized from the first, with the publication in 
1750 of his Discourse on the Sciences and Arts, the so-called Fim 
Diswurse. His inf1uence grew steadily during his lifetime, and it has 
continued to grow ever since. The French Revolution was pro
foundly influenced by his teaching, as, to a lesser extent, was the 
American Revolution. Romanticism, in all of its forms, was set and 
kept in motion by his thought and example more than by anyone 
else's. German Idealism owes its most powerful impetus to him. 
Kant's debt to him is well known. 

Rousseau is one of the two or three great thinkers who chose to 
present their thought in dramatic form, through the speeches and 
deeds of a large and varied cast of characters who explore the 
alternatives, sometimes by themselves alone, sometimes in dialogue 
or even in confrontation with one another. Rarely if ever does he 
present wholly disembodied argument, sense dissociated from sensi� 
bility. The <lltematives he has his characters explore are always al�o 
alternative ways of life. Two poles as it were define the territory 
they explore: the public, political life in its various guises; and the 
essentially private, "solitary" life in its various guises. The public, 
political life is most typically the citizen life, and its exemplary rep-
resentative is the Younger Cato, "the greatest of men" (lneq. n 
[57]); the private life is most typically the philosophic life, and its 
most exemplary representative is Socrates, "the wisest of men" (Pol. 
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Ec. [3o]); but it is also the life of the pre political savage and, at 
the other extreme, the life of what for want of a proper term might 
be called rhe trans-political life of the solitary walker and of cosmo
politan benevolence. For the most part Rousseau presents the two 
ways as mutually exclusive. The many other figures to whom he 
assigns featured roles represent variations on these alternatives. 
Some are historical or quasi-historical figures: the great law-givers, 
Lycurgus, Moses, Romulus and Numa, and the Plutarchian heroes 
of Republican Rome; some are characters of his invention: Emile 
and his wife Sophie, the Savoyard Vicar, Julie, whom he calls the 
ne\o\o Heloise, her AbClard, St. Preux, and her virtuous atheist hus
band Wolmar. The first person singular, the most prominent, best
known member of this cast, is so many-faceted, that it is safer to 
begin by respecting the different identities Rousseau assigns to it 
in different contexts; the Citizen of Geneva who aspires to live 
beyond his century by identifying with the unsophisticated mass of 
men in the First Dismursr ([z], [6o]), but in the Second Discourse 
proclaims himself a student in Aristotle's Lyceum "with the likes 
of Plato and Xenocrates a s  my Judges, and Mankind as my Audi
ence" (lneq. E [6]); the thinker who assumes the proud motto vitam 
impendere vero, to dedicate life to truth; the tutor of the none-too
bright Emile; the ostensible compiler and occasional annotator of 
the vast correspondence that makes up the Nouvelle Hiiofse; and of 
course the subject and author of several autobiographies. Even these 
autobiographies are clearly not the mere outpourings of an excess
ively effusive exhibitionist, but case studies and illustrations of his 
theories. After all, a work called Conftssions announces in its very 
title that it is entering the lists with Augustine. 

By presenting his thought in dramatic form, and alternatives as 
alternative ways of life, Rousseau effectively undercuts the sharp 
traditional distinction between strictly theoretical and strictly prac
tical writings. In the words of his memorable formula, he seeks 
both to persuade and to convince. By undercutting the traditional 
distinction between theoretical and practkal writings, he also effec
tively undercuts the sharp traditional distinction between the 
branches of philosophy: first philosophy or metaphysics, the philos
ophy of nature, ethics/politics. At times it may appear that he 
writes about ethics/ politics to the exclusion of the other traditional 
domains of philosophical or human concern. Indeed, at times it may 
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appear that he subordinates all other domains to the political, that 
he radically politicizes life and philosophy. Further reflection proves 
that he does not. He remains ever mindful of the pre-political foun
dations and the trans-political aspirations of political life. He does, 
however, write about all domains of philosophical or human concern 
from a political perspective. It is, for him, the organizing perspec
tive. He saw that political life, life in political societies - that is to 
say, at a minimum, in stable associations of large numbers of people 
under law, sharing beliefs and practices ordered by an at least tacit 
conception of the good and hence also of the common good, and 
embodied in representative human types- is our "common sense," 
workaday frame of reference. That is what he means when he says 
that he came to see that "everything is radically dependent on poli
tics" (Con[, IX, OC I, 404). Precisely- because he regarded political 
life as our medium, he was ever mindful of its distinctive character 
and constraints. Much as he wanted to change political conditions 
in his time, he was keenly alive to how precarious decent political 
life i.�. He anticipated revolutions, but he did not advocate them or 
hold out high hopes for them (Observations [62], lneq. 11 [56], Lan
guagn 20 [I], Emile 111, OC IV, 468, tr. 194). Even the best intentions 
in the world have unforeseen consequences. One of the dominant 
themes in his last political work, the Crmsukrations on the Govern
ment of Poland, is how to reform without revoh1tion (13 [13], [20], 
[24]; cp. }udgme"flt of the Poly�ynodie [$], OC 111, 637f.). All of his 
writings are, then, political aJso in the sense of being politic. 

Although he was without formal education, Rousseau had early 
read the classical historians, but especially Plutarch, whose heroes 
peopled his imagination and nourished his thought throughout his 
life. R:y presenting, or at least illustrating much of his own thought 
through representative persons in whose deeds and thoughts we 
become personally involved, he is taking Plutarch's Lives as his 
model just as much as he is Plato's dialogues. He seems to have 
read Grotius's Of the Right of War and Peace when he was quite 
young. He studied closely most of the classical, and many more 
ephemeral contemporary, works of political philosophy and of his
tory. In his early thirties, between 1745 and 1751, while employed 
by Mme. Dupin, he studied and wrote abstracts of Plato, Bodin, 
Hobbes and Locke, of Montc�quieu 's Of the Spirit of the Laws soon 
after its publication, and of the Abbe de Saint Pierre's projects for 
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a European Federalion and for Perpetual Peace. In his day, the most 
systematic, comprehensi>e compendium on political philosophy was 
Pufendorf's Right ofl•./arure and of Nations, especially in Barbeyrac's 
learnedly annotated French translation, Droit de Ia nature et des gens. 
He seems to haYe kept its massive two tomes at his elbow wheneYer 
he undertook a major project in political philosophy. He had con
templated writing a work on Political !nstitutwns ever since 1743-
1744. The Dijon Academy Question, "Has the Restoration of the 
Sciences and Arts Contributed to the Purification of Morals1", 
announced in late 1749, prompted his first publication on the basic 
problems of politics, but it did not prompt his first thinking about 
them. The scope and depth of his reflections on the Academy's 
Question were certainly not simply the result of what in later years 
he came to speak of as the inspiration of Vincennes (see p. 320). 
Rather, the Academy's Question seems to have suggested to him a 
way of ordering his thoughts, and to have given direction and a 
strong impetus to his further reflections. The Discourse which he 
submitted as his entry in the competition, and which won him that 
year's Prize, aroused intense debate throughout Europe. His 
occasional Replies to one or another critic giYe ample evidence of 
the comprehensiveness and the coherence of his position. He said 
that he did not encounter a single reasonable objection which he 
had not considered beforehand (Last Reply [ 2]•), and if one re-reads 
the Discourse in the light of the debate, one finds no reason to doubt 
him. Before long he came to speak of his "system," his "sad and 
great system" (Narcissus [IJ], Secrmd Letter [6]). He seems to have 
meant no more by the expression than that his views were compre
hensive and coherent. He did not ever deduce his "system" more 
geometnco, as, for example, Hobbes had sought to do. Like the most 
thoughtful of his characters, the love of truth kept him from sys
tematizing [l'esprir des systimesl (NH IV, 7, OC 11, 427). This is one 
reason why his work has given rise to so many often contradictory, 
and occasionally downright bizarre, interpretations. He sets out 
some of his reasons for proceeding as he does in the early and 
important programmatic Method of Composing a Book, and he 
restates them most succinctly at the end of Part 1 of the Discourse 
on Inequality ([sJ]}. 

The fonnulation of the newly fonned Dijon Academy's Question 
for its first Prize Essay competition, "Has the Restoration of the 
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Sciences and the Arts Contributed to the Purification of Morals?" 
may sound somewhat quaint and antiquated. Yet the problem which 
it raises is one which every thoughtful person of our time is forced 
to confront: does progress in the sciences and the arts promote -
or even go hand in hand with - moral progress? The Academy's 
question would seem to sugge�t a "yes'' or "no" answer. Rousseau 
restates the Question, and in the process changes its focus: Has 
progress in the arts and sciences led to moral progress or has it led 
to moral decline ([4])1 It is this third, new, alternative that he 
chooses to defend: not only does progress in the arts and sciences 
fail to foster moral/political progress, it acti,ely fosters its very 
opposite; and it does so always and necessarily. In awarding Rous
seau's Discr;urse first place, the Dijon Academy expressly stated that 
it did so because it had answered the Question in the negative. The 
only other entry also to have done so took second place. 

Rousseau's argument challenges head-on the premise of enlighten
ment, not just the premise of the Enlightenment, but what all of us 
would !ike to believe, that the unfettered public pursuit of the arts 
and sciences- of what we call "culture" -enhances men's moral and 
political life. In following his criticism of this view, it helps to keep in 
mind that he is primarily concerned with the effects of the arts and 
sciences on the public life, and that he consistently distinguishes 
between the pursuit of them in public by the public, and in private by 
indi,·iduals. His argument is not that all uncultured, savage or barbar
ous nations are necessarily morally I politically excellent, but that 
assigning priority to "culture" in the public life threatens and, in the 
long run, destroys freedom and justice. The most representative 
spokesmen for enlightenment immediately recognized the challenge. 
In the "Preliminary Discourse" to the great Encyclopedil!l which 
Rousseau's friend d'Alembert wrote the very same vear in which 
Rousseau's own Discourse was taking Europe by storm, he raised the 
objection so many critics, then and now, have raised: 

.. even assuming we were ready to concede the disadvantage 
of human knowledge, which is far from being our intention 
here, we are even farther from believing that anything would 
be gained from destroying it. We would be left the vices, and 
have ignorance in addition. 

Rousseau fully grants the point. He never ceases repeating that 
there is no return. It is one of the constants of his thought that 

Xll! 
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once decline has set in, it will run its full course. However, it can 
be delayed. 

The conclusion of his argument regarding the arts, reduced to 
its simplest form, is that they are bad for good societies, and good 
for bad ones (.!>.,rarcissus [37]). His argument regarding the sciences, 
again reduced to its simplest form, is that the medium of public 
life is public opinion or fashionable prejudice, and that, as he puts 
in another context, for the most part opinions and prejudices 
are replaced by other opinions or prejudices, not by knowledge 
or by a reasoned suspension of judgment (First Discouru [2], r4ol, 
Franquiires (2]). Moral/political excellence can, therefore, not be 
achieved � or even preserved� by the public pursuit and dissemi
nation of knowledge, or by a so-called rational choice of enlightened 
self-interest, any more than it can be guaranteed to result from the 
working of institutions or procedures. It can only be achieved by 
everyone's recognizing the shared concern for the common interest 
or good as the organizing principle of their cares and pursuits, in 
short by the education � or re-education � of the passions. This is 
the premise underlying all of the arguments of the First /)jscourse. 

Writing in absolutist France, Rousseau hesitated to go on and 
openly say that in his view the common weal consists in political 
freedom, that is to say in political self-rule. He says so indirectly 
in a number of ways, most immediately by id�ntifying himself as 
a Citizen of Geneva, a Republic, on the very title page of the Dis
course. The Dijon Academy understood him perfectly. In awarding 
the Discourse first prize, it took note of its strongly republican tone, 
and expressly stated that it was awarding it the prize in spite of it. 
From the principle that the common weal consists in political self
rule, it follows that anything that causes the citizens to be distracted 
from pursuing and preserving political freedom threatens it. That 
is why the pursuit of the arts and sciences to the neglect of civic 
virtue imperils political freedom. That is also why Rousseau rejects 
the modem argument that the unfettered pursuit of private interest 
only redounds to the public interest, the argument Mandeville sum
marized as "Private Vices, Public Benefits." 

At a minimum, political freedom requires subordinating the pri
vate to the public good; and at its fullest, it requires finding one's 
private good in the public or common good. Insofar as subordinat
ing the private to the common good requires an effort, it requires 

xn· 
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virtue: "the strength lforcei and vigor of the soul" (First D1scnurst 
[ 1 1  ], Hero [35]). \lo/hile Rousseau tends, for the most part, to equate 
"virtue" with "ci�·ic virtue," he is fully aware of htlw restrictive 
this equation is. The competing claims of the intellectual and the 
civic virtues is a classical problem. He explores this problem in 
remarkable detail in the earlv Discourse on Heroic VIrtue, and he 
returns to it in every one of his works. It is the theme of his repeated 
comparisons between Socrates and Cato, Out also of the tension he 
describes between himself the solitary walker and himself the Citi
zen of Geneva. He never went as far as Kant in proclaiming the 
priority of the practical to the theoretical reason, but he significantly 
contributed to their re-ordering. 

From the First Discourse onwards, Rousseau argues that the main 
reason why civic virtue is so difficult to achieve is that political 
society tends to force its members to seek their private good at the 
expense of their fellows, and hence of the common good; they need 
one another in order to prey on one another; they are therefore 
compelled to be one way, and to sam another (Narcissus [27]). 

The question inevitably arises whether these conflicts - these 
"contradictions" as Rousseau himself sometimes calls them -- are 
due to some flaw inherent in human nature, whether they arc due 
to some flaw inherent in political society as such, or whether - and 
how - they might he avoided or mitigated. In short, how did they 
arise1 It is therefore to the beginnings that Rousseau next turns. 

In the so-called Second Discourse Rousseau describes himself as dig
glng to the very roots of these problems (fneq. I [47]). He wrote 
the Discourse between November 1773 and June 1754 in answer to 
another Prize Essay Question proposed by the Dijon Academy. The 
First Discourse had won the Academy's Prize, and had made him 
famous. The Second Discourse did not win the Prize, but it made 
him immortal. The question the Academy had proposed was: 
"What is the Origin of Inequality among .\1en, and is it Authorized 
by the Natural Law?" He begins by considering the key terms of 
that Question. 

He distinguishes two kinds of inequality: "physical" inequality, 
by which he means not only inequality of bodily powers, but also, 
perhaps somewhat unexpectedly, of powers of mind, wisdom and 
virtue; and "moral" inequality, by which he means ruling and being 
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ruled on the basis of some form of agreement or consent (lmq. I 

[2]). With this distinction he, in effect, turns the Academy's Ques
tion about the origin of inequality into a question about the origin 
of rule; and since political rule is the most authoritative and com
prehensive form of rule, the Academy's "What is the Origin of 
Inequality/" in effect becomes "What is the Origin of Civil or Pol
itical Rule?"; and hence "What is the Origin of Civil or Political 
Society?" (P [II]). It is to this question that Rousseau devotes the 
major portion of the Discourse. 

The Academy had gone on to ask whether inequality is author
ized by the natural law, and this leads Rousseau into what proved 
to be his most comprehensive thematic discussion of "natural law." 
Once again, he begins with a distinction: natural law may be under
stood either as a law of nature to which all living beings are subject, 
or as the moral law to which only we humans, as free and rational 
agents, are subject. The Academy question manifestly refers to 
natural law understood as the moral law. Rousseau devotes his 
entire Discourse to proving that natural law so understood cannot 
account for the origin of political society, and of "moral" inequality. 
A� for whether natural law "authorizes" politit:al society and rule, 
he initially leaves this question open: in the title which he gives to 
his answer, Discourse on the Origin and the Foundations of Inequality 
among Men, he recasts the Academy's Question, just as he had recast 
its earlier Q!lestion about the Arts and Sciences, by substituting the 
non-committal "foundations" for the Academy's "authorized by the 
natural law" (cp. p. IIJ with p. 130). The substitution also inciden
tally alerts us to Rousseau's reluctance to speak about "natural law" 
when he speaks in his own name (see also the Introduction to "The 
Social Contract" awl other Later Poluual Writings, edited and trans
lated by Victor Gourevitch, hereafter referred to as SC tr.) 

He very correctly remarks that everyone who has inquired into 
the bases of politictl society has been led to inquire into man's 
pre-political condition. He refers to this pre-political condition as 
the "state of nature," an expression introduced, for all intents and 
purposes, by Hobbes, who defines it as "the state of men without 
civil society," or without an acknowledged common superior on 
earth (De ewe, Preface). While he adopts Hobbes's expression, his 
account of this state is sharply at odds with Hobbes's account of it. 

XVI 
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Hobbes "very dearly saw the defect of all modern definitions of 
!\atura! right," namely that they assumed that man is by nature 
rational and political. Yet Hobbes goes on to commit essentially the 
same fallacy: he erroneously attributed to man in the state of nature 
passions and needs which he could only have acquired after the rise 
of reason and political society (lneq. tiJSII· Because of this fallacy, 
Hobbes erroneously concludes that the state of nature is a state of 
war of all against all. If it indeed were, then, Rousseau argues, man
kind would have been forced to abandon it from the very first or 
to face extinction. Hobbes's fallacy prevents him from accounting 
for mankind's long, stable pre-civil existence. He spoke of savage 
man, but depicted civil man (lneq. 1 [38]; War [8]). 

Rousseau sets out to correct Hobbes's account by adhering to his 
premises more consistently than Hobbes himself had done. To this 
end, he conjectures what human nature must have been in "the 
embryo of the species," hy so to speak "bracketing" all the changes 
which it must have undergone as reason and sociability develop. 
This reductive analysis leaves him with two principles prior to 
reason and independent of sociability, self-preservation and pity, 
which, in his view, suffice to allow men to act in conformity with 
natural right. Rousseau is not denying that men are rational or soci
able; he denies that prior to the development of reason and socia
bility humans cannot act in conformity with natural right (see also 
the Introduction to SC tr. ). By speaking about self-preservation and 
pity as "principles," Rousseau is calling attention to the fact that 
they manifest themselves in different forms at different stages of the 
development of individuals and of the species: thus "the principle of 
pity" assumes different forms in the Discourse on Inequality, in the 
Essay on the Ongin of Languages (Languages, 9 [ 2 ]), and in the Emile. 
In the Discourse pity manifests itself primarily as a revulsion at 
inflicting or even witnessing hurt (/neq. P [9], I [35]; cp. Gene·va 
ms. II 4 [rs]), and Rousseau goes so far as strongly to suggest a 
nawral propensit} to vegetarianism. Howe�·er he also calls the read
er's attention to the fat"T that the claims of self-preservation "legit
imately" take precedence over the claims of pity (/neq. P [ IO ], 1 
[38 J), that the state of nature is a state of violence, and that the law 
of nature is the rule of the stronger (lneq. l [4], n [56], Paland IJ 
[3]). Yet this law of the stronger does not lead to serious conflict, 
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let alone to Hobbes's war of all against all. "Everywhere the state 
of war prevailed, yet the whole earth was at peace" (Languages 9 
[6]; War). For so long as men's passions are sluggish, their needs 
limited in number, and they can easily satisfy them on their own, 
being stronger makes little difference. Rousseau's radical reductive 
analysis is, as he will go on to show, therefore entirely consistent 
with the fact that for the greater part of recorded time, the greater 
part of mankind has lived "without civil society," and that this life 
"without civil society" has been remarkably stable, that, in other 
words, the pre-political state is indeed a state, a stable, enduring, 
and distinct condition of mankind. 

There is ample evidence about the state of nature in the sense 
of mankind's pre-political state, and Rousseau avails himself of the 
anciem sources as well as of contemporary travders' reports. Never
theless he speaks of his account as "conjectural." In one respect his 
calling it that is a transparent rhetorical feint. A public inquiry into 
the origins inevitably has to come to terms with the Biblical account. 
Rousseau disposes of this challenge by inviting us tlurefare to set 
aside all the facts (Imq. E [6]). Still, setting aside the Biblical 
account of the beginnings does not dispose of all difficulties. The 
historians' and the travelers' reports are hard to interpret because 
the pre-political life they describe is, clearly, not life at its most 
primitive. The Caribs may well be the one of all known peoples 
that has remained closest to the state of nature (fntq. 1 [44]), but 
there is every reason to believe that they are not the most primitive 
humans simply. Rousseau therefore divides the pre-political state 
of nature into three stages separated by "revolutions" (cp. also Lan
guagts 9 [19]), and he assigns "most of the savage peoples known 
to us" (Ineq. 11 [17], cp. [r8]) to the second of these stages. Since 
less e'"·idence is available about the preceding stage, his account of 
it is, as he says, necessarily conjectural. So is his account of what 
he sometimes calls "the pure state of nature" (Ineq. E {5]), the state 
of man without - and conceivably prior to - "moral" relations of 
any kind, and hence without - and conceivably prior to - artifice 
or convention of any kind. His extensive discussion of this pure 
nate of nature is necessarily conjectural because, as he remarks, it 
does not now exist, it may we!l not ever have existed in the past, 
and yet we have to have as clear a notion of it as possible (lntq. P 
[4)). It does not now exist and it rna}' nm ever have existed because 
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human life may always, everywhere, and necessarily be a mixture 
of the natural and the artificial and conventional, and it may be 
perfectly natural that this be so. We would, then, not be able to 
point to a human being without - and conceivably prior to - all 
artifice and convention. Yet we would still want to know as clearly 
as possible what about being human is naturaJ, and what artificial 
or conventional. We would therefore have to conjecture the "pure 
state of nature," and the early history of the species. 

The basic principle of Rousseau's pre-polilical state of nature is 
that everyone in this state enjoys a balance between needs, and the 
resources and powers to satisfy them; and that everyone possesses 
the power to restore this balance when it has been upset. In the 
pre-political state of nature, everyone is self-sufficient. So long as 
each one's needs and powers are in balance, no one is drawn or 
driven by his nature to alter his state. So long as each one's needs 
and powers are in balance, even Hobbes's natural right of everyone 
to everything he might need or desire would not make for a Hobbes
ian state of war, and would therefore not force men to abandon 
the state of nature (War [ n] et seq.). The balance between needs, 
inclinations, and the powers to satisfy them is in very large measure 
maintained or restored by what, in the Second Discourse, Rousseau 
calls "perfectibility" (lneq. 1 [ 17]), "the specific characteristic of the 
human species" (lneq N x {5]). Perfectibility is the mechanism which 
brings into play the faculties that will enable individuals and the 
species to establish a new balance between needs and powers when 
the previous balance between them has been irreversibly upset by 
a change in circumstances. The development of language plays a 
particularly important role in the working of perfectibility, if only 
because language is so intimately involved in the development of 
what Rousseau calls "moral" and we would now call "social" 
relations (Jneq. 1 [3o} and Editorial :"Jote; N x [5]; Languagts 1 [13]). 
The term ''perfectibility" invites misunderstanding. In spite of its 
name, and in contrast to teleological principles of explanation, per
fectibility is not set and kept in motion by some inner dynamic or 
impulsion. Rather, it is triggered by changes in external circum
stances, by what Rousseau therefore refers to as ''accidents." Never
theless, there is nothing haphazard about the course it follows. 
Rousseau consistently has human faculties - language, reason, 
the passions - and human associalions - families, troops, tribes, 
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societies- develop always and everywhere in the same, fam1liar, 
order, "successively," and not at random or in a different order in 
different circumstances. Now, bringing faculties into play is one 
thing, perfecting the individual- let alone the species- whose fac
ulties they are is quite another. In spite of its name, perfectibility 
does not perfect or even guide the use of the faculties it brings into 
play. Faculties are like tools and, like tools, they can be used for 
good or ill. It is at least as likely that we will misuse them as that 
we will use them well (Voltaire [8], [1 1]; Languages I [13}; Conf 
VIII, OC I, 388). 

Indeed, the faculties man develops and brings into play in order 
to dea1 with a given situation, the tools he fashions, the skills he 
acquires, the new ways he adopts, place at his disposal far more 
power than that situation required. The first time he used a stone 
it may have been to crack a nut; but stones do not for him become 
nutcrackers, they become hammers. The new faculties, skills and 
implements release powers and open up possibilities which far 
exceed the needs that occasioned them. Their use will not be con
fined to satisfying the original need. Instead, men will explore and 
use their new surplus powers and, in the process, create new, 
derivative needs, needs that soon override the primary needs in 
their urgency. This is Rousseau's point whenever he invites his 
reader to consider whether men might not be better off without the 
power - the faculties or the tools - to do ill as well as good than 
they are when they possess this power, and use it for ill. 

The single most distinctive feature of Rousseau's original, natural 
man, and of men in the pre-political state of nature, is that they 
are "good." Rousseau always stressed that the doctrine of man's 
natural goodness was his central doctrine. It stands in clear oppo
sition to the doctrine of original sin (/neq. E [5), r-; IX [14)). Men in 
the pre-political state are naturally good in the sense that so long 
as each person's needs, inclinations and the powers to satisfy them 
are in balance, each can yield to his spontaneous inclination to self
preservation and to pity by attending to his own good without desir
ing and, for the most part, needing to hann anyone else (lnrq. 1 
[38)). Rousseau's ta1k of natural, spontaneous goodness, and 
espec.ially his stress on ''pity" as constitutive of natural goodness, 
is apt to mislead readers into overlooking the flinty features of his 
pre-political state of nature, the fact that men's natural g-oodness is 
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perfectly compatible with fierceness, even with ferociousness, 
cruelty, and a considerable level of violence (lneq. I [6], n lt7.1, 
Languages 9 [ r ]). They may be fierce, ferocious and cruel, but they 
an: no more wicked or vindictive than is a dog biting the stone that 
hit him (lneq. I [39]). They are not wicked or vindictive for the 
same reason that they are not properly speaking just or magnani
mous: their sense of self is not dependent on how others perceive 
them and, unlike men in Hobbes's state of nature, they are therefore 
not bent on besting anyone, let alone everyone. Natural goodness 
is, then, emphatically not beneficence, the inclination or the steady 
will to do another's good. Nor is it virtue, "the strength [force] and 
vigor of the soul" (First Discourse r II]), let alone the justice that 
consists in doing unto others as you would have them do unto you 
(lneq. 1 [38]). Nothing in Rousseau's account of men in the pre
political state of nature justifies calling them "noble savages." 

They are good because and insofar as they are self-sufficient. 
Rousseau criticizes Hobbes for presumably teaching that men are 
naturally wicked or evil, by assuming that their appetites are from 
the first and by nature unbounded, and in particular that they are 
from the first and by nature driven by what Hobbes calls "vanity" 
or "vainglor)" and he himself calls amour propre, the passion to 
have others acknowledge us at the stock we set by ourselves. He 
argues that, on the contrary, amour pro pre and all other passions 
fueled by comparing ourselves to others are derivative, late acqui
sitions, which are fully developed and become imperious only in 
political society. 

In the pre-politicaJ state of nature men are self-sufficient because 
and insofar as they are free and equal. They are free because they 
are not irreversibly dependenr on another for the satisfaction of 
their material, psychologicaJ or social- Rousseau's "moral"- needs; 
and they are equal because their "physicaJ" inequalities remain 
without "moral" import: they are equal because they are free. This 
pre-political non-dependence or "natural freedom" is associated 
with the deep-seated sentiment of freedom which for Rousseau 
comes close to defining being human (lneq. II {41 J). Hobbes has 
men driven to escape or to avoid the state of nature because it 
permanently threatens what he calls the greatest evil, violent death. 
Accordingly, on his view, the primary aim of civil society is peace. 
Rousseau, by contrast, has men drawn to remain in the pre-political 
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state of nature in order to avoid what he calls the worst that can 
happen in the relations between man and man, [0 find oneself at 
the discretion of another's arbitrary will (lneq. II [37 ]). Accordingly, 
on his view, the primar�- aim of civil society is freedom. He fully 
recognizes, indeed he stresses, that the requirements for civil peace 
may be at odds with the requirements for civil freedom (Ineq. II 
[38], [39]; SCm 4 [7); M"d' [Jj). 

Once men become irreversibly dependent on one another, Rous
seau's pre-political state of nature breaks down. In the Srcond Dis
course he conjectures that this breakdown was due to the "acciden
tal" introduction of large-scale agriculture, with the attendant 
division of labor and enclosure, and he praises Moses for indicating 
his apparent disapproval of agriculture "by attributing its invention 
to a wicked man," Cain, the tiller of the ground who was also the 
founder of cities (Languages 9 [18]; Genesis .p-7). Control of any 
other primary natural resource on which all depend, would, of 
course, have Jed to the same result. In the Social Contract he there
fore reduces the causes for the breakdown of the pre-political state 
of nature to the formula: no one can any longer attend to his preser
vation by himself alone (SC 1 6 [I]). The loss of self-sufficiency 
thus leads to the division of labor which, in turn, leads to the 
irreversible loss of equality, because now the natural, "physical" 
inequalities in talents and strength which had alwa}'S existed assume 
"moral", that is to say social, import. As a result, the cleverer or 
the stronger now enjoy advantages at the expense of the duller or 
weaker who are therefore now compelled to simulate qualities which 
they do not in fact possess. Before long inequalities in brain or 
brawn become inequalities between rich and poor, masters and 
slaves, rulers and ruled. The point of Rousseau's genealogy is clear: 
existing moral inequalities are fundamentally unjust. They are the 
result of unearned inequalities - being talented, or clever, or 
strong- used to one's own advantage at rhe expense of others. What 
is more, existing moral inequalities corrupt the advantaged and the 
disadvantaged a1ike. Conflict inevitably arose, which before long 
turned into a war of all against all. 

Rousseau agrees with the earlier modem state-of-nature doctrines 
that civil society is instituted to remedy what they call "the incon
veniences" (A Note on the Translations, p. xlvii below) of the state 
of nature. He disagrees with them by denying that these incon-
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vemences manifest themselves from the first, or are due to an 
inherent flaw in human nature. 

He conjectures that the war of all agamst all must have been 
brought to an end by a contract proposed by the rich to the poor: 
all would pool their forces to constitute a supreme power which 
would rule them according ttl law, and protect each and every 
member in the possession of what he has. Contrary to a widely held 
beliet: Rousseau does not have society arise from this conjectural 
contract (SC IV 4 [I]); he does not deny that man is by nature 
sociable. What he denies is that man is by nature political; and what 
he has the contract institute is political society. He has non-political 
society arise so to speak naturally - he speaks of "beginning" and 
"nascent society" (lneq. u l 18]; cp. Languages 9 [34H36]) - and 
break down with the introduction of irreversible material and "mor
al" - that is to say social and psychological - dependence. Civil or 
political society comes into being as an artificial alternative to "natu
ral" society tom apart by the intestine war which dependence inevi
tably causes. As "beginning" or "nascent" society gives way to the 
state of war, tradition and morals (moeurs) give way to the worst 
that can happen to one, dependence on another's arbitrary will. The 
contract substitutes the rule of law for the rule of morals and of 
arbitrary individual will. By conjecturing that political society must 
have begun hy contract, Rousseau suggests that it must at all times 
have been at least tacitly recognized that only mutual consent could 
provide a basis for a just or legitimate civil order (cp. lneq. n [31] 
with SC I 6 [5]). While this conjectured historical contract would 
have been just by virtue of being a contract, it was flawed - a 
"usurpation" - by freezing the inherently unjust inequalities 
between rich and poor that had given rise to the war of all against 
all, and hence to the need to institute political society, in the first 
place (see also Poi. Ec. [63]). In the process, the contract insti
turionali7.es and sanctions a state of affairs which places individuals 
in contradiction with one another and themselves, and forces them 
to override their natural goodness, their inclination to do good for 
themselves with the least harm possible to others, by placing them 
in the position of having to do good for themselves at the expense 
of others. This is how men can be wicked while man is good (!tll!q. 
r..; IX [z]; letter to Cramer, 13 Oct. 1764). They are so not because 
of some inherent flaw or fall or failing on their part, but became 
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political society is flawed in its very inception. In answer to the 
Academy's Question, Rousseau argues that the origin of inequality 
is the rule of the stronger in the form of the rule of the richer; 
and that, as such, it dearly is not "authorized" by the natural law, 
regardless of how that term may be understood {lneq. n [JrJ, [JSJ, 

[s8]). 
The Discourse rm lnequali�y does fi()t explore how this state of 

affairs might be remedied, any more than it explores whether or 
on what terms civil or political society might be "authorized" or 
"legitimate." It has therefore left some readers under the 
impression that Rousseau thinks that the self�sufficient savage 
marks the peak of humanity (lneq. n [r8]), from which the civil state 
is an unqualified decline. This is certainly the immediate impression 
which he wishes to create (lneq. E [ 7 J). By comparison to his dis� 
cussion of the state of nature, the discussion of the civil state which 
follows lacks drama. It is also significantly shorter. Yet it would 
be a mistake to neglect what he calls his "hypothetical history of 
governments,'' for it is, as he says, " . . .  in all respects an instructive 
lesson for man" (lneq. P [12J). He divides the civil state, as he had 
the state of nature, into three stages separated by "revolutions" and, 
again as in the state of nature, he situates rhe peak in the second 
or middle stage. He assigns that peak to democracy. In the body 
of the Discourse he says so as if only in passing. He sets forth his 
fullest account of a legitimate political order not in the body of 
the Discourse, but at its very beginning, under cover of the Epistle 
Dedicatory to Geneva, with its praise of the Roman People, ''that 
model of all free Peoples" (w [6]), and of wisely tempered democ� 
racy (ED [3], cp. SC m, 7 (5], 10 [3]* . . . ). The constitution of 
"the Fatherland I would have chosen" which he sketches in that 
Epistle Dedicatory corresponds in all essentials to lhe legitimate 
political order which he depicts in full detail in the Social Contract. 

The Discourse concludes with a comparison between the self� 
sufficient life in the state of nature and the other�dependent and 
ather-directed life in the civil state, the in-gathered sentiment of 
one's own existence in the one, and the radically alienated, amour� 
propre�driven sense of self in the other. The comparison appears 
unconditionally to favor the first, and just as unconditionally to 
deprecate the second. This appearance is deceptive. Rousseau 
stresses that we owe to amour propre not only what is worst but also 
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what is best among men, conquerors as we!l as philosophers (/neq. 
n [52]). He had made the same point in the First Discourse and in 
his Rep/fes to its Critics. However, he does not develop it in any of 
these essentially diagnostic writings. He will clevelop it in what 
might by contrast be called the constructive political writings, where 
he will argue that amour propre can become the active principle and 
driving power of civic spiritedness and patriotism (Pol. Ec. [30 ], 
Poland 4 [ 1 ], [ 2 ]; Introduction to SC tr. ). Nor does he here develop 
the extremely terse answer he finally gives to the Academy Question 
in tht: very last paragraph of the Discourse: only rule in proportion 
to merit satisfies the requirements of natural law in any sense of 
that term. In the very last of the Notes which he appended to the 
Discourse, he adds that political rule in proportion to wisdom and 
virtue - in other words, in strict conformity with the requirements 
of what the Dijon Academy means by "natural law" - has to be 
"authorized" by the sovereign people (see also Narcissus [19]). It 
clearl)· follows that, as he says in the Epistle Dedicatory ([r8], [3]) 
and again in the Social Contract (m 5 [4], 7 [5], 10 [3]* . . .  ), the 
best government is democracy wisely tempered, or elective aristoc
racy (SC Ill 5 (4]; cp. lneq. ED [r8] fJl). He most fully illustrates 
how he conceives of political authority in proportion to merit in 
his Considerations on the Government of Poland (IJ). 

Many years later, Rousseau wrott: in his Confwiom that " . . . m 
all of Europe [the Discourse] found only a very few readers who 
understood it, and of these none wished to talk about it" ( Conf vm. 
OC 1, 389). Since he docs not go on to say what would constitute a 

correct understanding of it, the remark can be - and has been -
cited in support of the most diverse interpretations. Although it was 
widely read and discussed, this Second Diswurse did not occasion a 
public debate comparable to that occasioned by the First Discourse, 
in part because Rousseau did not directly enter the discussion in 
public_ He drafted, but never mailed, replies to the critical com
ments by Charles Bonnet, writing under the pseudonym Philopolis, 
and by Charles-Georges Le Roy speaking in the name of Buffon. 
Both had chaJlenged what they took to be the Discourse's conception 
of the natural order and of man's place in it. However he did spell 
out his conception of the natural order and of man's place in it 
rather fully in a letter he sent to Voltaire about the latter's recentl)' 
published Poem on the L1sbon Disaster. Man's place in the natural 
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order is again central to the reflections in the Essay 011 the Ongin 
of Languages, and in an important footnote Rousseau returns to 
the specific issue which Le Roy-Buffon had raised about carnivores 
(Languages 9 l32 ]"'). These four writings, together with the Dis
course, thus form a coherent whole. 

The immediate occasion for Voltaire's Poem was the devastating 
earthquake which struck Lisbon on Saturday, r :"Jovember, All 
Saints' Day, 1755, and which was followed by tidal waves anti 
extensive fires, causing the death of many thousands of people anti 
destroying much of the city. The disaster made a deep impression 
throughout Europe. In light of it, Voltaire's Poem challenges, as its 
subtitle announces, "the axiom 'All is Good,"' the thesis of Leib
niz's Theodicy that this is the best of all possible worlds, and of 
Pope's Essay on Man that "whatever is, is right," what was called 
"Optimism" at the time. "Optimism" was being much debated. 
The Berlin Academy had announced as the topic of its Prize compe
tition for 1755 a thorough discussion of Pope's thesis, and Kant 
had considered submitting an essay to it. Now Voltaire, writing 
under the impact of the earthquake, charges that optimism fails to 
acknowledge or to account for the ills or evils (maux) that befall 
man. Rousseau, by contrast, casts himself as a defender of optimism, 
an optimism which any reader of the Letter immediately realizes 
has nothing in common with the pollyannish optimism Voltaire will 
deride in Candide. He had, after all, just a short time before referred 
to his "sad system." The aim of his Utter is twofold: once more 
to show that we can avoid most of the evils we suffer because they 
are of our making, and that the evils which we cannot avoid count 
for less than the goods we enjoy; and to vindicate our common
sense trust in what he calls "the ordinary course of things," and 
our belief or hope in the confonnity between the order of things 
and our moral lives. 

Rousseau does not deny that the Lisbon earthquake was a great 
calamity, or that our lives are beset by innumerable evils. He does 
take issue with Voltaire about what does and what does not count 
as an evil, and hence about how most responsibly to depict and 
discuss evils. Voltaire's Poem depicts evils which human prudence 
could prevent or at least mitigate as if they could only have been 
prevented by an omnipotent God who chose not to prevent them. 
It therefore leaves us feeling forsaken and dejected. By contrast, 
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Rousseau sides with Leibniz and Pope, who show God combining 
the most good(s) with the fewest e\'ils possible - " . . .  if he did not 
do better, it is that he could not do better" ([5]) - and thus leavt 
us feeling reconciled and even hopeful. Faced with the alternative 
between divine beneficence and divine omnipotence, Rousseau pub
licly opts for the first. 

The general physical evils that are, so to speak, in the nature of 
things - primarily death and pain - are few in number, and of 
comparati\·ely little importance, especially once we recognize that 
they are unavoidable. Most generally, evils are unavoidable because 
the whole is made up of heterogeneous parts, and the good of one 
part - or kind or species - differs from that of another, and hence 
from the good of the whole ([8], [21], [23]; War [42]; Phi/opolis 
[I I]). We cannot avoid, undo or overcome sucll evils. We can only 
accommodate to them more or less adequately. 

Strictly speaking, the question of philosophical optimism is inde
pendtnt of the question of Providence. In a discussion of these very 
same issues in the Second Discourse, Rousseau had said that man 
suffers almost only evil; he has brought on himself, and that there
fore Saturc - he makes no mention there of Providence - is justified 
(lneq. � IX [I]; cp. Narmsus [30 ]). Still, it is not difficult to see how 
a discussion of the origin of evil readily turns into a discussion of 
Providence. Now, in the tenns which he adopts in the Lrttcr to 
Voltaire, Rousseau argues that Providence makes for the best world 
possible, and - therefore - not for a world which is unqualifiedly 
good. Providence is "universal," and - therefore - not particular 
([25]). 

Rousseau recognizes that even universal Providence, the prop
osition that the species is a part of the best-ordered whole possible, 
and - therefore - subject to the fewest and least constraints or evils 
possible, is no more tllan an assumption ([23]}. Voltaire does not 
gram it. For him the whole is not well ordered unless sentient 
beings, and in particular human beings, enjoy a privileged place in 
it. In his view, a whole to which his death contributes by having 
his mortal remains serve as food for worms is not simply well 
ordered. The difference between the two is that for Voltaire the 
whole should accommOO.ate to man, whereas for Rousseau man 
must accommodate to the whole. However, the claim that we suffer 
more evils than we enjoy goods is disingenuous even on Voltaire's 
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terms. It fails ro take into account "the sweet sentiment of exist
ence" ([II]}. If he took it int<J account, Voltaire would recognize 
that, in the full context of our lives, the goods we enjoy outweigh 
the unavoidable general evils we suffer. What is more, the sweet 
sentiment of existence dearlv provides a privileged place for man 
among the beings, and thus establishes a clear presumption in favor 
of even the kind of Pro\idence Voltaire demands. Rousseau goes 
so far as to argue that the sentiment of one's own existence also 
establishes a presumption in favor of the immortality of the individ
ual soul ([ 26]). 

The link between immortality of the individual soul and our 
sense of justice is readily enough apparent. We believe that justice 
calls for happiness in proportion to moral desert. We know that it 
is not always so. Yet our moral life rests on the trust that what is 
conforms to what should be. We may therefore be moved to hope 
that it might prove to be so, and hence to hope that the soul is 
immonal. As Voltaire remarked in the concluding note to his Poem, 
men entertained this hope "even before they enjoyed the assistance 
of revelation." It has also alwa)"S and everywhere been recognized 
that the hope - or the fear - that the individual soul might be 
immortal and subject to rewards and punishments can serve as a 
powerful bulwark to moral conduct. It may encourage the righteous, 
and deter the wicked. Rousseau takes up Glaucon's and Adeiman
tos's challenge to Socrates: in the absence of immortality and of 
natural sanctions, would not a person acting justly to his detriment 
be a fool, and only a penon acting unjustly to his benefit prove 
rational ([26]; cp. Plato, Republic II, 359b-362c; Franquiires [22]; 
Gtnn•a rns. 1 2 [10]; SC 1 6 [2])/ 

The question of Providence is a corollary of questions about the 
existence and nature of God. Rousseau had acknowledged that there 
are reasons for doubting the immortality ofthe soul (Voltaire [26]). 
He now acknowledges as much regarding the existence of God 
([2q]). The rational thing to do would, therefore, be to suspend 
judgment regarding God's existence. Yet he rejects this option. 
More precisely, he denies that it is an option. For, he says, he 
cannot bear to remain in doubt about questions of vital importance. 
Since the unaided human reason cannot resolve the question, he 
falls back on sentiment. He develops this argument - if that is the 
proper term for this rejection of argument - in the important para-
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graph immediately following, in which he �s on to tell how pro
foundly struck he had been by Diderot's showing that the order of 
the universe can be accounted for bv matter, motion and chance, 
without invoking a prime mover or a prior principle of order, in 
other words by a somewhat refined Epicureanism ((30 ]). He omitted 
this paragraph from the copy of the Letter which he sent to Vohaire, 
as well as from the version of it which he eventually allowed to be 
published. He did make the same point on a number of other 
occasions (e.g. Franquibes [u]), but never publicly in his own 
name. ft is dear why he would have hesitated to do so: as he goes 
on to say, he knows of no conclusive refutation of it. If he neverthe
less rejects it, he does so not because he thinks it false, but because 
it clashes so radically with our ordinary, common-sense experience, 
and with our trust or hope that the world makes sense, that we 
could not live by it. The Second mscourse is proof that he does not 
simply reject it. As he puts it in a formula he also uses in a number 
of other important contexts, he is convinced but not persuaded by 
Diderot's Epicurean account. For all practical purposes the contrast 
between being convinced and being persuaded corresponds to the 
contrast he draws a few lines later between proofs by demonstration 
and proofs of sentiment. In both cases, ordinary experience or incli
nation points one way, and demonstration or argument poims 
another; in both cases, ordinary experience or inclination prevails; 
and, Rousseau argues, in both cases it must be heeded. For ordinary 
experience makes for our stubborn trust in the stability and order 
of our world, and appears to point to what might be called "cosmic 
support for our humanity" or "Providence," and thus to hallow 
necessity. Respect for this trust intensifies our common sense of 
what several times in this Letur Rousseau calls "the ordinary course 
of things"; to challenge ir, as Voltaire does, in the name of alterna
tives that are not certain and make no useful difference therefore 
is, as Rousseau repeatedly says, simply crud ([6], (JoJ). It is far 
more cruel than the various physical evils which Voltaire finds so 
cruel ([ IO ]), because, by undermining our trust in the common 
world of common sense, it causes us to become disenchanted and 
detached from it. In criticizing Voltaire's poem, Rousseau is 
indirectly also criticizing Diderot's Epicurean account. He honeys 
the cup, and seeks to counteract the disenchantment and detach
ment to which their views lead, by �hifting the focus inward, away 
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from the natural world around us toward our sentiments, and most 
particularly toward the sentiment of our existence. This shift sig
nificantlY contributed to the shift awav from cosmological argu-. . 

ments for the existence of God, and from religion to religiosity. It 
corresponds to the distinction between being convinced and being 
persuaded, and to the distinction between proofs by demonstration 
and proofs of sentiment. These shifts and distinctions succinctly 
mark the limits of possible enlightenment, and in particular of a 
politics that would be rigorously rational. 

Rousseau categorically rejects the possibility of a political society 
of atheists, although he readily concedes that there may be individ
ual virtuous atheists, as his very sympathetic depiction of M. de 
Wolmar in the Nouvelle Hiloi"se amply proves. Since a sound politi
cal society requires what, in the Social Contract, he will call a "civil 
religion," he invites Voltaire to elaborate the rudiments of the 
religion of sentiment which he has been sketching in this Letter into 
a Catechism of the Citizen. Religious beliefs can be required, they 
cannot be enforced. It would be inhumane and unreasonable to try 
to enforce them. Only conduct can be enforced. Rousseau invariably 
draws a sharp line between enforcing belief and enforcing conduct, 
and in particular he consistently rejects every fonn of religious 
intolerance. For, as he says here, and as be will say again in the 
chapter on Civil Religion of the Social Contract, people who think 
their fellows are damned will subject them in this life to the treat
ment they say the Devil has in store for them in the next. 

The Letter to Voltaire once again shows that Rousseau is preemi
nently a political writer not in the sense that he restricts himself to 
narrowly political issues or problems, but in the sense that even 
when he is as it were forced to speak about the most comprehensive 
questions, about the sum or the order of the beings, or about God, 
freedom and immortality, he invariably remains mindful of common 
experiences, beliefs and practices, in other words of the require
ments of political life. He does not leave it at saying that the require
ments of political life ought to be acknowledged, he acknowledges 
them in fact, in his own name, or, more precisely, in the first 
person. For the fact that he presents his discussions dramatically 
and in the first person does not entitle us to attribute to him the 
conclusions which he attributes to the first pen;on. He may have 
the first person speak on behalf of sound sentiment or sound popu-
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Jar opinion. In the Discourse on Heroic Virtue he notes that "Nothing 
is as categorical as ignorance, and doubt is as rare among the People 
as assertion [/'affirmation] is among true Philosophers" (r3]. Only 
someone who thinks it possible and desirable to suspend judgment 
when reason cannot decide would make such a statement. Yet in 
the Letter to Voltaire the first person claims to find it intolerable to 
suspend judgment regarding the existence of God and the immor
talit)· of the soul, and that this, not reason, is why it chooses the 
consoling alternative. In doing so it speaks on behalf of those who 
are not familiar with scientific claims that are at odds with common 
experience, or who cannot understand them ([r4], (18]), just as in 
the Discourse on the Sciences and the Arts the first person was "an 
honest man who knows nothing and esteems himself none the less 
for it" ([4]). 
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Chronology of Jean-Jacques Rousseau 

1712 z8 June, hom in Geneva; the second son of the watch
maker Isaac Rousseau and his wife Suzanne Bernard; 
both parents are "citizens" of Geneva; on 7 July his 
mother dies. 

1722-1728 Isaac Rousseau flees Geneva after a quarrel; his 
sons, who had received no formal education, were 
appremiced. Jean-Jacques worked briefly as a 
notary's clerk, and then (1725-1728) as apprentice to 
an engraver. 

I7Z8--1740 One night in Man:h 1728, Rousseau finds himself 
locked out of Geneva, and decides to seek his fortune 
elsewhere; goes to Annency in the Savoy, where he 
meets Mme. de Warens. She sends him to Turin, 
where he renounces Calvinism and converts to Roman 
Catholicism (briefly attending a seminary for priests, 
then a choir school). Works intennittently as a lackey, 
an engraver, and a music teacher. Becomes Mme. de 
Warens's lover (1733-I740) and begins to write while 
living with her. 

1 74o-174I Tutor in the house of M. de Mably, in Lyon, where 
he also makes the acquaimance of de Mably's two 
eider brothers, Etienne Bonnot, who comes to be 
known as the Abbe de Condillac, and the Abbe de 
Mably. 

I742-1749 Arrives in Paris with a scheme of musical notation, a 
comedy, an opera, and a collection of poems. During 
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these years Rousseau made a precarious living 
tutoring, writing, and arranging music. For a time 
(1743-1744) he is secretary to the Comte de Mon
taigu, France's ambassador to Venice. Befriends Dide
rot, who commissions him to write the articles on 
music for the Encyclopedia; meets Therese Levasseur, 
who becomes his life-long companion. 

1750 Wins the prize from the Academy of Dijon for his so
called First Discourse (Discours sur ks sciences e/ les arts), 
published in January 175 r, and an immediate, resound
ing success throughout Europe. 

1752 His short opera, Le Devin du village (The Village 
Soothsayer), is performed at Court; a corned), IVar
cisse, performed at the Theatre Fran�s; refuses a 
royal pension. 

1753 Lettre sur Ia musique franraiSe (Letter about French 
Music), expressing a strong preference for Italian over 
French music. 

1754-1755 The so-called Second Discourse (Discours sur l'origine et 
les fondetflfflts de l'infgalit( panni les k(lmmes) com
pleted in May 1754. On I June, Rousseau leaves Paris 
for a visit to Geneva, where he returns to Prot
estantism; his rights as citizen of Geneva are restored. 
Back in Paris in October. The Diuourse is published 
in May 1755. ln November the Political Economy 
appears in volume v of Diderot and d'Alembert's 
Encyclopedia. 

r756 Leaves Paris, and settles in a cottage, The Hermitage, 
on the estate of Mme. d'Epinay. Begins writing his 
novel Julie. 

1758 f,erter to M. d'Aiembert (Lettre sur ies sputac!es) critical 
of d'Aiembert's article on Geneva in the Encyclopedia, 
and in particular of his proposal to open a theater in 
Gene,'a. The publication of the Letter made final his 
break with most of the philosophes. 

r 761 Publication of the epistolary novel Julie, ou la nou·velle 
Hilofse, which becomes a runaway best-seller. 

r762 Publication of Du contrat social (15 May) as well as of 
Emile (22 May). Both are condemned and ordered to 
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1794 

Chronology 

be publicly burned in Geneva as well as in France; 
the French government orders Rousseau's arrest; he 
flees to Neuchitel, then governed by Prussia. 
While in Neuchitel, Rousseau renounces his Genevan 
citizenship. He writes a dmft of a constitution for 
Corsica; is fiercely attacked by Voltaire in an anony
mous pamphlet; and decides to write his autobiogra
phy, the Conjessio11s. 
Spends some weeks of intense happiness on the island 
of Saint Pierre in the Lac de Bienne. 
Under increasing attack wherever he seeks refuge, he 
accepts David Hume's offer of help to settle in Eng
land. (Falsely) suspecting Hume of having had a ltand 
in writing an anonymous pamphlet ridiculing him, he 
quarrels with him and returns to France (although the 
order for his arrest had not been rescinded). 
While living under an assumed name, Renou, he mar
ries his long-time companion Therese Levasseur, by 
whom he had had five children, all of whom he had 
left at a home for foundlings. 
He writes the Considerations sur le gouvernement de 
Pologne, and Dialogues: Rousseau jugt de Jean-Jacques, 
neither of which gets published at this time. 
Writes the Reven·es du prommeur solitaire. 
Dies quite suddenly on 2 July. 
Publication of the Du Peyrou-Moultou edition of the 
Works which incorporates many of Rousseau's 
additions and corrections, and makes public for the 
first time his autobiographical writings, a number of 
his later political writings, as well as many shorter 
works, fragments and letters. 
Rousseau's ashes are transferred to the Pantheon. 
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A brief guide to further reading 

The elegant five volumes of the P!Ciade Jean-Jacques Rousseau, 
Oeuvres completes (or OC; for details, see A Note on the Texts, 
p. xliii), make available in a convenient and compact format the 
most complete collection of Rousseau's published and unpublished 
writings. The different texts were assigned to different editors, and 
accordingly the extensive critical apparatus and annotations vary in 
usefulness. Also, unfortunately not all the texts are entirely reliable: 
aside from inevitable typographical errors, some of which remain 
uncorrected in printing after printing, not all - not even all impor
tant- variants are recorded; capitalization is not consistently faithful 
to Rousseau's original, or modernized uniformly throughout the 
edition. Oose readers will therefore also have to consult the most 
authoritative editions of individual works: George R. Havens's criti
cal edition of the First Discourse, Heinrich Meier's critical edition 
of the Second Discourse, and the various classical critical editions of 
the Social Contract. For full details about these editions, see the 
beginning of the Editorial Not� for each work. The most complete 
guide to Rousseau editions, printings, and translations up to 1950 
is Jean Senelier's Bibliographie gtnirale des oeuvres de J.-J. Rousseau 
(PUF, Paris, 1950). 

Ralph A. Leigh's critical apparatus and annotations in his magis
terial Correspondance complite (for details, see A Note on the Texts, 
p. xliii) make his edition a doubly invaluable source. 

References to standard translations of most of Rousseau's more 
important works are included in the Editorial Notes. Rousseau's 
major political writin� which are not included in the present 
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,·olume will be found in Jean-Jacques Rousseau, 'The Social 
Contract' and Other Later Political Writings, translated, with an 
Introduction and Notes, by Victor Gourevitch {Cambridge Texts 
in the History of Political Thought, Cambridge, 1997). 

The Annates de Ia Sociiti Jean-Jacques Rousseau (1905- ) publish 
articles, reviews and notices of particular interest to Rousseau schol
ars; so, frequently, do Studies on Voltaire and the Eighteenth Century 
(1955- ). 

The North American Association for the Study of Jean-Jacques 
Rousseau publishes a Bulletin and holds Symposia, the Proceedings 
of which are published under the title Pensie fibre. 

The secondary literature about Rousseau's life and works is enor
mous. The following list is no more than a highly selective, prelimi
nary guide to further reading. It concentrates on- but is not limited 
to - works about Rousseau's political philosophy; and it concen
trates on - but is not limited to - works in English. Numerous 
other, often more specialized references, will be found in the Edi
torial Notes. The bibliographies in the works listed here and in 
those Notes will guide the interested reader further, as will Peter 
Gay's "Reading about Rousseau: A Surve�· of the Literature," in 
his The Party of Humanity {Knopf, New York, 1964), pp. 2I I-2J8. 

Although, or perhaps because, he wrote several autobiographies, 
of which the ConftssWns is the best kno\\n and most complete, 
Rousseau has been a favorite subject of biographers. Two bio
graphies stand out for their balance: Jean Guehenno's }�on-Jacques 
Rousseou (Gallimard, Paris, 1962; translated by John and Doreen 
Weightman, Routledge & Kegan Paul, London, 1966), and the two 
volumes which Maurice Cranston lived to complete, Jean-Jacqu�s. 
The Early Life and Work of}ean-}acquts Rouss�au, IJI2-IJS4 (Allan 
Lane, London, 1983) and The Noble Savoge, Jeon-Jacquts Rousseau, 
1754-I762 (Viking/Penguin, London and University of Chicago 
Press, Chicago, 1991). Sir Gaven de Beer's Jean-Jacques Rousseou 
and his World {Putnam's, New York and Thames & Hudson, 
London, 1972) rna�· be consulted for its numerous, mostly eight
eenth-century images of persons, places and memorabilia associated 
with Rousseau. Jean Starobins.ki's J.-J. Rousseau, La Transparence 
etl'obstack {Pion, Paris, 1957, second, expanded edition, Gallimard, 
Paris, I97I), translated as Jean-Jacques Rouss�au: Transparency and 
Obstruction (University of ChiCll!O Pres&, Chicago, 1g88), is the best, 
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and the best-known, attempt to understand Rousseau's writings in 
the light of the kind of person he is supposed to have been, and to 
construct the kind of person he is supposed to have been on the 
basis of his writings; it focuses on the "images, obsessional desires, 
nostalgias, that dominate Jean jacques' conduct and almost perma
nently guide his actions"; it does not attend to his thought as such. 
By contrast, Christopher Kelly's Rousseau's Exemplary Lif�, the 
"Confessions'" as Political Philosophy (Cornell Univerity Press, 
Ithaca, 1987) reads Rousseau's account of his life in the light of his 
thought. 

The most reliable and accessible accounts in English of Rous
seau's thought as a whole are Charles W. Hendels's Jean-Jacques 
Rousseau: Moralist (z vols., Oxford Univerity Press, London and 
New York, 1934; second edition, Library of Liberal Arts, New 
York, rg6z}; and Robert Wokler's Rousseau, in the Past Masters 
series {OUP, Oxford, 1995), a lively, succinct distillation of the 
author's extensive acquaintance with the texts, the secondary litera
ture and the period. Two French studies of Rousseau's work as a 
whole belong on even a short list of books about Rousseau: Pierre 
Burgelin's massive La Philosophie dt /'existence de }.-}. Rousseau 
(PUF, Paris, 1952), and Tzvetan Todorov's compact Fri/e bonhcur, 
essai sur Rousseau (Hachette, Paris, rg8s); so do two general studies 
in German: Martin Rang, Rousseaus Lehre vom Mcnschen 
(Vandenhoek & Ruprecht, Gtittingen, 1959), which surveys the 
entire oeuvre from the perspective of the Emi/c, and Iring Fetscher's 
illuminating and reliable Rousstaus politischc Philosophie (Hermann 
Luchterhand Verlag, Neuwied, 196o), which called attention to the 
difficulties raised by Rousseau's apparently inconsistent accounts of 
"pity" in the Second Discourse and in the Essay on tM Origin of 
Languages long before this became an issue in the French-language 
debates. 

The most influential modern study of Rousseau's political philos
ophy is Robert Derathe'sflan-]acques Rousseau et Ia snence pofit1que 
de son temps (Vrin, Paris, 1970). One of the strengths of this study 
and ofDerathe's numerous other contributions to Rousseau schol
arship is his consistent attention to the coherence and the cogency 
of Rousseau's thought. !\mong: earlier discussions in English of 
Rousseau's political philosophy, much can be learned from T. H. 
Green's Lectures on the Principles of Political Obligation (first 
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delivered in 1879, and first published posthumously in R. L. Nettle
ship's edition of Green's Works (OUP, London and New York, 
1886], vol. 11, pp. 307-553i paperback reprint, University of 
Michigan Press, Ann Arbor, 1967), Bernard Bosanquet's Philo
sophical Theory of the State (Macmillan, London, 1899), and C. E. 
Vaughan's "Introduction" to his Jean-Jacques Rousseau: The Politi
cal Writings (CUP, Cambridge, 1915, reprint Basil Blackwell, 
Oxford, 1962, vol. 1, pp. I-II]). Judith N. Shklar's Mrn and Citi
zens (CUP, Cambridge, 196g) seeks to capture and convey the tenor 
of what her sub-title calls Rousseau's "social theory." Roger Mas
ters, The Political Philosophy of Rousseau (Princeton University 
Press, Princeton, 1968), provides detailed analyses of each of the 
major works. John C. Hall's concise .md lucid Rousseau; An Intro
duction to his Political Philosophy (Schenkman, Cambridge, MA and 
Macmillan, London, 1972) concludes with a brief but helpful dis
cussion of "Some Modem Applications"; A.  M. Melzer's The 
Natural Goodness of Man (University of Chicago Press, Chicago, 
1990) explores Rousseau's political philosophy thoroughly and 
thoughtfully; Zev M. Trachtenberg, Making Citizens (Routledge, 
London and New York, 1993) pays special attention to the role 
Rousseau attaches to morals (moeurs}, and reviews the claims that 
the "general will" is best understood in the light of theories of 
"rational choice"; Tracy B. Strong, Jean-Jacques Rousseau, The 
Politics of the Ordinary (Sage, London, 1994) is an eclectic, wide
ranging, and spirited exploration of the work by perhaps the only 
scholar who proclaims himself a "Rousseauian." 

Kant acknowledged how indebted his moral thought was to 
Rousseau. This has unfortunately misled some academics to portray 
him as a lisping Kant. In an influential article, Eric Wei! even went 
so far as to claim that "it took Kant to think Rousseau's thoughts" 
(''J.-J. Rousseau et sa politique," Critique Uanuary 1952], 56:3-z8, 
reprinted in Euais et Confirences [Pion, Paris, 1971], vol. II, pp. 
1 1 5-148). The best-known summaries of the influence of Rousseau 
on Kant's moral thought are Ernst Cassirer's balanced The Q!ustion 
of Jean-Jacques Rousseau (originally published in 1932; translated by 
Peter Gay, Indiana Universit}· Press, Bloomington, 1963) and 
"Kant and Rousseau," in Rousseau, Kant, Goethe (Princeton Uni
versity Press, Princeton, 1945). It remained for Richard L. Velkley's 
original, learned and absorbing Frudom and the End of Reason 
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(Chicago University Press, Chicago, 1989) to show Rousseau's pro
found and pervasive influence on Kant's critical philosophy as a 
whole. Andrew Levine's thoughtful The Politics of Autonomy: A 
Kantian Reading of Rousseau 's Social Contract (University of Massa
chusetts Press, Amherst, 1976) is mindful of the differences between 
Rousseau and Kant; however his Kant is, as the author announces 
from the first, Marxicized by way of Althusser; see also his recent 
The General Will: Romseau, Marx, Communism (CUP, Cambridge, 
I 993); Louis Althusser's analytic-Marxist reading, "Sur le Contrat 
Social (Les decalages)," Cah�rrs pour /'analyse ( 1970), 8: 5-42), trans
lated bv B. Brewster, is included in his Montesquieu, Rousseau, 
Marx: Pobtics and History (Verso, London, 1982); Michel Launay, 
Jean-Jacques Rousseau icrivain politique (CEL/ ACER, Grenoble, 
H)72) views Rousseau's political writings from what might, by con
trast, be called an historical-Marxist perspective, in the light of a 
very detailed account of the political circumstances in which they 
were composed. 

The debate about whether Rousseau's legitimate, well
constituted State is what is now often called totalitarian goes at least 
as far back as the debates about the relation between his thought 
and the French Revolution and especially the Terror. The most 
conspicuous attacks on him on this score are Edmund Burke's, par
ticularly in his Refoctiom on the Revolution in France (1790), in 
which Burke did, however, also recognize that Rousseau himself 
"would be shocked at the practical frenzy of his scholars"; and by 
Benjamin Constant, especially in his Principles of Po/ltJcs (181 5) and 
his Liberty of the Ancients as compared with that of the Moderns 
(1819), both translated by B. Fontana in Constant, Political Writings 
(Cambridge Texts in the History of Political Thought, Cambridge, 
I988); for a review of the debate, see J. W. Chapman, Rousseau: 
Totalitarian or Liberal? (MtS Press, New York, 1968); a widely 
influential argument for the view that Rousseau laid the foundation 
for "totalitarian democracy" is made by J. L. Talman, The Origins 
of Totalitarian Democracy (Seeker & Warburg, London, 1952; 
paperback reprint, Praeger, New York, 11)00); however, the most 
tenacious contemporary critic of Rousseau's presumably totalitarian 
teaching and personality is Lester G. Crocker, for example in his 
Rousseau S SocU.l Contract, An Interpretive Essay (Case Western 
Reserve Press, Cleveland, 1968); Richard Fralin, Rousseau and 
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Representation {Columbia Lniversity Press, New York, 1978) exam
ines one of the central problems in this all-too-often highly polemi
cal debate with scrupulous care. 

For the study of Rousseau's thoughts about foreign policy, J. L. 
Windenberger, ES5ai sur la pohtique itrangire de }.-}. Rousseau 
(Picard et Fils, Paris, 1900) remains indispensable; see also Grace 
G. Roosevelt, Reading Rousseau in the Nuclear Age (Philadelphia, 
Temple University Press, 1990); and the "Introduction" by Stanley 
Hoffmann and David P. Fidler to their anthology of Rousseau writ
ings, Rousseau on InternatiOnal Relations (Clarendon, Oxford, 1991). 

Among the works devoted to individual texts, Leo Strauss's study 
of the First Discouru: "On the Intention of Rousseau," Social 
Reuarch (1947), 14A55-487, reprinted in Maurice Cranston and 
Richard S. Peters, cds., Hobbes and Rousseau (Doubleday, New 
York, 1972), pp. 254-290, stands out; john Hope Mason has written 
a "Reading Rousseau's First Discourse," Studies on Voltaire and the 
Eighteenth Century (1987), 249:251 - -266; Patrick Coleman's Rous
seau's Political Imagination: Rule and Representation in tht 'Lettre ti 
d'Aiembert' (Droz, Geneva, 1984) should be mentioned in this con
text; my own "Rousseau on the Arts and Sciences," The Journal of 
Philosophy (1972), 69:737-754 develops and documents in detail 
some of the points I make in the Introduction to this volume. 
Among the works devoted to the Second Discoursr, Arthur 0. 
Lovejoy's "The Supposed Primitivism of Rousseau's Discourse on 
Inequality" (1923), in Essays in the History of Ideas (Johns Hopkins 
University Press, Baltimore, 1948) did much to alert readers to the 
distinction Rousseau draws between different stages of the state of 
nature; Victor Goldschmidt's Anthropo/ogie et poiitique: Les Principes 
du systeme de Rousseau (Vrin, Paris, 1974) provides the most detailed 
commentary on this Discourse; I have discussed some of the diffi
culties in interpreting the Second Discourse in "Rousseau's 'Pure' 
State of :'>o1ature," Interpretation (1988), 16:23-59. The single most 
sustained interpretation of the Essay on the Origin of Languages is 
Jacques Derrida's often insightful and just as often willful reading 
of that text: De Ia grammatoiogie (Editions de Minuit, Paris, 1967), 
translated by Gayatri C. Spivak as OfGrammatology Uohns Hopkins 
University Press, Baltimore and London, 1976); Robert Wokler's 
Rousseau on Society, Politics, Music and Language {Garland, New 
York, 1987) is valuable; I have discussed the Essay in '"The First 
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Times' in Rousseau's Essay rm the Origin of Languages," Graduate 
Fatuf�v Ph1losophy Journal (H)86), I J : I 23-q.6, and in "The Politi
cal Argument of Rousseau's Essay on the Origin of Languages," in 
Pursuits af Reasan, ESsays in Honor of Stanley Caw// (Texas Tech. 
University Press, Lubbock, 1993), pp. 21-36. Two very different 
commentaries on the Social Contract are particularly helpful: Maur
ice Halbwachs\ Rousseau, Du contrat Slicial (Aubier, Paris, 1943), 
and Hilail Gildin's Ruusseau's Social Contract: The Destgn r![ the 
Argument (University of Chicago Press, Chicago, 1983). 
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A note on the texts 

The present collection brings together most of Rousseau's most 
important "political" writings, as well as some briefer polemical 
writings, and a few fragments and letters which shed light on the 
more formal, finished texts. By and large they appear here and in 
the companion volume, The Social Omtract and other Later Political 
Writmgs. in the order in which they were written or published. 

Some of the material included in this collection was not origlnally 
published by Rousseau himself, and it is not in all cases dear that 
he intended it to appear in print. Its inclusion therefore calls for at 
least a brief comment. We simply can no lungtT read and try to 
understand Rousseau exactly as he himself chose to present his 
thought and his person, and as his contemporaries came to know 
them. Many important drafts and fragments which he discarded or 
suppressed have been discovered in the course of the past two cen
turies. In addition, some fifty massive volumes of his correspon
dence have been published. Purists may regret the incorporation 
into his oeuvre of this material. Yet no conscientious student of 
Rousseau can simply ignore it, if only because much of it develops 
or illumines what he did publish or intend for publication. At the 
same time, conscientious scholars will take into account whether -

and why - he may or may not have intended a given passage or 
text to be made public. Many of his better-known letters are short 
essays about important aspects of his thought. That is why they are 
well known. He fully expected that they would be made public, 
either by their addressees - a  number of whom did, in fact, circulate 
and publish letters they had received from the by now famous Rous-
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<;.eau - or by himself. He certainly did not write the few letters 
included in this collet.'tion to tJnburden himself or to confide his 
inmost thoughts. He wrote them, as he repeatedly points out, in 
order to fulfill a moral obligation, to help or to benefit his 
addressees. They are as carefully crafted as his explicitly public 
writings. They, too, are politic. 

The present standard edition of Rousseau's works is the five-volume 
Jean-Jacques Rousseau, Oeurres complete�, edited by B. Gagnebin 
and M. Raymond (Pleiade, Paris, I95�I995). In order to make it 
easier for readers to check the translation against the oritPnal, I 
introduced the practice of providing volume and page references to 
this edition: for example, OC 111, 202-204, refers to pages 202-204 

of volume ffl in the Pleiade Oeuvres completes; [202] in the body of 
a translation indicates that what follows corresponds to page 202 of 
that volume of the Pleiade edition. A number of other translators 
have since felt free also to atlopr this practice. In order further to 
facilitate cross-references, I have numbered Rousseau's paragraphs: 
SC m 2 [ 1 l refers to the first paragraph in the second chapter of 
the third book of the Social Contract. 

The present standard edition of Rousseau's correspondence is 
Jean-Jacques Rousseau, Comspondance compiite, collected, edited, 
and annotated by R. A. Leigh (lnstitut et Musi:e Voltaire, Geneva 
and The Voltaire Foundation at the Taylor Institution, Oxford, 
1965-1989); aU references to this remarkable work are abbreviated 
CC, followed by the Roman numeral indicating the volume, and 
the Arabic numeral(s) indicating the page(s). 
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Rousseau is a writer of uncommon range and power. Kant, the 
sober Kant, said that his writing so swept him away that he could 
not attend to his argument upon a first reading. No translation can 
hope to du justice ru his original. My aim has therefore been no 
more than to render what he said and how he said it as faithfully 
and as unobtrusively as possible. 

He was aware that understanding his writings may require effort. 
He repeatedly calls for attentive readers (e.g. !neq. I [53]; SC 111 1 
[ 1 ]), and on at least one occasion he expressly invites us to re-read 
him with care (Poland If [3]; see also lneq., Notice about the 
Notes). In a letter to Mme. d'Epinay be tells her tltat she will have 
to "learn my dictionary" because "my terms rarely have their usual 
meaning" (March 1756, CC III, 296). All of his readers have to 
learn his dictionary. The following brief remarks are no more than 
preliminary notes for it. 

Art, "art": see First Discourse [5], Editorial Note. 
Bon (adj.), bonti (n.), bien (n., adv.), "good," "goodness," 

"good(s)" and "well," together with their antonyms, are key terms 
for Rousseau. For a brief comment about translating them, see the 
Editorial Note to Letter to Voltaire [3]. 

For the most part, I have translated Iiberti as "freedom," and 
affranchir as "to free" (serfs); but ajfranchlssement, "freeing," some
times has to be "manumission." 

Morafe (n.) means ethics; moraliti (n.), "moralit)·"; and, much of 
the time, moral (adj.), "moral," simply means what we mean by 
that term, namely whatever pertains to what is morally right or 
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wrong. However, often Rousseau also uses "moral" in contrast to 
"physical.'" We still do so as well, when we say that we have a 
moral certainty, to indicate that we believe something to be the case 
although we have no "physical" evidence to support that belief (cp. 
Voltaire [38]) . .\1ore generally, Rousseau follows Pufendorf in 
speaking of "moral persons," associations, institutions, corporations 
which have no physical existence properly so called, but owe their 
existence to agreements, covenants, contracts, or to shared beliefs, 
opinions, attitudes, w moeurs, "morals" or ways of life; such "moral 
persons" may perfe<:tly intelligibly be said to pursue corporate ends 
or goods, and to possess a corporate will. MQral and moeurs are 
closely related: Pufendorf derives moeurs from moral; Burlamaqui 
derives moral from moeurs. Afoeurs is notoriously difficult to trans
late. :'-Jo single English word consistently means "shared public 
morality." "Manners'' might seem plausible, but the burden of 
Rousseau's numerous discussions of moeurs is the discrepancy 
between manners and morak From the First DiscQurse onwards, his 
constant concern is with this moral core of moeurs: he understands 
the Dijon Academy's Question about the impact of the arts and 
sciences on m()(urs as a question about their impact on the moral 
tastes, dispositions, judgments, conduct, characteristic of a com
munity's way of life. That is one reason why I have almost always 
translated mo�urr as "morals." Admittedly, moeurs can also mean 
"customs" or "ways," as does its Latin root, mores. However, Rous
seau distinguishes between moeurs and customs (e.g. in Narcissus 
[Is]'·; SC ll I2 [5]). In a few rare cases - as when Le Roy speaks 
of the mating moeu.rs of partridges, deer and wolves (in the last line 
of his remarks about the Second Discourse); and when Rousseau 
speaks of the savages' ferocious moeurs (Languages 9 [sJ) - I have 
translated moeurs as "ways." Although on one occasion Rousseau 
speaks of moeurs as one kind of law (SC u 12 [5]), he consistently 
adheres to the traditional distinction between mQeurs and laws. Pre
political - barbarous and savage - peoples live by moeurs alone, 
whereas civil-ized peoples live also according to law strictly and 
properly so called (/neq. II [15], [2o]; Languaga 5 [5]). Indeed, law 
more than anything else defines civil society, and hence being civil
ized. At the same time, Rousseau would fully agree with Montes
quieu that " . . .  a people invariably knows, loves, and defends its 
morals more than its laws" (Spim of the Laws X n). One more 
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th t h t 1mportant reason wr trans at1ng moeurs as mor:us IS a w a 
Rousseau calls moeurs is very precisely what Kant calls Sitten, and 
Kant's Sitten is traditionally, and rightly, translated ''morals" (as, 
for example, in Groundwork of the Metaphysics of Morals). 

Patrie is now most commonly translated by "country," as in "my 
coumry." Yet "country" will not do, because Rousseau contrasts 
patrie and paJ'S, "fatherland" and "country," and those who have 
a country (pays), even if they cannot be said to have a fatherland 
(patn"e) (Emile v, OC IV 8s8; cp. NH VI 5, OC 11, 657). I have there
fore consistently rendered patrie as "fatherland." "Fatherland" also 
preserves the traditional suggestion that citizenship bears a certain 
similarity to a filial relationship - filial, not necessarily paternal: in 
spite of its et�mology, it is feminine (Ia patrie); and Rousseau does 
not hesitate to speak of the mire patrie, the mother fatherland (Pol. 
Ec. [34]; Poland 3 [8]). Unfortunate!}· "fatherland" does not capture 
the echo of patrie which Rousseau also wants his reader to hear in 
"patriotism." No English word does. 

Science: see First Discourse [5], Editorial Note. 
In a number of cases I have tried to preserve some of the associ

ations of the original: force (n.) means "strength" as well as "force." 
I have tried to render it as consistently as possible by "force." In 
part I have done so simply to keep before the reader's eyes how 
very frequently Rousseau uses "force" and cognates; in part I ha,·e 
done so in order to convey as faithfully as possible Rousseau's 
repeated inquiries into possible parallels and contrasts between 
physical and moral or psychological "force" - as when he charac
terizes the contract as a pooling of forces, or when, in a famous and 
ambiguous phrase, he speaks of men's being "forced to be free" 
(SC 1 7 [8]), or when he derives "virtue" from "force" (Emile v, 
OC rv, 8q; Franquiim [2r]; cp. SC IV 4 [1]•) and defines it as 
"the strength iforceJ and vigor of the soul" (First Discourse [nJ; 
Hero [33) and Editorial Note). These inquiries are hest seen as so 
many case studies of his constant, comprehensive examination of 
the relations between the law(s) of nature and the natural law(s). 
Unfortunately it is not always possible to convey this point as clearly 
in the translation as Rousseau made it in the original: when, in the 
brief paragraph introducing the Social Contract, Rousseau says he 
had overestimated his forces, it seems forced to avoid "strength"; 
and "The most inviolable law of nature is the law du plus fort" has 
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to be "of the stronger" (Poland 13  [3]). Fort (n., adj.), "strong," 
clearly has the same root as force and forcer, and its occurrence 
therefore reinforces the associations with these words, whereas 
"sttong'' of course does not immediately evoke an association with 
"force." That association grows still weaker when it comes to a 
force de (see, in particular, SC II 9 [1]), which means "by dint of," 
and will evoke "force" only to the etymologically schooled reader; 
it cannot be rendered at all for force de (as in Poland 3 [ 2 ]), meaning 
"many," and suggesting that there is force in numbers. (See also 
the Introduction, p. xxiii above, and the Introduction to SC tr.) 

In some cases I have tried to preserve associations with the writ
ings of other authors. To take but one example: inconvenient (n., 
adj.) is commonly rendered "drawback" or "disadvantage." I have 
tried consistent!) to render it as "inconvenience" and "incon
venient," because that is the term Machiavelli uses quite routinely, 
as when he remarks that against the inconvinienti facing a newly 
established free State there Js "no remedy more powerful, more 
valid, more secure, or more necessary than the killing of the sons 
of Brutus . . . " (Discourses I. 16, with which cp. Rousseau's Last 
Reply L54HS6Jl; it is the term Grotius uses in a crucial passage in 
which he also notes that " . . .  you can frame no Form of Govern
ment in your Mind, which will be without Inconveniences [incom
modis] and Dangers . . .  " (Right of War and Peace I, 3, § viii); it is 
the term Hobbes uses: e.g. "The condition of man in this life shall 
never be without Inconveniences . . . " (Ltriathan ch. xx, last para.; 
cp. " . . .  the estate of Man can never be without some incommodity 
or other": Leviathan ch. XV!ll, and De cive, ch. x, passim), which 
Sorbiere, in whose translation Rousseau read Hobbes, sometimes 
renders mconvinitnts and sometimes incommoditis; it is also the term 
Locke uses: " . . .  Civil Gavernment is the proper Remedy for the 
Inconveniences of the State of Nature, which must certainly be 
Great, where Men may be Judges in their own Case . . .  " (Second 
Treatise, ch. 11, § xiii; cp. ib., ch. VII, §§ 90, 91; ch. VIII, § IOI; ch. 
XI, §§ 127, 136), which the contemporary French translations 
render inconvinimts; cp. SC 111 15  f 101. What Rousseau calls 
"inconveniencc(s)" in some contexts is what in other contexts he 
calls "evil(s)." 

In a few cases 1 took ad,·antage of the fact that some French 
words and expressions have become part of English by leaving them 
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I d " " " ' , " " " ·' untrans ate : entre nous, corvee, amour propre. :1mour 

propre," one of the key terms of Rousseau's moral psychology, is 
a traditional stumbling-block for translators. Hume had already 
complained about the difficulties of finding a suitable English equiv
alent for it. 

It seems, indeed, certain that the sentiment of conscious worth, 
the self-satisfaction proceeding from a review of a man's own 
conduct and character-· it seems certain, I say, that this senti
ment which, though the most common of all sentiments, has 
no proper name in our language . . .  The term pride is com
monly taken in a bad sense; but this sentiment seems indifferent 
. . .  The French express this sentiment by the tenn amour
propre; but as they also express self-love as well as vanity by 
the same tenn, there arises a great confusion . . . 

An Inquiry concerning the Pn'nciples of Morals, Appendix IV: 
"Of Some Verbal Disputes," § 3 and note. 

The obvious candidates for Rousseau's amour propre are "vanity," 
"vainglory" and "pride," especially since he introduces amour 
propre as a technical term in the context of his criticism of Hobbes's 
understanding of "'anity" or "vainglory." Yet none of these three 
English terms will do, if only because he also uses vaniti, orgueil 
andfiertt, and he contrasts them in the Projat for a Constitution for 
Corsica, OC Ill, 937f. Fortunate!)', "amour propre" has found its 
way into Webster's Dictionary as wei! as into the OED. I therefore 
felt free to let it stand as is. 

Sauvage (n., adj.) is consistendy rendered "savage"; it is helpful 
to keep in mind that in French the word also means "wild" in 
contrast to "cultivated" and "domesticated," as in "wild flowers" 
or "wildlife"; for example, lneq. 1 [ 1 1  J. 

Sense (v., n.), in French as in English and in so many other 
languages, refers to physicaJ as well as to moral and intellectual 
apprehension. Hence the distinction between being "sentient" or 
"sensitive" (sensible) and being "sensible" (sensitij}. One prominent 
form the mid-eighteenth-century debate about materialism took was 
a debate about whether matter is or could be sentient or sensitive 
(see Editorial Note to Letter to Voltaire [81). Rousseau explores the 
relations between "physical" sense and "moral" sense in all of his 
major writings, but perhaps most searchingly in the Essay on the 
Origm of Languages (especially in chapters IJ and 15); and at one 
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time he considered writing a morale sensiln'e, an ethics based on 
sentience or sensibility, v.hich he also thought of as le matirial!sme 
du Sage, "the wise man's materialism" (Cr;nf IX, OC 1, 409). His 
most sustained discussions of the virtues related to the senses, tem
perance, moderation, sobriety, are found at the end of Hook IV of 
the Emtfe and in the second Dialogue, OC I, 8o4ff. William Empson 
h<is devoted four classical studies to the changing fortunes of this 
family of terms, in The Structure r;f Complex Words; Jane Austen 
explored it beautifully in Sense and Sensibility; and John Austin 
explored it ingeniously in Sense and Sensibilia. The secondary litera
ture on "sensibiht�·" is enormous. To my knowledge, the best his
tory of the medical background remains Oswei Temkin's classical 
"Studien zum 'Sinn' -Begriff in der Medizin," Kyklos (1929), 2:21-
105. I am not aware of a comparable study of the French back
ground, but rich materials for one can be found in Jacques Roger's 
classical Les Sciences de fa vie dans fa pensie du Xflfli sitc!e (Armand 
Colin, Paris, 1963). Anyone interested in studying Rousseau's usage 
in detail will want to consult Le Vocabulaire du sentiment dans 
!'oeuvre de }. -}. Rousseau, compiled under the direction of Michel 
Gilot and Jean Sgard at the Centre d'Etude des Sensibilit(.$ de 
I'Universite de Grenoble (Editions Slatkine, Geneva and Paris, 
1970), and ). ). Spink, "Rousseau et Ia morale du sentiment 
(lexicologie, idi:ologie)," in Rousseau after 200 Years, edited by R. 
A. Leigh (CUP, Cambridge, r98z), pp. 239-250. Questions sur
rounding "sense" are further complicated by questions about senti
ment or "sentiment." Rousseau reserves the term for the inmost 
stratum of our being and experience, what he came to call "the 
sentiment of one's own existence" (references in the Editorial Notes 
to Second DIScourse 1 [21)). More generally, both "sense" and "senti
ment" come to be seen as less rigorous but deeper, more rooted 
than reason or "mere ratiocination," an:d both Fren:ch and English 
come increasingly to use "sentiment" in place of opinion, or judg
ment, or even thought - as Hume does in the passage about amour 
propre quoted above. Rousseau himself remains ever mindful of the 
difference between sentiment and thought, and he draws a sharp 
distinction between "proof by sentiment" and rational proof, a dis
tinction which very strictly corresponds to the important distinction 
he frequently draws between persuasion and conviction (e.g. Vol
taire [3o]; Frunquiires [u], To Mirabeau [14]). For these reasons 
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among others, it is preferable, whenever possible, to render sentir 
with "to sense" or "to he sensible to," rather than with the more 
usual "to feel." Sentimental ("sentimental") enters the language in 
the mid-eighteenth century, but plays no role in Rousseau's vocabu
lary; how much it, too, becomes saturated with the ambiguities of 
its root term is nicely conveyed by Flaubert's title Education senti
mentale, "Sentimental Education." 

Whenever Rousseau qualifies something as viritable, "genuine," 
he is explicitly or implicitly contrasting it with what he regards as 
a spurious alternative; vrai, "true" does not imply such a contrast. 

Although he is remarkably consistent in the use of his technical 
vocabulary, Rousseau express!)" calls attention to the fact that he 
finds it impossible to be invariably so (Emile II, OC IV, 345"'); and 
that it sometimes suits hi� purposes not to be so (SC 1 6  [10] near 
the end), in other words that it sometimes suits his purposes to be 
deliberateJy ambiguous in the use of his political language. Thus, 
for example, he will occasionaUy use the language of natural law, 
although he rejects the idea or concept of natural law. At times it 
suits him to use "government" to refer to what most of us would 
most of the time call either "government" or "the state" - as he 
does in the tide of his work on Poland - although for precise, tech
nical purposes, he restricts "government" to strictly subordinate 
administrative and executive functions (he reviews the various 
senses of "government" in Lettres de Ia montagne V, OC 111, 770f. 
and 1b., VI, OC 111, 8o8f.; also see Emile v, OC IV, 8..14-848, tr. Bloom 
463-466). "Government," as he defines it, is not sovereign (SC m 
r [3Hs]). The people is. In Rousseau's technical vocabulary, peuple 
or "people" corresponds to what we would now refer to either as 
"a people" or a "nation": as, for example, in "the French people 
or nation" (SC 1 6 (10]); " . . .  the act bJ which a people is a people 
. . .  is the true foundation of society" (SC J 5 [2j). Like "nation," 
"people" can be used both in the singular - e.g. "the people is 
sovereign"; "it can be misled" - and in the plural � e.g. "there are 
oo more peoples being formed" (SC IV 4 [r]). Rousseau also uses 
"people" to refer to the many, those who labor and are poor - e.g. 
"It is the people that makes up mankind; what is not people is so 
slight a thing as not to he worth taking into account'' (Em;le IV, OC 
1\', 509, tr. Bloom 225) - and whenever he uses "people" in his 
more technical sense, he wants his reader to have the association 
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with peuple in this more common sense of the tenn. Rousseau's use 
of peuple(s) significantly influenced later uses � and conceptions -
of "folk," especia11y in the Gennan sense of Voll?. 

Police most of the time means "administration" (SC 111 15 [12], 
IV I (3]; Poland 7 [24]). Polici literally means "politicized" in con
trast to being in the state preceding political society; the Latinized 
version of the word, '\:il·ilized," fails to do justice to the French 
word because it no longer has a primarily political connotation; also, 
Rousseau sometimes uses "civilize," and v:hen he does, he uses it 
as we would use it now Where possible I have therefore translated 
it "politically organized." I am not aware of a single occurrence of 
nvili:.ation in Rousseau; its first recorded use in French (in 1757) 
is by Rousseau's correspondent, Miraheau ("Civilization: Contri
bution i l'histoire du mot," E. Benveniste, Problemes de linguistique 
ginlrale (G:dlimard, Paris, 1966], pp. 336-345). Politerse is "polite
ness" in the sense of ''urbanity," and in contrast to "rusticity" or 
even "boorishness" (see especially First Discourse [10], [14]); 
whereas "cwility'' consists in acting in conformity with natural right 
toward fellow-citizens, in contrast to ''humanity," which consists in 
acting in conformity with it toward strangers. The contrast literally 
corresponds to the contrast citizen/man and to the corresponding 
contrast political right/natural right: Introdur..1ion to SC tr., pp. x
xxx. Po!itique(s) (n.) is nuw commonly translated "political 
theorist(s)," which suggests departments of political science, and 
has little to do with Rousseau's meaning. The true politique, he tells 
the Archbishop of Paris, seeks to render peoples happy and good 
by striving for the hannony between the private and the public 
good (To Beaumont, OC IV, 937). Bacon sometimes simply kept the 
French term - " . . .  it is as hard and severe a thing to be a true 
politique, as to be truly moral" (Advancement of Learning 11) � and 
sometimes used "politic men." I have somewhat reluctantly trans
lated "polit:ician(s)." The politiques were also the party of those who, 
like Bodin, sought political solutions to religious conflicts, and the 
term long had the same associations in its English use. 

Such examples could be multiplied almost at will. An adequate 
discussion of any one of the more important terms in Rousseau's 
vocabulary would require a full essay. Every now and then I have 
flagged some of these terms in the Editorial Notes. In the Introduc
tion to this collection of Rousseau's political writings, SC tr., I have 
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sketched rhe broad outlines of what a fuller survey of his use of 
the key term "right'' might look like. 

While Rousseau i� not perfectly consistent in his use of capitaliza
tion, certain v,'ords dearly mean one thing when he capitalizes them, 
and another when he does not. A few examples will, again, have to 
suffice. For the most part he uses Cui, "City," as a technical term 
roughly equivalent to the Latin civitas; it is, of course, the root of 
"Citizen," a term to which he did so much to restore its distinctive 
resonance. By contrast, ville, "ciry ," means just what we mean when 
we speak about a city or a town; occasionally it is spelled Ville, and 
"City" then does not mean anything like civitas, but simply refers 
to a specific city, e.g. Lisbon. These differences should always be 
clear enough from the context. 

Etat, "state," refers to (I) any more or less stable, lasting con
dition, as in '·the state of her health" or in "state of affairs" and, 
of course, in ''state of nature" or "civil state"; this is the meaning of 
"state" that informs Home's criticism of Hobbes's state of nature: 
"Whether such a condition of human nature could ever exist, or if 
it did, could continue so long as to merit the appellation of a state, 
rna�· justly be doubted" (Concerning the Principles of Morals I, 3). 
(2) Ir refers to "estate" (German: Stand) as in "the third estate," 
as well as "rank" or "station" as in "my station and its duties." 
However, (3) it at in this sense must sometimes be translated by 
"position," as in "being in a position to . . . " (4) Finally, Rousseau 
writes hat in referring to any particular given political state, e.g. 
"the French state," whereas in reference to the political state in 
general he writes "State" (Etat): The " . . .  public person . . .  formed 
by the union of all the others, formerly assumed the name City, 
and now assumes that of Republic or of body politic, which is called 
by its members Stau when it is passive, Suvueign when active . . .  " 
(SC, 1 7 l•o]). 

Gouvernerm:nt, "Government," is the institution of government; 
gouvernanent, "government," refers to any given government, the 
government of this State or that, or of this or that province, munici
pality or other sub-division of the State. 

The modern reader cannot help being struck bv the fact that 
Rcmsseau does not capitalize certain words which contemporary 
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writers would regard it as irreverent or inconsiderate not to 
capitalize. 

Punctuation is almost as much a problem in rendering a text from 
one language into another as is \'Ocabulary. Decisions about punctu
ation are decisions about respecting the meaning, but also the 
rhythm and flow of the text, and hence of the thought. Rarely is 
anything gained by breaking up a competent writer's sentences, and 
almost always something is lost in the process. 

A note on the editorial notes and the index 

The Editorial Notes have been relegated to the end in order to keep 
them from intruding between text and reader. They identify per
sons, events, texts or passages, and sometimes doctrines which 
Rousseau mentions or alludes to. Very occasionally they call atten
tion to parallels with what he says in other writings. They remain 
at or near the surface of the t�xts. They do not analyze or interpret. 

The Ind�x is designed to be of help even to close readers of these 
texts. 
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PREFACE 

[ 1] Hen ts one of tlu grand and of the finest questwns ever raised. This 
Diswurse IS not amcerned wtth those metaphysical subtleties that have 
spread to all departments of Literature, and of which the Programs of 
Academies art rwt always free; it is concerned, rather, with one of those 
truths that affi?ct the happiness of mankind. 

[ zl i expect I shall not easily be forgiven for taking the stde I have 
dared II! take. Clashing head on with alf that is today admired by men, 
I can only expect unwersal blame: and ir is not for having been honored 
by the approbation of a [er11 Wise men, that I should expect the appro
hatton of the Public: Thus I have chosen my side; I do not care whether 
I please Wits ur the Fashwnable. There will always be men destined to 
be subjugated by the opinions of their century, tluir Country, their 
Socie�y: Some men tod4y act the part of the Freethinker and the Philos
opher who, for the same reason, would have bun but fanatics at the 
ttme of the League. One ought not to write for such Readers when one 
wants to live beyond one's century. 

[3] One word more, and I have done. Ltttle expecting the honor 
bestowed on me, I had, after sending off this Discourse, recast and 
expanded it to the point of making it, as it were, into another Work; 
I helievrd myself obliged to restore it today to the state in which st was 
awarded the prize. I have only thrown in some notes and Itt stand two 
easily recogniud additions of which the Academy might perhaps not 
have approved. I thought that equity, respect, and gratitude required 
this notice of me. 
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We are deceived by the appearance rJj right. 

[4] Has the restoration of the Sciences and Arts contributed to the 
purification of Morals, or to their corruption? This is what has to 
be examined. Whi�.:h side ought I to take in this question? The side, 
Gentlemen, which becomes an honest man who knows nothing and 
esteems himself none the less for it. 

{5] I am sensible to the difficulty of making what I have to say 
conform to the Tribunal before which I appear. How shall I dare 
to blame the Sciences before one of the most learned Associations 
of Europe, praise ignorance in a celebrated Academy, and reconcile 
contempt for study with respect for the truly Learned? I have seen 
these contradictions; and they have not deterred me. II is not, so I 
have told myself, Science I abuse; it is Virtue I defend before virtu
ous men. Probity is even dearer to Good Men than erudition is to 
the Learned. What, then, have I to fear? The enlightenment of the 
Assembly listening to me? I acknowledge it; but only with regard 
to the composition of the discourse, not to the Speaker's sentiment. 
Equitable Sovereigns have never hesitated to pass judgment against 
themselves in debates of doubtful issue; and the most advantageous 
position in a just cause is to have to defend oneself against a Party 
of integrity and enlightenment judging in his own case. 

[6] To this motive which emboldens me is joined another wlllch 
decides me: namely that, upon upholding the side of truth accord
ing to my natural light; regardless of how successful I may be, there 
is one Prize that cannot escape me: I shall find it in the depths of 
my heart. 
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P A R T  I 

[7] It is a grand and a fine spectacle to see man go forth as it were 
out of nothing by his mm efforts; to dispel by the lights of his 
reason the darkness in which nature had enveloped him; to raise 
himself above himself; to soar by the mind to the celestial realms; 
to traverse the vast expanse of the Universe with Giant strides, like 
to the Sun; and, what is grander and more difficult still, to return 
into himself, there to study man and to know his nature, his duties, 
and his end. All these wonders have occurred anew in the past few 
Generations. 

[8] Europe had relapsed into the Barbarism of the first ages. A 
few centuries ago the Peoples of this Part of the World, which is 
today so enlightened, lived in a state worse than ignorance. I know 
not what scientific jargon more contemptible still than ignorance 
had usurped the name of knowledge, and stoud as an almost insur
mountable obstacle in the path of its return. A revolution was 
required to return men to common sense; it finally came from the 
quarter from which it was least to be expected. The stupid :\iuslim, 
the eternal scourge of Letters, caused them to be reborn among us. 
The fall of the Throne of Constantine carried the wreckage of 
ancient Greece into Italy. France, in turn, was enriched by these 
precious spoils. Soon the sciences followed Letters; the Art of writ
ing was joined by the Art of thinking; a sequence which appears 
strange but is perhaps only too natural; and the major advantage 
of commerce with the muses began to be felt, namely of rendering 
men more sociable by inspiring in them the desire to please one 
another with works worthy of their mutual approbation. 

[9] The mind has its needs, as has the body. The latter make up 
the foundations of society, the former make for its being agreeable. 
While the Government and the Laws see to the [;l safety and the 
well-being of men assembled, the Sciences, Letters, and Arts, less 
despotic and perhaps more powerful, spread garlands of flowers 
over the iron chains with which they are laden, throttle in them 
the sentiment of that original freedom for which they seemed born, 
make them ]me their slavery, and fashion them into what is called 
civilized Peoples. Need raised up Thrones; the Sciences and Arts 
have made them strong. Earthly Powers, love talents and protect 
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Part 1 

those who cultivate them!* Civilized peoples, cultivate them: Happy 
slaves vou owe them the delicate and refined taste on which you ' ' 

pride yourselves; the, sweet character and urbane morals which make 
for such engaging and easy relations among you; in a word, the 
appearances of all the virtues without having a single one. 

[ ro] This is the kind of politeness, the more endearing as it affects 
to show itself less, that fonnerly distinguished Athens and Rome 
in the so much vaunted days of their magnificence and splendor: 
by it, no doubt, our century and our Nation shall surpass all times 
and all Peoples. A philosophic tone devoid of pedantry, manners 
natural yet engaging, as far removed from Teutonic rusticity as 
from Italian Pantomime: Such are the fruits of taste acquired by 
good education and perfected in dealings with the World. 

[I I] How sweet it would be to live among us if the outward 
countenance were aJ.ways the image of the heart's dispositions; if 
decency were virtue; if our maxims were our rules; if genuine Phil
osophy were inseparable from the title of Philosopher! But so many 
qualities [8] all too seldom go together, and virtue hardly goes forth 
with so much pomp. Rich apparel may herald a man of great wealth, 
and its elegance a man of taste; the healthy and robust man is recog
nized by other signs: strength and vigor of body will be found under 
the rustic habit of a Husbandman, and not under the gilding of a 
Courtier. Apparel is no less alien to virtue, which is the strength 
and vigor of the soul. The good man is an Athlete who delights in 
fighting naked: He despises all those vile ornaments which would 
hinder his use of his strength, and most of which were invented 
only to conceal some defonnity. 

[12) Before Art had fashioned our manners and taught our pas
sions to speak in ready-made tenns, our morals were rustic but 
natural; and differeAces in conduct conveyed differences of charac
ter at first glance. Human narure was, at bottom, no better; bu( 

• Princes always view with pleasure the dissemination among their subject11 of a 
taste for the agreeab[( Arts and for superlluiti� which entail no expon of monies. 
For besides thus nurturing in them that pettiness of soul so suited to servitude, 
they well know that oll the needs which a People imposet; on itself are so many 
ehains which it assumes. Alexander, wishing to keep the lcltthyop� dependent 
on him, compelled thmt to give up fishing and to eat the foods common to other 
Peoples; and the Sa\·ages of America who go about altogether naked and live 
entirely off the products of their hunt have proved imposJible to tame. Indeed, 
what yoke could be imposed upon men who need not:hing1 
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First Discourse 

men found their security in how easily they saw through one 
another, and this advantage, to the value of which we are no longer 
sensible, spared them a good many vices. 

[r3] Today, when subtler inquiries and a more refined taste have 
reduced the Art of pleasing to principles, a vile and deceiving uni
formity prevails in our morals, and all minds seem to have been 
cast in the same mold: constantly politeness demands, propriety 
commands: constantly one follows custom, never one's own genius. 
One no longer dare� to appear what one is; and under this perpetual 
constraint, the men who make up the herd that is called society 
will, when placed in similar circumstances, all act in similar ways 
unless more powerful motives incline them differently. One will 
thus never really know with whom one is dealing: in order to know 
one's friend one will therefore have to wait for great occasions, that 
is, to wait until it is too late, since it is for these very occasions 
that it would have been essential to know him. 

[14] What a train of vices must attend upon such uncertainty. 
No more sincere friendships; no more real esteem; no more well
founded trust. Suspicions, offenses, fears, coolness, reserve, hatred, 
betrayal, will constantly hide beneath this even and deceitful ''eil 
of politeness, beneath this so much vaunted urbanity which we [9] 
owe to the enlightenment of our century. One will no longer pro
fane the name of the Lord of the Universe with oaths, but insult 
it with blasphemies that pass our scrupulous ears without offending 
them. One will not vaunt one's own merit, but disparage that of 
others. One will not crudely offend one's enemy, but malign him 
artfully. I\'ational hatreds will die out, but so will the love of Father
land. Scorned ignorance will be replaced by a dangerous Pyrrhon
ism. Some excesses will he proscribed, some vices held in dishonor, 
but others will be emblazoned with the name of virtues; one will 
either have to have them or to affect them. Let those who wish to 
do so, extol the sobriety of !he \Vise men of the age, but for mvsclf, 
I sec in it but a refinement of intemperance as unworthy of my 
praise as is their artful simplicity .• 

[I 5J Such is the purity our morals have acquired, this is how we 
have become good Men. Let Letters, the Sciences, and the Arts 

"' I Mr, ;.ars Monta.ignc, to argU! and d•scuss, but only with but a ftw mm and fOr 
my ow" sake. For I find II to hr a most unbuom.ng proftssionfor a mill! of honor to 
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each claim tlleir share in such a salutary achievement. I shall add 
bll[ one reflection; that if an Inhabitant of some distant lands seeking 
to fonn an idea of European morals from the state of the Sciences 
among us, the perfection of our Arts, the propriety of our Theater, 
the po]itene� of our manners, the affability of our discourse, our 
incessant professions of goodwill, and from this bustling race of 
men of all ages and conditions who, from early Dawn until the 
setting of the Sun, seem at pains to oblige one another; this 
Stranger, I sty, would guess our morals to be precisely the opposite 
of what they are. 

[16] Where there is no effect, no cause need be sought: but here 
the effect is certain, the depravation reaJ, and our souls have become 

corrupted in proportion as our Sciences and our Arts have advanced 
toward perfection. Shall it be said that this is a misfortune peculiar 
to our age? No, Gentlemen, the ills caused by our vain curiosity 
are as old [10] as the world. The daily rise and fall of the Ocean's 
waters have not been more strictly subjected to the course of the 
Star that illumines us by night, than has the fate of morals and 
probit)' to the progress of the Sciences and Arts. Virtue has been 
seen fleeing in proportion as their light rose on our horizon, and 
the same phenomenon has been observed at all times and in all 
places. 

[ 17} Consider Egypt, that first school of the Universe, that fertile 
climate beneath a brazen sky, that famous land from which Sesostris 
long ago set out to conquer the World. She became the mother of 
Philosophy and the fine Arts, and soon thereafter was conquered 
by Cambyses, then by the Greeks, by the Romans, the Arabs, and 
finally the Turks. 

[18] Consider Greece, fonnerly peopled by Heroes who twice 
vanquished Asia, once before Troy, and once in their own homes. 
Nascent Letters had not yet carried corruption into the hearts of 
its Inhabitants; but the progress of the Arts, the disintegration of 
moraJs, and the Macedonian's yoke closely followed one another; 
and Greece, ever learned, ever voluptuous, and ever enslaved, 
tltereafter experienced nothing but a change of masters in the course 
of its revolutions. All of Demosthenes's eloquence never succeeded 
in revivifying a body which luxury and the Arts had enervated. 

Sffl)( �� � Specllldt 10 l�e Grear aM ll'OJIItHIIy 1� displaj ont's mind aM ont's pratlling, 
It is the profession of all our wi[S save one. 

---·---- ······ . 
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: 19] It is at the time of the likes of Enniu; and of Terence �hat 
Rome, founded by a Shepherd and rendered illustrious b} Tillers 
of the soil, begins to degenerate. Hut after the likes of Ovid, of 
Catu\lus, of :\1artial, and that host of nbscene Writers whose very 
names offend modesty, Rome, formerly the Temple of Virtue, 
becomes the Theater of crime, the scandal of Nations, and the sport 
of barbarians. This Capital of the World finally succumbs to the 
yoke it had imposed on so many Peoples, and the day of its fall 
was the eve of the day on which one of its Citizens was given the 
title of Arbiter of good taste. 

[ zo] What shall I say of the Capital of the Eastern Empire which, 
by its location. seemed destined to be that of the entire World, that 
refuge of the Sciences and the Arts banned from the rest of Europe 
perhaps more out of wisdom than of barbarism. All that is most 
shameful in debauchery and corruption; blackest in betrayals, 
assassinations and poisons; most atrocious in the combination of 
crimes of every kind; [I I) this is what makes up the fabric of the 
History of Constantinople; this is the pure source from which the 
Enlightenment in which our century glories has come to us. 

(21] But why seek in remote times proofs of a truth for which 
we have abiding testimony before our own eyes. There is in Asia 
an immense land where Letters are honored and lead to the fore
most dignities of State. If the Sciences purified morals, if they 
taught men to shed their blood for the Fatherland, if thev animated 
courage; the Peoples of China should be wise, free, and invincible. 
But if there is not a single vice that does not rule them, not a single 
crime that is unfamiliar to them; if neither the enlightenment of 
the Ministers, nor the presumed wisdom of the Laws, nor the large 
nllmber of Inhabitants of that vast Empire have been able to protect 
it from the yoke of the ignorant and coarse Tartar, of what use 
have all its Scholars been? What benefit has China derived from all 
the honors bestowed upon them? Is it to be peopled by slaves and 
evil-doers? 

[ 22 J Let us contrast these scenes with that of the morals of the 
small nllmber of Peoples who, protected against this contamination 
of vain knowledge, have by their virtues wrought their own happi
ness and the model for all other Nations. Such were the first Persi
ans, a singular Nation where virtue was learned as Science is learned 
among us; which subjugated Asia with such ease, and is the only 
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Nation to enjoy the glory of having the history of its institutions 
mistaken for a Philosophical Romance: Such were the Scythians of 
whom such magnificent praise has come down to us: Such were the 
Germans, whose simplicity, innocence and virtues a pen weary of 
tracing the crimes and blackness of an educated, opulent, and vol
uptuous People took relief in depicting. Such had been Rome itself 
in the times of its poverty and ignorance. Such, finally, has shown 
itself ro be down to our own day that rustic nation so vaunted for 
its courage which adve�ity could not subdue, and for its faithful
ness which example could not corrupt.• [12] 

[ 23] It was not owing to stupidity that they preferred other forms 
of exercise to those of the mind. They were not ignorant of the fact 
that in other lands idle men spent their lives arguing about the 
sovereign good, vice and virtue, or that prideful ratiocinators heaped 
the greatest praise upon themselves while lumping together all other 
Peoples under the contemptuous name of barbarians; but thev con
sidered their morals and learned to disdain their teaching. • 

{ 24] Can I forget that it was in the very lap of Greece that was 
seen to arise the City equally famed for its happy ignorance and 
for the wisdom of its Laws, that Republic of demi-Gods rather than 
of men, so much superior to humanity did their virtues appear? 0 
Sparta! eternal shame to a vain teaching! While the vices, led by 
the fine Arts, together insinuated themselves into Athens, while a 
Tyrant was there so carefully assembling the works of the Prince 
of Poets, you expelled the Arts and Artists, the Sciences and Scien
tists from your walls. 

[25] The event confirmed this difference. Athens became the 
home of sophistication and of taste, the country of Orators and 

• I dan not speak of those happy Nations which do not know even by rume the 
vices we have so much difficulty in repressing, those savages of America whose 
simple and natural polity Montaigne unhesitatingly prefers not only to Plato's 
!AJPs, [ 12] but even to everything that Philosophy could ever imagine as most 
perfect for the government of Peoples. He cites numerous examples strilcing 10 
those abk to admire them: "But then," says he, "they wear no breeches[" 

• I should honestly like 10 be told what must have been the Athenians' own opinion 
about e1oquence, when they so carefully exclud�d it from that upright Tribunal 
from whose Judgments the Gods themselves did notappeaP What did the Romans 
think of medicine when they banished it from their Republic? And when a residue 
of humanity led the Spaniards to forbid their Lawyers entry into America, what 
must have been their idea of Jurisprudence! Would it not seem that they believed 
that 111ith this one Edict they could make up for aU the evils thev had inflicted 
on those wretched Indians! 

· 
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Philosophers. The elegance of its Buildings matched that of the 
language. Marhle and camas enlivened by the hands of the most 
skillful Masters were everywhere to be seen. From Athens issued 
those astounding works that will stand as models in every corrupt 
age. The Picture of Lacedaemon is less brilliant. There, the other 
Peoples used to say, [13} men are horn virtuous, and the very a1r of 
the Country seems to inspire t•irtue. Ail that is left us of its Inhabitants 
is the memory of their heroic deeds. Are such monuments worth 
less to us than the quaint marbles left us by Athens? 

[ 26] Some few wise men did, it is true, withstand the general 
tide, and guard against vice in the midst of the Muses. But listen 
to the indictment of the Learned and the Artists of his time by the 
foremost and the most wretched of them. 

[ 27} "I have,'' he says, "examined the Poets, and I consider them 
to be people whose talent impresses themselves and others, who 
claim to be wise men, who are taken to be such, and who are anv
thing hur that." 

[28] "From the Poets," Socrates continues, "I went on to the 
Artists. :'i/o one was more ignorant of the Arts than I; no one was 
more convinced that the Artists possessed some very tine secrets. 
Yet I perceived that their condition is no better than the Poets', 
and that they both labor under the same prejudice. Because the 
most skilled among them excel in their particular Field, they look 
upon themselves as the wisest of men. In my eyes this presumption 
has completely tarnished their knowledge: So that, putting myself 
in th� place of the Oracle, and asking myself what I would prefer 
to be, what I am or what they are, to know what they have learned 
or to know that I know nothing; I answered myself and the God: 
I want to remain what I am. 

[29] "We do not know, neither the Sophists nor the Poets, nor 
the Orators, nor the Artists, nor I, what is the true, the good, and 
the beautiful: But there is this difference between us that, although 
these people know nothing, they all believe they know something: 
Whereas l, while I know nothing, am at least not in any doubt 
about it. So that the whole superiority in wisdom which the Oracle 
attributes to me, reduces to nothing more than that I am fully con
vinced that I am ignorant of what I do not know." 

[30 1 Here, then, is the \Visest of men in the Judgment of the 
Gods, and the most learned of Athenians according to the sense of 
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aU Greece, Socrates, speaking in Praise of ignorance! Does anyone 
believe that, if he were to be reborn among us, our [I4] Learned 
and our Artists would cause him to change his mind? No, Gentle
men, this just man would continue to despise our vain Sciences; 
he would not help swell the mass of books that flood in on us from 
all sides, and the only precept which he would leave is the precept 
which he did leave to his disciples and to our Descendants, the 
example and the memory of his virtue. It is fine thus to teach men! 

[31] Socrates had begun in Athens, the elder Cato continued in 
Rome to inveigh against those artful and subtle Greeks who seduced 
virtue and enervated the courage of his fellow-citizens. But the Sci
ences, the Arts, and dialectics once again prevailed; Rome filled 
up with Philosophers and Orators; military discipline came to be 
neglected, agriculture despised; Sects joined, and the Fatherland 
forgotten. The sacred names ofliberty, disinterestedness, obedience 
to the Laws, were replaced by the names of Epicurus, Zeno, Arcesi
laus. Ever since the Learned have begun to appear among us, so their 
own Philosophers themselves said, good Men have been in eclipse. 
Until then the Romans had been content to practice virtue; all was 
lost when they began to study it. 

[32] 0 Fabricius\ what would your great soul have thought if, 
unhappily recalled to life, you had seen the pompous countenance 
of that Rome which your arm rescued and your good name adorned 
more than did all of her conquests? "Gods!" you would have said, 
"what has become of the thatch roofs and the rustic hearths where 
moderation and virtue used to dwell? What fatal splendor has 
replaced Roman simplicity? What is this alien speech? What are 
these effeminate morals? What is the meaning of these statues, these 
Paintings, these buildings? Fools, what have you done? You, the 
Masters of Nations., made yourselves the slaves of the frivolous men 
you vanquished? Do Rhetoricians govern you? Was it in order to 
enrich Architects, Painters, Sculptors, and Thespians that you 
spilled your blood in Greece and in Asia? Have the spoils of Carth
age become the prey of a flute-player? Romans, hasten ro overturn 
these Amphitheaten;; smash these marbles; burn these paintings; 
drive out these slaves who [15J subjugate �·ou and whose fatal arts 
corrupt you. Let other hands acquire fame for vain talents; the only 
talent wonhy of Rome is that of conquering the world and making 
vinue reign in it. When Cineas took our Senate for an Assembly 
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of Kings he was not dazzled by vain pomp or studied elegance He 
did not, in that Sen·ate, hear the frivolous eloquence that is the 
object of study and delight of futile men. What, then, did Cineas 
see that was so majestic? 0 Citizens! He saw a spectacle which 
neither your riches nor all your arts shall ever succeed in exhibiting; 
the finest spectacle ever to appear under heaven, the Assembly of 
two hundred virtuous men, worthy of commanding in Rome and 
of governing the earth." 

[33] But let us cross the distance of place and time, and see what 
has occurred in our lands and before our own eyes; or rather, let 
w, set aside repugnant depictions that would offend our delicacy, 
and spare ourselves the trouble of repeating the same thing with 
different names. My invoking Fabricius's shade was not haphazard; 
and what did I have this great man say that I could not have put 
into the mouth of Louis XII or of Henry IV) Among us, it is true, 
Socrates would not have drunk the hemlock; but he would have 
drunk from a cup more bitter still, insulting jeers, and the scorn 
that is a hundred times worse than death. 

[34] This is how luxury, dissoluteness and slavery have at all 
times been the punishment visited upon our prideful efforts to leave 
the happy ignorance in which eternal wisdom had placed us. The 
heavy veil it has drawn over all of its operations seemed sufficiently 
to warn us that it had not destined us for vain inquiries. But is 
there even one of j[S lessons from which we have known how to 
profit, or which we have neglected with impunity1 Peoples, know, 
then, once and for all, that nature wanted to preserve you from 
science as a mother snatches a dangerous weapon from the hands 
of her child; that all the secrets she hides from you are so many 
evils from which she protects you, and that the difficulty you have 
in learning is not the least of her favors. Men are perverse; they 
would be worse still if they had had the misfortune of being born 
learned. 

[35] How humiliating to humanity such reflections are! [16] How 
greatly mortified our pride must be by them! What! probity the 
daughter of ignorance? Science and virtue incompatible? What con
clusions might not be drawn from such prejudices? But in order to 
resolve these apparent contradictions one need only examine closely 
the vanity and vacuousness of those proud titles which dazzle us 
and which we so gratuitously bestow on human knowledge. Let us, 
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therefore, consider the Sciences and the Arts in themselves. Let us 
see what must result from their progress; and let us no longer hesi
tate to grant all the points where our reasoning shall be found to 
agree with the historical inferences. 

, , 
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[36] According to an ancient tradition passed on from Egypt to 
Greece, a God inimical to men's repose was the inventor of the 
sciences.• What, then, must the Egyptians themselves, among 
whom the sciences were bum, hn-e thuught of them! It is that they 
saw near at hand the sources that had brought them forth. Indeed, 
regardless of whether one consults the annals of the world, or sup
plements uncertain chronicles \\>ith philosophical inquiries, one will 
not find that human knowh::dge has an origin that corresponds to 
the idea one likes to conceive regarding it. Astronomy was born of 
superstition; Eloquence of ambition, hatred, flattery, lying; 
Geometry of greed: Physics of a vain curiosity; all of them, even 
Ethics, of human pride. The Sciences and the Arts thus owe their 
birth to our vices; we should be less in doubt regarding their advan
tages if they owed it to our virtues. 

[37] Their flawed origin is all too clearly mirrored for us in their 
objetts. What would we do with the Arts, without luxury to sustain 
them? Without men's injustices, what would be the use of Jurispru
dence1 What would bemme of History if there were neither 
Tyrants, nor Wars, nor Conspirators? In short, who would want to 
spend his life in barren thoughts if eyeryone consulted only man's 
duties and nature's needs, and had time only for the Fatherland, 
for the unfortunate, and for his [ 18] friends? Are we, then, destined 
to die tied to the edge of the well into which truth has withdrawn? 
This reflection alone should from the very outset deter anyone seri
ously trying to educate himself by studying Philosophy. 

[38] How many dangers! How many wrong roads in the investi
gation of the Sciences? Through how many errors, a thousand times 
more dangerous than the truth is useful, must one not make one's 
way in order to reach it? The drawback is manifest; for falsehood 
admits of an infinite number of combinations; but truth has only 

• h is cas} to see the allegory of the Prometheu; fable, and it does not appear that 
the Greeks who nailed him to Mount Caucasus thought any more favorably of 
him than did the t:g}'ptians of their God Thcuth_ "The satyr," says an oncient 
fable, "�>anted to kiss and embrace fire the first time he saw it but Prometheus 
cried out to him: 'Satyr, you will wetp the loss of the beard on your chin, fOr it 
burn� when you touch it.'" This is the subject of the frontispiece. 
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one way of being. Besides, who seeks it altogether sincerely? But 
even with the best will, by what indices is one sure to recognize it? 
Amid this host of different sentiments, what shall be our criterion 
for it?• And, most difficult of all, if we should have the good fortune 
of finally finding it, who of us will know how to use it well? 

[39] While our sciences are valn with respect to the objects they 
pursue, they are even more dangerous in the effects tltey produce. 
Born in idleness, they feed it in tum; and the irreparable Joss of 
time is the first injury they necessarily inflict on society. In politics, 
as in ethics, not to do good is a great evil, and every useless citizen 
may be looked upon as a pernicious man. Answer me then, illustri
ous Philosophers, you to whom we owe it to know in what ratios 
bodies attract one anotlter in a vacuum; the proportions between 
areas swept in equal times by the revolutions of the planets; which 
curves have conjugate points, which have inflection points, and 
which cusps; hov. man sees everything in God; how there is corre

spondence without communication between sou! and body, as there 
would be between two clocks; what stars may be inhabited; what 
insects reproduce in an uncommon way. [tg] Answer me, I say, 
you from whom we have received so much sublime knowledge; if 
you had never taught us any of these things, would we ha,·e been 
any the less numerous for it, any the less well governed, the less 
formidable, the less flourishing or the more perverse? Reconsider 
the importance of your achievements., then; and if the labors of our 
most enlightened learned men and our best Citizens provide us with 
so little that is useful, tell us what we are to think of that host of 
obscure Writers and idle Literati who de,•our the State's substance 
at a pure loss. 

[40] What am I saying; idle? would to God they indeed were! 
Morals would be the healthier and society more peaceful. But these 
vain and futile declaimm go off in all directions, anned with their 
deadly paradoxes; undermining the foundations of faith, and annihi� 
lating virtue. They smile disdainfully at such old-fashioned words 
as Fatherland and Religion, and dedicate their talents and their 

• The less oru; know�, the more OM believes oneself to. know. �id the Peripa�cs 
doubt anything? Did not Descarres COllStruct the Uruvem Wlth cubes and vorti
ces? Is there even nowadays in Europe a Physici;r, however paltry, who would 
not make bold to explain the profuund mystery of electricity, which will perhaps 
forever remain the despair of lnle Philosophers? 
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Philo�ophy to destroying and degrading all that is sacred among 
men. Not that at bottom thev hate either virtue or our dogmas; 
their enemy is public opinion; and in order to return them to the 
feet of the altars, one need only banish them among the Atheists. 
0 rage for distinction. what will you not do1 

[ .p) The abuse of time is a great eviL Other, even worse evils 
follow in the wake of the Letters and Arts. One of these is luxury, 
born, like they, of men's idleness and vanity. Luxury is seldom 
found without the sciences and the arts, and they are never found 
without it. I know that our Philosophy, ever fertile in singular 
maxims, contends, in the face of the experience of all centuries, 
that luxury makes tOr the splendor of States; but having forgotten 
the necessity of sumptuary laws, will it also dare deny that good 
morals are essential if Empires are to endure, and that luxury is 
diametrically opposed to good morals? Granting that luxury is a 
certain sign of riches; that, if you like, it even serves to increase 
them: What conclusion is to be drawn from this paradox so worthy 
of being born in our time; and what will become of virtue, when 
one has to get rich at all cost? The ancient politicians forever spoke 
of morals and of ''irtue; ours speak only of commerce and of money. 
One will tell you that in a given [20] land a man is worth the 
sum for which he would be sold in Algiers; another, pursuing this 
cakulation, will find countries where a man is worth nothing, and 
others where he is worth less than nothing. They appraise men like 
herds of cattle. According to them a man is worth to the State only 
what he consumes in it. By that token one Sybarite would easily 
have been worth thirty Lacedaemonians. Try to guess, then, which 
of the t"'o Republics, Sparta or Sybaris, was subdued by a handful 
of peasanrs, and which caused Asia to tremble. 

[42) The Monarchy of Cyrus was conquered with thirty thousand 
men by a Prince poorer than the least Persian Satrap; and the Scy
thians, the most miserable of all Peoples, resisted the most powerful 
Monarchs of the Universe. Two famed Republics contended for 
the Empire of the World; one was very rich, and the other had 
nothing, and it was the latter which destroyed the first. The Roman 
Empire, having swallowed all the riches of the Universe, in its tum 
fell prey to men who did not so much as know what riches were. 
The Franks conquered the Gauls, and the Saxons conquered Eng
land with no other treasures than their bravery and their povelt)·. 
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A band of poor Mountaineers whose entire greed was confined to 
a few sheepskins, having tamed Austrian pride, went on to crush 
the opulent and formidable House of Burgundy before which the 
Potentates of Europe trembled. Finally, all the power and wisdom 
of Charles the Fifth's heir, backed by all the treasures of the Indies, 
were beaten by a handful of herring fishers. Let our politicians 
deign to suspend their calculations in order to reflect on these 
examples, and learn once and for all that with money one has every
thing, except morals and Citizens. 

[43] What, then, precisely is at issue in this question of luxury? 
To know what matters most to Empires, to be brilliant and short
lived, or \"irtuous and long-lasting. I say brilliant, but by what 
luster? A taste for ostentation is scarcely ever combined in one soul 
with a taste for the honest. No, Minds debased by a host of futile 
cares cannot possibly ever rise to anything great; and even if they 
had the requisite stren�h, they would lack the courage. [ 21] 

[44] Every Artist wants to be applauded. His contemporaries' 
praise is the most precious portion of his reward. What, then, will 
he do to obtain it, if he has the misfortune to be born among a 
People and at a time when the Learned, having become fashionable, 
have placed frivolous youths in the position of setting the tone; 
when men have sacrificed their taste to the Tyrants of their free
dom;• when masterpieces of dramatic Poetry are dropped [from 
repertories], and marvels of harmony rejected because one of the 
sexes dares to approve only of what suits the other's pusillanimity? 
What will he do, Gendemen1 He will lower his genius to the level 
of his century, and compose popular works that are admired during 
his lifetime, rather than marvels that would be admired only long 
after his death. Tell us, famed Arouet, how many manly and strong 
beauties you have sacrificed to our false delicacy, and how many 

• I am far from thinking that this ascendancy of women is in itself an evil. It is a 
gift bestowed upon them by narure for the happiness of Mllllkind: better directed, 
it might produ'e as much good as it nowadays does harm. We are not sufficiendy 
sensible to the benefits that would accrue to society if the half of Mankind which 
governs the other were given a better education. Men will always be w-Mt it pleases 
women that they be: so thlt if you Wlllt them to become great and virtuous, teach 
women what greatness of soul and vinue is. The reflections !0 which this subject 
lends itself, and which Plato made in former times, amply deserve to be more 
fully detaile<l by a pen worthy of modeling itself on such 1 master and of defending 
so grand a cause. 
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great things the spirit of gallantry that is so prolific in small things 
has cost you? 

r4sJ This is how the dissolution of morals, the necessary conse
quence of luxury, in tum leads to the corruption of taste. If, by 
chance, someone among the men of extraordinar1· talents were 
steadfast of soul and refused to yield to the genius of his century 
and to debase himself by puerile productions, woe betide him! He 
will die in poverty and oblivion. Would that I were making a predic
tion and not reporting an experience! Carle, Pierre; the time has 
come when the brush intended to enhance the majesty of our 
Temples with sublime and holy images will either fall from your 
hands, or be prostituted to decorate the panels of a carriage with 
lascivious pictures. And you, the rival (22] of the likes of Praxiteles 
and of Phidias; you whose chisel the ancients would have employed 
to make them such Gods as would have excused their idolatry in 
our eyes; inimitable Pigal, either your hand will consent to burnish 
the belly of some grotesque figurine, or it will have to remain idle. 

(4-6] One cannot reflect on morals, without taking delight in 
recalling the image of the simplicity of the first times. It is a fair 
shore, adorned by the hands of nature aJone, toward which one 
forever turns one's eyes, and from which one feels oneself moving 
away with regret. When innocent and virtuous men liked to have 
the Gods for wimesses of their deeds, they Jived together in the 
same huts; but having soon become wicked, they wearied of these 
inconvenient onlookers and banished them to magnificent Temples. 
At last they drove them out of the Temples in order to settle in 
them themselves, or at least the Temples of the Gods became indis
tinguishable from the homes of the citizens. That was the period 
of the utmost depravation; and the vices were never carried to a 
greater pitch than when they were, so to speak, seen borne up on 
columns of marble and carved on Corinthian capitals at the entrance 
to the Palaces of the Great. 

[47] While the conveniences of life increase, the arts improve, 
and luxury spreads; true courage is enervated, the military virtues 
vanish, and this too is the work of the sciences and of all the arts 
that are practiced in the closeness of the study. When the Goths 
ravaged Greece, the Libraries were saved from fire onlv because of 
the opinion spread by one of them, that the enemy should be left 
furnishings so \\'ell suited to distract them from military exercise 
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and to keep them amused with idle and sedentary occupations. 
Charles the Eighth found himself master of Tuscany and of the 
Kingdom of ;\l'aples almost without having drawn sword; and his 
entire Court attributed this unexpected ease to the fact that the 
Italian Princes and Nobility amused themselves more trying to 
become ingenious and learned, than they exerted themselves trying 
to become vigorous and warlike. Indeed, says the sensible man who 
reports these two episodes, all examples teach us that in this martial 
polity as well as in all others like it the study of the sciences is 
much more apt to soften and effeminate men's courage than to 
strengthen and animate it.[23] 

[48] The Romans admitted that military virtue died out among 
them in proportion as they began to be knowledgeable about Paint
ings, Etchings, Goldsmiths' vessels, and to cultivate the fine am; 
and as if this famous land had been destined forever to serve as an 
example to the other peoples, the rise of the Medicis and the resto
ration of Letters destroyed once more and perhaps fore"Ver the mar
tial reputation which, a few centuries ago, Italy seemed to have 
recovered. 

[49] The ancient Republics of Greece, with the wisdom that was 
so conspicuous in most of their institutions, had forbidden their 
Citizens the exercise of all those quiet and sedentary occupations 
which, by allowing the body to grow slack and corrupted, soon 
enervate the vigor ofthe soul. How, indeed, can men overwhelmed 
by the least need and repelled by the least pain be expected to face 
up to hunger, thirst, fatigues, dangers, and death. With what cour
age will soldiers bear up under extreme labors to which they are in 
no way accustomed? With what spirit will they go on forced 
marches under Officers who have not even the strength to travel 
on horseback? Do not cite the renowned valor of all these scientifi
cally trained modem warriors as an objection against me. I hear 
praised their bravery on a day of battle, but I am not told how they 
bear up under extreme labors, how they withstand the harshness 
of the seasons and the inclemency of the weather. A little sunshine 
or a little snow, the want of a few superfluities, is enough to melt 
and destroy the best of our armies in a few days. Intrepid warriors, 
suffer, for once, the truth which you so rarely hear; you are brave, 
I know; you would have triumphed with Hannibal at Cannae and 
at Trasimene; with you Caesar would have crossed the Rubicon and 
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reduced his country to servitude; but it is not with you that the 
one would have crossed the Alps, and the other vanquished your 
ancestors. 

[so] Success in battles does not always make for success in war, 
and there is for Generals an art higher than that of winning battles. 
A man may boldly run into the line of fire, and yet be a very bad 
officer; even a [common] soldier may need a little more strength 
and vigor than all that bravery [24] which does not protect him 
from death; and what difference does it make to the State whether 
its troops die b) fever and cold, or by the enemy's sword? 

(51] While the cultivation of the sciences is harmful to the martial 
qualities, it is even more so to the moral qualities. From our very 
first vears a senseless education adorns our mind and corrupts our 
judgment. Everywhere I see huge establishments, in which young 
people are brought up at great expense to learn everything except 
their duties. Your children will not know their own language, but 
will speak others that are nowhere in use: they will know how to 
write Verses they will hardly be able to understand: without being 
able to disentangle error from truth, they will possess the art of 
making them unrerugnizable to others by specious arguments: but 
they will not know the meaning of the words magnanimity, equity, 
temperance, humanity, courage; the sweet name Fatherland will 
never strike their ear; and if they hear God spoken of at all, it will 
be less to be in awe than to be in fear of him.• I would as soon, 
said a Wise man, that my pupil had spent his time on the Tennis 
C.ourt, at least his body would have been the more fit for it. I know 
that children have to be kept busy, and that idleness is the danger 
most to be feared for them. What then should they learn? That is 
certainly a fine question! I .et them l�arn what they ought to do 
when they are men;"'"' and not what they ought to forget.[zsJ 

• Pens[i:�J Philosoph[iquesj. 
n Such was the education of the Spartans according to the greatest of their K.ing1.. 

It is we;! worth considering, says Montaigne, that in this excellent - and in truth 
monstrous in its perfection - polity oflycurgus, although it ll";ts so very attentive 
to the �unure of children, whom it reprded as its main respvnsihi!icy, and 
although it was situated in the very se;,t of t�e .\fuses, so tittle memivn should 
Oe made of doctnnc: as if those magnanimous �ouths, disdainful of eveq other 
yvke, required only T eachcrs of l"a[or, prudence, and justice, tnstead of our Tea
chers of science. 

Let us now see how the same Author speak< about the ancient Persian<. Pl•to, 
he says, tells us that the cldest son in their Royal line was brought up as follows. 
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(5z J Our gardens are decorated with statues and our CT.!lleries 
with paintings. What would you think these masterpieces of art 
exhibited for public admiration represent? The defenders of the 
Fatherland? or those still greater men who enriched it with their 
virtues? No. They are images of all the aberrations of the heart and 
of the reason, carefully culled from ancient Mythology, and pre� 
senred to our children's curiosity at an early age; no doubt so that 
they might have models of bad deeds before their eyes, even before 
they can read. 

[53] What gives rise to all of these abuses, if nor the fata! 
inequality introduced among men by the distinction of talents and 
the disparagement of the virtues? This is the most obvious effect 
of all our studies, and the most dangerous of all their consequences. 
People no longer ask about a man whether he has probity, but 
whether he has talents; nor about a Book whether it is useful, but 
whether it is well written. Rewards are lavished upon wits, and 
virtue remains without honors. There are a thousand prizes for fine 
discourses, none for fine deeds. Yet, I should like to be told whether 
the glory attaching to the best of the discourses that will he crowned 
by this Academy is comParable to the merit of having endowed the 
prize? [26} 

[54] The wise man does not run after fortune; but he is not 
insensitive to glory; and when he sees it so badly distributed, his 

After his birth, he was handed over, not to women, but to Eunuchs who enjoyed 
the greatest authority with the King, because of their virtue. They IISSllmed 
responsibility for making his body beautiful and healthy, and after seven years 
they taught him to ride [25] and to hunt. When he reached his fourteenth year 
they placed him in the hands of four perst�ns: the wisest, the mo&e just, the most 
temperate, and the most valiant in the Nation. The first taught him ReUgion: 
the sc:cond always !0 be truthful, the third to CO!lqu�r his appetites, the fourth 
to fear nothing. All, I would add, to make him good, none to make him learned. 

Astyagcs, in Xenophon, asks Cyrus for an account of his last Lesson: It is, 
said he, that in our school a big boy who had a small coat gave it to one of his 
companions who was smaller than himself, and took from him his coat which 
was largtt. Our Preceptor having appointed me jud� of this difference, I judged 
that matters should be left in this state, and that in this respect they each seemed 
better suited. Whereupon he remonstrated with me for having done badly: 
bea.Wle I had paused to consider appropriateness; and one should lint of all 
have attended to justice, which requires that no one be forced in what belongs 
to him. And be said that he was punished, as we were punished in our viliagl:s 
for having forgotten the aorist of t\nrtro. My Schoolmaster would have to deliver 
me a fine harangue, in gffln't dmmutratiw, before he succeeds in persuading 1m 
that his school is u good as that one. 
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virtue, which a little emulation would have animated and turned to 
the advantage of society, languishes and dies in misery and oblivion. 
Thi� is what, in the lrmg run, the preferem:e for the agreeable over 
the useful talents must everywhere bring about, and what experi
ence has only all too fully confirmed since the revival of the sciences 
and arts. We have Physicists, Geometricians, Chemists, Astron
omers, Poets, Musicians, Painters; we no longer have citizens; or if 
we still have some left, dispersed in our abandoned ruraJ areas, thev 
waste away indigent and despised. Such is the condition to which 
those who give us bread and our children milk are reduced, and 
such are the sentiments they get from us. 

[55] Nevertheless, I admit that the evil is not as great as it might 
have become. EternaJ foresight, by placing medicinal herbs next to 
various noxious plants, and the remedy against their injuries imo 
the substance of a number of hannful animals, has taught Sover
eigns who are its ministers to imitate its wisdom. By following its 
example, the great Monarch who.�e glory will only acquire renewed 
luster with every succeeding age drew, from the very bosom of the 
sciences and arts, the sources of a thousand aberrations, those 
fumous societies that are charged both with the dangerous trust of 
human knowledge and the sacred trust of morals, [a charge which 
these societies are expected to fulfill] by the care they take to pre
serve knowledge and morals in all their purity in their own midst, 
and to require that the members they admit do so as well. 

[56] These wise institutions, strengthened by his august suc
cessor, and imitated by all the Kings of Europe, will at least act as 
checks on men of letters who, since they all aspire to the honor of 
being admitted to the Academies. will watch themselves, and strive 
to make themselves worth)' of it by useful works and irreproachable 
morals. Those among these Associations that will select for prize 
competitions honoring literary merit, topics apt to revive the love 
of virtue in Citizens' hearts, will show that such love reigns among 
them, and give Peoples the altogether rare and sweet pleasure of 
seeing learned societies dedicated to disseminating among Mankind 
not only [27] agreeable enlightcrunent, but also salutary teachings. 

l57l Therefore, do not urge as an objection against me what I 
regard as but one more proof. So many precautions all too clearly 
show the need for them, and no one looks for remedies to nonexist
ent evils. Why should the fact that they are inadequate stamp tllem 
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as also common remedies? So many organizations established for 
the benefit of the learned are all the more apt to make the objects 
of the sciences appear impressive and to direct men's minds to their 
cultivation. To judge by the precautions being taken, it would 
appear that there is a surplus of Plowmen and fear of a shortage of 
Philosophers. I do not wiBh here to venture a comparison between 
agrirulture and philosophy, it would not be tolerated. I will only 
ask, what is Philosophy? What do the writings of the best-known 
philosophers contain? What are the Lessons of these lovers of 
wisdom? To listen to them, might one not take them for a troop 
of charlatans, each hawking from his own stand on a public square; 
Come to me, [ am the only one who does not deceive? One claims 
that there are no bodies and that everything is in idea. Another, 
that there is no substance orher than matter and no God other than 
the world. This one urges that there are neither virtues nor vices, 
and that moral good and evil are chimeras. That other, that men 
are wolves and may devour one another in good conscience. 0 great 
Phllosophers! why do you not restrict these profitable Lessons for 
your friends and your children; you would soon reap the reward 
for them, and we would not have to fear finding one of your fol
lowers among our own friends and children. 

[58] These, then, are the wonderful men on whom the esteem 
of their contemporaries was lavished during their lifetimes, and for 
whom immortality was reserved after their deaths! These are the 
wise maxims we have received from them and which we will trans
mit from age to age to our descendants. Did Paganism, given to all 
the aberrations of human reason, leave to posterity anything com
parable to the shameful memorials which Printing has readied for 
it in the reign of the Gospel? The impious writings of such men 
as Leucippus and Diagoras perished with them. The art of immor
talizing [28] the extravagances of the human mind had not yet been 
invented. But thanks to Typography• and to the use we make of 

• Considering the frightful disorders Printing has already caused in Europe, and 
judging of the future by the progress this evil lbily makes, it is easy to foresee 
that before long sovereigns will take as many pains to banish this tenible art from 
their States as they took to establlidl it in tbem. Sultan Ahmed yielding to the 
importunades of some supposed men of taste had consented to establish a Printing 
Shop in Constantinople_ But the pres'l had hardly begun til run when it had to 
be destroyed and the equipment to be thrown into a weU. It is said that the Caliph 
Omar, when asked what should be done with the library of Alexandria, answered 
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it, the dangerous reveries of such men as Hobbes and Spinola will 
last forever. Go, famed writings of which our forefathers' ignorance 
and rusticity would have been mcapable; go to our descendants in 
company with those still more dangerous works that exude the cor
ruption of our century's morals, and together transmit to future 
centuries a faithful history of the progress and the benefits of our 
sciences and our arts. If they read you, you will leave them in no 
doubt regarding the question we are debating today: and unless they 
are more devoid of �ense than are we, they will raise their hands 
to Heaven and with a bitter heart say: "Almighty God, you who 
hold all Minds in your hands, deliver us from our Fathers' Enlight
enment and fatal arts, and restore us to ignorance, innocence, and 
poverty, the only goods that can make for our happiness and that 
are precious in your sight." 

(59] But if the progress of the sciences and the arts has added 
nothing to our genuine felicity; if it has corrupted our morals, and 
if the corruption of morals has injured purity of taste, what are we 
to think of that crowd of Popularizers who have removed the diffi
culties which guarded the access to the Temple of [29] the Muses, 
and which nature had placed there as a trial of the strength of those 
who might be tempted to know( What are we to think of those 
Anthologizers of works which have indiscreetly broken down the 
gate of the Sciences and introduced into their Sanctuary a populace 
unworthy of coming near it; whereas what would have been desir
able is to have had all those who could not go far in a career in 
Letters deterred from the outset, and become involved in Arts 
useful to society? Someone who his whole life long will remain a 
bad versifier or an inferior Geometer, might perhaps have become 
a great clothier. Those whom nature intended as her disciples had 
no need of masters. Such men as Verulam, Descartes and Newton, 
these Preceptors of Mankind, had none themselves, and indeed 
what guides could have led them as far as their own vast genius 
carried tht:m) Ordinary !\-lasters could only have shrunk their 

in these terms If the Books m this library contain th1ngs contrary to the Koran, 
they aie bad and ought to be burned. If they contain nothing but the doctiine of 
the Koran, burn them still: they are superfluous. Our Learned men have cited 
this reasoning >l> the he1ght of absW'dity_ Y ct suppase Gregory the Great m the 
place of Omar and the Gospel in the place of the Koran, the Library would still 
have been burned, and ll might perhaps be the finest episode in that Illu•trious 
Pontiff'� life_ 

,, 
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understanding by cramping it within the narrow scope of their own: 
The first obstacles taught them to exert themselves, and to practice 
covering the immense distance which they traveled. If a few men 
are to be allowed to devote themselves to the study of the Sciences 
and the Arts, it must be only those who feel they have the strength 
to go forth alone in their footsteps, and to overtake them: It belongli 
to this small number to raise monuments to the glory of the hwnan 
mind. But if one wants nothing to be beyond their genius, nothing 
may be beyond their hopes. This is the only encouragement they 
need. The soul insensibly proportions itself to the objects that 
occupy it, and it is great Ottasions that make great men. The Prince 

of Eloquence was Consul of Rome, and the greatest, perhaps, of 
Philosophers, Lord Chancellor of England. Is it likely that if the 
one had merely occupied a chair in some University, and the other 
received but a modest pension from an Academy; is it likely, I say, 
that their works would not have smacked of their condition? Let 
King!> therefore not disdain admitting into their Cfluncils the people 
most capable of counseling them well: let them reject the old preju
dice invented by the pride of the Great, that the art of leading 
Peoples is more difficult than that of enlightening them: as if [Jo 1 
it were easier to move men to act well of their own accord than to 
compel them to do so by force. Let learned men of the first rank 
find honorable asylum in their courts. Let them there receive the 
only reward worthy of them; by the credit they enjoy, to contribute 
to the happiness of the Peoples to whom they will have taught 
wisdom. Only then will it be possible to see what virtue, science and 
authority, animated by a noble emulation and working in concert for 
the felicity of Mankind, can do. But as long as power remains by 
itself on one side; enlightenment and wisdom by themselves on the 
other; the learned will rarely think great things, Princes will more 
rarely still perfonn fine ones, and Peoples will continue to be base, 
corrupt, and wretched. 

[6o] As for ourselves, vulgar men, to whom Heaven has not 
vouchsafed such great talents and whom it does not destine for so 
much glory, let us remain in our obscurity. Let us not run after a 
reputation which would escape us, and which, in the present 
state of things, would never return to us what it would have cost 
us, even if we had every title to obtain it. What good is it to seek 
our happiness in someone else's opinion if we can find it within 
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ourselves? Let us leave to others the care of instructing Peoples in 
their duties, and confine ourselves to fulfilling our own duties well, 
we have no need of knowing more. 

[6Il 0 virtue! Sublime science of simple souls, are so many 
effons and so much equipment really required to know you? Are 
not your principles engraved in all hearts, and is it not enough in 
order to learn your Laws to return into oneself and to listen to the 
voice of one's conscience in the silence of the passions? That is 
genuine Philosoph)', let us know how to rest content with it; and 
without envying the glory of those famous men who render them
selves immonal in the Repnblic of Letters, let us try to place 
between them and ourselves the glorious distinction formerly seen 
between two great Peoples; that the one knew how to speak well, 
and rhe other, to act welL 



[OC m, 31] 
LETTER 

to Monsieur L '  ABBE RAYNAL 

Writer with the Mercure de France 

[r] I owe thanks, sir, to the persons who relayed to you the obser
vations which you have the goodness of conveying to me, and I 
shall try to profit from them; I must, however, confess to you that 
I find my Censors a little harsh on my logic, and I suspect that 
they would have proven less punctilious if I had shared their views. 
At least it seems to me that if they themselves had displayed some 
of the rigorous precision which they demand of me, I would not 
need the clarifications for which I am about to ask them. 

[z] The Writ"', they say, sums to preftr the conditi1m of Europe 
prior to the restoration of the Sciences; a state worse than igtt6rance 
because of the falu ltnowkdge or of the jargon that prevaikd. The 
Writer of this remark seems to make me say that false knowledge 
or scholastic jargon is preferable to Science, whereas I myself said 
that it is worse than ignorance; but how does he understand the 
word cONiition? Is he referring to enlightenment or to morals, or 
does he confuse two things I took such pains to distinguish? How
ever, since this is the heart of the matter, I admit that it is most 
awkward of me to have only appeared to nke a stand on this issue. 

[3] They add that the Writtr prefers rusticity to pdlitentss. 
[4] It is true that the Writer prefers rusticity to the prideful and 

false politeness of our century, and he has stated the reason for his 
preference. And that he seeks to do away '11ith all Learned mm and 
Artim. Very well, since you insist, I agree to eliminate all the dis
tinctions I had drawn. 

[5] He sMuld, they go on to say, have indicilted the point IPith 
reference to which he [32] speaks of a period of decadence. I did more; 
I cast my thesis in the form of a general proposition: I assigned 
this first stage in the decadence of morals to the first moment at 
which Letters came to be cultivated in any country of the world, 
and I found the progress of these two things always to be directly 
proportional. And by going back to that first period, to compare the 
morals of those tirnfs with ours. I would have done so in still greater 
detail in a full-length book. 

... ----� 
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[6J Short of that, we do not sec how far back one would ha;;c to go, 
lest ir be ro the t1me of the Apostles_ l do not myself see any objection 
to doing so, if that should, in fact, be the case. But I ask my Censor 
in all fairness: Would he have had me say that the time of the 
deepest ignorance was the time of the Apostles? 

[7] They add that. regarding luxury, 1t is known that sound policy 
calls for 11 to be prohtb;ted m small States, but that the case ofa kingdom 
such as, }Or example, Frana, is altogetko- different. The rerwms why 
it is so, are well known. Have I not here, once again, cause for com
plaint? These reasons arc the very reasons to which I tried to 
address myself, Well or ill, I did address myself to them. Now, one 
can scarcely show greater contempt for a Writer than to urge 
nothing more in reply to him than the very arguments he has 
refuted. Does the difficulty they have to resolve nevertheless have 
to be pomtcd out to them? It is this: What will become of virlue, 
when 011e has to get rich a/ all fOst� That is what I asked them, and 
what I ask them still. 

[8] As for the following two observations, the first of which 
begins with the words: Finally, the objection 1s, and the other of 
which begins: but what more direct£r conarns; I beg the Reader to 
spare me the trouble of transcribing them. The Academy had asked 
me whether the restoration of the Sciences and Arts had contribmed 
to the purification of morals. That was the problem I had to solve: 
yet here l am being charged with not having solved a different 
problem. Surely that is, to say the least, a very odd criticism. Yet 
I am almost in the position of having to beg the Reader's pardon 
for having anticipated it, as that is what he might believe happened 
when he reads the last five or six pages of my discourse. [.uJ 

[9] Besides, if my Censors continue to insist on practical con
clusions, I promise rhem very clearly spelled--{)Ut ones in my first 
reply. 

[10] Regarding the uselessness of sumptuary Laws in uprooting 
luxury once it has taken a firm hold, they say that the Writer is not 
u11aware /Jf what cu11 be said on the subject. Indeed not. I am not 
unaware of the fact that once a man is dead one does not call the 
Doctor. 

• D1sc[ourse], p. 18. 
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[II]  1t is tmpossibfe to be too emphatu about truths that clash so 
head-on with the genera/ taste, and it is important to deny chicanery 
every possible hoM. I am not altogether of the same opinion, and I 
believe that children should be left some baubles. 

[r2] Many Readers would abo prefer them presented in a plain style 
rather than in the formal dress called for in Academy Discourses. I very 
much share those Readers' taste. This, then, is a point on which I 
ran agree with my l..ensurs' sentiment, and I do so forthwith. 

[13] I do not know who the opponent is whom I am threatened 
with in the Postscript. Whoever he might be, I cannot bring myself 
to reply to a work before I have read it, nor to consider myself 
defeated before I have been attacked. 

[r4] Besides, regardless of whether I answer the criticisms I am 
told are forthcoming, or leave it at publishing the expanded work 
that is requested of me, I warn my Censors that they might not 
find in them the changes they hope for. I anticipate that when it 
comes to having to defend myself, I will not hesitate to accept all 
the consequences that follow from my principles. 

[15] I know in advance with what great words I will be attacked. 
Enlightenment, knowledge, laws, morality, reason, propriety, con
siderateness, gentleness, amenity, politeness, education, etc. To aJI 
of this I will only answer with two other words which ring even 
more loudly in my ear. Virtue, truth! I will call out incessantly; 
truth, virrue! If anyone sees no more than words in that, I have 
nothing further to say to him. 

3' 
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By 

jEA N-jACQuEs Roussuu 
OF GENEVA 

[OCm, J_r;) 

On the Answer made to his Discourse 

[r] l owe thanks rather than a reply to the Anonymous Writer who 
has just honored my Discourse with an Answer. But the claims of 
gratitude will not cause me to forget the claims of truth; nor will 
I forget that whene�·er reason is at issue, men are restored to the 
right of Nature, and recover their original equality. 

[2] The Discourse to which I ha,·e to reply is full of very true 
and very well-proved things, to which I have nothing to answer: 
for although in it I am called Doctor, I should be very sorry to be 
one of those who have an answer to everything. 

[3] My defense will be no less eaS)'. It will be restricted to a 
comparison between my sentiment and the truths urged agajnst me; 
for if l prove that thev do not affect it, I will, I believe, have 
defended it adequately. 

[4] I can reduce all the Propositions established by my Adversary 
tu two principal points; one involves the praise of the Sciences; the 
other deals with their abuse. I shall examine them separately. 

[5] The tone of the Answer suggests a wish to have had me speak 
far worse of the Sciences than I in fact did. It assumes that the 
praise of them found at the beginning of my Discourse must have 
cost me a great [J6] deal; it is, according to the Writer, an 
acknowledgment wrung from me by the truth, and which I was not 
slow in retracting. 

[6] Ifthrs acknowledgment is praise wrung from me by the tmth, 
then 1t would seem that I did think as well of the Sciences as I said 
I did; the good the Writer himself says of them is then not at odds 
with my sentiment. The admission is, he says, wrung from me by 
force: so much the better for my cause, since it shows that with 
me truth has greater force than has inclination. But on what grounds 
is this praise judged to be forced? Is it for being badly done? To 
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judge a Writer's sincerity by this novel principle would be to put 
it to a rather terrifying test. Is it for being too short? It seems to 
me that I might easily have said less in more pages. It is, he says, 
because I retracted; I do not know where I committed that fault; 
and all I can answer is that it was not my intention to do so. 

[7] Science in itself is very good, that is obvious; and one would 
have to have taken leave of good sense, to maintain the contrary. 
The Author of all things is the fountain of truth; to know ever) thing 
is one of his divine attributes. To acquire knowledge and to extend 
one's enlightenment is, then, in a way to participate in the supreme 
intelligence. It is in this sense that I praised knowledge, and this is 
the sense in which my Adversary praises it. He goes on to speak 
at length about the various kinds of utility Man can derive from 
the Sciences and Ans; and I should readily have said as much, if 
this had been my topic. We are thus perfectly agreed on this point. 

[SJ But how does it happen that the Sciences, so pure in their 
source and so praiseworthy in their end, give rise to so many impiet
ies, so many heresies, so many errors, so many absurd systems, so 
many vexations, so much foolishness, so many bitter Satires, so 
many wretched Romances, so many licentious Poems, so many 
obscene Books; and in those who cultivate them, so much pride, so 
much greed, so much malice, so many intrigues, so many jealoosies, 
so many lies, so many evil deeds, so many calumnies, so many 
cowardly and shameful flatteries? I had said that it is because Sci
ence, however beautiful, however sublime, is not made for man; 
that his mind is too limited to make much progress in it, and his 
heart too full of passions to keep him from putting it to bad use; 
[17] that it is sufficient fur him to study his duties well, and that 
everyone has received all the light he needs for such study. My 
Adversary, for his part, admits that the Sciences become hannful 
when they are abused and that many do indeed abuse them. In this 
we are not, I believe, saying such very different things; I do, it is 
true, add that they are much abused, and that they are always 
abused, and it does not seem to me that the contrary has been 
upheld in the Answer. 

l9] I am therefore confident that our principles, and hence all 
the propositions that can be deduced from them, do not in any way 
conflict, and that is what I had to prove. Yet, when it comes to 
drawing conclusions, our conclusions are at odds. Mine was that, 
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since the Sciences harm morals more than they benefit society, 1t 
would be preferable to have men pursue them less eagerly . .  \1y 
Adversary's is that, although the Sciences do much harm, they 
ought nevertheless to be cultivated because of the good they do. l 
leave it not to the Public, but to the small number of true Philos
ophers, to decide which of the�e two conclusions ought to be 
preferred. 

[10] It remains for me to makf a few slight Observations on some 
passages in the Answer which seemed to me to be somewhat lacking 
in the precision I readily admire in the rest, and which may thereby 
have contributed to the ernmeoU', conclusion the Writer draws from 
them. 

[ 1 I] The work begins with some personal remarks to which I 
shall refer only insofar as they bear on the question. The Writer 
honors me with a good deal of praise, and so certainly gives me a 
ready opening. But there is too little common measure in such mat
ters: a respectful silence about the objects of our admiration is often 
more becoming than is indiscreet praise.* [38] 

f 12] My Discourse, it is said, is cause fOr surprise;* it seems to 
me that this calls for clarificatlon. Surprise is also expressed at 
seeing it crowned; yet it is not so very extraordinary to see mediocre 
writings crowned. Taken in any other sense, this surprise would do 
the Academy of Dijon as much honor as it would prove insulting 
to the integricy of Academies in general; and the advantage I might 
derive from it for my cause is readily apparent. 

• All Princes, good and bad, will all'iays be obsequiously and indiscriminately 
praised, so long as there are Courtiers and Men uf Leners. As for Princes who 
are great Men, they require mure moderate and judicious praise. Flattery offends 
their virtue, and even praise may tarn1sh their glory. At least, I know that Trajan 
would be much greate� in my eye; if Pliny had never written. If Alexander had 
really been what he af"ected to appear, he woulc:l not have given any thought to 
his portrait [38] or to his Statue; as for his Panegyric, he would have allr>wed 
none but a Lacedaemonian to deliver it, even at the risk of rcmaming without 
one. The only praise worthy of a King is that heard not from the mercenarv 
mouth of an Orator, bm from the voice of a free People. 

· 

• The question itself mi�ht cause surprise: a great and fine question if ever there 
W1lS one, and which might not soon he raised again. The French Ac:adem;- has 
just proposed a very similar subject for the prize in eloquence for the year 1752 
The point is to affinn that The Love of Ltllm Insp!m the Love of VirtU«. The 
Academy did not see fit to leal't such a subje<.:t in the fonn of a problem; and for 
the occ:rsion this wise Company doubled the time it used to allow Writer�, even 
for the most difficult sub)ects. 
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[ I3] In most agreeably turned Phrases I am taxed with a contra
diction between my conduct and my doctrine; I am reproached with 
myself having cultivated studies which I condemn;• since Science 
and Virtue are incompatible, as I am supposed to be at pains to 
prove, I am asked in a somewhat insistent tone how I dare use the 
one in speaking on behalf of the other. 

[q] It is clever to involve me in the issue in this way; such a 
personal reference cannot fail to embarrass me in my Answer, or 
rather Answers; for unfortunately I have more than one. Let us at 
least try to have them make up in precision what they lack in 
elegance. [39] 

[15] 1 .  The cultivation of the Sciences corrupts a nation's moraJs, 
this is what I dared to maintain, this is what I dare believe I have 
proved. But how could I have said that Science and Virtue are 
incompatible in every Individual, I who exhorted Princes to invite 
the truly Learned to their Court, and to place their trust in them, 
so that we might for once see what Science and Virtue combined 
can do for the happiness of mankind? These truly Learned men are 
few in number, I admit; for it takes a combination of great taJents 
and great Virtues to put Science to good use; which is something 
one can barely hope for in a few privileged souls, but ought not to 
expect from an entire people. One can therefore not conclude from 
my principles that a man cannot be both learned and virtuous. 

[16] 2. One can even less [plausibly] charge me perwnally with 
this supposed contradiction, even if it really did exist. I adore 
Virtue, my heart bears me witness of it; it also tells me all too 
clearly how great the distance is between this love and the conduct 
that makes for a virtuous man; besides, I am very far from pos
sessing Science, and farther stiU from pretending that I do. I should 
have thought that my (3.ndid admission at the beginning of my 
Discourse would have protected me against this imputation; I 
feared, rather, that I would be accused of passing judgment on 
things I do not know. It is readily enough evident that I could not 

• Unlike many others, I cannot justify myself by maintaining that our education 
does not depend on ourselves, and that we are not consulta-l about being poiwned: 
I threw myself into study m(ll;t willingly; and I gave it up even more whole
heartedly when l realized into what tunnoil it threw my soul without any profit 
to my reason. I want nothing more to do with a dereitful profession in which one 
believes one is doing much for wisdom while doing everything for vanity. 
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possibl} avoid both reproaches. Who knows whether someone 
might not even decide to combine them, if I do not prompd y refute 
this one, however undeserved it may be. 

[17J J.  I might in this connection report what the Church Fathers 
used to say regarding the worldly Sciences which they despised, 
and of which they nevertheless made use to combat the Heathen 
Philosophers. I could cite the comparison they used to draw 
between these worldly sciences and the jewelry of the Egyptians 
stolen by the Israelites: but as a final Answer, I will leave it at 
submitting the following question: If someone came to kill me and 
I had the good fortune to seize his weapon, would I be forbidden 
to use it to drive him off, before I threw it away1 

[t8l If the contradiction I am reproached with does not exist; 
[4ol then it is not necessary to suppose that I simply sought to 
amuse myself with a frivolous paradox; and it seems to me all the 
less necessary to do so, as the tone I took, bad as it may have been, 
is at lt:ast not the tone of witticisms. 

[19] It is time to have done with what pertains to me: to speak 
of oneself never profits a man; and it is an indiscretion which, even 
when it is forced on one, the Public does not readily forgive. Truth 
is so independent of those who attack and of those who defend it, 
that Writers who argue about it should altogether forget one 
another; it would save a great deal of ink and paper. But this rule, 
so easy to follow with respect to myself, is not at all easy to follow 
with respect to my Adversary; and this difference does not redound 
to the advantage of my reply. 

[zo] The Writer, notin� that I attack the Sciences and Arts in 
terms of their effect on morals, answers me with an inventory of 
the uses to which they are put in all states; which is as if, in order 
to justify an accused pe�on, all one did was to prove that he is 
quite well, most skillful, or very rich. As long as it is granted me 
that the Arts and Sciences make us bad people, [ shall not deny 
that they also greatly contribute to our convenience; this is one 
more respect in which they are like most vices. 

[ztj The Writer �oes further, and also claims that we have to 
study in order to admire the beauties of the universe, and that even 
the spectacle of nature, exhibited, it would seem, to the eves of all 
for the instruction of simple men, requires a �reat deal of instruc� 
tion on the part of Observers, if they are to perceive it. I must admit 
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that this proposition surprises me: is it that all men are ordered to 
be Philosophers, or that only Philosophers are ordered to believe 
in God? Scripture in a thousand places exhorts us to revere the 
greatness and goodness of God in the wonders of his works; I do 
not think that it has anywhere prescribed to us the study of Physics, 
nor that the Author of �ature is less well adored by me, who know 
nothin�, than by him who knows and the cedar, and the hyssop, 
and the trunk of the fly, and that of the Elephant. 

(22] One always believes one has said what the Sciences do, [41] 
when one has said what they should do. Yet the two seem to me 
quite different: the study of the Universe should elevate man to his 
Creator, I know; but it only elevates human vanity. The Philos
opher, flattering himself that he fathoms God's secrets, dares to 
liken his supposed wisdom to eternal wisdom: he approves, he 
blames, he corrects, he prescribes laws to nature and limits to the 
Divinity; and while he is busy with his vain systems, and takes 
endless pains to arrange the machine of the world, the Plowman 
who sees the rain and the sun by turns fertilize his field admires, 
praises and blesses the hand from which he receives these graces, 
without troubling himself about how they come to him. He does 
not seek to justify his ignorance or his vices by his incredulity. He 
does not censure God's works, nor challenge his master in order to 
display his self-importance. Never will the impious remark of 
Alfonso X occur to one of the vulgar: that blasphemy was reserved 
for a learned mouth. 

[ 23] Man '• natural cunosity, they go on, inspires him with ther ksire 
to learn. He should therefore endeavor to curb it, like aU his natural 
inclinations. His needs make him feel the necessity of doing so. In a 
good many respects knowledge is useful; yet savages are men, and 
they do not feel this necessity; his occupations oblige him to do so. 
They far more often oblige him to give up study in order to attend 
to his duties.• His progress lets him taste its pleasure. He should for 
that very reason be suspicious of it. His first discoveries increase his 
greed for knowledge. That does indeed, happen to those who have 
talent. The more he knows, the rrwre aware he is of having to acquire 
/mow/edge; that is to say that the time he loses only serves to excite 

• It is a bad rnru:k against a society that tho!��! who lead it need so much Sdence; 
if men were what they ought to be, they would scai'U'Iy need to study in order 
to learn the things the)· have to do. 
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him to lose more: only in a very few men of genius does insight 
into their own ignorance grow as they learn, and they are the only 
ones for whom study may be good: almost as soon as small minds 
have learned something, they believe they know everything, [42] 
and there is no sort of foolishness which this conviction will not 
make them say or do. The more settled knowledge a man has, the 
easier it is for hzm to do well. It is evident that in saying this, the 
Writer has consulted his heart far more than he has observed men. 

[ 24l He further says that it is good to know evil so as to learn 
to shun it; and he implic� that one can be assured of one's virtue 
only after having put it to trial. These maxims are, at the very least, 
doubtful, and open to much discussion. It is not certain that in 
order to learn to do well, one has to know how many ways there 
are of doing evil. We have a gmde within, far more infallible than 
all the books, and which never forsakes us when we are in need. It 
would suffice to guide us in innocence, if we were willing always 
to heed it; and besides, how can one be obliged to test one's strength 
in order to be sure of one's virtue, when one way to practice virtue 
is to shun occasions for vice? 

[25] The wise man is constantly on his guard, and ever suspicious 
of his own strength·. he keeps all his courage in reserve for times 
of need, and never runs unnecessary risks. The swaggerer is the 
one who forever boasts of more than he can do, and who, after 
having stood up to and insulted evervbody, allows himself to be 
defeated in the first encounter. I should like to know which of these 
two portraits best resembles a Philosopher at grips with his 
passwns. 

[26] I am reproached with having preferred to take my examples 
of virtue from among the ancients. It is very likely that I would 
have found even more, if I could have reached still farther back: I 
also mentioned one modern people, and it is not my fault that I 
found only one. I am furthermore reproached in a general maxim 
with drawing abhorrent comparisons prompted, it is said, less by 
enthusiasm and fair-mindedness than by envy of my countrymen 
and ill-humor toward my contemporaries. Yet, no one, perhaps, 
loves his country and his compatriots as much as I do. Beyond that, 
I have only one word to say in reply. I have stated my arguments, 
and they are what has to be weighed. As for my motives, they must 
be left to be judged by him who alone may judge of them. 
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[ 27] I ought not here pass over in silence a weighty objection 
[43] that had already been addressed to me by a Philosopher:• Is 
not, I am asked here, the difference that is sometimes observed between 
the morals of different countnes and different tinus due to climate, ttm
perament, the lack of opportunity, the want of an object, the economy 
of the government, the Customs, the Laws, to any cause other than the 
Scienm2 

[28] The question implies broad views and it would require more 
extensive clarification than would be appropriate in the present 
writing. Besides, the very hidden but very real relations between 
the nature of government on the one hand, and the genius, morals, 
and knowledge of the citizens on the other, would have to be exam
ined; and this would involve me in delicate discussions that might 
lead me too far. Besides, it would be difficult fot me to speak about 
government without giving my Adversary an undue advantage; and 
all things considered, these are inquiries best pursued in Geneva, 
and under different circumstances. 

[29] I go on to an accusation that is far more serious than the 
preceding objection. I shall transcribe it literally; for it is important 
to place it faithfully before the Reader's eyes. 

[3o] The mt�re a Christian examines the authenticity of his Titles, 
the mtwe secure is lu in tlu possession of his belief; the more he studies 
rtvekuUn, the more strengthmtd is he in his foith: He discovers its 
origin and excellence in the divine Scriptures; he follows its development 
from om centwry to the next in the learned writings of the Church 
Fathers; he finds errJmples and models of it in the Books of ethics and 
the sacred chronicles. 

{31] What! shall ignoranct deprive Rdigiun or virtue of S��Ch power
fol suppM'IS! and shdl a Doctor from Geneva openly teach that it is 
respotui/Jk for the 111anton1USS of morals! Such a strange paradox 160Uld 
cause even greater CO!Uternation if it wer� not well knorm that for those 
JIJho have 116 otlur rule than theit individual mind the singularity of a 
system, luJJIJever dangerous, is but one more retJson [in its ftJvor]. 

[32] I dare ask the Writer; how could he ever have placed such 
an interpretation on the principles I established? How could he 
accuse me of blaming the study of Religion, when I blame the study 
of our vain Sciences chiefly because it turns us away from the study 
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[44] of our duties? And what is the study of a Christian's duties, 
if not the stud}' of his Re!igion1 

[33] I should probably ha,•e blamed explicitly all the childish 
subtleties of Scholasticism which only destroy the spirit of Religion 
on pretext of elucidating its principles, by substituting scientific 
pride for christian humility. I �hould have spoken out more force
fully against the rash Ministers who first dared to lay a hand on 
the Ark in order with their feeble learning to holster a structure 
that is upheld by the hand of God. I should have waxed indignant 
against those frivolous men who with their wretched hair-splitting 
have degraded the sublime simplicit)' of the Gospel, and reduced 
the doctrine of Jesus Christ to syllogisms. But my present concern 
is to defend myself, not to attack. 

[34] I see that the best way to put an end to this disputation is 
with history and facts. If I could show in a few words what the 
relations between the Sciences and Religion have been from the 
very first, it might help settle the point at issue. 

[35] The People God chose !Or himself never cultivated the Sci
ences, and it was never advised to study them; yet if such study 
had served a useful purpose, it would have needed it more than any 
other. On the contrary, their Leaders always bent all their efforts on 
keeping them as separate as possible from the idolatrous and learned 
Nations adjoining them. A precaution which, in their case, was less 
necessary with regard to Nations of the second than of the first 
kind: for this weak and crude People was far more liable to be 
seduced by the impostures of the Priests of Baal than by the Soph
isms of the Philosophers. 

[36] Even after its frequent dispersions amongst the Egyptians 
and the Greeks, Science had a very difficult time taking root in the 
Hebrews' heads. Josephus and Philo who, anywhere else, would 
have been but mediocre men, were prodigies among them. The 
Sadducees, recognizable by their irreligiousness, were the Philos
ophers of Jerusalem; the Pharisees, great h:rpocrites,• were its (45] 

• The same hatred and mutual contempt could be seen to reign between these two 
parties, that has at all rimeo reigned between the Doctors and the Phil05ophcrs; 
that is ro say becween those who use their heads as a storehouse for other people'� 
Science and those who lay claim to a head of their [45] own. Pit the mus1c master 
and the dancing master of the Bourgeors Gfntllhmnmi against one another, vou 
will have the antiquarian and the wit, the Chemist and the .\tan of Letters; 

·
the 

jurist and the Phys1cian; the Geometer and the Versifier; the Theologian and 
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Doctors. Although they more or less restricted their Science to the 
study of the law, they pursued this study with typically dogmatic 
ostentation and self-importance; they also observed all the practices 
of Religion with the utmost care; but the Gospel acquaints us with 
the spirit of that exactitude, and how it was to be judged: moreover, 
they all had very little Science and a great deal of pride; and it is 
not in this respect that they most differed from our Doctors today. 

[37] In establishing the new Law, Jesus Christ did not wish to 
entrust his doctrine and ministry to scholars. In making his choice 
he followed the preference he on all occasions showed for the lowly 
and simple. And in his instructioo of his disciples, there is not a 
single learned or scientific word to be found, lest it be to indicate 
his contempt for everything of that kind. 

[38] After the death of Jesus Christ, twelve poor fishermen and 
artisans undertook to instruct and convert the world. Their method 
was simple; they preached artlessly but with utter conviction, and 
of all the miracles with which God honored their faith, the most 
striking was the saintliness of their lives; the disciples followed this 
example, and their success was prodigious. Alarmed, the Pagan 
Priests gave Princes to understand that the state was lost because 
donations were dwindling. Persecutions arose, and the persecutors 
only hastened the progress of the Religion they sought to stifle. All 
Christians rushed to martyrdom, all Peoples rushed to Baptism: the 
history of these first times is a continual marvel. 

[39] However, the Priests of the idols, not content with persecut
ing Christians, began to calumny them; the Philosophers, finding a 
Religion that preached hwnility unrewarding, joined their Priests. 
Ridicule and insults were showered [46] on the new Sect from all 
sides. They had to take up the pen to defend themselves. Saint 
Justin the Martyr• was the first to write [47] an Apology of his 

the Philosopher; to judge soundly of all th� People, one need only consult 
them, �nd listen to what each one tells you, not about himself, but about the 
""'=· 

• These lim writers, wOO sealed the restimony of their pen with their blood, would 
today be very scandalous Writers; for they upheld exactly the same sentiment I 
uphold, In his exch"MI� with Triph!J, Saint Justin reviews the various Sects of 
PhilllSOpbers he had formerly tried, and makes them appear so ridiculous that 
one might believe oneself to be rcadiag a Dialogue by Lucian: and Tertullian's 
Apology shoW!i bow offended the first Christians wen to be t:a.l:en for 
Philosophers. 

Indeed, it would be rather discreditable to Philosophy to have the pernicious 
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faith. The Pagans were attacked in turn; to attack them was to 
defeat th.em; the first SU(;Cesses encouraged new writers: on the pre
text of exposing the depravity of Paganism, they threw themselves 
into mythology and erudition;** they wanted to display Science and 
wit, large numbers of Books were published, and morals began to 
relax. 

[40] Soon they ceased to be satisfied with the simplicity of the 
Gospel and the faith of the Apostles, they constantly wanted to 
prove themselves cleverer than their predecessors. Every dogma 
became an occasion for hair-splitting; everyone wanted to uphold 
his opinion, no one wanted to yield. The ambition to be the Leader 
of a Sect arose, heresies proliferated on all side&. 

maxims and the impious dogmas of its \'ariouo Sects el<posed. The Epicureans 
denied all providence, the Academics doubted the existence of the Divinity, and 
the Stoics the immortality of the souL The sentiments entertained by the less 
famous Sects were no better; here is a sample of those of Theodorus, the head 
of one of the two branche1 of the Cyrenaics, as reported by Diogenes Laertius. 
"He discarded friendship because it was without advantage to the ignorant or 
to the learned . . .  He said that it was reasonable for a prudent man not to ris� 
his life for his fatherland, and indeed that prudence should not be cast aside for 
the benefit of the ignorant. He held that the wi� man might steal and commit 
adulkry and sacrilege when it was opportune for him to do so. None of these 
an: shameful by nature. They should be freed of the opinion of the vulgar which 
is due to fools and iporamuses . . .  The wise num can, publicly, without shame, 
and without becoming an object of reproach, go to prO>titutes." 

These are one man's opinions, I know; but is there a �ingle one of aH the 
Sects that did not fall into some dangerous error; and what art we to >aY about 
the distinction between tw11 doctrines Sll eagerly embraced by all Philosophers, 
and with which they professed in secret sentiments that were the opposite of 
those which they professed in public? PythaJI"Oras w:as the first to resort to tbe 
internal doctrine; he disdosed it to his disciples only after long trials and with 
the greatest mystery; he gave them secret lessons m Atheism while solemnly 
offering Sacrifices to Jupiter. The Philosophers found that this proceeding suited 
them so 01·ell that it spread rapldly throughout Greece, and from Greece to Rome, 

as appears from the worl.s of Cicero, who in the company of his friend laughed 
at the immortal Gods he Sll emphahca!ly invoked from the Rostrum. The internal 
dv-&trine was not transmitted from Europe to Chma; but, thetl: � it was born 
together with Philosophy; wd to it the Chinese owe the great number of Athci•ts 
<Jr Philosophers m their midst. The History of this fatal doctrine, written by a 
learned and sincen m:rn, would prove a terrible blow to ancient as well as to 
modern Philosoph}". But Philosophy ,.i]l always defy reason, truth, and time 
!tsclf, because it hu its source in humm pride, stronger than all these thing!. n Clement of Ale�andria has been justly blamed for displaying in his writinJI"S a 
profane erudition that ill becomes a Christian_ However, it would seem that at 
that rime it was excusable to acquaint oneself with the reaching against which 
fmc had to defend oneself. Bul who can help laughing at all the trouble our 
Scholars nowadays take to elucidate the reveries of mythology? 
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[4t} Before long ill-temper and violence joined the fray. Those 
ever so gentle Christ1ans, who had onlr known how to �ie!d their 
throat to the knife, became one another's frenzied persecutors, 
worse than the idolaters: everyone partook in the same excesses, 
and the party of truth was upheld no more moderately than was 
the party of error. 

[42] Another even more dangerou� evil aro.<>e from the same 
source. lt was the introduction of ancient Philosophy into Christian 
doctrine. By dint of studying the Greek Philosophers, they believed 
they saw connections between it and Christianity. They dared to 
believe that Religion would become more respectable for being 
wrapped in the authority of Philosophy; there was a time when one 
had to be a Platonist in order to be Orthodox; and first Plato, and 
later Aristotle very nearly came to be placed on the Altar alongside 
of Jesus Christ. 

r43J The Church more than once rose up against these excesses. 
Its most illustrious defenders frequently deplored them in forceful 
and energetic terms: frequently they attempted to expel from it all 
the worldly Science, which soiled its [48] purity. One of the most 
illustrious Popes carried zeal to such an extreme as to maintain that 
it is shameful to subject the word of God to the rules of Grammar. 

[44] But they cried out to no avail; swept along by the torrent, 
they were compe!led to conform to the prat.-tice they condemned; 
and it was in a most learned fashion that most of them inveighed 
against the progress of the Sciences. 

[ 45] After prolonged turmoil, things finally settled down. In 
about the tenth century, the torch of the Sciences ceased to light 
the earth; the Oergy remained plunged in an ignorance I do not 
wish to justify, since it affected things they ought to !mow no less 
than things that are of no use to them, but due to which the Church 
at least achieved a little more quiet than it had experienced until 
then. 

{46] After the revival of Letters, divisions s<Jon arose anew, which 
were more terrible than ever. Learned Men stirred up the quarrel, 
learned Men kept it alive, and the most able always proved ro be 
the most stubborn. C..onferences between the Doctors of the differ
ent parties proved to be of no avail: no one brought to them a love 
of reconciliation or perhaps even of the truth; all brought to them 
only the desire to shine at their Adversary's expense; evervone 
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wanted to prevail, no one wanted to learn; the stronger silenced the 
weaker; di�putation always ended in insults, and persecution was 
its invariable consequence. God only knows when all these evils 
will cease. 

[47 J Today the Sciences flourish, Literature and the Arts shine 
brightly among us; what benefit has Religion derived from it? Let 
us ask the many Philosophers who pride themselves on not having 
any. Our Libraries overflow with Books on Theology; and Casuists 
abound among us. In the past we had Saims and no Casuists. Sci
ence spreads, and faith disappears. Everyone wants to teach how to 
act well, and no one wants to learn it; we have all become Doctors, 
and have ceased to be Christians. 

[48] No, it is not with so much Art and circumstance that the 
Gospel spread through the whole Universe, and that its touching 
beauty entered men's hearts. This divine Book, r49] the only book 
a Christian needs, and the most useful of all books even for those 
who might not be Christians, on!�· needs to be meditated to convey 
to the soul love for its Author, and the will to carry out his precepts. 
Never did virtue speak in such gentle terms; never did the deepest 
wisdom express itself with such energy and simplicity. One never 
leaves off reading it without feeling a better person than before. 0 
you, Ministers of the Law that is there proclaimed to me, take fewer 
pains to instruct me about so many useless things. Leave be all those 
Learned Books, that can neither convince nor move me. Prostrate 
yoursehes at the feet of the God of mercy you are charged with 
making me know and love; ask him w give you the profound 
humility which you must preach to me. Do not spread before my 
eyes the prideful Science or the indecent pomp that dishonor you 
and disgust me; be moved yourselves, if you would have me be 
moved; and above all, show me by your conduct the practice of the 
Law in which you claim to instruct me. You need know or teach 
me nothing more, and your ministry is accomplished. None of this 
involveli Letters or Philosophy. That is how the Gospel should be 
practiced and preached, and how its first defenders made it triumph 
in all the Nations, not in the manner ofAristotle, the Church Fathers 
used to say, but in lht Fishennan 's. 

(49] I sense I grow prolix, but I believed I could not avoid going 
into some detail on an issue as important as this. Besides, impatient 
Readers must recognize that there are great advantages to being the 
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critic: for while one can attack with a single word, it takes pages to 
defend oneself. 

[50] I proceed to the second part of the Answer, about which I 
shall try to be briefer, although I find that there are hardly fewer 
observations to be made regarding it. 

[51] It is not from the Sciences, I am told, but from the lap of riches, 
that softness and luxury have at all rimes bun born. Nor had I said 
that luxury was born of the Sciences; I had said, rather, that both 
were born together and that one hardly ever goes without the other. 
Here is how I would order this genealogy. The first source of evil 
is inequality; from inequality arose riches; for the words poor [So] 
and rich are relati,·e, and wherever men are equal there is neither 
rich nor poor. From riches are born luxury and idleness; from 
luxury arose the fine Arts, and from idleness the Sciences. At no 
time havt riches been the portion of the Learned. This is precisely why 
the evil is even greater, the rich and the learned only corrupt one 
another. If the rich were more learned or the learned more rich; 
these would be less craven flatterers; the others would love base 
flattery less, and everyone would be the better for it. So much is 
evident from the small number of those who have the good fortune 
to be both learned and rich. For evtry Plato who i! wea/thy, for every 
Aristippu.s who i1 respected at Court, how many Philosophen are reduced 
to beggary, T»rfJpped in their oiPII virtue and ignored in thhr solitude? 
I do not deny that a great many Philosophers are very poor, and 
surely most distressed to be so: nor do I doubt that most of them 
owe their Philosophy solely to their poverty: but even if I were 
ready to assume that they are virtuous, is it from their morals, which 
the people does not see, that it would learn to reform its own? The 
Learned have ntithrr the taste, nor thr ki!ure to amass great wealth. 
I am prepared to believe that they have not the leisure for it. They 
irn;e study. Whoever did not love his profession would be either 
mad or miserable. They live in modest circumttance.s; one has to be 
extremely well disposed toward them to credit them for it. An indus
trious and moderate life, spent in .silent retreat, devoted to reading and 
work, is surely not a voluptuow and a cn1ninal lift. At least not in 
men's eyes: everything depends on the inside. A man may be con
strained to lead such a life, and yet have a very corrupt soul; besides, 
what does it matter whether he himself is virtuous and modest, if 
the work he does feeds the idleness and spoils the minds of his 
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fellow-citizens? Although the com•eniences of life are often the products 
of the Arts, Artists do not enJoy a greater share a/ them. They hardly 
seem to me to be the kind of people who would deny themselves 
the conveniences of life; especially those who devote themselves to 
altogether useless and therefore very lucrative Arts, and are there
fore in a better position to acquire whate,·er they desire. They only 
work for the n'ch. ls f] The way things are going, I would not be 
surprised to see the rich work for them some day. And it is the idle 
rich who profit from the fruits a[ their lahar, ami who abuse them. Once 
again, I do not see that our Artists are such simple and modest folk; 
luxury cannot prevail among one order of Citizens without soon 
insinuating itself under various guises into all the others, and every
where it causes the same ravages. 

[52] Luxury corrupts ever}"thing; the rich who enjoy it, and the 
wretched who covet it. To wear lace ruffies, an embroidered coat, 
and carrv an enameled snuffbox, cannot be said to be in itself evil. 
But it is a very great evil to put any stock by such trifles, to regard 
as happy the people that wears them, and to devote to being in a 
position to acquire such things the time and effort which every 
human being owes to nobler objects. I do not need to know the 
profession of the person absorbed in such pursuits in order to know 
what to think of him. 

[53] I have omitted the fine portrait of the Learned which we 
are here offered, and I believe I can take credit for being so con
siderate. My Adversary is less indulgent: not only does he not grant 
me anything he can deny me; but, rather than condemn my thinking 
ill of our vain and false politeness, he prefers to justify hypocrisy. 
He asks me whether I would wish vice to show itself openly? Cer
tainly I would. Confidence and esteem would be reborn among the 
good, men would learn to distrust the wicked, and society would 
be the more secure for it I prefer to have my enemy attack me 
openly than treacherously to come and strike me from behind. What 
then! does scandal have to be tied to crime? I do not know; but I 
would prefer it if imposture did not have to be tied to it. Vicious 
people are perfectly comfortable with all these maxims about scan
dal that have been doled out to us for so long: if one were to adhere 
to them strictly, one would have to let oneself be robbed, betrayed, 
killed with impunity, and never punish anyone; for a knave on the 
rack is a most scandalous sight. But is not hypocris)' an homage vice 
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pays to virtue/ Yes, like that of Caesar's assassins, who prostrated 
themselves at his feet the more securely to murder him. The 
thought may be briUiant, [52] the famous name of its Author may 
give it authority, it is nevertheless not right Would a thief, dressed 
up in the livery of the house in order to do his mischief more easily, 
ever be said to be paying homage to the master of the house he 
robs? No, to cover one's wickedness with the dangerous mantle of 
hypocrisy is not to honor virtue; it is to offend it by profaning its 
standard� it is to add cowardice and imposture to all the other 
vices; it is to shut oneself off forever from any possible return to 
probity. There are lofty characters who bring even to crime some
thing proud and generous which reveals that they still bave left in 
them some spark of that celestial fire made to animate beautiful 
souls. But the vile and groveling soul of the hypocrite is like a 
corpse, without fire, or warmth, or vitality left. I appeal to experi
ence. Great villains have been known to return into themselves, end 
their life wholesomely, and die saved. But no one has ever known 
a hypocrite becoming a good man; one might reasonably have tried 
to convert Cartouche, never would a wise man have undertaken to 
convert Cromwell. 

[54] I have attributed the elegance and politeness of our manners 
to the restoration of the Letters and Arts; the Writer of the Answer 
takes issue with me on this point, and it surprises me that he does 
so: for since he puts so much stock by politeness and so much stock 
by the Sciences, I do not see what advantage he derives from deny
ing to one the honor of having produced the other. But let us exam
ine his proofs: they come down to this. The Learned are not found 
to be mf!re polite tha'l other men: on the contrary, often they are less 
so; hence our politeness is not tht work of the Sciences. 

[SS] I should note, first of all, that it is not so much a question 
of the Sciences as it is one of Literature, the fine Arts, and works 
of taste; and our wits, as devoid of Learning as you please, but ever 
so polite, so worldly, so scintillating, so foppish, will have difficulty 
recognizing themselves in the sullen and pedantic air the Writer of 
the Reply attributes to them. But let us grant him this major prem
ise; let us concede, if we must, that the Learned, the Poets, and 
the wits are all equally riWculous; that the Gentlemen of the Acad
emy of Letters, the Gentlemen of the Academy of [53] Sciences, 
and the Gentlemen of the French Academy, are crude folk, knowing 
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neither the tone, nor the ways of the world, and who are by their 
state excluded from gond company; the \\1riter will not gain much 
fi'om this concession, and it will not give him a better tide to deny 
that the politeness and the urbanity that prevail among us are the 
effect of good taste, deri\'ed originally from the ancients and dis
seminated amongst the peoples of Europe by the agreeable Books 
published throughout the continent.* Just as the best dancing mas
ters are not always those who show themselves to best advantage, 
so it is possible to give excellent lessons of politeness without being 
inclined or able to be polite oneself. The ponderous Commentators 
who, we are told, knew everything of the ancients save their grace 
and delicacy did, nevertheless, with their useful though despised 
works, teach us to be sensible of those beauties, although they were 
themselves insensitive tG them. The same may be said regarding 
the agreeable manners and the elegance of morals which men substi
tute for purity of morals, and which have been in evidence among 
all pe<tples among whom Letters have been held in honor, in 
Athens, in Rome, in China, everywhere politeness of language and 
of manners has consistently been found to accompany not Learned 
men and Artists, but the Sciences and the fine Arts. 

[56] The Writer next attacks my praise of ignorance: and while 
taxing me with having spoken more like an Orator than a Philos
opher, he depicts ignorance in his turn; as might be suspected, he 
does not lend it pretty colors. 

[57] I do not deny that he is right, but I do not believe [s4J I 
am wrong. All that is required to reconcile us is a strict and true 
distinction. 

• When such \ery gt:llmll objects as the moral1 and the manners of a people are 
at issue, one has to be careful not always to focus too narrowly on particular 
examples. For if one did, one would nt\'er see the oources of things. To find out 
whether I am right to mribute politeness to the culti\·ation of Let!ers, one should 
not look for whether some Learned person or other is polite; rather, one should 
mquire into the poSSible relatiOns between literature and politeness, and tllen see 
among which peoples these things are found together, and among which they are 
found separately. The same has to be done regarding l1uu�·, freedom, and all the 
other things that influence the monls of a N�tion and about which I daily hear 
so many paltry argurn�m;,: To examme all tllis narrowly and in some few individ
ual cases is OOt to Philosopt.i1e, it j, to waste one's time and reflections·, for one 
can know Peter or jilmes thoroughly, and yet have made very linle progress in 
the knowledge of men 
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[58} There is a ferocious• and brutal ignorance, born of a wicked 
heart and a deceitful mind; a criminal ignorance of e'•en the duties 
of humanity, which multiplies the vices, degrades reason, depraves 
the soul, and renders men similar to beasts: this is the ignorance 
which the Writer attacks and of which he paints a most odious and 
most faithful portrait. There is another, reasonable sort of ignor
ance, which consists in restricting one's curiosity to the scope of 
the faculties one has received; a modest ignorance, born of a lively 
love of virtue, and which inspires nothing but indifference toward 
all that is unworthy of occupying man's heart, and does not contrib
ute to making him better; a gentle and precious ignorance, the treas
ure of a soul pure and satisfied with itself, that finds all its felicity 
in retreating into itself, in confirming itself in its innocence, and 
has no need to seek a false and vain happiness in the opinion others 
might have of its enlightenment: This is the ignorance I praised 
and which I ask Heaven to grant me in punishment for the scandal 
I caused to the learned by my open contempt for men's Sciences. 

[59] Compare, says the Writer, the times of ignorance and barbarism 
with the happy centuries when the Sciences everywhere disstminated a 
spirit of ortkr and of justice. Those happy centuries will be difficult 
to find; it will be easier to find centuries when, thanks to the Sci
ences, Order and Justice win be nothing but vain names used to 
impress the people, and when they will have been carefully pre
served in appearance so that they might be destroyed with greater 
impunity in fact. Nowadays wars are found to be less frequtnt bUt more 
just; how, at any [ss} time whatsoe,·er, can war be more just on one 
side without being more unjust on the other? I cannot conceive of 
it! Deeth less astounding but more heroic. Certainly no one will chal
lenge my Adversary's right to judge of heroism; but does he think 
that what he does not find astounding, is not so for us? Victories 
ltss bloody but mort glorious; Conquests ltss rapid but more certain; 

• I shaD be greatly surprised if !IOIIIeoRe of my critics does not take my praise of 
several ignorant and virtuous peoples as the octaSion to confront me with a list 
of all the bands of Brigands who have infested the earth, and who are not usually 
very Learned men. I urge them in advance not to trouble with such an inquiry, 
unless they think it n01:cssary in order to show me their erudition. If I had said th.clt 
in order to be virtuous it suffices to be ignorant it would not be worth bothering to 
answer me; and fOl' the &allle rtaSOO, I sllall consider myseJf free not to answer 
those who waste their time maintaining the contrary. 
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wamors less vwlent but more feared; able to achinx victory wtth 
moderatwn. treating the vanquished humanely; honor is their guuie, 
!flory their reward. I do not gainsay the Writer that there are great 
men among us; it would be too easy for him to provide proof of 
it; rhis does not prevent pooples from being deeply corrupted. 
Besides, all this is so vague that the same could almost be said of 
every age; and it is impossible to respond to it, because one would 
have to go through entire Libraries and write large wmes to prove 
either the affirmative or the negative. 

[6o] When Socrates dealt harshly with the Sciences he could not, 
it seems to me, have had reference either to the Stoics' pride, or 
to the Epicureans' effeminacy, or to the Pyrrhonists' absurd jargon, 
because none of these folk existed in his time. But this slight anach
ronism is not unbecoming to my Adversary: he has spent his life 
better than in checking dates, and is no more obliged to know his 
Diogenes Laertius by heart than I am to have seen at close range 
what happens in battles. 

f6r] I grant, then, that Socrates only intended to criticize the 
vices of the Philosophers of his own time; but I do not know what 
conclusion to draw from it, other than that even then vices 
abounded where there were Philosophers. In reply to which I am 
told that this is due to the abuse of Philosophy, and I do not think 
I said the contrary. What[ are then all things that get abused to be 
eliminated? Yes indeed, I will unhesitatingly answer: a11 those that 
are useless; all those the abuse of which does more harm than their 
use does good. 

[62] Let us briefly pause at this last conclusion, and let us beware 
of inferring from it that we should now burn all Libraries and 
destroy the Universities and the Academies. We would only plunge 
Europe back into Barharism, and morals would gain [56] nothing 
from it.• It is with sorrow that I shall state a great and fatal truth. 
From knowledge to ignorance, it is but a single step; and Nations 
have frequently gone. from one to the other; but never has a people, 
once corrupted, been known to return to virtue. You would in vain 
aspire to destroy the sources of the evil; in vain deprive vanity, 
idleness, and luxury of all sustenam:e; in vain even return men to 

• We would he left the vices, says the Philosopher I have already mentioned, and 
ka:·t I!)IIOrJI/a bcs:de.< The few lines tbJs !l.urhor has written on this great subje..·t 
shnw dm he ha, turned his gaze in thai direction, and has seen far. 
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their first equality, the preserver of innocence and the source of all 
virtue: their hearts, once spoiled, will be so forever; no remedy 
remains, short of some great revolution almost as much to be feared 
as the evil it might cure, and which it is blameworthy to desire and 
impossible to foresee. 

[63] Let us therefore let the Sciences and the Arts in some meas
ure temper the ferociousness of the men they have corrupted; let 
us strive wisely to divert them, and try to deceive their passions. 
Let us feed those Tigers something, to keep them from devouring 
our children. A wicked person's enlightenment is, on balance, Jess 
to be feared than is his brutal stupidity; at least it causes him to 
be more circumspect about the harm he might do, by acquainting 
him with the harm he himself would suffer as a result. 

[64] I have praised Academies and their illustrious founders, and 
I am ready to do so again. When the sickness is incurable, the 
Physician administers palliatives and adapts his remedies less to the 
patient's needs than to his temperament. Wise legislators ought to 
imitate his prudence; and since, with sick Peoples, they can no 
longer adopt the most excellent polity, they should at least give 
them, as Solon did, the best they can tolerate. 

{65] There is in Europe a great Prince and, what ·is far more, a 
virtuous Citizen, who recently founded several institutions in sup
port of Letters in the fatherland he has adopted and makes happy. 
In doing so, he has done something eminently worthy of his wisdom 
and virtue. With respect to political establishments, time and [57] 
place are all-important. Princes must always fa,·or the Sciences and 
Arts out of self-interest; I have said why: and in the present state 
of things, they must now also favor them even in the Peoples' inter
est. If there were currently among us a Monarch so foolish as to 
think and act differently, his subjects would stay poor and ignorant, 
and be no less vicious for it. My Adversary has failed to take advan
tage of an example so striking and apparently so favorable to his 
cause; perhaps he is the only pen;on not to know, or to think of it. 
Let him therefore permit us to remind him of it; let him not deprive 
great objects of the praise due them; let him admire them as much 
as we do, and not think himself thereby stren�hened against the 
truths which he attacks. 

,, 
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LETTER from J .  J .  RouSSEAU 
of Geneva 

to M .  G R I M M  

About the refutation of his Discourse 
by M. Gautier 

Professor of Mathematics and of History 
and Member of the Royal Academy of 

Letters at Nancy 

[ 1 [ I  am returning, Sir, the October issue of the Mercure which you 
were good enough to loan me. l read in it with much pleasure the 
refutation of mv Discourse which M. Gautier took the trouble to 
write; but I do not believe that I am, as you maintain, required to 
reply to it; and here are my reasons. 

[ 2] 1.  I cannot persuade myself that in order to be right, one 
invariably has to have the last word. 

[3] 2. The rnure I reread the refutation, the more convinced I 
am that I need offer .\1. Gautier no other rejoinder than the very 
Discourse to which he replied. Read, if you please, in each of these 
writings the discussions of luxury, war, Academics, education; read 
the Prosopopeia of Louis the Great and that of Fabricius; finally, 
read M. Gautier's conclusion anJ mine, and you will understand 
what I mean. 

[4] J. I think so differently from M. Gautier in everything that, 
if I had to take up all the passages where our opinions differ, I 
would have to take issue with him even regarding the points I would 
have stated as he stated them, and that would give me an air of 
contrariness which I should rather like to be able to avoid. For 
example, in speaking of [ 6o] politeness, he very clearly implies that 
in order to become a good man one does well to begin by being a 
hypocrite, and that falseness is an assured path to virtue. He further 
says that the vices adorned by politeness are not contagious, as they 
would be if they showed themselves boorishly head-on; that the art 
of seeing through men has made as much progress as the art of 
dissembling; that everyone is convinced that men cannot be counted 
on, unless one pleases or is useful to them; that everyone knows 
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what store to set by specious professions of politenes� which, I 
suppose, is to say, that when two men exchange compliments, and 
in his heart of hearts one of them says to the other: I treat you Jilee 

a fool, and don't giz't a hang about you, the other answers him in 
his heart of hearts: I know that you an lying shamelessly, but I fully 
reciprocate in kind. If I had wished to resort to the bitterest irony, 
1 might have said more or less as much. 

[5] 4· It is evident from every pa!!e of the refutation that the 
Author does not understand or does not wish to understand the 
work he is refuting, which certainly makes it very convenient for 
him; for by constantly answering his own thought, and never mine, 
he has the best opportunity in the world to say anything he pleases. 
On the other hand, while this makes it more difficult for me to 
reply, it also makes it less necessary: for no one has ever claimed 
that a Painter who exhibits a picture in public has to examine the 
spectators' eyes, and provide glasses to everyone who needs them. 

[6] Besides, it is by no means certain that even if I did reply, I 
would be understood; for example, I would tell M. Goutier that I 
know that our soldiers are not Reaumurs and Fontenelles, and that 
it is so much the worse for them, for us, and especially for the 
enemy. I know that they know nothing, that they are brutal and 
coarse, and nevertheless I did say, and I say again, that they have 
been enervated by the Sciences which they despise, and the fine 
Arts which they do not know. It is one of the great inconveniences 
of cultivating Letters that, for a few men they enlighten, they cor� 
rupt an entire nation at a pure IOSl>. Now, you can readily see, Sir, 
that this would merely be another unintelligible paradox for M. 
Gautier; for the M. Gautier who proudly asks me what Troops 
have in common with Academies; whether soldiers will be braver 
for being ill clad and ill [6r] fed; what I mean by maintaining that 
by dint of honoring talents, virtues suffer neglect; and other similar 
questions which show that it is impossible to answer them intelligi� 
bly to the satisfaction of rhe person who raises them. I belie\·e you 
will agree that it is not worth the trouble to explain my position a 
second time if I am to be understoOO no better than the first. 

[7) S· I f l  wished to reply to the first part ofthe refutation, there 
would .be no end to it. M. Gautier feels at liberty to tell me which 
Authors I may cite, and which I must reject. His choice is natural 
enough; he challenges the authority of those who testify on my 
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hrhalf; and w1shes me to rely on those he believes to he against me. 
It would be in vain for me to try to make him understand that a 
single witness in m�· favor is conclusive, while a hundred witnesses 
prove nothing against my sentiment, because the witnesses are par
ties to the trial; in vain for me to request him to draw distinctions 
in the examples he adduces; in \ain for me to point out to him that 
to be a barbarian is one thing, and to be criminal is another thing 
entirely, and that truly corrupted peoples are not so much peoples 
with bad Laws as those with contempt for the Laws; his rejoinder 
is easy to anticipate: How can one possibly trust shocking Writers, 
who dare to praise barbarians unable to read or write! How can 
people who go about altogether naked possibly be thought modest, 
and people who eat raw flesh virtuous! There will, then, have to be 
disputations. Here, then, are Herodotus, Strabo, Pomponius-Mela, 
grappling with Xenophon, justin, Q!lintus Curtius, Tacitus; here 
we are, then, engaged in Critical studies, Antiquities, erudition. 
Pamphlets grow into Volumes, Books multiply, and the issue is 
forgotten: such is the fate of Literary disputations, that after Tomes 
of elucidation, one always ends up no longer knowing where one 
is: it is not worth starting in the first place. 

(8] If I wished to reply to the second Part, it would soon be 
done; but I would not be telling anyone anything new. All M. Gaut
ier does to refute me there is to say yes wherever I said no, and 
no wherever I said �·es; so that I need only say no again wherever 
I had (62] said no, yes wherever I had said yes, and leave our the 
proofs, and I shall have answered punctiliously. By following M. 
Gautier's method, I can, then, not reply to the two Parts of the 
refutation without saying either too much or too little: yet I should 
lile not to do either. 

(q] 6. I could follow another method, and deal separately with 
M. Gautier's argument, and the stvle of his refutation. 

[ IO] If I examined his arguments I could easily show that they 
are all beside the point, that the Writer failed to grasp the issue, 
and that he did not undentand me. 

( 1 I] For example, M. Gautier takes the trouble to inform me 
that some peoples are vicious without being learned, and it had 
already occurred to me that the Kalmuks, the Bedouins, and the 
Kaffirs were not prodigies of virtue or of erudition. If M. Gautier 
had taken as much care to show me a single learned People that is 
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not vicious, he would have surprised me more. He constantly has 
me argue as if I had said that Science is the only source of corrup
tion among men; if he sincerely believed that, I admire his being 
so good as to answer me at all. 

[rz] He says that experience of the world is all one needs to 
acquire the politeness a gentleman prides himself in possessing; 
from which he concludes that there is no basis for honoring the 
Sciences for it: but what will be, then, allow us to honor for it? As 
long as men have lived in society, some Peoples have been polite, 
and others have not. M. Gautier forgot to tell us the reason for this 
difference. 

[13] M. Gautier everywhere expresses admiration for the purity 
of our present morals. His good opinion of them undoubtedly does 
great honor to his own; but it does not testify to much experience. 
To judge by how he speaks of them, he appears to have studied 
men the way the Peripatetics studied Physics, without leaving his 
closet. I, on the other hand, closed my Books; and after having 
listened to men talk, I watched them act. No wonder that, having 
followed such different methods, we agree so little in our con
clusions. I quite see that men could not speak [63] with greater 
propriety than we nowadays do; and that is what strikes M. Gautier; 
but I also see that there could be no more corrupt morals, and that 
is what shocks me. Do we really believe we have become good men 
because, by dint of giving our vices decent names, we no longer 
blush at them? 

[ 14] He further says that even if it could be proven by an appeal 
to facts that dissoluteness of morals has always reigned together 
with the Sciences, it would not follow that the fate of probity 
depends on their progress. After having devoted the first Part of 
my Discourse to proving that these things had always gone together, 
I devoted the second to showing that one was indeed dependent on 
the other. To whom, then, am I to imagine that M. Gautier is here 
trying to reply? 

[15] He appears to me to be above all very much shocked by the 
way I spoke about College education. He tells me that in them 
young people are taught any number of fine things that might help 
amuse them when they are grown up, but I must admit that I do 
not see the connection between these things and the duties of Citi
zens, which they should be taught in the first place. "We readily 
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inquire 'does he know Greek and Latin? Does he write verse or 
prose:' But 'ha� he become better or more sensible,' which used to 
be the principal question, is no longer asked. Call out to our People 
about a Passer-b�.  0, what a learned man/ and about another, 0, 
n'hat a goiJd man/ they will not fail tu turn their eyes and respect 
toward the first. A third Caller is needed. 0, what blockheads!" 

l16J I said that �ature sought to preserve us from Science as a 
mother snatches a dangerous weapon from her child's hands, and 
that the difficulty we have in learning is not the least of its benefac
tions. M. Gautier would as soon have had me say: Peoples, recog
niz� once and for all that Nature docs not wish you to get your 
sustenance..from the earth's productions; the difficulties with which 
it has surrounded the cultivation of the earth are a warning to JOU 
to let it lie fallow. M. Gautier has not given thought to the fact 
that with a little work one is certain to make bread; hut that with 
much study it is very doubtful that one succeeds in making a 
reasonable man. He has also not given thought to the fact that this 
is but one [64J more observation in my favor; for, why has Nature 
imposed necessary labors on us, if it is not to turn us away from 
useless occupations? But by the contempt he shows for agriculture, 
it is easy to see that, if it were up to himself alone, ali Husbandmen 
would soon abandon the Countryside in order to go argue in the 
Schools, an occupation which, according to .\1. Gautier and, I 
believe, a good many Professors, is most important for the State's 
happiness. 

[17] In thinking about a passage in Plato, I had concluded that 
perhaps the ancient Egyptians did not hold the Sciences in quite 
as high esteem as might have been believed. The Author of the 
refutation asks me how this opinion can be reconciled with the 
inscription Ozymandias had placed on his Library. That might ha,·e 
been a good question to raise during the Prince's lifetime. Now that 
he is dead, I, in tt1rn, ask, what need there is to look for agreement 
between King Ozymandias's sentiment and that of Egypt's Wise 
men? Who can say confidently that if he had counted, and especially 
if he had weighed opinions, the word pm"sons would not have been 
substituted for the word remedu:r? But let us leave be this osten
tatious Inscription. Such remedies are excellent, I grant it, and I 
have already repeated it quite a number of times; but is that a reason 
for administering them indiscriminate!) and without regard to the 
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sick persons' temperament? A gi,en food may be very good in itself, 
and only cause indigestion and ill-humors in a weak stomach. What 
would people say about a Physician who, after speaking well of some 
hearty meats, concluded that all sick people should gorge on them? 

{r8] I showed that the Sciences and the Arts enervate courage. 
M. Gautier calls that an odd way to argue, and does not see the 
connection between courage and virtue. Yet it is not, it seems to 
me, particularly difficult to understand. Once a man has grown 
accustomed to prefer his life to his duty, he will soon also prefer 
to it the things that make life easy and agreeable. 

[ 19] I said that Science suits a few great geniuses; but that it is 
always harmful to the Peoples that cultivate it. M. Gautier says that 
Socrates and Cato, who censured the Sciences, were nevertheless 
themselves [6s] very learned Men; and he calls that refuting me. 

[zo] I said that Socrates was the most learned of the Athenians, 
and that is why I regard his testimony authoritative: none of which 
prevents M. Gautier from informing me that Socrates was learned. 

[21] He blames me for having maintained that Cato despised the 
Greek Philosophers; and he does so on the grounds that Carneades 
made a game of upholding the refutation of the very same prop
ositions, which unjustifiably prejudiced Cato against the Writings 
of the Greeks. M. Gautier should really tell us this Carneades's 
country and profession. 

[22} �o doubt Carneades is the only Philosopher or Scholar to 
have prided himself on upholding both the pro and the con; other
wise everything M. Gautier says here would be entirely irrelevant. 
I rely on his erudition in this matter. 

[23] What the refutation lacks in good arguments it amply makes 
up for in fine declamations. The Author everywhere substitutes 
artful embellishments for the solid proofs he had initially promised; 
and he lavishes oratorical pomp on a Refutation in which he 
reproves me for having used it in an Academy Discourse. 

[24] To what end, then, says M. Gautier, do M. Rf'Jtmeau 's eloquent 
declamations tend? To abolish, if possible, the vain declamations of 
Colleges . .who would not be indignant at hearing him assert that we 
have the appearance of all the virtues rvithout possessing a single one. 
I admit that there is some flattery in saying that we have the appear
ance of the virtues; but M. Gautier, more than anyone else, should 
have forgiven me that one. Well! .why is there no more virtue? Because 
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Letters, the Scienres, and the Art.< are cullivated. For that very reason. 
lf one mere impolite. rustic, ignorant, Goths, Huns, or Vandal>, one 
would be worthr of M. Rousseau 's pratse. Why not? Is any one of 
tho�e names incompatible with virtue? Wdl ont never wtary of 
inr;etghing against men? Will they never weary of being wicked? Will 
one keep on heliet.-'ing that they are made more virtuous by betng told 
that they are without t•irtue? Vii II one believe that they are made 
better, by convincing them that they are good enough? On the 
pretext of purifyinK morals, may one knock down their props! On the 
pretext of enlightening minds, [66] may souls be perverted? 0 sweet 
bonds of society/ amiable ·virtues, the charm of true Philmophers; it is 
by your inherent attractiveness that you rule in men 's hearts; you owe 
your sway neither to stoic sternness, nor to barbarous uproars, nor to 
the counsels of a pndeful rusticity. 

[25] I note, first, something rather amusing; that [of] all the Sects 
of the ancient Philosophers which I attacked as being useless to 
virtue, the Stoics are the only ones M. Gautier grants me, and he 
even seems to want to put them in my camp. He is right; I will 
not be any the prouder for it. 

[26] But let us see whether I cannot convey the exact meaning 
of this exclamation in different terms: 0 amiable virtues.' it is by 
)'our inherent attractiveness that you rule in men 's wuls. You have no  
need of all the elaborate trappings of ignorana and rusticity. You go 

to the heart by simpler and more natural paths. One need only know 
Rhetoric, Logic, Physics, Metaphysics, and Mathematics to acquire the 
right to possess you. 

[27] Another example of M. Gautier's style: 
[ 28] You know that the Sciences taught to young Philosophers in 

tht Universities are Logic, Metaphysics, Ethics, Physics, and elemen
tary Mathematics. If I did know, I forgot it, as we all do on 
reaching the age of reason. According to you, then. these are 
barren �peculations.' barren according to the common opinion; but 
according to me, most fertile in bad things. The Universities are 
much obliged to you for informing them that the truth of these 
stiences has withdrawn to the bottom of a well. I do not believe I 
informed anyone of it. I did not coin the phrase; it is as old as 
Philosophy. Besides, I know that the Universities owe me no 
gratitude; and when I took up my pen, I was not unaware of 
the fact that I could not at one and the same time court men, 
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and honor the truth. The great Philosophers who possess them to 
an eminent degree are doubtless rather surpn·sed to learn that they 
know nothing. I believe that these great Philosophers who JXlSSess 
all these great sciences ro an eminent degree would, indeed, be 
very surprised to learn that they know nothing. But I, myself, 
would be even more surprised if these men, who know so many 
things, ever knew this. [67] 

l29] I notice that M. Gautier, who, throughout, treats me with 
the utmost politeness, does not miss a single opportunity to make 
me enemies; his attentions on this score range all the way from the 
College Regents to the sovereign power. M. Gautier does well to 
justify the ways of the world; he is clearly not a stranger to them. 
Bur let us return to the refutation. 

[30] All these ways of writing and of reasoning, which do not at 
all become a man as intelligent as M. Gautier appears to me to be, 
have led me to frame a conjecture which you will find bold, yet I 
believe reasonable. He accuses me, surely without himself believing 
it, of not being persuaded of the sentiments I uphold. I, on the 
other hand, on better grounds, suspect him of secretly agreeing with 
me. The posts he occupies, the circumstances in which he .finds 
himself, must have placed him under a kind of necessity to come 
out against me. Our century's propriety has many uses; he will, 
then, have refuted me out of propriety; but he will have taken all 
manner of precautions, and been as artful as possible to do so in a 
way that will not persuade anyone. 

[J 1] It is "'"ith this end in view that he begins by announcing 
quite irrelevantly that the cause he defends bas a direct bearing on 
the happiness of the assembly before which he speaks, and on the 
glory of the great Prince under whose laws he has the pleasure to 
live. This is as much as to say: you cannot avoid deciding in my 
favor, Gentlemen, without showing ingratitude toward your 
respectable Protector; moreover, I am today pleading your own 
cause before you; so that from whatever angle �·ou examine my 
arguments, I have the right to expect you not to prove difficult 
about their soundness. I say that any man who speaks this way is 
more concerned with shutting people's mouths than he is interested 
in convincing them. 

[32 J If you read the refutation attentive!}, you will hardly find 
a single line in it that does not seem to be there awaiting and 
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indicating the answer. One example will suffice to make mvself 
understood. 

[33] The ;:ictories of the Athemans m."er the Perstans and a•m the 
[,acedaemonians show that the Arts can be comhmed wtth military! 
virtue. I ask whether that IS not a ruse designed to recall what I said 
about the ! 68] defeat of Xerxes, and to call my attention to the 
outcome of the Peloponnesian War. Their gtn,ernment, having become 
venal under Pericles, assumes a new complexion; the love of pleasure 
stifles their bravery, the most honorable offices are debased, impunity 
makes for a growing number of had Citizens, the funds intended for the 
war are used to fted efftminac_y and rdlenm; what relation is there 
betmeen all these causes of wrruption and the Sciences? 

[34] What is .\1. Gautier doing here if not recalling the entire 
second Part of my Discourse where I showed this relation? Note 
how artfully he presents the effects of corruption as its causes, in 
order to lead any sensible person to look for the first cause of these 
supposed causes on his own. Note, further, how, in order to let the 
Reader make that reflection himself, he pretends not to know what 
he cannot, in fact, be assumed not to know, and what all Historians 
unanimously maintain, that the corruption of the Athenians' morals 
and of their government was due to the Orators. It is therefore 
obvious that to attack me in this way is very clearly to indicate to 

me the answers I am supposed to give. 
l35] Still, this is merely a cunjecture which I do not claim I can 

confirm. M. Gautier might perhaps not approve of my wishing to 
vindicate his knowledge at the expense of his good faith: but if, in 
refuting my Discourse, he did indeed speak sincerely, why was M. 
Gautier, Professor of History, Professor of Mathematics, Member 
of the Academy of Nancy, not a little wary of all the titles he has? 

[36] I will therefore not reply to M. Gautier·, that is a settled 
issue. I could never answer seriously, and take up the refutation 
point by point; you can see why; and to resort to ridiculum acri, 
irony and bitter jest, would be a poor acknowledgment of the praise 
with which M. Gautier honors me. I am rather afraid that he may 
already have too much cause to complain of the tone of this Letter: 
at least he knew, when he wrote his refutation, that he was attacking 
a man who does not set enough stock by politeness to wish to learn 
from it how to disguise his sentiment. 
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[37] Besides, I am ready to do M. Gautier all the justice due him. 
His Work seems to me that of a gifted man who has a good deal of 
knowledge. [69] Others will perhaps find Philosophy in it; as for 
myself, I find in it much erudition. 

I am wholeheartedly, Sir, etc. 
[38] P.S. I have just read in the Utrecht Gazette of 22 October 

a pompous account of M. Gautier's Work, and this account seems 
deliberately designed to confirm my suspicions. An Author who is 
at all confident of the value of his Work lets others praise it, and 
himself does no more than to prepare a good Summary of it. The 
Summary of the refutation is done so skillfully that, although it 
deals solely with trivialities which I had simply used as transitions, 
there is not one about which a judicious Reader can be of M. Gauti
er's opinion. 

[39] It is not true, according to him, that History is primarily 
interesting owing to men's vices. 

[40) I might set aside the proofs based on reasoning; and in order 
to meet M. Gautier on his own ground, I will refer him to 
authorities. 

[4r} Happy the Peoples whose Kings have caused little stir in Hislor;•. 
[42] If ever men hecame wise, their history will scarcely he 

entertaining. 
f43] M. Gautier rightly says that even a society made up entirely 

of just men could not endure without Laws; and from this he con
cludes that it is not true that, were it not for men's injustices, Juris
prudence would be useless. Would so learned a Writer confuse 
Jurisprudence and the Laws? 

[.uJ I might, once again, set aside proofs based on reasoning; and, 
in order to meet M. Gautier on his own ground, refer him to facts. 

[45] The Lacedaemonians had neither Jurisconsults nor lawyers; 
their Laws were not even committed to writing; yet they had Laws. 
I leave it to M.. Gautier's erudition to tell me whether the Laws 
were Jess well observed in Lacedaemon than in the Countries teem
ing with Men of Law. 

[46] I will not take up every one of the minutiae to which M. 
Gautier refers, and upon which he expatiates in the Gazette; instead 
I will dose by submitting the following observation to your scrutiny. 
(JO] 

. .  · · -··- · · · 
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!47] Let us concede everything to M. Gautier, and remove from 
my Discourse all the things he attacks, my proofs will have lost 
almost nothing of their force. Let us remove from M. Gautier's text 
everything that docs not bear on the heart of the matter: nothing 
whatever wil! be left of it. 

[48} I conclude once again that M. Gautier �hould not be 
answered. 
Parts, 1 .Voumber IJSI. 



LAST REPLY 
By 

J.-J. Rousseau 
of Geneva 

[OC m, 71] 

Let us appear to remain silent not 
out of shame but out of discretion. 
Cyprian, O:mtra Demet[rianum] 

[ 1] It is with the utmost reluctance tllat I entertain with my dispu
tations idle Readers who care very little for the truth: but it has 
just been attacked in a way that forces me once again to take up 
its defense, lest the many mistake my silence for a concession, or 
the Philosophers mistake it for indifference. 

[2] I have to repeat myself; I realize it, and the public will not 
forgive me for it. But the wise will say: This man does not con
stantly have w look for new arguments; which is one proof of how 
sound his arguments are.• [72] 

[3] Since those who attack me never fail ro stray from the issue 
and to eliminate the essential distinctions I had introduced, I always 
have to begin by reintroducing them. Here, then, is a summary of 
the propositions I upheld and will continue to uphold as long as I 
shall heed no other interest than that of truth. 

[4] The Sciences are the masterpiece of genius and of reason. 
The spirit of imitation has produced the fine Arts, and experience 

• Some very solid truths appear absurd at first glana, and to the great majority 
they wiU always appear to be so. Go tell a man of the People mat the sun i11 closer 
to us in winter than in summer or that it has set before we cease to see it, and 
he will laugh at you. The wne is true of the sentiment I uphold. The most 
superficial men have dways been readiest to side against me; the true Philosophers 
an: not so hasty, and if I have dte glory of having made a few con� it is only 
among dte latter. Before stating my views, I had meditaced on dte subject long 
and thoroughly, and had tried to consider it in all of its aspects. I doubt that any 
one of my adversaries can 511Y as much. At least I do not find in dteir writings 
any of those Jwninous truths [JJJ that are no less striking by their evidence than by 
their novelty,and an: always the fruit u wcll as the proof Q{ adequate meditation. I 
dare say that they have never raised against me a single reasonable objection which 
I had not foreseen and ans111ued in advance. That is why I have no choice but 
constantly to repeat !he same things. 
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has perfected them. We are indebted to the mechanical arts for a 
gr��t mam usdUI i:1ventions that have add�d to the charms and 
comforts of lik These are truths which I certainly grant most 
wholeheartedly. Hut let us no"· consider these \·arious kinds of 
knowledg-e in their relation to morals! 

[5] If celestial intelligences cultivated the sciences, only good 
would come of it; I say as much about the great men made to guide 
others. Socrates, learned and virtuous, did mankind honor; but the 
vices of vulgar men poison the most [73] sublime knowledge and 
render it pernicious to the Nations; the wicked derive much that 
is harmful from it; the good deri,.-e little benefit from it. If none 
but Socrates had laid claim to Philosophy in Athens, the blood of 
a just man would not have cried out for vengeance against the 
fatherland of the Sciences and the Arts.• 

[6] The question of whether it would be advantageous for men 
to ha,•e science bears examination, even assuming that what they 
call by that name does indeed deserve it: but it is folly to prctend 
that the chimeras of Philosophy, the errors and the lies of the Phil
osophers can be good for anything. Shall we forever be deceived 

" Knowledgr nwlte1 mm gtt�lfe, say; the famous Philosopher whose always profouiJd 
and sometime! sublime work every,.·here breathes the love of humanity. With 
these few words he has written and, what is exceptional, he has done w Without 
bombast, the most solid thing ewr written on behalf of Lettets. True, knowledge 
makes men gentle. Bot gentleness, the most amiable <..C virtues, is also sometimes 
a weakness of the souL Virtue i5 not always gentle; when tile occasion requires, 
it can arm itself with due severity against vice, be fired with rndignation against 
cnmc. 

And the JUll can�o/ pard;m the ll'Jcketi 

A King of Laccdaemon replied most wisely to those who in his presence pnised 
the extreme goodness of his C".allcague Charilau� Ho/IJ ran hr he good. lu to!J tlum, 
if lrt cgm�ot be ttrnhle to tire w.cltrti.l llrutus was not ; gentle man; who would be 
so bold as to say that he was not virtuous? By contrast, there are cowardly and 
pusillanimous wuls that ha,.,. neither fire nor warmth, aud ore only gentle out of 
indifference for good �nd evil. This 1s the gentleness which the taste for Letters 
instills in Peoples. 

" It cost Socrates his life to have said exactly the same things I am saying. In the 
trial against h1m one of his accuser! brought charges on behalf of Uze Arri�t•, 
another on beh�lf of the Orators, the third on behalf of the Poets, all of them on 
behalf of the !Opposed cause of the Gods. The Poets, the Artists, the Fanatics, 
the Rhetoricians triumphed; and Socrates po."rished. I am rather afraid that [ d1d 
my century too much honor when I asserted that Socrates would not have had 
to drink the Hemlock now. 
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by words? and shall we never understand that studies, knowledge, 
learning and Philosophy are but empty shams conjured up by men's 
pride and altogether unworthy of the pompous names which it gives 
them? 

{7} As the taste for such foolishness spreads in a nation, it loses 
its taste for the solid virtues: for it takes less to achieve distinction 
by chatter than by good morals, once one is exempted from being 
a good man provided one is an agreeable man. 

[8] The more the inside becomes corrupt, the more composed 
does the outside become:• that is how the cultivation of Letters 
insensibly engenders politeness. Taste springs from the same 
source, as well. Since public approval is the first reward of literary 
labors, it is natura] that those who {74] pursue such labors should 
reflect on the means to please; and these reflections eventually shape 
style, purify taste, and disseminate graciousness and urbanity every
where. All these things may, perhaps, be regarded as supplements 
to virtue: but they can never be said to be virtue, and they will 
rarely be combined with it. There will always be this difference, 
that he who makes himself useful works for others, whereas he who 
seeks only to make himself agreeable works solely for himself. For 
example, the flatterer spares no effort in order to please, and yet 
he does only harm. 

{9] Vanity and idleness, which have given rise to our sciences, 
have also given rise to luxury. A taste for luxury always accompanies 
a taste for Lettm, and a taste for Letten often accompanies a taste 
for luxury;• all these things keep each other company fairly faith
fully, because they are products of the same vices. 

• I never attend a performance of one of Moliere's Plays wilhout admiring the 
spc<:tators' dclicacy. 1\ single somewlw fr« word, a single expression that is 1101 
110 much obscene as aude, nerything offends their chaste ears; and I do not doubt 
that th.e most corrupr are always the most shocked. Yet does anyone believe that 
if the morals of Moliere's l.'elltury were Cillllpared wid! those of our mm, die 
result would be to the .;mtit of oun;? On� the imagination is sllllied, i£ turns 
everything into an object fur- •omdal; once nothing but ooe's ertcrior mnains 
!Ofjd, one takes twice as much care to preserve it. 

• Sornecme SOf!II:Whert has cited in opposition to me the luxury of the AsWKs. 
arguing the same way as leads people to cite the vioes of ignorant peoples in 
opposition to me. But, by a rnisforrune that keeps pursuing my adversaries, they 
are mistaken even aboot facts that prove nothing. apinst me. I know perfectly 
weH !hat die peoples of the Orient are no less ignorant than ourselves; but that 
does l1lll keep them from being as vain as we are and turning out almost as l!lallY 
books as we do. The Turks, who of all of them rul.tivate Letters least, had as 
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[ 10] If expenence should not conform to these demonstrated 
propositions, one would have to look for the specific causes of this 
disagreement. But the first idea of these propositions was itself born 
of a long meditation on experience; and in order to see how fully 
experience confirms them. one need only consult the annals of the 
world. 

f 1 11 The first men were exceedingly ignorant. How could one 
dare maintain that they were corrupted, at a time when the sources 
of corruption were not yet open/ 

[ 12] Through the obscurity [that surrounds] ancient times and 
the rusticity of ancient Peoples, one discerns in a number of them 
very considerable virtues, especially a severity of moraJs that is the 
unmistakable mark of their purity, good faith, hospitality, justice 
and, most important, L75] a great horror of debauchery,• that teem
ing lap of all the other vices. Virtue is, then, not incompatible with 
Ignorance. 

many as five hundred md eighty classical poets of their own by the middle of the 
last century. 

• I have no Intention of courting the favor of women; I accept their honoring me 
with the epithet Pedant which is so dreaded by all our gallant Philosophers. I am 
crude, sullen, impolite on principle, and I want no <me to f.wn on me; so I will 
speak the truth quite unhampered. 

Man and woman are made to love one another and to unite; but beyond this 
legitimate union all amorous dealings between them are a dreadful wuJ:cc of dis
orders in society and m morals. Cemin it is that women alone could restore honor 
and probity among us: but they spurn from the hands of virtue an empire which 
they wish to owe solely to their charms; thus they do only harm, and often them
selves suffer the punishment for this preference. It is difficult to understand how, 
in so pure a Religion, chastity could have become a base and monastic vtrtue 
capable of rendering ridiculous any man and I am almost inclined to say any 
woman who might dare to claim it; whereas amongst the Pagans this same ,·irtue 
was universally honored, regarded as becoming to great men, and admired in their 
most illustrious heroes. I can CJte three of them who yield to none, and who, quite 
independently of Religion, all gave memorable examples of continence: Cyrus, 
Alexander, and the younger Scipio. Of all the rare objects in the King's Collec
tions, the only one I should like ro see is the silver shield given to Scipio by the 
Peoples of Spain and on which they had etched the triumph of his virtue: this is 
how it was meet for the Romans to subdue other Peoples, as much by the respen 
owed to their morals as hy the effort of their arms; this is how the cit}" of the 
hlises v•as conquered, and P}Trhus, though victorious, driven from Italy. 

I recall ltaving read somewhere a rafher gaod rejoinder by the Poet Dryden to 
• young English Lord, who was criticizing him because, in one of his Tragedies, 
Oromenes spent his time in intimate conversation with his beloved instead of 
contriving some scheme worthy of his love. When I am 1\ith a fair lady, the young 
Lord said to him, I put my time to hetter use: I believe it, Drvden replied, but 
then you will surely allow that you are no Hero. 
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[13] Nor is it always irs companion: for a number of very ignorant 
peoples were very •icious. Ignorance is an obstacle neither to good 
nor to evil; it is merely man's natural state.41[76] 

[ 14] The same cannot be said of science. All learned Peoples have 
been corrupt, and this is already a terrible presumption against it. 
But since comparisons between one People and another are difficult, 
since a great many factors have to be taken into account in making 
such comparisons, and since they are always in some respect impre
cise, one is far better off tracing the history of one and the same 
People, and comparing its progress in knowledge with the revol
utions in its morals. Now, the result of this inquiry is that the fair 
time, the time of virtue for every People, was the time of its ignor
ance; and that in proportion as it became learned, Artistic and 
Philosophic, it lost its morals and its probity; it reverted in this 
respect to the rank of the ignorant and vicious Nations that are 
the shame of mankind. If one nevertheless insists on looking for 
differences between them, I can discern one, and it is this: that all 
barbarous Peoples, even those that are without virtue, nevertheless 
always honor virtue, whereas learned and Philosophic Peoples by 
dint of progress eventually succeed in turning virtue into an object 
of derision and despising it. Once a nation has reached this point, 
it can be said that corruption is at its zenith and there is no more 
hope of remedies. 

(15) This is the summary of what I advanced and I believe I 
proved. Let us now look at the summary of the Doctrine urged 
against me. 

(16} "Men are naturally wicked; they were so prior to the forma
tion of societies; and wherever the sciences did not carry their torch, 
Peoples, abandoned to tlu ft�culties of imtinct alone reduced to a 
purely animal existence together with lions and bears, remained 
immersed in barbarism and misery. 

(17] "In ancient times, Greece alone thought, and by meam of 
tlu mind raised itself to all that can make a People [771 worthy of 
praise. Philosophers fonned its morals and gave it laws. 

• l cannot help laughing when I see I know not how many perfectly learned men, 
who �nor me with their criticism, forever OpPosing to me the vices of a host of 
ignorant Peoples, as [76] if this had any baring on the issue. From the fact that 
scien�:e n«essarily gives rise to vi�, does it follow that ign()J'QA\:C DCCeSllarily gives 
rise to virtue? Such ways of arguing may suit Rhetoricians or the children who 
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[18) ''Sparta, it is true, was poor and ignorant by institution as 
well as by choice; but its laws had great defects, and its Citizens a 
strong tendency to let themselves be corrupted; its glory was insub
stantial, and it soon lost its institutions, its laws and its morals. 

[19) "Athens and Rome also degenerated. The first yielded to 
Macedonia's [rising) fortune; the other collapsed under its own 
greatness, because the laws of a small city were not suited to the 
government of the world. If sometimes the glory of great Empires 
did not long survive their literary glory, the reason is that the glory 
of these Empires had reached its zenith by the time letters came to 
be cultivated in them, and that it is the fate of human things not 
to endure long in the same state. By thus granting that a change 
in laws and morals influenced these great events, one is not forced 
to concede that the Sciences and Arts contributed to them: and it 
can be seen that, on the contrary, the progress and decay of letters is 
always dire1..'tly proportional to the fortune and decline of Empires. 

[ 20 l "This truth is confirmed by the experience of recent times 
where, in a vast and powerful Monarchy, the prosperity of the state, 
the cultivation of the Sciences and Arts, and of military virtue, can 
all be seen to contribute to the glory and grandeur of the Empire. 

[21] "Our morals are the best men can have; a number of vices 
have been banished from among us; those we have left belong to 
humanity, and the sciences have no share in them. 

[ 22] ''Luxury has nothing to do with them either; hence the dis
orders which it may occasion must not be attributed to them. 
Besides, luxury is necessarr in large States; it does them more good 
than harm: it �rves to keep idle Gtizens busy and to provide bread 
for the poor. 

[23] "Politeness ought to be reckoned among the virtues rather 
than among the vices: it keeps men from showing themselves for 
what they are; a most necessary precaution if they are to find one 
another tolerable. 

[24] ''The Sciences have rarely attained the goal they [;8] set 
themselves; but at least they aim at it. Progress in the knowledge 
of truth proceeds b\· slow steps; which is not to say that no progress 
is made in it. 

have been made to refute me in m)· country; but Philosophers musr reason 
differently. 

" 
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[25] "Finally, even if it were true that the Sciences and Am 
weaken courage, would not the endless goorls which they do provide 
for us still be preferable to the barbarous and fierce virtue which 
causes humanity to tremble?" I omit the useless and pompous 
inventory of these goods: and to begin on this last point with an 
acknowledgment that should prevent much verbiage, I declare once 
and for all that, if anything can make up for ruined morals, I am 
prepared to grant that the Sciences do more good than harm. Let 
us now proceed to the rest. 

[26] I could without much risk assume all this to have been 
proven, because very few of all these many, boldly propounded 
assertions go to the heart of the matter, fewer still allow of a single 
valid conclusion at odds with my sentiment, and most of them 
would even provide me with fresh arguments in my favor, if my 
cause needed them. 

[27] Indeed, I. If men are by nature wicked, then it is, admit
tedly, possible that some good might happen to come of the sciences 
at their hands; but it is perfectly certain that they will lead to far 
more harm: Madmen should not be given weapons. 

[28] 2. If the sciences rarely achieve their goal, much more time 
will invariably be wasted than well spent. And even if it were true 
that we have discovered the best methods, the greater part of our 
labors would still be just as ridiculous a� those of a man who, 
because he is confident of being able to work exactly to a plumb 
line, tried to dig a well all the way to the center of the earth. 

[29] 3· We should not be made to feel so frightened of a purely 
animal life, nor to regard it as the worst state we might lapse into; 
for it is still better to resemble a sheep than an evil Angel. 

[Jo] 4. Greece owed its morals and its laws to Philosophers, and 
to Legislaton:. I quite agree, I have said a hundred times over that 
it is good that there be Philosophers, provided the People do not 
pretend to be Philosophers. 

[31] 5· Since no one dares to maintain that Spana did not have 
good [79] laws, her laws are criticized for having been badly flawed: 
so that, in order to rebut my charge that learned Peoples have 
always been corrupt, ignorant Peoples are blamed for not having 
reached perfection. 

[32] 6. The progress of letters is always directly proportioned to 
the greatness of Empires. So be it. I note that I am forever being 
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told about fortune and greatness. I, for my part, was talking about 
morals and virtue. 

[33] 7· Our morals are the best that wicked men like ourselves 
can have; that may be so. We have banished a number of vices; I 
do not deny it. I do not accuse the men of this century of having 
all the v1ces; they only have those of cowardly souls; they are only 
rogues and knaves. As for the vices requiring courage and fortitude, 
I believe they are incapable of them. 

[34] 8. Luxury may be needed to provide bread for the poor: but 
if there were no luxury, there would be no poor.* It keeps idle 
Citizens busy. And why are there idle Citizens? When agriculture 
was held in honor there was neither misery nor idleness, and there 
were far fewer vices. 

[35] 9· I see that while they take this issue of luxury very much 
to heart, they maintain the pretense of dealing with it independently 
of the Sciences and Am. I will grant, then, since they insist on it 
so categorically, that luxury supports States as Caryatids support 
the palaces they adorn: or rather, as do the [8o] beams used to prop 
up rotting buildings, and which often only succeed in toppling 
them. Wise and prudent men, abandon any house that is being 
propped up. 

[36] This may indicate how easily I could tum to my advantage 
most of what is urged against me·. but, franklJ speaking, I find none 
of it sufficiently well established to venture taking advantage of it. 

[37] It is said that the first men were wicked; whence it follows 
that man is naturally wicked.* This is an assertion of no mean 

• For ewry hundred paupers whom luxury feeds in our cities, it causes a hundred 
rhousand to perish in our coumryside: the money that passes between the hands 
of the rich and the Artists to pmvide for their superfluities is lost for the Hu�hand
man's subsistence; and he is without a suit of clothing precisely because they have 
to have piping. The waste of stuff that can be used to feed men is alone enough to 
make luxury abhorrent to mankind. M )' adversaries are fortunate that the culpable 
delicacy of our language prevents me from going into details on this score which 
would make them blush at the cause they dare to defend. Our dishes require 
gn�v1es, that is why so many sick people lack broth. We have to ha\e liquors on 
our tables; that is why the peasant drinks only wate•- We have to have powder 
for our wigs; that is why so many poor people have no bread. 

• This note is for Philosophers; 1 advise others to ignOIT it. 
If man 1s by his nature v•icked, it is clear that the Sciences will only make him 

"'orse; so that •heir cause is lw;t on 1his assumption alone. But note well that, 
although man is naturally good, as I believe, and as I have the good fortune to 
f�el, it does not therefore fol!o"· that the sciences benefit him; for all circumstanct:s 
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importance: it seems to me that it would have been well worth the 
trouble to prove it. The Annals of all the peoples they dare to cite 
in proof lend far more support to the contrary assumption; and it 
would take a great many testimonies to make me believe an absurd
ity. Before those dreadful words thine and mine were invented; 
before there was the cruel and brutal species of men called masters, 
and that other knavish and lying species of men called slaves; before 
there were men so abominable as to dare to have superfluities while 
other men die of hunger; before mutual dependence had forced all 
of them to become deceitful, jealous, and treacherous; I should like 
to have it explained to me wherein those vices, those crimes with 
which they are so insistently being blamed, could have consisted. I 
am told that men have long since been disabused of the chimera of 
the Golden Age. Why not also add tltat they ha'\'e long since been 
disabused of the chimera of virtue? 

{38] I said that the first Greeks were virtuous before science cor
rupted them; and I do not wish [81) to retract on this point, 
although, on looking at it more closely, I am not without some 
misgivings about the solidity of such a chatty people's virtues, or 
about the justice of the praise they so loved to lavish on themselves 
and which I do not find confinned by any other testimony. What 
is brought up against me in this connection? That the first Greeks 
whose virtue I praised were enlightened and learned, since Philos
ophers formed their morals and gave them laws. But with this way 
of arguing, who is w keep me from saying as much about all other 
Nations? Did not the Persians have their Magi, the Assyrians their 
Chaldeans, the Indians their Gymnosophists, the Celts their 
Druids? Did not Ochus shine among the Phoenicians, Atlas among 
the Libyans, Zoroaster among the Persians, Zamolxis among the 
Thracians? Have not some even claimed that Philosophy was born 
among the Barbarians? Were all these peoples scholars, then, on 
this account? Alongside of such men as Miftiades and Themisrocles, 
could bt found, I am told, such men as Aristides and Socrates. Along
side of them, if you wish; for what does it matter to me? Still, 
Miltiades, Aristides, Themistocles, who were Heroes, lived in one 

that lead a people to cultivate them neces••rily announce a beginning of corruption 
which they then rapidly accelerate. After this, the vice of the constitution does 
aU the harm which that of nantre might have done, and bad prejudke!; play the 
pan of bad inclinations. 
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age, Socrates and Plato, who were Philosophers, lived in another; 
and by the time public schools of Philosophy were first opened, a 
degraded and decadent Greece had already forsaken its virtue and 
sold its freedom. 

[39] Proud Asia saw its numberless anmes shattered by a handful of 
men led to glory by Philosophy. It is true: Philosophy of the soul 
leads to true glory, but tltat Philosoplty is not learned in books. 
Such is invariab(y the effict of knowledge of the mind. I ask the Reader 
to make a note of this conclusion. Morals and laws are the only 
sources of true heroism. The Sciences have nothing to do with it, 
then. In a word, Greece owed everything to the Sciences, and the rest 
of the world owed everything to Greece. Greece and the world owed 
nothing to the laws or to morals, then. I beg my adversaries' pardon 
for it; but it is simply not possible tu allow them such sophisms. 

[4o] Let us take a moment longer to examine this preference for 
Greece above all other peoples, and which seems to have become 
a point of major importance. I will, if you wish, admire peoples that 
spend their lives at war or in the woods, sleep on the ground and live 
off vegetation. Such admiration is indeed most worthy of a true [82] 
Philosopher: only a blind and stupid people admires those who 
spend their life not in defending their freedom, but in robbing and 
betraying one another in order to gratify their self-indulgence or 
their ambition, and who dare feed their idleness with the sweat, the 
blood and the toil of a million wretches. But is it among these crude 
people that one would look for kappinm? It would be much more 
reasonable to look for it among them, than to look for virtue among 
the others. What would Mankind look like if lt were mnde up exclus
ively of husbandmen, soldiers, hunters, and shepherds? It would look 
infinitely more beautiful than a Mankind made up of Cooks, Poets, 
Printers, Silversmiths, Painters, and Musicians. Only the word sol
dwr should be erased from the first picture. War is sometimes a 
duty, and it is not made to be a trade. Every man should be a 
soldier in the defense of his ffeedom; none to invade that of another: 
and to die in the service of the fatherland is too noble an enterprise 
to entrust it to mercenaries. Must we live like lions and bears, then, 
1] we are t11 be worthy of being called men? If I ha\"C the good fortune 
to find a single Reader who is impartial and a friend of the truth, 
I beg him to cast a glance at present society, and to see who, in it, 
are the ones who live together like lions and bears, tigers and croco-
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diles. Are tAt faculties of the Instinct to feed, to perpetuate and to defend 
ourselves to be erecttd as virtues? They are virtues, let us be in no 
doubt about it, when they are guided by reason and managed wisely; 
and, above all, they are virtues when they are used to help our 
fellows. 1 see in them nothing but animal virtues, scaruly consistent 
with the dignity of our being. The body iJ active, but the slavish soul 
merely creeps and languishes. I would be ready to say, on perusing 
the pretentious research in all our Academies: "I see in them 
nothing but ingenious subtleties, scarcely consistent with the dig
nity of our being. The mind is active, but the slavish soul merely 
creeps and languishes." Taite away the arts fr0111 the 7/Jorld, we are 

told elsewhere, what is lift? Bodily activities and the passions. Notice, 
please, note how reason and virtue are always forgotten! The Arts 
have flrought into �ng the pleuures l)j the soul, the 1)11/y rmes that are 
ltJOrthy of w. Which is to say that they have substituted other pleas
ures for that of acting well, which is far worthier of {83] us still. 
Attend to the spirit of all this, and you will see in it, as you will 
see in the arguments of most of my adversaries, such a pronounced 
enthusiasm for the wonders of the understanding that this other 
faculty, which is so infi.nitel:�· more sublime and more capable of 
elevating and ennobling the soul, is never taken into account. Such 
is the invariable and certain effect of cultivating letters. I am sure 
that there is not, at present, a single scholar who does not hold 
Cicero's eloquence in much higher esteem than his zeal, and who 
would not infinitely prefer to have written the Catiline Orations than 
to have saved his country. 

[ 41] My adversaries' discomfiture is evident whenever they have 
to speak about Sparta. What would they not give for this fatal 
Sparta never to have existed? and how dearly would those who 
contend that great deeds are good for nothing but to be celebrated 
wish that Sparta's great deeds had never been celebrated! It is really 
dreadful that at the very center of that famous Greece which owed 
its virtue solely to Philosophy, the State where virtue was purest 
and lasted longest, should have been the very State where there 
were no Philosophers. Sparta's morals were always held up as a 
model to the whole of Greece; the whole of Greece had become 
corrupted, and there was still virtue in Sparta; the whole of Greece 
was enslaved, Sparta alone v.-as still free: that is distressing. But 
finally proud Sparta lost its morals and its freedom, as learned 
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Athens had lost them; Sparta came to an end. What can I reply to 
that? 

[42] Two further observations about Sparta. and I go on to other 
things; here is the first. Ajier havinx several t1mes been on the verge 
of r•ictory, Athem was deflated, it is true; and it is surprising that she 
was not deftated so01ur, since Attica was entirely open country, and 
could defend herself only by overwhelming successes. Athens should 
have been victorious for all kinds of reasons. It was larger and much 
more populous than Lacedaemon; it enjoyed large revenues, and 
several peoples paid it tribute; none of this was true of Sparta. 
Athens, mainly because of its location, enjoyed an advantage which 
Sparta lacked, which enabled it several times to devastate the Pelo
ponnese, and which alone should have assured it� Empire over 
Greece. It had a large and convenient harbor; it had a fonnidable 
�avy for which it was indebted ro the foresight of that [84] boor 
Themistodes who did not know how to play the flute. One might 
therefore be surprised that Athens, with so many advantages, never
theless finaU�· succumbed. But although the Peloponnesian war, 
which ruined Greece, did not redound to the honor of either 
Republic, and although it represented, especially on the Lacedae
monians' part, a violation of the maxims of their wise Lawgiver, it is 
not surprising that eventually true courage prevailed over [material] 
resources, nor even that Sparta's reputation secured it some 
[resources] which made its victory easier. Truly, I am rather 
ashamed to know these things, and to be forced to say them. 

[43] The other observation will be no less striking. Here is the 
text, which I believe I should again place before the Reader's e�·es. 

[44] Let me assume that all the states that made up Greece had 
adhered to the same laws as Sparta, what would have been left w of 
that fomow land? Its name would scarcely have come down to w. It 
would have scorned to produce histort'ans, 11'ho would transmit its glory 
to posterity; the spectacle of its fierce virtues would have been lost to 
w; it would, therefore, have been a matter of indi/ftrence to us whether 
they had existed or not. The many systems of Philosophy which have 
exhawted all the possible combinations of our ideas, and 11'hich, although 
they have not greatly extended the limits of our mind, have at kast 
taught us where they are fixed: those masterpieces of eloquence and of 
poetry that have taught us all the ways of the heart; the useful or the 
agreeable arts that preserve or embellish lifo; finally, the invaluable 
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tradition of tile thoughts and deeds of all tM g«at men who have made 
for the glory or the happiness of tl!eir follows: all tl!ese precious riches 
of tht mind would have bun lost forever. Centuries would have been 
added to centurUs, generations of men would havt succeeded one another 
like those of animals, without any profit to posterity, and would have 
left behind tWthing but a confused memory of their existence; the world 
JIJOUid have grorvn old, and men have remained in eternal childhood. 

[45] Let us, in turn, assume that a Lacedaemonian swayed by 
the force of these arguments wanted to present them to his compat
riots; and let us try to imagine the speech he might have given in 
the public square of Sparta. 

[46] "Citizens, open your eyes and behold what you have been 
blind to. I am pained to see you laboring [85) solely in order to 
acquire virtue, to exercise your courage, and to preserve your free
dom; yet you forget the more important duty of pro,,iding amuse
ment for the idle of future generations. Tell me; what good is virtue 
if it does not e2use a stir in the world? What will it have profited 
you to have been good men, if no one will talk. about you? What 
will it matter to future centuries that at Thennopylae you sacrificed 
your lives to save the Athenians, if you do not, like they, leave 
sy5tems of Philosophy, or poems, or comedies, or statues?• Hence 
hasten to give up Ia� that are good for nothing but to make you 
happy; think. only of being much talked about when you will be no 
longer; and never forget that if great men were not celebrated, it 
would be useless to be one." 

[47] This, I think, is more or less what this man might have said, 
if the Ephors had let him finish. 

• Pericles had great ta1en15, much eloquence, grandeur and taste: he embellished 
Athens with n:cellent sculprures, lavish buildings, and nusterpieces in all the arts. 
And God lrnoWll how mucla he hqs been extolled qs a result by the writing crowd! 
Yet it still remains to be seen whether Pericles was a good Magisaate: for in the 
rnanaganent of lqding Stak& what matttrs is not to ttcct statues but to sovcm 
men well. I will not waste my time reviewing the secret causes of the Peloponn� 
sian war, wllli:h ruined the Republic; I will not inquire whether Alcibiades's advice 
was well or ill founded; whether Pericles was jusdy or unjusdy :u:cused of 
embeulement; I will only ask whelher the Athenians bet:am.e better or worse under 
his government; I will ask for the name of a single person iilllQng the Citizens, 
among the Slaves, or even among his own children whom his attentionli made a 
good man. Yet this, it seems to me, is the Magistrate's and the Sovereign's fon:
mlltit task. For the shortest and surest way of making men happy is not to adorn 
their cities nor even to enrich them, but to makt them good. 
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[ 48] This is not the on I)' passage where we are warned that virtue 
is good only for getting oneself talked about. Elsewhere the Philos
opher's thoughts are again extolled to us, on the grounds that they 
are immortal and dedicated to the admiration of the ages; whereas 
others see their ideas disappear with the day, the occasion, the mommt 
that saw them born. For three quarters of mankind each new day erases 
the day before, leaving not a trace behind. Ah! there is [86] at least 
some trace left in the testimony of a good conscience, the unfortu
nates one has helped, the good deeds performed, and the memory 
of the beneficent God one will silently have served. Dead or alive, 
good Socrates used to say, the good man is never forgotten by the 
Gods. I will, perhaps, be told that they were not talking about these 
sorts of thoughts; and I sa}' that all others are not worth talking 
about 

l49] It is easy to imagine that where so little is made of Sparta, 
not much more esteem is shown for the ancient Romans. We are 
prepared to believe that they were great men, although they did only 
small things. On this basis I admit that for a long time now people 
have been doing only great things. Their temperance and their 
courage are taxed with having been not true virtues, but forced 
qualities;• yet a few pages below, it is acknowledged that Fabricius 
scorned Pyrrhus's gold, and it is impossible to be i�orant of the 
fact that Roman history is full of instances of how easily those 
Magistrates, those venerable warriors who made such a point of 
their poverty, could have enriched themselves.•• As for courage, is 

• I see mo.t of the minds of my time e�erdsing their ingenuity in dimming the 
glory of fine and generous ancient deeds, placing some base interpretation on 
them, and contriving vain occasions and causes for them. How subtle! Give me 
the most exceUem and pure deed, I could easily find fifty plausible 'llcious 
motives for it God knows, [for] anyone who wants to expand on it, what a 
uriety of images assault our inmost will. They are not so much maliciously as 
they are dumsily and crudely in�nious in their calumny. All the trouble and 
lic.::nse they take Ill demean these great nantes I wouW as SQOTI take to elevne 
them. These r.m personages, seleeted by the oomrnon consent of the wise as 
examples for the world, I shall Mt hesiute to add to their honor as much as my 
powers permit, by construal and favorable circumstances. And it is likely that 
aU the efforts of our ingenuity are far beneath their merit. The task of good men 
is to portray virtue as beautiful as possible. And it w·ould not be unseemly if 
passions carried us all'lly in favor of such saintly forms. It is not Rousseau who 
says all this, it is \1ontaigne. 

u Curios, refusing the presents of the Samnites, said that he would nthercommand 
men who have gold than have any himself. Curius was right Those who love 
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it not well known [87] that cowardice is deaf to reason, and that a 
poltroon continues to flee although he is certain to be killed in 
flight? To wish to recall great States to the small virtues of small Repub
lics is, they say, like wishing to compel a strong and a sturdy man to 
babble in a crib. This is certainly a statement that cannot be unfam
iliar at Courts. It would have been worthy of Tiberi us or of Cather
ine de Medici, and I ha,·e no doubt that both of them often made 
ones like it. 

[So] It would be hard to imagine morality having to be measured 
with a surveyor's tool. Yet the size of States cannot be said to be 
altogether unrelated to the Citizens' morals. Surely some proportion 
obtains between these things; I wonder whether this proportion is 
not an inverse one.• This is an important question which caUs for 
meditation; and I believe that it may properly be regarded as still 
undecided, in spite of the more condescending than philosophic 
tone in which it is here settled in two words. 

(51] It wt.U, they go on, Cato's madness: with his family's htreditary 
temper and prejudices, ht perorated his whole lift long, fought, and died 
rPithour having dont anything wefol for his fatherland. I do not know 
whether he did anything for his Fatherland; but I do know that he 
did a great deal for mankind, by offering it the spectacle and the 
model of the purest virtue that ever was: he taught those who sin
cerely love genuine honor how to resist their century's vices and to 
loathe the abominable maxim of the fashionable that one ought to 
do as others do; a maxim that would, no doubt, carry them far if 
they had the mi.;;fortune of falling in with a band of highwaymen. 
Someday our descendantli will learn that in this century of wise 
men and of Philosophers the most virtuous of men was held up to 
ridicule and called [88] a madman, for having wished not to sully 
his great soul with his contemporaries' crimes, for having wished 
!lot to be a villain along with Caesar and the other brigands of his 
time. 

riches are made !87] to serve, and those who despise them, to command. It is 
not the power of gold that subordinates the poor ro the rich, it is that they w:.nt 
to become rich in their turn; otherwise they would n«essarily be the rnasten. 

• My adversaries' haughtiness might in the end lead me to c()Dlmit liD indiscretion, 
if I should oontinue to dispute with them. They believe that they impress me 
with their omtempt for small States: are they not afraid that I might on�e asl: 
them whether it is good that there be large ones? 
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[52] We have just seen how our Philosophers speak of Cato. Let 
us see how the ancient Philosophers spoke of him. Behold a spectacle 
worthy of a god intent on his own work. Behold a spectacle of a struggle 
worthy a( a god, a stalwart man grappling with evil fOrtune. I declare 
that I can see na fairer spectacle on earth for Jupiter to behald, should 
he wish 10 attend to 1t, than Cato, after his par�y 's repeated defeats, 
standing upright still amidst hu country's ruins. 

lsJJ Here is what we are told about the first Romans in another 
place: I admire a Brutus, a Decius, a Lucretia, a Virgimus, a Scaet•ala. 
That is something, in the century we are in. But I would admire 
even more a powerful and well�govemed state. A powerful state, and 
well governed! So would I, truly. Where the Citizens an not wn
demned /(1 suck cruel virtues. I understand; it is more comfortable to 
live where things are so constituted that everyone is exempt from 
being a good man. But if the Citizens of this admired state were, 
by some misfortune, reduced to having either to give up virtue or 
to prActice those cruel virtues, and they had the strength to do their 
duty, would this then be a reason for admiring them any the less? 

[54] Let us take the case our century finds most revolting, and 
examine the conduct of Brutus who, as sovereign Magistrate, has 
his children put to death after they had conspired against the State 
at a critical moment when almost anything might have overthrown 
it. It is certain that if he had pardoned them, his colleague would 
inevitably have saved all the other conspirators, and the Republic 
would have been lost. What does it matter, I will be asked? Since 
it makes so little difference, let us suppose that the Republic sur
vived, and that Brutus, having condemned some criminal to death, 
the culprit had addressed him as follows: "Consul, why do you 
cause me to die? Have I done anything worse than to betray my 
fatherland? and am I not also your child?" I would like someone 
to take the trouble to tell me what Brutus could have answered. 

[551 Brutus, I will further be told, should have abdicated the 
Consulship, rather than have his children put to death. And I say 
that any Magistrate who, at such a perilous juncture, [89] abandons 
the care of the fatherland and abdicates the Magistracy, is a traitor 
who deserves death. 

[56] There is no middle ground; the alternative for Brutus was 
infamy or letting the heads of Titus and Tiberinus fall at his order 
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by the Lictors' axe. I am not saying that it follows that many people 
would have chosen as did he. 

[57] Although one does not explicitly opt in favor of Rome's late 
period, we are clearly enough given to understand that it is pre
ferred to Rome's early days; and one has as hard a time seeing great 
men behind the simplicity of these early days, as I have seeing 
honest people behind the pomp of the late period. A contrast is 
drawn between Titus and Fabricius; but this difference was over
looked, that in Pyrrhus's time all Romans were Fabriciuses, whereas 
in Titus's reign, he was the only good man. • I am ready to forget 
the heroic deeds of the first and the crimes of the late Romans: but 
what I cannot forget is that virtue was honored by the former and 
despised by the latter; and that when there were crowns for the 
winners of the Grcus games, there oo longer were any for the man 
wbo saved a Citizen's life. This should, however, not be thought 
to be peculiar to Rome. There was a time when the Republic of 
Athens was rich enough to spend huge sums on its spectacles and 
to pay Authors, Actors, and even Spectators a great deal of money: 
it was the very same time when no money could be found to defend 
the State against Philip'� ventures. 

[58] Finally the discussion turns to modem peoples; and I do 
not propose to take up the arguments that are judged to be relevant 
to this subject. I shall only note that the advantage gained by not 
refuting one's adversary's reasons, but preventing him from stating 
them, is not particularly honorable. [90] 

[59] I shall also not take up all the reflections one has 
taken the trouble to make about luxury, politeness, the admirable 
education of our children,• the best methods to increase our 

• If TiNS had not been Emperor, we would never have heard of him; for he would 
have continued to live like everyone else: and he became a good man only once 
he ceased to follow the example of his century and was free to set it a better 
example. "As a private person, and even under his father's rule, he did not �pc 
publie hatred or even recrimination. But his reputation turned fnm bad to good 
and gave way to great praise [when it be<:ame evident that he was a good ruler]." 

• There is no need to wonder whether fathers and teachers will take care to keep 
my dangerous writings out of their children's and pupils' sight. Indeed, what a 
frightful confusion, what ind=cy would result if these welJ..brought-up drildren 
were to scorn so many pretty things, and seriously to prefer virtue to knowledge? 
This remind!; me of a Lacedaemonian preceptor's reply wben he was mockitlgly 
asked what he would teaeh his student. I IPilf lttWI IIim, he said, to fllve .uJ tllat 
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knowledge, the usefUlness of the Sciences and the pleasures of 
tht fine Arts, and about many other points, a number of which 
are of no concern to me, some of which refute themselves, and 
the rest of which have already been refUted. I will leave it at 
citing several more passages selected at random, and which seem 
to me in need of elucidation. 1 have no choice but to restrict 
myself to [ sin�le] sentences, since I cannot take up arguments 
the thread of which I could not grasp. 

[6o] It is claimed that the ignorant Nations that had tdtas of glory 
and of virtue are individual e.ueptions u>iuck tk not justify a presump
tion agamst the sciences. Very well; but all learned Nations, with 
their fine ideas of glory and virtue, ha1·e always lost their love and 
practice of both. This is so without exception: let us go on to the 
proof. /n order to com.1ince ourselves of it, let us look at the immense 
cofttinent of Afn"ca, [to the interior of] which no mortal is bold enough 
to penetrate, or lucky enough to hau remained unscathed in the attempt. 
Thus on the grounds that we have been unable to penetrate [to the 
interior of] the continent of Africa, that we are ignorant of what 
goes on there, we are made to conclude that its peoples are laden 
with vices: that would indeed have been the conclusion to draw if 
we had found a way of introducing our vices there. If I were the 
leader of one of the peoples of Niger, I declare that I would have 
a gallows erected at the country's border where I would cause to 
be hanged without appeal the first European who dared to enter it, 
and the first [91] Citizen who ventured to leave it.• Anurica offers 
us spectacles that are no less skamiful for mankind. Especially since 
the Europeans are there. For every ignorant people that is virtuous, 
there wili be a hundred that are barbarous or savage. So be it; at least 
there will be one: but a people that is both virtuous and cultivates 
the sciences, that has never been seen. The earth, when left unculti
vated, is not 1dle, it produces poisons, it breeds monsters. That is what 
it begins to do wherever the taste for the frivolous Arts has caused 
the taste tOr agriculture to be forsaken. Our soul, one might also 

is hor�<s/. If I met such a man among us, I would whisper in his ear, Beware of 
�peaking like that; for you will never have any students; say instead that you will 
teach them to chaner pleasant!)', and I answer for your fOrtune. 

• I may be asked what hum is done the state by a Citizen who leav� it never ro 
return. He harms the rest by the bad exampk he set!, and himself by the vi�s 
he seeks. In either case •t is up to the law to prevent it, and all in all it is prefet;�ble 
that be be hanged than that he be v.ic�ed. 
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say, is not idle when virtue forsakes ir. It produces fotions, Romances, 
Satires, Verse; it fteds vice. 

[61) Barbarians have coniJUertd only because they were most unjust. 
What, pray, were we during our so greatly admired conquest of 
America? But then, how could people w:ith artillery, naval charts, 
and compasses, commit injustices! Am I to be told that the outcome 
proves the Conquerors' valor? All it proves is their cunning and 
their skill; it prm•es that an adroit and clever man can owe to his 
industry the success which a brave man expects from his valor 
alone. Let us speak impartially. Whom shail we judge more cour
ageous, the odious Cortes subjugating Mexico with powder, treach
ery and betrayal; or the unfortunate Guatimozin stretched by honest 
Europeans on a bed of burning coals to get his treasures, chiding 
one of his Officers when the same treatment wrests some moans 
from him, and proudly saying to him, What of me, am I on a bed 
of roses? 

[62] To say that the sciences are born of Idleness is a mattifest abme 
of tmns; they are bot"11 of leisure, but they protect agaitut idlenm. I 
do not understand this distinction between idleness and leisure. But 
I do most certainly know that no honest man can ever boast of 
leisure as long as good remains to be done, a fatherland to be served, 
unfortunates to be relieved; and [92] I challenge anyone to show 
me how, on my principles, the word leisure can mean anything 
honest. Tht CitiZin whose needs he him to tlu plo111 is no more orcupkd 
than tht Geometer or the Anatomist. Nor than the child building a 
house of cards, but more usefully. Does everyblJdy have to si/Jrt tilling 
the soil, ott the gro14nds tfun bread is Neressary? Why not? Let them 
even graze, if need be. I would still rather see men eat grass in the 
fields than devour one another in the cities: It is true that if they 
were such as I call for, they would be very like beasts; and that 
being such as they are, they are very like men. 

(63] Tile state of ignorance is a state of fear attd of nt:ed. Everything ;, 
then a danger to our .frailty. Death thundn-s oVtrhead: it lurks;,. tht grass 

tmdnfoot: When one ftars roerytlfing and needs everything, rphat cOtl/d bt 
a mort reaso11abk attitude than to mant to knrJ111 everything? One need 
only consider the constant worries of Doctors and Anatomists about 
their life and health, to decide whether knowledge helps to reassure 
us regarding the dangers we face. Since it always discovers many more 
dangers to us than means to protect ourselves against them, it is no 
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wonder that it onh increases our worries and makes us pusillanimous. 
In all these re<>pects, animals live in profound security, and are no 
worse off for it. A Heifer need not study botany to learn to pick over 
its hav, and the wolf devours its prey without thinking about indiges
tion. Will anyone meet these objections by daring to take the side of 
instinct against reason? That is precisely what I call for. 

(64] It would appear, we are told, that there art too many hus
bandmen and fear of a shortage of Philosophers. I shafl ask, in turn, 
whether thert is not fiar of a shortage of people going into the lucrative 
profissions. This is surely to underestimate the empire of cot.'etousness. 
From rk1ldhood on, everything dnves us into the useful occupations. And 
how manJ• prejudices does one not have to overcome, h011J much courage 
to muster, to dare to be just a Descartes, a Newton, a Lockel 

[65] Leibniz and Newton died laden with goods and honors, and 
they deserved even more. Are we to say that it was out of moder
ation that they did not [93] raise themselves up to the plow? I know 
the empire of covetousness well enough to !mow that everything 
drives us toward the lucrative professions; that is why I say that 
everything drives us away from the useful professions. Men like 
Hebert, Lafrenaye, Dulac, Martin, earn more money in one day 
than all the plowmen of a Province could make in a month. I might 
suggest a somewhat odd puzzle in connection with the passage I 
am just now discussing. Namely, le:wing out the first two lines, and 
reading it out of context, to guess whether it is taken from my 
writings or from my adversaries'. 

[66] Good books are tlu only protection of weak minds, that is to 
say of three-quarters of mankind, against mftctitm by example. In the 
first place, the Learned will never write as many good books as they 
set bad examples. In the second place, there will always be more 
bad books than good. In the third place, the best guides which 
honest men can have are reason and conscience: A good mind nteds 
little learning. As for those whose mind is unsound or conscience 
hardened, reading cannot ever do them any good. Finally, for 
anyone whatsoever, the only books needed are the books of Religion, 
the only ones I have never condemned. 

[ 67] We are told to mourn the education of the Persians. Note that 
it is Plato who claims this. I had thought to make myself a shield 
of that Philosopher's authority: but I see that nothing can protect 
me against my adversaries' animus: Be he Tro;an or Rutuiian; they 
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prefer to stab one another than to give me any quarter, and they 
hurt themselves more than they do me. • That education was, it is 
said, founded on barbarous principles; because there was a diffirent 
master for tlu extrcise of each virtue, although virtue is indivisible; 
because it matters to impire virtue, n11t tfl teach it; tfJ imtill love for 
practicing it, and nflt 111 demomtratr its The11ry. There is much I 
should [94] like to say in reply to this; but one should not insult 
one's Readers by telling them everything. I shall limit myself to the 
following two remarks. The 6rst, that a person who wants to raise 
a child does not begin by telling him that he should practice virtue; 
for he would not be understood: rather, he begins by teaching him 
to be true, then to be temperate, then courageous, etc., and finaJiy 
he tells him that aJI of these things together are called virtue. The 
second, that it is we who leave it at demonstrating Theory; but the 
Persians taught practice. See my discourse, p. zz••. 

[68] All the reproofs leveled at PhibJsophy attack the human mind. 
I concede it. Or rather, the author of nature, who made us as 1Pt are. 
If he made us Philosophers, what is the good of going to so much 
trouble trying to become one? The Philosophers were men; they med; 
is this to be wondtred atl lt is when they no longer err, that there 
will be cause for wonder. Let us be sorry for them, profit from their 
mistakes, and co"ect ourselves. Yes, let us correct ourselves, and phi
losophize no more . . . A thousand roads lead to e"or, and only rme 
to the truth? That is precisely what I said. Is it surprising that truth 
should so often have been mist11ken, and been discovered so late? Ah! 
So we have found it at last! 

{69} An IIPinio'lf of Socrates's is urged against us, which dealt not 
with the Learned, but with the Sophists, not with the sciences, but with 
their possible abuse. Can anyone who holds that all our sciences are 
nothing but abuse and all our Learned men nothing but true 
Sophists ask for more? Socrates was the leader of a sett that taught 
dou/Jt. My veneration for Socrates would gready diminish if I 
believed that he had had the silly vanity of wishing to be the leader 
of a sect. And he justly censured the pride of anyone who claimed to 

• A new scheme for my defense occurs to me, and I lllll not sure that I may not some 
day have the weakness ro carry it out. This defense wiU be made up exclusively of 
arguments drawn from the Philosophers; from which it would follow !hat thev 
have all been ehamrers as I maintain, if their arguments are found to be bad; o.r 
that I have 'I(OQ my case, if they are found to be good. 

,, 
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know nxrything. That is to sa}· the pride of all Learned men. True 
science 1s very far from such affectation. Truly: but I am talking about 
oun. Socrates here bears witness against himself I find this difficult 
to understand. The most learned of Greeks did not blush at his own 
1gnorance. By his own admission, the most learned of Greeks knew 
nothing· draw vour own conclusion about everyone else. Hence the ' ' 

sciences do not arise from our vices. Hence the sciences arise from our 
vices. They are therefore not all born of human pn"de. I have already 
stated my sentiment [95 J in the matter. Vam declamation, which can 
delude only infOrmed mmds. I don't know how to reply to this. 

[70) In speaking about the limits of luxury, it is claimed that this 
is a matter regarding which one should not reason from past to 
present. When men walked about completely naked, the one to whom 
it first occurred to wear clogs was deemed a sensualist; from one century 
to the next, corruption has never ceased king decried, without Its ever 
being understood what was meant by it. 

[7zJ It is true that up to now, luxury, although often prevalent, 
had at least at all rimes been viewed as the fatal source of infinitely 
many evils. It was left for M. Melon to be the first to publish the 
poisonous doctrine whose novelty brought him more followers than 
did the soundness of his reasoning. I am not afraid to be alone in 
my century to fight these odious maxims which only tend to destroy 
and debase virtue, and to make for rich people and wretches, that 
is to say for wicked people in either event. 

[72J I am expected to be greatly embarrassed to be asked at what 
point should limits be placed on luxury. My sentiment is that there 
should be none at all. Ever)·thing beyond the physically necessary 
is a source of evil. Nature gives us quite enough needs; and it is at 
the very least exceedingly imprudent to multiply them unnecess
arily, and thereby to place one's soul in greater dependence. It was 
not without reason that Socrates, seeing the display in a shop, con
gratulated himself on having no use for any of those things. The 
odds are a hundred to one that he who first wore clogs was punish
able, unless his feet hurt. As for ourselves, we are too much in need 
of having shoes to be exempt from having virtue. 

[73] I have already said elsewhere that I did not suggest over
throwing existing society, burning Libraries and all books, 
destroying Colleges and Academies: and I must here add that I also 
do not suggest reducing men to making do with the bare necessities. 

,, 
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I am quite sensible of the fact that one ought not ro entertain the 
chimerical project of making honest men of them: but I believe<! 
myself obliged to state plainly the truth I was asked for. I have seen 
the evil and have tried to discover its causes: Others, more daring 
or more foolish, may seek the cure. [¢] 

[74] I grow weary and lay down my pen, not to take it up again 
in this excessively drawn--()Ut dispute. I hear that a great many 
Authors• have sought to refute me. I am very sorry that I cannot 
answer them all. But I believe that my choice of those I did answer 
shows that it is not fear that keeps me from answering the others. 

[75] I have tried to erect a monument that owed nothing of its 
strength and solidity to Art: truth alone, to which I have dedicated 
it, has the right to make it unassailable: And if I once again repulse 
the blows struck against it, it is more in order to do myself honor 
by defending it, than to lend it an assistance which it does not need. 

[76] Let me be pennitted to conclude by stating emphatically 
that the love of humanity and of virtue alone made me break my 
silence; and that the bitterness of my invectives against the vices I 
witness arises solely from the pain they cause me, and from my 
intense desire to see men happier, and especially worthier of 
being so. 

• Even small critical sheets put out for the amll!leiiient of young people have done 
me the honor of remembering me. I havt not rwi them, and I most certainlv 
shall not read them; but nothing preventx me from taking notice of them as theV 
deserve. and 1 have no doubt that aU this is most amusing. 

· 

I am told that M. Gautier has done me the honor of a rebuttal although I did 
not answer him and even stared my reasons for not doing so. Evidendy M. Gautier 
does not think them good reasons, since he takes the trouble to refute them. I 
see rhat I must yieJd to M. Gautier; and I wholehC�rtedly acknowledge my wron1 
in not having answered him; we are in agreement, then. I regret I cannot redi"CS$ 
my fault. F()l" unfonunately it is too late, and oo one would know what I was 
talking about. 

. . .. · -· · -
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L E TTER 
By 

]HN�] A CQUES RoussEAu 
of Geneva 

[OC m, 97] 

About a New Refutation of his Discourse 
by a Member of the Academy of Dijon 

[ 1) 1 have just seen, Sir, a Pamphlet entitled Discourse whuh won 
the prize of the Academy of Dijon in 1750, together with the refutation 
of that Discourse, by a Member of the Academy of Dijon who denied 
it his vote; and I was thinking, as I was perusing this Writing, that, 
instead of stooping to edit my Discourse, the At'ademician who 
denied it his vote should really have published the work for which 
he did vote: that would have been an excellent way to refute mine. 

[2] Here, then, is one of my judges who does not hesitate to become 
one of my adversaries, and who finds it thoroughly objectionable that 
his colleagues should ha,•e honored me with the Prize: I confess that I 
was very surprised by it myself; I had tried to deserve it, but had done 
nothing to obtain it. Besides, although I know that Academies do not 
endorse the sentiments of the Writers they crown, and that. the Prize 
is awarded not to the one who is believed to have defended the better 
cause, but to the one who has spoken best; even assuming that I had 
done so, I was far from expecting an Academ)' to display an impar
tiality which the learned do not by any means always observe when 
their self-interest is involved. 

[3] But while I was surprised by my Judges' equity, I must con
fess that I am no less surprised by my adversaries' indiscretion: how 
dare they so publicly vent their ill-humor at the honor done me? 
[98] How can they fail to perceive the irreparable harm they thereby 
do their own cause? Let them not delude themselves into believing 
that anyone will be deceived about the reason for their vexation: it 
is not because my Discourse is badly made that they are annoyed 
at seeing it crowned; equally bad ones are daily crowned, and they 
do not say a word; it is for another reason, which bears more 
directly on their profession, and which is not difficult to perceive. 
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I knew that the sciences corrupt morals, render men unjust and jeal
ous, and cause them to sacrifice everything to their self-interest and 
vainglory; but it seemed to me that this was done with a little more 
decency and skill: [ saw that men of letters constantly talked about 
equity, moderation, virtue, and that it was behind the sacred shield of 
these fine words that they gave their passions and vices free rein with 
impunity; but I would never have believed they had the effrontery 
publicly to censure their Colleagues' impartiality. Everywhere else, 
reaching an equitable verdict at odds with their self-interest is the 
Judges' title to glory; only the sciences hold it against their prac
titioners to exhibit integrity: truly a fine prerogative, that. 

[4} I dare say that the Academy ofDijon, by greatly contributing 
to my glory, greatly contributed to its own: the day will come when 
the adversaries of my cause will take advantage of this Judgment to 
prove that the cultivation of Letters can be combined with equity 
and disinterestedness. Whereupon the Partisans of truth will answer 
them: that is a particular instance that does seem to tell against us; 
but remember the scandal this Judgment caused in Literary circles 
at the time, and the manner in which they complained about it, and 
from it draw the correct conclusion about their maxims. 

[S] It seems to me no less unwise to complain about the Acad
emy's stating its topic in the form of a question: I lene aside how 
unlikely it was that, in the universal enthusiasm which today pre
vails, anyone would h"•e had the courage willingly to forgo the 
Prize by declaring for the negative; but I cannot understand how 
Philosophers dare find it objectionable to be offered opportunities 
for discussion: [99] what a fine love of truth, that is frightened at 
having the pro and the con examined! In Philosophical inquiries the 
best way to render a sentiment suspect is to deny the opposite senti
ment a hearing: whoever goes about it that way rather gives the 
impression of being in bad faith, and of not trusting the goodness 
of his cause. The whole of France eagerly awaits the Entry that will 
win the French Academy Prize this year; not only will it most cer
tainly eclipse my Discourse, which will not be very difficult, but it 
will undoubtedly be a masterpiece. Yet, what will it rontribute to 
the solution of the question? nothing at all; for after having read it, 
everyone will say: This discourse is very ji11e; hut if the Wriur had 
�en free to defend the opposite sentiment, he might well have Mitten 
an even finer one. 

,, 
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[6] I ha�·c perused this new refutation; for it is yet another one, 
and I cannot fathom why the Writings by my adversaries which 
bear this peremptory title are forc\'er fated to be the one<> in which 
I am the most inadequately refuted. I did peruse it, then, this refu
tation, without the least regret at having resolved not to answer 
anyone anymore: I will quote just one passage, and from it the 
Reader may judge whether I am right or wrong: here it is. 

[7 J I will admit that it is possible to he an honest man without being 
talented; but does society require no more of us than being an honest 
ma11? And what 1s an honest man who is ignorant and with/Jut talents? 
a useless weight, burdensome even to the earth, etc. I will certainly not 
reply to an Author capable of writing this way; but I believe that 
he can thank me for it. 

[8] Nor is there any way, short of wishing to be as diffuse as the 
Author, to reply to the extensive collection of Latin texts, verses by 
La Fontaine, Boileau, Moliere, Voiture, Regnard, M. Gresset, the 
story of Nimrod, or that of the Picardy Peasants; for what is one to 
say to a Philosopher who assures us that he is ill disposed toward 
the ignorant because his Farmer in Picardy, who is not a Doctor, 
does, it is true, pay him exactly what he owes him, but does not 
give him enough money for his land? The Author is so preoccupied 
with his land holdings that he even speaks about mine. Land of 
my own! Jean-Jacques Rousseau's land! [1oo] I really advise him to 
slander• me more skillfully than that. 

[9] If I were to reply to any portion of the refutation, it would 
be to the personal remarks thal abound in it; but as they do not 
bear on the question, I will not deviate from the steady maxim to 
which I have always adhered, to confine myself to the subject at 
hand without letting any personal considerations intrude: the genu
ine respect one owes the Public consists in sparing it not r.ad truths 
which it might find useful, but rather \Ill the petty Authors' 
squabbles• with which polemical Writings are filled, and which 

• If the Author does me the honor of refuting this Letter, he will no doubt prove 
by means of an elegant and learned argument, supponed by most weighty auth
orities, that it is not a crime to own land: it may not be one for others, b�t it 
would be one for me. 

• The Lyon Disruurse provides an excellent model of how Philosophers should 
mad and fight \1-ithout resorting to (>trsonalities or invective•. I flatter myself 
that my rcpl�, whi�h is 10 press, will also be found to De an example of how one 
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serve no other purpose than to indulge a shameful animus. I am 
charged with having drawn from Clenard** a word used by Cicero; 
so be it; that I have committed [ IOI] solecisms; so much the better; 
that I pursue Literature and Music in spite of my low opinion of 
them; I will acknowledge, if I must, [that} I will have to pay at a 
more reasonable age the penalt�· for the amusements of my youth; 
but what difference does all this after all make to the public or to 
the cause of the Sciences[ Rousseau may speak French badly, and 
yet Grammar be none the more useful to virtue. jean-Jacques may 
behave badly, and the Learned behave none the better for it; that 
is all I shall and, I believe, all I need say in reply to this new 
refutation. 

[to] I will conclude this Letter, as well as what I have to say on 
a subject that has been discussed at such length, with a caution to 
my adversaries which they will surely disregard, although it would 
benefit the side they wish to defend more than they might think; 
namely, not to heed their zeal to the point of neglecting to consult 
their strength, and what their shoolders can carry. They will 
undoubtedly tell me that I should have followed this ad,·ice myself, 

can defend �·hat one believes to be true, widt all the strength at one's disposal, 
widtout birremess against those who attacl. it. 

•• Ifl said that such a recondire reference surely comes from someone more funiliar 
with Clenard's Crttj Primn than widt Cicero's 0, DutitJ, and who therefore 
seems to rush to the defense of Litenture without much justification; if I added 
rhat there are professions, such as, for eJ::ample, Surgery, where so many terms 
derived from the Greek are used that an)·one practicing them has to acquire 
some rudimentary notions of that Language, I would be assuming the tone of 
my new adversary, and answering u he might h<lvc: done in my place. I can, 
however, answer that when I suggested the word !ftwshgllllfm, I sought to be of 
use to the Language, by trying to introduce a genlle, harmonioos term, with an 
already familiar meaning, and which has no Fren�h synonym. I believe that these 
are the only oonditions required to justify the exercise of this salutary freedom: 

Wiry J!wuli 1 /!e tkrJieJ t/IU privi/qt if it filii 11ditw SfPIII J111af/ im�Lfit; 
Whtn C11t� 's 11PIIi Etmius 's Jjlttcls ���w ttlfi(/uJ th� /1111gw1gt of tht fothtrlllml? 

Above a!� I Wllnted to convey my idea accurately; I do, it is true, know that 
the first rule of all our Writers is to write cor{IOiirectiY and idiomatically; but 
then they have: pretensiom, and want to be considered correct and elegant. The 
first rule I f&llow, who <ka !!Of in the Jeast care about what may be thought of 
my style, is to make myself understood: any time I can make my point more 
for�fully or clearly widt ten solecisms, I will never hesitate to do so. So long 
as Philosophers understand me clearly, I am ready to let purists go chasing after 
worlh. 

�··-··--
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and that may be true; but there is at least this difference, that I was 
alone of my party, whereas theirs being the party of the crowd, 
latecomers are either excused from joining the fray, or obliged to 
do better than the others. 

[ 1  I] Lest this appear a rash or presumptuous piece of ad,·ice, I 
here add one sample of my adversaries' reasoning, on the basis of 
which the relevance and force of their criticism may be judged. A 
ftw centuries ago, I had said, the Peoples of Europe lh>ed in a stale worse 
than ignorance; I kniJW not what scientific Jargon miJre contemptible still 
than ignorance had usurped the name qf knowledge. and stood as an 
almost insuperable obstacle in the path of its return: it took a revolutwn 
to bring men back to common sense. Peoples had lost common sense 
not because they were ignorant, but because they were [ 102 J so 
foolish as to belie,,e that with Aristode's big words and Raymond 
Lulie's pretentious doctrine they knew something; it took a revol
ution to teach them that they knew nothing, and another is badly 
needed to teach us the same truth. Here is my adversaries' argument 
on this point: This revolutwn was brought about by Letters; they 
restored common sense, as the Author himself admits; yet they also, 
acrording to him, corrupted morals: it follows that a People must give 
up common sense in order to ha·ve good morals. Three Writers in suc
cession have repeated this fine argument: I now ask them, what 
would they rather I blamed, their minds for failing to grasp the 
perfectly clear meaning of this passage, or their bad faith for pre
tending not to understand it? Since they are men of Letters, there 
can be no doubt about which they will choose. But what are we to 
say about the silly interpretations this latest adversary SeES fit to give 
of my Frontispiece/ I should have thought I was insulting Readers, 
and treating them like children, if I had interpreted such an obvious 
allegory for them; if I had told them that Prometheus's torch is the 
torch of the Sciences made to quicken great geniuses; that the Satyr 
who, seeing fire for the first time, runs toward it, and wants to 
embrace it, represents the vulgar who, seduced h)' the brilliance of 
Letters, indiscreet!)' give themselves over to study; that the Prome
theus who cries out and warns them of the danger is the Citizen of 
Geneva. This allegory is apt, fine, I dare believe it is sublime. What 
is one to think of a Writer who has meditated on it, and could not 
succeed in understanding it1 It is likely that he would not have been 
a great Doctor among his friends, the Egyptians. 



Letter about a New Refutation 

[12] I therefore take the liberty of recommending to my adver� 
saries, and especially to the latest one among them, the following 
wise lesson fonnulated by a Philosopher in connection with another 
subject: recognize that no one's objections can harm your side as 
much as can your own bad rejoinders; recognize that if you have 
not said anything worthwhile, people will disparage your cause by 
doing you the honor of believing that nothing better could have 
been said on its behalf. 

I am, etc. 

• 

•• 



[OC II, 959] 

PREFACE to NARCISSUS 

[ 1] I wrote this Play at the age of eighteen, and refrained from 
showing it as long as I cared at all about my reputation as an Author. 
I finally felt bold enough to publish it, but I shall never feel so bold 
as to say anything about it. So that what is at issue here is not ffi)' 
play, but myself. 

[2] I must speak about myself in spite of my aversion to doing 
so; I must either acknowledge the faults attributed to me, or vindi
cate myself. I realize that it will not be an even match. For I will 
be attacked with witricisms, and I will defend myself with nothing 
but arguments: but provided I convince my adversaries, I do not 
much care whether I persuade them; in striving to deserve my own 
esteem, I have learned to do without the esteem of others, who, 
after all, for the most part do without mine. But while it does not 
matter to me whether I am thought of well or ill, it does matter to 
me that no one have the right to think ill of me, and it matters to 
the truth I have upheld that its defender not be justly accused of 
having lent it his assistance on a mere whim or out of vanity, with
out loving or knowing it. 

[3] The side I chose in the question I was investigating some 
years ago did not fail to male me a host of adversaries,• who per-

• I am told that a number of people object to my calling my adversaries my adver
saries, and I am quite prepared to believe it, in a century in which people no 
longer dare to call an)thing by in; name. I also hear that each one of my adver
saries complains that ll"hen I answer objections other than his own, I am wasting 
my time lighting chimeras; which ronlinns something I had rather suspected, 
namely that they do not waste their time reading or listening to one another. As 
for m)self, I thought it incumbent on me ro take that trouble, [¢o] and I have 
read the numerous writings against me which they have published, from the first 
reply with which I was honored, to the four GertTllil sermons of which one 
begins more or less as follo,-s: My brt�hrm, if Somws wm M rrl�m� am�ng su 
and ste thr tknvmg state (Jf thr st:�encts in Eur�pe; what am I saying, in Europr2 m 
Gtrmany; whlll am l s�ymg, in Gmnany? in Saxony; whul am I saymg, m Saxony? 
m Uipzr'g; what am l saying, 111 Wpzig? i" this University: tkm, smittm with 
aslonishmrnt and filleJ with respw, Socrates lf!ou/J modtstly rnltr his plaa among 
obr p�pilJ and. bndrr our tutd�gr. humbly absorbing our teackrng, he would soon he 
rrd of rhr ignor�ncr of which 1st so justifiab(y wmp/ai11rd. I read all tbis and made 
only a fey, replie:;. Perhaps that was �till too many. But I am pleased that the�e 
Gentlemen should have liked them enough to be jealous of those who were fav
ored with them. As for the people who are shocked by the word adursanes, I 
wi!! �bdly give it up if they will kindly show me another by which to refer nor 
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haps cared more about th.e interests [gOO] of men of letters than 
about the honor of literature. I had anticipated as much, and I rather 
suspected that their conduct on this occasion would do more for 
my cause than would all my discourses. Indeed, they did not hide 
their astonishment and vexation that an Academy should have dis
played integrity so inopportunely. In their effort to undermine the 
authority of its judgment, they did not spare it insults or even false
hoods. u Nor was I forgotten in their tirades. Some undertook to 
refute me directly: the wise could see how cogently, and the public 
how successfully they did so. Orhers, more skillful, knowing the 
danger of attacking established truths head-on, adroitly deflected 
attention to my person when it should have been focused exclusively 
on my arguments, and their accusations against me set off debates 
that caused my more serious accusations against them to be forgot
ten. [961] They are, therefore, the ones who have to be answered 
once and for all. 

[4] They contend that I do not believe a word of the truths 
I upheld, and that while I was proving one proposition, I con
tinued to believe its opposite. That is tantamount to saying that 
I pro,;ed such outlandish things that people can claim I could 
have upheld them only in jest. What a fine tribute they thereby 
pay the science that serves as the foundation of all the others; 
for one certainly has to believe that the art of reasoning is most 
helpful in the discovery of truth when one sees it successfully 
used to prove absurdities! 

[sJ They contend that I do not believe a word of the troths I 
upheld; this is evidently a convenient new way of theirs to assail 
unassailable arguments, to refute even the proofs of Euclid, and all 
demonstrated truths in the universe. Now, it seems to me that those 
who so rashly accuse me of speaking in contradiction with my 

only to all those �·ho have attacked my sentiment either in writing: or, more 
cautiously and safely, at gatherings of ladies and wirs where they were sure I 
would not 10 to defend myself, but also to those who now pretend 10 believe 
that I have no adversaries, but who at first found my adversaries' replies irrefut
able and who, once I had refuted them, blamed me for having done t10 because, 
according to them, I had not been attacked. Meanwhile I rrust char they will 
pennit me to call my adversaries my adversaries, fOf in spite of tlte politel!ellli 
of my century, I am as crude as Philip's Macedooims. 

" In the Mer.;ure for August 1752 will be found a disclaimer by the Academy of 
Dijon of I know not what miring which irs Author had &lsely attributed to one 
of the mc:mbers of that Academy. 
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thought have few scruples themselves about speaking in contradic� 
tion with theirs: for, as I shall soon prove, they have surely not 
found anything m my \Vritings or in my conduct that could have 
given them this idea; and they must know that a man who speaks 
seriously must � thought to belie\-e what he says, unless either his 
actions or his discourses belie it; and even this is not always enough 
to be �ure that he does not believe it. 

[6] They may· therefore proclaim as loudly as they please that 
when I came out against the sciences, I spoke in contradiction with 
my sentiment; I know of only one reply to a claim so rash and so 
devoid of proof or plausibility; it is short, vigorous, and I ask them 
to consider it delivered. 

[ 7] They also contend that my conduct contradicts my principles, 
and they undoubtedly rely on this second charge to establish the 
first; for there are many people who can discover proofs for what is 
not [so]. Thus they will say that it is unbecoming for someone who 
writes music and poetry to denigrate the fine arts, and that litera� 
ture, which I profess to despise, can, after all, be pursued in a 
thousand more praiseworthy ways than by wrJting Plays. This accu� 
sation, too, has to be answered. [962] 

[8] First of all; even if it were strictly granted, I say that it would 
prove that I behave badly, but nllt that I fail to speak in good faith. 
If it were permissible to derive proofs about men's sentiments from 
their actions, we would ha\·e to say that the love of justice has been 
banished from all hearts, and that there is not a single Christian on 
earth. Show me men who always act in oonfonnity with their 
maxims, and I will condemn mine. It is mankind's fate that reason 
shows us the goal, and the passions divert us from it. Hence, even 
if it were true that I do not act according to my principles, this, by 
itself, would not be reason enough to accuse me of speaking in 
contradiction with my sentiment, or to accuse my principles of 
being false. 

[9] But if I wished to concede the point, aU I would have to do, 
in order to reconcile matters, is to contrast the [different] times 
[involved). I have not alwa)S had the good fortune to think as I do 
now. Long seduced by the prejudices of my cemury, I took study 
to be the only occupation worthy of a wise man, I looked upon the 
sciences with nothing but respect, and upon the learned with 
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nothing but admiNtion_ • I did not understand that one can err 
while endlessly proving things, or do evil while endlessly talking 
about wisdom. Only after I had seen things from close up did I 
Jearn to assess them at their true worth; and although I had, in my 
researches, always found enough glibness, not enough wisdom, it took 
me much reflection, much observation, and much time to rid myself 
of my illusions about a11 this vain scientific pomp. It is not surpris
ing that during those days of prejudice and error, when I held being 
an Author in such high regard, I occasionally aspired to be one 
myself. It was then that I wrote the Poems and most of the other 
Pieces that have issued from my pen, this little Play among them. 
It might be rather (g6J] harsh to reproach me now for these diver
sions of my youth, and it would be wrong, to say the least, to accuse 
me on their account of having contradicted principles I did not yet 
hold. I long ago ceased to set any store whatsoever by any of these 
things; and to venture to offer them to the Public under these cir
cumstances, after having had the sense to hang on to them this long, 
is to indicate clearly enough that I am equally indifferent to the 
praise and to the blame they may deserve; for I no longer think as 
did the Author whose work they are. They are illegitimate children 
one fondles with pleasure even while blushing to be their father, to 
whom one bids a final good-bye and sends off to seek their fortune 
without worrying too much about what will become of them. 

[10) But all this is to argue at excessive length. on the basis of 
chimerical assumptions. If the accusation that I cultivate letters 
while despising them is unfounded, then there is no need for me to 
defend myself against it; and even if it were in fact true, it would 
not involve an inconsistency; which is what remains for me to prove. 

[I r] To this end, as is my wont, I will follow the simple and easy 
method that suits the truth. I will once again set forth the problem, 
I will once again state my sentiment, and I will wait to be shown 
how, in terms of this account, my deeds belie my speeches. My 

" Whenever I rectll my forma simplicity, I e&1111ot help laughing. In every book 
of Ethics or Philosophy I read, I believed I saw the Author's soul and principles. 
I looked upon aU these grave Wrirus as modest, wise, virtuous, irreproachable 
men. I entertained angelic notions about what it would be like to have dealings 
with them, and I would have approached the house of any one of them as if it 
were a sanctuary. Finally I saw them; this childish prejudice vanished, and it is 
the only error of which they have cured me. 
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ad\'ersaries, for their part, will nut be at a loss for a reply, smce 
thcv have mastered the wonderful art of arguing pro and con on all 
ma�ner of subjects. The)' will begin, as is their wom, by setting 
forth. an altogether different question according to their fancy; they 
will have me resolve it to suit themselves: in order to attack me 
more easily they will have me arguing not in my own way, but in 
thein;; they ""ill skillfully shift the Reader's eyes from the primary 
object and fix them to the right or to the left; they will fight a 
specter and claim to have defeated me: but l will have done what I 
must do, and I begin. 

[ 12] "Science is good for nothing, and never does anything but 
harm, because it is by its very nature bad. It is as inseparable from 
vice as ignorance is from virtue. All lettered peoples have at all 
limes been corrupt; all ignorant peoples have been virtuous: in a 
word, only the learned are vicious, only a man who knows nothing 
is virtuous. There is a wa)', then, [964] for us to become honest 
folk again: to banish science and the learned forthwith, to bum our 
libraries, to close our Academies, our Colleges, our Universities, 
and to plunge back into the full barbarism of the first centuries." 

[ 1 3] This much my adversaries have thoroughly refuted; but 
then, I never said or thought a single word of it, and it is impossible 
to imagine anything more contrary to my system than this absurd 
doctrine they are so good as to attribute to me. Here is what I did 
say, and what has not been refuted. 

[ 14] The issue was whether the restoration of the arts and sci
ences had contributed to the purification of our morals. 

[rs] By showing, as I did, that our morals were not purified,* 
the question was more or less resolved. 

• When I said th�t our morals had b«n corrupted, I did not mean to say that our 
ancestors' morals were good, but only that ours were even wor�. There are a 
thousand sourres of oorruption among men; and although the sciences on� he 
rhe most profuse �nd swifte�.t in their effect, they arc far from being the onl} one. 
The d�truction of the Roman Empire, the imasions by hosts of Barbarians have 
made for a mixture of iill peoples that must inevitably have destroyed the morah; 
and customs of each of them. The crusades, commerce, the discovery of the Indies, 
navigation, far-llung expedition.�, and still other causes which I do not wish to 
mention, have perpetuated and increased this disarray. Everything that facilitate> 
communication between nations tnlmmits not the virtues, but the crimes of each 
ro the others, and adulterates the morals appropriate to the climate of each and 
to the constitution of irs government. So that the sciences hn-e not done all the 
hann; they have only had a considerable share in it, and the hann most speci�cally 
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(16] But it implicitly raised another, more {¢5] general and more 
important question, about the necessary influence of the pursuit of 
the sciences on the morals of peoples under any circumstances. It 
was this question, of which the first is but a corollary, that I under
took to examine with care. 

[17] I began with the facts, and showed that in every people of 
the world morals have deteriorated in proportion as a taste for study 
and letters has spread among them. 

[ r8J That was not all; for although it was impossible to deny that 
these things always occurred together, it was possible to deny that 
one brought about the other: I therefore endeavored to establish 
this necessary connection. I showed that the source of our errors on 
this poim is our mistaking our vain and deceptive knowledge for 
the sovereign intelligence that sees the truth of all things at a glance. 
Science, taken abstractly, deserves all our admiration. The foolish 
science of men deserves nothing but derision and contempt. 

[ 19] A taste for letters always heralds the beginning of corruption 
in a people, and very rapidly accelerates it. For, in an entire nation, 
this taste can only arise from two sources, both of them bad, and 
both of them perpetuated and increased by study, namdy idleness 
and a craving for distinction. In a well-ronstituted State, every citi
zen has duties to fulfill; and he holds these important cares too dear 
to find leisure for frivolous speculations. In a well-constituted State 
aU citizens are so thoroughly equal that no one may enjoy pre
cedence over others as being the most learned or even the most 
skilled, but at most for being the best: though this last distinction 
is often dangerous; for it makes for scoundrels and hypocrites. 

{zo] A taste for letters bom of a craving for distinction necessarily 
engenders evils infinitely more dangerous than all tb.e good ofletters 
is useful, in that those who yield to it eventually become quite 

due 1o them is that they have given our vices a pleasing appearance;, an air of 
honesty that keeps us from abominating them. When Tlu ViJ/aifl was fil'lit per
Conned, I recall that people did not lhink that the play's tide really fit the main 
character. Qeon seemed lo be simply an ordinary man; he was just like everyone 
else, they said. This frightful scoundrel, whose character is so dwroughly bid 
bare that everyone who has lhe misfortune of resembling him should have been 
made to shudder at himself, was judged lO be an al!Ogether unsuccessfully drawn 
character, and his !hrkest deeds were thought charming because men who 
regarded them!iCives as very honest folk recognized themselves in him fearure by 
feature. 
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unscrupulous about the means of success. The first Philosophers 
earned great renown by teaching men to perfonn their duties and 
the principles of virtue. But before long these precepts had become 
commonplaces, and in order to achieve distinction men had to strike 
out in opposite directions. Such is the origin of the absurd systems 
of such men as Leucippus, Diogenes, Pyrrho, Protagoras, Lucret
ius. The Hobbeses, [966] the Mandevilles and a thousand others 
have chosen to achieve distinction among us in the same way; and 
their dangerous teaching has borne so much fruit that, although we 
still have some true Philosophers eager to recall to our hearts the 
laws of humanity and virtue, it is horrifying to see how far the 
maxims of our ratiocinating century have carried contempt for the 
duties of man and citizen. 

[zr] A taste for letters, philosophy, and the fine arts destroys the 
love of our primary duties and of true glory. Once talents preempt 
the honors owed to virtue, everyone wants to be an agreeable man, 
and no one cares to be a good man. This gives rise to the further 
inconsistency that men are rewarded only for qualities which do not 
depend on them: for we are hom with our talents, only our virtues 
belong to us. 

[ 22] The first and almost the only care taken for our education 
is both the fruit and the seed of these ridiculous prejudices. In the 
name of teaching us letters, we are made to suffer tonnents 
throughout our unhappy youth: we know all the rules of grammar 
before we ever hear any mention of man's duties: we know every
thing that has been done up to now before we are told anything 
about what we should do; and as long as we are trained to prattle, 
nobody cares whether we know how to act or think. In a word, we 
are required to be learned only in things that can be of no use to 
us; and our children are brought up exactly like the athletes of the 
ancient public games who carefully avoided using their strong limbs 
for any kind of producthe work because they dedicated them to a 
pointless and superfluous exercise. 

[ 23] A taste for letters, philosophy, and the fine arts softens 
bodies and souls. Work in the study makes men frail and weakens 
their temperament, and it is difficult for the soul to retain its vigor 
once the body has lost its vigor. Study wears out the machine, 
exhausts the mind, destroys strength, enervates courage, and this 
alone shows us clearly enough that it is not designed for us: this is 
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how men grow cowardly and pusillanimous, equally incapable of 
withstanding pain and the passions. Everyone knows how unfit cicy 
dwellers are to endure the toils of war, and the reputation of [¢7 J 
men of letters as regards bravery is familiar enough. • And nothing 
is more justly suspect than a coward's honor. 

[24] So many reflections on the weakness of our nature often do 
no more than divert us from generous enterprises. The more we 
think about the miseries of mankind, the more our imagination 
oppresses us with their weight, and too much forethought robs us 
of courage by robbing us of confidence. It is in vain that we strive 
to provide against unforeseen accidents "if science, trying to arm 
us with new defenses against natural inconveniences, has impressed 
our imagination more deeply with their magnitude and weight than 
with its own reasons and the vain subtleties that lead us to seek 
cover behind it." 

[25] A taste for philosophy loosens all the bonds of esteem and 
benevolence that tie men to society, and this is perhaps the most 
dangerous of the evils it engenders. The charm of study soon dulls 
all other attachments. What is more, continued reflection on man
kind, continued observation of men, teach the Philosopher to judge 
them at their worth, and it is difficult to have much affection for 
what one holds in contempt. Before long he comes to focus on 
himself alone all the interest which virtuous men share with their 
fellows; his contempt for others heightens his pride: his amour 
propre grows in direct proportion to his indifference to the rest of 
the universe. Family, fatherland, become for him words devoid of 
meaning: he is neither parent, nor citizen, nor man; he is a 
philosopher. 

{z6] While the pursuit of the sciences draws the philosopher's 
heart away front the crowd, as it were, in another sense it draws in 
the heart of the man of letters, and in both cases it does so with 
equal prejudice to virtue. Anyone who cultivates the agreeable tal
ents wants to please, to be admired, and indeed wants to be admired 
more than anyone else is. Public applause is to be his alone: I [¢81 

• Here is a modem example for the benefit of those who accuse me of mentioning 
only ancient ewnples. The Republic of Genoa, looking for a way to subjugate 
the Comcans more completely, found none more effective than to establish an 
.'\cademy among them. I would have no diffirulty expanding this Note, but to do 
110 would be to insult the intelligence of the only Readers I care about 
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would say that he does everything to obtain it, if he did not do even 
more to deprive his competitors of it. Hence arise, on the one hand, 
the refinements of taste and politeness; vile and obsequious flattery, 
seductive, insidious, childish attentions which in time diminish the 
soul and corrupt the heart; and, on the other hand, the jeaJousies, 
the rivalries, the well-known hatred of artists for one another, sly 
slander, deceit, treachery, and all the most cov;ardly and odious 
aspects of vice. If the philosopher holds men in contempt, the artist 
soon causes them to hold him in contempt, and in the end both 
conspire to render them contemptible. 

[ 27] There is more; and of all the truths I submitted to the judg
ment of the wise, this is the most arresting and the most cruel. All 
our Writers regard the crowning achievement of our century's poli
tics to be the sciences, the arts, luxury, commerce, laws, and all the 
other bonds which, by tightening the social ties• among men 
through self-interest, place them aJI in a position of mutual depen
dence, impose on them mutual needs and common interests, and 
oblige everyone to contribute to everyone else's happiness in order 
to secure his own. These are certainly fine ideas, and they are pre
sented in an attractive light. But when they are examined carefully 
and impartially, the advantages which they seem at first to hold out 
prove to be subject to a good many reservations. 

( z81 What a wonderful thing, then, to have put men in a position 
where they can only live together by obstructing, supplanting, 
deceiving, betraying, destroying one another! From now on we must 
take care never to let ourselves be seen as we are: because for every 
two men whose interests coincide, perhaps a hundred thousand 
oppose them, and the only way to succeed is either to deceive or to 
ruin all those people. This is the fatal source of the violence, the 
betrayals, the treacheries and all the horrors necessarily required by 
a state of [969] afh.irs in which everyone pretends to be working 
for the profit or reputation of the rest, while only seeking to raise 
his own above their� and at the1r expense. 

• I wmploin that Phil<>'<lph}· loosens t�e bond� of society formed by mutual esteem 
and btnnulcn�e, and 1 complain that the sciences, the arts and all the other object> 
of cummerce tighten •.he bonds of liUCiety through self-interest. And it is indeed 
imp!l�sible to tighten one of these bonds without the other relaxing by as much. 
There is therefore no .:ontradinion here. 
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[291 What have we gained from all this? Much chatter, rich men 
and argumentative ones, that is to say enemies of virtue and 
common sense. In return we have lost innocence and morals. The 
multitude grovels in poverty; all are the slaves of vice. Uncommitted 
crimes dwell deep inside men's hearts, and all that keeps them from 
being carried out is the assurance of impunity. 

[3o] What a strange md ruinous constitution, where having 
wealth invariably makes it easier to get more, and it is impossible 
for the man who has nothing to acquire anything-, where a good 
man has no escape from his misery; where the basest are the most 
honored, and where one has to renounce virtue in order to become 
an honest man! I know that sermonizers have said all this a hundred 
times; but they were delivering sermons, whereas I give reasons; 
they perceived the evil, and I lay bare its causes, and above all I 
point out something highly consoling and useful by showing that 
all these vices belong not so much to man, as to man badly gov
erned.• [970] 

• I have notked thu at present a great many petty miiXims hold sway in the world 
which seduce simple minds with a lime semblance of philosophy and are, besides, 
vay handy for cutting off discussions in an authoritative and peremptory tone 
without having to comider the issue. One of them is: "Men arc everywhere subject 
to the same passions; everywhere mmur propte and self-interest guide them; 
hence they ate everywhere the same " When Geometers make an assumption 
which, argum:nt by argument, leads them to an absurd conclusion, they retrace 
their StepS, and so show the assumption false. The same method, applied to the 
maJcim in question, would readily show its absurdity: But let us argue differently. 
A Savage is a man, and a European is a man. The half philosopher immediately 
ooncludes that the one is no better than the other; but the philosopher says: In 
Europe the: govel'llment, th� laws, the customs, self-mterest, everything places 
individuals under the necessity of deceiving one another, and of doing so incess
antly; everything conspires to make vice a duty for them; they must be widr:ed if 
they are ro be  wise, since there is no ,reater folly than 10 provide for the happiness 
of �undn:ls at the: expense of one's own. Among Savages self-intm:st speaks as 
insistmtly as it does among us, but ir does not s:�y the same things: love of society 
and can: for their [970] common defense au the only bonds that unite them: the 
word propmy, whicl! causes so many crimes among our honest folk, is. for them, 
almost devoid of meaning; di8CUSSion& about intereSTS that divide them simply do 
not arise among them; nothing lead� them to deceive one another; public esteem 
is the only good to which everyone aspires �nd which they all deserve. It is per
fectly possible that a Sav;age might commit a bad actKm, but it is not po!il!ib\e 
that he will acquire the habit of doing evil, bec.luse it would profit him nothing. 
I believe that men's morals an be very aCl"Urately gauged by how much business 
they bave with one another: the more dealings the)· have, the more they admire 
their talents and theil" industry, the more decorously and cunningly are they 1-il-
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[JI} These are the truths I have expounded and tried to prove in 
the various Writings I have published on this subject. Here now are 
the conclusions I have drawn from them. 

[32] Science is not suited to man in general. He forever goes 
astray in his quest for it; and if he sometimes attains it, he almost 
alwavs does so to his detriment. He is born to act and to think, not 
to reflect. Reflection only makes him unhappy without making him 
better or wiser: it causes him to regret past benefits and keeps him 
from enjoying the present: it shows him a happy future that his 
imagination might seduce and his desires torment him, and an 
unhappy future that he might experience it in anticipation. Study 
corrupts his morals, affects his health, ruins his temperament, and 
often spoils his reason: even if it did teach him something, it would 
seem to me to be a poor compensation. 

[33} I acknowledge that there are a few sublime geniuses capable 
of piercing the veils in which the truth wraps itself, a few privileged 
souls able to resist the folly of vanity, base jealousy, and the other 
passions aroused by a taste for letters. The small number who have 
the good fortune of combining these qualities are the beacon and 
the honor of mankind; only they may properly en�ge in study for 
the good of all [971], and this very exception confirms the rule; for 
if all men were Socrates, science would do them no harm, but 
neither would they need it. 

[34} Any people with morals, and hence with respect for its laws 
and without desire to improve on its traditional ways, must carefully 
guard against the sciences, and above all against men of science and 
learning whose sententious and dogmatic maxims would soon teach 
it to despise both its ways and its laws; which is something a nation 
can never do without being corrupted. The slightest change in cus
toms, even if it is in some respects for the better, invariably proves 
prejudicial to morals. For customs are the morality of the people; 
and as soon as the people ceases to respect them, it is left with no 
rule but its passions, and no curb but the laws, which can sometimes 

lains, and the more conremptible they are. I say it reluctantly: the good man is 
he who has no need to decei'e anyone, and the Savage is tllat Illllll. 

Ht is rwt moved by tile people's J11Sm, nor by the King's pwpk, 
N6r by tht discord that pits [tnth/w brothm against On.! �nothtr; 
NQr by Ro<M's affairs, nor by kingdoms doomed I? fall. Ncitfw {/im he 
In his misrry pity the poor, or enTy the nch. 
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keep the wicked in check, but can never make them good. Besides, 
once philosophy has taught the people to despise its customs, it 
soon learns the secret of eluding its laws. I therefore say that a 
people's morals are like a man's honor; they are a treasure to be 
preserved, bU[ which cannot be recovered once lost.• 

[35] But once a people is to a certain extent corrupted, should 
the sciences - regardless of whether they did or did not contribute 
to the corruption - be banished, or the people be shielded from 
them, either in order to be improved, or to be kept from becoming 
worse? This is another question about which I positively declared 
for the negative. For, in the first place, since [972] a vicious people 
never returns to virtue, the problem is not how to make good those 
who are no longer so, but how to keep good those who are fortunate 
enough to be so. In the second place, the same causes that have 
corrupted peoples sometimes help prevent a greater corruption; 
thus, a man who has ruined his temperament by an injudicious use 
of medicines is forced to continue to rely on doctors in order to 
stay alive; and that is how the arts and sciences, having fostered the 
vices, become necessary to keep them from turning into crimes; at 
least they coat them with a varnish that prevents the poison from 
being exuded quite so freely. They destroy virtue, but preserve its 
public semblance,• and this at least is a fine thing to do. They 
introduce politeness and propriety in its stead, and for the fear of 
appearing wicked they substitute the fear of appearing ridiculous. 

• I find iD history a unique but striking e:umple lhat seems to contradict this maxim: 
the founding of Rome by a troop of bandits whose descendant!; within a few 
genentions became the most virtuous people that ever was. I would have no diffi.
culty explaining this fact if this were the place to do so; but I will leave it at 
pointing- out that the founders of Rome were not so much men whose morals 
were torrupl as men whose mlmis had not yet been formed: they did not despise 
virtue, rather, they did not yet know it; for the words viftuts and vices are collective 
notions which arise: only in dealings among men. Besides, the c:umple of Rome 
lends no support to the case for the sciences: for the two lin;c Kings of Rome, who 
pve the �public form and instituted its custonu; and morals, were concerned, the 
one with nothing but wars, the other with nothing but sacred rites; the rwo things 
in the world that are at the fiuthest remove from philosophy. 

• This semblance consists in a certain mildness of morals which sometimes compen
sates for their lad: of purity, 11 certain appearance of order which averts t«rible 
confusion, a catim admiration for what is line which keeps what is good from 
being entircly forgotten. Vice here dons the mask of virtue nM as hypocrif!Y does, 
in orOO to deceive and betray, but rather in order to escape, behind this plcasing 
and sacred effi�, its horror at itllelf when it sees itself uncovered. 
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[36] \1y opinion, as I have already said more than once, is there
fore to presen·e and even carefully to support Academies, Colleges, 
Universities, Libraries, Spectacles and all the other amusements 
that might to some extent distract men's \\ickedness, and prevent 
them from spending their idleness in more dangerous pursuits. For 
in a land where honest folk a11d good morals nn longer count, it 
would still be preferable to live among M.:oundrels than among 
bandits. 

[37] �ow, I ask, where is the contradiction, when I cultivate 
tastes whose progress I approvd It is no longer a matter of getting 
people to do good, hut only of distracting them from doing evil; 
they must be kept busy with trifles to divert them from evil deeds; 
they must be entertained rather than sermonized. If my Writings 
have edified the small number of good {people], then I have done 
them all the good it was in my power to do, though it may also be 
useful to them to have the rest of the people provided with things 
that distract them and [973] keep them from thinking about them. 
I would count myself most happy to have a Play a day hissed, if at 
that price I could keep the evil intentions of bur a single one of its 
Spectators in check for two hours, and safeguard the honor of his 
friend's daughter or wife, the secret of tho�e who have confided in 
him, or the fortune of his creditor. When morals are no more, one 
has to think exclusively in terms of the polity; and it is well enough 
known that Music and Theater are among its most important 
concerns. 

[38] If my justification leaves some difficulties unresolved, I dare 
say frankly that it does so not with regard to the public or to my 
adversaries, but with regard to myself alone: for only bv examining 
myself can I decide whether I should count myself among the few, 
and whether m�· soul can bear the burden of literary pursuits. I 
have sensed their danger more than once; I have given them up 
more than once with the intention of never taking them up again, 
and, in renouncing their seductive chann, 1 sacrificed the only plea
sures that could still delight my heart for the sake of its peace. If in 
the weariness that overcomes me, if at the end of a difficult and 
painful life, 1 have dared to tale them up again for a few moments 
more in order to relieve my suffering, I at least believe that I have 
not become so interested or involved in them as to deserve on their 
account the just reproofs I have leveled at men of letters. 



Preface to "Narcissus" 

[39] I needed a test in order to achieve full self-knowledge, and 
I did not hesitate to perform that test. Once I knew how my soul 
reacted to literary success, it remained for me to see how it would 
react to setbacks. I now know, and I can openly state the worst. My 
Plav suffered the fate which it deserved and which I anticipated; • 

but except that it bored me, I left the performance much more 
satisfied with myself, and with better reason, than if it had 
succeeded. 

[40] I therefore advise those who are so eager to find reasons to 
reproach me to be prepared to study my principles and to observe 
my conduct more carefully before they tax them with contradiction 
and incoherence. If they ever see that I am starting to curry the 
public's favor, or ttlat it flatten my vanity to have composed pretty 
songs, or that I blush to have written poor Plays, or that I seek to 
undermine my rivals' fame, or that I presume to speak ill of the 
great [974] men of the age in order to raise myself to their level by 
lowering them to mine, or that I aspire to positions in Academies, 
or that I dance attendance on the women who set the tone, or that 
I fawn on the foolishness of the Great, or that I become contemptu
ous of the craft I have chosen and strike out in quest of wealth, no 
longer wishing to live by the work of my hands, in a word if they 
notice that the love of reputation causes me to forget the love of 
virtue, I beg them to warn me, even publicly, and I promise 
instantly to commit my Writings and my Books to the flames, and 
to concede all the errors they may wish to reproach me with. 

[41] In the meantime I shall write Books, compose Poems and 
Music, if I have the talent, the time, the strength and the will to 
do so: I shall continue to state openly the bad opinion in which I 
hold letters and those who practice them, • and to believe that I am 

• I am amazed 11t how confused most men of letters have �n in this affair. When 
they saw the sciences and arts under attack, they took it personally, whereas all 
of them could, without any self-contradiction, hold the same view I do, that while 
these things have doue society great harm, it is now essential to use them against 
the harm they have done, as one does a medication or those noxious insects that 
have to be crushed on the bite [they leave]. In a word, there is not a single man 
of letters who, if his conduct can pus the test in the pre«ding paragrdph, could 
not say on his own behalf what I say on mine; and it seems to me that an argument 
along these lines suits them all the better in th<lt, eutrc nous, they cal"f: very little 
about the sciences as long as they continue to bring honor to men of science. 
They an: like pagan priests, who valued religion only as long as it won them 
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not worth any the less for it. True, people may some day say: This 
avowed enemy of the sciences and arts nevertheless wrote and pub
lished Plays; and I admit that the remark will be a most bitter satire, 
not on myself, but on my century. 

"' 



PREFACE 
of a Second Letter 

to BORDES 

[OC m, 103] 

fr] Forced by renewed attacks to break the silence I had imposed 
on myself in this drawn-Qut dispute, I do not scruple once again 
to take up the pen I had abandoned, If, in the judgment of the Wise, 
I can shed some new light on the important maxims I established, I 
do not care if the Public grows bored with seeing the same question 
discussed for so long: for even if the responsibility for it were not 
the attackers', I am not inclined to sacrifice my zeal for the truth 
to solicitude for my reputation, and I do not see why I should be 
so afraid of boring Readers whom I am so little afraid of displeasing, 

[z] I believe I have discovered great things, and have stated them 
with a rather dangerous frankness, and none of this is particularly 
praiseworthy; for my independence was my whole courage and long 
meditations have stood rne in the stead of Genius, A solitary who 
enjoys living by himself naturally acquires a taste for reflection, and 
a man who takes a lively interest in the happiness of others without 
being in need of them for his own does not have to spare their false 
delicacy in the useful things he has to tell them, As such a condition 
is exceptional, and as I have the good fortune to find myself in it, 
I feel obliged to put it to use on behaJf of the truth, and to state 
it without reservations whene,,er it will appear to me to bear on 
men's innocence or happiness. H it was a mistake on my part to 
pledge m�elf to silence when I should not have done so, I must 
not commit a greater mistake by stubbornly keeping my word in 
the face of my duty, and it is in order to remain faithful to my 
principles that I wish to give up my errors as soon as I notice them. 
[104] 

[3] I shall pick up the thread of my ideas, then, and continue to 
write as I aJwa� have, like an isolated Being who neither desires 
nor fears anything from anyone, who speaks to others for their sakes 
rather than for his own, like a man too fond of his brethren not to 
hate their vices., and who would like them to learn for once to see 
themselves as wicked as they are, so that they might at least wish 
to become as good as they could be. 
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[4] I know very 'o\ell that the trouble I go to is useless, and my 
exhortations do not give me the chimerical pleasure of hoping for 
men's reformation: I know that they will ridicule my person because 
I love them, and my maxims because they profit them: I know that 
th�y will be no less eager for Glory and money after I have con
vinced them that these two passions are the sources of all their ills, 
and that they are wicked because of the one and miserable because 
of the other: I am sure that they will tax as folly my scorn for these 
objects of their admiration and labors: But I would rather be the 
butt of their ridicule than a party to their errors, and regardless of 
what may be their duty, mine is to tell them the truth or what I 
take to be the truth; a more powerful voice will have to make them 
love it. 

[5] I have quiell)' borne the inve(;tives from a host of authors to 
whom I have never done any other harm than to exhort them to 
be good men. They have had their amusement at my expense 
unhindered; they have made me out as ridiculous as they pleased; 
they ha,·e publicly lashed out at my writings and even at my person 
without my ever having been tempted to repulse their excesses 
otherwise than by my conduct. If I had deserved them, then the 
only way I could have taken m�· revenge would have been to try to 
reply in kind, whereas I am so far from enjoying this hateful war 
that the more truths I would have found to tell them, the more it 
would have saddened my heart. If I do not deserve their insults, 
then they have leveled them exclusively at themselves: Perhaps their 
rancor will not even have the effect on the Public which they had 
hoped for and which does not in the least concern me; extreme 
passion is often inept and alerts one to be mistrustful of it. Perhaps 
their own writings shall cause the public to judge me better than I 
am in fact, [especially] once it realizes that for all their eagerness 
to blacken me, the greatest crime they could find to [105] hold 
against me is that I let a famous artist paint my portrait. 

[6J I find it much more difficult to maintain the same Equanimity 
toward those who leave my person out of account, and more or less 
adroitly attack the truths I have established. This sad and great 
System, the product of a sincere study of man's nature, of his facul
ties and of his destination, is dear to me, in spite of the fact that 
it humbles me; for I am sensible to how important it is that pride 
not deceive us regarding what ought to make for our genuine great-

"' 
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ness, and how much it is to be feared that by dint of trying to raise 
ourselves above our nature, we may relapse beneath it. In an�· case 
it is useful for men, if not to know the truth, at least not to be in 
error, and it is an error, the most dangerous of all, to fear error 
less than ignorance and to prefer, when forced to choose, to be 
vicious and miserable than poor and crude. 

[ 7] My sentiment has been hotly contested by a host of Writen, 
as I bad anticipated that it would be; up to now I have replied to 
all those who seemed to me worth the trouble; and I am determined 
to do the same in the future, not for the sake of my own glory, for 
it is not J. J. Rousseau I wish to defend; he must have erred fre
quently: whenever he will seem to me to do so I will abandon him 
without scruple, and without sorrow, even if he should be in the 
right, provided only his person is at issue. So that as long as I am 

only reproached with having published bad books, or reasoning 
badly, or committing mistakes of usage, or historical errors, or writ
ing hadly, or being ill-humored, I will not greatly mind all these 
reproaches, I will not be surprised by them, and I will never reply 
to them. But as for the System I have upheld, I will defend it with 
all my strength as long as I remain convinced that it is the system 
of truth and of virtue, and that it is for having ill-advisedly aban
doned it that most men, degenerated from their primitive goodness, 
have lapsed into all the errors that blind them and all the miseries 
that oppress them. 

[8] With so many interests to combat, so many prejudices to 
overcome and so many harsh things to proclaim, I thought that in 
my Readers' own interest I should, as it were, make some allowance 
[106] for their pusillanimity, and only successively let them perceive 
what I had to tell them. If the mere Dijon Discourse aroused so 
much grumbling and caused such scandal, what would have hap
pened if I had, from the first, unfolded the full extent of a true but 
distressing System, of which the question dealt with in that Dis
course is but a Corollary? I, who am the declared enemy of the 
violence of the wicked, wonld, at the ver�· least, have been taken 
for an enemy of the public peace, and if the zealots of the opposing 
party had not charitably labored to ruin me for {the sake of] the 
greater glory of philosophy, but had set out to do so to an unknown, 
there can be no doubt that they would at the very least have 
easily succeeded in making both the work and the author appear 
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ridiculous, and if they had begun by making fun of my System, 
this procedure, made respectable by so many instances of it, would 
have spared them the troublesome effort of examining my proofs. 

[9] I therefore had to take some precautions at first, and I did 
not want to say everything in order to mal:e sure that everything 
got a hearing. I developed my ideas only successively and a1ways 
to but a small number of Readers. I spared not myself, but the 
truth, in order to have it get through more readily and to mal:e it 
more useful. Often I went to great trouble to try and condense into 
a single Sentence, a single line, a single word tossed off as if by 
chance, the result of a long chain of reflections. The majority of 
my Readers must often have found my discourses poorly structured 
and almost entirely disjointed, for want of perceiving the trunk of 
which I showed them only the branches. But that was enough for 
those capable of understanding, and I never wanted to speak to the 
others. 

[ro] This method put me in a position of frequently having to 
reply to my adversaries, either in order to meet objections, or to 
expand and elucidate ideas that required it, or to develop fully all 
the parts of my System in proportion as the approbation of the 
Wise secured me the attention of the public. I did, it is true, believe 
I had attended to all these matters adequately with my earlier 
replies, at least in so far as the Readers I had in mind were con
cerned: But as I see from the Lyon Academician's second Discourse 
that he has still not understood me, I prefer to accuse myself of 
ineptness [102] than him of a lack of goodwill. I will therefore try 
to state my position better, and since the time has come to speak 
openly, I will overcome my distaste and for once write for the 
People. 

[ 1 1 ]  The work I propose to examine is full of peasant sophisms 
that are even more sparkling than subtle, and which, because they 
seduce with a certain vividness of style and the cunnings of a crafty 
logic, are doubly dangerous to the multitude. I will follow the very 
opposite procedure in this analysis, and, by following the Author's 
arguments step by step as accurately as I can, I will, in this dis
cussion, rely exclusively on the directness and the zeal of a friend 
of the truth and of humanity, who seeks glory solely in honoring 
the one, and happiness solely in being useful to the other. 
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To 
THE REPUBLIC 

OF GENEVA 

(OC III, III] 

M A G N I FICENT, MOST HONORED,  
AND S O VEREIGJ\ LORDS, 

[r] Convinced that only the virtuous Citizen may fittingly presem 
to his Fatherland honon> it may acknowledge, I have for thirty yean; 
been working to deserve to offer you some public homage; and this 
happy occasion partly making up for what my efforts have not been 
able to do, I believed that I might here be pennitted to heed the 
zeaJ which animates me more than right which should authorize 
me. Having had the good fortune to be born among you, how could 
I meditate about the equaJity nature established among men and 
the inequality they have instituted, without thinking about the pro
found wisdom with which both, happily combined in this State, 
contribute in the manner most closely approximating natural law 
and most favorable to society, to the preservation of public order 
and to the happiness of individuals? In looking for the best maxims 
which good sense might dictate regarding the constitution of a 
government, I was so stru<:k to see them all implemented in yours 
that, even if I had not been born within your walls, I would have 
believed myself unable to refrain from offering this picture of 
human society to the one People which seems to me to possess its 
greatest advantages and to have best forestalled its abuses. 

[ z] If I had had to choose my place of birth, I should have chosen 
a societ) of a size confined to the range of human faculties, that is 
to say to the possibility [ 112] of being well governed, and where, 
everyone being equal to his task, no one would have been compelled 
to commit to others the functions with which he was himself 
entrusted: a State where, since all individuals know one another, 
neither the shady stratagems of vice nor the modesty of virtue could 
have escaped the Public's gaze and judgment, and where this gentle 
habit of seeing and knowing one another would have made the love 
of one's Fatherland a love of the Citizens rather titan of the soil. 

[3] I should have wished to be born in a country where the Sover
eign and the people could have had only one and the same interest, 
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Epiufe Dedicatory 

so that all the motions of the machine might always tend only to 
the common happiness; since this is impossible unless the People 
and the Sovereign are the same person, it follows that I should have 
wished to be born under a democratic government wisely tempered. 

[4] I should have wished to live and die free, that is to say so 
far subject to the laws that neither I nor anyone else could shake 
off their honorable yoke; the salutary and gentle yoke which the 
proudest heads bear with all the more docility as they are made to 
bear none other. 

[5] I should have wished, then, that no one inside the State could 
have declared himself to be above the law, and No one outside it 
could have imposed any [law] which the State was obliged to recog
nize. For, regardless of how a government is constituted, if there 
is a single person in it who is not subject to the law, all the others 
are necessarily at his discretion (r);1 and if there is one nariona1 
Otief, and another foreign Chief, then regardless of the division of 
authority they may establish, it is impossible that both be obeyed 
well and the State well governed. 

[6] I should not have wished to live in a newly established Repub
lic, regardless of how good its laws might be, for fear that, if the 
government were perhaps constituted differently than it should 
have been under the circumstunces, either by being ill-suited to the 
new Otizens or hy the Citizens' being ill-suited to the new govern
ment, the State might be liable to be upset and destroyed almost 
from birth. For freedom is like the solid and hearty foods or the 
full-bodied wines fit to feed and fortify robust temperaments used 
to them, but [IIJ] which overwhelm, ruin and intoxicate weak and 
delicate ones that are not up to them. Once Peoples are accustomed 
to Masters, they can no longer do without them. If they attempt 
to shake off the yoke, they move all the farther away from freedom 
because, as they mistake unbridled license for freedom, which is its 
very opposite, their revolutioru; almost always deliver them up to 
seducers who only increase their chains. Even the Roman People, 
that model of all free Peoples, could not govern itself on emerging 
from the Tarquins' oppression. Degraded by the slavery and the 
ignominious labors the Tarquins had imposed on it, it was at first 

1 [Rousseau's end-notes, numbered 1 through xtx, begin on p. r8c}; an editorial note 
about their numbering will be found on p. 370.] 
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but a stupid Populace that had to be handled with care and gov
erned with the utmost wisdom; so that these souls, enervated, or 
rather numbed under the tyranny, as they little by little grew accus
tomed to breathe the salutary air of freedom, might gradually 
acquire that severity of morals and that proud courage which 
eventually made of them the most respectable of all Peoples. I 
should, then, have sought out as my Fatherland a happy and quiet 
Republic of an antiquity that lost itself, as it were, in the night of 
the ages; which had been subject only to such attacks as are apt 
to stimulate and to strengthen its inhabitants' courage and love of 
Fatherland, and whose Citizens, accustomed bJ long experience to a 
wise independence, not only were free, but were worthy of being so. 

[7] I should have wished to choose a Fatherland diverted from 
the ferocious love of Conquest by a fortunate powerlessness, and 
protected against the fear of itself becoming the Conquest of some 
other State by an even more fortunate location: A free City, situated 
amidst a number of Peoples none of which had any interest in 
invading it, but each of which had an interest in preventing the 
others from invading it: In a word, a Republic which did not tempt 
the ambition of its neighbors, and might reasonably count on their 
help in ca."e of need. It follows that, being so fortunately located, 
it would have had nothing to fear but from it!ielf alone; and that if 
its Citizens had military training, it would have been more in order 
to keep alive in them that martial spirit and proud courage which 
so becomes freedom and maintains the taste for it, than from the 
necessity to provide for their own defense. 

[8] I should have sought out a Country where the right of legis
lation [II4] was common [0 all Citizens; for who could know better 
than they the conditions under which it suits them to live together 
in one society? But I should not have approved of Plebiscites like 
those of the Romans, where the Ch..ief.� of the State and those most 
interested in its preservation were excluded from the deliberations 
on which its security often depended, and where, by an absurd 
inconsistency, the Magistrates were deprived of right!i enjoyed by 
ordinary Citizens. 

[9] On the contrary, in order to forestall the self-seeking and 
ill-conceived projects and the dangerous innovations which finalh· 
ruined the Athenians, I should have wished that not everyone have 
the power to propose new Laws according to his fancy; that this 
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right belong to the Magistrates alone; even that they exercise it so 
circumspectly that the People, for its part, be so guarded in granting 
its consent to these Laws, and that their promulgation require so 
much solemnity that, before the constitution became unstable, there 
had been time to realize that it is above all the great antiquity of 
the Laws that renders them sacred and venerable, that the People 
soon scorn those they 3ee change every day, and that, by getting 
used to neglecting ancient ways on the pretext of doing better, great 
evils are often introduced to correct lesser ones. 

[10] I should above all have fled as necessarily ill-governed a 
Republic where the People, believing it could do without its Magis
trates or leave them no more than a precarious authority, had 
imprudently retained in its own hands the administration of Civil 
affairs and the execution of its own Laws; such must have been the 
rude constitution of the first governments arising immediately from 
the state of Nature, and it still was one of the Vices that ruined 
the Republic of Athens. 

[u] Rather, I should have chosen one where private persons, 
content to rarify the Laws and decide the most important public 
business in a Body and on the recommendation of the Chiefs, estab
lished respected tribunals, carefully distinguished their various 
functions, yearly elected the most capable and the most upright 
among their Fellow-Citizens to administer Justice and govern the 
State; and where the Virtue of the Magistrates thus bearing witness 
to the wisdom of the People, [ 115] each would do the other honor. 
So that if ever fatal misunderstandings arose to disturb the public 
harmony, even those times of blindness and errors might be marked 
by evidence of moderation, mutual esteem, and a shared respect for 
the Laws; harbingers and guarantees of a sincere and everlasting 
reconciliation. 

(Il) Such, MAGNIFICENT, MOST HONORED AND SOVEREIGN LORDS, 

are the advantages I should have sought in the Fatherland I would 
have chosen. If, to these, providence had added a lovely location, 
a temperate Oimate, a fertile soil, and the most delightful vistas 
under Heaven, I should only have wished, in order to complete 
my happiness, to enjoy all of these goods in the bosom of this 
happy Fatherland, living peacefully in the sweet society of my 
Fellow-Citizens, practicing toward them, and at their example, 
h.umanity, friendship, and all the virtues, and leaving behind the 
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honorable memory of a good man and an honest 2nd virtuous 
Patriot. 

[ 13] If, less happy or tllo late grown wise, I saw myself reduced 
to ending a lame and languishing career in other Climes, in vain 
regretting the quiet and the Peace of which a youthful want of 
prudence would have deprived me; I would at least have fostered 
in my soul these same sentiments which I could not put to use in 
my country, and, imbued with tender and selfless affection for my 
dist2nt Fellow-Citizens, I would from the bottom of my heart have 
2ddrcssed to them approximately the following discourse. 

[14] My dear Fellow-Citizens or rather my brothers, since ties 
of blood as well as the Laws unite almost all of us, it pleases me 
that I cannot think of you without at the same time thinking of all 
the goods you enjoy and of which perhaps none of you li!els the 
value better than I who ha\'e lost them. The more I reflect on your 
Political and Civil situation, the less can I imagine that the nature 
of human things could admit of a better. In all other Governments, 
when it is a question of providing for the greatest good of the State, 
everything is always restricted to ideas for projects, and at most to 
mere possibilities. For you, your happines� is complete, you have 
only to enjoy it; and all you need in order to become perfectly 
happy is [I If:il to know how to be content with being so. Your 
Sovereignty, acquired or recovered at sword's point, and maintained 
for two centuries by dint of valor and wisdom, is at last fully and 
universally recognized. Honorable Treaties fix your boundaries, 
insure your rights, and confirm your security. Your constitution is 
excellent, dictated by the most sublime reason and guaranteed by 
friendly and respectable Powers; your State enjoys tranquility, you 
have neither wars nor conquerors to fear; you have no other masters 
than wise laws, made by yourselves, administered by upri[{ht Magis
trates of your own choosing; you are neither so rich as to become 
enervated by softness and lose the taste for true happinflis and solid 
virtues in vain delights, nor so poor as to need more foreign assist
ance than your industry provides; and it costs you almost nothing 
to preserve the precious freedom which great Nations can maintain 
only by means of exorbitant Taxes. 

[r5] May a Republic so wisely and so happily constituted last 
forever. both for its Citizens' happiness, and as an example to all 
Peoples! This is the only wish it remains for you to make, and the 
only care it remains for you to take. Henceforth it is up to your-
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selves alone not, indeed, to provide for your happiness, your Ances
tors have spared you that trouble, but to make it long-lasting by 
rhe wisdom of using it weJI. Your preservation depends on your 
everlasting union, your obedience to rhe laws, your respect for their 
Ministers. If there remains among you the least germ of bitterness 
or mistrust, hasten to destroy it as a fatal leaven which would sooner 
or later bring about your miseries and the State's ruin: I implore 
all of you to return to the depths of your Heart and consult the 
secret voice of your conscience: Does anyone of you know an)'Where 
in the universe a more upright, more enlightened, or more respect
able Body than your Magistrature? Do not all of its members offer 
you an example of moderation, of simplicity of morals, of respect for 
the laws, and of the most sincere reconciliation? then grant without 
reservations to these wise Chiefs the salutary trust which reason 
owes to virtue; remember that you have chosen them, that they 
justif)' your choice, and that the honors owed to those whom you 
have [ 1 17] made dignitaries necessarily redound upon yourselves. 
None of you is so unenlightened as not to know that where the 
laws lose their vigor and its defenders their authority there can be 
neither security nor freedom for anyone. What else, then, is at issue 
between you, than that you do wholeheartedly and with justified 
confidence what you would in any event have to d_o out of true 
interest, duty, and reason? May a guilty and fatal indifference to 
the preservation of the constitution never cause you to neglect in 
times of need the wise opinions of the most enlightened and zealous 
among you: Rather, may equity, moJeration, and the most respect
fu] firmness continue to regulate all your undertakings and through 
you exhibit to the entire universe the example of a proud and 
modest People as jealous of its glory as of its freedom. Above all, 
and this will be my last Advice, beware of ever heeding sinister 
interpretations and venomous discourses, the secret motives of 
which are often more dangerous than are the actions they are about. 
An entire household is awake and on the lookout at the first calls 
of a good and loyal Guardian who barks only when Thieves draw 
near; but people hate the importuning of the noisy animals that 
continually disturb the public repose, and their constant and mis
placed warnings are not heeded even in time of need. 

[16] And you, MAGNIFICENT AND MOST HONORED LORDS, you 
worthy anrl respectable Magistrates of a free People; allow me to 
offer my homage and respects to you in particular. If there is in 
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the world a rank suited to confer distinction on those who occupy 
it it is without a doubt the rank bestowed hv talents and virtue, • • 
the rank of which you have proved yourselves worthy, and to which 
your Fellow-Citizens have raised you. Their own merit adds further 
luster to \·ours, and I find that for having been chosen to govern 
them by men capable of gmerning others, you are as much superior 
to all other Magistrates as a free People, and particularly the free 
people you have the honor of leading, is, by its enlightenment and 
reason, superior to the populace of other States. 

[ I7] Allow me to cite an example of which there should be better 
records, and which will always be present to my Heart. I never 
recall without the [I IS] sweetest emotion the memory of the virtu
ous Citilen to whom I owe my life, and who often throughout my 
childhood impressed on me the respect due you. I see him still, 
living off the work of his hands, and nourishing his soul with the 
most sublime Truths. I see Tacitus, Plutarch, and Grotius before 
him amidst the tools of his trade. I see at his side a beloved son 
receiving with too little profit the tender teachings of the best of 
Fathers. But if the excesses of a fOolish youth caused me to forget 
such wise lessons for a time, I have the happiness of at last experi
encing that, whatever mav be one's iodination to vice, an education 
in which the heart has a share is unlikely to be lost forever. 

[ 18l Such arc, MAGI\"IFICENT AND MOST HONORfD LORDS, the Citi� 
zens and even the mere residents born in the State you govern; 
such are the educated and sensible men about whom they have such 
low and false ideas in other Nations, where they are called Workers 
and the People. �y Father, I gladly admit it, was not outstanding 
among his fellow-£itizens; he was but what they all are, and, such 
as he was, there is no Country where his society would not have 
been sought after, cultivated, and even profitably so, by the most 
honest people. It is not for me, and thank Heaven it is not necessarv, 
to tell you how much regard men of such mettle can expect from 
you, your equals by education as well as by the rights of nature 
and of birth; your inferiors by their own will, by the preference 
which they owe to your merit, which they have granted to it, and 
for which you, in turn, owe them a kind of gratitude. I learn with 
lively satisfaction how much you, in your dealings with them, 
temper the gravity behooving the ministers of the Laws with gentle
ness and condescension; how much you reciprocate in esteem and 
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attentions what they owe you by way of obedience and respect; 
conduct full of justice and of wi!dom that is appropriate for putting 
increasingly far behind the memory of the unhappy events which 
must be forgotten if they are never to recur: conduct all the more 
judicious as this equitable and generous People makes its duty a 
pleasure, as it naturally loves to honor you, and as those who are 
most intent on upholding their rights are the ones who are most 
inclined to respect yours. [u9] 

[ 19] It should not be surprising that the Cll.iefs of a Civil Society 
love its glory and happiness, but it is altogether too surprising for 
men's peace of mind that those who look upon themselves as the 
Magistrates, or rather as the masters of a Fatherland more holy and 
more sublime, should exhibit any love for the earthly Fatherland 
that sustains them. How pleased I am to be able to make such a 
rare exception in our favor, and to rank among our best citizens 
those zealous trustees of the sacred dogmas authorized by the Jaws, 
those venerable Pastors of souls whose lively and sweet eloquence 
all the better conveys the maxims of the Gospel into men's Hearts 
because they are themselves always the first to practice them! Every
body knows how successfully the great art of the Pulpit is cultivated 
in Geneva; But since they are all too accustomed to see things said 
one way and done another, few People know the extent to which 
the spirit of Christianity, holiness of morals, severity toward oneself 
and gentleness toward others prevail in the Body of our Ministers. 
Perhaps only the City of Geneva can offer the edifying example of 
such a perfect union between a Society of Theologians and of Men 
of Letters. It is in large measure on their acknowledged wisdom 
and moderation, it is on their zeal for the State's prosperity that I 
base the hope for its eternal tranquility; and I note with a mixture 
of pleMure, surprise, and respect how much they abhor the frightful 
maxims of those holy and barbarous men of whom History provides 
more than one example and who, in order to uphold the supposed 
rights of God, that is to say their own interest, were all the less 
sparing of human blood as they flattered themselves that their own 
would always be respected. 

[zoJ Could I forget that precious half of the Republic which 
causes the other's happiness, and whose gentleness and wisdom pre
serve its peace and good morals? Amiable and virtuous Citizen
women, it will always be the lot of your sex to govern ours. How 
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fortunate when your chaste power, exercised in conjugal union 
alone, makes itself felt sclely for the State's glory and the public 
happiness: This is how women commanded in Sparta, and this is 
how you deserve to command in Geneva. What man \'ould be so 
barbarous [I 20] as to resist the voice of honor and reason from the 
mouth of a tender wife; and who would not despise vain luxury 
upon seeing your simple and modest attire which, by the radiance 
it owes to you, seems to complement beauty most1 It is up to you, 
by your amiable and innocent dominion and your ingratiating wit, 
always to preserve the love of the laws in the State and Concord 
among the Citizens; by happy marriages to reunite divided families; 
and above all, by the persuasive gentleness of your lessons and the 
modest graciousness of your conversation, to correct the misconcep
tions our young Men acquire in other countries from which, instead 
of the many useful things that could profit them, they only bring 
back, together with a childish tone and ridiculous airs adopted 
among lost women, an admiration fur I know not what supposed 
grandeurs, the frivolous compensations for servitude, that will never 
be worth as much as august freedom. Therefore always be what 
you are, the chaste guardians of morals and the gentle bonds of 
peace, and continue at every opportunity to assert the rights of the 
Heart and of Nature on behalf of duty and of virtue. 

L2I] I flatter myself thar the event will not prove me wrong, 
when I base the hope for the Citizens' common happiness and the 
Republic's glory on such guarantors. I admit that, for all of these 
advantages, it will not shine with the brilliance that dazzles most 
eyes, and a childish and fatal taste for which is the deadliest enemy 
of happiness and of free<lom. Let dissolute youths go elsewhere in 
search of easy pleasures and lasting remorse: Let supp<�Sed men of 
taste admire elsewhere the grandeur of Palaces, the beauty of car
riages, the sumptuous furnishings, the pomp of spectacles, and all 
the refinements of softness and luxury. In Geneva will be found 
only men, yet such a spectacle has its own value, and those who 
will seek it out will certainly be worth as much as those who admire 
the rest. 

[22] Deign, M..1,.G .... "IF1CENT, MOST HONORED AND SOVEREIGI\" LORDS, 

to accept, all of you with equal goodness, the respectful testimonies 
of the interest I take in your common prosperity. If I had the mis
fortune of being guilty of some indiscreet transport in this lively 
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outpouring of my Heart, I beseech you to pardon it as due to the 
tender affection of a [ 121] true Patriot, and the ardent and legitimate 
zeal of a man who envisions no greater happiness for himself than 
that of seeing all of you happy. 

I am with the deepest respect 

MAGNIFICENT, MOST HONORED 
AND SOVEREIGN LORDS, 

At Chambiry, 12 }unt 1754 

Your most htunbk and most obedinlt 
servant and Feno.,..Ciliun 

jEAN jACQUES RoUSSEAu 



P R E F A C E  

[t] The most useful and the least advanced of all human knowledge 
seems to me to be that of man (11), and I dare say that the inscription 
on the Temple at Delphi alone contained a more important and 
more difficult Pre(ept than all the big Books of the Moralists. I 
therefore consider the subject of this Discourse to be one of the 
most interesting questions Philosophy might raise, and unfortu
nately for us one of the thorniest Philosophers might have to 
resolve: For how can the source of inequalit)' among men be known 
unless one begins by knowing men themselves? and how will man 
ever succeed in seeing himself as Nature formed him, through all 
the changes which the succession of times and of things must have 
wrought in his original constitution, and to disentangle what he 
owes to his own stock from what circumstances and his prog:ress 
have added to or changed in his primitive state? like the statue of 
Glaucus which time, sea, and storms had so disfigured that it less 
resembled a God than a ferocious Beast, the human soul altered in 
the lap of society by a thousand forever recurring causes, by the 
acquisition of a mass of knowledge and errors, by the changes that 
have taken place in the constitution of Bodies, and by the continual 
impact of the passions, has, so to speak, changed in appearance to 
the poirn of being almost unrecognizable; and instead of a being 
always acting on certain and unvarying Principles, instead of the 
Celestial and majestic simplicity its Author had imprinted on it, all 
one still finds is the deformed contrast of passion that believes it 
reasons and the understanding that hallucinates. 

[ 2] What is more cruel still, is that, since every progress of the 
human Species removes it ever farther from [ 1 23] its primitive state, 
the more new knowledge we accumulate, the more we deprive our
selves of the means of acquiring the most important knowledge of 
all, and that in a sense it is by dint of stud)·ing man that we have 
made it impossible for us to know him. 

! 3] It is eas;, to see that it is in these successive changes of man's 
constitution that one must seek the first origin of the differences that 
distinguish men who, by common consent, are naturally as equal 
among themselves as were the animals of every species, before various 
Physical causes introduced in some species the varieties which we 
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observe among them. Indeed, it is not conceivable that these first 
changes, however they may have come about, altered all the Individ
uals of the species at once and in the same way; rather, while some 
were perfected or deteriorated and acquired various good or bad qual
ities that were not inherent in their Nature, the others remained in 
their original state for a longer time; and such was, among men, the 
first source of inequality, which it is easier to establish thus in general, 
than it is to assign its genuine causes with precision. 

[ 4] Let my Readers therefore not imagine that I dare flatter myself 
with having seen what seems to me so difficult to see. I have initiated 
some arguments; I have hazarded some conjectures, less in the hope 
of resolving the question than with the intention of elucidating it and 
reducing it to its genuine state. Others will easily be able to go farther 
along the same road, though it will not be easy for anyone to reach the 
end. For it is no light undertaking to disentangle what is original from 
what is artificial in man's present Nature, and to know accurately a 
state which no longer exists, which perhaps never did exist, which 
probably never will exist, and about which it is nevertheless necessary 
to have exact Notioru; in order accurately to judge of our present state. 
Whoever might undertake to ascertain exactly the precautions 
required to make solid observations on this subject would need even 
more Philosophy than one might suspect; and a good solution of the 
following Problem does not seem to me unworthy of the Aristodes 
and the Plinys of our century: What experiments would he needed in 
order to come [ I24] to know natural man; and by what mtum cun theSt 
exjJfflments be performed within sockty? Far from undertaking to solve 
this Problem, I believe that I have meditated upon the Subject suffic
iendy to dare answer in advance that the greatest Philosophers will 
not be too good to direct these experiments, nor the most powerful 
sovereigns to perfonn them; a collaboration which it is scarcely 
reasonable to expect, especially in conjunction with the sustained or 
rather the succei!sive enlightenment and goodwill needed by both pat"" 
ties in order to succeed. 

[5] Yet these investigations so difficult to carry out, and to which 
so little thought has S<t far been devoted, are the only means we 
have left to resolve a host of difficulties that deprive us of the knowl
edge of the real foundations of human society. It is this ignorance 
of the nature of man that casts such uncertainty and obscurity on 
the genuine definition of natural right: for the idea of right, says 
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M. Burlamaqui, and still more that of natural right, are manifestly 
ideas relative to the Nature of man. Hence, he goes on, it is from 
this very Nature of man, from his constitution and his state, that 
the principles of this scient-e have to he be deduced. 

[6 J It is not without surprise and scandal that one notes how little 
agreemem pre�ails about this important matter among the various 
Authors who have dealt with it. Among the most serious Writers, 
scarcely two can be founcl who are of the same opinion on this point. 
To say nothing of the Ancient Philosophers who seem deliberately 
to have set out to contradict one another on the most fundamental 
principles, the Roman Jurists indiscriminately subject man and all 
other animals to the same natural Law, because they consider under 
this name the Law which Nature imposes upon itself, rather than that 
which it prescribes; or rather, because of the particular sense in which 
these Jurists understand the word Law, which they seem on this 
occasion to have taken only for the expression of the general relations 
established by nature among all animate beings, for their common 
preservation. The Modems, since they allow the name of Law only 
for a rule prescribed to a moral being, that is to say to a being that is 
intelligent, free, and considered in its relations with other beings, 
restrict the province of natural Law to the onl)' animal endowed with 
reason, that is to say to man; [ r25] but while each one of them defines 
this Law in his own fashion, all of them base it on such metaphysical 
principles that even IUllOng us there are very few people capable of 
understanding these principles, let alone of discovering them on their 
own. So that all the definitions by these learned men, which in every 
other respect are in constant contradiction with one another, agree 
only in this, that it is impossible to understand the Law of Nature and 
hence to obey it without being a very great reasoner and a profound 
Metaphysician. \\lhich precisely means that in order to establish 
society men must have employed an enlightenment which develops 
only with much difficulty and among very few people within society 
itself. 

[7] Knowing Nature so little, ancl agreeing so poorly about the 
meaning of the word Law, it would be most difficult to agree on a 
good definition of natural Law. Indeed, all those that are found in 
Books, besides not being uniform, suffer from the further defect of 
being derived from a range of Knowledge which men do not nat
urally have, and from advantages the idea of which they can con-
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ceive of only once they have left the state of Nature. One begins by 
looking for the rules about which it would be appropriate for men 
ro agree among themselves for the sake of the common utility; and 
then gives the name natural Law to the collection of these rules, 
with no further proof than the good which, in one's view, would 
result from universal compliance with them. That is certainly a very 
convenient v.-ay of framing definitions, and of explaining the nature 
of things by almost arbitrary confonnities. 

[8] But so long as we do not know natural man, we shall in vain 
try to ascertain either the Law which he has received or that which 
best suits his constitution. All we can very clearly see about this 
Law is not only that for it to be law the will of him whom it obli
gates must be able to submit to it knowingly; But also that for it to 
be natural it must speak immediately with the voice of Nature. 

[9] Hence disregarding all the scientific books that only teach us 
ro see men as they have made themselves, and meditating on the 
first and simplest operations of the human Soul, I believe I perceive 
in it two [ 126] principles prior to reason, of which one interests us 
intensely in our well-being and our self-preservation, and the other 
inspires in us a natural repugnance to seeing any sentient Being, 
and especially any being like ourselves, perish or suffer. It is from 
the cooperation and from the combination our mind is capable of 
making between these two Principles, without it being necessary to 
introduce into it that of sociability, that all the rules of natural right 
seem to me to flow; rules which reason is subsequently forced to 
reestablish on other foundations, when by its successive develop
ments it has succeeded in stifling Nature. 

[10] This way one is not obliged to make a Philosopher of man 
before making a man of him; his duties toward others are not dic
tated to him exclusively by the belated lessons of Wisdom; and as 
long as he does not resist the internal impulsion of commiseration, 

4 he will never hann another man or even any sentient being, except 
in the legitimate case when, his preservation being involved, he is 
obliged to give himself preference. By this means the ancient dis
putes about whether animals participate in the natural Law are also 
brought to an end: For it is clear that, since they are deprived of 
enlightenment and of freedom, they cannot recognize that Law; 
but since they in some measure partake in our nature through the 
sentience with which they ar . endowed, it will be concluded that 
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they must a\so participate in natural right, and that man is subject 
to some kind of duties toward them. Indeed, it would seem that if 
I am obliged not to harm another being like myself, this is so less 
because it is a rational being than because it is a sentient being; a 
quality which, since it is common to beast and man, must at least 
give the beast the right not to be needlessly maltreated by man. 

[ 1 1]  This same study of original man, of his true needs, and of 
the fundamental principles of his duties is also the only effective 
means available to dispel the host of difficulties that arise regarding 
the origin of moral inequality, the true foundations of the Body 
politic, the reciprocal rights of its members, and a thousand similar 
questions, as important as they are badly elucidated. 

Lu] Human society viewed with a calm [1.27] and disinterested 
gaze seems at first to exhibit only the violence of powerful men and 
the oppression of the weak; the mind rebels at the harshness of the 
first; one is inclined to deplore the blindness of the others; and since 
nothing is less stable among men than those external relationships 
that are more often the product of chance than of wisdom, and that 
are c..-alled weakness or power, wealth or poverty, human establish
ments seem at first glance to be founded on piles of Quicksand; it 
is only by examining them closely, only after setting aside the dust 
and sand that surround the Edifice, that one perceives the unshak
able base on which it is raised, and learns to respect its foundations. 
Now, without the serious study of man, of his natural faculties, and 
of their successive developments, one will never succeed in drawing 
these distinctions and in separating what, in the present constitution 
of things, divine will has done from what human art has pretended 
to do. The Political and moral investigations occasioned by the 
important question I am examining are therefore in every way 
useful, and the hypothetical history of governments is in all respects 
an instructive lesson for man. By considering what we would have 
become, abandoned to ourselves, we must learn to bless him whose 
beneficent hand, correcting our institutions and grounding 1hem 
unsha.kably, forestalled the disorders that would have resulted from 
them, and caused our happiness to be born from the very means 
thai seemed bound to complete our misery. 

Learn what the god or,k,.ed you to be, 
And what your piau rs in the human world. 
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NOTICE ABOUT THE NOTES 

I have added some notes to this work after my lazy proctice of working 
in fits and starts. These notes sometimes stray so wide of the subject that 
they are not good to read together with the text. I therefore cast them 
to the end of the Discourse, in which I tried my best to follow the 
straighust road. Those who will have the courage to start over again 
can amuse themselves the second time with beating the bushes, and trying 
to peruse the notes; there will be little harm in the others' not reading 
them at all. 
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QUESTI0'\1 

Proposed by thf Academy of Dljon 

What is the origin of inequality among 
men, and whether it is authorized 

b)' the natural Law. 

[129] 



D I S C O URSE 
ON THE ORIGIN 

AND THE 
FOUNDAT IONS OF I N EQUALITY 

A 'A O N G  Mn: 

[IJl} 

[ r ] It is of man that I am to speak, and the question I examine tells 
me that I shall be speaking to men, for one does not propose such 
questions if one is afraid of honoring the truth. I shall therefore 
confidently uphold the cause of humanity before the wise men who 
invite me to do so, and I shall not be dissatisfied with myself if I 
prove worthy of my subject and my judges. 

[2] I conceive of two sorts of inequality in the human Species; 
one which I call natural or Physical, because it is established by 
Nature, and which consists in the differences in age, health, 
strengths of Body, and qualities of Mind, or of Soul; The other, 
which may be called moral, or political inequality, because it 
depends on a sort of convention, and is established, or at least 
authorized by Men's consent. It consists in the different Privileges 
which some enjoy to the prejudice of the others, such as to be more 
wealthy, more honored, more Powerful than they, or even to get 
themselves obeyed by them. 

[3] It makes no sense to ask what the source of Natural inequality 
is, because the answer would be given by the simple definition of 
the word: Still less does it make sense to inquire whether there 
might not be some essential connection between the two inequalit
ies; for that would be to ask in different terms whether those who 
command are necessarily better than those who obey, and whether 
strength of Body or of Mind, wisdom or virtue, [132] are always 
found in the same individuals, in proportion to their Power, or their 
Wealth: A question which it may perhaps be good for Slaves to 
debate within hearing of their Masters, but not befitting rational 
and free Men who seek the truth. 

[4] What, then, precisely is at issue in this Discourse? To mark, 
in the progress of things, the moment when, Right replacing Viol
ence, Nature was subjected to Law; to explain by what chain of 
wonders the strong could resolve to serve the weak, and the People 
tb purchase an idea of repose at the price of real felicity. 
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r sl The Philosophers who have examined the foundations of 
society ha\·c all tdt the necessi(y of going back as far as the state 
of �ature. bm none of them has reached it. Some have not hesitated 
to ascribe to Man in that �tate the notion of the just and the Unjust, 
\\ithout bothering to show that he had to have this notion, or even 
tnat it would have been meful to him; Others have spoken of every
one's !\at ural Right to keep what belongs to him, without explaining 
what they understood by belong; Others still, after first granting 
to the stronger authority over the V.'eaker, had Government arise 
straightway, without giving thought to the time that must have 
elapsed before the language of authority and of government could 
have meaning among Men: Finally, all of them, continually speak
ing of need, greed, oppression, desires, and pride transferred to the 
srate of ::-.Jature ideas they had taken from society; They spoke of 
Savage Man and depicted Civil man. It did not even enter the mind 
of most of our philosophers to doubt that the state of Nature had 
existed whereas it is evident, from reading the Holy Scriptures, that 
the first Man having received some lights and Precepts immediately 
from God was not himself in that state, and that, if the Writings 
of Moses are granted the credence owed them by every Christian 
Philo90pher, it has to be denied that, even before the Flood, Men 
were ever in the pure state of Nature, unless they relapsed into it 
by some extraordinary Occurrence: a Paradox most embarrassing 
to defend, and altogether impossible to prove. 

[6] Let us therefore begin by setting aside all the facts, for they 
do not affe<:t the ques£ion. [133] The Inquiries that may be pursued 
regarding this Subject ought not be taken for historical truths, but 
only for hypothetical and conditional reasonings; better suited to 
elucidate the Nature of things than to show their genuine origin, 
and comparable to those our Physicists daily make regarding the 
formation of the World. Religion commands us to believe that since 
God himself drew Men out of the state of Nature immediately after 
the creation, they are unequal because he wanted them to be so; 
but it does not forbid us to form conjectures based solely on the 
nature of man and of the Beings that surround him, about what 
Mankind might have become if it had remained abandoned to itself. 
This is what I am asked, and what I propose to examine in this 
Discourse. Since my subject concerns man in general, I shall try 
tu sp�:ak in a language suited to all Nations, or rather, forgetting 
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times and Places, in order to think only ahout the Men to whom 
I am speaking, I shall suppose myself in the Lyceum of Athens, 
repeating the Lessons of my Masters, with the likes of Plato and 
of Xenocrates as my Judges, and Mankind as my Audience. 

[7] 0 Man, whatever Land you may be from, whatever may be 
your opinions, listen; Here is your history such as I believed I read 
it, not in the Books by your kind, who are liars, but in Nature, 
which never lies. Everything that will have come from it, will be 
true: Nothing will be false but what I will unintentionally have 
introduced of my own. The times of which I will speak are very 
remote: How much you have changed from what you were! It is, 
so to speak, the life of your species that I will describe to you in 
terms of the qualities you received, which your education and your 
habits could deprave, but which they could not destroy. There is, 
I sense, an age at which the individual human being would want 
to stop; You will look for the age at which you would wish your 
Species had stopped. Discontented with your present state, for 
reasons that herald even greater discontents for your unhappy Pos
terity, you might perhaps wish to be able to go backward; And this 
sentiment must sence as the Praise of your earliest forbears, the 
criticism of your contemporaries, and the dread of those who will 
have the misfortune to Jive after you. 
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[r] However important it may be, in order to judge soundly regard
ing :\ian's natural state, to consider him from his origin, and to 
examine him, so to speak, in the first Embryo of the species, I shall 
not follow his organization throughout its successive developments: 
I shall not pause to search in the animal System what he may have 
been at the beginning, if he was eventually to become what he now 
is; I shall not examine whether, as Aristotle thinks, his elongated 
nails were at first hooked claws; whether he was as hairv as a bear 
and whether, walking on all fours, (rn) his gaze directed to the 
Earth, and confined to a horizon of a few paces, determined both 
the character and the limits of his ideas. I could fonn only vague 
and almost imaginary conjectures on this subject: Comparative 
Anatomy has as yet made too little progress, the observations of 
Naturalists are as yet too unct:rtain to permit establishing the basis 
of a solid argument on such foundations; so that, without resorting 
to the supernatural knowledge we have on this point, and without 
taking into account the changes that must have occurred in man's 
internal and the external conformation, as he gradually put his limbs 
to new uses, and took up new foods, I shall assume him always 
conformed as I see him today, walking on two feet, using his hands 
as we do ours, directing his gaze over the whole of �ature, and 
with his eyes surveying the vast expanse of Heaven. 

[ 2] Bl stripping this Being, so constituted, of all the supernatural 
gifts he may have received, and of all the artificial faculties he could 
only have acquired by prolonged progress; by considering him, in 
a word, such as he must have issued from the hands of Nature, I 
see an animal [135] less strong than some, less agile than others, 
but, all things considered, the most ad\antageously organized of all: 
I see him sating his hunger beneath an oak, slaking his thirst at the 
first Stream, finding his bed at the foot of the same tree that sup
plied his meal, and with that his needs are satisfied. 

[Jl The Earth, abandoned to its natural fertility (IV), and covered 
by immense forests which no Axe e,·er mutilated, a£ every step 
offers Storage and shelter to the animals of every species. Men, 
dispersed among them, observe, imitate their industry, and so raise 
themselves to the h:n:l of the Beasts' instinct, with this advantage 
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that each species has but its own instinct, while man perhaps having 
none that belongs to him, appropriates them all, feeds indifferently 
on most of the various foods (v) which the other animals divide 
among themselves, and as a result finds his subsistence more easily 
than can any one of them. 

[ 4] Accustomed from chlldl10od to the inclemencies of the 
weather, and the rigor of the seasons, hardened to fatigue, and 
forced to defend naked and unarmed their life and their Prey against 
the other ferocious Beasts or to escape them by running, Men 
develop a robust and almost unalterable temperament; The Chil
dren, since they come into the world with their FatheN' excellent 
constitution and strengthen it by the same activities that produced 
it, thus acquire all the vigor of which the human species is capable. 
Nature deals with them exactly as the Law of Sparta did with the 
Children of Citizens; It makes those who have a good constitution 
strong and robust, and causes all the others to perish; differing in 
this from our societies, where the State kiDs Children indiscrimi
nately before their birth by making them a burden to their Fathers. 

[5] Since his body is the only tool which savage man knows, he 
puts it to various uses of which our bodies are incapable for want 
of practice, and it is our industry that deprives us of the strength 
and the agility which necessity obliges him to acquire. If he had 
had an ax, could his wrist have cracked such solid branches? If he 
had had a sling, could he have thrown a stone as hard by hand? If 
he had had a ladder, could he have climbed a tree as nimbly? H he 
had had a Horse, could he have run as fast? Give civilized man 
[136] the time to gather all his machines around him, there can be 
no doubt that he will easily overcome Savage man; but if you want 
to see an even more unequal contest, have them confront each other 
naked and unarmed, and you will soon recognize the advantage of 
constantly hzving all one's strengths at one's disposal, of being ever 
ready for any eventuality and of, so to speak, always carrying all of 
oneself along with one (VI). 

[6] Hobbes contends that man is naturally intrepid, and seeks 
only to attack, and to fight. An illustrious Philosopher thinks, on 
the contrary, and Cumberland and Pufendorf also maintain, that 
nothing is as timid as man in the state of Nature, and that he is 
forever trembling, and ready to flee at the least noise that strikes 
him, at the least movement he notices. This may be so with regard 
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to objects he does not know, and I do not doubt that he is frightened 
bv every new Sight that presents itself to him, whenever he cannot 
distinguish between the Physical good or evil he can expect from 
it, nor compare his strength with the dangers he has to outrun; 
circumstances that are rare in the state of Nature, where everything 
proceeds in such a uniform fashion, and where the face of the Earth 
is not subject to the sudden and constant changes caused in it by 
the passions and the inconstancy of Peoples assembled. But Savage 
man, living dispersed amongst the animals, and early finding him
self in the position of having to measure himself a�inst them, soon 
makes the comparison and, feeling that he surpasses them in skill 
more than they do him in strength, learns to fear them no more. 
Set a bear or a wolf against a sturdy, agile, courageous Savage, as 
they all are, armed with stones, and a good stick, and you will see 
that the danger will at the very least be mutual, and that after sev
eral such experiences, ferocious Beasts, disinclined as they are to 
attack one another, will not readily attack man, whom the)' will have 
found to be just as ferocious as themselves. As for the animals that 
really do have more strength than he has skill, he is in the same 
position with regard to them as are the other weaker species which 
none the less continue to subsist; with this advantage on man's side 
that, since he runs just as well as they, and can find almost certain 
refuge in trees, he has the initiative in any encounter, as well as 
the choice of [tJJ] fleeing or fighting. Let us add that it does not 
seem that any animal naturally wars against man, except in the case 
of self-defense or of extreme hunger, or that any bears him those 
violent antipathies that seem to announce that one species is des
tined by Nature to serve as fodder for the other. 

[7] These are undoubtedly the reasons why Negroes and Savages 
worry so little about the ferocious beasts they might meet up with 
in the woods. In this respect the Caribs of Venezuela, among others, 
live in the most profound security and without the slightest incon
venience. Although they are almost naked, says Fran�ois Correal, 
they do not hesitate boldly to take their chances in the woods, armed 
only with bow and arrow; yet nobody has ever heard of a single 
one of them being devoured by beasts. 

[8] Other, more formidable, enemies against which man has not 
the same means of defense are the natu� infirmities, childhood, 
old age, and illnesses of every kind: Melancholy signs of our weak-
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ness, of which. the first two are common to all animals, and the last 
belon� primarily to man living in Society. As regards Childhood, 
I even note that, since the Mother carries her child with her every
where, she can feed it much more readily than can the female of a 
number of animals, forced as they are to wear themselves out going 
back and forth, one way to find their food, the other to suckle or 
feed their young. It is true that if the wollllln happens to perish, 
the chlld runs a considerable risk of perishing with her; but this 
danger is common to a hundred other species whose young are for 
a long time not in a condition to forage for themselves; and while 
Childhood lasts longer among us, life also does, so that everything 
remains more or less equal in this respect (vn); although there are 
other rules regarding the duration of the first period of life and the 
number of young, (vm) which do not pertain to my Subject. Among 
Old people, who act and perspire little, the need for food diminishes 
together with the capacity to provide for it; And since Savage life 
keeps gout and rheumatisms from them, and old age is the one of 
all ills which human assistance can least alleviate, they eventually 
expire without anyone's noticing that they are ceasing to be, and 
almost without their noticing it themselves.[IJ8] 

(9] Regarding illnesses, I shall not repeat the vain and false decla
Jrultions against Medicine by most healthy people; but I shall ask 
whether there is any solid evidence to conclude that in Countries 
where this art is most neglected man's average life span is shorter 
than in those where it is cultivated with the greatest care; And how 
could it be, if we inflict upon ourselves more ills than Medicine 
can provide Remedies! The extreme inequality in ways of life, the 
excess of idleness among some, the excess of work among others, 
the ease with which our appetites and our sensuality are aroused 
and satisfied, the excessively exotic dishes of the rich, which fill 
them with inflammatory humors and wrack them with indigestions, 
the bad food of the Poor, which most of the time they do not even 
have, and the want of which leads them greedily to overtax their 
stomachs when they get the chance, the late nights, the excesses of 
every kind, the immoderate transpons of all the Passions, the fa
tigues and exhaustion of the Mind, the innumerable sorrows and 
pains that are experienced in every station of life and that constantly 
gnaw away at men's souls; Such are the fatal proofs that most of 
our ills are of our own making, and that we would have avoided 
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almost all of them if we had retained the simple, uniform and soli
tary way of life prescribed to us by Nature. If it destined us to be 
healthy then, I almost dare assert, the state of reflection is a state 
against Nature, and the man who meditates is a depraved animal. 
When one considers the good constitution of Savages, at least of 
those we have not ruined with our strong liquors, when one realizes 
that they know almost no other illnesses than wounds and old age, 
one is strongly inclined w believe that the history of human diseases 
could easily be written by following that of civil Societies. Such at 
least is the opinion of Plato who, on the basis of certain Remedies 
used or approved by Podalirius and Machaon at the siege of Troy, 
judges that nrious diseases which these remedies should have 
brought on were at that time not yet known among men. And 
Celsus reports that dieting, which is nowadays so necessary, was 
only invented by Hippocrates. [139] 

[10] With so few sources of illness, man in the state of Nature 
has, then, little need for remedies, and even less for Doctors; in 
this respect too, the human species is no worse off than all the 
mhers, and one can easily find out from Hunters whether they come 
across many tmhealthy animals in their treks. They do find some 
with massive, very well-healed wounds, that had bones and even 
limbs broken and knit with no other Surgeon than time, no other 
regimen than their ordinary life, and arc no less perfectly cured for 
not having been tormented by incisions, poisoned by Drugs, or 
exhausted by fasts. In short, however useful well-administered 
medicine may be among us, it is in any event certain that while the 
sick Savage abandoned to himself alone has nothing to hope for but 
from Nature, in return he has nothing to fear but from his illness, 
and this often makes his situation preferable to ours. 

[ 1 1.] Let us therefore beware of confusing Savage man with the 
men we have before our eyes. Nature treats all animals abandoned 
to its care with a partiality that seems to indicate how jealous it is 
of this right. The Horse, the Cat, the Bull, even the Ass are, most 
of them, larger in size, all of them have a sturdier constitution, 
greater vigor, force, and courage in the forests than in our homes; 
they lose half of these advantages when they are Domesticated, and 
it would seem that all our care to treat and to feed these animals 
well only succeeds in bastardizing them. The same is true of man 
himself: As he becomes sociable and a Slave, he becomes weak, 
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timorous, groveling, and his soft and effeminate way of life com
pletes the enervation of both his strength and his courage. Let us 
add that the difference between one man and another in the Savage 
and in the Domesticated condition must be even greater than that 
between one beast and another; for since animal and man were 
treated alike by Nature, all the conveniences which man gives him
self above and beyond those he gives the animals he tames are so 
many particular causes that lead him to degenerate more 
appreciably. 

[l2] To go naked, to be without habitation, and to be deprived 
of all the useless thin� we believe so necessary is, then, not such 
a great misfortune for these first men nor, above all, is it such a 
great obstacle to their preservation. [I 40] While their skin is not 
very hairy, they do not need it to be in warm Countries, and in 
cold Countries they soon learn to appropriate the skins of the Beasts 
they have overcome; though they have only two feet for running, 
they have two arms to provide for their defense and for their needs; 
Their Children may walk late and with difficulty, but the Mothers 
carry them "'ith ease: an advantage not enjoyed by the other species 
where the mother, when pursued, finds herself compelled to aban
don her young or to adjust her pace to theirs.• Finally, unless one 
assumes the singular and fortuitous concatenations of circum
stances, of which I shall speak in the sequel, and which could very 
well never have occurred, it is for all intents and purposes clear 
that he who first made himself clothes or a Dwelling thereby pro
vided himself with things that are not very necessary, since he had 
done without them until then, and since it is not evident why he 
could not have tolerated as a grown man a mode of life he had 
tolerated from childhood. 

[13] Alone, idle, and always near danger, Savage man must like 
to sleep and be a light sleeper like the animals which, since they 
think little, sleep, so to speak, all the time they do not think: Self
preservation being almost his only care, his most developed facnlties 

• There may be a few exceptions !o !his. For example thai of the animal from the 
province of Nicamgua which resembles a Fox, has feet like a man's hands and, 
according 10 Correal, has a pouch under i!S beUy in10 which the mother puts her 
young when ;he has !0 flee. This il; probably the same animal which in Mexico 
is called Tlat{IUitzin, and 10 the female of which Laet attributes a similar pouch 
serving the same purpose. 
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must be those that primarily serve in attack and defense, either in 
order tn overcome his prey or to guard against becoming another 
animal's prey: By contrast, the organs that are perfected only by 
softness and sensuality must remain in a state of coarseness which 
precludes every kind of delicacy in him; and since his senses differ 
in this respect, his touch and taste will be extremely crude; his 
sight, hearing and smell most acute: Such is the animal state in 
general, and, according to Travelers' reports, it is also that of [1 41 J 
most Savage Peoples. It is therefore not surprising that the Hotten
tots of the Cape of Good Hope can sight Ships with the nake<i eye 
as far out on the high seas as the Dutch can with Telescopes, nor 
that the Savages of America track the Spaniards by smell just as 
well as the best Dogs might have done, nor that all these Barbarous 
Kations tolerate their nakedness without discomfon, whet their 
taste with hot Peppers, and drink European Liquors like water. 

[14] Until now I have considered only Physical Man; Let us now 
try to view him from the Metaphysical and Moral side. 

[ 15] I see in any animal nothing but an ingenious machine to 
which nature has given senses in order to wind itself up and, to a 
point, protect itself against everything that tends to destroy or to 
disturb it. I perceive precisely the same thing in the human 
machine, with this difference that Nature alone does everything in 
the operations of the Beast, whereas man contributes to his oper
ations in his capacity as a free agent. The one chooses or rejects by 
instinct, the other by an act of freedom; as a result the Beast cannot 
deviate from the Rule prescribed to it even when it would be to its 
advantage to do so, while man often deviates from it to his detri
ment. Thus a Pigeon would starve to death next to a Bowl filled 
with the choicest meats, and a Cat atop heaps of fruit or of grain, 
although each could very well have found nourishment in the food 
it disdains if it had occurred to it to try some; thus dissolute men 
abandon themselves to excesses which bring them fever and death; 
because the Mind depraves the senses; and the will continues to 
speak when Nature is silent. 

[r6] Every animal has ideas, since it has senses; up to a point it 
even combines its ideas, and in this respect man dift"ers from the 
Beast only as more does from less: Some Philosophers have even 
suggested that there is a greater difference between one given man 
and another than there is between a given man and a given beast; It 
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is, then, not so much the understanding that constitutes the specific 
difference between man and the other animals, as it is his property 
of being a free agent. Nature commands every animal, and the 
Beast obeys. Man r I 42] experiences the same impression, but he 
recognizes himself free to acquiesce or to resist; and it is mainly 
in the consciousness of this freedom that the spirituality of his soul 
exhibits itself: for Physics in a way explains the mechanism of the 
senses and the formation of ideas; but in the power of willing, or 
rather of choosing, and in the sentiment of this power, are found 
purely spiritual acts about which nothing is explained by the Laws 
of Mechanics. 

[17] But even if the difficulties surrounding all these questions 
left some room for disagreement about this difference between man 
and animal, there is another very specific property that distinguishes 
between them, and about which there can be no argument, namely 
the faculty of perfecting oneself; a faculty which, with the aid of 
circumstances, successively develops all the others, and resides in 
us, in the species as well as in the individual, whereas an animal is 
at the end of several months what it will be for the rest of its life, 
and its species is after a thousand years what it was in the first year 
of those thousand. Why is man alone liable w become imbecile? Is 
it not that he thus returns to his primitive state and that, whereas 
the Beast, which has acquired nothing and also has nothing to lose, 
always keeps its instinct, man again losing through old age or other 
accidents all that his perfectibility had made him acquire, thus 
relapses lower than the Beast itself? It would be sad for us to be 
forced to agree that this distinctive and almost unlimited faculty, 

is the source of all of man's miseries; that it is the faculty which, 
by dint of time, draws him out of that original condition in which 
he would spend tranquil and innocent days; that it is the faculty 
which, over the centuries, causing his enlightenment and his errors, 
his vices and his virtues to bloom, eventually makes him his own 
and Nature's tyrant (IX). It would be frightful to be obliged to praise 
as a beneficent being him who first suggested to the inhabitant of 
the Banks of the Orinoco the use of the Slats he ties to his Chil
dren's temples, and which insure at least a measure of their imbe
cility, and of their original happiness. 

[18] Savage Man, left by Nature to bare instinct alone, or rather 
compensated for the instinct he perhaps lacks, by faculties capable 
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of initially making up for it, and r I 4] J of afterwards raising him far 
above nature, will then begln with purely animal functions·. (x) to 
perceive and to sense will be his first state, which he will have in 
common with all animals. To v.ill and not to will, to desire and to 
fear, will be the first and almost the only operations uf his soul until 
new circumstances cause new developments in it. 

[19] Regardless of what the Moralists may say about it, the 
human understanding owes much to the Passions which, as is com
monly admitted, also owe much to iL It is by their activity that our 
reason perfects itself; We seek to know only because we desire to 
enjoy, and it is not possible to conceive why someone who had 
neither desires nor fears would take the trouble to reason. The Pas
sions, in turn, owe their origin to our needs, and their progress to 
our knowledge; for one can only desire or fear things in terms of 
the ideas one can h.a\·e of them, or by the simple impulsion of 
Nature; and Savage man, deprived of every sort of enlightenment, 
experiences only the Passions of this latter kind; his Desires do not 
exceed his Physical needs (XI); The only goods he knows in the 
Universe are food, a female, and test; the only evils he fears are 
pain, and hunger; I say pain, and not death; for an animal will never 
know what it is to die, and the knowledge of death, and of its 
terrors, is one of man's first acquisitions on moving away from the 
animal condition. 

[zo] If I had to do so, I could easily buttress this sentiment with 
facts, and show that in all Nations of the world, progress of the 
Mind proportioned itself exattly to the needs, which Peoples 
received from Nature, or to which circumstances subjected them, 
and consequently to the passions, which inclined them to satisfy 
these needs. I would show the arts being born in Egypt, and spread
ing with the t1oodings of the Nile; I would follow their progress 
among the Greeks, where they were seen to burgeon, grow, and 
rise to the Heavens amid the Sands and Rocks of Attica, without 
being able to take root on the fertile Banks of the Eurotas; I would 
point out that in general the Peoples of the North [144] are more 
industrious than those of the south because they can less afford not 
to be so, as if Nature wanted in this way to equalize things, by 
endowing Minds with the fertility it denies the Soil. 

[21] But without resorting to the uncertain testimonies of His
tory, who fails to see that everything seems to remove from Savage 
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man the temptation as well as the means to cease being savage? His 
imagination depicts nothing to him; his heart asks nothing of him. 
His modest needs are so ready to hand, and he is so far from the 
degree of knowledge necessary to desire to acquire greater knowl
edge, that he can have neither foresight nor curiosity. The spectacle 
of Nature becomes so familiar to him that he becomes indifferent 
to it. Forever the same order, forever the same revolutions; he lacks 
the wit to wonder at the greatest marvels; and it is not to him that 
one will turn for the Philosophy man needs in order to be able to 
observe once what he has seen every day. His soul, which nothing 
stirs, yields itself to the sole sentiment of its present existence, with 
rw idea of the future, however near it may be, and his projects, as 
limited as his views, hardly extend to the close of day. Such is still 
nowada}'!: the extent of the Carib's foresight: He sells his Cotton bed 
in the morning and comes weeping to buy it back in the evening, for 
not having foreseen that he would need it for the coming night. 

[22] The more one meditates on this subject, the greater does 
the distance between pure sensations and the simplest knowledge 
grow in our eyes; and it is impossible to conceive how a man could, 
by his own strength alone, without the help of communication, and 
without the goad of necessity, have crossed so great a divide. How 
many centuries perhaps elapsed before men were in a position to 
see any other fire than that of Heaven? How many different chance 
occurrences must they have needed before they learned the most 
common uses of this element? How many times must they have let 
it go out before they mastered the art of reproducing it? And how 
many times did each one of these secrets perhaps die together with 
its discoverer? What shall we say about agriculture, an art requiring 
so much labor and foresight: dependent on other arts, which can 
quite obviously be pursued [145] only in a society that has at least 
hegun, ahd which we use not so much to draw forth from the Earth 
foods it would readily yield without agriculture as to force it to 
[confonn to J the predilections that are more to our taste? But let 
us suppose that men had multiplied so much that natural produce 
no longer sufficed to feed them; a supposition which, incidentally, 
would point to one great advantage for the human Species in this 
way of living; Let us suppose that without forges, and without 
Workshops, the tools for Farming had dropped from Heaven into 
the Savages' hands; that these men had overcome the mortal hatred 
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thn all have of su�taincd work; that thev had learned to foresee . . 
their needs sufficient!) far ahead, that they had guessed how to 
cultivate the Earth, sow seed, and plant Trees; that they had found 
the art of grinding \Vheat and of fermenting grape<;; all of them 
things which the Gods had to be made to teach them, for want of 
nmceiving how the;· could have learned them on their own; what 
man would, after all this, be so sensele>s as to torment himself with 
cultivating a l'ield that will be despoiled by the first passer-by, man 
or beast, fancying this harvest; and how wi!l everyone resolve to 
spend his life doing hard work \\hen the more he needs its rewards, 
the more certain he is not to reap them? In a word, how can this 
situation possibly dispose men to cultivate the Earth so long as it 
has not been divided among them, that is to say so long as the state 
of �ature is not abolished? 

l23] Even if we should wish to suppose a Savage man as skillful 
in the art of thinking as our Philosophers make him out to be; even 
if, following their example, we should make of him a Philosopher 
as well, who discovers alone the most sublime truths, who by chains 
of extremely abstract reasoning establishes for himself maxims of 
justice and reason derived either from the love of order in general, 
or from the known will of his Creator; In a word, even if we should 
suppose him to have a mind as intelligent and as enlightened as it 
must be, and, indeed, is found to be, heavy and stupid, what use 
would the Species derive from all this Metaphysics, which could 
not be communicated and would perish with the individual who 
[146] had invented it? What progress could Mankind make, scat
tered in the Woods among the Animals? And how much could men 
perfect and enlighten one another who, having neither a fixed 
Dwelling nor any need of one another, might perhaps meet no more 
than twice in their life, without recognizing and speaking with one 
another/ 

[ 24] If one considers how many ideas we owe to the use of speech; 
How much Grammar exercises and facilitates the operations of the 
Mind; if one thinks about the inconceivable efforts and the infinite 
time the first invention of Languages must have cost; if one adds 
these reflections to those that preceded, then one can judge how 
many thousands of Centuries would have been required for the 
successive development in the human Mind of the Operations of 
which it was capable. 
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[25] Let me be allowed briefly to consider the perplexities regard
ing the origin of Languages. I could leave it at here quoting or 
restating the Abbe de Condillac's investigations of this matter, all 
of which fully confirm my sentiment, and which perhaps suggested 
its first idea to me. But since the manner in which this Philosopher 
resolves the difficulties he himself raises regarding the origin of 
instituted signs shows that he assumed what I question, namely 
some sort of society already established among the inventors of lan
guage, I believe that I ought to supplement the reference to his 
reflections with reflections of my own, in order to exhibit these 
same difficulties in the light best suited to my subject. The first 
difficulty that arises is to imagine how languages could have become 
necessary; for, Men having no relations with one another and no 
need of any, one cannot conceive the necessity or the possibility of 
this invention if it was not indispensable. I would be prepared to 
say, as many others do, that Languages arose in the domestic deal
ings between Fathers, Mothers and Children: but not only would 
this fail to meet the objections, it would be to commit the faUacy 
of those who, in reasoning about the state of Nature, carry over 
into it ideas taken from Society, and always see the family assembled 
in one and the same dwelling and its members maintaining among 
themselves as intimate and as permanent a union as they do among 
us, where so many common interests [ 147] unite them; whereas in 
this primitive state, without Houses or Huts or property of any 
kind, everyone bedded down at random and often for one night 
only; males and females united fortuitously, according to chance 
encounters, opportunity, and desire, without speech being an 
especially necessary interpreter of what they had to tell one another; 
they parted just as readily; (xn) The mother at first nursed her 
Children because of her own need; then, habit having made them 
dear to her, she went on to feed them because of theirs; as soon as 
they had the strength to forage on their own, they left even the 
Mother; And since almost the only way to find one another again 
was not to lose sight of one another in the first place, they soon 
were at the point of not even recognizing each other. Note, further, 
that since the Child has all of its needs to explain, and hence has 
more things to say to the Mother than the Mother has to the Child, 
it is the child that must contribute most to the invention, and 
that the language it uses must largely be of its own making; which 
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multiplies Languages b) as many as there are individuals who speak 
them; their roving and vagabond life further contributes to this 
multiplication of languages, since it allows no idiom enough time 
to stabilize; for to say that the Mother dictates to the Child the 
words it will have to use in order to ask her for one thing or another 
shows how already formed Languages are taught, but it does not 
teach how they are formed. 

[26] Let us suppose this first difficulty overcome: Let us for a 
moment cross the immense distance that must have separated the 
pure state of Nature from the need for Languages; and, by assuming 
them to be neceshl!ry (xiii), let us inquire how they might have 
begun to get established. New difficulty, even worse than the pre
ceding one; for if Men needed speech in order to learn how to 
think, they needed even more to know how to think in order to 
find the art of speech; and even if it were understood how the 
sounds of the voice came to be taken for the conventional 
interpreters of our ideas, it would still leave open the question of 
what could have been the interpreters of that convention for ideas 
which, having no sensible object, could not be pointed to by gesture 
or by voice, so that it is scarcely possible to form [I 48J tenable 
conjectures about the origin of this Art of communicating one's 
thoughts, and of establishing exchanges between Minds: A sublime 
art which is already so far from its Origin but which the Philosopher 
sees as still so immensely far removed from perfection that no one 
is bold enough to assure that it will ever be reached, even if the 
revolutions which time necessarily brings about were suspended in 
its favor, even if Prejudices were to retire from Academies or fall 
silent before Them, and They could attend to this thorny topic for 
Centuries together without interruption. 

[27l Man's first language, the most universal, the most energetic 
and the only language he needed before it was necessary to persuade 
assembled men, is the cry of Nature. Since this cry was wrested 
from him only by a sort of instinct on urgent occasions, to implore 
help in great dangers or relief in violent ills, it was not of much 
use in the ordinary course of life, where more moderate sentiments 
prevail. When men's ideas began to expand and to multiply, and 
closer communication was established among them, they sought 
more numerous signs and a more extensive language: They multi
plied the inflel..'tions of the voice and added gestures which are by 
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their Nature more expressive, and less dependent for their meaning 
on prior agreement. Thus they expressed visible and moving objects 
by means of gestures, and objects that strike the ear by imitative 
sounds: but because gesture indicates almost only present or easily 
described objects and visible actions; beause it is not universally 
serviceable since darkness or an interfering body render it useless, 
and because it requires attention rather than exciting it; it finally 
occurred to men to substitute for it the aniculations of the voice 
which, although they do not stand in the same relation to some 
ideas, are better suited to represent them all, inasmuch as th.ey are 
instituted signs; a substitution which can only have been made by 
common consent, which men whose crude vocal apparatus had as 
yet had no practice must have found rather difficult to implement, 
and which is even more difficult to conceive of in itself, since this 
unanimous agreement must have been motivated, and since speech 
[149] seems to have been very necessary in order to establish the 
use of speech. 

[28} lt would seem that the first words men used had in their 
Mind a much wider reference than do words used in already formed 
Languages, and that since they were ignorant of the Division of 
Discourse into its constituent parts, they at first assigned to each 
word the meaning of an entire proposition. When they began to 
distinguish between subject and predicate, and verb and noun, 
which was no mean feat of genius, substantives were at first just so 
many proper names, the present infinitive was the only tense of 
verbs, and as for adjectives, the very notion must have developed 
only with great difficulty, because every adjective is an abstract 
word, and abstractions are difficult and not particularly natural 
Operations, 

[29] Each object was at first given a particular name without 
regard to kinds and Species, which these first Institutors were not 
in a position to distinguish; and all particulars presented themselves 
to their mind in isolation, just as they are in the picture of Nature. 
If one Oak was called A, another Oak was caUed B; for the first 
idea one derives from two objects is that they are not the same, and 
it often takes a good deal of time to notice what they have in 
common: so that the more limited knowledge was, the more exten
sive did the Dictionary grow. The clutter of all this Nomenclature 
was not easily cleared: for, in order to subsume the beings under 
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common and generic designations, their properties and differences 
had to be known; obsen·ations and definitions were needed, that is 
to say much more Natural History and Metaphysics than the men 
of that time could have had. 

[30] Besides, general ideas can enter the Mind only with the help 
of words, and the understanding grasps them only by means of 
propositions. That is one of the reasons why animals could not form 
such ideas, nor ewr acquire the perfectibility that depends on them. 
When a Monkey unhesitatingly goes from one nut to another, [IjO] 
are we to think that he has the general idea of this sort of fruit and 
compares its archetype with these two particulars? Surely not; but 
the sight of one of these nuts recalls to his memory the sensations 
he received from the other, and his eyes, modified in a certain way, 
announce to his taste how it is about to be modified. Every general 
idea is purely intellectual; if the imagination is at all involved, the 
idea immediately becomes particular. Try to outline the image of 
a tree in general to �·ourself, )"OU will never succeed; in spite of 
yourself it will have to be seen as small or large, bare or leafy, light 
or dark, and if you amid see in it only what there is in e,·ery tree, 
the image would no longer resemble a tree. Purely abstract beings 
are either seen in this same way, or conceived of only by means of 
discourse. Only the definition of a Triangle gives you the genuine 
idea of it: As soon as you figure one in your mind, it is a given 
Triangle and not another, and you cannot help making its lines 
perceptible or its surface colored. Hence one has to state prop
ositions, hence one has to speak in order to have general ideas: for 
as soon as the imagination stops, the mind can proceed only by 
means of discourse. If, then, the first Inventors could give names 
only to the ideas they already had, it follows that the first substan
tives could never have been anything but proper names. 

[3r] But when, by means which I cannot conceive, our new 
Grammarians began to expand their ideas and to generalize their 
words, the Inventors' ignorance must have restricted this method 
to within very narrow bounds; and as they had at first gone too far 
in multiplying the names of particulars because they did not know 
kinds and species, they subsequently made too few species and 
kinds because they had not considered the Beings in all their differ
ences. Extending the divisions far enough would have required 
more experience and enlightenment than they could have had, and 
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more research and work than they were willing to devote to it. If 
even nowadays new species are daily discovered which had so far 
escaped all our observations, think how many must have eluded 
men who judged things only by their first impression! As for pri
mary Classes and the most [ 151] general notions, it would be 
superfluous to add that they, too, must have escaped them: How, 
for instance, would they have imagined or understood the words 
matter, mind, substance, mode, figure, motion, since our Philos
ophers, who have been using them for such a long time, have con
siderable difficulty understanding them themselves, and since, the 
ideas attached to these words being purely Metaphysical, they found 
no nwdel of them in Nature? 

[32} I pause after these first steps, and beg my Judges to suspend 
their Reading here, to consider, in the light of the invention of 
Physical nouns alone, that is to say in the light of the most easily 
found part of Language, how far it still bas to go before it can 
express all of men's thoughts, assume a stable form, admit of being 
spoken in public, and have an influence on Society: I beg them to 
reflect on how much time and knowledge it took to find numbers 
(XIV), abstract words, Aorists, and all the tenses of Verbs, panicles, 
Syntax, to connect Propositions, arguments, and to develop the 
entire Logic of Discourse. As for myself, frightened by the increas
ing difficulties, and convim:ed of the almost demonstrated impossi
bility that Languages could have arisen and been established by 
purely human means, I leave to anyone who wishes to undertake 
it the discussion of this difficult Problem: which is the more neces
sary, an already united Society for the institution of Languages, or 
already invented Languages for the establishment of Society? 

[33] Whatever may be the case regarding these origins, it is at 
least clear, from how little care Nature has taien to bring Men 
together through mutual needs and to facilitate their use of speech, 
how little it prepared their Sociability, and how little of its own it 
has contributed to all that men have done to establish its bonds. 
Indeed, it is impossible to imagine why, in that primitive state, a 
man would need another man any more than a monkey or a Wolf 
would need his kind, or, assuming this need, to imagine what 
motives cou1d induce the other to attend to it, or even, if he did, 
how they might agree on terms. I know that we are repeatedly told 
that nothing would have been as miserable as man in this state; and 
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if it is true, as I believe [ 152] I have proven, that he could have 
had the desire and the opportunity to leave iT only after many Cen
turies, then this would be an Indictment of Nature, not of him 
whom nature had so constituted; but ifl understand this term miser
able correctly, it is a word either entirely devoid of sense, or which 
merely signifies a painful privation and suffering of Body or soul: 
Now, I should very much like to have it explained to me what kind 
of misery there can be fOr a free being, whose heart is at peace, 
and body in health. I ask, which of the two, Civil life or natural 
life, is more liable to bewme intolerable to those who enjoy it? 
Almost all the People we see around us complain of their existence, 
and some even deprive themselves of it as far as they are able, and 
the combination of divine and human Laws hardly suffices to stop 
this disorder: I ask whether anyone has ever heard tell that 1t so 
much as occurred to a Savage, who is free, to complain of life and 
to kill himself? One ought, then, to judge with less pride on which 
side genuine misery lies. ;\othing, on the contrary, would have been 
as miserable as Savage man dazzled by enlightenment, tormented 
by Passmns, and reasoning about a state different from his own. It 
was by a very wise Providence that the faculties he had in poten
tiality were to develop only with the opportunities to exercise them, 
so that they might not be superfluous and a burden to him before 
their time, nor belated and. useless in time of need.. In instinct alone 
he had all he needed to live in the state of Nature, in cultivated 
reason he has no mt>re than what he needs to live in society. 

[34] It would at first seem that men in that state having neither 
moral relations of any sort between them, nor known duties, could 
be neither good nor wicked, and had neither vices ·nor vinues, 
unless these words are taken in a physical sense and the qualities 
that can harm an individual's self-preservation are called vices, and 
those that can contribute to it, virtues; in which case he who least 
resists the simple impulsions of Nature would have to be called the 
most virtuous: But without straying from the ordinary sense, we 
should suspend the judgment we might pass on such a situation, 
and be wary of our Prejudices until it has been established, Scale 
in hand, whether there are more virtues than vices among [153] 
civilized men, or whether their virtues are more advantageous than 
their vices are detrimental, or whether the progress of their knowl
edge is sufficient compensation for the harms they do one another 
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in proportion as they learn of the good they should do, or whether 
their situation would not, on the whole, be happier if they had 
neither harm to fear nor good to hope for from anyone, than they 
are by having subjected themselves to universal dependence and 
obligated themselves to receive everything from those who do not 
obligate themselves to give them anything. 

[35] Above all, let us not conclude with Hobbes that because he 
has no idea of goodness man is naturally wicked, that he is vicious 
because he does not know virtue, that he always refuses to those of 
his kind services which he does not believe he owes them, or that 
by virtue of the right which he reasonably claims to the things he 
needs, he insanely imagines himself to be the sole owner of the 
entire Universe. Hobbes very dearly saw the defect of all modern 
definitions of Natural right: but the conclusions he draws from his 
own definition show that he understands it in a sense that is no 
less false. By reasoning on the basis of the principles he establishes, 
this Author should have said that, since the state of Nature is the 
state in which the care for our own preservation is least prejudicial 
to the self-preservation of others, it follows that this state was the 
most conducive to Peace and the best suited to Mankind. He says 
precisely tbe contrary because he improperly included in Savage 
man's care for his preservation the need to satisfy a multitude of 
passions that are the product of Society and have made Laws neces
sary. A wicked man is, he says, a sturdy Child; it remains to be 
seen whether Savage Man is a sturdy Child; Even if it were granted 
him that he is, what would he conclude? That if this man, when 
sturdy, were as dependent on others as when he is weak, he would 
not stop at any kind of excess, that he would strike his Mother if 
she were slow to give him the breast, that he would strangle one 
of his young brothers if he discommoded him, that be would bite 
the other's leg if he hurt or bothered him; but being sturdy and 
being dependent are two contradictory assumptions in the state of 
Nature; Man is weak when he is dependent, and he is emancipated 
before he is sturdy. [154] Hobbes did not see that the same cause 
that keeps Savages from using their reason, as our Jurists claim they 
do, at the same time keeps them from abusing their faculties, as he 
himself claims they do; so that one might say that Savages are not 
wicked precisely because the�' do not know what it is to be good; 
for it is neither the growth of enlightenment nor the curb of the 
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Law, but the talm of the passions and the ignorance of vice that 
keep them from evil-doing; >o murh m�re doe� the ignorance of uia 
profit these than the knowledge of ·rirtue profits those. There is, besides, 
another Principle which Hobbes did not notice and which, having 
been given to man in order under certain circumstances to soften 
the ferociousness of his amour propre or of the desire for self
preservation prior to the birth of amour propre, (xv) tempers his 
ardor for well-being with an innate repugnance to see his kind 
suffer. I do not believe I need fear any contradiction in granting to 
man the only ::\atural virtue which the most extreme Detractor of 
human virtues was furced to acknowledge. I speak of Pity, a disp(}
sition suited to beings as weak and as subject to so many ills as we 
are; a virtue all the more universal and useful to man as it precedes 
the exercise of all reflection in him, and so Natural that even the 
Beasts sometimes show evident signs of it. To say nothing of the 
tenderness Mothers feel for their :young and of the dangers they 
brave in order to protect them, one daily sees the repugnance of 
Hnrses to trample a living Body underfoot; An animal never goes 
past a dead animal of his own Species without some restlessness: 
Some even give them a kind of burial; and the mournful lowing of 
Cattle entering a Slaughter-House conveys their impression of the 
horrible sight that strikes them. It is a pleasure to see the author 
of the Fable of the Bees forced to recognize man as a compassionate 
and sensitive Being, and abandon, in the example he gives of it, his 
cold and subtle style, to offer us the pathetic picture of a man locked 
up, who outside sees a terocious Beast tearing a Child from his 
Mother's breast, breaking his weak limbs with its murderous fangs, 
and tearing the Child's throbbing entrails with its claws. What a 
dreadful [ISS] agitation must not this witness to an event in which 
he takes no personal interest whatsoever experience) What anguish 
must he not suffer at this sight, for not being able to give any help 
to the fainted Mother or the dying Child? 

IJ6] Such is the pure movement of l\ature prior ro all reflection: 
such is the force of natural pity, which the most depraved morals 
still have difficulty destroying, since in our theaters one daily sees 
being moved and weeping at the miseries of some unfortunate 
person people who, if they were m the Tyrant's place, would only 
increase their enemy's torments; like bloodthirsty Sulla, so sensitive 
to 1lls which he had not caused, or that Alexander of Pherae who 
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dared not attend the performance of a single tragedy for fear that 
he might be seen to moan with Andromache and Priam, but who 
listened without emotion to the cries of so many citizens daily being 
murdered on his orders. 

When 'lature gaw man tears, 
She proclaimed that he was tender-hearted. 

[37] Mandeville clearly sensed that, for ail their morality, men 
would never have been anything but monsters if Nature had not 
given them pity in support of reason: but he did not see that from 
this single attribute flow all the social virtues he wants to deny 
men. Indeed, what are generosity, Clemency, Humanity, if not Pity 
applied to the weak, the guilty, or the species in general? Even 
Benevolence and friendship, properly understood, are the products 
of a steady pity focused on a particular object; for what else is it 
to wish that someone not suffer, than to wish that he be happy? 
Even if it were true that commiseration is nothing but a sentiment 
that puts us in the place of him who suffers, a sentiment that is 
obscure and lively in Savage man, developed but weak in Civil man, 
what difference could this idea make to the truth of what I say, 
except to give it additional force? Indeed commiseration will be all 
the more energetic in proportion as the Onlooking animal identifies 
more intimately with the suffering animal: Now this identification 
must, clearly, have been infinitely closer in the state of Nature than 
in the state [156] of reasoning. It is reason that engenders amour 
propre, and refle<:tion that reinforces it; reason that turns man back 
upon himself; reason that separates him from everything that 
troubles and afflicts him: It is Philosoph)· that isolates him; by 
means of Philosophy he secretly says, at the sight of a suffering 
man, perish if you wish, I am safe. Only dangers that threaten the 
entire society still disturb the Philosopher's tranquil slumber, and 
rouse him from his bed. One of his kind can with impunity be 
murdered beneath his window; he only has to put his hands over 
his ears and to argue with himself a little in order to prevent Nature, 
which rebels within him, from letth1g him identify with the man 
being assassinated. Savage man has not this admirable talent; and 
for want of wisdom and of reason he is always seen to yield impetu
ously to the first sentiment of Humanity. In Riots, in Street-brawls, 
the Populace gathers, the prudent man withdraws; it is the rabble, 
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it is the Marketwomen who separate the combatants, and keeps 
honest folk from murdering om another. 

[38] It is therefore quite certain that pity is a natural sentiment 
which, by moderating in e\·ery individual the activity of self-love, 
contributes to the mutual prcscrYation of the entire species. It is 
pit} that carnes us without reflection to the assistance of those we 
see suffer; pity that. in the state of "Kature, takes the place of Laws, 
morals, and virtue, with the advantage that no one is tempted to 
disobey its gentle voice; pity that will keep any sturdy Savage from 
rohhing a weak child or an infirm old man of his hard-won subsist
ence if he can hope to find his own elsewhere: pity that, in place 
of that sublime maxim of reasoned justice Do unto others as you 
would have them do unto )'OU, inspires in all :Men this other maxim 
of natural goodness, much less perfect but perhaps more useful than 
the first: Du your good with the least pomble hann t11 others. It is, in 
a word. in this Natural sentiment rather than in subtle arguments 
that one has to seek the cause of the repugnance to evil-doing which 
every human being would feel even independently of the maxims 
of education. While Socrates and minds of hls stamp may be able 
to acquire virtue through reason, mankind would long ago [157] 
have ceased to be if its preservation had depended solely on the 
reasonings of those who make it up. 

[39] With such sluggish passions and such a salutary curb, fierce 
rather than wicked, and more intent on protecting themselves from 
the harm they might suffer than tempted to do any to others, men 
were not prone to very dangerous quarrels: since they had no deal
ings of any kind with one another; since they therefore knew neither 
vanity, nor consideration, nor esteem, nor contempt; since they had 
not the slightest notion of thine and mine, or any genuine idea of 
justice; since they looked on any violence they might suffer as an 
easily repaired hann rather than as a punishable injury, and since 
they did not even dream of vengeance except perhaps mechanically 
and on the spot like the dog that bites the stone thrown at him; 
their dispute� would seldom have led to bloodshed if they had had 
no more urgent object than Food: but I see one that is more danger
ous, which it remains for me to discuss. 

[40] Among the passions that stir man's heart, there is one that 
is ardent, impetuous, and makes one sex necessary to the other, a 
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terrible passion that braves all dangers, overcomes all obstacles, and 
in its frenzy seems liable to destroy Mankind which it is destined 
to preserve. What must become of men possessed by this unbridled 
and brutal rage, lacking modesty, lacking restraint, and daily feud
ing over their loves at the cost of their blood? 

[41] It has to be granted from the first that the more violent the 
passions, the more necessary are Laws to contain them: but quite 
aside from the fact that the disorders and the crimes they daily 
cause among us sufficiently prove the inadequacy of the Laws in 
this respect, it would still be worth inquiring whether these dis
orders did not arise together with the Laws themselves; for then, 
even if they could repress them, it is surely the very least to expect 
of them that they put a stop to an evil that would not exist without 
them. 

[42] Let us begin by distinguishing the moral from the Physical 
in the sentiment of love. The Physical is this general desire that 
moves one sex to unite with the other; the moral is what gives this 
desire its distinctive character and focuses it exclusively on a single 
object, [ 158] or at least gives it a greater measure of energy for this 
preferred object. Now it is easy to see that the moral aspect of love 
is a factitious sentiment; born of social practice, and extolled with 
much slcill and care by women in order to establish their rule and 
to make dominant the sex that should obey. This sentiment, since 
it is based on certain notions of merit or of beauty which a Savage 
is not in a position to possess, and on comparisons he is not in a 
position to make, must be almost nonexistent for him: For as his 
mind could not form abstract ideas of regularity and of proportion, 
so his heart cannot feel the sentiments of admiration and of love 
that arise, without our even noticing it, from applying these ideas; 
he heeds only the temperament he received from Nature, and not 
a taste which he could not have acquired, and any woman suits 
him. 

[43} Limited to the Physical aspect of love alone, and fortunate 
enough not to know preferences that exacerbate its sentiment and 
increase its difficulties, men must feel the ardors of temperament 
less frequently and less vividly, and hence have fewer and less 
cruel quarrels among themselves. Tbe imagination, which wreaks 
such havoc among us, does not speak to Savage hearts; everyone 
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peacefully av.·aits the impulsion of \iature. yields to it withom 
choice with more pleasure than frenzy, and. the need once satisfied, 
all desire is cxtingmshed. 

[++1 h is therefore indisputable that love itself, like all the other 
passion�, acquired only in society the impetuous ardor that so often 
causes it to be fatal among men, and it is ail the more ridiculous 
to portray Savages as constantly murdering one another in order 
to &atisfy their brutality, as this opinion goes directly counter to 
experience, and as the Caribs, .., hich of all existing Peoples has so 
far de,•iated least from the state of Nature, are in fact also the most 
peaceful in their loves and the least giyen to jealousy, even though 
they live in a scorching Climate which always seems to rouse these 
passions to greater activity. {159] 

[+SJ Regarding the inferences that might be drawn in a number 
of animal species from the fights between the Males that bloody 
our poultry yards at all seasons or make our forests resound in 
Springtime with their cries as they feud over a female, we must 
begin by excluding from considera£ion all species where Nature has 
clearly established in the relatiYe power of the Sexes different 
relations than among us: Thus Cock-fights do not provide a basis 
for inferences about the human species. In species where the Pro
portion is more even, such fights can only be caused by the scarcity 
of females in relation to the number of Males, or by the periods of 
exclusion during which the female consistently spurns the male's 
advances, which amounts to the first cause; for if each female toler
ates the male only two months out of the year, it is in this respect 
tantamount to having the number of females reduced by five-sixths: 
Now, neither of these alternatiYes applies to the human species, 
where the number of females generally exceeds that of males, and 
where, even among Savages, females have never been known to 
have periods of heat and of rejection, as do those of other species. 
Moreover, among several of these animals, where the entire species 
ruts at the same time, then: t:omes one terrible moment of common 
ardor, tumult, disorder, and fighting: a moment which does not 
occur in the human species, where love is never cyclical. One can 
therefore not conclude from the fights of some animals for the pos
session of females that the same thing would happen to man in the 
state of Nature; and even if one could draw this conclusion, since 
"lKh dissensions do not destroy the other species, it seems at least 
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reasonable that the�' would not be any more fatal to ours, and it is 
quite evident that they would still wreak Jess havoc in the state of 
nature than they do in Society, especially in Countries where 
Morals still count for something and the jealousy of Lovers and the 
vengeance of Husbands daily cause Duels, Murders, and worse; 
where the duty of eternal fidelity only makes for adulteries, and 
where even the Laws of continence and of honor inevitably increase 
debauchery, and multiply abortions. 

r46] Let us conclude that, wandering in the forests without 
industry, [ 160] without speech, without settled abode, without war, 
and without tie, without any need of others of his kind and without 
any desire to harm them, perhaps even without ever recognizing any 
one of them individually, subject to few passions and self-sufficient, 
Savage man had only the sentiments and the enlightenment suited 
to this state, that he sensed only his true needs, looked only at what 
he believed it to be in his imerest to see, and that his intelligence 
made no more progress than his vanity. If by chance he made some 
discovery, he was all the less in a position to communicate it as he 
did not recognize even his Children. The art perished with the 
inventor; there was neither education nor progress, generations 
multiplied uselessly; and as each one of them always started at the 
same point, Centuries went by in all the crudeness of the first ages, 
the species had already grown old, and man remained ever a child. 

[47] If I have dwelt at such length on the assumption of this 
primitive condition, it is because, haYing ancient errors and inveter
ate prejudices to destroy, I believed I had to dig to the root, and 
to show in the depiction of the genuine state of Nature how far 
inequality, even natural inequality, is from having as much reality 
and influence in that state as our Writers claim. 

[ 48] Indeed it is easy to see that, among the differences that 
distinguish men, several are taken to be natural although they are 
exclusively the rew..lt of habit and of the different kinds of life men 
adopt in Society. Thus a sturdy or a delicate temperament, together 
with the strength or the wr<!.kness that derive from it, are often due 
more to a tough or an effeminate upbringing than to the bodies' 
primitive constitution. The same is true of strengths of Mind, and 
education not only introduces differences between Minds that are 
cultivated and those that are not, but it also increases the differences 
that obtain between cultivated Minds in proportion to their culture; 
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for when a Giant and a Dwarf travel the same road, every step they 
take will give the Giant an added advantage . .\low 1f one compares 
the prodigious variety of educations and ways of life that prevails 
in the different orders of the civil state with the simplicity and the 
uniformity of animal and savage life, where all eat the same foods, 
live in the same [ 161] fashion, and do exactly the same things, it 
will be evident how much smaller the difference between man and 
man must be in the state of Nature lhan in the state of society, and 
how much natural inequality in the human species must increase 
as a result of instituted inequality. 

[49] But even if�ature displayed as much partiality in the distri
bution of its gifts as is claimed, what advantage would the more 
fa,•ored enjoy at the expense of the others in a state of things that 
allowed for almost no relations of any sort between them? Where 
there is no love, of what use is beauty? Of what use is wit to people 
who do not speak, and cunning to those who have no dealings with 
one another? I constantly hear it repeated that the srronger will 
oppress the weak; but explain to me what the word oppression here 
means? Some will dominate by violence, the others will groan, sub
jert to all their whims! this is precisely what I see among us, but 
I do not see how the same could be said about Savage men, whom 
it would even be rather difficult to get to understand what subjec
tion and domination are. A man might seize the fruits another has 
picked, the game he killed, the lair he used for shelter; but how 
will he ever succeed in getting himself obeyed by him, and what 
would be the chains of dependence among men who possess 
nothing? If I am tormented in one place, who will keep me from 
going somewhere else? Is there a man so superior to me in strength, 
and who, in addition, is so depraved, so lazy, and so ferocious as 
to force me to provide fur his subsistence while he remains idle? 
He will have to make up his mind not to let me out of his sight 
for a single moment and to keep me very carefully tied up while 
he sleeps, for fear that I might escape or kill him: that is to say 
that he is obliged to incur willingly a great deal more trouble than 
he seeks to avoid and than he callses me. After all this, what if his 
vigilance relaxes for a moment? What if an unexpected noise make 
him turn his head? I take twenty steps into the forest, my chains 
are broken, and he never sees me again in his life. 
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[So] Without needlessly drawing out these details, everyone must 
[162] see that since ties of servitude are formed solely by men's 
mutual dependence and the reciprocal needs that unite them, it is 
impossible to subjugate a man without first having placed him in 
the position of being unable to do without another; a situation 
which, since it does not obtain in the state of Nature, leaves every
one in it free of the yoke, and renders vain the Law of dte stronger. 

[sr] Having proved that Inequality is scarcely perceptible in the 
state of Nature and that its influence there is almost nil, it remains 
for me to show its origin and its progress through the successive 
developments of the human Mind. Having shown that perfectibility, 
the social virtues and the other faculties which natural man had 
received in potentiality could never develop by themselves, that in 
order to do so, they needed the fortuitous concatenation of several 
foreign causes which might never have arisen and without which 
he would eternally have remained in his primitive condition; it 
remains for me to consider and bring together the various contin
gencies that can have perfected human reason while deteriorating 
the species, made a being wicked by making it sociable, and from 
so remote a beginning finally bring man and the world to the point 
where we now find them. 

[52] I admit that since the events I have w describe could have 
occurred in several ways, I can choose between them only on the 
basis of conjectures; but not only do such conjectures become 
reasons when they are the most probable that can be derived from 
the nature of things and the only means available to discover the 
tnith, it also does not follow that the consequences I want to deduce 
from mine will therefore be conjectural since, on the principles I 
have just established, no oL'ter system could be formed that would 
not give me the same results and from which I could not draw the 
same conclusions. 

[53J This will exempt me from expanding my reflections about 
how the lapse of time makes up for the sli�ht likelihood of events; 
about the astonishing power of very slight causes when they act 
without cease; about the impossibility, on the one hand, of rejecting 
certain hypotheses without, on the other hand, being in a position 
to attach to them the certainty of facts; about how, when two facts 
given as real are to be connected by a sequence of intermediate facts 
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thar are unknown or belieYcd (IrSJJ tn be so, it is up to history, i f  

available, to provide the facts that connect them; about how, in the 
absence of histor�, it is up to Philosophy to ascertain similar facts 
that might connect them; finally about this, that with respect to 
outcomes, similaritv reduces facts to a much smaller number of 
different dasses than people imagine. It is enough for me to submit 
these issues for consideration to my Judges: it is enough for me to 
have seen to ir that vulgar Readers need not consider them. 

,,, 
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[ 1] The first man who, having enclosed a piece of ground, to whom 
it occurred to say this is mine, and found people sufficiently simple 
to believe him, was the true founder of civil society. How many 
crimes, wars, murders, how many miseries and horrors Mankind 
would have been spared by him who, pulling up the stakes or filling 
in the ditch, had cried out to his kind: Beware of listening to this 
impostor; You are lost if you forget that the fruits are everyone's 
and the Earth no one's: But in all likelihood things had by then 
reached a point where they could not continue as they were; for 
this idea of property, depending as it does on many prior ideas 
which could only arise successively, did not take shape all at once 
in man's mind: Much progress had to have been made, industry 
and enlightenment acquired, transmitted, and increased from one 
age to the next, before this last stage of the state of :-..lature was 
reached. Let us therefore take up the thread earlier, and try to fit 
this slow succession of events and of knowledge together from a 
single point of view, and in their most natural order. 

[2] Man's first sentiment was that of his existence, his first care 
that for his preservation. The Earth's products provided him with 
all necessary support, instinct moved him to use them. Hunger, 
other appetites causing him by turns to experience different ways 
of existing, there was one that prompted him to perpetuate his spe
cies; and this blind inclination, devoid of any sentiment of the heart, 
produced only a purely animal act. The need satisfied, the two sexes 
no longer recognized one another, and even the child no longer 
meant anything to the Mother as soon as it could do without her. 

[3] Such was the condition of nascent man; such was the life of 
an animal at first restricted to pure sensations, [165] and scarcely 
profiting from the gifts Nature offered him, let alone dreaming of 
wresting anything from it; but difficulties soon presented them
selves; it became necessary to learn to overcome them: the height 
of Trees which prevented him from reaching their fruits, compe
tition from the animals trying to eat these fruits, the ferociousness 
of the animals that threatened his very life, everything obliged him 
to attend to bodily exercise; he had to become agile, run fast, fight 
''igorously. The natural weapons, branches and stones, were soon 
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at hand. He learned to overcome the obstacle� of Nature, fight other 
animals when necessary, contend e\·en with men for his subsistence, 
or make up for what had to be ) ielded to the stronger. 

[4] In proportion as Mankind spread, difficulties multiplied 
together wirh men. Differences of terrain, Climate, seasons, could 
have forced them to introduce differences into their ways of living. 
Barren years, long and harsh winters, scorching all-consuming 
Summers, required renewed industry on their part. On seashores 
and Riverbanks thev invented line and hook; and became fishennen 
and Fish--eaters. In forests they made bows and arrows, and became 
Hunters and Warriors; In cold Countries they covered themselves 
with the skins of the beasts the)· had killed; Lightning, a Volcano, 
or some happy accident acquainted them with lire, a new resource 
against the rigors of winter: They learned to conserve this element, 
then to reprOOuce it, and finally to prepare the meats they had 
previously devoured raw. 

[5] This repeated interaction of the various beings with himself 
as well as with one another must naturaJiy have engendered in man's 
mind perceptions of certain relations. The relations which we 
express by the words great, small, strong, weak, fast, slow, fearful, 
bold, and other such ideas, compared as need required and almost 
without thinking about it, finally produced in him some sort of 
reflection, or rather a mechanical prudence that suggested to him 
the precautions most necess.ary fur his safety. 

[6] The new enlightenment that resulted from this development 
increased his superiority over the other animals by acquainting him 
with it. He practiced setting [ r66] traps for them, he tricked them 
in a thousand ways, and although a number of them might surpass 
him in strength at lighting, or in speed at running; in time he 
became the master of those that could be useful, and the scourge 
of those that could be harmful to him. This is how his first look 
at himself aroused the first movement of pride in him; this is how, 
while as yet scarcely able to discriminate ranks, and considering 
himself in the first rank as a species, he was from afar preparing to 
daim first rank as an individual. 

[7] Although others uf his kind were nut fur him what they are 
for us, and he had scarcely more dealings with them than with the 
other animals, they were not neglected in his observations. The 
conformities which time may have led him to perceive between 
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them, his female, and himself, Jed him to judge regarding those he 
did not perceive, and seeing that they all behaved as he would have 
done in similar circumstances, he concluded that their way of think
ing and of feeling fully corresponded to his own, and this important 
truth, once it was firmly settled in his mind, made him follow, by 
a premonition as sure as Dialeetics and more rapid, the best rules 
of conduct to observe with them for his advantage and safety. 

[8] Taught by experience that love of well-being is the sole spring 
of human actions, he was in a position to distinguish between the 
rare occasions when common interest should make him count on 
the help of his kind, and the even rarer occasions when competition 
should make him suspicious of them. In the first case he united 
with them in a herd, or at most in some kind of free association 
that obligated no one and lasted only as long as the transient need 
that had formed it. In the second case everyone sought to seize his 
own advantage, either by open force if he believed that he could 
do so; or by skill and cunning, if he felt he was the weaker. 

[9] This is how men might imperceptibly have acquired some 
crude idea of mutual engagements and of the advantage of fulfilling 
them, but only as far as present and perceptible interest could 
require; for foresight was nothing to them and, far from being con
cerned with a distant future, they did not even give thought to the 
next day. If a Deer was to be caught, everyone ( 167] clearly sensed 
that thls required him faithfully to keep his post; but if a hare 
happened to pass within reach of one of them, he will, without a 
doubt, have chased after it without a scruple and, after catching his 
prey, have cared very little about having caused his Companions to 
miss theirs. 

[ro] It is easy to understand that such dealings did not require 
a language much more refined than that of Crows or of Monkeys, 
which troop together in approximately the same way. Some in
articulate cries, many gestures, and a few imitative noises must, for 
a long rime, have made up the universal Language, [and] the 
addition to it, in every Region, of a few articulated and conventional 
sounds - the institution of which is, as I have already said, none 
too easy to explain- made for particular languages, crude, imperfect 
and more or less such as various Savage Nations have now. I cover 
multitudes of Centuries in a flash, forced by time running out, the 
abundance of things I have to say, and the almost imperceptible 
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progress of the beginnings; fOr the more slowly events succeeded 
one another, the more quickly can they be described. 

l r r] This initial progress finally enabled man to make more rapid 
progress. The more the mind became enlightened, the more industry 
was perfected. Soon ceasing to lilll asleep underneath the first tree 
or to withdraw into Caves, they found they could use hard, sharp 
stones as hatchets to cut wood, dig in the ground, and make huts 
of branches which it later occurred to them to daub with day and 
mud. This wa� the period of a first revolution which brought about 
the establishment and the differentiation of families, and introduced 
a sort of propert:y; from which there perhaps already arose a good 
many quarrels and Fights. However, since the stronger were prob
ably the first to make themseh·es dwelling> they felt they could 
defend, it seems plausible that the weak found it simpler and safer 
to imitate them than to try to dislodge them: and as for those who 
already had Huts, a man must rarely have tried to appropriate his 
neighbor's, not so much because it did not belong to him as because 
it was of no use to him, and he could not get hold of it without 
ri>king a very lively fight with the family that occupied it. [168] 

[ I  2 J The first developments of the heart were the effeet of a new 
situation that brought husbands and Wives, Fathers and Children 
together in a common dwelling; the habit of living together gave 
rise to the ;;wcetest sentiments known to man, conjugal love, and 
Paternal love. Each family became a small Society, all the better 
united as mutual attachment and freedom were its only bonds; and 
this is when the first difference was established in the ways of living 
of the two Sexes, which until then had had but one. Women became 
more sedentary and grew accustomed to looking after the Hut and 
Children, while the man went in quest of the common subsistence. 
As a result of their slightly softer life, both Sexes also began to lose 
something of their ferociousness and vigor: but while each separ
ately grew less fit to fight wild beasts, in exchange it became easier 
to assemble in order to resist them together. 

[ I  3] In this new state, with a simple and solitary life, very limited 
needs, and the implements they had invented to provide for them, 
men enjoyed a great deal of leisure which they used to acquire 
several sorts of conveniences unknown to their Fathers; and this 
was the first yoke which, without thinking of it, they imposed on 
themselves, and the first source of evils they prepared for their 
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Descendants; for not only did they, in this way, continue to weaken 
body and mind, but since these conveniences, by becoming habitual, 
had almost entirely ceased to be enjoyable, and at the same time 
had degenerated into true needs, it became much more cruel to be 
deprived of them than to possess them was sweet, and men were 
unhappy to lose them withoU[ being happy to possess them. 

[14] Here one gets a somewhat better view of how the use of 
speech is imperceptibly established or perfected in the bosom of 
each family, and one can further conjecture how various particular 
causes could enlarge language, and accelerate its progress by making 
it more necessary. Great floods or earthquakes surrounded inhabited 
Areas with waters or precipices; Revolutions of the Globe broke off 
portions of the Continent and carved them into Islands. It seems 
likely that a common Idiom was formed earlier among men brought 
into closer proximity with one another in this fashion, and forced 
[169] to live together, than among those who roamed freely through 
the forests of the Mainland. Thus it is very possible that Islanders, 
after their first attempts at Navigation, introduced the use of speech 
among us; and it is at least very likely that Society and languages 
arose in Island'! and were perfected there before they were known 
on the Continent. 

[15] Everything begins to change in appearance. Men, who until 
now had roamed in theW oods, having become more settled, gradu
ally come together, unite in various troops, and finally in every 
region form a particular Nation united in morals and character, not 
by Rules or Laws, but by the same kind of life and of foods, and 
the influence of a shared Climate. Permanent proximity cannot fail 
in the end to give rise to some bond between different families. 
Young people of the opposite sex live in adjoining Huts, the transi
ent dealings demanded by Nature soon lead to others, no less sweet 
and more permanent as a result of mutual visits. They grow accus
tomed to attend to different objects and to make comparisons; 
imperceptibly they acquire ideas of merit and of beauty which prc:r 
duce sentiments of preference. The more they see one another, the 
less they can do without seeing one another more. A tender and 
sweet sentiment steals into the soul, and at the least obstacle 
becomes an impetuous frenzy; jealousy awakens together with love; 
Discord triumphs, and the gentlest of all passions receives sacrifices 
of human blood. 
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f 1 6] As ideas and sentiments succeed one another, as the mind 
and the heart grow active, Mankind continues to grow tame, con
tacts expand and bonds tighten. It became customary to gather in 
front of the Huts or around a large Tree: song and dance, true 
children of love and leisure, became the amusement or rather the 
occupation of idle men and women gathered together. Everyone 
began to look at everyone else and to wish to be looked at himself, 
and public esteem acquired a price. The one who sang or danced 
best; the handsomest, the strongest, the mo�t skillful, or the most 
eloquent came to be the most highly regarded, and this was the 
first step at once toward inequality and vice: [qo] from these first 
preferences arose vanity and contempt on the one hand, shame and 
envy on the other; and the fermentation caused by these new leavens 
eventually produced compounds fatal to happiness and innocence. 

[ 17] As soon as men had begun to appreciate one another and 
the idea of consideration had taken shape in their mind, everyone 
claimed a right to it, and one could no longer deprive anyone of it 
with impunity. From here arose the first duties of civility even 
among Savages, and from it any intentional wrong became an 
affront because, together with the harm resulting from the injury, 
the offended part} saw in it contempt for his person, often more 
unbearable than the harm itself. Thus everyone punishing the con
tempt shown him in a manner proportionate to the stock he set by 
himself, vengeances became terrible, and men bloodthirsty and 
cruel. This is precisely the stage reached by most of the Savage 
Peoples known to us; and it is for want of drawing adequate distinc
tions between ideas, and noticing how far these Peoples already 
were from the first state of Nature, that manv hastened to conclude 
that man is naturally cruel and that he needs political order in order 
to be made gende, whereas nothing is as gentle as he in his primitive 
srate when, placed by Nature at equal distance from the stupidity 
of the brutes and the fatal enlightenment of civil man, and restricted 
by instinct and by reason alike to protecting himself against the 
harm that threatens him, he is remained by Natural pity from doing 
anyone hann, without being moved to it by anything, even after it 
has been done to him. For, according to the axiom of the wise 
Locke, " Where there is no property, there can be no injury." 

( r8] But it should be noted that beginning Society and the already 
established relations among men required in them qualities different 
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from those they derived from their pnm1tlve constitution; that, 
since morality was beginning to enter into human Actions and since, 
before there were Laws, everyone was sole judge and avenger of 
the offenses lte had received, the goodness suited to the pure state 
of Nature was no longer the goodness suited to nascent Society; 
that punishments had to become more severe in proportion as the 
opportunities to offend became more frequent, and that the terror 
of vengeance had [I 7 I] to take the place of the Laws' restraint. 
Thus, although men now had less endurance, and natural pity had 
already undergone some attenuation, this period in the development 
of human faculties, occupying a just mean between the indolence 
of the primitive state and the petulant activity of our amour propre, 
must have been the happiest and the most lasting epoch. The more 
one reflects on it, the more one finds that this state was the least 
subject to revolutions, the best for man {XVI), and that he must have 
left it only by some fatal accident which, for the sake of the common 
utility, should never have occurred. The example of the Savages, 
almost all of whom have been found at this point, seems to confinn 
that Mankind was made always to remain in it, that this state is 
the genuine youth of the World, and rhat all subsequent progress 
has been so many steps in appearance toward the perfection of the 
individual, and in effect toward the decrepitude of the species. 

[ 19] So long as men were content with their rustic huts, so long 
as they confined themselves to sewing their clothes of skins with 
thorns or fish bones, to adorning themselves with feathers and 
shells, to painting their bodies different colors, to perfecting or 
embellishing their bows and arrows, to carving a few fishing Canoes 
or a few crude Musical instruments with sharp stones; In a word, 
so long as they applied themselves only to tasks a single individual 
could perform, and to arts that did not require the collaboration of 
several hands, they lived free, healthy, good, and happy as far as 
they could by their Nature be, and continued to enjoy the gentle
ness of independent dealings with one another; but the moment 
one man needed the help of another; as soon as it was found to be 
useful for one to have provisions for two, equality disappeared, 
property appeared, work became necessary, and the vast forests 
changed into smiling Fields that had to be watered with the sweat 
of men, and where slavery and misery were soon seen to sprout 
and grow together with the harvests . 
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[20] .\1etallur�n and agriculture were the two arts the invention 
of which brought about this great revolution. For the Poet it is gold 
and silver: but for the Philosopher it is iron and wheat that civilized 
men, and ruined :\lankind. Indeed, both were [1721 unknmm to 
the Savages of America who have therefore always remained �uch; 
even other Peoples seem to haYe remained Barbarians as long as 
they engaged in one of these Arts without the other; and perhaps 
one of the best reasons why Europe had political order, if not earlier 
then at least more continuously and better than the other parts of 
the world, i� that it is both the most abundant in iron and the most 
fertile in wheat. 

[ 2 I ] It is very difficult to coniecture how men came to know and 
to use iron: for it is not plausible that they Imagined on their own 
extracting ore from the mine and doing what is required to prepare 
it for smelting, before they knew what the outcome would be. On 
the other hand, it is even less plausible to attribute this discm-ery 
to some accidental fire, as mines are formed oni}· in arid places bare 
of trees and plants, so that it might seem that Nature had taken 
precautions to withhold this fatal secret from us. The only remain
ing alternative, then, i� that some extraordinary event, such as a 
Volcano throwing up molten metal, will have given its Witnesses 
the idea of imitating this operation of :Sature; even then, they must 
also be assumed to have had a good deal of courage and foresight 
to undertake such strenuous labor and to anticipate so far in advance 
the advantages they might derive from it; which really only accords 
with minds already more skilled than these must have been. 

[22] As for agriculture, its principle was known long before its 
practice was established, and it is scarcely possible that men con
stantly engaged in drawing their subsistence from trees and plants 
would not fairly soon have the idea of how ;\ature proceeds in 
the generation of Plants; but their industry probably turned in that 
direction only rather late, either because trees which, together with 
hunting and fishing, provided their food, did not require their care, 

or for \\'ant of knowing the u�e of wheat, or for want of implements 
to cultivate it, or for want of anticipating future need, or, finally, 
fUr want of means to prevent 11thers from appropriating the fruit 
of their labor. Once they had become more industrious, the}" prob
ably began by cultivating a few vegetables or roots with sharp stones 
or pointed sticks [1731 around their Huts, long before they knew 
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how to thresh and grind wheat, and had the implements necessary 
for large-scale cultivation, to say nothing of the fact that, in order 
to devote oneself to this occupation and sow fields, one has to decide 
to take an initial loss for the sake of great future gain; a foresight 
t!ut is very alien to the turn of mind of Savage man who, as I have 
said, has trouble giving thought in the morning to his needs in the 
evenmg. 

[ 23] The Invention of the mher arts was therefore necessary to 
force Mankind to attend to the art of agriculture. As soon as men 
were needed to melt and forge iron, others were needed to feed 
them. The more the number of workers increased, the fewer hands 
were engaged in providing for the common subsistence, without 
there being any fewer mouths to consume it; and as some had to 
have foods in exchange for their iron, the others finally discovered 
the secret of using iron to increase foods. Thus arose on the one 
hand Plowing and agriculture, and on the other the art of working 
metals and multiplying their uses. 

[24] From the cultivation of land, its division necessarily fol
lowed; and from property, once recognized, the first rules of justice 
necessarily followed: for in order to render to each his own, each 
must be able to have something; moreover, as men began to extend 
their views to the future and all saw that they had some goods to 
lose, there was no one who did not have to fear reprisals against 
himself for the wrongs he might do to another. This origin is all 
the more natural as it is impossible to conceive the idea of nascent 
property in any other way than in terms of manual labor: for it is 
not clear what, more than his labor, man can put into things he 
has not made, in order to appropriate them. Since labor alone gives 
the Cultivator the right to the produce of the land he has tilled, it 
consequently also gives him a right to the land, at least until the 
harvest, and thus from one year to the next, which, as it makes for 
continuous possession, is easily transformed into property. When 
the Ancient� says Grotius, gave Ceres the title legislatrix and a 
festival celebrated in her honor the name Thesmophoria, they 
thereby indicated that the division [174] of land produced a new 
kind of right. Namely the right of property different from that 
which follows from natural Law. 

[25) Things in this state could have remained equal if talents had 
been equal and if, for example, the use of iron and the consumption 
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of foods had always been exa<.:tly balanced; but this proportion, 
which nothing maintained, was soon upset; the stronger did more 
work; the more skillful used his work to better advantage; the more 
ingenious found ways to reduce his labor; the Plowman had greater 
need of iron, or the smith greater need of wheat, and by working 
equally, the one earned much while the other had trouble staying 
alive. This is how natural inequality imperceptibly unfolds together 
with unequal associations, and the differences between men, devel
oped by their different circumstances, become more perceptible, 
more permanent in their effects. and begin to exercise a correspond
ing influence on the fate of individuals. 

[26] Things having reached this point, it is easy to imagine the 
rest. I shall not pause to describe the successive invention of the 
other arts, the progress of languages, the testing and exercise of 
talents, the inequalities of fortune, the use or abuse of Wealth, nor 
all the details that attend them and which everyone can easily add. 
I shall limit myself to a brief glance at Mankind placed in this new 
order of things. 

[ 27 J Here, then, are all our faculties developed, memory and 
imagination brought into pia)', amour prnpre interested, reason 
become active, and the mind almost at the limit of the perfection 
of which it is capable. Here are all natural qualities set in action, 
every man's rank and fate set, not only as to the amount of their 
goods and the power to help or to hurt, hut also as to mind, beauty, 
strength or skill, as to merit or talents, and, since these are the only 
qualities that could attract consideration, one soon had to have or 
to affect them; for one's own advantage one had to seem other than 
one in fact was. To be and to appear became two entirely different 
things, and from this distinction arose ostentatious display, deceitful 
cunning, and all the vices that follow in their wake. Looked at in 
another way, man, who had previously been free and independent, 
is now so to speak subjugated by a [ 175 J multitude of new needs 
to the whole of '\lature, and especiaHy to those of his kind, whose 
slave he in a sense becomes even by becoming their master; rich, 
he needs their services; poor, he needs their help, and moderate 
means do not enable him to do without them. He must therefore 
constantly try to interest them in his fate and to make them really 
or apparently find their own profit in working for his: which makes 
him knavish and artful with some, imperious and harsh with the 
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rest, and places him under the necessity of deceiving all those he 
needs if he cannot get them to fear him and does not find it in his 
interest to make ltimself useful to them. Finally, consuming 
ambition, the ardent desire to raise one's relative fortune less out 
of genuine need than in order to place oneself above others, instills 
in all men a black inclination to hann one another, a secret jealousy 
that is all the more dangerous as it often assumes the mask of benev
olence in order to strike its blow in greater safety: in a word, compe
tition and rivalry on the one hand, conflict of interests on the other, 
and always the hidden desire to profit at another's expense; all these 
evils are the first effect of property, and the inseparable train of 
nascent inequality. 

[ 28} Before its representative signs were invented, wealth could 
scarcely consist in anything but land and livestock, the only real 
goods that men can possess. Now, once inheritances had increased 
in number and size to the point where they covered an the land 
and all adjoined one another, men could no longer aggrandize them
selves except at one another's expense, and the supernumeraries 
whom weakness or indolence had kept from acquiring an inherit
ance of their own, grown poor v;ithout having lost anything because 
they alone had not changed while everything was changing around 
them, were obliged to receive or to seize their subsistence from the 
hands of the rich; and from this began to arise, according to the 
different characters of the poor and the rich, domination and servi
tude, or violenCe and plunder. The rich, for their part, had scarcely 
become acquainted with the pleasure of dominating than they dis
dained all other pleasures, and using their old Slaves to subject new 
ones, they thought only of subjugating and enslaving their neigh
bors; like those ravenous wolva� which once they have tasted human 
flesh [176] scorn all other food, and from then on want to devour 
only men. 

[29] Thus, as the most powerful or the most miserable claimed, 
on the basis of their strength or of their needs, a kind of right to 
another person's goods, equivalent, according to them, to the right 
of property, the breakdown of equality was followed by the most 
frightful disorder: thus the usurpations of the rich, the Banditry of 
the Poor, the unbridled passions of all, stifling natural pity and the 
still weak voice of justice, made men greedy, ambitious, and wicked. 
A perpetual conflict arose between the right of the stronger and the 
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right of the first occupant, which only led to fights and murders 
(XVII). Nascent Society gaye way to the most horrible state of war: 
Humankind, debased and devastated, no longer able to turn back 
or to renounce its wretched acquisitions, and working only to its 
shame br the abuse of the faculties that do it honor, brought itself 
to the brink of ruin. 

Shocked by the not,elty of the evil, 
at once nch and miserable, 
He seeks to escape his wealth, 
and hates what he had just prayed for. 

[30] It is not possible that men should not at last have reflected 
on such a miserable situation, and on the calamities besetting them. 
The rich, above all, must soon have sensed how disadvantageous 
to them was a perpetual war of which they alone bore the full cost, 
and in which everyone risked his life while only some also risked 
goods. Besides, regardless of how they painted their usurpations, 
they realized well enough that they were only based on a precarious 
and abusive right, and that since they had been acquired solely by 
force, force could deprive them of them without their having any 
reason for oomplaint. Even those whom industriousness alone had 
enriched could scarcely base their property on better titles. No 
matter if they said: It is I who built this wall; I earned this plot by 
my labor. Who set its boundaries for you, they could be answered; 
and by virtu'e of what do you Ia)' claim to being paid at our expense 
for labor we did not impose on you? Do you not know that a great 
many of your brothers perish or suffer from need of what you have 
in excess, and chat you required the express and unanimous [177] 
consent of Humankind to appropriate for yourself anything from 
the common subsistence allove and bejond your own? Lacking valid 
reasons to justify and sufficient strength to defend himself; easily 
crushing an individual, but himself crushed by troops of bandits; 
alone against all, and unahle, because of their mutual jealousies, to 
unite with his equals against enemies united by the common hope 
of plunder, the rich, under the pressure of necessity, at last con
ceived the most wdl-wnsidered project ever to enter the human 
mind; to use even his attackers' forces in his favor, to make his 
adversaries his defenders, to instill in them other maxims and to 
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give them different institutions, as favorable to himself as natural 
Right was contrary to him. 

[31] To this end, after exhibiting to his neighbors the horror of 
a situation that armed all of them against one another, that made 
their possessions as burdensome to them as their needs, and in 
which no one found safety in either poveny or wealth, he easily 
invented specious reasons to bring them around to his goal: "Let 
us unite," he told them, "to protect the weak from oppression, 
restrain the ambitious, and secure for everyone the posse!>sion of 
what belongs to him: Let us institute rules of Justice and peace to 
which all are obliged to conform, which favor no one, and which 
in a way make up for the vagaries of fortune by subjecting the 
powerful and the weak alike to mutual duties. In a word, instead 
of turning our forces against one another, let us gather them into 
a supreme power that might govern us according to wise Laws, 
protect and defend all the members of the association, repulse 
common enemies, and preserve us in everlasting concord." 

[31] Much Jess than the equivalent of this Discourse was needed 
to sway crude, easily seduced men who, in any event, had too much 
business to sort out among themselves to be able to do without 
arbiters, and too much greed and ambition to be able to do for long 
without Masters. All ran toward their chains in the belief that they 
were securing their freedom; for while they had enough reason to 
sense the advantages of a political establishment, [ IJB] they had 
not enough experience to foresee its dangers; those most capable of 
anticipating the abuses were precisely those who counted on profit� 
ing from them, and even the wise saw that they had to make up 
their mind to sacrifice one part of their freedom to preserve the 
other, as a wounded man has his arm cut off to save the rest of his 
Body. 

[33] Such was, or must have been, the origin of Society and of 
Laws, which gave the weak new fetters and the rich new forces 
(XVIu), irreversibly destroyed natural freedom, forever fixed the Law 
of property and inequality, transfonned a skillful usurpation into 
an irrevocable right, and for the profit of a few ambitious men 
henceforth subjugated the whole of Mankind to labor, servitude and 
misery. It is easy to see how the establishment of a single Sociecy 
made the establishment of all the others indispensable, and how, in 
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order to stand up to united forces, it became necessary to unite in 
turn. Societies, multiplying and expanding rapidly, soon covered 
the entire face of the earth, and it was no longer possible to find a 
single corner anywhere in the universe where one might cast off 
the yoke and withdra'W one's head out of the way of the often ill
guided sword everyone perpetually saw suspended over it. Civil 
right having thus become the common rule of the Citizens, the Law 
of Namre no longer obtained except between different Societies 
where, under the name of Right of nations, it was tempered by a 
few tacit conventions in order to make commerce possible and to 
replace natural commiseration which, losing in the relations between 
one Society and another almost all the force it had in the relations 
between one man and another, lives on only in a few great Cosmo
politan Souls who cross the imaginary boundaries that separate 
Peoples and, following the example of the sovereign being that cre
ated them, embrace the whole of Mankind in their benevolence. 

[34] The Bodies Politic thus remaining in the state of Nature 
among themselves soon experienced the inconveniences that had 
forced individuals to leave it, and this state became even more fatal 
among these great Bodies than it had previously been among the 
individuals who made them up. From it arose the National Wars, 
Battles, murders, reprisals that [179] make Nature tremble and that 
shock reason, and all those horrible prejudices that rank among the 
virtues the honor of spilling human blood. The most honest men 
learned to count it as one of their duties to slay their kind; in time 
men were seen to massacre one another by the thousands without 
knowing why; and more murders were committed in a single day's 
fighting, and more horrors at the capture of a single town, than had 
been committed in the state of Nature for centuries together over 
the entire face of the earth. Such are the first discernible effects of 
the division of Mankind into different Societies. Let us return to 
their institution. 

[35] I know that some have attributed other origins to Political 
Societies, such as conquest by the more powerful, or the union of 
the weak; and the choice between these causes does not make a 
difference to what I want to establish: however, the cause of their 
origin which I have just given seems to me the most natural for 
the following reasons: I .  That, in the first case, the Right of con
quest, since it is not a Right, could not have served as the foun-
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dation for any other Right, for the Conqueror and the conquered 
Peoples always remain in a state of War with one another unless 
the Nation, restored to full freedom, voluntarily chooses its Victor 
as its Chief. Until that time, regardless of what may have been the 
terms of capitulation, as they were based on nothing but violence 
and are consequently null by this very fact, there can, on this 
hypothesis, be neither genuine Society, nor Body Politic, nor any 
Law other than that of the stronger. 2. That, in the second case, 
the words str011g and weak are equivocal; that during the interval 
that separates the establishment of the Right of property or of the 
first occupant and the establislunent of political Governments, the 
meaning of these tenns is better conveyed by the terms poor and 
rich, because in fact, prior to the Laws, a man had no other means 
of subjugating his equals than by attacking their goods or making 
some of his own over to them. J. That the Poor having nothing to 
lose but their freedom, it would have been a great folly for them 
to deprive themselves voluntarily of the only good they had left 
without gaining anything in exchange; that the rich, on the contrary, 
being so to speak sensitive in every pan of their Goods, it was much 
easier to hun them, and that they consequently [18o] had to take 
more precautions to protect themselves against getting hun; and 
that, finally, it is reasonable to believe that a thing was invented by 
those to whom it is useful rather than by those whom it banns. 

[36] Nascent Government had no constant and regular fonn. For 
want of PhilOsophy and of experience, only present inconveniences 
were noticed, and men gave thought to remedying the others only 
as they became manifest. Despite all the labors of the wisest Law
givers, the Political state always remained imperfect because it was 
ahnost a product of chance and because, having begun badly, time 
revealed its flaws and suggested remedies but could newr repair 
the vices of the Constitution; it was constantly being patched;. 
whereas the thing to do would have been to begin by purging the 
threshing floor and setting aside all the old materials, as Lycurgus 
did in Sparta, in order afterwards to erect a good Building. Initially 
Society consisted ofbut a few general conventions which all individ
uals pledged to observe, and of which the Community made itself 
tha guarantor toward each one of them, Experience had to show 
how weak such a constitution was, and how easily offenders could 
escape conviction or punishment for wrongs of which the Public 
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alone was to be both witness and judge; the Law had to be eluded 
in a thousand ways inconveniences and disorders had to keep mul-. ' 

tiplying, before it finally occurred to them to entrust the dangerous 
custody of the public authority tn private individuals, and to 
commit to Magistrates the task of getting the People's deliberations 
heeded: for to say that the Chiefs were chosen before the confeder
ation was established, and that the Ministers of the Laws existed 
before the Laws themselves, is an assumption not worthy of serious 
refutation. 

[37] h would be no more reasonable to believe that Peoples 
initially threw themselves unconditionally and irrevocably into the 
arms of an absolute Master, and that the first means of providing 
for the common safety that proud and untamed men imagined was 
to rush headlong into slavery. Indeed, why did they give themselves 
superiors if not to defend them against oppression, and to protect 
their goods, their freedoms and their lives, which are, so to speak, 
the constitutive [r8I] elements of their being? Now since in tile 
relations between man and man the worst that can happen to one 
is to find himself at the other's discretion, would it not have been 
against good sen..o;e to begin by surrendering into the hands of a 
Chief the only things the) needed his help to preserve? What equiv
alent could he have offered them for the concession of so fine a 
Right; and if he had dared to exact it on the pretext of defending 
them, would he not straightway have received the answer of the 
Fable: What ffiore will the enemy do to us? It is therefore incontro
''ertible, and it is the fundamental maxim of all Political Right, that 
Peoples gave themselves Chiefs to defend their freedom, and not 
to enslave them. If he have a Prince, said Pliny to Trajan, it is so 
that he may preserve us ftom having a Ma.sttr. 

[38] Politicians ptotx'und the same sophisms about the love of 
freedom that Philosophers propounded about the state of Nature; 
on the basis of the things they see, they judge of very different 
things which they have not seen, and they attribute to men a natural 
inclination to servitude because of the patience with which the men 
they have before their eyes bear theirs, not realizing that it is as 
true of freedom as it is of innocence and virtue that one appreciates 
their worth only as long as one enjoys them onesdf, and loses the 
taste for them as soon as they are lost. I know the delights of your 
Country, said Brasidas to a Satrap who was comparing the life of 
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Sparta with that of Persepolis, but you cannot know the pleasures 
of mine. 

[39] As an untamed Steed bristles its mane, stamps the ground 
with its hoof, and struggles impetuously at the very sight of the 
bit, while a trained horse patiently suffers whip and spur, so barbar
ous man will not bend his head to the yoke which civilized man 

bears without a munnur, and he prefers the most tempestuous free
dom to a tranquil subjection. Man's natural dispositions for or 
against servitude therefore have to be judged not by the degradation 
of enslaved Peoples but by the prodigious feats of all free Peoples 
to guard against oppression. I know that the former do nothing but 
incessantly boast of the peace and quiet they en)oy in their chain� 
and that th(y call tM most miJerable servitude peace: but when I see 
the others sacrifice pleasures, rest, wealth, [182) power, and life 
itself for the sake of preserving this one good which those who have 
lost it hold in such contempt; when I see Animals bom free and 
abhorring eaprivity smash their heads against the bars of their 
prison; when I see multitudes of completely naked Savages scorn 
European voluptuousness and brave hunger, fire, the sword, and 
death in order to preserve nothing but their independence, I feel 
that it is not for Slaves to reason aOOut freedom. 

[40] As for Paternal authority, from which some have derived 
absolute Government and the whole of Society, without invoking 
Locke's or Sidney's proofs to the contrary, it suffie« to note that 
nothing in the world is farther from the ferocious spirit of Despot
ism than the gentleness of this authority which looks more to the 
advantage of the one who obeys than to the utility of the one who 
commands; that by the Law of Nature the Father is the Child's 
master only as long as it needs his assistance, that beyond that point 
they become equal, and that then the son, perfectly independent of 
the Father, owes him only respect and not obedience; for gratitude 
is indeed a duty that ought to be performed, but it is not a right 
that can be exacted. Instead of saying that civil Society is derived 
from Paternal power, it should, on the contrary, be said that this 
power derives its principal force from civil Society: an individual 
was recognized as the Father of many only once they remained 
assembled around him; the Father's goods, of which he is genuinely 
the Master, are the bonds that keep his children dependent on him, 
and be may [choose to] give them no more of a share of his· I!!Sblte 
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than is proportional to how well they have deserved of him by 
constant deference to his wishes. Now subjects, far from being in 
a position to expect a similar favor from their Despot - since they 
belong to him as his own, they and everything they possess, or at 
least since that is what he claims - are reduced to receiving as a 
favor whatever portion of their goods he leaves them; he dispenses 
justice when he despoils them; he dispenses grace when he lets 
them live. 

[ 41] If one ccntinued thus to examine the facts in terms of Right, 
the voluntary establishment of Tyranny would prove to be no more 
substantial than it is true, and it would be difficult to show the 
validity of a contract which obligated { 183] only one of the parties, 
in which one side granted everything and the other nothing, and 
which could only prove prejudicial to the one who commitll himself. 
This odious System is very far from being even today that of Wise 
and good Monarchs, and especially of the Kings of France, as may 
be seen in various places in their Edicts, and in particular in the 
following passage of a famous Text published in r667 in the name 
and by the orders of Louis XIV. Let it therefore not be said that the 
Sovereign is not subject to the Laws of his State, since tlu contrary 
proposition is a truth of the Right of Natirms, which flattery has some
times chaflenged, but which good Princes have always defended as a 
tuttlary divinity of their States. How much mort legitimate it is to say 
with the Wise Plato that the perfict /dicity of a Kingdom is thai a 
Prince be obeyed by his Subjects, that the Pn"nce obey the Law, and 
that the Law be right and always directed to the public good. I shall not 
pause to inquire whether, since freedom is man's noblest faculty, it 
is not to debase one's �ature, to place oneself at the level of Beasts 
that are the slaves of instinct, even to offend the Author of one's 
being, if one unconditionally renounces the most precious of all his 
gifts, if one submits to committing all the crimes he forbids us, in 
order to comply with a ferocious and insane Master, nor whether 
this sublime workman ought to be more irritated at seeing his finest 
work destroyed than at seeing it dishonored. I shall ignore, if one 
wishes, the authority of Barbeyrac who, following Locke, explicidy 
declares that no one may sell his freedom to the point of submitting 
to an arbitrary power that treats him according to its fancy: For, 
he adds, that would be to seli one's very life, of which one is rwt master. 
I shall only ask by what Right those who were not afraid to debase 
themselves to this point could subject their posterity to the same 
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ignominy, and on its behalf renounce goods which it does not owe 
to their liberality and without which life itself is a burden to all 
who a.re worthy of it? 

(4z) Pufendorf says that just as one transfers one's goods to 
another by conventions and Contracts, so too can one divest oneself 
of one's freedom in favor of someone else. This seems to me to be 
a very bad argument; for, first of all, the goods I alienate become 
something altogether foreign to me, and their abuse is a matter of 
indifference [184] to me; but it is important to me that my freedom 
not be abused, and I cannot risk becoming the instrument of a crime 
without incurring the guilt of the evil I shall be forced to commit: 
Moreover, since the Right of property is only by convention and 
human institution, every man can dispose of what he possesses as 
he pleases: but the same does not hold for the essential Gifts of 
Nature, such as life and freedom, which everyone is permitted to 
enjoy and of which it is at least doubtful that one has the Right to 
divest oneself; in depriving oneself of the one, one debases one's 
being; In depriving oneself of the other one annihilates it as much 
as in one lies; and as no temporal good can compensate for life or 
freedom, it would be an offense against both Nature and reason to 
renounce them at any price whatsoever. But even if one could alien
ate one's freedom as one can one's goods, the difference would be 
very great for Children who enjoy the Father's goods only by the 
transfer of his right, whereas freedom, since it is a gift they have 
from Nature in their capacity as human beings, their Parents had 
no Right to divest them of it; so that just as violence had to be 
done to Nature in order to establish Slavery, Nature had to be 
altered in order to perpetuate this Right; And the Jurists who havt 
gravely pronounced that the child of a Slave would be born a Slave 
have in other words decided that a man would not be born a man. 

(43] It therefore seems to me certain not only that Governments 
did not begin with Arbitrary Power, which is but their corruption, 
their ultimate stage, and which at last returns them to the sole Law 
of the stronger for which they initially were the remedy, but also 
that even if this is how they did begin, Arbitrary Power, being by 
its Nature illegitimate, cannot have served as the foundation for the 
Rights of Society nor, oonsequendy, for instituted inequality. 

[44] Without at present entering into the inquiries that still 
remain to be pursued about the Nature of the fundamental Pact of 
all Government, I restrict myself in accordance with the common 
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opinion t(J consider here the establishment of the Dody Politic as a 
true Contract between the People and the Chiefs it chooses for 
itself; a Contract by which both Parties obligate themselves to 
observe the Law!> stipulated in it and which form the bonds of their 
union. The People having, in regard to Social relations, united all 
their [185] wills into a single one, all the articles about which this 
will pronounces become so man}' fundamental Laws that obligate 
all the members of the State without exception, and one of which 
regulates the selection and the power of the Magistrates charged 
with attending to the execution of the other I .aws. This power 
extends to everything that can preserve the Constitution, without 
going so far as to change it. To it are joined honors that render 
the Laws and their :\1inisters respectable and, for the Ministers 
personally, prerogatives compensating them for the strenuous labors 
which good administration requires. The Magistrate, for his part, 
obligates himself to use the power entrusted to him only in con
fonnity with the intention of the Constituents, to maintain everyone 
in the peaceful enjoyment of what belongs to him, and on all 
occasions to prefer the public utility to his self-interest. 

[ 45] Before experience had shown or knowledge of the human 
heart had led [men] to anticipate the inevitable abuses of such a 
constitution, it must have appeared all the better, as those assigned 
to see to its preservation themselves had the greatest interest in 
its being preserved; for since the Magistraq and its Rights were 
established only by the fundamental Laws, as soon as these are 
destroyed, the Magistrates would cease to be legitimate, the People 
would no longer be bound to obey them, and since it would have 
been the Law and not the Magistrate that constituted the essence 
of the State, everyone would by Right revert to his Natural freedom. 

[46} If one but paused to reflect about it attentively, this would 
be confirmed by new reasons, and it would be evident from the 
Nature of the Contract that it could not be irrevocable: for if there 
were no superior power capable of guaranteeing the Contracting 
parties' fidelity or of forcing them to fulfill their reciprocal engage
ments, the Parties would remain sole judges in their own case, and 
each would always have the Right to renounce the Contract when
ever it found that the other had violated its terms, or that these 
terms ceased to suit it This is the principle on which the Right to 
abdicate could, it would seem, be founded. Now, considering, as 
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we are doing, only human institution, if the Magistrate, who has 
all the power in hand, and appropriates to himself all the advantages 
of the Contract, nevertheless had the right to renounce his 
autho[J86]rity; then there is all the more reason that the People, 
who pay for all of the Chiefs' failings, should have tlte Right to 
renounce Dependence. But the frightful dissensions, the infinite 
disorders which this dangerous power would necessarily entail, 
show more than anything else does how much human Governments 
needed a more solid base than reason alone, and how necessary it 
was for the public repose that the divine will intervene to endow 
the Sovereign authority with a sacred and inviolable character that 
might deprive subjects of the fatal Right to dispose of it. If Religion 
had performed only this good for men, it would be enough for them 
all to have to cherish and adopt it, even with its abuses, since it 
still spares more blood than fanaticism causes to flow: but let us 
follow the thread of our hypothesis. 

[47] The different forms of Governments owe their origin to 
the greater or lesser differences between individuals at the time of 
Institution. Was one man preeminent in power, wealth, or prestige? 
he alone was elected Magistrate, and the State became Monarchic; 
if several, nearly equal among themselves, surpassed all the others, 
they were elected together, and there was an Aristocracy; those 
whose fortunes or talents were less disparate, and who had moved 
least far from the state of Nature, retained the supreme Adminis
tration in oommon, and fanned a Democracy. Time confirmed 
which one of these forms was the most advantageous to men. Some 
remained exclusively subject to Laws., the others were soon obeying 
Masters. Citizens wanted only to keep their freedom, subjects 
thought only of depriving their neighbors of theirs, because they 
found it insufferable that others enjo)' a good which they themselves 
no longer enjoyed. In a word, on one side were wea1th and Con
quests, and on the other happiness and virtue. 

[48] In these various Governments all Magistracies were at first 
Elective; and when Wealth did not prevail, preference was accorded 
to merit, which confers a Natural Ascendancy, and to age, which 
confers experience in business and equanimity in deliberations. The 
Hebrews' elders, Sparta's Gerontes, Rome's Senate, and the very 
Etymology of our word Seigtttur, sltow how [187] respected Old 
Age formerly was. The more Elections setded on men of advanced 
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age, the more frequent they became, and the more their cumber
someness made itself felt; intrigues arose, factions formed, !he par
ties grew embittered, civil Wars flared up, at last the blood of Citi
zens was sacrificed to the supposed happiness of the State, and men 
were on the verge of relapsing into the Anarchy of former times. 
The ambition of the most Preeminent men took advantage of these 
circumstances to perpetuate their offices within their families: The 
People, already accustomed to dependence, repose, and the com
forts of life, and already past the state where they could break their 
chains, consented to let their servitude increase in order to consoli
date their tranquility, and that is how Chiefs, having become heredi
tary, grew accustomed to regard their Magistracy as a family pos
session, to regard themseh·es the owners of the State of which they 
at first were only the Officers, to calling their Fellow-Citizens their 
Slaves, to counting them like Cattle among the things that belonged 
to them, and to calling themselves equals to the Gods and Kings 
of Kings. 

[ 49] If we follow the progress of inequality through these differ
ent revolutions, we will find that the establishment of the Law and 
Right of property was its first term; the institution of Magistracy, 
the second; the conversion of legitimate into arbitrary power the 
third and last; so that the state of rich and poor was authorized by 
the first Epoch, that of pi)Werful and weak by the second, and by 
the third that of Master and Slave, which is the last degree of 
inequality, and the state to which all the others finally lead, until 
new revolutions either dissolve the Government entirely, or bring 
it closer to legitimate institution. 

[so] To understand the necessity of this progress one has w con
sider not so much the motives for the establishment of the Body 
Politic, as the form it assumes in its implementation, and the incon
veniences it entails: for the same vices that make social institutions 
necessary make their abuse inevitable; and since, with the sole 
exception of Sparta where the Law primarily attended to the Chil
dren's education, and where Lycurgus established morals that 
almost made the addition of[188] Laws unnecessary, Laws, in gen
eral less strong than the passions, contain men without changing 
them; it would be easy w prove that any Government that 
invariably worked exactly in accordance with the end for which it 
had been instituted, without disintegrating or deteriorating, would 
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have been instituted unnecessarily, and a Country where no one 
eluded the Laws and abused the Magistracy would need neither 
Magistrates nor Laws. 

[51] Political distinctions necessarily bring about civil distinc
tions. Growing inequality between the People and its Chiefs soon 
manifests itself among private individuals, where it undergoes a 
thousand modifications according to passions, talents, and circum
stances. The Magistrate could not usurp illegitimate power without 
creating clients to whom he is forced to yield some share of it. 
Besides, Citizens let themseh·es be oppressed only so far as they 
are swept up by blind ambition and, looking below more than above 
themselves, come to hold Domination dearer than independence, 
and consent to bear chains so that they might impose chains (on 
others] in tum. It is very difficult to reduce to obedience someone 
who does not seek to command, and the cleverest Politician would 
never succeed in subjugating men whose only wish was to be Free; 
but inequality readily spreads among ambitious and pusillanimous 
souls, ever ready to take their chance on fortune, and aJmost equally 
prepared to rule or to serve depending on whether it favors or foils 
them. Thus a time must have come when the eyes of the People 
were so dazzled that their leaders only had to say to the least of 
men, be Great, you and your entire race, and at once he appeared 
great in everyone else's eyes as well as in his own, and his Descend
ants were enlted still further in proportion to their distance from 
him; the more remote and uncertain the cause, the greater the 
effect; the more idlers could be counted in a family, the more illus
trious it became. 

[5:2:] If this were the place to go into details, I could easily show 
how, even without the Government's intervention, inequality of 
prestige and authority becomes inevitable among Private Individuals 
(XIX) as soon as, united in one Society, they are forced to [r89] 
compare themselves one with the other and, in the continual use 
they have to make of one another, to take account of the differences 
they find. These differences are of several kinds; but since wealth, 
nobility or rank, Power and personal merit are generally the princi
pal distinctions by which one is measured in Society, I would prove 
that the concord or conOict between these various forces is the 
surest indication of a well or a badly constituted State: I would 
show that of these four sorts of inequality, as personal qualities are 
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the origin of all the others, riches is the last to which they are finally 
reduced, because, being the most immediately useful to well-being 
and the easiest to transmit, it can readily be used to buy aU the 
rest. This observation makes it possible to tell rather accurately the 
extent to which each People has moved from its original institution, 
and how far it has gone toward the ultimate stage of corruption. I 
would show how much this universal desire for reputation, honors, 
and preferment which consumes us all exercises and compares tal
ents and strengths, how much it excites and multiplies the passions 
and, in making all men competitors, rivals, or rather enemies, how 
many reverses, how many successes, how many catastrophes of 
every kind it daily causes by leading so many Contenders to enter 
the same lists: I would show that it is to this ardor to be talked 
about, to this frenzy to achieve distinction which almost always 
keeps us outside ounoelves, that we owe what is best and what is 
worst among men, our virtues and our vices, our Sciences and our 
errors, our Conqueron. and our Philosophers, that is to say a multi
tude of bad things for a small number of good things. Finally, I 
would prove that if one sees a handful of powerful and rich men 
at the pinnacle of greatness and fortune while the masses grovel in 
obscurity and misery, it is because the former value the things they 
enjoy only to the extent that the others are deprived of them, and 
they would cease to be happy if, without any change in their own 
state, the People ceased to be miserable. 

[53] But these details alone would provide material for a substan
tial work that weighed the advantages and inconveniences of all 
Government relative to the Rights of the state of Nature, and laid 
bare all [190] the different guises inequality has assumed to this 
day and may in future Centuries assume according to the r\ature 
of these Governments and to the revolutions time will necessarily 
bring about in them. One would see the multitude oppressed from 
within as a consequence of the very precautions it had taken against 
threats from without; One would see oppression constantly grow 
without the oppressed ever being able to know where it might end, 
or what legitimate means they have left to halt it. One would see 
the Rights of Citizens and National freedoms die out little by little, 
and the protests of the weak treated as seditious grumblings. One 
'.'lould see politics restrict the honor of defending the common cause 
to a mercenary portion of the People: One would see as a result 
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taxes become necessary, the discouraged Cultivator leave his field 
even in Peacetime, and abandon his plow to gird on the sword. One 
would see arise the fatal and bizarre rules regarding the point of 
honor: One would see the defenders of the Fatherland sooner or 
later become its Enemies, forever holding the dagger raised over 
their fellow-citizens, and a time would come when they would be 
heard to say to their Country's oppressor 

If you order me to plunge the sword into my brother's breast, 
Or my fathrr'J thmat, or even my pregnant wife's womb, 
1 shall do 10, though my right arm be unwilling. 

[54] From the extreme inequality of Conditions and fortunes, 
from the diversity of passions and talems, from the useless arts, 
the pernicious arts, the frivolous Sciences, would arise masses of 
prejudices equally contrary to reason, happiness and virtue; one 
would see Chiefs foment everything that can weaken assembled men 
by disuniting them; everything that can give Society an air of appar
ent concord while sowing seeds of real division; everything that can 
inspire mistrust and mutual hatred in the different estates by setting 
their Rights and interests at odds, and so strengthen the Power that 
contains them all. 

[55] From amidst this disorder and these revolutions Despotism, 
gradually rearing its hideous head [tgi} and devouring ever}thing 
good and wholesome it may have seen anywhere in the State, would 
finally succeed in trampling Laws and People underfoot, and in 
establishing itself on the ruins of the Republic. The times preceding 
this last change would be rimes of troubles and calamities; but in 
the end everything would be swallowed up by the Monster; and 
Peoples wou1d no longer have Chiefs or Laws, but only Tyrants. 
From that moment on there would also no longer be any question 
of morals and virtue; for wherever Despotism rules, where honesty 
IJjJers no hope, it suffers no other master; as soon as it speaks, there 
is no consulting probity or duty, and the blindest obedience is the 
only virtue left to Slaves. 

(s6J Here is the last stage of inequality, and the ultimate point 
that closes the Circle and meets the point from which we set out: 
Here all private individuals again become equal because they are 
nothing and, since the Subjects have no other Law left than the 
will of the Master, and the Master no other rule than his passions, 
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the notions of the good and the principles of justice again vanish. 
Here everything reverts w the sole Law of the stronger and conse
quently to a new State of Nature, different from that with which 
we began in that the first was the state of Nature in its purity, 
whereas this last is the fruit of an excess of corruption. There is, 
in any event, so little difference between the two states, and the 
Contract of Government is so utterly dissolved by Despotism, that 
the Despot is Master only so long as he is the stronger, and that 
as soon as he can be expelled he cannot object to violence. The 
uprising that finally strangles or dethrones a Sultan is as lawful an 
action as those by which, the day before, he disposed of his Sub
jects' lives and goods. Force alone maintains him, force alone over
throws him; things thus proceed according to the Natural order; 
and whatever may be the outcome of these brief and frequent revol
utions, no one can complain of another's injustice, but only of his 
own imprudence or misfortune. 

[57] In thus discovering and retracing the forgotten and lost paths 
that must ha,·e led man from the Natural state to the Civil state; 
in restoring, in addition to the intermediary [192] stages I have just 
indicated, those which the pressure of time made me omit or the 
imagination failed to suggest to me; any attentive Reader cannot 
but be struck by the immense distance that separates these two 
states. It is in this slow succession of things that he will find the 
solution to an infinite number of problems of ethics and of Politics 
which Philosophers are unable to solve. He will sense that, since 
the Mankind of one age is not the Mankind of another age, the 
reason why Diogenes did not find a man is that he was looking 
among his contemporaries for the man of a time that was no more: 
Cato, he will say, perished with Rome and freedom, because he was 
out of place in his century, and the greatest of men only amazed 
the world he would have governed five hundred years earlier. In a 
word, he will explain how the human soul and passions, by imper
ceptible adulterations, so to speak change in Nature; why in the 
long run the objects of our needs and of our pleasures change; why, 
as original man gradually vanishes, Society no longer offers to the 
eyes of the wise man anything but an assemblage of artificial men 
and factitious passions which are the product of all these new 
relationships, and have no true foundation in :-.lature. Observation 
fully confirms what reflection teaches us on this subject: &vage 
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man and civilized man differ so much in their inmost bean and 
inclinations that what constitutes the supreme happiness of the one 
would reduce the other to despair. The first breathes nothing but 
repose and freedom, he wants only to live and to remain idle, and 
even the Stoic's ataraxia does not approximate his profound indif
ference to everything else. By contrast, the Citizen, forever active, 
sweats, scurries, constantly agonizes in search of ever more strenu
ous occupations: he works to the death, even rushes toward it in 
order to be in a position to live, or renounces life in order to acquire 
immortality. He courts the great whom he hates, and the rich whom 
he despises; he spares nothing to attain the honor of serving them; 
he vaingloriously boasts of his baseness and of their protection and, 
proud of his slavery, he speaks contemptuously of those who have 
not the honor of sharing it. What a Sight the difficult and envied 
labors of a European Statesman must be for a Carib! How many 
cruel deaths would not· [193] this indolent Savage prefer to the 
horror of sucb a life, which is often not even sweetened by the 
pleasure of doing well? But in order to see the purpose of so many 
cares. these words, porper and reputatWn, would have to have some 
meaning in his mind; he would have to learn that there is a sort of 
men who count how they are looked upon by the rest of the universe 
for something, who can be happy and satisfied with themselves on 
the testimon�· of others rather than on their own. This, indeed, is 
the genuine cause of all these differences: the Savage lives within 
himself; sociable man, a1ways outside himself, is capable of living 
only in the opinion of others and, so to speak, derives the sentiment 
of his own eristence solely from their judgment. It is not part of 
my subject to show how such a disposition engenders so much 
indifference to good and evil together with such fine discourses on 
morality; how everything being reduced to appearances, everything 
becomes factitious and play-acting: honor, friendship, virtue, and 
often even vices in which one at length discovers the secret of glory
ing; how, in a word, forever asking of others what we are, without 
ever daring to ask it of ourselves, in the midst of so much Philos
ophy, humanity, politeness, and Sublime maxims, we have nothing 
more than a deceiving and frivolous exterior, honor without virtue, 
reason without wisdom, and pleasure without happiness. It is 
enough for me to have proved that this is hot man's original state, 
and that it is only the spirit of Society, together with the inequality 
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society engenders, that changes and corrupts all our natural incli
nations this wav. 

[58] I have tried to give an account nf the origin and the progress 
of inequality, the establishment and the abuse of political Societies, 
in so far as these things can be deduced from the Nature of man 
by the light of reason alone, and independently of the sacred 
Dogmas that endow Sovereign authority with the Sanction of 
Divine Right. It follows from this account that inequality, being 
almost nonexistent in the state of Nature, owes its force and growth 
to the development of our faculties and the progress of the human 
Mind, and finally becomes stable and legitimate by the establish
ment of property and Laws. It follows, further, that moral 
inequality, authorized by positive right alone, is comrary to Natural 
Right whenever it is not [I94] dir«:tly proportional to Physical 
inequality; a distinction which sufficiently determines what one 
ought to think in this respect of the sort of inequality that prevails 
among all civilized Peoples; since it is manifestly against the Law 
of �ature, however defined, that a child command an old man, an 
imbedle lead a wise man, and a handful of people abound in super
fluities while the starving multitude lacks in necessities. 
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Epistle Dedicatory (page us) 

Note 1 Herodotus relates that after the murder of the false Smerdis, 
when the seven liberators of Persia gathered to deliberate about the 
fonn of Government they would give the State, Otanes strongly 
favored a republic; an opinion all the more extraordinary in the 
mouth of a Satrap as, in addition to any claim he might have had 
to the Empire, the great fear more titan death any sort of Govern
ment that forces them to respet:t men. Otanes, as might be expected, 
was not heeded, and seeing that they were going to proceed to the 
election of a Monarch he, who wanted neither to obey nor to com
mand, freely yielded to the other Contenders his right to the crown, 
asking in retum only that he himself and his posterity be free and 
independent; which was granted him. Even if Herodotus did not 
tell us the restriction placed on this Privilege, it would necessarily 
have to be assumed; otherwise Otanes, not recognizing any sort of 
Law and not having to account to anyone, would have been all
powerful in the State, and more powerful than the King himself. 
But it was scarcely likely that a man capable in a case like this of 
being satisfied with such a prerogative was capable of abusing it. 
Indeed, there is no evidence that this right ever caused the least 
trouble in the Kingdom, due either to the wise Otanes, or to any 
one of his descendants. 

Preface (page 1 24) 
Note II [ 1] With the very first step I take, I confidently rely on 
one of those authorities that are respectable to Philosophers because 
they come from a solid and sublime reason which they alone are 
capable of di!>COvering and appreciating. 

[2] "However great may be our interest in knowing ourselves, I 
wonder whether we do not know better everything that is not our
selves. Provided by Nature with organs destined exclusively for our 
preservation, we use them only to receive foreign impressions, we 
seek only to spread outward, and to exist outside ourselves; too 
busy [ zg6] multiplying the functions of our senses and extending 
the ettemal scope of our being, we rarely use that internal sense 
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which reduces us to our true dimensions, and separates from us 
everything that does not belong to it. Yet this is the sense we must 
use if we wish to know ourselves; it is the only one by which we 
can judge ourselves; but how is this sense to be made active and 
given its full scope? How is our Soul, within which it resides, to 
be freed of all of our .Mind's illusions? We have lost the habit of 
using it, it has remained without exercise amidst the riot of our 
bodily sensations, it has been dried up in the fire of our passions; 
the heart, the .Mind, the senses, everything has worked against it." 
Hist[oire] Nat(urelle] vol. IV, p. r;r, de fa Nat[ure] de l'homme. 

Discourse (page 134) 

Note DI [r] The changes that a long practice of walking on two 
feet may have produced in man's structure, the similarities that can 
still be observed between his arms and the Forelegs of Quadrupeds, 
and the inference drawn from the way they walk, may have given 
rise to some doubts about which way of walking must have been 
most natural to us. All children begin by walking on all fours and 
need our example and lessons to learn to stand upright. There are 
even Savage Nations, such as the Hottentots, which greatly neglect 
their Children and let them walk on their hands for so long that 
later they have a good deal of trouble getting them to straighten 
up; the children of the Caribs of the Antilles do the same. There 
are various instances of Quadruped men, and I could cite among 
others that of the Child found in 1344 near Hesse where he had 
been raised by Wolves, and who subsequently said at the Court of 
Prince Henry that if it had been up to himself alone, he would have 
preferred to return among them rather than to live among men. He 
had become so accustomed to walking like those animals, that wood 
Splints had to be tied on him which forced him to hold himself 
upright and keep his balance on two feet. The same was true of 
the Child found in Ifl94 in the forest:> of Lithuania, and who lived 
among Bears. He gave, says M. de Condillac, no sign of reason, 
walked on his hands and feet, had no language, and made sounds 
which in no way resembled those of a human being. The little 
Savage of Hanover who several years ago was brought to the Court 
of England had all the trouble in the world getting adjusted to 
walking on two feet, and in I7I9 two more Savages were found in 
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the Pyrenees, who roamed the mountains in the manner of quadru
peds. As for the possible objection that this means that we deprive 
ourselves of the use of the hands, to which we owe so many advan
tages, quite aside from the fact that [ 197] the example of the monk
eys shows that the hand can very well be used in both ways, it 
would only prove that man can assign to his limbs a more con
venient destination than Nature's, and not that Nature destined 
man to walk otherwise than it teaches him to do. 

[2] But there are, it seems to me, much better reasons for holding 
that man is a biped. First of all, even if it were shown that he could 
originally have been structured differently than he visibly is, and 
nevertheless eventually become what be is, this would not be reason 
enough to conclude that that is how it did happen: For before these 
changes are accepted, it would have to be shown not only that they 
are pO!isible, but also that they are at least likely. Moreover, while 
it does seem that man's arms could have served him for Legs in 
case of need, this is the only observation that lends this system 
support, as against a great many others that are contrary to it. The 
principal ones are: that if man had walked on all fours, then the 
manner in which his head is attached to his body, instead of 
directing his gaze horizontally, as is that of all other animals, and 
as is his own when he walks upright, would have kept him, when 
he walks on all fours, with his eyes fixed directly at the ground, a 
position scarcely favorable to the preservation of the individual; that 
the tail he lacks, and for which he has no use in walking on two 
feet, is useful to quadrupeds, and that none of them is without it; 
that the woman's breast, very well placed for a biped holding her 
child in her anns, is so poorly placed for a quadruped that none 
has it so placed; that the hindquarters being inordinately high in 
relation to the forelegs, which is why we drag ourselves around on 
our knees when we walk on all fours, the whole would have made 
for an Animal that is ill-proportioned and walks without ease; that 
if he bad set his foot down flat as he does his hand, he would have 
had one fewer articulation in his hind leg than other animals have, 
namely that which joins the Canon bone to the Tibia; and that if 
he set down only the tip of the foot, as he would probably have been 
ronstrained to do, the taTllUS, even disregarding the many bones that 
make it up, would seem to be too big to take the place of the canon, 
and its Articulations with the Metatarsus and the Tibia too close 
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together to give the human leg in this position the same flexibility 
as the legs of quadrupeds. The example of Children, taken as it is 
from an age when natural strengths are not yet developed nor the 
limbs firm, proves nothing at all, and I would as soon say that dogs 
arc not destined to walk because for several weeks after their birth 
they only crawl. Moreover, particular facts are of little force against 
the uni,·ersal practice of all men, of even those from l\iations which, 
since thev had no communication with the others, could not have 
imitated them in anything. A Child abandoned in some forest before 
it could walk, and raised by some beast, will have followed its 
I\urse's example by learning to walk as she does; it could have 
acquired through habit a dexterity it did not get from Nature; and 
[1g8] just as One-armed people succeed, by dint of practice, to do 
with their feet everything we do with our hands, so will it finally 
have succeeded in using its hands as feet. 

Discourse (page 134) 

Note IV f 1 j Should there be among my Readers so poor a Physicist 
as to raise objections regarding this assumption of the natural fer
tility of the earth, I shall answer him with the following passage. 

[2] "Since plants draw much more substance for their nourish
ment from air and water than they do from the earth, it happens 
that when they decay they restore more to the earth than they had 
drawn frorri it; besides, a forest regulates rainwater by preventing 
evaporation. Thus, in a wood left untouched for a long time, the 
layer of earth that supports vegetation would increase considerably; 
but since Animals restore less to the earth than they take from it, 
and men consume enormous quantities of wood and plants for fire 
and other uses, it follows that in an inhabited country the layer of 
topsoil must invariably decrease and eventually become like the 
ground of Arabia Petraea and so many other Provinces of the Orient 
which, indeed, is the oldest inhabited Clime, and where [now] only 
Salt and Sand are found; for the fixed Salt of Plants and of Animals 
remains, while all their other parts are volatilized." M. De Buff on, 
H1stf_ oire] nat[urelle]. 

[3] To this may be added the factual proof of the great number 
of trees and of plants of all kinds that filled almost all the desert 
islands discm·ered in reu�nt centur:io>s, and of what history tells us 
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about the huge forests that had to be cut down everywhere on earth 
as it was populated or civilized. I shall make the following three 
additional remarks on this subject. The first is that, if there is a 
kind of vegetation that could compensate for the depletion of veg
etable matter which, according to M. de Buffon's reasoning, is due 
to animaJs, then it is mainly woods, the crowns and leaves of which 
collect and absorb more water and moisture than do other plants. 
The second is that the destrudion of topsoil, that is to say the loss 
of the substance suited to vegetation, must accelerate in proportion 
as the earth is more cultivated and as its more industrious inhabi
tants consume its various productions in greater quantities. My 
third and most important remark is that the fruits of Trees provide 
animals with a more abundant supply of food than can other [forms 
of] vegetation, an experiment I myself performed by comparing the 
production of two plots of ground equal in size and quality, the 
one covered with chestnut trees, and the other sown with wheat. 

Discourse (page •35) 

Note v Among the Q!.iadrupeds the two most universal dis
tinguishing features of the carnivorous species are drawn from the 
shape of the Teeth, and the conformation of the Intestines. The 
Animals that live exclusively off vegetation aJI have blunt teeth, 
[199] like the Horse, the Ox, the Sheep, the Hare; but the Carni
vores have them·pointed, like the Cat, the Dog, the Wolf, the Fox. 
As for Intestines, Frugivorous Animals have some, such as the 
Colon, that are not found among carnivorous Animals. lt therefore 
seems that Man, whose Teeth and Intestines are like those of the 
Frugivorous Animals, should naturally be placed in that Oass, and 
this opinion is confirmed not only by anatomical observations: bm 
the records of Antiquity also lend it considerable support. "Dicaear
chus," says St. Jerome, "relates in his Books on Greek Antiquities 
that during the reign of Saturn, when the Earth was still fertile on 
its own, no man ate Flesh, but aJI lived off the Fruits and the 
Vegetables that grew naturally" (Bk. u, Advfersus] Jovkm[ um ]). This 
opinion may further be bolstered by the accounts of several modem 
Travelers; Fran�s Correal, among others, reports that most of the 
inhabitants of the Lucayes whom the Spaniards transported to the 
Islands of Cuha, Santo Domingo, and elsewhere, died for having 
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eaten flesh. It is evident from this that I forgo many advantages of 
which I could avail myself. For since prey is almost the only object 
about which Carnivores fight, and Frugivores live in constant peace 
with one another, it is clear that if the human species .... ere of the 
latter kind, it could have subsisted much more easily in the state 
of Nature, and would have had much less need and many fewer 
occasions to leave it. 

Discourse (page 135) 

Note VI [r] 1\ll knowledge requiring reflection, all Knowledge 
acquired only from chains of ideas and perfected only successively, 
seems to be altogether beyond the reach of Savage man for want 
of communication with his kind, that is to say for want of the in�tru
ment used in such communication, and of the needs that male it 
necessary. His knowledge and efforts are restricted to jumping, run
ning, fighting, throwing a stone, climbing a tree. But while these 
are the only things he knows, he, in return, knows them much 
better than do we who have not the same need of them as has he; 
and since these activities depend exclusively on the use of the Body 
and cannot be communicated or improved from one individual to 
the next, the first man could have been just as skilled at them as 
his most remote descendants. 

[2] The reports of travelers are filled with examples of the 
strength and vigor of men from the barbarous and Savage �ations; 
they scarcely praise their skill and agility any less; and since it takes 
only eyes to observe these things, there is no reason not to trust 
what eyewitnesses report on this score. I draw some examples at 
random from the first books that come to hand. [200] 

[3] "The Hottentots," says Kolben, "are better at fishing than 
the Europeans of the Cape. They are equally skilled with net, hook 
and spear, in bays as in rivers. They are no less skillful at catching 
fish by hand. They are incomparably adept at swimming. Their 
way of swimming is somewhat surprising and altogether peculiar 
to them. They swim with their body upright and their hands 
stretched out of the water, so that they seem to be walking on 
land. In the most turbulent sea and when the waves fonn so many 
mountains, they dance as it were on the crest of the waves, rising 
and falling like a piece of oork." 
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[4] "The Hottentots," the same Author further says, "are sur
prisingly skilled hunters, and how light they are on their feet passes 
the imagination." He is surprised at their not putting their skill to 
bad use more frequently, although they do sometimes do so, as 

may be judged from the example he gives of it. "A Dutch sailor 
disembarking at the Cape," he says, "asked a Hottentot to follow 
him into Town ,.,'ith a roll of tobacco weighing about twenty 
pounds. When they both were at some distance from the Crew, the 
Hottentot asked the Sailor whether he could run. Run, the Dutch
man answers, yes, quite well. Let us see, replies the African, and 
escaping with the tobacco, he disappeared almost instantly. The 
Sailor, dumbfounded by such marvelous speed, gave no thought to 
pursuing him, and never again saw either his tobacco or his porter. 

[S] "They are so quick of eye and sure of band that Europeans 
do not even come close to them. At a hundred paces they will hit 
a target the size of a half-penny with a stone, and what is most 
surprising is that instead of fixing their eyes on the target as do we, 
they make constant movements and contortions. Their stone is as 
if carried by an invisible hand." 

[6] Father du Trcrtre says about the Savages of the Antilles more 
or less the same things that have just been read about the Hottentots 
of the Cape of Good Hope. He mainly praises the accuracy of their 
shooting with their arrows birds on the wing and swimming fish, 
which they then retrieve by diving. The Savages of North America 
are no less famous for their strength and their skill: and here is an 
example by which to judge of the strength and skill of the Indians 
of South America. 

[7] In the year r746, an Indian from Buenos Aires, having been 
sentenced to the Galleys in Cadiz, proposed to the Governor to 
buy back his freedom by risking his life at a public festival He 
promised to tackle the fiercest Bull single-handed and anned with 
only a rope, bring it low, grapple it with his rope by any part of 
the body he would be told to, saddle it, bridle it, ride it, fight thus 
mounted two more of the fiercest Bulls brought from the Torillo, 
and put them all [201] to death one after the other the moment he 
was ordered to do so, all without anyone's help; which was granted 
him. The Indian kept his word and succeeded in everything he had 
promised; for the way in which he went about it, and the full 
details of the fight, one can consult the first Volume in u" of the 
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Obs1'rvati11ns sur /'h1slotre naturelle by M. Gautier, p. 262, whence 
this fact is taken. 

Discourse (page 137) 

Note VII "The life-span of Horses is,'' says \1. de Buffon, "as in 
all other animal species, proportional to the duration of their 
growth . .\ian, who takes fourteen years to grow, may live six or 
seven times that long, that is to say ninety or a hundred years: The 
Horse, whose growth is completed in four years, may live six or 
seven times that long, that is to say twenry-five or thirty years. 
Possible counter-examples to this rule are so rare that they should 
not even be regarded as exceptions from which to draw conclusions; 
and since draught horses reach their full size in less time than do 
riding horses, they also li•e less long and are old by the time the�· 
have reached :he age of fifteen." 

Discourse (page 13 7) 

Note VIII I believe I see between carnivorous and frugivorous ani
mals another still more general difference than the one I mentioned 
in Note v, since it applies to birds as well. This difference consists 
in the number of young, which never exceeds two to a litter in 
species that live exclusive!)' off vegetation, and generally exceeds 
that number for carnivorous animals. It is easy to know Nature's 
destination in this regard by the number of teats, which is only two 
for every female of the first species, like the Mare, the Cow, the 
Goat, the Doe, the Ewe, etc., and is always six or eight for the 
other females, like the Bitch, the Cat, the she-Wolf, the Tigress, 
etc. The Hen, the Goose, the Duck, all of which are carnivorous 
Birds, as well as the Eagle, the Sparrow-hawk, the Barn-owl, also 
lay and hatch a great man�· eggs, something that never happens in 
the case of the Pigeon, the Dme, or the Birds that eat absolutely 
nothing but grain, and generally lay and hatch no more than two 
eggs at a time. The reason that may account for this difference is 
that the animals Ji,·ing only off grasses and plants, since they spend 
almost all day grazing and are forced to spend much time feeding 
themselves, could not properly suckle many young, whereas cami
•ores, since they take their meal almost in an instant, can more 
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easily and more frequently return both to their young and to their 
hunt, and repair the expense of such a large quantity of Milk. All 
this ca11s for many specific observations and reflections; but this is 
not the place for them, and it is sufficient for me to have shown 
the most general System of Nature in this part, a System which 
[ zoz] provides a new reason for removing man from the Oass of 
carnivorous animals and placing him among the frugivorous species. 

Discourse (page q.1) 

Note IX [1] A famous Author, calculating the goods and evils of 
human life and comparing the two sums, found the last greatly 
exceeded the first and that, all things considered, life was a rather 
poor gift for man. I am not at all surprised by his conclusion; he 
drew aU his arguments from the constitution of Civil man: if he 
had gone back to Natural man, it is likely that he would have 
reached very different results, that he would have noticed that man 
suffers scarcely any evils but those he has brought on himself, and 
that Nature would have been justified. It is not without difficulty 
that we have succeeded in making ourselves so miserable. When, 
on the one hand, one considers men's tremendous labors, so many 
Sciences investigated, so many arts invented, so many forces 
employed; chasms filled, mountains leveled, rocks split, rivers made 
navigable, lands cleared, lakes dug, swamps drained, huge buildings 
erected on land; the sea covered with Ships and Sailors; and when, 
on the other hand, one inquires with a little meditation into the 
true advantages that have resulted from all this for the happiness 
of the human species; one cannot fail to be struck by the astonishing 
disproportion between these things, and deplore man's blindness 
which, in order to feed his insane pride and I know not what vain 
self-admiration, causes him eagerly to run after all the miseries of 
which he is susceptible, and which beneficent Nature had taken 
care to keep from him. 

(2] Men are wicked; a sad and constant experience makes proof 
unnecessary; yet man is naturally good, I believe I have proved it; 
what, then, can have depraved him to this point, if not the changes 
that occurred in his constitution, the progress he has made, and the 

_knowledge be has acquired? Let human Society be ever so much 
admired, it remains none the less true that it necessarily moves men 
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to hate one another in proportion as their interests clash, to render 
one another apparent services and in effect to do one another every 
imaginable harm. What is one to think of dealings in which every 
private person's reason dictates to him maxims directly contrary to 
those the public reason preaches to the body of Society, and in 
which everyone profits from the others' misfortune? There is per
haps not a single well-to-do person whom greedy heirs and often 
his own children do not secretly wish dead; not a Ship at Sea whose 
wreck would not be good news to some Merchant; not a single 
commercial house which a dishonest debtor would not like to see 
burn together with all the papers in it; not a single People that 
does not rejoice at its neighbors' disasters. This is how we find our 
advantage in what harms our kind, and how one man's loss ahnost 
always makes for another's prosperity [203]; but what is more 
dangerous still is that public calamities are awaited and hoped for 
by a host of private individuals. Some wish for illnesses, others for 
death, others for war, others for famine; I have seen horrible men 
weep in sorrow at the prospects of a good harvest, and the great 
and deadly London fire, which cost so many unfortunates their lives 
or their belongings, perhaps made more than ten thousand people's 
fortune. I know that Montaigne blames the Athenian Demades for 
having had a Workman punished who, hy selling coffins very dear, 
profited greatly from the death of Cirl;o;ens: But the reason Mon
taigne adduces, that everyone would have to be punished, clearly 
confirms my own. Let us therefore look through our frivolous dis
plays of beneficence to what goes on in the recesses of men's hearts, 
and reflect on what must be the state of things in which all men 
are forc.:ed both to flatter and to destroy one another, and in which 
they are born enemies by duty and knaves by interest. If, in return, 
I am told that Society is so constituted that every man gains by 
serving the rest; I shall reply that that would all be very well if he 
did not gain even more b)" banning them. There is no profit, how
ever legitimate, that is not exceeded hy the profit to be made illegit
imately, and the wrong done a neighbor is always more lucrative 
than any services. It therefore only remains to find ways to ensure 
one's impunity, and this is the end to which the powerful bend ail 
their forces, and the weak all their cunning. 

[3] Savage man, once he has supped, is at peace with all of Nature 
and a friend to all of his kind. Must he sometimes contend for 
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his meal? He never comes to blows without first having compared the 
difficulty of prevailing with that of finding his sustenance elsewhere; 
and since pride has no share in the fight, it ends with a few fisticuffs; 
the victor eats, the vanquished goes off to seek his fortune, and every
thing is once again at peace: but with man in Society it is all a very 
different business; first necessities have to be provided for, and then 
superfluities; next come delicacies, and then immense wealth, and 
then subjects, and then Slaves; he has not a moment's respite; what is 
most singular is that the less natural and urgent the needs, the more 
the passions increase and, worse still, so does the power to satisfy 
them; so that after long periods of prosperity, after having swallowed 
up a good many treasures and ruined a good many men, my Hero will 
end up by cutting every throat until he is sole master of the Universe. 
Such, in brief, is the moral picture if not of human life, at least of the 
secret aspirations of everJ Civilized man's heart. 

{4] Compare without prejudices the state of Gvil man with that 
of Savage man, and detennine, if you can, how many new gates in 
addition to his wickedness, his needs, and his miseries, the first bas 
opened to pain and to death. If you consider the mental pains that 
consume us, the violent passions that exhaust and waste us, the 
excessive labors [204] that overburden the poor, the even more 
dangerous softness to which the rich abandon themselves, and cause 
the first to die of their needs and the others of their excesses. If 
you think of the horrendous combinations of foods, their noxious 
seasonings, the spoiled provisions, the adulterated drugs, the villain
ies of those who sell them, the mistakes of those who administer 
them, the poisonous Utensils in which they are prepared; if you 
attend to the epidemics bred by the bad air wherever large numbers 
of men are gathered together, of those occasioned by the delicacy 
of our way of living, the to and fro between indoors and out, the 
use of clothes put on or taken off with too few pre<:autions, and all 
the cares which our excessive sensuality has turned into necessary 
habits and which it then costs us our life or our health to neglect 
or to be deprived of altogether; if you take into account the fires 
and the earthquakes that consume or topple entire Qties, killing 
their inhabitants by the thousands; in a word, if you add up the 
dangers which all of these causes continually gather over our heads, 
you will sense how dearly Nature makes us pay for the contempt 
we have shown for its lessons. 

. .. 
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rsJ I shall not here repeat what I ha1'C said e!se\\'here about war; 
but I do wish informed people were, for once, willing and ready to 
tell the public in detail about the horrors commined in armies by 
the Contractors of food and Hospital supplies; their none-too-secret 
maneuvers, by which the most brilliant armies fade into less than 
nothing, would be seen to cause the death of more Soldiers than are 
mowed down by the enemy's sword. Another and no less shocking 
calculation is to reckon the number of men yearly swallowed up by 
the sea as a re;;ult of hunger, or scurv�, or Pirate:., or fire, or ship
wrecks. 1c is obvious that established propeny and hence Society 
must also be held accountable for the murders, poisonings, highway 
robberies, and even for the punishments of these crimes, punish
ments necessary in order to prevent greater evils but which, by 
making the murder of one man cost the lives of two or more, do 
nevertheless reall)' double the loss to the human species. How many 
shameful ways there are to pre\"ent the birth of human beings and 
to cheat Nature: Either by those brutal and depraved tastes that 
insult its most channing work, tastes which neither Savages nor 
animals ever knew, and which in civilized countries have arisen only 
from a corrupt imagination; or by those secret abortions, worthy 
fruits of debauchery and of a vicious honor, or by the exposure or 
murder of large numbers of children, the victims of their parents' 
poverty or their Mothers' barbarous shame; or, fimlly, by the muti
lation of the unfortunates who have a portion of their existence and 
their entire posterity sacrificed to vain songs or, worse still, to the 
brutal jealousy of a few men: A mutilation which, in this last case, 
doubly outrages Nature, [205"] in the treatment inflicted on those 
who suffer it, as well as in the use to which they are destined. 

[6] But are there not a thousand even more frequent and more 
dangerous cases, when paternal rights openly offend humanity? 
How many talents are buried and inclinations forced by the unwise 
constraint of Fathers! How many who would have distinguished 
themselves if they had occupied a suitable position die miserable 
and dishonored in some other position for which they had no taste! 
How many happy but unequal marriages have been broken or upset, 
and how many chaste whes dishonored by an order of [social] con
ditions forever in contradiction with the order of nature! How many 
orher bizarre unions formed by interest and disowned by love and 
reason! How many even honest and virtuous husbands and wives 
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torment one another because they were poorly matched� How many 
young and unhappy victims of their Parents' greed sink into ''ice or 
spend their sad days in tears, and groan in indissoluble bonds which 
the heart rejects and gold alone forged! Sometimes the fortunate 
ones are those whose courage and very virtue tear them from life 
before some barbarous violence forces them to spend it in crime or 
in despair. Forgive me for it, Father and Mother forever deserving 
of sorrow: I embitter your suffering reluctantly; but may it serve as 
an eternal and terrible example to anyone who dares, in the name 
of nature itself, to violate the most sacred of its rights! 

[7] If I have spoken only of the badly formed unions that are the 
product of our political condition, are the unions over which love 
and sympathy presided thought to be free of inconveniences? What 
if I undertook to show the human species assaulted at its very source 
and even in the most sacred of all ties, tief! regarding which one no 
longer dares to heed Nature until after one has consulted fortune, 
and with respect to which civil disorder so jumbles virtues and vices 
that continence becomefi a criminaJ precaution and the refusal to 
give life to another human being an act of humanity? But without 
tearing the veil that covers so many horrors, let us leave it at 
pointing out the evil for which others must provide the remedies. 

[8] Add to all this the many unhealthy trades that shorten life or 
destroy the temperament; such as work in mines, the various treat
ments of metals and minerals, especiaJly Lead, Copper, Mercury, 
Cobalt, Arsenic, Realgar; those other perilous trades that daily cost 
many workers' lives, some of them Roofers, others Carpenters, 
others Masons, others working in quarries; add up aJI of thefie con
siderations, I say, and it will be evident that the reasons for the 
decline [in population] of the species that has been noted by more 
than one Philosopher may be found in the establishment and the 
perfection of Societiffi. 

[9] Luxury, impossible to prevent among men greedy for their 
own comfort and other men's consideration, soon completef! [2o6] 
the evil which Societies had begun, and, on the pretext of pro,·iding 
a livelihood for the poor who should never have been made so in 
the fint place, it impoverished everyone else, and sooner or later 
depopulates the State. 

[10] Luxury is a remedy much worse than the evil it claims to 
cure; or rather, it is itself the worst of all evils in any State, large 
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or small, and which, in order to feed the hosts of Lackeys and of 
miserable people it has created, oppresses and ruins both fanner 
and Citizen; Like those scorching south winds which, blanketing 
grass and foliage with all-devouring insects, deprive useful animals 
of their subsistence, and carrJ famine and death wherever they 
make themseh'es felt. 

[n] From Society and the luxury which it engenders arise the 
liberal and the mechanical Arts, Commerce, Letters; and all those 
useless things that cause industry to flourish, and enrich and ruin 
States. The reason for this decline is very simple. It is easy to see 
that agriculture must, by its nature, be the least lucrative of all the 
arts; for since the use of its product is the most indispensable to all 
men, its price must be proportioned to the poorest men's capacity 
[to pay]. From this same principle the following rule may be 
derived, that in general the Arts are lucrative in inverse proportion 
to their usefulness, and that those that are most needed must in the 
end become the most neglected. Which shows what one should 
think regarding the true advantages of industry and the real effect 
that results from its progress, 

[ 12 J Such are the perceptible causes of all the miseries into which 
opulence in the end plunges the most admired Nations. As industry 
and the arts spread and flourish, the scorned farmer, weighed down 
by taxes needed to support Luxury, and condemned to spend his 
life between labor and hunger, abandons his fields to go look in the 
Cities for the bread he should be taking to them. The more the 
stupid eyes of the People are struck with admiration by capital 
cities, the more one must bemoan to see the Countryside aban
doned, the fields lie fallow, and the highwa)'S overrun by unfortu
nate Citizens turned beggars or thieves and destined someday to 
end their misery on the wheel or a dunghill. This is how the State, 
while it grows rich on the one hand, gets weak and depopulated on 
the other, and how the most powerful Monarchies, after much labor 
to grow opulent and become deserted, end up by being the prey of 
the poor Nations that succumb to the fatal temptation to invade 
them, and grow rich and weak in their turn, until they are them
selves invaded and destro)·ed by others. 

[I 3] Let someone deign to explain to us for once what could have 
produced those swarms of Barbarians who for so man)' centuries 
swept over Europe, Asia, and Africa? Was it to the quality of their 
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Arts, the Wisdom of their Laws, the excellence of their polity,
. 

that 
they owed this enormous population? Let our learned men kmdly 
tell us why, instead of multipl}"ing to such an extent, these ferocious 
and brutal men, lacking enlightenment, lacking restraints, lacking 
education, were not forever killing each other off over th.eir pastures 
or [207] their hunting grounds? Let them explain to us how these 
miserable people could have had the audacity to look in the eye 
such clever people as we ourselves were, with such fine military 
discipline, such fine Codes, and such wise Laws? Finally, why is it 
that, ever since Society was perfected in the countries of the North 
and they went to such trouble there to teach men their mutuaJ 
duties and the art of living together pleasandy and peacefully, 
nothing like the great numbers of men it used to produce is any 
longer seen to come from there? I rather fear that it might finally 
occur to someone to answer me that all these great things, to wit 
the Arts, the Sciences, and the Laws, were most Wisely invented 
by men as a Salutary plague to prevent the excessive increase of the 
species, for fear that this world, which is destined for us, might in 
the end become too smaJl for its inhabitants. 

[14] What, then? Must Societies be destroyed, thine and mine 
annihilated, and men return to live in forests with the Bears? A 
conclusion in the style of my adversaries, which I would rather 
anticipate than leave them the dwne of drawing it. 0 you, to whom 
the celestial voice has not made itself heard, and who recognize no 
other destination for your species than to end this shon life in 
peace; you who are able to leave behind in the Cities your fatal 
acquisitions, your restless minds, your corrupted hearts, and your 
unbridled desires; resume your ancient and first innocence since it 
is in your power to do so; go into the woods to lose the sight and 
memory of your contemporaries' crimes, and do not fear that you 
are debasing your species when you renounce its enlightenment in 
order to renounce its vices. As for men like myself, whose passions 
have forever destroyed their original simplicity, who can no longer 
subsist on grass and acorns, nor do without Laws or Chiefs; Those 
who were honored in their fim Father with supernatural lessons; 
those who will see in the intention of giving to human actions from 
the first a morality which they would not have acquired for a long 
time, the reason for a precept indifferem in itself and inexplicable 
in any other System: Those, in a word, who are convinced that the 
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divine voice called all Mankind to the enlightenment and the happi
ness of the celestial Intelligences; all of them will try, by practicing 
the virtues they obligate themselves to perform as they learn to 
know them, to deserve the eternal prize they must expect for it; 
they will respect the sacred bonds of the Societies of which they 
are members; they will love their lind and serve them with all their 
power; they will scrupulously obey the Laws and the men who are 
their Authors and their Ministers; they will honor above all the 
gnod and wise Princes who will .l.:now how to forestall, cure, and 
palliate the host of abuses and of evils that are forever ready to 
overwhelm us; They will animate the zeal of these worthy Chiefs 
by showing them, without fear or flattery, the grandeur of their task 
and the rigor of their duty; But they will be none the less con
temptuous of a constitution that can be maintained only with the 
help of so many respectable people more often wished [208] for 
than ava�able, and from which, in spite of all their cares, there 
always arise more real calamities than apparent advantages. 

Discourse (page 1 42) 

Note X [ 1 ]  Of the men we know, either for ourselves, or from 
Historians, or from travelers; some are black, others white, others 
red; some wear their hair long, others have nothing but curly wool; 
some are almost entirely covered with hair, others have not even 
any on their Face; there have been, and perhaps there still are, 
Nations of men of gigantic size; and, leaving aside the fable aOOut 
Pygmies which may well be no more than an exaggeration, the 
Laplanders and especially the Greenlanders are known to be well 
below the average size for man; it is even claimed that there are 
entire Peoples with tails like quadrupeds; and, without placing blind 
faith in the accounts of Herodotus and of Ctesias, one can at least 
draw the following very plausible conclusion from them, that, if 
good observations had been possible in those ancient times when 
different peoples differed in their ways of life more than they do 
today, then much more striking ,·arieries in bodily shape and bear
ing would also have been noted among them. All these facts, of 
which it 1s easy to provide incontrovertible proofs, can surprise only 
those who are in the habit of looking exclusively at the objects 
around them, and are ignorant of the powerful effects of differences 
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in Oimates, air, foods, ways of life, habits in general and, above all, 
of the astonishing force of unifonn causes acting continuously on 
long successions of generations. Nowadays, when commerce, Trav
els and conquests bring different Peoples closer together, and their 
ways of life grow constantly more alike as a result of frequent com
munication, certain national differences are found to have dimin
ished and, for example, everyone can see that present-day French
men are no longer the tall, fair-skinned and blond-haired bodies 
described by Latin Historians, although time, together with the 
admixture of Franks and Normans, who are themselves fair and 
blond, should have made up for whatever the contact with the 
Romans ma)' have taken away from the influence of the Qimate 
on the population's natural constitution and complexion. Ail these 
observations about the varieties which a thousand causes may pro
duce, and indeed have produced in the human Species, lead me to 
wonder whether various animals similar to men, which travelers 
have without much observation taken for Beasts, either because of 
some differences they noticed in their outward conformation, or 
merely because these Animals did not speak, might not indeed be 
genuine Savage men whose race, dispersed in the woods in ancient 
times, had had no occasion to develop any of iti virtual faculties, 
had not acquired any degree of perfection, and was still in the 
primitive state of Nature. Let us give an example of what I mean. 
[209] 

[2) "In the Kingdom of the Congo," says the translator of the 
Hist[oire) des Voyages, "are found rrumy of those big AnimaJs called 
Orang-Outangs in the East Indies, which occupy something like a 
middle position between the human species and the Baboons. Bartel 
relates that in the forests of Mayomba, in the Kingdom of Loan go, 
two kinds of Monsters are found, the larger of which are called 
Prmgos, and the others Enjokos. The first hear an exact resemblance 
to man; but they are much heavier and quite tall. Together with a 
human face, they have very deep�set eyes. Their hands, cheeks, ears 
are hairless, except for their rather long eyebrows. Although the 
rest of their body is rather hairy, this body hair does not grow 
especially dense, and it is of a dunnish color. Finally, the only fea
ture that distinguishes them from men is their leg, which is without 
a calf. They walk upright, with the hand holding one another by 
the hair of the �eck; they live in the woods; They sleep in Trees 
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where they build themselves a kind of roof that protects them from 
rain. Their food is fruit or Wild nuts. They never eat flesh. The 
Negroes who travel through the forests are in the habit of lighting 
fires at night. They notice that in the morning, when they have left, 
the Pongos take their place around the fire, and do not leave it until 
it has died out: for although they are very dexterous, they have not 
sense enough to keep the fire going by adding wood to it. 

[3] "Sometimes they walk in troops and kill l\egmes making their 
way through the forests. They even attack elephants that come to 
graze in the places where they li\·e, and make it so uncomfortable 
for them by striking them with their fisls or with sticks that they 
force them to run away roaring. Pongos are never taken alive; 
because they are so sturdy that ten men would not be enough to 
stop them: But the Negroes do take many of their Young after 
having killed the Mother to whose Body the little one dings fast: 
when one of these Animals dies, the others cover its body with a 
Heap of branches or boughs. Purchas adds that in the conversations 
he had had with Bauel, he learned from him that a Pongo had 
kidnapped a little Negro from him, who spent a whole month in 
the Society of these Animals; For they do no harm whatever to the 
human bein� they surprise, at least not when these do not look at 
them, as the little Negro had observed. Battel did not describe the 
second species of monster. 

[4] "Dapper confirms that the Kingdom of the Congo is full of 
the animals called Orang-Outangs, that is to say inhabitants of the 
woods, in the Indies, and Quojas-Morros by the Africans. This 
Beast, he says, is so similar to man that it has entered the mind of 
some travelers that it might ha,·e been the offspring of a woman 
and a monkey: a chimera dismissed even by the Negroes. One of 
these animals was brought from the Congo to Holland and pre� 
sented to Prince Fredericl-Henry of Orange. [uo] It was as tall 
as a three-Year old Child and of moderate girth, but square and 
well-proportioned, quite agile and quite lively; its le� fleshy and 
sturdy, the front of its body bare, but the back covered wirh black 
hair. At first sight its face resembled that of a man, but its nose was 
flat and snubbed; its ears, too, were those of the human Species; its 
breast, for it was a female, was plump, its navel deep-set, its should
ers nicely articulated, its hands divided into fingers and thumbs, its 
calves and heels fat and fleshy. It often walked upright on its ltgs, 
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it could lift and carry rather heavy loads. When it wanted co drink 
it took the cover of the pot with one hand and held the bottom with 
the other. Afterwards it gracefully wiped its lips. It lay down to 
sleep, its head on a Pillow, covering itself so skillfully that it might 
have been mistaken for a human being in bed. The Negroes tell 
strange tales about this animal. They maintain not only that it takes 
women and girls by force, but that it dares to attack armed men; In 
a word, it is quite likely that it is the Satyr of the Ancients. Perhaps 
Merolla is only referring co these Animals when he relates that 
Negroes sometimes capture Savage men and women in their 
hunts." 

[5] These species of Anthropomorphic animals are mentioned 
again in the third volume of the same Histoire des Voyages under 
the names Beggos and Mandrills; but restricting ourselves to the 
preceding accounts, one finds in the description of these supposed 
monsters striking conformities with the human species, and smaller 
differences than might be pointed to between one human being and 
another. It is not clear from these passages what the Authors' 
reasons are for refusing to call the Animals in question Savage men, 
but it is easy to conjecture that it is because of their stupidity, and 
also because they did not speak; weak reasons for those who know 
that, although. the organ of speech is natural to man, speech itself 
is nevertheless not natural to him, and who recognizt: the extent to 
which his perfectibility may have raised Civil man above his original 
state. The small number of lines comprising these descriptions per
mits us co judge how poorly these Animals have been observed, 
and with what prejudices they were seen. For example, they are 
cltaracterized as monsters, and yet it is conceded that they repro-
duce. In one place Batte! says that the Pongos kill the Negroes 
traveling through the forest, in another place Purchas adds that they 
do them no harm even when they surprise them; ar least not when 
the Negroes do not insist on looking at them. The Pongos gather 
around the fires lit by the Negroes once these have left, and they 
leave in tum once the fire has died out; that is the fact; here, now, 
is the observer's commentary: For although tluy are vtry dexterous, 
they have not stnSe enough to keep tire fire goi11g by adding TPOOd to il. 
I should like to fathom how Bartel, or Purchas, his [2II] compiler, 
could have known that the Pongos' departure was an effect of their 
stupidity rather than of 1heir will. In a Climate such as that of 
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Loan�o. fire is not something Animals particularly need, and if 
::-.J"egroes light them, they do so less against tile cold than to frighten 
ferocious beasts; it is therefore perfectly plain that after having been 
cheered by the flames for a while or having thoroughly warmed up, 
the Pongos grow bored with always staying in one place, and go off 
to forage, which requires more time than if they ate flesh. Besides, 
the majority of animals, not excepting man, are known to be nat
urally lazy, and they shun every kind of care that is not absolutely 
necessary. Finally, 11 seems very strange that the Pongos, whose 
dexterity and strength is extolled, the Pongos who know how to 
bury their dead and how to make themselves roofs out of branches, 
should not know how to pllsh embers into a fire. I remember having 
seen a monkey perform the same operation which it is claimed the 
Pongo� cannot perform; it is true that, as my ideas were not at the 
time turned in that direction, I myself committe<l the mistake for 
which I blame our travelers, and I neglected to examine whether it 
had indeed been the monkey's intention to keep the fire going, or 
whether it had simply been, as I believe, to imitate the action of a 
human being. Be that as it may; it is well demonstrated that the 
Monkey is not a variety of man; not only because it is deprived of 
the faculty of speech, but especially because it is certain that this 
species lacks the faculty of perfecting itself which is the specific 
characteristic of the human species. Experiments seem not to have 
been conducted sufficiently carefully with the Pongo and the 
Orang-Outang to allow the same conclusion to be drawn regarding 
them. However, if the Orang-Outang or others did belong to the 
human species, there would be one way in which the crudest 
observers could satisfy themselves on the question even with a dem
onstration; but not only would a single generation not suffice for 
this experiment, it must also be regarded as impracticable because 
what is but an assumption would have to have been demonstrated as 
true before the test to confirm the fact could be tried in innocence. 

[6] Precipitous judgments that are not the fruit of an enlightened 
reason ue liable to run to extremes. Our travelers do not hesitate 
to make beasts by the name of Pongos, Mamlrills, Orang-Outangs of 
the same beings which the Ancients made into Divinities by the 
name of Sat)•rs. Fauns, and Sylvans. Perhaps after more accurate 
investigations it will be found that they are neither beasts nor gods, 
but men. In the meantime it seems to me quite as reasonable to rely 
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in this matter on Merolla, a learned Cleric, an eyewimess, and a 
man who, for all his naivete, was intelligent, as on the Merchant 
Battel, on Dapper, on Purchas, and the other Compilers. [212] 

[ 7] What would have been the judgment of such Observers about 
the Child found in 1694, of whom I have already spoken above, 
who gave no sign of reason, walked on his hands and feet, had no 
language, and formed sounds in no way resembling those of a man. 
h took him a long time, continues the same Philosopher who pro
vides me with this fact, before he could utter a few words, and then 
he did so in a barbarous manner. As soon as he could speak, he was 
questioned about his first state, but he no more remembered it than 
we remember what happened to us in the Cradle. If, unfortunately 
for him, this child had fallen into our travelers' hands, there can be 
Oo doubt that after taking note of his silence and stupidity, they 
would have decided to send him back into the woods or to lock him 
up in a Menagerie; after which they would have spoken about him 
learnedly in fine reports as a most curious Beast that rather 
resembled a man. 

[8] Although the inhabitants of Europe have for the past three or 
four hundred years overrun the other parts of the world and are 
constantly publishing new collections of travels and reports, I am 
convinced that the only men we know are the Europeans; what is 
more, it would seem that, judging by the ridiculous prejudices that 
have not died out even among Men of Letters, very nearly all 
anyone does under the pompous heading of the study of man is to 
study the men of his country. Regardless of bow much individuals 
may come and go, it would seem that Philosophy does not travel, 
and indeed each People's Philosophy is ill-suited for another. It is 
dear why this should be so, at least with respect to faraway places: 
there are scarcely more than four sorts of men who make extended 
journeys: Sailors, Merchants, Soldiers and Missionaries. Now it is 
scarcely to be expected that the first three Classes would provide 
good Observers, and as for those in the fourth, even if they are not 
subject to the same prejudices of station as are all the others, one 
has to belie,·e that, absorbed by the sublime vocation that calls them, 
they would not readily engage in inquiries that appear to be matters 
of pure curiosity and would distract them from the labors to which 
they have dedicated themselves. Besides, to preach the Gospel use
fully requires only zeal, and God grants the rest; bot to study men 
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requires talents which God does not commit himself to grant to 
anvone and which are not alwa\·s the lot of Saints. One cannot . , . 
open a travel book without coming upon descriptions of characters 
and morals; yet one is utterly astounded to find that these people 
who have described so man�· things have said only what everybody 
already knew, that all they were able to perceive at the other end of 
the world is what they could perfectly well have observed without 
leaving rheir street, and that the telling traits that differentiate 
Nations and strike eyes made to see have ahnost always escaped 
theirs. Hence that fine adage of ethics so much harped on by the 
ruck of Philosophasters, that men are everywhere the same, that, 
since they everywhere have the same passions and the same vices, 
it is quite useless to seek to characterize [213] different Peoples; 
which is about as well argued as it would be to say that it is impos
sible to distinguish between Peter and James because both have a 
nose, a mouth, and eyes. 

[9] Shall we never see reborn the happy times when Peoples did 
not pretend to Philmophize, but the Platos, the Thales, and the 
Pythagorases, seized with an ardent desire to know, undertook the 
greatest journe)"s merely in order to learn, and went far off to shake 
the yoke of National prejudices, to get to know men by their con
formities and their ditTerences, and to acquire that universal knowl
edge that is not exclusively of one Century or one country but of 
all times and all places, and thus is, so to speak, the common science 
of the wise? 

[rol One admires the largess of a few men who, animated by 
curiosity, have at gre�t expense made or sponsored voyages to the 
Orient with Learned men and Painters, there to make drawings of 
ruins and to decipher or copy Inscriptions; but I find it difficult to 
conceive how, in a Century that prides itself on remarkable knowl
edge, there are not two like-minded men, rich, one in money and 
the other in genius, both loving glory and aspiring to immortality, 
one of whom would sacrifice twenty thousand crowns of his fortune 
and the other ten years of his life for the sake of a notable voyage 
around th.e world; during which to study, not forever stones and 
plants, but, for once, men and morals, and who, after so many 
centuries spent measuring and examining the house, finally decided 
that they want to know its inhabitants. 

[ 1 1 ]  The A(;ademicians who have traveled through the Northern 
parts of Europe and the Southern parts of America were more 
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intent on visiting them as Geometers than as Philosophers. How
ever, since they were both at once, the regions seen and described 
by such men as La Condamine and Maupertuis cannot be regarded 
as altogether unknown. The Jeweller Chardin, who traveled like 
Plato, has left nothing more to be said about Persia; China seems 
to have been well observed by the Jesuits; Kaempfer gives a toler
able idea of the little he saw in Japan. Except for these accounts, 
we do not know the Peoples of the East Indies, who are exclusively 
visited by Europeans more interested in filling their purses than 
their heads. All of Africa and its numerous inhabitants, as remark
able in character as they are in color, still remain to be studied; the 
whole earth is covered with Nations of which we know only the 
names, and yet we pretend to judge mankind! Let us suppose a 
Montesquieu, a Buffon, a Diderot, a Duclos, a d'Alembert, a Con
dillac, or men of that stamp, traveling with a view to instruct their 
compatriots, observing and describing as they do so well, Turkey, 
Egypt, Barbary, the Empire of Morocco, Guinea, the lands of the 
Bantus, the interior and the East coasts of Africa, the Malabars, 
Mongolia, the banks of the Ganges, the Kingdoms of Siam, Pegu 
and Ava, Cltina, Tartary, and above all Japan: then, in the other 
[ZI4] Hemisphere, Mexico, Peru, Chile, the Lands [around the 
Straits] of Magellan, without forgening the Patagonians, true or 
false, Tucum:in, Paraguay if possible, Brazil, finally the Caribbean, 
Florida, and all the Wild regions, this being the most important 
voyage of all and the one that should be undertaken with the great
est care; let us suppose lhat on their return from these memorable 
travels, these new Hercules set down at leisure the natural, moral 
and politicaJ history of what they had seen, then we would ourselves 
see a new world issue from their pen, and would thus learn to know 
our own: I say that when such Observers assert about a given 
Animal that it is a man and about another that it is a beast, they 
will have to be believed; but it would be most simpleminded to rely 
in this matter on coarse travelers about whom one might sometimes 
be tempted to ask the same question they pretend to answer about 
other animals. 

Discourse (page 142) 

Note XI This seems perfectly evident to me, and I cannot con
ceive where our Philosophers would have arise all the passions they 
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attribute to Natural man. \Vith the single exception of the Physi
cally necessary, which Nature itself requires, all our other needs are 
needs onlv bv habit, prior to which they were not needs, or by our 
desires, and one does not desire what one is not m a position to 
know. Whence it follows that, since Savage man desires only the 
things he knows, and knows only the thmgs the possession of which 
is in his power or easy to achieve, nothing must be so calm as his 
soul and nothing so limited as his mind. 

Discourse (page 145) 

Note Xll [1) I find in Locke's Civil Government an objection that 
seems to me too specious to permit me to ignore it. "The end of 
society between Male and Female," says this phllosopher, "being 
not barely procreation, but the continuation of the species; this 
society ought to last, even after procreation, so long as is necessary 
to the nourishment and support of the young ones, who are to be 
sustained by those that got them, till they are ahle to shift and 
provide for themselves. This rule, which the infinite wisdom of the 
creator hath set to the works of his hands, we find the creatures 
inferior to man steadily and precisely obey. In those animals which 
feed on grass, the Society between male and female lasts no longer 
than the very act of copulation; Oecause the teat of the Dam being 
sufficient to nourish the young, till they be able to graze the grass, 
the male only begets, but concerns not himself for the female or 
young, to whose sustenance he can contribute nothing. But in beasts 
of prey the Society lasts longer: because the Dam not being able 
well to subsist herself, and nourish her offspring by her own prey 
alone, [us] a more laborious, as well as more dangerous way of 
feeding than by feeding on grass, the assistance of the male is neces
sary to the maintenance of their common family, if one may use 
the tenn, which cannot subsist till they are able to prey for them
selves, but by the care of Male and Female. The same is to be 
observed in all birds, except some Domestic ones, where plenty of 
food excuses the cock from feeding the young brood; it is to be 
observed that while the young in their nest need food, the male 
and the female take some there, till the young are able to usc their 
wing, and provide for themselves. 
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[ 2] "And herein I think lies the chief, if not the only reason why 
the male and female in Mankind are obliged to a longer Society 
than other creatures. The reason is that the Woman is capable of 
conceiving and is commonly with child again, and brings forth too 
a new birth long before the former is out of a dependency for sup
port on his parents' help, and able to shift for himself, and has a11 
the assistance due to him from his parents. Whereby the Father, 
who is obliged to take care for those he bath begot, and to do so 
for a long time, is also under an obligation to continue in conjugal 
Society with the same woman from whom he had them, and to 
remain in that Society much longer than other creatures, whose 
young being able to subsist of themselves, before the time of pro
creation returns again, the bond between the male and the female 
dissolves of itself, and they are fully at liberty, till the season which 
customarily summons anima1s to join together, obliges them again 
to choose new mates. Wherein one cannot but admire the wisdom 
of the creator who having given to man foresight, and an ability to 
lay up for the future, as well as to supply the present necessity, 
wanted and arranged it so that Society of man should be much 
more lasting, than of male and female amongst the other creatures; 
that so their industry might be encouraged, and their interest better 
united, to make provision, and lay up goods for their common issue, 
as nothing is more prejudicial to Children than uncertain and vague 
mixture, or easy and frequent dissolutions of conjugal Society." 

[3] The same love of truth that led me to present this objection 
in all sincerity, moves me to accompany it with a few remarks in 
order, if not to refute it, at least to elucidate it. 

[4] 1 .  In the first place, I shall note that moral proofs are without 
great force in matters of Physics, and that they serve rather to pro
vide reasons for existing facts than to ascertain the real existence 
of these facts. Yet this is the kind of proof Mr. Locke uses in the 
passage I ha,·e just cited; for although it may be [u6J advantageous 
to the human species that the union between man and woman be 
pennanent, it does not follow that it was so established by Nature; 
other'Aise it would have to be said that Nature also instituted Civil 
Society, the Arts, Commerce, and everything that is claimed to be 
useful to men. 

{S] 2. I do not know where Mr. Locke found that the Society of 
Male and Female lasts longer among animals of prey than among 
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those that live off grass, and that [among them] one helps the other 
to feed the young: For it does not appear that the Dog, the Cat, 
the Bear, or the Wolf recognize their female better than the Horse, 
the Ram, the BulJ, the Stag, or all other Quadrupeds recognize 
theirs. It would seem, on the contrary, that if the female did need 
the male's assistance to preserve her young, this would be so above 
all in the species that live exclusively off grass, because the Mother 
needs much time to graze, and during that whole stretch she is 
forced to neglect her brood, whereas a female Bear's or Wolf's prey 
is devoured in an instant, and she has more time to suckle her 
young without suffering from hunger. This reasoning is confirmed 
by an observation about the relative number of teats and of young 
which distinguishes the carnivorous from the frugivorous species, 
and about which I spoke in Note VIII. If that observation is correct 
and general ,  then a woman's having only two teats and rarely giving 
birth to more than one child at a time is one more strong reason 
for doubting that the human species is naturally Carnivorous, so 
that it would seem that in order to draw Locke's conclusion, his 
argument would have to be turned completely upside down. This 
same distinction is no more solid when applied to birds. For who 
can believe that the union of \1ale and Female is more lasting 
among vultures and Ravens than among Turde-doves( We have two 
species of domestic birds, the Duck and the Pigeon, that provide us 
with examples directly contrary to this Author's System. The 
Pigeon, which lives exclusively off gmin, remains united with its 
female, and they feed their young in common. The Duck, whose 
omnivorousness is well known, recognizes neither its female nor its 
young, and does not in any way help with their subsistence; and 
among Chickens, a species scarcely less carnivorous, there is no 
evidence that the Cock worries about the brood at all. If in other 
species of birds the Male does share with the Female the care of 
feeding the young, it is because Birds, which cannot fly at first and 
which their Mother cannot suckle, are much less able to do without 
the Father's assistance than Quadrupeds, where the Mother's teat 
suffices, at least for a time. 

[6] J. A good deal of uncertainty surrounds the principal fact 
which serves as the basis for Mr. Locke's entire argument: For in 
order to know whether, as he claims, in the pure state of Nature 
the woman is commonly with child again and brings forth too a 
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new birth long before the former is able to shift for himself, would 
require experiments which Locke has surely not performed, and 
which no [u;] one is in a position to perform. The continual 
cohabitation of Husband and Wife provides such direct occasion to 
expose oneself to a new pregnancy that it is rather difficult to believe 
that fortuitous enoounters or the impulsion of temperament alone 
would have produced as frequent effects in the pure state of Nature 
as in that of conjugal Society; a delay which might perhaps contrib
ute to the children's becoming more robust and might, besides, be 
compensated for by [having) the faculty to conceive extended to a 
more advanced age in women who abused it less in their youth. 
Regarding Children, there are a good many reasons to believe that 
their strength and their organs develop later among us than they 
did in the primitive state of which I speal. The original weakne� 
they owe to their Parents' constitution, the care taken to swaddle 
and cramp all their limbs, the softness in which they are reared, 
perhaps the use of another milk than their Mother's, everything 
thwarts and delays in them the first progress of Nature. Their being 
obliged to mind a thousand things to which their attention is con
stantly being drawn while their bodily strength is not given aD) 
exercise may further considerably hamper their growth; it is there
fore likely that if, instead of their minds being first overloaded and 
tired in a thousand ways, their Bodies were allowed to move as 

actively and constantly as Nature seems to expect them to do, they 
would be able to walk, act, and fend for themselves much earlier. 

[7] 4· Finally, Mr. Locke at most proves that the man might well 
have a motive for remaining attached to the woman when she has 
a Child; but he does not at all prove that he must have been attached 
to her before its birth and during the nine months of pregnancy. 
If a given woman is of no interest to a man for these nine months, 
if he ceases even to know her, why will he help her after the birth/ 
Why will he help her rear a Child he does not even know is his, 
and whose birth he neither willed nor foresaw? Mr. Locke obviously 
presupposes what is in question: For it is not a matter of knowing 
why a man remains attached to a woman after the birth, but why 
he gets attached to her after the conception. Once the appetite is 
satisfied, the man no longer needs this woman, nor the woman this 
man. He has not the least concern nor perhaps the least idea of the 
consequences of his action. One goes off in this direction, the O(her 
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in that, and it is not likely that at the end of nine months they will 
remember ever having known each other: For the kind of memory 
by which an individual gives preference to an individual for the act 
of procreation requires, as I prove in the text, more progress or 
corruption of the human understanding than it can be assumed to 
have in the state of animality that is at issue here. Another woman 
can, therefore, satisfy a man's new desires as readily as the woman 
he had previously known, and another man can similarly satisfy 
[218] the woman, assuming she is goaded by the same appetite 
during the state of pregnancy, which may reasonably he doubted. 
If, in the state of Nature, the woman no longer experiences the 
passion of Jove after the child has been conceived, then the obstacle 
to her Society with the man becomes much greater still, since she 
then no longer needs either the man who impregnated her or any 
other. There is, therefore, no reason for the man to seek out the 
same woman, nor for the woman to seek out the same man. Locke's 
argument therefore collapses, and all of that PhiioS<lpher's Dialectic 
has not protected him against the error Hobbes and others commit
ted. They had to explain a fact of the state uf f\:ature, that is to 
say of a state where men lived isolated, and where a given man had 
no motive whatS<lever to stay by some other given man, nor perhaps 
did men have any motive to stay by one another, which is far worse; 
and it did not occur to them to look back beyond C..enturies of 
Society, that is to say beyond tile times when men always have a 
reason to stay close to one another, and a given man often has a 
reason to stay b) the side of a given man or woman. 

Discourse (page 146) 

:"oiote XIII I do not propose to embark on the philosophical reflec
tions that might be made regarding the advantages and the incon
veniences of this instimtion of languages; I am not one ro be granted 
leave to attack vulgar errors, and the lettered folk respect their 
prejudices too much to tolerate my supposed paradoxes with pa
tience. Let us therefore Jet speak the Persons in whom it has not 
been deemed a Crime to dare sometimes to take the side of reason 
against the opinion of the multitude. "Nor would the happiness of 
mankind be in any way diminished if, after the evil and the con
fusion of so many languages has been banished, [all] mortals eagerly 
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practiced [this] one art, and everything were allowed w be expressed 
in signs, movements, and gestures. But as things now stand, the 
condition of animals, which are commonly held to be dumb, appears 
in this respect to be much better than ours, for they can make 
their feelings and thoughts knov.n without an interpreter, faster and 
perhaps more felicitously than any men can do, especially when 
they are speaking a foreign language" (Is{aac] Vossius, de Poema
t[um] Cant[u] et Viribus Rythmi, p. 66). 

Discourse (page 149) 

Note XIV Plato, showing how necessary ideas of discrete quantity 
and its relations are in the least of arts, rightly mocks the Authors 
of his time who claimed that Palamedes had invented numbers at 
the siege of Troy, as if, says that Philosopher, Agamemnon could 
until then have been ignorant of how many legs he had. Indeed, 
one senses how impossible it is for society and the arts to have 
reached the level they already were at by the time of the siege of 
Troy, without men's having the use of numbers and of reckoning: 
but the fact that a knowledge of numbers is necessary before other 
knowledge can be acquired does nor make it any easier to imagine 
how numbers were invented; once their names are known, it is easy 
to explain their meaning, and to evoke the ideas which these names 
[219] represent; but in order to invent them, and before conceiving 
of these very ideas, one had, so to speak, to have become adept at 
philosophical meditation, to have practiced considering the beings 
exclusively in their essence, and independently of all other percep
tion, an abstraction that is very arduous, very metaphysical, not 
very natural, and yet without which these ideas could never have 
been transposed from one species or kind to another, nor numbers 
have become universal. A savage could separately consider his right 
leg and his left leg, or view them together in tenns of the indivisible 
idea of a pair, without ever thinking that he bad two of them; for 
the representative idea that depicts an object to us is one thing, and 
the numerical idea that specifies it is another. Still less could he 
count up to five, and although by fitting his hands one to the other 
he could have noticed that the fingers matched exactly, he was far 
from dreaming of their numerical equality; he no more knew the 
number of his fingers than of his hairs; and if, after having made 
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him understand what numbers are, someone had told him that he 
had as many toes as fingers, he might perhaps have been very sur
prised, on comparing them, to find it true. 

Discourse (page 152) 

roo.· ate XV [ 1] Amour pro pre [vanity] and Amour de soi-mfme /self
love], two very different passions in their nature and their effects, 
should not be confused. Self-love i� a natural sentiment which 
inclines every animal to attend to its self-preservation and which, 
guided in man by reason and modified by pity, produces humanity 
and virtue. Amour propre is only a relative sentiment, factitious, 
and born in society, which inclines every individual to set greater 
store by himself than by anyone else, inspire; men with all the evils 
they do one another, and is the genuine source of honor. 

[2] This being dearly understood, I say that in our primitive 
state, in the genuine state of nature, Amour propre does not exist; 
For, since every individual human being views himself as the only 
Spectator to observe him, as the only being in the universe to take 
any interest in him, as the only judge of his own merit, it is not 
possible that a sentiment which originates in comparisons he is not 
capable of making, could spring up in his soul: for the same reason, 
this man could have neither hatred nor desire for vengeance, pas
sions that can arise only from the opinion of having received some 
offense; and since it is contempt or the intent to harm, and not the 
harm itself, that constitutes the offense, men who are unable to 
appreciate one another or to compare themselves with one another 
can do each other much violence when there is some advantage in 
it for them, without ever offending one another. In a word, every 
man viewing his kind scarcely differently from the way he would 
view Animals of annther species, can roh the weaker of his prey or 
yield his nwn to the stronger without considering these acts of pil
lage as anything but [no] natural occurrences, without the slightest 
stirring of arrogance or resentment, and with no other passion than 
the pain or pleasure at success or failure. 

Discourse (page 167) 

Note XYI [1] It is most remarkable that for ail the years the Euro
peans have been tormenting themselves to bring the Savages of the 
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various parts of the world around to their "'�Y of life, they should 
not yet have been able ro win over a single one of them, not even 
with the help of Christianity; for our missionaries sometimes make 
Christians of them, but never Civilized men. Nothing can overoome 
their invincible repugnance against adopting our morals and living 
in our way. If these poor Savages are as unhappy as they are said 
to be, by what inconceivable depravation of judgment do they con
sistently refuse either to adopt political society in imitation of us, 
or to learn to live happy among us; whereas, one reads in a thousand 
places that Frenchmen and other Europeans have voluntarily taken 
refuge among these Nations, spent their entire lives there, unable 
any longer to leave such a strange way of life, and one even finds 
sensible Missionaries regretting with emotion the calm and innocent 
days they spent among those much despised peoples? If it be 
answered that they are not sufficiently enlightened to judge soundly 
of their state and of ours, I will reply that the assessment of happi
ness is less the business of reason than of sentiment. Besides, this 
answer can be turned against us with even greater force; for the 
distance is greater between our ideas and the frame of mind 
required to appreciate the Savages' taste for their way of life, than 
between the Savages' ideas and the ideas that might enable them 
to conceive of our way of life. Indeed, after a few observations they 
can readily see that all our labors are directed at only two objects: 
namely, the comforts of life for oneself, and consideration from 
others. But how are we to imagine the sort of pleasure a Savage 
takes in spending his life alone in the depths of the forests, or fish
ing, or blowing into a poor flute without e'·er managing to draw a 
single note from it and without troubling to learn to do so? 

{2] On a number of occasions, Savages have been brough.t to 
Paris, London, and other cities; people have scurried to spread out 
before them our luxury, our wealth, and all of our most useful and 
most interesting arts; all this never excited in them anything other 
than a stupid admiration, without the slightest stirring of covetous
ness. I remember, among others, the Story of a chief of some North 
Americans who was brought to the Court of England about thirty 
years ago. He was shown a thousand things in search of some pre
sent he might like, without anything being found that he seemed 
to care for. Our weapons seemed to him heavy and clumsy, our 
shoes hurt his feet, he found our clothes cumbersome, he rejected 
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everything; finally it was noticed that, having picked up a wool 
blanket, he seemed to take pleasure in wrapping it around his shoul
ders; [ 221 J you will at lea� I allow, someone straightway said to him, 
the usefulness of this furnishing? Yes, he answered, it seems to me 
almost as good as an animal skin. He would not even have said that, 
if he had worn them both in the rain. 

[3] I will perhaps be told that it is habit which, by attaching 
everyone to his way of life, prevents Savages from feeling what is 
good in ours: And on this basis it must, to say the least, appear 
very extraordinary that habit should prove stronger in preserving 
the Savages' taste for their misery than the Europeans' enjoyment 
of their felicity. But to meet this last objection with an answer that 
admits of not a single word in reply - without invoking all the 
young Savages whom vain efforts have been made to Civilize; with
out speaking of the Greenlanders or of the inhabitants of Iceland 
whom attempts have been made to raise and rear in Denmark, and 
all of whom died of sorrow and despair, either from yearning, or in 
the sea across which they had tried to swim back to their country - I 
shall limit m)·self to citing a single well attested example which 1 
submit to the scrutiny of admirers of the European Political order. 

[4] "All the efforts of the Dutch Missionaries of the Cape of 
Good Hope never Succeeded in converting a single Hottentot. Van 
der Stel, Governor of the Cape, having taken one of them in 
infancy, had him brought up in the principles of the Christian 
Religion and in the observance of European customs. He was richly 
dressed, taught several languages, and his progress fully corre
sponded to the care taken with his education. The Governor, 
expecting much from his mind, sent him to India with a Com
missioner-General who employed him usefully in the Company's 
business. After the Commissioner's death, he returned w the Cape. 
A few days after his return, during a visit to some Hottentot rela
tives of his, he decided to divest himself of his European garb and 
dress in a Sheepskin. He returned to the Fort in this new garb, 
carrying a package with his former clothes, and presenting them to 
the Governor, he addressed this discourse to him. • Be so good, Sir, 
as 111 note thar I forever rerwunu these trappings. I also renounce the 
Christian Religion for the rest of my lift; my resolution is to live and 
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die in the Religion, the ways, and the customs of my Ancestors. The 
one fot•or I ask of you u to {rave me the Necklace and the Cutlass I 
am wean'ng. I shall keep them for love of you. Straightway, without 
awaiting Van der Stel's reply, he ran off, and was never again seen 
at the Cape." Histoirt des Voyages, \IOI. 5, p. 175· 

Discourse (page 172) 

Note xvn It might be objected that amid such a disorder, men, 
instead of stubbornly slaughtering one another, would have dis
persed if there had been no limits on their (222] dispersion. But, 
in the first place, these limits would at least have been those of the 
world, and if one thinks of the excessively large population that 
results from the state of Nature, one has to conclude that, in that 
state, the earth would soon have been covered with men forced in 
this way to remain assembled. Besides, they would have dispersed 
if the evil had been swift, and the change had taken place from one 
day to the next; but they were born under the yoke; by the time 
they felt its weight, they were in the habit of bearing it, and left it 
at waiting for the opportunity to shake it off. Finally, already accus
tomed to a thousand comforts that forced them to remain 
assembled, dispersion was no longer as easy as in the first times 
when, no one needing anyone but himself, everyone made his 
decision without waiting for anyone else's consent. 

Discourse (page 173) 

Note XVIII Marshal de v• .. related that ia one of his Campaigns, 
when the excessive frauds of a Food Contractor had caused suffer
ing and grumbling in the army, he roundly took the man to task 
and threatened to have him hanged. The threat does not bother 
me, the scoundrel brashly replied, and I am pleased to tell you that 
a man with a hundred thousand crmms at his disposal does not get 
hanged. I do not know how it happened, the Marshal naively added, 
but he was indeed not hanged, although he deserved it a hundred 
times. 

Discourse (page 183) 

Note XIX Distributive justice itself would be at odds with the rigor
ous equality of the state of Nature, even if it were practicable in 
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civil socic:ty; and as all the members llf the State owe 1t services 
proportionate to their talents and forces, Citizens ought, in return, 
to be distinguished and favored in proportion to their services. It 
is in this sense that a passage in Isocrates has to he understood, in 
which he praises the first Athenians for having correctly discerned 
the more advantageous of the two 5orts of equality, one of which 
consists in allotting the same advantage.� to all Cilizens indifferently, 
and the other in distributing them according to each one's merit. 
These skillful politicians, adds the orator, by banishing the unjust 
equality which draw� no distinction between wicked and good men, 
inviolably adhered to the equalit} that rewards and punishes every
one according to his merit. But, in the first place, there has never 
been a societ}·, regardless of the degree of corruption societies may 
have reached, in '.'hich no distinction whatsoever wa� drawn 
between wicked and good men; and in matters of morals where it 
cannot pn:scribe a sufficiently precise standard to serve as a rule 
for the MagiMrate, the Law, in order not w leave the Citizens' fate 
or rank to his discretion, very wisely forbids him to pass judgment 
on persons, and restricts him to judgments on Actions. Only morals 
as pure as those of the Ancient Romans can tolerate Censors, and 
such tribunals would soon have overturned everything among us: 
It is up to public esteem [223] to draw the distinction between 
wicked and gmd men; the Magistrate is judge only of rigorous 
right; but the people is tile genuine judge of morals; a judge of 
integrity and even enlightenment on this point, sometimes decei�ed, 
but never corrupted. The ranks uf the Citizens ought, therefore, to 
be regulated not according to their personal merit, which would be 
to leave to the :\1agistrate the means of applying the Law in an 
almost arbitrary fashion, but according to the real services thev 
render to the State, which admit of more exact assessment. 
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[1] You wish me to reply, Sir, since you ask me questions. Besides, 
at issue is a work dedicated to my Fe!low-Citizens; in defending it 
I justify the honor they did me in accepting it. r leave aside the 
good and the bad things about me in your Letter, because they 
more or less even out, they interest me little and the public less, 
and none of it has any bearing on the quest for truth. I therefore 
begin with the argument you regard as crucial to the question I 
tried to solve. 

[2] The state of society, you tell me, results immediately from 
man's faculties, and hence from his nature. To wish man not to 
become sociable would, therefore, be to wish that he not be man, 
and to criticize society is to attack God's work. Allow me, Sir, in 
turn to submit a difficulty to you, before solving yours. I would 
spare you this detour if I knew a better way of reaching the goal. 

[3] Let us assume that some day scientists discovered both the 
secret of hastening old age and the art of getting men to use this 
unusual discovery. lt might not prove as difficult to persuade them 
to do so as may at first appear. For reason, that great conveyor of 
all our foolishness, would not fail us with this one. The Philos
ophers, above all, and all sensible men, in order to shake the yoke 
of the passions and enjoy that [ 231] prized repose of soul, would 
hasten to attain the age of Nestor, and willingly give up the desires 
that can be satisfied in order to escape those that have to be stifled. 
Only a few dolts, while blushing at their weakness, would foolishly 
wish to remain young and happy instead of growing old for the 
sake of being wise. 

[4] Let us assume that it thereupon occurred to a singular, bizarre 
spirit, in a word to a man of paradoxes, to reproach the others for 
the absurdity of their maxims, to prove to them that in their quest 
for tranquility they are rushing to their death, that for all their 
reasonableness they only talk nonsense, and that if they have to he 
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old �orne day. they should at least try to be so as late as possible. 
[ sl There i.\ no need to ask whether our sophists, afraid to sec 

their �1ystification exposed, \\"OUld not rush to interrupt this 
rrouhle�ome speaker: "\Vise seniors," they would say to their fol
lllwers, "thank Heaven for the graces it bestows on you, and forever 
rejoice at having heeded its wil! so well. True, you are decrepit, 
listless, rheumy; such is man's inexorable fate; hut your mind is 
sound; 31! yullf limb� are paral�ted, hut you speak like oracles. and 
if your aches daily increase, your Philosophy increases with them. 
Be sorry for the impetuous youths whose brute health deprives 
them of the ad\·antages associated with your weakness. Happy 
infirmities that gather around you so many sk.illed Phannacists sup
plied with more drugs than you have complaints, so many learned 
Physician� who are thoroughly familiar with your puiS�:, who know 
the names of all your rheumatisms in Greek, so many eager sympa
thizer� ·and loyal heirs \o\-hO lead you pleJsantly to your final hour. 
How much help you would have foregone if you had nut known 
how to inflict on }Ourselves the ills [mauxj that made them 
necessary. , 

[6) Can we not easily imagine them then apostrophizing our 
heedless alarm-sounder, and addressing him approximately as 
follows: 

[7] "Rash haranguer, stop these impious discourses. Dare you 
thus blame the will of him [2]2) who made humankind? ls not old 
age a state that follows from man's constitution? Is it not natural 
for man to grow old? What, then, are you doing with your seditious 
discourses, if not attacking a Law of nature and hence the will of 
its Creator? Since man grows old, God want� him to grow old. Are 
facts anything other than the expression of his will? Recognize that 
man young is not man as God wanted to make him, and that in 
order to obey his orders promptly one must hasten to grow old.'' 

[SJ .1\.s.�uming all this, I ask )·ou, Sir, whether the man of para
doxes should remain silent or reply and, if he should reply, kindly 
to let me know what he should �ay, and I will then try to meet 
vour objection. 

[111 Since you mean ro attack me in terms of my own system, 
please do not forget that in my view society is as naturAl to mankind 
as decrepitude i� to the indh·idual, and that Peoples need arts, Law.� 
and Guvernments, as old men need crutches. The only difference 
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is that old age is a state that follows from the nature of humankind 
not, as you maintain, immediately, but only, as I have proved, with 
the help of external circumstances which might have been or not 
been, or might at least have occurred sooner or later, and hence 
speeded up or slowed down the progress. As a number of these 
circumstances even depend on men's wil� I was compelled to 
assume, for the sake of strict symmetry, that the individual has the 
power to speed up his old age just as the species has the power to 
delay its old age. Since the state of society thus has an ultimate 
limit which men have it in their power to reach either sooner or 
later, it is not useless to show them the danger of going so fast, 
and the miseries of a condition which they take to be the perfection 
of the species. 

[10] To the list of the evils which beset men, and which I hold 
to be of their own making, you rejoin, Leibniz and yourself, that 
all is good, and that providence is thus justified. I was far from 
believing that it needed the help of the Leibnizian, or, indeed, of 
any other Philosophy for its justification. Do you yourself seriously 
think that any System [233] of Philosophy whatsoever couJd be 
more blameless than the Universe, and that a Philosopher's argu
ments exonerate providence more convincingly than do God's 
works? Besides, to deny the existence of evil is a most convenient 
way of excusing the author of that evil; the stoics formerly made 
themselves a laughingstock for less. 

[ 1 1] According to Leibniz and to Pope, whatever is, is right [or. 
good}. If there are societies, it is because the general good requires 
that there be societies; if there are none, the general good requires 
that there be none, and if someone persuaded men to return to live 
in the forests, it would be good that they return to live there. One 
must not bring to bear on the nature of things an idea of good or 
evil drawn solely from the relations between them, for things may 
be good relative to the whole, though evil in themselves. What con
tributes to the general good may be a particular evil which it is 
permissible to get rid of if possible. For if this evil, when tolerated, 
is useful to the whole, the opposite good which one attempts to 
substitute for it will, once it takes effect, be no less useful to it. If 
all is good as it is, then, by parity of reason, if someone tries to 
alter the state of things, it is good that he try ro alter it; and whether 
it be good or bad that he succeed can be learned only from the 
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outcome, and not from reason. None of this prevents a particular 
evil from being a real evil for the person who suffers it. It was good 
for the whole that we be civilized since that is what we ar", but it 
would certainly have been better for us if we were not so. Leibniz 
could never have derived anything from his system to refute this 
proposition; and it is evident that optimism rightly understood 
neither supports nor sub·verts my position. 

L u] l therefore need answer neither Leibniz nor Pope, but only 
yourself, who, without drawing any distinction between universal 
evil, which they deny, and particular evil, which they do not deny, 
claim that simply because a thing exists it is not permissible to wish 
that it exist differently. But, Sir, if all is good as it is, then all was 
good as it was before there were Governments and Laws; hence it 
was at least superfluous ro establish them, and in that case Jean
Jacques would have had an easy time of it against Philopolis with 
your system. If all is good as it is in the [234} way in which you 
understand it, what is the point of redressing our vices, curing our 
evils, correcting our errors? Of what use are our Pulpits, our Courts, 
our Academies? Why call the Doctor when you have a fever? How 
do you know whether the good of the greater whole, which you do 
not know, does not require you to be delirious, and whether the 
health of the inhabitants of Saturn or of Sirius would not suffer 
because yours was restored? Let everything go as it may, so that 
everything always go well. If everything is as best it can be, then 
you must condemn any action whatsoever. For since any action, as 
soon as it occurs, necessarily brings about some change in the state 
things are in, one cannot touch anything without doing wrong, and 
the most absolute quietism is the only virtue left to man. Finally, 
if all is good as it is, then it is good that there be Laplanders, 
Eskimos, Algonquins, Chickasaws, Caribs, who do without our pol
itical order, Hottentots who have no use for it, and a Genevan who 
approves of them. Leibniz himself would grant this. 

[13} Man, you say, is such as the place he was to occupy in the 
universe required. But men differ so much according to times and 
places that with this kind of logic, inferences from the particular 
to the Universal are liable to lead to rather contradictory and incon� 
elusive conclusions. A single error in Geography is enough to over� 
turn the whole of this supposed doc'trine which deduces what ought 
to bt: from what ont: st:es. An Indian will �ay that as it is the way 
of Beavers to hole up in dens, man ought tn sleep in the open, in 
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a Hammock stretched between trees. No, no, the Tarur will say, 
man is made to sleep in a Wa�n. Poor people, our Philopolises 
will exclaim with an air of pity, don't you see that man is made to 
build cities! When it comes to thinking about human nature, the 
true Philosopher is neither an Indian nor a Tartar, neither from 
Geneva nor from Paris, but is a man. 

[14] I believe that the monkey is a Beast, and I have stated my 
reason for believing it; you are good enough to inform me that the 
Orang-Outang also is one, but I must admit that given the facts I 
cited, this one seemed to me difficult to prove. You philosophize 
too well to pass judgment on this as lightly as do our travelers [235] 
who are sometimes ready without much ado to rank their own kind 
among the beasts. You would, therefore, certainly place the public 
in your debt, and instruct even naturalists, if you told us by what 
means you settled this question. 

[15] In my Epistle Dedicatory I congratulated my Fatherland for 
having one of the best governments that can be: In the body of the 
Discourse I showed that there could be very few good Governments: 
I do not see the contradiction you find in this. But how do you know, 
Sir, that if my health pennitted I would go and live in the woods 
rather than among my Fellow-Citizens for whom you know my affec
tion? So far was I from saying anything of the sort in my work, that 
you must, rather, have found in it ''ery powerful reasons for not 
choosing that kind of life. I am much too sensible in my own person 
of how difficult it is for me not to Jive with men as corrupt as myself, 
and even the wise man, if there is one, will not nowadays seek happi
ness in a desert. If one can, one ought to settle in one's Fatherland in 
order to love and to serve it. Happy he who, failing that opportunity, 
can at least live in fiiendship in the common Fatherland of Mankind, 
in this vast sanctuary open to all men, where austere wisdom and 
exuberant youth are equally at ease; where humanity, hospitality, 
gendeness and all the channs of an easy society reign; where the Poor 
man still finds Friends, virtue finds examples that energize it, and 
reason finds guides that enlighten it. One can profitably watch the 
spectacle of life on that great Stage of fortune, vice and, sometimes, 
virtues; but one should end one's life in peace in one's own country. 

[16] It seems to me, Sir, that you censure me most severely for 
a remark which appears to me to be perfectly correct but which, 
regardless of whether it is correct or not, has not in my text the 
meaning you are pleased to attribute to it by the addition of a single 
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Lettcr. lftt [naturf] dntined us to he lainu then, you have me say, 1 
almost dan assert, the state of refiectwn is a slate agamst Nature, and 
the man who meditates is a depraved ammal. I confess to you that if 
I had confounded health and saintliness in this fashion, and if rhe 
proposition were true, I would think myself very likely to become 
a great ;;aint (236] in the next wmld or at least always to be in good 
health in this one. 

[ 1 7 ]  I condude, Sir, by answering your last three questions. I 
shall not avail myself of the time you allow me to think about them; 
I had taken care to do so beforehand. 

( r8] Would a ma11 or a11y other sentient Bei11g that had never known 
pain experience PlfV and be moved at the sight of a child being murdered? 
I answer no. 

f 19] Why drm the Populace, to which A1. Rousseau attributes such a 
lar!{e dou ofpity, so an"dly glut itselfwith the spectadr of a wretch dymg 
on the wheel? For the same reason you go to the Theater to weep and 
to see Seide murder his Father, or Thyestes drink his son's blood. 
Pity is such a delicious sentiment that it is not surprising one seeks to 
experience it. Besides, everyone is secretly curious to learn the move
ments of:-.iature as the fearful moment which none can escape draws 
near. Add to this the pleasure of being, for two months, the neighbor
hood orator and movingly describing to one's neighbors the fine death 
of the man most recently broken on the wheel. 

[zo] Is the affection wh1ch the females of animals display for their 
yqung directed toward these young, or toward the mother? First toward 
the mother because of her need, thereafter toward the young out of 
habit. I had said so in the Discourse. if perchance it were toward her, 
the well-being of the young would be all the nwre secure�)' guaranteed. 
I should think so too. However, this maxim demands not a broad 
but a narrow construction, for as soon as the Chicks have hatched, 
the Hen seems to have no need of them, and yet she yields to none 
in maternal solicitude. 

(21] These, Sir, are my answers. Note, moreover, that in this 
matter just as in that of the first discourse, I am always the monster 
who maintains that man is naturally good, and my adversaries are 
always the honest folk who, for the sake of public edification, try to 
prove that nature made only scoundrels. 

[22] I am, as much as one can be of someone one does not know, 
Sir, etc. 
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COMMENTS O N  THE 

DISCOURSE ON INEQUALITY 
BY CHARLES-GEORGES LE RoY 

TOGETHER WITH 

JEAN-JACQUES RoussEA u ' s  REPLIES 

ad Note IV, p. 192: It is true that the earth abandoned to itself is 
very fertile; but what conclusion is one to draw from this? It is no 
less certain that man if he were frugivorous and nomadic would die 
of hunger five or six months out of the year. Mealy fruit, such as 
acorns, chestnuts, etc. keep the longest; but by April they are all 
rotten or have begun to germinate, unless they were stored very 
carefully. In which case one would have to assume storage and a 
settled dwelling. The only exclusively frugivorous animals are those 
tl:1at can forage and feed off buds and bark. Boars, that ordinarily 
live off roots, acorns, etc. are compelled in Spring to devour young 
animals, rabbits, etc. It has to be L'Onceded that in many respects 
we resemble boars. 
Reply: I do not know about this resemblance, nor do I know why, 
if there were no fruit, man would not eat grass or shoots, and use 
his hands or claws to dig for roots as even any number of our 
(civilized] men have frequently done in desert places where they 
have lived off roots for very long periods of time. In addition, 
people are forever telling me about long winters, without being pre
pared to take into account that more than half the earth hardly bas 
any winter at all, the trees do not lose their foliage, and there is 
fruit aJI year long. The arguments against me are always drawn 
from a Paris, or a London, or some other small comer of the world, 
[while] I try to draw mine only from the world itself. 
ad Note vm, p. 196: Hares, rabbits, and many other frugivorous 
animals have litters of up to seven or eight, and (be carnivores that 
eat them, like weasels etc., have no more. Among birds, partridges 
have much larger ones than hawks. The nighthawk which lives 
exclusively off flies and eats no seed has only two young, like the 
turtle dove. 

It is not true that frugivores need more time to find food than 
do carnivores. The wild animals that graze set out (for the most 
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part) every evening at the same time, and return before day-break. 
Carnivores spend as much time searching, but the hunt is variable. 
Sometimes it is a matter of an instant; more often of the entire 
night. One can easily tell the whole road a wolf had ro travel. It 
e,·en happens that day overtakes him with his stomach still empty. 
It is in such cases that she-wolves arrack children. It is therefore 
not the ease of living that determines the number of young. One 
always assumes that everything is well regulated [rig/e1 in nature. 
Make sure of your facts, and you will perhaps see that everything 
is not well regulated [dglel 
Reply: The difficulty carnivores have in finding their prey wherever 
men have cleared and cultivated the land might not arise if the 
whole earth had been left fallow; certain it is, that you can place a 
cat or a wolf in a position where it would take it no more than 
twenty minutes out of every twenty-four hours to get its food; 
whereas on any assumption you care to make, a horse or an ox will 
always need to spend several hours grazing so that, by and large, 
they will always be at a disadvantage. Besides, regardless of what 
observation may establish about particular facts, the proof that 
everything is well regulated [rigle1 is drawn from a general and 
incontrovertible fact, namely that all species endure: but I do under
stand that we, and especially I, can often err in the choice and 
application of the rules (riglesJ. 
ad :"Jote xu, p. 212: The fact cited by Mr. Locke is true, and it 
cannot be denied him. The society between the male and the female 
wolf remains very constant until the young no longer need help. 
The family does not even, naturally, separate until the [young have 
reached the] time for mating. As for deer, they mingle indifferently, 
and the only choice the doe makes is that of the youngest while the 
old ones fight. It is the case that, in spite of their reputation, she
wolves are rather faithful; whereas does are the biggest whores on 
earth, which might lead one to believe that we indeed are frugivor
ous. Among birds, birds of prey, and specifically ravens, have a 
society that lasts through the entire upbringing of the family, and 
I have seen a wild turtle-dove make two males happy one after the 
other on the same tree. Regarding the duration of society there is 
a great deal of variation in the other species [as wellJ. The two grey 
partridges stay with their family until [they have reached] the time 
for mating. The male red partridge abandons his female the 
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moment she begins to hatch. Yet their food is the same. It would 
not seem that all these details about ways [of life: morurs] bear any 
relation to the way of feeding. 

,, , 
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T O  

M .  DE V O LTAIRE 

1 8  August 1 7  56 

[ 1] Your latest Poems, Sir, reached mt in my solitude, and although 
all my friends know of my love for your writings, I do not know 
at whose instance these might have come to me, if not yours_ I 
found both of them enjoyable and instructive, and recognized the 
master's hand; and I believe that I owe you thanks for the copy as 
well as for the work. I cannot say that e�·ery part appears to me 
equally good; but the things in it that I find displeasing only make 
me feel all the more confident about the ones that transport me. Ir 
is not without effort that I sometimes arm my reason against the 
charms of your Poetry; but it is in order to render my admiration 
more worthy of your works that I try not to admire them 
indiscriminately. 

f 2 J I shall do more, Sir; I shall forthrightly tell you not about 
the beauties I believed I felt in these two poems, which task would 
daunt my laziness, nor even about the flaws which people clen:rer 
than I ma:y perhaps find in them, but about the displeasures which 
right now perturb the liking I took for your lessons, and I shall tell 
you about them while still mm·ed by a first reading in which my 
heart avidly listened to yours, loving you as my brother, honoring 
you as my Master, and flattering myself that you will recop;nize in 
my intentions the candor of an upright soul, and in what I say the 
tone of a friend of the truth speaking to a Philosopher. Besides, the 
more vour second poem enchants me, the more freely do I side 
against the first; for if you did not hesitate to be at odds with your
self, why should I hesitate to share your opinion) I can only believe 
!w6oJ that )OU are not strongly attached to sentiments which you 
refute so welL 

[3] All m} objections are, then, directed at your poem about the 
Lisbon disaster, because I expected from it effc(tS worthier of the 
humanity that st""ems to haw impired it. You charge Pope and Leib-
niz with insulting our e\ils by maintaining that all is well for: good], 
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and you so greatly magnify the picture of our miseries that you 
heighten our sense of them; instead of the solace I had hoped for, 
you only distress me. It is as if you feared that I might not see 

clear!�· enough how unhappy I am; and believed that you would 
greatll calm me by proving that all is bad. 

{4] Make no mistake about it, Sir; the effect is the very opposite 
of what you intend. This optimism which you find so cruel yet 
consoles me amid the very pains which you depict as unbearable. 

(5} Pope's poem allays my evils and inclines me to patience, yours 
embitters my suffering, incites me to grumble, and, by depriving 
me of everything but a shaken hope, reduces me to despair. In this 
odd discord between what you prove and what I experience, do 
calm th.e perplexity that troubles me, and tell me which of the two 
is deceiving itself, sentiment or reason. Pope and Leibniz tell me, 
"Man, have patience. Your evils are a necessary effect of your 
nature and of the constitution of this universe. The eternal and 
beneficent Being who governs you would have wished to safeguard 
you from them. Among all posriible economies he chose the one 
that combined the least evil with the most good, or (to say the same 
thing even more bluntly, if need be), if he did not do better, it is 
that he could not do better." 

[6] Now what does your poem tell me? "Suffer forever, unhappy 
man. If there is a God who has created you, no doubt he is omnipo
tent; he could have prevented all your evils: hence do not hope that 
they will ever end; for there is no understanding why you exist, if 
not to suffer and to die." I do not know what might be more consol
ing about such a doctrine than about optimism and even about fatal
ism. For my own part, I admit that it seems to me even more cruel 
than Manicheanisrn. If the puzzle ( 1061] of the origin of evil forced 
you to diminish one of God's perfections, why would you want to 
justify his power at the expense of his goodness? If one has to choose 
between two errors, I prefer the first. 

[7] You do not wish, Sir, to have your work looked upon as a 
work against Providence; and I shall certainly refrain from calling 
it that, although you taxed a book in which I pleaded the case of 
mankind against itself with being a writing against mankind. I know 
the distinction that has to be made between an author's intentions 
and the consequences that can be drawn from his doctrine. How
ever, my jus! self-defense obliges me to point out to you that my 
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a1m, in depicting human miseries, was excusable and, I believe, even 
praiseworthy; for I showed men how they bring their miseries upon 
themseh·es, and hence how they might avoid them. 

[8] I do not see that one can seek the source of moral evil any
where but in man, free, perfected, hence corrupted; and as for 
physical evils, if, as it seems to me, it is a contradiction for matter 
to be both sentient and insentient, they are inevitable in any system 
of which man is a part; and the question, then, is not why is man 
not perfectly happy, but why does he exist . .\1oreover, I believe 1 
have shown that except for death, which is an evil almost solely 
because of the preparations made in anticipation of it, most of our 
physical evils are also of our own making. To continue with your 
subject of Lisbon, you must admit, for example, that nature had 
not assembled two thousand six- or seven-story houses there, and 
that if the inhabitants of that great city had been more evenly dis
persed and more simply lodged, the damage would have been far 
less, and perhaps nil. All would have fled at the first shock, and 
the following day they would have been seen twenty miles away, 
just as cheerful as if nothing had happened; but they were set on 
staying, on stubbornly standing by hovels, on risking further shocks, 
because what they would have left behind was worth more than 
what they could take with them. How many unfortunates perished 
in this disaster for wanting to take, one his clothes, another his 
papers, a third his money? Does not everyone know that a man's 
person has become his least part, and that it-is [1062] almost not 
worth the trouble to save when he has lost everything else? 

[9] You would have wished (as who would not have wished the 
same?) that the quake had happened in the depths of a wilderness 
rather than in Lisbon. Can there be any doubt that there also are 
quakes in wildernesses? But we do not talk about them, because 
they do no hann [mal] to City Gentlemen, the only men of whom 
we take any notice: indeed, they hard!)· do an)' even to the animals 
and the Savages living scattered in remote places, unafraid of roofs 
collapsing or houses burning down. But what would enjoying such 
a privilege mean? Would it then follow that the order of the world 
has to change according to our whims, that nature has to be subju
gated to our laws, and that all we need do in order to forbid it an 
earthquake in a given place is to build a City there? 
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[10] There are events that often strike us more or less depending 
on the angle from which we view them, and that lose much of the 
horror they inspire at first sight once we take the trouble to examine 
them more closely. I learned in Zadig, and nature daily confirms 
it, that a quick death is not always a real evil, and may sometimes 
pass for a relative good. Of the many people crushed under the 
rubble of Lisbon, some, no doubt, escaped greater misfortunes: and 
notwithstanding how touching such a description may be, and how 
much matter it provides for poetry, it is not certain that a single 
one of these unfortunates suffered more than if, in the ordinary 
course of things, he spent a long time anxiousJy waiting for the 
death that took him by surprise. Is there a sadder end than that of 
a dying man overwhelmed by useless attentions, whom his lawyer 
and his heirs will not let breathe, whom Doctors kill in his bed at 
their leisure, and whom barbarous Priests artfully make savour 
death? As for me, I see everywhere that the evils to which nature 
subjects us are much less cruel than those which we add to them. 

[ 1 I] But however ingenious we may be in exacerbating our miser
ies by dint of ever fancier institutions, we have as yet not been able 
to perfect ourselves to the point of generally making life a burden 
to ourselves and preferring nothingness to our existence; otherwise 
discouragement and despair would soon have taken hold of [1063] 
most people, and mankind could not have long endured. Now, if 
it is better for us to be than not to be, this would be enough to 
justify our existence, even if we should have no compensation to 
expect for the evils we have to suffer, and even if these evils were 
as great as you depict them. But on this subject it is difficult to 
find good faith among men, and good computations among Philos-
ophers; because in comparing goods and evils, the latter always 
forget the sweet sentiment of existence, independent of any other 
sensation, and the vanity of scorning death prompts the former to 
malign life; rather like women who, given a stained dress and scis
sors, pretend to prefer holes to stains. 

[12] You think with Erasmus that few people would wish to be 
rebom in the same conditions in which they lived; but some peg 
their wares very high who would reduce them considerably if they 
saw any prospect of making a sale. Besides, Sir, whom would you 
have me believe �·ou consulted about this? Rich people, perhaps, 
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sated w1th false pleasures but ignorant of the genuine ones, fon:ver 
bored with life and forever afraid tu lose it; perhaps men of letters, 
the most sedentary of all orders of men, the most unhealthy, the 
most reflective. and consequently the most unhappy. Would you 
like to find men who are easier to deal with, or at least usually more 
sincere, and whose voice should be given preference if only because 
they are the more numerous? Consult an honest burgher who has 
led an obscure and tranquil life, without projects and without 
ambition; a good artisan who lives comfortably off his trade; even 
a peasant, not from France, where they maintain that peasants must 
be made to die of povertJ in order to make us live, but from the 
country where you are, for example, and in general from any free 
country. l dare set it down as a fact that in the upper V a1ais there 
is possibly not a single Mountaineer who is dissatisfied with his 
almost automaton life, and who would not willingly trade even Para
dise itself for being endlessly reborn to vegetate thus perpetually. 
Thest· differences lead me to believe that it is often our abuse of 
life that makes it burdensome to us; and I have a far less favorable 
opinion of those [1064] who regret having lived, than of him who 
can say with Cato: "I do not regret having lived, inasmuch as I 
have lived in a way that allows me to think I was not born in vain." 
This is not to say that the wise man may not sometimes move on 
voluntarily without grumbling and despair, when nature or fortune 
distinctly com'eys to him the order to depart. But in the ordinary 
course of things, human life is not, all in all, a bad gift, whatever 
may be the t:vils with which it is strewn; and while it is not always 
an evil to die, it is very seldom one to live. 

[13] Our different ways of thinking about all these topics show 
me why I find a number of your proofs rather inconclusive. For I 
am not unaware of how much more easily human reason assumes 
the cast of our opinions than of truth, and of how, between two 
men of oppo�ite opiniom, what one believes demonstrated, the 
other often regards as nothing but sophistry. For example, when 
you attack the chain of beings so well described by Pope, you say 
that it is not true that the world eould not subsist if one removed 
a single atom from it. In support of this you cite M. de Crouzas; 
then you add that narure is subject to no precise measure or precise 
form; that no planet mm'es in an absolutely regular orbit; that no 
known being has a strictly mathematical figure; that no precise 
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quantity is required for any operation whatsoever; that nature never 
acts rigorously; that there is therefore no reason to assert that one 
atom less on earth would be the cause of the earth's destruction. I 
admit to you that regarding all this, Sir, I am more struck by the 
force of the assertion than of the reasoning, and that on this occasion 
I would sooner yield to your authority than to your proofs. 

{ 14] As regards M. de Crouzas, I have not read his writing against 
Pope, and am perhaps not capable of understanding it; but this 
much is perfectly certain, that I shall not concede to him what I 
shall have denied )'ou, and that I trust his authority as little as I 
do his proofs. Far from thinking that nature is not subject to pre
cision with regard to quantities and figures, I am inclined to believe 
that, on the contrary, only nature rigorously conforms to this pre
cision, be{Io6s:Jcause only nature is capable of exactly adapting 
means to ends, and matching force to resistance. As for these sup
posed irregularities, can there be any doubt that they all have their 
physical cause, and is the failure to perceh·e it [reason] enough to 
deny that it exists? These apparent irregularities are without a doubt 
due to laws which we do not know and which nature follows just 
as faithfully as it does those we do know; to some agent we do not 
perceive, and whose interference or assistance in all of its operations 
has fixed measures: otherwise we would have to say explicitly that 
there are actions without a principle and effects without a cause; 
which is at odds with all philosophy. 

[15] Let us assume two weights in equilibrium, and yet unequal; 
add to the smaller the quantity by which they differ, either the two 
weights will still remain in equilibrium, in which case there is a 
cause without an effect; or the equilibrium will be broken, in which 
case there is an effect without a cause. But if the weights were made 
of iron, and a tiny magnet were concealed underneath one of them, 
then the precision of nature would deprive this equilibrium of the 
appearance of precision, and the more exact it was, the more it 
would appear to lack exactness. There is not a single figure, not a 
single operation, not a single law in the physical world regarding 
which one could not give some example similar to the one I have 
just suggested about weight. 

[ r6J You say that no known being has a strictly mathematical 
figure; I ask you, Sir, whether there is a possible figure that is not 
strictlv mathematical, whether the most bizarre curve is not as 
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regular in the eyes of nature as a perfect circle is in ours. I imagine, 
further, that if any body could possess this apparent regularity, it 
would only be the universe itself, assuming it to be a plenum and 
finite; for mathematical figures, being nothing but abstractions, have 
a relation only to themselves; whereas aJI the figures of natural 
bodies are relative to other bodies and to movements that modify 
them; so that this would still not prove anything against the pre
cision of nature, even if we agreed on how you understand the word 
preciSion. 

[17] You draw a distinction between events that have effects, and 
those that do not [ doubt the distinction is sound. Every event 
seems to me necessarily to have some effect, moral or physical, or 
a combination ( 1066] of the two, but which is not always perceived 
because the filiation of events is even more difficult to follow than 
that of men; in general, since one should not look for effects more 
considerable than the events that produce them, the minuteness of 
causes frequently makes inquiry ridiculous, although the effects are 
certain, just as several almost imperceptible effects frequently com
bine to produce a considerable event. Add to this that a given effect 
does not fail to occur even though it does so outside the body that 
produces it. Thus the dust a carriage raises may do nothing to the 
motion of the vehicle and yet influence that of the world; but since 
there is nothing foreign to the universe, everything that happens in 
it necessarily acts on the universe itself. Thus, Sir, your examples 
seem to me more ingenious than convincing; I see a thousand differ
ent reasons why it may perhaps not have been a matter of indiffer
ence to Europe that on a certain day the heiress of Burgundy had 
her hair dressed well or badly; nor to the destiny of Rome that 
Caesar turned his gaze to the right or to the left and spat to one 
side rather than the other on his way to the Senate the day he met 
his punishment there. In a word, recalling the grain of sand men
tioned by Pascal, I am in some respects of your Brahman's opinion, 
and regardless of how one views thin�, it seems to me indisputable 
that while all events may not have sensible effects, they all have 
real effects, of which the human mind easily loses the thread, but 
which nature never confuses. 

[18] You say that it is demonstrated that the heavenly bodies 
make their revolutions in non-resisting space. That was certainly a 
fine thing to demonstrate; but in the manner of the ignorant I place 
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very little faith in demonstrations that are beyond me. I should 
imagine that in order to construct this one, one would have reasoned 
more or less as follows: 

[r9] A given force acting in accordance with a given law must 
impart to the Stars a given motion in a non-resisting medium; now, 
the Stars exhibit exactly the motion calculated, hence there is no 
resistance. But who can tell whether there may not be a million 
other possible laws, not counting the genuine one, in terms of which 
the same motions could be explained even better in a fluid [medium] 
than in a vacuum by this law? Did not abhorrence of a vacuum long 
explain most of the effects [ 1067] that have since been attributed to 
the action of air? After other experiments subsequently refuted the 
abhorrence of a vacuum, did not everything tum out to be a 
plenum? Was not the vacuum restored on the basis of new calcu
lations! Who can assure us that a still more exact system will not 
refute it again? Let us leave aside the innumerable difficulties a 
Physicist might raise about the nature of light and of lighted spaces; 
but do you in good faith believe that Bayle, for whose wisdom and 
restraint in matters of opinion I share your admiration, would have 
found your opinion all that well demonstrated? In general it seems 
to me that Skeptics forget themselves a little whenever they assume 
a dogmatic tone, and that they should use the term to demomtrate 
more soberly than anyone else. How likely is one to be belie¥ed if 
one boasts of knowing nothing while asserting so many things? 

[zo] However, you have made a correction in Pope's system that 
is very much to the point, by observing that there is no proportional 
gradation between the creatures and the Creator, and that, if the 
chain of created beings leads to God, it does so because he holds 
it, and not because he ends it. 

[zr] Regarding the good of the whole, preferable to that of its 
part. you have man say: "I must be as dear to my master, I, a 
thinking and a sentient being, as the planets, which are probably 
not sentient" No doubt this material universe must not be dearer 
to its Author than a single thinking and sentient being. But the 
system of this universe which produces, preserves, and perpetuates 
all thinking and sentient beings must be dearer to him than a single 
one of these beings; hence in spite of his goodneM, or rather because 
of it, he may iiacrifice something of the happiness of individuals to 
the preservation of the whole. [ believe, I hope that I am worth 
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more in the e•,'es of God than the soil of a planet; but if the planets 
are inhabited, as is likely, why would I be worth more in his eyes 
than all the inhabitants of Saturn? Although one may ridicule these 
ideas, it is certain that all analog1es favor Saturn's being populated, 
and that nothing but human pride opposes it. :-.Jow, once this popu
lation is assumed, it would seem that, even for God himself, pre
serving the univcrst is a moral issue, which is multiplied by the 
number of inhabited worlds. 

[22] That a man's corpse feeds worms, wolves, or plants is not, 
I admit, a comli068]pensation for that man's death; but if, in the 
s_ystem of the universe, it is necessary to the prestrvation of man
kind that there he a cycle of substance between man, animals and 
vegetation, then one individual's particular evil contributes to the 
general good. I die, I am eaten by worms; but my children, my 
brothers will live as I have lived, and by the order of nature, I do 
for all men what Codrus, Curtius, the Decii, the Philaeni, and a 
thousand others did voluntarily for a small number of men. 

[23] To come back, Sir, to the system you attack, I believe that 
one cannot examine it properly without carefully distinguishing 
between particular evil, whose existence no philosopher has ever 
denied, and general evil, which the optimist denies. The question 
is not whether each one of us suffers or not; but whether it was 
good that the universe be, and whether our evils were inevitable in 
tbe constitution of the unive�e. Thus the addition of one article, 
it seems, would make the proposition more exact; and instead of 
saying All is well [or: good], it might be preferable to say Tlu whole 
is good or Ali is good for the whole. Then it is quite obvious that no 
human being could give direct proofs pro or con; for these proofs 
depend on a perfect knowledge of the world's constitution and of 
its Author's purpose, and this knowledge is indisputably beyond 
human intelligence. The true principles of optimiiffil can he drawn 
neither from the properties of matter, nor from the mechanics of 
the universe, but only by inference from the perfections of God, 
who presides over all; so that one does not prove the existence of 
God by Pope's system, but Pope's system by the existence of God, 
and the question regarding the origin of evil is, withour a doubt, 
derived from the question regarding Providence. If both of these 
questions hn·e been dealt with equally unsatisfactorily, it is because 
Providence has always been reasoned about so poorly that the 
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absurd things that have been said about it have greatly muddled all 
the corollaries that could be drawn from this great and consoling 
dogma. 

[ z4] The first to have spoiled the cause of God are the Priests and 
the Devout, who do not tolerate anything's happening according to 
the established order, but always have Divine justice intervene in 
purely natural events, [1o69] and who, in order to make sure of 
being right, punish and chastise the wicked, [and say] the good are 
being either tested or rewarded, depending on whether they end 
up with goods or evils. I do not, myself, know whether this is good 
Theology; but I find it bad reasoning to base the proofs of Provi
dence on both the pro and the con, and indiscriminately attribute 
to it everything that would equally happen without it. 

[zs] The Philrn;ophers, for their parl, seem to me scarcely more 
reasonable, when [ see them reprove Heaven because they are not 
insentient, cry out that all is lost when they have a toothache, or 
are poor, or get robbed, and hold God responsible, as Seneca says, 
for looking after their luggage. If some tragic accident had caused 
Cartouche or Caesar to die in childhood, people would have said: 
what crimes did they commit? These two brigands lived, and we 
say: why were they allowed to live? By contrast, a devout person 
will say in the first case: God wanted to punish the father by taking 
his child; and in the second: God preserved the child to punish the 
people. Thus, regardless of the side which nature chose, Providence 
is always right among the devout, and always wrong among the 
Philosophers. Perhaps in the order of human things, it is neither 
wrong nor right, because everything depends on the common law, 
and there is no exception for anyone. It would seem that in the 
eyes of the Lord of the universe particular events here below are 
nothing, that his Providence is exclusively universal, that he leaves 
it at preserving the genera and species, and at presiding over the 
whole, without worrying about how each individual spends this 
short life. Need a wise King who wants everyone to live happily in 
his States inquire whether their inns are good? If they are bad, the 
passerby grumbles one night and laughs the rest of his days at such 
an inappropriate irritation. Nature wanted us to be passers-by on tarth, 
not residents. 

(26] In order to think correctly about this, it seems that things 
should be considered relatively in the physical order, and absolutely 
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in the moral order: so that the greatest idea of Providence I can 
conceive is that each material being be arranged in the best way 
possible in relation to the whole, and each [1070] intelligent and 
sentient being in the best way possible in relation to itself; which 
means, in other words, that for a being that senses its existence, 
existing is preferable to not existing. But this rule has to be applied 
to each sentient being's total duration, and not to some particular 
instants of its duration, such as human life; which shows how 
closely related the question of Providence is to that of the immor
tality of the soul, which happily I believe, although I am not 
unaware that reason can doubt it, and to the question of eternal 
punishments, which neither you nor I, nor any man who thinks 
weU of God, will ever believe. 

[zi] Ifi trace these various questions to their common principle, 
it ;eems to me that they all relate to the question of the existence 
of God. If God exists, he is perfect; if he is perfect, he is wise, 
powerful and just; if he is wise and powerful, all is well; if he is 
just and powerful, my soul is immortal; if my soul is immortal, 
thirty years of life are nothing to me, and they are perhaps necessary 
to the preservation of the universe. If I am granted the first prop
osition, the ones that follow will never be shaken; if it is denied, 
there is no use arguing about its consequences. 

[28] We are, neither of us, in this latter situation. At least I am 
so far from being able to presume anything of the kind of you from 
reading the collection of your works, that most of them offer me 
the grandest, gentlest, most consoling idea of the Divinity; and I 
much prefer a Christian after your fashion than after that of the 
Sorbonne. 

[29) As for myself, I naively admit to you that on this point 
neither the pro nor the con seems to me demonstrated by the lights 
of reason, and that while the Theist founds his sentiment on no 
more than probabilities, the Atheist, less precise still, seems to me 
to found his sentiment on no more than some contrary possibilities. 
What is more, the objections, on either side, are always irrefutable, 
because they turn on things about which man has no genuine idea. 
[ grant all this, and yet I believe in God just as strongly as I believe 
any other truth, because to believe and not to believe are the things 
that least depend on me, because rhe state of doubt is too violent 
a state for my soul, because when my reason wavers, my faith 
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cannot long remain [IDirl in suspense, and decides without it; and 
finally because a thousand things I like better draw me toward the 
more consoling side and add the weight of hope to the equilibrium 
of reason. 

[30] (I remember that what struck me most forcibly in my entire 
life, about the fortuitous arrangement of the universe, is the twenty
first philosophical thought, in which it is shown by the laws of 
probability that when the number of throws is infinite, the unlikeli
hood of an outcome is more than made up for by the frequency of 
the throws, and that consequently the mind should be more aston
ished by the hypothetical duration of chaos than by the actual birth 
of the universe. - On  the assumption that motion is necessary, this 
is, to my mind, the most forceful thing ever said in this quarrel; 
and, as for myself, I declare that I know of no reply to it, true or 
false, that is consonant with common sense, lest it be to deny as 
false what one cannot know, that motion is essential to matter. On 
the other hand, to my knowledge no one has ever explained the 
generation of organized bodies and the perpetuity of seeds in tenns 
of materialism; but there is this difference between these two 
opposed positions, that although both seem to me equally convinc
ing, only the latter persuades me. As for the fanner, if someone 
were to tell me that, with one fortuitous throw of characters, the 
Henriade was composed, I would unhesitatingly deny it; it is more 
possible for chance to bring this about than for my mind to believe 
it, and I sense that there is a point at which moral impossibilities 
are for me equivalent to a physicaJ certainty. Never mind what I 
may be told about the eternity of time, I have not traversed it; about 
the infinity of throws, I have not counted them; and my disbelief, 
however unphilosophicaJ, will, in this, triumph over demonstration 
itself. I do not object to having what in this connection I call proof 
of sentiment called prejudice; and I do not offer this obstinacy of 
belief as a model; but, with what is perhaps unprecedented good 
faith, I offer it as an invincible disposition of my soul, which 
nothing will ever succeed in overcoming, of which I have so far 
had no occasion to complain, and which cannot be attacked without 
cruelty.) 

[31) Here, then, is a truth which both of us take as our point of 
departure, with the help of which you sense how easy optimism 
[1072] is to defend and Providence to justify, and there is no need 
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to rehearse for vour benefit the hackneyed hut solid arguments that 
have so often been made on this subject As for the Philosophers 
who do not grant the principle, one should not argue with them 
about these matters, because what is but a proof of sentiment for 
us cannot become a demonstration for them, and it is nut reasonable 
to tell a man: You ought to believe this because I believe it. They, 
for their part, ought not to argue with us about these same matters, 
which are nothing but corollaries of the principal proposition which 
an honest adversary hardly dares to urge against them, and because 
they, in turn, would be wrong to demand to have the corollary 
proven to them independently of the proposition on which it is 
based. I think that they ought not to do so for another reason as 
well. Namely that there is something inhumane about troubling 
peaceful souls, and distressing men to no purpose, when what one 
is trying to teach them is neither certain nor useful. I think, in a 
word, following your example, that one cannot too forcefully attack 
the superstition that disturbs society, nor too much respect the 
Religion that upholds it. 

[32] But, like you, I am indignant that each individual's faith 
does not enjoy the most perfect freedom, and that man dares to 
control the inner recesses of consciences which he cannot possibly 
enter; as if it depended on ourselves to believe or not to believe in 
matters where demonstration has no place, and reason could ever 
he enslaved to authority. Are the Kings of this world then inspectors 
in the next? and have they the right to torment their Subjects here 
below, in order to force them to go to Paradise? No; all human 
Government is by its namre restm:ted to civil duties; and regardless 
of what the Sophist Hobbes may have said on the subject, when a 
man serves the State well, he owes no one an account of how he 
serves God. 

[33] I do not know whether this just Being will not some day 
punish every tyranny exercised in his name; I am quite sure, at 
least, that he will have no share in them, and that he will not deny 
etemaJ happiness to any nonbeliever who is virtuous and in good 
faith. Can I doubt, without offending his goodness and even his 
justice, that an upright heart redeems an involuntary error, and that 
[ 1073 J blameless morals are worth at least as much as a thousa.nd 
biza.rre rites prescribed by men md rejected by reasonl I shall say 
more; if I had the choice of purchasing good works at the price of 
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my faith, and of making up for my supposed nonbelief by dint of 
virtue, I would not hesitate for one instant; and I would rather be 
able to say to God: without thinking of you, I have done the good 
that is pleasing to you, and my heart conformed to your will without 
!mowing it; than ro say to him, as some day I shall have to do: Alas! 
1 loved you and never ceased m offend you; I have known you, and 
done nothing to please you. 

[34] There is, I admit, a kind of profession of faith which the 
laws may impose; but beyond the principles of morality and of natu
ral right, it ought to be purely negative, because there can exist 
Religions that attack the foundations of society, and one has m begin 
by exterminating these Religions in order to insure the peace of the 
State. Among these dogmas that ought to be proscribed, inmlerance 
is easily the most odious; but it must be checked at iu source; for 
the most bloodthirsty Fanatics change their language as their for
tune changes, and when they are not the strongest, they preach 
nothing but patience and gentleness. Thus I caU intolerant on prin
ciple any man who imagines that one cannot be a good man without 
believing everything he believes, and mercilessly damns all those 
who do not think as he does. Indeed, the faithful are rarely inclined 
to leave reprobates in peace in this world; and a Saint who believes 
himself to be living with the damned readily preempts the devil's 
work. And if there were intolerant nonbelievers who wanted to force 
the people to believe nothing, 1 would banish them no less sternly 
than those who want to force the people to believe whatever they 
please. 

[35] 1 would wish, then, that in every State there were a moral 
code, or a kind of civil profession of faith, containing, positively, 
the social maxims everyone would be bound to acknowledge, and, 
negatively, the fanatical maxims one would be bound to reject, not 
as impious, but as seditious. Thus every Religion that could con
form to the code would be allowed; every Religion that did not 
confonn to it would be proscribed; and everyone would be free to 
have no other Religion than the code itself. This work, done with 
[1074] care, would be the most useful book ever composed, it seems 
to me, and perhaps the only one needful to men. Here, Sir, is a 
subject for you. I passionately wish you might be willing to under
take this work and to adorn it with your Poetry, so that from child
hood on, everyone being able to learn it easily, it might instill in 
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all hearts those sentiments of gentleness and humanity which shine 
in your writings, and which the devout have always lacked. I urge 
you to meditate on this project, which must appeal at least to your 
soul. In your Poem tm Natural Religion you gave us the Catechism 
of man: give us now, in the one I am suggesting to you, the Cat
echism of the Citizen. It is a matter calling for long meditation, 
�nd perhaps to he re.�erved for the last of your works, in order to 
consummate v.ith a benefaction to mankind the most brilliant career 
ever run by a man of letters. 

[36] l cannot help, Sir, noting in this connection a rather odd 
contrast between yourself and myself on the subject of this letter. 
Replete with glory, and with no illusions about vain grandeurs, you 
live free in the midst of abundance; assured of immortality, you 
philosophize serenely about the nature of the soul; and if the body 
or the heart suffers, you have Tronchin for physician and friend: 
yet you find only e,·il on earth. And I, obscure, poor, and racked 
by an incurable disease, I meditate with pleasure in my retreat, and 
find that all is well [or: good]. Where do these apparent contradic
tions come from? You yourself have given the explanation: you 
enjoy; but I hope, and hope embellishes everything. 

[37] I have as much trouble letting go of this tiresome letter as 
you will have finishing it. Forgive me, great man, a zeal that may 
be indiscreet but that would not unburden itself to you if I esteemed 
you less. God forbid that I might wish to give offense to the one 
among my contemporaries whose talents I most honor, and whose 
writings speak best to my heart; but what is at stake is the cause 
Of Providence from which I expect everything. After having so long 
derived solace and courage from your lessons, it is hard on me that 
you now deprive me of ail this, to offer me no more than an uncer
tain and vague hope, [!OJS] rather as a present palliative than as a 
future reward. �o: I have suffered too much in this life not to 
expect another. All the subtleties of Metaphysics will not make me 
doubt for one moment the immortality of the soul and a beneficent 
Providence. I sense it, I want it, I hope for it, I shall defend it to 
my last breath; and of all disputations I will have engaged in, it 
will be the only one in which my own interest will not have been 
forgotten. 

I am, Sir, etc. 
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CHAPTER ONE 

Or THE V A R I D  US M E A N S  or 

CoMMUN ICA TING O U R  THOUGHTS 

l r] Speech differentiates man from the other animals: language dif
ferentiates one nation from another; where a man !S from is known 
only once he has spoken. Usage and need cause everyone to learn 
the language of his country; but what makes this be the language 
of his country and not of another? In order to tell, one has to go 
bad. to some cause that depends on locality and antedates even 
morals: since speech is the first social institution, it owes its form 
to narural causes alone. 

[2] As soon as one man was recognized by another as a sentient, 
thinking Being, simdar to himself, the desire or the need to com
municate to him his sentiments and thoughts made him seek the 
means to do so. These means can only be drawn from the senses, 
the only instruments by which one man can act upon another. 
Hence the institution of sensible signs to express thought. The 
inventors of language did not make this argument, hut instinct sug
gested its conclusion to them. 

[ 3l The two general means we have of acting on someone else's 
senses �re restricted to two, namely movement and the voice. Move
ment a<:ts immediateh· through touch or mediately through gesture; 
since the first reaches no farther than arm's length, it cannot com
municate at a distance, but the other extends as far as does the field 
of vision. Thus only sight and hearing are left as the passive organs 
of language among men dispersed. l176] 

1�1 Although the language of gesture and that of the voice arc 
equally natura:, the first is easier and less dependent on conventions: 
for more objects strike our eyes than our ears, and shapes exhibit 
greater variet) than do sounds; they are also more expressive and 
say more in less time. Love, it is said, was the inventor of drawing. 
It might �lso ha\·e in\'ented speech, though less felicitously; Dissat
isfied with speech, love disdains it, it h<ts livelier ways of expressing 
itself Hov. many things the girl who took such pleasure in tracing 
her 1 ,uvn's shadow was telling him' \Vhat sound' could she have 
used to ronvey what she com-eyed with this movement of the twig? 
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[5] Our gestures signify nothing but our natural restlessness; they 
are not the ones about which I wish to speak. Only Europeans ges
ticulate while speaking: One would think that the force of their 
speech resided entirely in their anns; to which they further add the 
force of their lung!>, and all to scarcely any avail. After a Frenchman 
has huffed and puffed and gone through all kinds of bodily contor
tions to deliver himself of long speeche11, a Turk takes his pipe from 
his mouth for a moment, quietly says two words, and crushes him 
with a single pithy saying. 

[6] Ever since we learned to gesticulate we forgot the art of panto
mime, for the same reason that with so many fancy grammars we 
no longer understand the symboJs of the Egyptians. What the an
cients said in the liveliest way they expressed not in words but in 
signs; they did not say it, they showed it. 

[7) Consult ancient history; you wiD find it filled with such ways 
of addressing arguments to the eyes, and they never fail to produce 
a more certain effect than all the discourses that might have been 
put in their place. The object presented before anything is said 
stimulates the imagination, arouses curiosity, holds the mind in sus
pense and anticipation of what will be said. I have noticed that 
Italians and people from Provence, with whom gesture usually pre
cedes speech, manage in this way to get themselves listened to more 
attentively and even with greater pleasure. But the most energetic 
speech is that in which the sign has said everything before a single 
word is spoken. Tarquin, Thrasybulus lopping off the heads of 
the poppies, Alexander putting his ring to his favorite's mouth, 
Diogenes walking in front of Zeno, did they not speak more effec
tively than with words? What circum1ocutions would have 
expressed the same ideas equally well? Darius [377 J waging war in 
Scythia receives from the King of the Scythians a frog, a bird, a 
mouse, and five arrows: the Herald transmits his gift in silence and 
departs. This terrible harangue was understood, and Darius found 
nothing more urgent than to get back to his country as best he 
could. Substitute a letter for these signs, the more it threatens the 
less it frightens; it is mere bluster at which Darius would simply 
have laughed. 

[8) When the Levite of Ephraim wanted to avenge the death of 
h.is wife, he did not write to the Tribes of Israel; he divided her 
body into twelve pieces which he sent to them. At this ghastly sight 
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they rushed to arms crying with one voice: no, never has anything 
like this happened in Israel, [rum the day when our fathers left Egypt 
until this day/ And the Tribe of Benjamin was exterminated.• Now
ada�s it would haYe been turned into lawsuits, debates, perhaps 
even jokes, it would have dragged on, and the most ghastly crime 
would finally haYe gone unpunished. King Saul returning from the 
fields in like fashion dismembered his plow oxen and used a similar 
sign to rouse Israel to assist the city of Jabesh. The Jews' Prophets 
and the Greeks' Lawgivers who frequently presented visible objects 
to the people spoke to them better with these objects than they 
would have done with long discourses, and the way in which, 
according to Athenaeus, the orator Hyperides got the courtesan 
Phryne acquitted without urging a single word in her defense, is 
yet another instance of a mute eloquence that has at all times proven 
effective, 

f 91 Thus one speaks much better to the eyes than to the ears: 
no one fails to feel the truth of Horace's judgment in this regard. 
The most eloquent discourses are even seen to be those with the 
most images embedded in them, and sounds are never more ener
getic than when they produce the effect of colors. 

[ 10 J However when it is a question of moving the heart and 
inflaming the passions, it is an entirely different matter. The suc
cessive impression made by discourse, striking with cumulative 
impact, succeeds in arousing in you a different emotion than does 
the presence of the object itself which you take in all at one glance. 
Suppose a situation of perfectlr well-known pain, [.178] you will 
not easily be moved to tears at the sight of the afflicted person; but 
give him the time to tell you everything he feels and you will soon 
burst out in tears .  Only thus do the scenes of tragedy produce their 
effect. • Pantomime alone unaccompanied by discourse will leave 
you almost unmoved; Discourse unaccompanied by gesture will 
wring tears from you. The passions have their gestures, but they 
also have their accents, and these accents, which cause us to shud
der, these accents to which one cannot dose one's ear and which 

" Only si� hundred of its men, and no women or children, were left. 
� I have sa1d elsewhere why feigned miseries affect us more than do genuine ones. 

There are people v. ho wb at tragedies but never in their lives took pity on a single 
unhapp)· person. The invention of the theater is marvelous!)· suited to make our 
amour propre feel proud of all the virtues we do not have. 
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by way of it penetrate to the very depths of the heart, in spite of 
ourselves convey to it the [e]motions that wring them (from us], 
and cause us co feel what we hear. Let us conclude that visible signs 
make for more accurate imitation, but that interest is more effec
tively aroused by sounds. 

[ ri] This leads me to think that if we bad never bad any but 
physical needs, we might very well never ltave spoken and [yet] 
have understood one another perfectly by means of the language of 
gesture alone. We might have established societies differing but 
little from what they are now, or which might even have pursued 
their end better: we might have instituted laws, chosen chiefs, 
invented arts, established commerce and, in a word, done almost as 
many things as we are doing with the help of speech. The epistolary 
language of salaams• relays the secrets of oriental ga.llantry from 
one end to the other of the best-guarded Harems without fear of 
jealous [masters]. The mutes of the Grand Vizier understand one 
another and they understand everything they are told by means of 
signs, just as well as it can be told in discourse. M. Pereyre and 
those who like himself teach mutes not only to speak but to know 
what they are saying are, after all, forced first to teach them another 
no less complicated language, by means of which to enable them 
to understand that one. 

[u] Chardin says that in India traders take one another by the 
hand and by varying their grip in fJJ9J ways no one can see transact 
all their business in public and yet secretly without having 
exchanged a single word. Assume these traders to be blind, deaf, 
and mute, they would understand one another no less well; which 
shows that in order to form a language for ourselves, a single one 
of the two senses by which we are active would suffice. 

[ 13] It would also seem from these observations that the invention 
of the art of communicating our ideas is a function not so much of 
the organs we use in such communication as of a faculty peculiar 
to man, which causes him to use his organs for this purpose and 
which, if he lacked them, would cause him to use others to the 
same end. Let man be as crudely structured as you please: no doubt 
he will acquire fewer ideas; but provided only that there is some 

• Sabams are any number of the most wmmoa object&, such as an orange, a ribbon, 
a piece of ooal, etc., the sending of which conveys a meaning known to al! lovers 
in the country where this language has currency. 

,,, 
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means of communication between himself and his kind by which 
one man can act and the other sense, they will succeed in eventually 
communicating to one another all the ideas they ha�·e. 

[14] Animals hne a structure more than adequate for this kind 
of communication, yet none of them has ever put it to this use. 
Here, it seems to me, is a most distinctive difference. Those among 
them that work and li,·e together, Beavers, ants, bees, have some 
natural language for communicating with one another, I have no 
doubt about it. There is even reason to believe that the language 
of Bea,·ers and that of ants is gestural and speaks only to the eyes. 
Be that as it may, precisely because these various languages are 
natural, they are not acquired; the animals that speak them have 
them at birth, they all have them, and everywhere they. have the 
same one: they do not change languages, nor do they make any 
progress whatsoever in them. Conventional language belongs to man 
alone. This is why man makes progress in good as well as in evil, 
and why animals do not. This single distinction seems to be far
reaching: they say that it can be explained by the difference in 
organs. I should be curious to see this explanation. 

CHAPTER Two 
IJ8o] 

THAT THE FIRST INVENTION OF 
SPEECH I S  D U E  NOT TO THE N EEDS BUT 

TO THE pASSIONS 

[ 1 ]  It would seem then that the needs dictated the first gestures 
and the passions wrung the fi!1it voices [voix]. Following the track 
of the facts in the light of these distinctions, the uri gin of languages 
should perhaps be thought about altogether differently from the 
way in which it has been thought about until now. The genius 
of the oriental languages, the oldest ones known to us, completely 
contradicts the didactic development their composition is imagined 
to have followed. There is nothing methodical or reasoned about 
these language�; they are lively and figurative. The speech of the 
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first men is made out to us to have been languages of Geometers, 
whereas we see that they were languages of Poets. 

{ 2] It had to be so. Man did not begin by reasoning but by feeling. 
It is claimed that men invented speech in order to express their 
needs; this seems to me an untenable opinion. The natural effect 
of the first needs was to separate men and not to bring them 
together. This is how it had to be for the species to spread and the 
eanh to be promptly populated; otherwise mankind would have 
crowded into one comer of the world, while all the rest remained 
desert. 

(3] From this alone it dearly follows that the origin of languages 
is not due to men's first needs; it would be absurd for the cause of 
their separation to give rise to the means that unites them. To what 
may this origin then be due? To the moral needs, the passions. All 
the passions bring together men whom the necessity to seek their 
subsistence forces to flee one another. Not hunger nor thirst, but 
love, hatred, pity, anger wrung their first voices from them. Fruit 
does not shrink from our grasp, one can eat it without speaking, 
one stalks the prey one means to devour in silence; but in order to 
move a young heart, to repulse an unjust aggressor, nature dictates 
accents, cries, plaints: [381] here {then] are the oldest invented 
words, and here is why languages were songlike and passionate 
before they were plain and methodical. None of this is true without 
qualification, but I shall come back to it in the sequel. 

CHAPTER THREE 
THAT T H E  F I R S T  LANGUAGE MUST 

HAVE BEEN F I G U R A T I V E  

( 1] Just as the first motives that made man speak were passions, his 
first expressions were Tropes. Figurative language arose first, 
proper (or literal} meaning was found last. Things were called by 
their true name only once they were seen in tbeir genuine fonn. 
At first men spoke only poetry; only much later did it occur to 
anyone to reason. 
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[ 2] ;\low I sense the reader stopping me here, and asking how an 
expression can be figurative before it has a proper [or literal] mean
ing, <;incc the figure consists solely in the transposing of meaning. 
I grant this; but in order tO understand me, it is necessary to substi
tute the idea 1< hich the passion presents to us for the word which 
we are transposing; for words are transposed only because ideas also 
are, otherwise figurative language would signify nothing. I therefore 
reply with an example. 

i3] A savage meeting others will at first have been frightened. 
His fright win have made him see these men as larger and stronger 
than himself; he will have called them Giant;. After much experi
ence he will have recognized that since these supposed Giants are 
neither bigger nor stronger than he, their stature did not fit the 
idea he had initially attached to the word Giant. He will therefore 
invent another name common both to them and to himself, for 
example the name man, and he will restrict the name Giant to the 
false object that had struck him during his illusion. This is how 
the figurative word arises before the proper [or literal] word does, 
when passion holds our eyes spellbound and the first idea which it 
presents to us is not that of the truth. What I have said regarding 
words and names applies equally l;82 J to turns of phrase. Since the 
illusory image presemed by passion showed itself first, the language 
answering to it was invented first; subsequently it became meta
phorical when the enlightened mind recognized its original error 
and came to use expressions of that first language only when moYed 
by the same passions as had produced it. 

CH APTER FOUR 
OF THE DISTINCT IVE C H AR A CTERISTICS 
OF THE FIRST LANGUAGE AND OF THE 
CHA:-WES IT MUST HAVE UN DERGONE 

[ 1 ]  Simple sounds issue naturally from the throat, the mouth is 
naturally more or less open; but the modifications of tongue and 
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palate by which we aniculate require attention, practice, one does 
not make them without intending to make them, all children must 
learn them and some do not do so easily. In all languages the live
liest exclamations are inarticulate; cries, moans are simple voices; 
mutes, that is to say the deaf, utter only inarticulate sounds. Father 
Lamy cannot even conceive how men could ever have invented any 
others if God had not expressly taught them to speak. Articulations 
are few in number, sounds are infinite in number, the accents placed 
on them can similarly be multiplied; all musical notes are so many 
accents; it is true that our speech has only three or four, but the 
Chinese have many more; on the other hand they have fewer con
sonants. To this source of combinations add that of meter or quan
tity, and you will have a greater variety not only of words, but of 
differentiated syllables than the richest language needs. 

[ 2] I do not doubt that if it still existed, the first language would 
have preserved certain original characteristics besides vocabulary 
and symax which would distinguish it from all other languages. Not 
only would all the turns of phrase {383] in this language have to 
be in images, sentiments, figures; but in its mechanical aspect it 
would have to answer to its primary aim, and convey to the ear as 

well as to the understanding the almost inescapable impressions of 
passion seeking to communicate itself. 

[3] Since our natural voices are inarticulate, words would have 
few articulations; a few interspersed consonants eliminating the 
hiatus between vowels would suffice to make them fluid and easy 
to pronounce. On the other hand its sounds would be extremely 
varied, and variety of accent would multiply the same voices; Quan
tity, rhythm would make possible still further combinations; so that 
since voices, sounds, accent, quantity, which are by nature, would 
leave little to be done by articulations, which are by convention, 
men would sing rather than speak; most root words would be 
sounds imitating either the accent of the passions, or the effect of 
sensible objects: onomatopoeia would be felt in them constantly. 

[4] This language would have many synonyms to describe the 
same being in its different relations;• it would have few adverbs 
and abstract words to express these relations. It would have many 

• Arabic is said to have more than a thousand differ<:nt words for CII>MI, more than 
a hundred to say a S>lJ()rrJ_ Etc. 
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augmentatives, dmlinurive�, wmpuund words, expletive particle�, 
tu endoy, periods with cadenn: and sentences with fullness; It would 
have many irregularities and anomalies, it would neglect �;"rammati
cal analogy in favor of the ..:uphony, variety, harmony and beauty of 
sounds; imtead of arguments it would have pithy sayings, it would 
perwade without convim:mg and depict without arguing; in some 
respects it would resemble Chinese, in others Greek, in still others 
Arabic. Devdop these ideas in all their ramifications, and you will 
find that Plato's Craty/us is not as ridiculous as it appears to be. 

CHAPTER FIVE 
OF WRITING 

f t] Anyone who studies the historv and progress of languages will 
see that the more voices grow monotone the more do consonants 
increase in number, and that as accents disappear and quantttics 
are equalized, they are replaced by grammaticai combinations and 
new art1culations: but these changes take place only gradually. In 
proportion as needs increase, as [men's] dealings get more 
entangled, as enlightenment spreads, language o::hanges in character; 
it becomes more precise and less passionate; it substitutes ideas for 
sentiments, it no longer speaks to the heart but to the reason. As 
a result accent dies out, articulation spreads, language becomes 
more exact, clearer, but more sluggish, more muted and colder. 
This progress seems to me entirely natural. 

[2] Another means of comparing languages and to tell how 
ancient they are is taken from writing, namely in inverse proportion 
to the perfection of this art. The cruder the writing, the more 
ancient the language. The first way of writing is not to depict 
sounds but the objects themselves, either direcdy as did the Mex
icans, or by allegorical figures, as the Egyptians formerly did. This 
state corresponds to passionate language, and it already presupposes 
some social life and needs engendered by the passions. 

[31 The second way is to represent words and propositions by 
conventional characters; which is possible only once the language 
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is fully fonned and an entire peoplt: is united by shared Laws; for 
this already involves a twofold convention. Such is the writing of 
the Chinese; this is genuine!}· to depict sounds and to speak to the 
eyes. 

[4] The third is to break up the speaking voice into a number of 
elementary parts, either vocal or aniculated, by means of which all 
imaginable words and syllables could be formed. This way of writ
ing, [38s] which is ours, must have been imagined by peoples 
engaged in commerce who, since they traveled in various countries 
and had to speak various languages, were forced to invent characters 
that could be common to all of them. To do this is not exactly to 
depict speech, it is to analyze it. 

[S] These three ways of writing correspond fairly precisely to the 
three different states in tenns of which one can consider men 
assembled into nations. The depiction of objects suits savage 
peoples; signs of words and propositions, barbarian peoples, and 
the alphabet, civilized peoples. 

[6] This last-mentioned im·ention ought therefore not to be 
regarded as a proof of the great antiquity of the people that invented 
it. On the contrary, it is likely that the people that found it bad 
in view easier communication with other peoples speaking other 
languages, that were at least its contemporaries and could have been 
more ancient than it. The same cannot be said of the two other 
methods. However, I admit that if we keep to history and the known 
fitcts, alphabetical writing appears to go as far back as any other. 
But it is not surprising that we lack records of times when people 
did not write. 

[7] It is scarcely likeiJ that those to whom it first occurred to 
analyze speech into elementary signs initially made very precise div
isions. Later, when they perceived the inadequacy of their analysis, 
some increased the number of letters in their alphabet, as did the 
Greeks, the others left it at varying the meaning or the sound of 
letters by placing or combining them differently. This is how the 
inscriptions on the ruins of Tchelminar which Chardin has tran
scribed for us appear to have been written. They exhibit only two 
shapes or characters• which, however, differ in size and face in 

• Ptopk tm nsrprised. says Cbardin, that t111� slulpes &MJ make up » many lttltn, 
ltut l ><t mJiii11g so very astfYIIisiJrng i11 this, sillct thr kttm of ow Al�t, I/IIJich 
<Jrf hlltllly-thru in ftum/ur, art MIJ(1'//ttkss madt Ill of oft/y /1IJ6 Iiila, tltt JtriMgllt 
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different directions. Yet, to judge by the perfection of the arts which 
the beauty of the charac[J86]ters indicates,•• and by the admirable 
monuments on which these inscriptions are found, this unknown 
anJ almost frighteningly ancient language must have been well 
developed at the time. I do not know why these astonishing ruins 
are talked about so little; when I read their description in Chardin, I 
feel transported to another world. All of this strikes me as intensely 
thought -provoking. 

[8] The art of writing does not in any way depend on that of 
speakin�. It depends on needs of a different nature which arise 
sooner or later depending on circumstances that are altogether inde
pendent of how Jon� a people has been in existence, and that might 
never have taken place in very ancient :-.l"ations. It is not known for 
how many centuries the art of hieroglyph was perhaps the Egyp
tians' only writing, and the fact that a civilized people may find 
such writing adequate is proven by the example ()f the Mexicans, 
whose writing was even less convenient. 

(9] When the Coptic Alphabet is compared with the Syriac or 
the Phoenician alphabet it is readily evident that one derives from 
the other, and it would not be surprising if the latter were the 
original, nor if the more recent people had instructed the more 
ancient in this respect. It is also dear that the Greek Alphabet 
derives from the Phoenician; indeed, it is evident that it must derive 
from it. Regardless of whether Cadmus or someone else brought it 

��d the ruroed, th�t il to tay. that With a C and an I one md:et up all the lmers 
that compost our worth. 

u Th1s character u very beautiful m u.ppearana, Wl"th �othmg unclear or harharous 
about II . . .  /t ll'Ould smn that the letters were gi/rkd; for telffflli, especially cap•tals. 
still thw some gold, and l/ u surdy adm�r�blt aNi astoutuiiflg that 1M ..,,. should 
not hrrJe sut:mrkd in trodltlf: this gilding m �// these t:mluries . .  Howroer it iJ not 
at u.llsurprisiflt that not a. si"'Jk o� of the world's scholu.rs has eva "'l1..k any stnte 
of this umtmg, for 1/ m 110 111ay resnnblts any writing that has coml! doUJn to us; 
whereas all the tystems of wr1tmg now knoll'n, except tht Chinm, exhibit many 4Jin
ims with o� another and appear 10 rkriw from the same source. What il mot/ IJSton
ishmg about af/ thiS il that tht Parsus, who are the rkmndants oft he an:-1rnt Pmians 
and who prmrve and ptrprtuo.te thm religion. not only art rw mort familiar umh 
these c�aractm than ll!t are, /Jut that their own characters no mort memblt them 
than dr, OUTJ . • From which 11 follows that either it it� cabaliltic chaffcter - winch 
1S u�!ikdy, since it il used routi��ely and 1111./Ura!/y evtrywhere througlwut the building, 
and there is none orlu:r by the tame chiJt!- or that it '' of an antiquity so great that 
wt hardly dare Slate 11. Indeed, Chardin would lead one to infer from this passage 
that at the time of C)rus and uf the Magi this chancter was already forgoncn 
and as unknown as it i� toda)". 
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over from Phoenicia, it seems certain in any case that the Greeks 
did not set out in quest of it but that the Phoenicians brought it 
over themselves: for they were the first and almost the only one of 
the Asian or African Peoples* to engage in trade with Europe and 
they came to the Greeks long before the Greeks visited them: 
Which in no way proves [18;] that the Greek People is less ancient 
than the Phoenician. 

[to] At first the Greeks not only took over the Phoenicians' 
characters, but even the direction of their lines from right to left. 
Later it occurred to them to write in furrows, that i£ to say by 
returning alternately from left to right and from right to left.• 
Finally they wrote as we do now, beginning every line anew from 
left to right. This progress is altogether natural: Writing in furrows 
is unquestionably the easiest to read. I am even surprised that it 
was not adopted along with printing, but since writing this way by 
hand is difficult, it must have fallen into disuse when manuscripts 
became more numerous. 

[n] But even though the Greek alphabet derives from the Phoe
nician alphabet it by no means follows that the Greek language 
derives from the Phoenician language. One of these propositions 
does not entail the other, and it would appear that the Greek lan
guage was already very ancient, when the art of writing was still 
recent and even imperfect1y developed among the Greeks. Until 
the siege of Troy they had only sixteen letters, if they had that 
many. It is said that Palamedes added four and Simonides the 
remaining four. All this is rather far-fetched. On the other hand, 
Latin, a more modem language, had a complete alphabet almost 
from its birth, though the tiNt Romans hardly made use of it, since 
they began to write down their history so late, and lustra were only 
marked off with nail[-head}s. 

[u) Besides, there is no absolutely fixed number of letters or of 
elements of speech; some have more, some fewer, depending on the 
language and on the various modifications accorded to vowels [voix] 
and consonants. Those who recognize only five vowels are seriously 
mistaken: the Greeks had seven written vowels, the first Romans 

• I take the Canhaginlans to be Phoenicians, rince they were a colony of Tyn:. 
• See Pausanias., Arc<fd[�a]- In the beginnings the Latins wrote the same way, and 

from this a�»Jrding to Marius Victorious came the word <Jrnw. 
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six, • the Gentlemen of Port Royal recognize ten, M. Duclos seven
teen, and I have no doubt that many more would be found if habit 
had made the ear more sensitiv� [to perceive] and the mouth better 
trained [to prodm:e] the various modifications of which [388] they 
arc capable. Depending on the refinement of the organ[ s of speech 
and hearing], a greater or smaller number of these modifications 
will be found between the acute a and the grave o, between the 
open i and the open e, etc. Anyone can experience this by moving 
from one vowel to the next in a continuous, modulated voice; for 
to the extent that one has made oneself more or less sensitive to 
them by dint of habit, one can single out more or fewer of these 
nuances and mark each with its own distinctive character, and this 
habit depends on the kinds of vocalizations [voix] common in the 
language to which the organ imperceptibly conforms. Much the 
same can be said about articulated letters, or consonants. But this 
is not how most nations went about it. They took over one another's 
alphabets and represented verJ different ,·ocalizations [voix] and 
articulations by the same characters. This is why, unless one is very 
well trained, one imariably sounds ridiculous reading in a language 
other than one's own, no matter how faithful its spelling is [to the 
way it sounds]. 

[13] Writing, wbich might be expected to fix language, is pre
cisely what adulterates it; it changes not its words but its genius; 
it substitutes precision for expressiveness. One conveys one's senti
ments in speaking, and one's ideas in writing. In writing one is 
forced to use every word in conformity with common usage; but a 
speaker alters meanings by his tone of voice, determining them as 
he wishes; since he is less constrained to be clear, he stresses force
fulness more, and a language that is written cannot possibly retain 
for long the liveliness of une that is only spoken. What gets written 
down are words [ voix ], not sounds; yet in an accented language it 
is the sounds, the accents, the inflections of every sort, that consti
tute the greatest part of the vigor of rhe language; and make a 
phrase, that is otherwise common, the only appropriate one in the 
place where it is. The means used to substitute for this [feature of 
spoken language] enlarge [and] �tretch written language, and as they 

" Gruk records s!l'C� ''"IT"els, Romulus m, /aur usage jiu, oncr the Y was rtjuted as 
Greek. \1art[ianusl C;�pel[laj. 1 .  iii. 
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pass from books into discourse, they enervate speech itself." When 
we say everything as it would get written, all we do is to read as 
we speak. 

[J8g] 
CHAPTER S I X  

W H E T H ER I T  I S  L I KELY THAT HOMER 

KNEW HOW TO W R I T E  

[I] Regard1ess of what y,e may be told about the invention of the 
Greek alphabet, I believe it to be much more modern than it is said 
to be, and I base this opinion mainly on the character of the lan
guage. It has often occurred to me to doubt not only that Homer 
knew how to write, but even that in his time anyone wrote. I am 
very sorry that this doubt is so categoricaJiy contradicted by the 
Story of Bellerophon in the Iliad; since I, no less than Father Har
douin, have the misfortune to be rather stubborn about my para
doxes, I would be sorely tempted, if I were less ignorant, to extend 
my doubts to this Story itself, and to tax it with having been uncriti
cally interpolated by the compilers of Homer. \lot only are few 
traces of this art to be found in the rest of the 1/iad; but I dare say 
that the entire Odyssey is but a tissue of stupidities and inanities 
which one or two letters would have reduced to thin air, whereas 
the Poem becomes reasonable and e\·en rather well plotted on the 
assumption that its Heroes knew nothing of writing. If the Iliad had 
been written it would have been sung less often, Rhapsodes would 
have been less in demand and their number would have increased 
less. No other poet has been sung so much with the possible excep-

• The bc5t 5uch mean> and one lhat "ould be free of this defect would be punctu
ation, if it had not been left in such an imperfe<.:t state. Why, for example, have 
we not a vocative mark? The question mark which we do have was much less 
necessary; for one can see from the construction alone whether or not a question 
is being asked, at least in our langua�. Are you rommg and you art mm .. llg are 

not the same thing. But how is one to distinguish in writing a man who is being 
[JB9J mentioned from one being addressed? This truly is an equinteation which 
the vocative mark would have eliminated. The same equivocation occurs in irony, 
when accent fails to convey ll. 
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tion of Tasso in Venice and he only by Gondoliers, who are not 
great readers. The variety of dialects used by Homer is further 
strong presumptive evidence. \Vriting assimilates and blends the 
dialects ""hich speech differentiates, and everything imperceptibly 
tends to confonn to a common modeL In proportion as a nation 
reads and studies, its dialects fade, and finally they survive only in 
vernacular fonn among the people, which reads little and writes not 
at all. 

[2] �ow since these two Poems are later than the siege of [390] 
Tro) , it is hardly likely that the Greeks who conducted that siege 
were acquainted with writing, while the Poet who sang of it was 
not. For a long time these Poems were written only in men's mem
ories; the)' were compiled in written form rather late and with con
siderable difficulty. It was when Greece began to abound in books 
and written poetry that the whole charm of Homer's poetry came 
to be felt by comparison. The other Poets wrote, Homer alone had 
sung, and these divine songs ceased to be listened to with delight 
only after Europe was blanketed with barbarians who tool.: it upon 
themselves to judge what they were incapable of feeling. 

CHAPTER SEVEN 
OF MODERN PROSODY 

[1] We have no idea of a sonorous and harmonious language that 
speaks as much by means of sounds as by means ofvoices [or words, 
voix ]. It is an error to believe that written accents can replace vocal 
accents: Written accents are invented only once vocal accent is lost.• 

• Some scholars claim rounter !O the common opinion and to the evidence of all 
�n�ient manuscripts that the Greeks knew and used the written sigos called 
!ccents, and they base their opinion on two telts, both of which I will transcribe 
in order to permit the Reader to assess their true meamng. 

Here >s the first, t:aken from Cicem's treatise Of thf O,ator, Book rn, Section 
44: After this paJnstabnt labor [�f ordermx word!], thtrf r•mains rhythm arul harmony 
�1 phranng whuh, I fi�r. Casu/u.s, ma)' apptar pueri/, to you. ltrdttd, accordmg 10 
the ancunt maxler>, prose exlniMed soffli:Jiung ana/ogoUJ to t'UU, !'lllmely a kind of 
number: thq w�nud th• phram 1!'1 speuhes pun(fuated by pawti for breath and !'16/ 
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What is more, we believe that we have [J91 J accents in our lan
guage, although we have none whatsoever: Our supposed accents 
are nothing but vowels or signs of quantity; they do not indicate 
any variation in sound. The proof is that all of these accents are 
produced either b) unequal duralion or by altered positions of the 
lips, the tongue, or the palate, all of which make for variety of voices 
[voix]; none by changes in the glottis, which make for the variety 
of sounds. Thus when our circumflex does not indicate a simple 
voice [voix], it indicates either a long vowel or nothing at all. Let 
us now see what it was for the Greeks. 

[2] Dionysus of Halicamassus says that on the acute accent the tone 
was raised, and on the grave it was lowered by a fifth; the prosodic 
accent was thus also a musical accent, especially tht circumflex, whtrt 
the voice, after havmg risen by a fifth, dropped by another fifth on the 
same syllable. • This passage and i� context clearly indicate that M. 
Duclos does not recognize a musical accent in our language but 
only the prosodic and the vocal accents; to these is added an ortho
graphic accent which in no way affec� the voice, or the sound, or 

Hc�Mt of shorhlffl of breath, Mr did they IDaflt them indictMd hy copyists' I!Uirks, 
but by phrasill/. /somms is Jaid to llaw Item tht fiTJt iPho, IU his disn)k NtJUcrates 
Jif41 it, i11 ortkr to fo;ttn- tilt eM, tstahtislltd 1M roil of suhjtc�illt �. whidr �mtil 
tMn had Item IPithout ruk, to a rilythm. lllderd, the IIIIUiciam, IIJ/I(J wrt fol'llllr/y 
abo p�tt. i11 IJftkr to pltiUt, i11vmtd tlltse lll'o IIJays, verst and sont. so that the 
rhythm of tlu fllflrds "td the harmmsy of tlu smnuis might prtvmt a Sllf/tit uf tAt ear. 
Tiley thoU&kt tllat thty slloldd tramfn- these lll'o im�ova/Jom, I mt/111 tlu an of nt;ulst
'"K tht wice, �rul thai of indu:ating rht tnd �f phriHts �y some rlrytltwmal p4tum, 
ftom pottry mro tlfHJWII(t to tile foil txtmt that discourse, o strWus I!Uittn-, mitht 
ptrmit it. 

Here is the second, drawn from Isidore's Origim, Book 1, Olapter ro: bt 
additio>�, tlrtre IV"( 11gm found in tile most crkbrattd IPritm, aM tilt a�JC�n�tt introthctd 
them into wrst and prtJ-st iN min- to pu11ctuatt thlir rPritillf$. Tilt lip [391] if a 
SJNcifo �rtark, ptaud ill t�t m.u.ru�r of a fttttr i11 ortkr i11 tar;ll ciHt to indie�tt the 
phrase patttrn. Tilt 1UIIIIbtr of ffgm introducd ;,. vtru if :16, attd tUir IIIUfltJ are 
til!tll bdoiiJ, etr;. 

To me this indicates that the good oopyislli of Gcero's Orne sepuated words 
and that they used signs equivalent to our punctuation. It also indicates to me 
the invention of number [i.e. meter] and of prose deo;lamation attributed to 
Isocrates. But I see nothing at all here of written signs oc accenlli, and eveu if I 
did, it would justify only a single conclusion which I do not deny and which is 
in perfect conformity with my principles, namely that when the Romans began 
to study Greek, the Copyists, in order to help them with its pronunciation, 
invented signs for accents, aspiration, and prosody; but it would net at all follow 
that these signs were used by the Greeks, who had no need of them. 

• M. Duclos, Rtlll[arquts] sur lo gram[mairt] gi'nirfale] et raifomlie, p. 30. 
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the quantity, but which sometimes indicates an omitted letter, as 
does the circumflex, while at otfler times it specifies the meaning 
of an otherwise equimcal monosyllable, such as the so-called grave 
accent that distinguishes the adverb of place oU [where] from the 
disjunctive particle ou [or], and Q [to] used as an article from the 
same a [has] used as a verb: this accent differentiates between these 
monosyllables for the eye alone, nothing differentiates between their 
pronunciation ... Thus the definition of the accent generally 
accepted by the French [392] does not fit a single one of the accents 
in their language. 

[3] I fully expect that some of their grammarians having been 
taught that accents mark a raising or a lowering of the voice will 
here again tax me with paradoxes, and for want of paying suffic
iently close attention to experience they will think that theJ are 
using different movements of the glottis to produce the very accents 
which they produce exclusively by opening the mouth or placing 
the tongue in different ways. But here is what I suggest they do in 
order to verify what actually takes place and to prove my point 
incontrovertibly. 

[4] Attune your voice perfectly to some musical instrument and 
on this unison note pronounce, one after the other, all the most 
variously accented French words you can think of; since only the 
grammatical and not the rhetorical accent is at issue here, these 
different words need not even make any sustained sense. Make a 
note of whether, as you speak in this fashion, you do not indicate 
all the accents as distinctly and as clearly at this one level of sound 
as you would if you spoke unhampered, varying the tone of your 
voice. Now assuming this to be the case, and indisputably it is, I 
say that since all your accents are expressed at the same pitch, they 
do not indicate different sounds. I cannot imagine what might be 
said in rebuttal to this. 

[5] Any language in which the same words can be set to several 
melodies has no settled musical accent. If the accent were fixed, su 

n It might seem that this is the aCl'ellt by which the Italians distinguish berwttn 
for example the verbal fonn i [isj and the conjunction t [and]; but the first i.1 
pen;cptible to the ear as a �trong�:r and more emphatic sound, which makes the 
a�.'Cent with which it 1s wrincn a vocal accent: an llbservaticm which Buonmattci 
should not have failed to make. 

,,, 
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would the melody be. As soon as the tune is a matter of clloice, 
accent counts for naught. 

[6] All modern European languages are more or less in the same 
situation; I do not even exclude Italian. By itself, Italian is no more 
a musical language than is French. The difference is simply that 
one lends itself to music and the other does not. 

[7] All this tends to confirm the following principle, that by a 
natural progress all lettered languages must change character and 
lose force as they gain in clarity, that the more one insists on per
fecting grammar and logic the more one accelerates this progress, 
and that in order to cause a language to grow rapidly frigid and 
monotonous one need only establish academies among the people 
who speak it. [393] 

[8] Derivative languages are recognized by the discrepancy 
between spelling and pronunciation. The older and the purer lan
guages are, the less arbitrary is their pronunciation, and hence the 
less complicated are the characters that indicate pronunciation. All 
iJ[ the ancients' prosiJdic signs, says M. Duclos, roen assuming that they 
were used with great consistency, still were niJt as important as usage. 
I would go further; they replaced it. The ancient Hebrews had 
neither punctuation nor accents, they did not even have vowels. 
When other Nations began to try to speak Hebrew and the Jews 
spoke other languages, theirs lost its accent; [punctuation] signs and 
[vowel] points became necessary to set it in order, and this restored 
the meaning of words far more than it did the pronunciation of the 
language. The Jews of today, speaking Hebrew, would no longer 
be understood by their ancestors. 

{9] ln order to know English, one has to leam it twice, once to 
read it, the other to speak it. If a foreigner �lances at the book from 
which an Englishman is reading aloud, he will perceive no connec
tion at all between what he sees and what be hears. Why is this so? 
Because England was conquered by a succession of peoples and, 
while the words continued to be written as before, their pronunci
ation bas often changed. There is a considerable difference between 
the signs that establish the meaning of what is written and those 
that govern pronunciation. It would be easy to construct a language 
made up exclusively of the consonants, which would be very clear 
in its written form, but could not be spoken. Algebra has something 
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of this language. When the spelling of a language is clearer than its 
pronunciation, it indicates that this language is written more than 
it is spoktn; Such may have been the learned language of the Egyp
tians; such arc for us the dead languages. In the case of languages 
burdened with useless consonants, writing even seems to have pre
ceded speech, and it is difficult to resist the suspicion that this i� 
what happened with Polish. If it did, then Polish must be the most 
frigid of al1 languages. 

CHAPTER EIGHT 
li94] 

GENERAL AND LOCAL DIFFERENCES I N  

THE ORIGIN OF LANGUAGES 

(r] Everything I ha,·e said so far applies to primitive languages in 
general and to such progress as results from their age, but it explains 
neither their origin nor their differences. The principal cause for 
the differences between them is local, a consequence of the climates 
in which they are born and of the manner in which they are formed, 
[and) it is to this cause that one has to go back in order to conceive 
the general and characteristic difference that is found to obtain 
between the languages of the south and those of the north. The 
great failing of Europeans is always to philosophize about the origin 
of things in the light of what happens right around them. They 
never fail to show us the first men living in a barren and harsh land, 
dying of cold and hunger, anxious to secure shelter and clothing; 
everywhere they see onb· the snow and ice of Europe, without 
taking into account that the human species lil:e all the others was 
born in the warm countries and that in two-thirds of the globe 
winter is hardly known. When one proposes to study men one has 
to look close by; but in order to study man one has to learn to cast 
one's glance afar; one has to begin by observing the differences in 
order to discover the properties. 

[zl Manl:ind born in the warm countries spreads from there to 
the cold countries; it is in these that it multiplies and then flows 

,,. 
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back into the warm countries. To this action and reaction are due 
the earth's revolutions and the ceaseless agitation of its inhabitants. 
Let us try to follow the order of nature itself in our inquiries. I 
enter upon a long digression about a topic so hackneyed as to have 
become trivial, but to which one nevertheless always has to return 
however reluctantly in order to discover the origin of human 
institutions. 

CHAPTER NINE 
THE FORMATION O F  S O UTHERN 

LANGUAGES 

[ 1 J In the first times* men scattered over the face of the earth had 
no society other than that of the family, no laws other than those 
of nature, no language other than gesture and a few inarticulate 
sounds.•• They were not bound by any idea of common brother
hood and, since they had no arbiter other than force, they believed 
themselves to be one another's enemies. It was to their weakness 
and ignorance that they owed this opinion. Knowing nothing they 
feared everything, they attacked in order to defend themseh·es. A 
man abandoned alone on the face of the earth at the mercy of man
kind had to be a ferocious animal. He was ready to inflict on others 
all the harm he feared from them. Fear and weakness are the sources 
of cruelty. 

[2] The social affections develop in us only with our knowledge. 
Pity, although natural to man's heart, would remain eternally inac
tive without imagination to set it in motion. How do we let our-

• I call first the times of men's dispersion, regardless of the age one chooses to 
assign to mankind at that period. 

" Gmuine languages have not a domestic origin; only a more C(lmprehensive and 
lasting C(lnvention can establish them. The Savages of America almost never 
speak except when away from h01Jie; in his hut everyone remains silent and 
speaks to his family by means of signs, and these signs are infrequent because 
a Savage is less restless, less impatient than a European, because he has not as 
many needs and takes care to attend to them himself. 

,,, 
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selves be moved to pity? By transporting oursehes outside our� 
selves; bJ identifying with the suffering being. We suffer only to 
the extent that we judge it to suffer; we suffer not in ourselves but 
in it. Think how much acquired knowledge this transport presup-
poses! How t:ould I imagine evils of which I have no idea? How 
could I suffer when l see another suffer if I do not even know that 
he suffers, if I do not know what he and I have in common? Some� 
one who has never reflected cannot be dement, or just, or pitying; 
nor can he be wicked [Jg6J and vindictive. He who imagines 
nothing feels only himself; in the midst of mankind he is alone. 

[3] Reflection is OOrn of the tumparison of ideas, and it is their 
variety that leads us to compare them. Whoever sees only a single 
object has no occasion to make comparisons. Whoever sees only a 
small number and always the same ones from childhood on still 
docs nut compare them, because the habit of seeing them deprives 
him of the attention required to examine them: but as a new object 
strikes us, we want to know it, we look for relations between it and 
the objects we do know; this is how we learn to observe what we 
see before us, and how what is foreign to us leads us to examine 
what touches us. 

[4] Apply these ideas to the first men, you will see the reason 
for their barbarism. Never having seen anything other than what 
was around them, they did not know even it; they did not know 
themselves. They had the idea of a Father, a son, a brother, but 
not of a man. Their hut held all those who were like themselves; 
a stranger, an animal, a monster were all the same to them: outside 
of themselves and their family, the whole universe was naught to 
them. 

[5] Hence the apparent contradictions one sees in the fathers of 
nations: Such naturalness and such inhumanity, such ferocious ways 
[ moeurs J and such tender hearts, so much love for their family and 
aversion toward their species. All their sentiments concentrated 
among their near ones were therefore the more energetic. Every� 
rhing they knew they held dear. Enemies of the rest of the world 
which they neither saw nor knew, they hated only what they could 
not know. 

[6] These times of barbarism were the golden age; not because 
men were united, but because they were separated. Everyone, it is 
said, considered himself to be master of everything; that may be 
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so; but no one knew or desired anything but what was ready to 
hand: his needs, far from drawing him closer to those like himself, 
draw him away from them. Men may have attacked one another 
upon meeting, but they rarely met. Everywhere the state of war 
prevailed, yer the whole earth was at peace. 

[7] The first men were hunters or shepherds and not tillers of the 
soil; the first goods were herds [397] not fields. Before ownership of 
the earth was divided no one thought of cultivating it. Agriculture 
is an art that requires tools; to sow in order to reap is a measure 
requiring foresight. Man in society seeks to expand, isolated man 
contracts. Beyond where his eye can see or his arm reach, there no 
longer is either right or property for him. Once the Cyclops has 
rolled the stone in front of the entrance to his cave his herds and 
he are safe. But who would protect the harvest of a man for whom 
the laws do not watch out? 

[8] I will be told that Cain was a tiller of the soil and that Noah 
planted a vineyard. Why not? They were alone; what did they have 
to fear? Besides this does nothing to counter my point; I have stated 
above how I conceive of the first times. When Cain became a fugi
tive he was after all forced to give up agriculture; the wandering 
life of �oah's descendants must have made them forget it aJso; the 
earth had to be populated before it could be cultivated; the two 
cannot readily be done t�ther. During the first dispersion of man
kind, until the family was stabilized and man had a fixed dwelling, 
there was no more agriculture. Peoples that do not settle cannot 
possibly cultivate the soil; such formerly were the Nomads, such 
were the Arabs living in their tents, the Scythians in their wagons, 
such are still today the wandering Tartars, and the Savages of 
America. 

[9] As a rule of all of the peoples whose origin we know the first 
barbarians are found to be voracious and carnivorous rather than 
agricultural and granivorous. The Greeks [refer by] name [to] the 
person who first taught them to till the soil, and it would seem that 
they did not know this art until quite late: But when they add that 
until the time ofTriptolemus they lived solely off acorns, they make 
an implausible claim and one which their own history belies; for 
they had been eating meat prior to Triptolemus, since he forbade 
th.em to eat it. Besides, it would seem that they did not take this 
prohibition very seriously. 
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[10] At Homer's feasts an ox is slaughtered to regale one's guests, 
as one might nowadays slaughter a suckling pig. On reading that 
Abraham served a calf to three people, that Eumaeus had two kids 
roasted for Ulysses's dinner, and that Rebecca did the same for 
[;g8] her husband's, one may gather what terrible devourers of 
meat men were in those times. To get a notion of the meals of the 
ancients one need only consider the meals of present-day Savages; 
I almost said those of Englishmen. 

[ r 1] The first cale that was eaten was the communion of man
kind. When men began to settle they cleared a bit of land around 
their hut, it v.as a garden rather than a fidd. The little grain they 
gathered was ground between two stones, made into a few cakes 
baked in ashes or over embers or on a hot stone, and eaten only at 
feasts. This ancient practice consecrated among the Jews by Pass
over is preserved to this day in Persia and in the [East] Indies. 
They eat only unleavened breads there, and these breads made up 
of thin sheets are baked and eaten at every meal. Only when more 
bread came to be needed did it occur to people to leaven it. for 
small quantities do not readily lend themselves to leavening. 

[I 2] I know that large-scale agriculture is found as early as the 
time of the patriarchs. The proximity of ElQ'pt must have intro
duced it into Palestine quite early. The book of Job, the oldest, 
perhaps, of all extant books, speaks of the cultivation of fields, it 
lists five hundred pa.irs of oxen as part of Job's wealth; the term 
pairs indicates that these oxen were yoked for work; it is explicitly 
stated that these oxen were plowing when the Sabeans carried them 
off, and one can readily gather what an expanse of land five hundred 
teams of oxen must have plowed. 

[I 3] All this is true; but let us not confuse different times. What 
we call the age of the patriarchs is very remote from the first age. 
Scripture lists ten generations between them in those centuries 
when men !i,·ed a long time. What did they do during these ten 
generations? We know nothing about it. Since they lived scattered 
and almost without society they scarcely spoke, how could they have 
written, and given the regularity of their isolated life what events 
would they have transmitted to us? 

{ 14] Adam spoke; Noah spoke; granted. Adam had been taught 
by God himself. When they separated, the children of Noah gave 
up agriculture, and the common language perished together with 

''" 
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the first society. This would have happened even if there had never 
[399] been a tower of (B]abel. Solitaries living on desert islands 
have been known to forget their own language: After several gener
ations away from their country men rarely preserve their original 
language, even when they work together and live in society with 
one another. 

[15] Scattered throughout this vast desert of a world, men 
relapsed into the dull barbarism they would have been in if they 
had been born of the earth. By following [the thread of] these 
entirely natural ideas it is easy to reconcile the authority of Scrip
ture with ancient records, and there is no need to treat as fables 
traditions that are as old as are the peoples that have handed them 
down to us. 

[16] In this brutish state they had to live. The most active, the 
most robust, those who were always on the move could only live 
off fruit and the hunt; so they became hunters, violent, bloodthirsty 
and, in time, warrion;, conqueron;, usurpers. History has stained 
its records with the crimes of these first Kings; war and conquests 
are nothing but manhunts. Once they had conquered, it only 
remained for them to devour men. This is what their successors 
learned to do. 

[ 17 J The greater number, less active and more peaceable, stopped 
as soon as they could, gathered cattle, tamed them, taught them to 
heed man's voice, learned to tend them and increase their number 
so as to have them for food; and this is how pastoral life began. 

[18] Human industry expands with the needs that give rise to it. 
Of the three ways of life available to man, hunting, herding, and 
agriculture, the fin;t develops strength, skill, speed of body, courage 
and cunning of soul, it hardens man and makes him ferocious. The 
land of the hunters does not long remain that of the hunt. • Game 
has to be pursued over great distances, hence horsemanship. Game 
that flees has to be caught, hence light arms, the sling, the 
arrow, the javelin. [400] The pastoral art, father of repose and of 

• The practice ofhuntin� is not at aU favorable to population (growth}. This obser
vation, made when the Island$ of San10 Domingo and Tortup were inhabited by 
buccaneers, is oonfinned by the state of northern America. None of the fathers 
M large nations were hunters by fe]state; a.ll of them Wfft fanners or shepherds. 
Hunting must !hen here be reprded less as a primary means of subiistence than 
as a supplement to the pastoral state. 
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the indolent passions, is the most self-sufficient art. It almost effort
lessly provides man with food and clothing; It even provides him 
with his dwelling; the tents of the first shepherds were made of 
animal skins: so were the roofs of the ark and the tabernacle of 
Moses. As for agriculwre, it arises later and involves all the arts; 
it introduces property, goyernment, laws, and gradually wretched
ness and crimes, inseparable for our species from the knowledge of 
good and evil. Hence the Greeks viewed Triptolemus not merely 
as the inventor of a useful art, but as a founder and a wise man to 
whom they owed their first education and their first laws. Moses, 
on the other hand, appears to have disapproved of agriculture by 
attributing its invention to a wicked man and making God reject 
his offerings: the first tiller of the ground v.ould seem to have pro
claimed by his character the bad effects of his art. The author of 
Genesis had seen farther than had Herodotus. 

[r9] The preceding division corresponds to the three states of 
man considered in relation to society. The savage is a hunter, the 
barbarian a herdsman, civil man a tiller of the soil. 

[20] So that regardless of whether one inquires into the origin 
of the arts or studies the earliest morals [or ways of life, moeurs] 
everything is seen to be related in its principle to the means by 
which men provide for their subsistence, and as for those among 
these means that unite men, they are a function of the climate and 
of the nature of the soil. Hence the diversity of languages and their 
opposite characteristics must also be explained by the same causes. 

[21] Mild climates, lush and fertile lands were the first to be 
populated and the last where nations were formed, because there 
men could more easily do without one another, and the needs that 
cause society to be born made themselves felt later there. 

l22] Assume perpetual spring on earth; assume water, cattle, pas
tures everywb.ere; assume men issuing from the hands of nature 
and dispersed throughout all this: I cannot imagine how they would 
ever have renounced their primitive freedom and left the isolated 
and pastoral existence that so well suits their natural indolence, • 

• The extent to which man is naturally lazy is simply inconoxivablt. It would seem 
that he lives solei}" in order to sleep, to vegetate, to remain motionless; he can 
scarce!}· decide to go through the motions required to keep from dymg of hunger. 
;-..]orbing keeps the sa>ages luviog their state as much as tbis delicious indolence. 
Tbe possions thar cause man to be re>tlcss, provident, active, are born onl\" m 
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[401] in order to impose on themselves without any necessity the 
slavery, the labors, and the miseries that are inseparable from the 
social state. 

[23] He who willed man to be sociable inclined the globe's axis 
at an angle to the axis of the universe with a touch of the finger. 
With this slight motion I see the face of the earth change and the 
vocation of mankind settled: I hear, far off, the joyous cries of a 
heedless multitude; I see Palaces and Cities raised; I see tlte birth 
of the arts, laws, commerce; I see peoples fonning, expanding, dis
solving, succeeding one another like the waves of the sea: I see men 
clustered in a few points of their habitation in order there to devour 
one another, turning the remainder of the world into a dreadful 
desert, a worthy monument to social union and the usefulness of 
the arts. 

[24) The earth nourishes men; but after the first needs have dis
persed them other needs bring them back together, and it is only 
then that they speak and cause others to speak about them. In order 
not to be found in contradiction with myself I must be allowed time 
to explain myself. 

[25) When one inquires in what regions the fathers of mankind 
were born, where the first colonies set out from, where the first 
emigrations originated, you will not name the happy climes of Asia 
Minor or of Sicily, or of Africa, or even of Egypt; you will name 
the sands of Chaldea, the rocks of Phoenicia. You will find that it 
is so at all times. Regardless of how many Chinese populate China, 
it also gets populated by Tartars; the Scythians inundated Europe 
and Asia; the mountains of Switzerland are currently pouring into 
our fertile regions a continuous stream of colonists that promises 
not to dry up. 

[26] It is natural, it is said, that the inhabitants of a barren land 
leave it for a better. Very well; but why does this better land make 
room for others, instead of swarming with its [402) own inhabitants? 
To leave a barren land, one has to be there in the first place. Why 
then are so many men born there rather than elsewhere? One might 
expect harsh lands to be populated only with the excess from fertile 

society. To do nothing is man's primary and strongest passion after that of self
preservatioo. If one looked at it more closeJy, one would find that even am011g 
us people work only in order to get to rest: it is still laziness that makes us 
industriou<. 
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lands, and yet we see the opposite to be the case. Most Latin 
peoples called themselves aboriginal, • whereas much more fertile 
Magna Graecia was populated exclusively by foreigners. All Greek 
peoples acknowledged that they originally grew out of various col
onies, except the one whose soil was the worst, namely the Attic 
people which called itself Autochthonous or born from itself. 
Finally without piercing the night of time, modem centuries pro
vide one conclusive piece of evidence; indeed, where on earth is 
the climate drearier than in what has been called the factory of 
mankind? 

[27] Human associations are in large measure the work of acci
dents of nature; local floods, overflowing seas, volcanic eruptions, 
major earthquakes, fires started by lightning and destroying forests, 
everything that must have frightened and dispersed the savage 
inhabitants of a land must afterwards have brought them back 
together to restore in common their common losses. The frequent 
ancient traditions about na[Ural disasters show what instruments 
providence used to force humans to come together. Ever since 
societies have been established these great accidents have ceased 
and become increasingly rare; it would seem that this too has to be 
so; the same calamities that brought scattered men together would 
disperse those who are united. 

[z8] The revolutions of the seasons are another more general and 
more permanent cause that must have produced the same effect in 
the climates subject to these changes. Forced to make provisions 
for winter, people have to help one another and are thus compelled 
to establish some kind of convention amongst themselves. When 
expeditions become impossible and they can no longer get about 
because of the extreme cold, boredom unites them as much as [did] 
need: the Lapps, buried in their ice, the Eskimos, the most savage 
of all peoples, come together in their caverns in winter [403] and 
in summer no longer know one another. Increase their development 
and their enlightenment by one degree, and they are united forever. 

[29] �either man's stomach nor his intestines are made to digest 
raw meat; generally he cannot stand its taste. With the possible 
single exception of the Eskimos whom I just mentioned, even sav-

• The term� Autadukom; and Ahonf!nts merely mean tha! the tim inhabttants of 
the land were savages without �ocieties, without laws, without traditions. and thii! 
the� populated i! before they spoke 
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ages grill their meats. Fire, in addition w being necessary for cook
ing meats, also delights the eye and its wannth is pleasing to the 
body. The sight of the flame which causes animals to flee attracts 
man.• Around a common hearth people gather, feast, dance; the 
sweet bonds of familiarity imperceptibly draw man to his kind, and 
on this rustic hearth bums the sacred fire that introduces the first 
sentiment of humanity into men's hearts. 

[3o] In warm lands, unevenly scattered springs and rivers are 

further meeting places all the more necessary inasmuch as men can 
do without water even less than they can do without fire. Barbarians 
who live off their herds are especially in need of common watering 
places, and we learn from the history of the most remote ages that 
this is indeed where their treaties as well as their quarrels began.• 
Easy access to water can delay the emergence of society among those 
who live where it is plentiful. In arid places on the other hand 
people had to cooperate in sinking wells and digging ditches to 
provide water for their cattle. Associations of men are found there 
almost from time immemorial, for the land was either going to 
remain desert or be made inhabitable by man's labor. But our tend
ency to refer everything to our own practices calls for some reflec
tions on this subject. 

[31] The first state of the earth differed gready from its present 
state, when it is seen embellished or disfigured by [404] men's hand. 
The chaos which the Poets feigned among the elements did reign 
among its productions. In those remote times when revolutions 
were frequent, when numberless accidents altered the nature of the 
soil and the features of the terrain, everything grew confusedly, 
trees, vegetables, shrubs, grasses; no species had time to seize the 
terrain that suited it best and to root out the others from it; they 

• Fire gives much pleasure to animals as well as to man, once they have become 
accustomed to its sight and felt its pmtle warmth. Often it would even prove no 
less lllld'ul to them than to us, if only to warm their young. Yet no one has ever 
heard of any animi!l, wild or domestic, which, even by imiwing us, acq� the 
skills required to make fire. And these are the reasoning beings that are said ro 
fotm a fugitive prehuman society, although their intdligm.ce wuld oot rise to the 
level of dnwing sparks from a stone and catching them [on tinder}, or at least of 
keeping some abandoned fire goins! Upon my word, the philosophers quite apenly 
mock us. Their writings clearly show that they indeed take as lor beats. 

• See the instmce of the one as wdl as of the other between Abraham and Abimelech 
in amnectioo with the well of the Oath in chapter ll of �m. 
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divided slowly, little by little, and then there would be a sudden 
upheaval that confused everything. 

(32] The relation between man's needs and the productions of 
the earth is such that so long as it is populated, everything subsists; 
but before men united had, by their common labors, introduced a 
balance among its productions, they could all subsist only if nature 
alone attended to the equilibrium which the hand of men preserves 
today; nature maintained or restored this equilibrium by revol
utions, just as men maintain or restore it by their inconstancy. The 
war that did not yet reign between them seemed to reign between 
the elements; men did not burn cities, dig mines, fell trees; but 
nature sparked volcanoes, stirred up earthquakes, the fire of Heaven 
devoured forests. A bolt of lightning, a flood, a vokanic eruption 
did then in a few hours what a hundred thousand human hands 
now do in a century. I see no other way in which the system could 
have subsisted and the equilibrium maintained itself. In the two 
realms of organized beings the larger species would in the long run 
have absorbed the smaller.• The entire earth would soon have been 
covered with nothing but trees and ferocious beasts; eventually 
everything would have perished. 

[33] The water cycle which nourishes the earth would little by 
little have broken down. [405] Mountains get worn down and 
smaller, rivers silt up, the sea rises and spreads, everything imper
ceptibly tends toward the same level; the hand of men slows this 
drift and delays this progress; without them it would proceed faster, 
and the earth might perhaps already be under water. Springs are 
poorly distributed and, prior to human labor, they flowed less 
evenly, fertilized the earth less [adequately}, made its inhabitants' 
supply of drinking water mQre difficult. Rivers were often inaccess
ible, their banks steep or marshy: since human art did not retain 

• It is claimed that by a kind of namra] �.etion and uaaion the various species of 
the animal kingdom would ofthtmselves maintain thenrn:lves in a perpetual balan
cing [or seesaw] which would be tantamount to their being in equilibrium. Once 
the devo�ring species bas, it is said, increased too m�ch at the expense of the 
devoured species, the first, finding no more food, will have to decrease and aUow 
the other time to replenish its numberS', until it again provides ample food for 
the first and once mou decreases while the devouring species is replentshed anew_ 
But such an oscillation seems quite implausible to me: fOT according to this system 
there has to he a period during which the pre}·ed-upon species increases and the 
predator species decrea'it:S; which SttmS to me to be altogether C()Jltrary to reason. 
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them in their beds they often overflowed, flooded one bank or the 
other, changed directions and course, divided into various branches; 
sometimes they would dry up, sometimes quicksand blocked access 
to them; it was as if they did not exist, and men died of thirst 
surrounded by water. 

[34] How many arid lands are inhabitable only thanks to men's 
draining and channeling of rivers. Almost the whole of Persia sub
sists only by means of this artifice: China abounds in People because 
of its many canals: without their canals, the Low Countries would 
be flooded by rivers, as they would be flooded by the sea without 
their dikes: Egypt, the most fertile country on earth, is inhabitable 
only as a result of human labor. On the great plains where there 
are no rivers and where the gradient is not sufficiently steep there 
is no alternative to wells. So that the reason why the first peoples 
mentioned in history did not live in lush lands or easilv accessible 
shores is not that these happy climes were deserted, but that their 
numerous inhabitants could do without one another and therefore 
lived isolated in their families with no outside communication for 
a longer time. But in arid regions, where water could only be had 
from wells, people had no alternative but to get together to dig 
them, or at least to agree about their use. Such must have been the 
origin of societies and of languages in warm lands. 

{35] Here the first ties between families were established; here 
meering5 between the sexes took place. Young girls came to fetch 
water for the household, young men came to water their herds. 
Here eyes accustomed from childhood [4o6J to forever the same 

objects began to see sweeter ones. The heart was moved by these 
new objects, an unfamiliar attraction rendered it less savage, it felt 
the pleasure of not being alone. Imperceptibly water came to be 
more needed, the cattle were thirsty more often; one arrived in 
haste and left with reluctance. In this happy age when nothing 
recorded the hours, nothing required them to be counted; rime had 
no other measure than enjoyment and boredom. Beneath old oaks, 
conquerors of years, spirited young people gradually forgot their 
ferociousness, little by little they tamed one another; in s"triving 
to make themselves understood they learned to make themselves 
intelligible. Here the first festivals took place; feet skipped with joy, 
an eager gesture no longer proved adequate, the voice accom.pmied 
it with passionate accents, pleasure and desire merged into one and 
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made themselves felt together. Here, finally, was the true cradle of 
peoples, and from the pure crystal of the fountaim sprang the first 
fires of love. 

[36] What! were men born of the earth before that time? Did 
generation succeed upon generation without union between the 
sexes and without any mutual understanding? No, there were fami
lies, but there were no Nations; there were domestic languages, but 
there were no popular languages; there were marriages, but there 
was no love. Each family was self-sufficient and propagated itself 
from its own stock alone. Children born of the same parents grew 
up together and little by little found ways to make themselves intel
ligible to one another; the distinction between the sexes appeared 
with age, natural inclinations sufficed to unite them, instinct took 
the place of passion, habit took the place of predilection, people 
became husband and wife without having ceased to be brother and 
sister."' None of this was sufficiently lively to untie tongues, none 
of it such as to wring the accents of the ardent passions sufficiently 
frequently to establish them as institutions, and [407] the same may 
be said of the occasional and not particularly pressing needs that 
may have led some men to coJiaborate on common labors: one 
started the basin of the fountain, and another later finished it, often 
"'ithout their having had the slightest need of any agreements and 
sometimes without even having seen one another. In a word, in 
mild climates, in fertile regions it took all the liveliness of the agree
able passions to start men speaking. The first languages, daughters 
of pleasure and not of need, long remained under the aegis of their 
father; their seductive accent faded only with the sentiments that 
had given them birth when new needs that had been introduced 
among men forced everyone to think only of himself and to with
draw his heart within himself. 

"" The first men had to marry their sisters. In view nf the simplicity nf the first 
morals this practice continued without prejudice as long as families remained iso
lated and even after the most ancient peoples had come together; but the law that 
abolished it is no less sacred for being- by human institution. Tho� who view it 
solely in term& of the bond it estab�shed between families fail to see its most 
imponant aspect. In view of the intimacy between the sexes th.at inevitably attends 
upon domestic life, the moment such a sacred law ceased to speak to the heart 
and to awe the senses, men would cease to be upright, and the most frightful 
morals would soon cause the destruction of mankind. 
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CH APTER TEN 

THE FoRMATION o F  THE LANGUAGES 
OF THE N o RTH 

[ 1] Eventually all men become alike, but the order of their progress 
differs. In southern climates where nature is prodigal needs are born 
of the passions, in cold countries, where it is miserly, the passions 
are bom of the needs, and the languages, sad daughters of necessity, 
reflect their harsh origin_ 

[2} Although man gets accustomed to the inclemencies of the 
weather, to cold, to discomfort, even to hunger, there nevertheless 
is a point at which nature succumbs. A victim of these cruel trials, 
everything that is weak perishes; everything else is strengthened, 
and there is no middle ground between vigor and death. This is 
why northern peoples are so sturdy; it is not initially the climate 
that made lhem so, but it suffered only those who were so, and it 
is not surprising that the children keep their fathers' good 
constitution. 

[3] It is immediately evident that men who are more sturdy must 
have less delicate organs, their voices must be rougher and stronger. 
Besides, what a difference between touchlng inflections that issue 
from movements of the soul and the cries wrested by physical 
needs? [4o8] In those dreadful climates where everything is dead 
nine months out of the year, where the sun warms the air for a few 
weeks only in order to let the inhabitants know the benefits of which 
they are deprived and to prolong their misery, in those regions 
where the earth yields whatever it yields only after much labor and 
where the source of life seems to reside more in the hands than in 
the heart, men, constantly involved in providing for their subsist
ence, hardly thought about gentler bonds, everything was confined 
to ph.ysical impulsion, opportunity dictated choice, ease dictated 
preference. Idleness, which feeds the passions, yielded to labor, 
which represses them. Before one could think about living happy, 
one had to think about living. Mutual need united men far more 
effectively than sentiment would ltave done, society was formed 
!ij)lely through industry, the ever-present danger of perishing did 
not pennit of a language restricted to gesture, and their first word 
was not love me [aimez-mml but help me [aidez-m01]. 
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[4] These two expressions, although quite similar, are spoken 
in a ven different tone. They had to arouse not sentiment, but 
understanding; it was therefore not a matter of energy but of clarity. 
Accent, which "a� not forthcoming from tht heart, was rtplareJ 
by strong and dear articulations, and if the form of the language 
made some natural impression, this impression only contributed to 
its harshness. 

[5] Indeed, men of the North are not without passions, but theirs 
are passions of another kind. The passions of wann climates are 
voluptuous passions related to love and softness. Nature does so 
much for those who live there that they have almost nothing left 
to do. So long as an Asian has women and rest he is content. But 
in the North, where people consume a great deal and the soil is 
barren, men subject to so many needs are easily irritated; everything 
people do around them worries them: since they have a hard time 
subsisting, the poorer they are, the more they cling to the little they 
have; to get dose to them is to threaten their life. This is what 
accounts for their irascible temperament, so quick to lash out furi
ously at everything that offends them. Therefore their most natural 
voices [ voix] are those of anger and threats, and these voices are 
invariably accompanied by strong articulations that make them 
harsh and noisy. 

CHAPTER ELEVEN 
REFLECTIONS ON THESE DIFFERENCES 

[ r] Such in my opinion are the most general physical causes of the 
characteristic difference between primitive languages. Those of the 
South must have been lively, resonant, accentuated, eloquent, and 
often obscure by dint of energy: those of the North must have been 
muted, crude, articulated, shrill, monotone, clear by dint of their 
words rather than of good construction. Modem languages, inter
mingled and recast hundreds of times, still retain something of these 
differences. French, English, German are the private languages of 
men who help one another, who argue with one another in cold 
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blood, or of excited men who get angry; but the minis1ers of the 
Gods proclaiming the sacred mysteries, the Wise giving laws to the 
peoples, leaders swaying the masses must speak Arabic or Persian. • 
Our languages are better written than spoken, and it is more pleas� 
ant to read us than it is to listen to us. In contrast oriental languages 
lose their life and wannth when they are written down. Only half 
the meaning is conveyed by the words, all its force is in the accents. 
To judge the orientals' genius from their Books is like trying to 
paint a man's portrait from his corpse. 

[2] In order to assess men's actions properly, one has to consider 
them in all their relations and this is something we are simply not 
taught to do. When we put ourselves in the place of others we 
always put ourselves in their place as circumstances have modified 
us, not as they must have modified them, and when we think that 
we are judging them in the light of reason, we are only comparing 
their prejudices with ours. A man able to read a little Arabic smiles 
as he leafs through the Koran, who, if he had heard Mohammed 
himself proclaim it in that eloquent and rhythmic language, in that 
resonant and persuasive voice which seduced the ear before it did 
the heart, constantly animating his pithy sayings with the accent of 
enthusiasm, would have prostrated himself on the ground crying 
out, Great [410] Prophet, Messenger of God, lead us to glory, to 
martyrdom; we want to conquer or to die for you. Fanaticism always 
appears ludicrous to us, because it has no voice to command a hear
ing among us. Even our fanatics are not true fanatics, they are but 
knaves or madmen. Our languages, instead of inflections for men 
inspired, only provide cries for men possessed by the Devil. 

CHAPTER TWELVE 
THE ORIGIN OF MuSIC 

[1] Together with the first voices [voix] were formed either the first 
articulations or the first sounds, depending on the kind of passion 

• Turkish. is a northern lan.guage. 
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that dictated them. Anger wrests [from us] threatening cries which 
the tongue and the palate articulate; but the voice of tenderness is 
gentler, it is modulated by the glottis, and this voice becomes a 
sound. However, its accents are more or less frequent, its inflections 
more or less acute depending on the sentiment that accompanies it. 
Thus cadence and sounds are born together with syllables: passion 
rouses all of the- [vocal) organs to speech, and adorns the voice with 
their full brilliance� thus verse, song, speech have a common origin. 
Around the fountains which I have mentioned, the first speeches 
were the first songs: the periodic and measured recurrences of 
rhythm, the melodious inflections of accents, caused poetry and 
music to be born together with language, or rather all this was 
nothing other than language itself in those happy climates and those 
happy ages when the only pressing needs that required another's 
collaboration were needs born of the heart. 

[2] The first stories, the first declamations, the first laws were in 
''erse; poetry was discovered before prose; it had to be so, since the 
passions spoke before reason. The same was true of music; [4u] 
at first there was no music other than melody, nor any other melody 
than the varied sound of speech, accents fanned the song, quantities 
formed measure, and people spoke as much by sonorities and 
rhythm as br articulations and voices. To say and to sing were 
formerly one, says Strabo; and, he adds, this shows poetry to be 
the source of eloquence.• He should have said that both sprang 
from the same source and were initially but the same thing. In view 
of how the first societies united was it surprising that the first stories 
were set in verse and that the first laws were sung? Was it surprising 
that the first Grammarians subordinated their art to music and were 
at one and the same time teachers of both?,.. 

[3] A language that has only articulations and voices [voix] is 
therefore in possession of only half it� resources; it conveys ideas, 
it is true, but in order to convey sentiments, images, it still needs 
rhythm and sounds [or sonoririesJ, that is to say a melody: this is 
what the Greek language had, and ours lacks. 

• Geogr[aphy), B[oo)k t. 
•• Arckitas and Ansto:renU<, illlierd, thought grammar comprtkelllied urukr mU<ic, and 

tfrat thr same pmons taught both subjects . . . So did Eupo!Js, m whose ll!fif'f Proidmus 
/fachr.• both mll<tc and feller>. 4.�d Monc�s. thar is lo say Hyprrbo/U<, admowledgrs 
that the musma�s uach him �othmg but Inters. Quintil(ian), E[oo)k r, ch[apter] IO-
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(4] We are always astounded by the prodigious effects of elo
quence, poetry, and music among the Greeks; we cannot get these 
effects into our heads, because we no longer experience anything 
like them, and all we can bring ourselves to do in view of the strong 
evidence regarding them is to pretend that we believe them as a 
concession to our scholars.• Burette, having transcribed [412] some 
pieces of Greek music as best he could into our musical notation, 
was so naive as to have these pieces performed at the Academy of 
Belles Lettres, and the Academicians were so forbearing as to listen 
to them. I rather admire such an experiment in a country whose 
music all other nations find indecipherable. Give any foreign 
Musicians you please a solo from a French opera to perform, I defy 
you to recognize any part of it. Yet these very Frenchmen took it 
upon themselves to pass judgment on the melody of one of Pin dar's 
Odes set to Music two thousand years ago! 

[S] I have read that American Indians seeing the amazing effects 
of firearms used to pick musket balls up off the ground; then hurling 
them by hand while giving out a loud cry with their mouth, they 
were utterly surprised to find that they had not killed anyone. Our 
orators, our musicians, our scholars are like those Indians. The 
wonder is not that we no longer achieve with. our music what the 
Greeks achieved with theirs, it would be, rather, if with such differ
ent instruments the same effects were produced. 

• Some allowance must probably always be made for Greelr. exaggeration, but to 
make such allowances to a point where all differences vanish is really too great a 
(Oncession to modem prejudice. "It was," says the Abbe Terrasson, "when the 
music of the Greeks at the time of Amphion and of Orpheus was at the level at 
which M now find it in the towns farthest any from the Capital; that is when 
it interrupted the flow of rivers, attracted oaks. and moved rocks. Now that It has 
reached a very high level of perfection, it is much beloved, its beauties are even 
understood, but it leaves everything in place. The same was true of the verses of 
Homer; a Poet born in tinte!l "hich, in comparison with the times that followed, 
still preserved something of the childhood of the human spirit. Men were 
enthralled by his verses, whertiiS nowadays they merely enjoy and appreciate the 
�erses of good poets." There is no denying that the Abbe Terrasson v;as occasion
ally philosophic: but he certainly gives no proof of it in this p35sage. 



CHAPTER THIRTEEN 

OF M ELODY 

[ r]  Man is modified by his senses, no one doubts it; but because 
we fail to distinguish between modifications, we confuse their 
causes; we attribute both too much and too little power to sen
sations; we do not realize that often they affect us not only as sen
l>llrions but as signs or images, and that their moral effects also have 
moral causes. Just as the sentiments which painting arouses in us 
are not due to colors, the power which music exercises over our 
souls is not the product of sounds. Beautiful colors nicely modu
lated give the eye pleasure, but this pleasure is purely sensory. It 
is the drawing, the imitation that endows these colors with life and 
soul, it is the passions which they express that succeed in arousing 
our own, the objects which they represent that [413] succeed in 
affecting us. Interest and sentiment do not depend on colors; the 
lines of a touching painting touch us in an etching as well; remove 
them from the Painting, md the colors will cease to have any effect. 

[ 2] .\1elody does in music exactly '!\'hat drawing does in painting; 
it indicates the lines and shapes, of which the chords and sounds 
are but the colors; but, it will be said, melody is nothing but a 
succession of sounds; no doubt; but drawing is also nothing but an 
arrangement of colors. An orator uses ink to set down his writings: 
does this mean that ink is a most eloquent liquid? 

[3] Suppose a country where they had no idea of drawing, but 
where many people who spent their lives combining, mixing, grad
ing colors, believed that they excelled in painting; these people 
would argue about our paiming exactly as we argue about the music 
of the Greeks. If they were told about the emotion which beautiful 
paintings arouse in us and the chann of being moved by a pathetic 
scene, their scholars would immediately delve into the matter, com
paring their colors with ours, seeing whether our green is more 
delicate or our red more brilliant; they would inquire what combi
nations of colors can cause weeping, what others arouse anger? The 
Burettes of thu country would patch together a few ragtag scraps of 
our paintings; whereupon people would ask themselves with some 
astonishment what is so wonderful about that coloration. 
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[4] But if in a neighboring nation someone began tracing a line, 
a sketch, some as yet unfinished figure, it would all be regarded as 
so much scribbling, as willful and baroque painting, and for the 
sake of preserving [good] taste they would restrict themselves to 
that simple beauty which really expresses nothing but auses beauti
ful modulations, large slabs of strong color, extended transitions 
between hues, to vibrate without a single line. 

[5] Finally they might perhaps by dint of progress get to the 
experiment with the prism. Straightway some famous artist would 
be sure to erect a fancy system on the basis of it. Gendemen, he 
would say to them, if we are to philosophize properly we must go 
back to the physical causes. Here you have the resolution of light, 
the primary colors, their relations, [414} their proportions, the true 
principles of the pleasure you derive from painting. All this mysteri
ous talk about drawing, representation, shape is pure imposture on 
the part of French painters who think that with their imitations 
they can arouse I know not what movements in the soul, when it 
is well known that there are only sensations. You hear wonderful 
reports about their painting, but look at my hues. 

[6] French painters, he would continue, may have noticed the 
rainbow; nature may have endowed them with some taste for 
nuance and some instinct for coloration. I, however, have shown 
you the great, the true principles of the art. What am I saying, of 
the art? Of all the am, Gentlemen, of all the Sciences. The analysis 
of colors, the measurement of prismatic refractions provide you 
with the only precise relations to be found in nature, with the rule 
for all relations. Now, everything in the universe is only relations. 
Hence one knows everything once one knows how to paint, one 
knows everything once one knows how to match colors. 

[7} What would we say about a painter so lacking in sense and 
taste as to reason this way and stupidly to limit the pleasure painting 
gives us to the physical aspects of his art? What would we say 
about a musician who, filled with similar prejudices, believed that 
harmony alone is the source of the great effects of music? We would 
send the former off to paint the woodwork, and condemn the other 
to compose French operas. 

[8] As painting is then not the an of combining colors in ways 
pleasing to the eye, music is also not the art of combining sounds 
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in ways pleasing to the ear. If this were all there were to them, they 
would both be natural sciences, not fine arts. Imitation alone raises 
them to that rank. What makes paintin� one of the imitative arts? 
Drawing. What makes music another? Melody. 

CHAPTER FOURTEEN 

OF HARMONY 

[ r J The beauty o f  sounds is by narure; their effect is entirely physi
cal; it is due t{) the interaction of the different particles of air set 
in motion by the sounding body and by all of its constituent parts, 
[continuing] perhaps to infinity: all of these taken together produce 
a pleasant sensation: all men in the universe will take pleasure in 
listening to beautiful sounds; but unless this pleasure is enlivened 
by familiar melodic inflections it will not be [totally] delightful, it 
will not become utter pleasure [·voluptiJ. The songs which to us are 
the most beautiful will only moderately affect an ear completely 
unacCustomed to them; it is a language for which one has to have 
the Dictionary. 

[2] Harmony properly so called is in an even less favorable situ
ation. Since ali of its beauties are by convention, it does not in any 
way appeal to ears untutored in it, to experience and to appreciate 
it requires long-standing familiarity with it. Rude ears perceive our 
consonances as mere noise. It is not surprising that when the natural 
proportions are altered, natural pleasure disappears. 

[3] A sound carries with it all of its accompanying overtones, so 
related [to it] in terms of intensity and intervals as to produce its 
most perfect harmony. Add to it the third or fifth or some other 
consonant intervals, and what you have done is not to augment it 
but to double it; you retain the relation of interval while changing 
that of intensity: by emphasizing one consonant interval and not 
the others, you upset the proportion: By trying to do better than 
nature you do worse. Your ear and your taste are spoiled by a mis
understanding of art. By nature there is no other harmony than 
um�on. 



Chaprer Fourteen 

[4] M. Rameau contends that comparatively sim�le trebles nat
urally suggest their basses, and th�t a person w�th a tr�e

. 
b�t 

untrained ear will naturally sing thts bass. That ts a musiCian s 
prejudJCe, [416] contradict�d by all experience. A person who has 
never heard either bass or harmony will not onl)' fail to find them 
on his own, he will even dislike them if he should hear them, and 
he will very much prefer simple unison. 

[5] Even if a thousand years were spent reckoning the relations 
of sounds and the laws of harmony, how could that art e\·er be 
turned into an art of imitation, what would be the principle of this 
supposed imitation, of what is harmony the sign, and what have 
chords in common with our passions? 

[6] Ask the same question about melody, and the answer is 
immediately evident, it is in the reader's mind all along. By imitat
ing the inflections of the voice, melody expresses plaints, cries of 
suffering or of joy, threats, moans; all the vocal signs of the passions 
fall within its province. It imitates the accents of [various J languages 
as well as the idiomatic expressions commonly associated in each 
one of them with given movements of the soul; it not only imitates, 
it speaks; and its language, though inarticulate, is lively, ardent, 
passionate, and a hundred times more vigorous than speech itself. 
This is where musical imitation acquires its force; this is where 
song acquires its hold on sensitive hearts. In some [musical] systems 
hannony can contribute to these [effects] by linking the succession 
of sounds in accordance with a few laws of modulation, by making 
intonations more accurate and providing the ear with reliable evi
dence of this accuracy, by reconciling barely perceptible inflections 
and fixing them to consonant and connected intervals. But by also 
placing constraints on melody, hannony deprives it of energy and 
expressiveness, it eliminates the passionate accent in favor of inter
vals, it restricts to only two modes songs that should have as many 
modes as there are tones of voice, and it eradicates and destroys a 
great many sounds or intervals that do not fit into its system; in a 
word, it separates song and speech to such an extent that these two 
languages contend, thwart one another, deprive one another of any 
truth, and cannot be united in the treatment of a passionate subject 
without appearing absurd. This is why the people always find it 
ridiculous to have strong, serious passions expressed in song; for 
they know that in our languages these passions have no musical 
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inflection� at all, and that men of the north nu more die singing 
than do Swans. [.,117] 

[71 H} itself, harmony IS nut even adequate tn expre�s what would 
seem to fall entirely within its province: Thunder, murmuring 
waters, winds, storms arc but poorly rendered by simple chord<;. 
Do what you may, mere noise says nothing to the mind, objects 
have to speak in order to make themselves heard, in every imitation 
some son of discourse must always complement the voice of nature. 
A musician who tries to render noise with noise errs; he knows 
neither the weaknesses nor the strengths of his art; he judges of it 
without taste or insight; teach him that he must render noise with 
song, that if he wished to make frogs croak he would have to make 
them sing; for it is not enough for him merely to imitate, be must 
do so in a way that both moves and pleases, otherwise his dreary 
imitation is as nought, and by failing to arouse anyone's interest, it 
fails to make any impression. 

CHAPTER FIFTEEN 
THAT OUR L I V ELIEST SENSATIONS 

OFTEN ACT BY WAY OF MORAL 
IMPRESSIONS 

[t] So long as sounds continue to be considered exclusivr1•• in terms 
of the excitation they trigger in our nerves, the true pnnciples of 
music and of its power over men's hearts will remain elusive. In a 
melody, sounds act on us not only as sounds but as signs of our 
affections, of our sentiments; this is how they arouse in us the 
[eJmotions which they express and the image of which we recognize 
in them. Something of this moral efiet:t can be discerned el·en in 
animals. One Dog's barking attracts another. When my cat hears 
me imitate a miaowing, he is immediately alert, restless, tense. As 
soon as be notices that it is I, imitating the sounds of a cat, be 
sits back down and relaxes. What accounts for this difference m 
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impressions, since there IS none in the excitation of the nerve fibers, 
·md t:bc cat Itself was initially decei\e<l? 

[2) If the maim impact our sensations have upon us is not due 
to moral causes, th.en why [411'i'j are we sa sensitive to impressions 
which are meaning-less to barbarians� wh�· is music that most moves 
us but an empty noise to the ear of a Carib? Are his nerves of a 
different nature from ours, whv are they not excited in the same 
way, or why do the same excitations affect some pe<>p!e so strongly 
and others hardly at au: 

[3] As proof of the physical power of sounds, people refer to the 
cure of Tarantula bites. The example proves the very opposite. 
Those who have been stung by this insect do not, all of them, 
require absolute sounds or the same runes as a cure, rather, each 
one of them requires tunes with a melody he knows and lyrics he 
can unden;tand. An Italian requires Italian tunes, a Turk would 
re<]uire Turkish tunes. Each is affected only b)· accents with which 
he is familiar; his nerves respond to them on!}· insofar as his mind 
inclines them to it: he has to understand the language in which he 
is being addressed if he is to be �et in motion by what he is told. 
Bernier's Cantatas are said to have cured a French musician of the 
fever, they would have given one to a musician of anl other nation. 

[4] The same differences can be observed in all the other senses 
down to the crudest of them. Let a man with his hand re�ting and 
his glance focusing on one and the same object, alternately believe 
that it is and that it is not alive, although his senses are struck the 
same way, what a difference in the impression? The roundness, 
whiteness, firmness, gentle warmth, springy resistance, rhythmic 
swelling are pleasant but dull TO the touch, once he no longer 
believes that tmdemeath them he can feel the throbbing and beating 
of a heart full of life. 

{5) I know only one sense the reactions of which are without any 
moral component: taste. That is why ;1 sweet tooth is the dominant 
vice only of people who feel nothing. 

[6 J Whoever wishes to philosophize about the force of sensations 
rnu�t thtrefore begin by setting the purely sensory impressions apart 
from the intelleftual and moral impressions we receive by way of 
the senses, but of which rhe senses ate only the occasional causes: 
let him avoid the error of attributing to sensible objects a power 
which they either lack or derive from the affections of the soul 
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\1-hich they repre�ent to us. Color� and sounds can do much .419] 
a� representations and sij;(nS, and little as simple ohjects of sensation. 
Sequences of sound� or of chords may perhaps amuse me for a 

moment; but in order to delight and to mo1·e me. these sequences 
must provide something that is neither sound nor chord, and will 
move me in spite uf myself. Even songs that are merely pleasant 
but say nothing also become wearisome; for it is not so much the 
ear that conveys pleasure to the heart as the heart that conveys it 
to the ear. I believe that if these ideas had been explored more 
adequately, much t"oolish speculation about ancient music could 
have been avoided. But in this century when every effort is made 
to materialize all the operations of the soul and to deprive human 
sentiments of aH morality, I should be greatly surprised if the new 
philosophy did not prove as fatal to good taste as it does to virtue. 

CHAPTER SIXTEEN 
fA LSE ANALOGY BETWEEN 

C O L O R S  AI'\D S O U>IDS 

[1] Physical observations have occasioned every kind of absurdity 
in discussions of the fine arts. The analysis of sound has revealed 
the same relations as has the analysis of tight. Straightway people 
enthusiastically seized upon this analogy without regard for experi
ence or reason. The systematizing spirit has jumbled everything 
and, since it proved impossible to paint for the ears, it was decided 
to sing to the eyes. I have seen the famous clavichord on which 
music was supposedly produced with colors; what a gross misunder
standing of how nature operates it was not to see that the effect 
of colors is due to their permanence and that of sounds to their 
successJon. 

[ 2] The full wealth of coloration is spread out all at once over 
the face of the earth. Everything is seen at first glance; but the more 
one looks, the more one is enchanted. One need only go on admiring 
and contemplating forever. 
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[3] The same is not true of sound: nature does not analyze it and 
separate out its harmonics; on the contrary, it hides them under 
the appearance of unison; or if, some[ po ]times, it does separate 
them in the modulated song of man or in the warbling of certain 
birds, it does so successively and one after the other; it inspires 
songs, not chords, it dictates melody, not harmony. Colors are the 
ornament of inanimate beings; all matter is colored; but sounds pro
claim movement, the voice proclaims a being endowed with sense; 
only animate bodies sing. It is not the mechanical flutist that plays 
the flute, but the engineer who measured the flow of air and made 
the fingers move. 

[4] Thus every sense has its own proper realm. The realm of 
music is time, that of painting is space. To multiply the number 
of sounds heard all at once, or to present colors one after the other, 
is to alter their economy, it is to substitute the eye for the ear, and 
the ear for the eye. 

[5] You say; just as every color is determined by the angle of 
refraction of the ray that causes it, so is every sound determined 
by the number of vibrations of the sounding body in a given span 
of time. Now, since the relations between these angles and these 
numbell: are the same, the analogy is obvious. Granted; but it is 
an analogy of reason, not of sensation, and [besides], it is not to 
the point. In the first place the angle of refraction is both perceptible 
and measurable whereas the number of vibrations is neither. Sound
ing bodies, being subject to the influence of the air, constantly 
change their size and the sounds they give forth. Colors last, sounds 
vanish, and one can never be certain that the sounds that arise next 
are the same as those that have just died away. Moreover, every 
color is absolute, independent, whereas every sound is for us only 
relative and distinct only by contrast. By itself a sound has no absol
ute character by which it might be recognized; it is low or high, 
loud or soft in relation to another sound; in itself it is nooe of these. 
Nor is a given sound by nature anything within the harmonic 
system: it is neither tonic, nor dominant, nor harmonic, nor funda
mental; for all of these properties are only relationships, and since 
the entire system can vary from low to high, every sound changes 
its rank and position in the system as the system changes in degree. 
But the properties of colors are nor at aJI functions of relationships. 
Yellow is yellow independently of red and of [ 421] blue, it is 
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everywhere perceptible and recognizable, and as soon as its angle 
of refraction has been determined we can be sure of obtaining the 
same yellow every time. 

[61 Colors are not in the colored bodies but in the light; an object 
must be illuminated in order to be visible. Sounds also need a 
moving agent, and in order for them to exist, the sounding body 
has to be set in motion. Sight here enjoys a further ad,·antage: for 
the constant emanation [of light] from the stars is the natural agency 
by which sight is acted upon, whereas nature by itself engenders 
few sounds and, short of believing in the harmony of the heavenly 
spheres, living beings are needed to produce it. 

[ 7] Painting is thus seen to be closer to nature, while music is 
more closely related to human art. Music is also felt to [involve 
our J interest more than does painting precisely because it brings 
man closer to man and always gives us some idea about our own 
kind. Painting is often dead and inanimate, it can transport you to 
the middle of a desert; but as soon as vocal signs strike your ear, 
they herald a being like )'OUrself, they are, so to speak, the organs 
of the soul, and if they also depict solitude they tell you that you 
are not alone in it. Birds whistle, man alone sings, and it is not 
possible to hear a song or a symphony without immediately telling 
oneself: another sentient being is present. 

[8] One of the great advantages the musician enjoys is that he 
can paint things that cannot be heard, whereas the Painter cannot 
represent things that cannot be seen, and the greatest wonder of an 
art that acts solely through mmement is that it can fashion it even 
into an image of repose. Sleep, the quiet of night, solitude, and 
silence itself have a place in the spectacles of music. It is known 
that noise can produce the effect of silence and silence the effect 
of noise, as when one falls asleep while being read to in an even 
and monotonous voice and wakes up the moment it stops. But the 
effect of music on us is more profound in that it excites in us 
through one of the senses affects similar to those that can be aroused 
through another, and since this relation is perceptible only if the 
impression is strong, painting, which lacks the requisite force, 
cannot imitate music [ 422] as music imitates it. Though the whole 
of nature be a:dt":ep, he who contemplates it does not sleep, and the 
musician's art consists in substituting for the imperceptible image 
of the object that of the r e ]molions which this object's presence 
excites in the heart of the beholder. Not only will it churn up the 
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sea, fan the flames of a conflagration, cause rivers to run, rain to 
faJI, and streams to swell; but it will also depict the desolation of 
dreadful deserts, dusk the walls of a subterranean dungeon, appease 
the storm, clear and still the air and, from the orchestra, spread 
renewed freshness through the woodlands. It will not represent 
these things directly, but it will excite in the soul the very same 
sentiments which one experiences upon seeing them. 

CHAPTER SEVENTEEN 
A MusiCIANs ' ERROR THAT IS 

HARMFUL TO THEIR ART 

Note how everything constantly brings us back to the moral effect!> 
about which I have spoken, and bow far the musicians who account 
for the impact of sounds solely in terms of the action of air and 
the excitation of [nerve] fibers are from understanding wherein the 
force of this art consists. The more closely they assimilate it to 
purely physical impressions, the farther away they remove it from 
its origin, and the more they also deprive it of its primitive energy. 
By abandoning the accents of speech and adhering exclusively to 
the rules of harmony, music becomes noisier to the ear and less 
pleasing ro the heart. It has already ceased to speak, soon it will no 
longer sing and then, for all of its chords and harmony, it will no 
longer have any effect on us. 

[.pJ] 
CHAPTER EIGHTEEN 

THAT THE MUSICAL S YSTEM OF THE 
GREEKS HAS N O  RELATION 

WHATSOEVER TO O U R S  

[ r] How did these changes come about? By a natural change in the 
character of languages. It is known that our harmony is a Gothic 
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im·ention. People who claim to discover the sy�tem of the Greeks 
in our� talk foolishness. The system of the Greeks was absolutely 
not harmonic in our sense of the term, except for what was required 
to tune instruments according tu perfect consonances. All peoples 
wlth stringed instruments are forced to tune them by consonances, 
whereas those without them exhibit inflections in their songs which 
w� call fals� because they do not fit into our system and we have 
no notations for them. This has been observed in the songs of 
American savages, and it should also have been observed in the 
various intervals of Greek music, if it had been studied with less 
partiality for our own music. 

[ 2] The Greeks divided their Scale into tetrachords as we divide 
our keyboard into octaves, and the same divisions recurred regularly 
in each of their tetrachords as they do in each of our octaves; a 
similarity which would not have been preserved in the unity of the 
harmonic mode, and would not even have been imagined. But since 
one proceeds by smaller inrervals when speaking than when singing, 
it was natural for them to view the repetition of tetrachords in their 
oral melody as we do the repetition of octaves in our harmonic 
melody. 

[3] The only consonances the) acknowledged are the consonances 
we call perfect; they excluded thirds and sixths from this class. Why 
did the�· do so? Because they did not know. or at least in practice 
excluded, the minor interval of the whole tone, and their conson
ances were not tempered in any degree; as a consequence all their 
major thirds were too great and their minor thirds [424] too small 
by a comma, and so their major and minor sixths were reciprocally 
altered m the same way. Now, try to imagine what notions of har
mony and what harmonic modes are possible once thirds and sixths 
are excluded from the class of consonances! If, with a true sense 
f(]t hann(]ny, they had perceived the consonances which they did 
allow, then these consonances v.ould at least have been implicit in 
their songs, and the unsounded cons(]nance of the root sequences 
would have lent its name to the diatonic sequences it implied. Far 
from having fewer consonances than we, they would have had more; 
and, for example, since they understo(]d the bass dtJ sol, they would 
have called the second do re a consonance. 

[4] But, someone might object, why diatomc sequences? Because 
of an instinct that inclines us to choose the most convenient inflec-
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tions in an accented and singing language: because the voice took 
a middle course between the extreme glottal modifications that are 
required in order constantly to sound the large intervals of conson
ances on the one hand, and the difficulty of controlling intonation 
in the very complicated relationships of smaJler intervals on the 
other, it naturally hit on intervals smaller than consonances and 
simpler than commas; which is not to say that smaller intervals did 
not also serve a function in the more pathetic forms. 

CHAPTER N I N ETEEN 

How Music DEGENERATED 

[I] As language beeame perfected, melody imperceptibly lost some 
of its former vigor by imposing new rules on itself, and the calcu
lation of intervals replaced delicacy of inf1ection. This, for example, 
is how the enharmonic genus gradually fell into disuse. Once theater 
had assumed a fixed form, all singing in it was restricted to pre
scribed modes; and as the number of rules for imitation increased, 
imitative language weakened. [425] 

[ 2] The study of philosophy and the progress of reasoning, 
having perfected grammar, deprived language of the lively and pas
sionate tone that had originally made it so songlike. Composers who 
at first had been in the pay of Poets and worked only under their 
direction and as it were at their dictation became independent of 
them at the time of Menallipides and Philoxenus, and it is about 
this license that Music complains so bitterly in a comedy by Phere
crates a passage of which Plutarch has preserved for us. Thus 
melody, as it began to be less closely tied to discourse, imperceptibly 
assumed a separate existence, and music became increasingly inde
pendent of words. This was also the period when the wonders 
gradually ceased which it had wrought when it was but the accent 
and the harmony of poetry, and when it endowed poetry "'ith a 
power over the passions which speech has since exercised only over 
the reason. Indeed, once Greece abounded in Sophists and Philos
ophers it no longer had famous poets or musicians. In cultivating 
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the art of convincing [men], the art of moving [themJ was lost. Even 
Plato, jealous of Homer and Euripides, decried the one and was 
incapable of imitating the other. 

[3] Soon servitude added it5 influence to that of philosophy. 
Greece in chains lost the fire that warms on!�· free souls, and she 
never recovered for the praise of her tyrants the tone in which she 
had sung her Heroes. The influx of Romans further diluted what 
harmony and accent the language had kept. Larin, a more muted 
and less musical tongue, harmed music when it adopted it. The 
way people sang in the eapital eame little by little to affect the 
singing in the provinces; the theaters of Rome had a harmful effcet 
on those of Athens; by the time Nero was carrying off pri7.es Greece 
had ceased to deserve them; and the same melody shared b}' two 
languages suited each of them less well. 

[ 4] Finally the catastrophe occurred which destroyed the progress 
of the human spirit, without eliminating the vices that were its 
product. Europe, overrun by barbarians and subjugated by ignorant 
men, at one and the same time lost her sciences, her arts, and the 
universal instrument of both, to wit a harmonious and perfected 
language. These crude men whom the North had fathered graduaJly 
accustomed all ears to the coarseness of their [vocal] organ; their 
harsh and accent-less voice was noisy without being sonorous. [.p6] 
The Emperor Julian compared the speech of the Gauls to the croak
ing of frogs. Since all of their articulations were as grating as their 
voices were nasal and dull, they could impart only one kind of 
brilliance to their singing, which was to stress the vowel sounds in 
order to cover up the profusion and the harshness of the consonants. 

[5] This noisy singing, combined with the inflexibility of their 
[ vocaJ] organ, compelled these newcomers as well as the subject 
peoples who imitated them to make all sounds more sustained in 
order to make them intelligible. Labored articulation and stressed 
scunds contributed equally to rob melody of all sense of measure 
and rhythm; Since the hardest thing to pronounce was always the 
transition from one sound to the next, the best they could do was 
to pause at each sound as long as possible, increase its volume, and 
let it burst forth as vehemently as possible. Soon song was nothing 
but a dreary and slow suecession of drawled and shouted sounds, 
devoid alike of sweetness, measure, and grace; and although some 
scholars have maintained that in Latin singing rhe distinction 
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between long and short syllables had to be observed, it is in any 
event certain that verse was sung like prose, and that not feet, nor 
rhythm, nor any kind of measured song were of any further 
concern. 

[6] Song thus deprived of all melody and consisting solely in the 
volume and duration of sounds must finally have suggested ways 
in which it might be made still more resonant with the aid of con
sonances. Several voices constantly drawing out in unison endlessly 
long sounds chanced upon a few chords which made the noise seem 
pleasant to them by accentuating it, and this is how the use of 
descant and of counterpoint began. 

[7] 1 do not know how many centuries musicians kept going in 
circles around vain questions which they debated because they did 
not know the principle of an effect which they knew [perfectly well]. 
Even the most tireless reader could not stand eight to ten long 
chapters of �erbiage in Jean de Moris for the sake of finding out 
whether it is the fifth or the fourth which should be the lower 
interval in an octave divided into two consonances; and four hun
dred years later, equally dreary lists of all the basses that must carry 
a sixth instead of a fifth are still to be found in Bontempi. In the 
meantime harmon)' imperceptibly took the direction prescribed to 
it by analysis, until finally the invention of the minor mode and 
of disso[.p;]nances introduced into it the arbitrariness in which it 
abounds, and which only prejudice prevents us from perceiving.• 

• By reducing the whole of harmony to the very simple principle of the re�ronance 
of strings in rheir aliquot [or constiruent] parts, M. Rarneau bases dte minor mode 
and t:he dill$onance on his &upposed findings that a vibrating sonorous string 
induces vibrations in longer strings at t:he lovoer twelfth and the lower major seven
teenth. According to him these strings vibrate and quiver over their entire length, 
but do not resonate. That slrikes me as rather odd physics; ir is liS if one were 
to say that the sun is shining but it is impm;ible ro see anything. 

Since these longer strings produce only the sound of the highest note because 
they are divided, vibrate, and resonate in unison with it, they blend !:heir sound 
with illi sounds, and thus seem not to emit any sound of !:heir o1V!l. The error 
consislll in believing that they were seen to vibrate nver rheir entire lengdt, and 
in not having observed the nodes carefully. We know from ell:pcrience, and M. 
Tartini has confirmed it, that two strings which form any given hannonk interval 
can mU:e !:heir fundamental beard in the has!; even without a third string: but a 
single 6tring bas no other fundamental than its own; it produces no resonana: or 
vibration in its multiples, but only in its unison and its aliquot [or constituent] 
parts. Since sound has no other cause than the vibration of the sounding OOdy, and 
since the effect always folloW$ the unimpeded action of the cause, it is no�nse to 
septnre vibrations from resonance. 
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[8] Once melody was forgotten and the attention of musicians 
had focused entirely on harmony, everything gradually turned 
toward this new object; tOrm, mode, scale, everything acquired a 
new complexion; hannonic successions came to determine the 
sequence of parts. Once this sequence had usurped the name of 
melody it indeed bcxame impossible to fail to recognize its mother's 
features in this new melody, and as our musical system thus gradu� 
ally became purely harmonic, it is not surprising that spoken accent 
should have suffered as a result, and that for us music should have 
lost almost all of its energy. 

[9] This is how singing gradually became an art entirely separate 
from specxh from which it originates, how the harmonic aspects of 
sounds caused the inflections of the voice to be forgotten, and how 
finally music, restricted to the exclusively physical effect of the 
combinations of vibrations, came to be deprived of the moral effects 
it used to produce when it was doubly the voice of nature. 

CHAPTER TWENTY 
[p8j 

THE RELA T I O N  O F  L ANGt.:AGES T O  
GOVERNMENTS 

[I] These progresses are neither accidental nor arbitrary, they are 
due to the vicissitudes of things. Languages are naturally formed 
according to men's needs; they change and deteriorate as these same 
needs change. In ancient times when persuasion occupied the place 
of public force eloquence was necessary. Of what use would it be 
today, when public force replaces persuasion? It takes neither art 
nor figures of speech to say such is my pleasure. What speeches then 
remain to be addressed to the people assembled? Sermons. And 
why should those who deliver them care whether they persuade the 
people, since it does not award privileges? Popular languages have 
become as thoroughly useless to us as has eloquence. Societies have 
assumed their final forms; nothing can be changed in them any 
more except by arms and cash, and since there is nothing left to 
say to the people but, give money, it is said with posters on street 
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comers or with soldiers in pri\·ate homes; for this there is no need 
to assemble anyone: on the contrary, subjects must be kept scat
tered; this is the first maxim of modern politics. 

[z] Some languages are conducive to freedom; they are the son
orous, rhythmic, harmonious languages in which speech can be made 
out from quite far. Ours are made for the buzz in the Sultan's Council 
Chamber. Our preachers agonize, work themselves into a sweat in 
their churches, without anyone's having any idea of what they have 
said. After they have worn themselves out shouting for an hour, they 
leave the pulpit half-dead. Surely it was not worth the effort. 

[3] Among the ancients it was easy to be heard by the people in 
a public square; one could speak in one for an entire day without 
strain. Generals harangued their troops; they could be heard and 
they did not wear themselves out. Modem historians who have tried 
to include harangues in their histories have made themselves a 
laughingstock. [.pg] Imagine someone delivering a harangue in 
French to the people of Paris in the Place Vend6me. Let him shout 
at the top of his voice, people will hear that he is shouting, but 
dley will not make out a single word. Herodotus read his history 
to the people of Greece assembled out of doors and there was 
applause on all sides. Nowadays an academician who reads a paper 
at a public session can hardly be heard at the back of the hall. The 
reason there are fewer mountebanks in the marketplaces of France 
than of Italy is not that in France people listen to them less, but 
only that they cannot hear them as well. M. d'Aiembert believes 
that a French recitative could be delivered in the Italian manner; 
it would have to be spoken directly into the ear, or it wonld simply 
not be heard. Now, I maintain that any language in which it is not 
possible to make oneself understood by the people assembled is a 
servile language; it is impossible for a people to remain free and 
speak that language. 

[4} I shall conclude these reflections which, though superficial, 
may give rise to more profound ones, with the passage that sug
gested them to me. 

[5] To note and to show by means of examples the extent to Jll/tich 
a peopleS character, morals, and intertsls influence its Language JIIOu/d 
provide matter for a rather philosophical inquiry.• 

• Rttna'lfi"J sur Ia po.III(IIUiirt] g-i!lh{a/e) tl ro.is��n[llie), by M. Duclos, p. 11 .  



[OC II, 1242] 

IDEA OF THE METHOD 

IN THE CoMPOSITION OF A BooK 

[ r )  When one undertakes to write a work, one has already found 
the subject and at least part of the material, so that it is only a 
question of developing and organizing it in the way best suited 
to convince and to please. This part, which also includes style, 
is usually the part that determines the success of the work and 
the reputation of the Author; it is the part that makes not quite 
for whether a Book is good or bad, but for whether it is well 
or badly crafted. 

L 2] It is difficult to form a good working plan unless one has an 
exact Mind and a perfect knowledge of one's material. On the other 
hand, with these two qualities it is difficult W make a bad one, 
provided one devotes to it all the attention which it requires. With 
the first, one takes all the parts of one's subject into account, with 
the other one places them in the order that shows them ro best 
advantage and is best suited to set them off and to support one 
another. 

[JJ One can, unquestionably, form a great many different projects 
each one of which is good in relation to its particular object: without 
entering into this in inexhaustible detail, here is more or less the 
general order I would wish to follow in constructing a work involv
ing argument I choose this genre as my example because it is the 
one that requires the most method and proportion in its parts. 

[41 I would first of all begin by clearly explaining the subject I 
set myself, carefully defining the new or equivocal ideas and words 
I would need to use, not successively in the form of a dictionary 
as mathematicians do, but [ 1243 J as if prompted by the occasion 
and deftly inserting my definitions into the presentation of my sub
ject. When one sets out to do a Book, one's intention is to instruct 
the public abolll something it did not know, and this is done either 
by teaching it new truths, or by disabusing it of some false opinions 
it held; in such a case an author's duty is first of all to explain the 
common sentiment, to show on what foundations it rests, and with 
what arms it is defended; 1'. hen this is done well, it invariably dis
poses the reader in your favor, he right away sees both an educated 
person who does not adopt an opinion because he is ignorant of 
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the arguments in support of the opposite party, and an upright and 
sincere person who does not try to misrepresent his adversary's 
arguments to the reader by devious devices. 

[5] In setting out, I would present what I wish to prove in such 
a light as to appear to grant to the opposing sentiment much more 
than I would really grant it, leaving it to the force of my reasons 
subsequently to reclaim what I will initially have conceded above 
and beyond what I needed to concede. This deftness is again very 
effective in winning the Reader's esteem. It would seem that, 
because of an overabundance of proofs, an Author finds himself 
compelled to retract the concessions which his natural moderation 
had led him to make. 

[6] In examining a question, one usually has different kinds of 
proofs; first one destroys the opposite sentiment, then one estab
lishes one's own. In borh cases one draws one's arguments either 
from within the thing itself, or from its relations with other objects. 
The choice Gf these proofs, how they are organized and the light 
in which they are shown is what, above all, marks out the judicious 
Writer and the skillful Dialectician. A subtle analogy runs through 
most of the propositions one can make about one and the same 
subject, a hidden connection which escapes the vulgar Mind but 
which true genius a1ways grasps. Once one has a hold of one end 
of this chain, one finds one's way with marvelous ease and is utterly 
astonished that an infinite number of roads that seemed to have 
nothing in common, or that seemed to crisscross one another in a 
thousand ways, yet successively lead you by the surest and shortest 
way to the goal [1244] you had set yourself. The books of Philos
ophers are full of Laws and maxims about this matter which pertain 
to two general methods. One, which they call synthesis or method 
of composition, by which one proceeds from the simple to the com
posite and which is used to teach others what one oneself knows; 
the other, which they call Analysis or method of resolution, and 
which one uses to learn what one does not know; for example, when 
one inquires into the genealogy of a house, one traces backward, 
relative by relative and ancestor by ancestor to the origin of the 
house, that is the Analytic way. Then one draws up a table at the 
head of which one places the first of the line, from whom one 
descends generation by generation down to the current one; that is 
synthesis. These methods involve quite a nwnber and range of rules 
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which a capacious and exact l\lind follows without giving !t a 
thought. The same holds for Books as for Plays: one cannot begin 
thtm too simply, but up to the last moment, one constantly has to 
keep rising: not by an elevation of style, for the style ought always 
to be uniform; but by an increase in plenitude of matter and force 
of argument After a lively and spirited text, the reader is overcome 
bv disgust and boredom at the least slackening of pace; one has all 
the trouble in the world pulling him out of this lethargy, and in 
this indolence he often ignores an infinite number of good things 
before he recaptures the attentiveness and the interest they should 
have aroused in him. I would therefOre wish always to begin my 
discussions by the weakest set of proofs. In some matters the most 
convincing arguments are drawn from within the subject itself; such 
are questions of Physics. Knowledge of the nature of plants may, 
for example, well be helped by knowledge of the soil that produces 
them, the fluids that provide their nourishment, and their specific 
properties; but their mechanism and springs will never be well 
known unless one examines them in themselves, unless one con
siders their entire intemal structure, the fibers, valvules, tracheae, 
bark, pith, leaves, flowers, fruit, roots, and in a word, all the parts 
that go into making them up. In moral inquiries, by contrast, I 
would begin by examining the little we know [I245] about the 
human mind taken in itself and considered individually, I would 
hesitantly derive from this some few obscure and tentative bits of 
knowledge, but soon abandoning this dark maze, I would hasten to 
examine man in terms of his relations, and from this examination 
I would derive a host of luminous truths that would soon dispel 
the uncertainty of my initial arguments, while they themselves are 
only made clearer by contrast. 

[7] Art consists not only in choosing one's proofs well and dispos
ing them in a fair order: but also in placing them in a suitable light. 
The force of some simple and solid arguments consists in their very 
simplicity, and the least embellishment would weaken them; others, 
more complex, weaker or less self-evident, require the help of 
images and comparisons: some achieve an air of exactness and liveli
ness on1y by dint of fJowers and figures [of speech]. Everywhere 
art has to be at work, but wherever it is most needed, it must take 
special lengths to hide. If the reader notices it, it is a warning to 
him to be wary. One also has to weigh how much one's proofs are 
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worth, so as to present them with no more than the degree of con
fidence appropriate to them. Introduce first those you rely on least, 
by all means: but they might be so weak that it would be dangerous 
to begin with them, unless one gives them a twist which ann.ounces 
that they are there only to precede and prepare more solid 
arguments. 

[8] The final part of a Work may be used to resolve objections 
and to �ve examples: but there are mistakes that have to be avoided 
in either case. 

{9] As regards objections, one ought to urge them against oneself 
in good faith and to make as solid a �;ase for them as possible; most 
Authors pursue the worst policy in the world in this respe�;t: They 
grant for�;es to their adversaries only in proportion to the forces 
they feel that they themselves have; they gauge objections in tenns 
of their responses to them, and believe they have accomplished 
wonders when they have overthrown these weak obstacles. But 
before long they have to deal with pt'(lple who are not this solicitous 
of them, and such disputes often end up convicting an author of 
ignorance and bad faith. This is avoided by [ 1246] proceeding forth
rightly: When one makes one's adversaries speak one has to attribute 
to them as much thoughtfulness as one may have oneself, put one
self in their place, assume their opinion, tackle oneself unsparingly; 
if the solutions prove to be worth less than the difficulties, it would 
still leave a better impression than th.e tricks of a Writer of little 
sincerity who misleads and seeks to impress. 

[10] In giving examples, one has to know what one is doing, 
giving examples simply for the sake of doing so is a Pedant's occu
pation: I find it laughable when in so many books and in almost all 
conversations I find a few particular facts adduced in proof of gen
eral propositions. That is a Schoolboy's sophism to which a 
judicious writer may not stoop. What! Because two or three 
madmen daily kill themselves in London, the English do not fear 
death? In that case one would daily have to allow I know not how 
many contradictory propositions regarding one and the same 
subject. 

[u] In giving examples, one has to weigh; otherwise it is wasted 
erudition. Let us suppose I want to prove that in general women's 
merit is as great as men's or greater. If I refered to Semiramis 
someone would refer to Alexander in rejoinder, to Judith someone 
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would counter with Scaevola, to Lucretia with Cato Utican, with 
Anacreon to Sappho, and from one example ro the next the list of 
great men would in this way soon have exceeded that of women. 
But if one established a proportion between the number of persons 
on each side who have governed States, led Armies, cultivated Let
ters, and the number who have been outstanding in these different 
Capacities, then it is obvious that the side with the greater relative 
quantity would really deserve primacy. 

[ 121 \\/hen I said that objections and examples could be relegated 
to the last part, 1 did not mean to make a universal rule of this 
practice. On the contrary, it is a practice I would wish to follow 
only in the sorts of matters whose thread one cannot break without 
disorienting the reader and distracting him from the principal 
object. If your subject involves this variety you will do well to cast 
all this into the very body of the work and to exhaust under each 
heading the matters that bear on it and that you intend to use. But 
it is dange[1247]rous to make a Book cold and long by this method. 
A prudent Writer combines everything and settles on the form of 
his work only after having weighed the advantages and the disad
vantages on each side. 

[13] The final portion of a work may also be used to draw com
parisons: especially if it is a matter of subtituting some hypotheses 
or systems for others, and there is no question of the authors' seek
ing to show the old system in an unfavorable perspective in order 
to let their owh shine brightly. I do not dwell on this, I would only 
be saying things everyone knows. 

L14] Above all one must know how to end. Nowadays it is 
fashionable to find all Books excessively long; I find a number of 
them excessively short, but it is their ending that always seems to 
me drawn out. Ancient Dramatists often weaken their denouements 
in slavish subjection to I know not what bad rules they had imposed 
upon themselves. Remove the last two or three scenes from most 
of Terence's plays, their climax would be much livelier and their 
ending more pleasing. The same holds for a number of modem 
books. Peroration is a Rhetorician's device; if you have said what 
needed saying and as it needed to be said in the body of the work, 
the reader will be perftttly capable of drawing the conclusion. 
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D I S C O UR S E  0['( T H I S  
QU ESTI O N :  

[ OC II, 1262] 

What is the Virtue a Hero Most Needs and Who 

are the Heroes who hat•e Lacked this Virtue? 

Proposed in 1751 by the Academy of Corsica 

NOTICE 

[I] This Piece is very bad, and I was so sensitive to its being bad 
after I wrote it that I did not even think it worth submitting. It is 
easy to do less badly on this subject, but not to do well; for frivolous 
questions do not admit of a good answer. That is at least one useful 
lesson to derive from a bad [piece of] writing. 

[z] If I were not Alexander, said that Conqueror, I would want to 
be Diogenes. Would the Philosopher have said: If I were not what 
I am, I would want to be Alexattdet? I doubt it; A Conqueror would 
sooner consent to be a Wise Man than a Wise Man to be a Con
queror. But who in the world, except a Wise Man, would not agree 
to be Hero? One does, then, sense that Heroism has its own virtues, 
which do not depend on fortune, but need it in order to develop. 
The Hero is the work of nature, fortune, and himself. In order to 
define him well, one would have specify what he owes to each of 
the three. 

[3] The Wise Man possesses all the virtues. The Hero [n63] 
makes up for the virtues he lacks by the splendor of those he pos
sesses. The virtues of the tint are tempered, but he is free of vices; 
if the second has 8aws, they are eclipsed by the splendor of his 
virtues. The one, ever true, has no bad qualities; the other, ever 
great, has none that are mediocre. Both are firm and unshakable, 
but in different ways and about different things; the one never 
yields except by reason; the other never yields except out of gen
erosity; weaknesses are as unknown to the Wise Man as cowardices 
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are to the Hero, and violence holds no more sway in the soul of 
the one than the passions do in the other's. 

[4] There is, then, 19'eater solidity in the Wise Man's character, 
anU greater splendor in the Hero's; and the choice would be settled 
in favor of the first, if one left it at thus considering them in them
selves. But if we consider them in their relation to the interest of 
Society, new reflections will soon produce different judgments and 
restore the Heroic qualities to the preemineme that is due them, 
and that, by common consent, has been granted them in all 
centuries. 

lsJ Indeed, attending to his own felicity is the Wise ."vlan's sole 
care, and that is surely quite enough to constitute an ordinary man's 
full task. The true Hero's views reach farther; his object is the 
happiness of men, and it is to this sublime labor that he devotes 
the great soul he has received from Heaven. The Philosophers do, 
I admit, claim to teach men the art of being happy and, as if they 
could expect to form nations of Wise Men, they preach to Peoples 
a chimerical felicity which they themselves do not possess, and the 
idea and taste for which Peoples never acquire. Socrates saw and 
deplored the misfortunes of his fatherland; but it remained for 
Thrasybulus to end them; and Plato, after wasting his eloquence, 
his honor and his time at a Tyrant's court, was compelled to relin
quish to another the glory of delivering Syracuse from the yoke 
of tyranny. The Philosopher may give the Uni,•erse some salutary 
instructions; but his lessons will not ever correct either the Great 
who despise them, or the People which does nat understand them. 
This is not the way men are governed[,] by abstract views; they are 
only made happy by being constrained to be so, and they have to 
be made to experience happiness in order [ 1 264] to be made to love 
it: this is [the object ol] the Hero's care and talents; often it is with 
force in hand that he puts himself in the position of receiving the 
Blessings of men whom he begins by compelling to bear the yoke 
of the laws so that he might eventually subject them to the authority 
of reason. 

[6] Heroism is then the one of all the properties of the soul of 
which it most matters to Peoples that those who govern them be 
possessed. It is the combination of a great number of sublime vir
tues, rare in their association, rarer in their energy, and all the rarer 
still because the Heroism which [together] they make up, free of 
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all personal interest, has people's felicity as its sole object, and their 
admiration as its sole reward. 

[7] I have said nothing here of the legitimate glory owed to great 
deeds; I have not spoken of the force of genius or of the other 
personal qualities Heroes need, and which, without being virtues, 
often contribute more than do \irtues to the success of great 
enterprises. In assigning his rank to the true Hero, I have relied 
solely on this unchallengeable principle: that among men he who 
makes himself most useful to others should be the foremost. I have 
no fear that the Wise will appeal a decision based on this maxim. 

[8] It is true, I hasten to admit it, that this way of viewing Her
oism gives rise to an objection that seems all the more difficult to 
resolve as it is derived from the very heart of the matter. 

[g] There is no need of two Suns in nature, the Ancients used 
to say, nor of two Caesars on earth. Indeed, Heroism is like those 
sought-after metals that are valuable for being rare, and would 
become harmful or useless if they were abundant. The man whose 
valor pacified the World would have laid it waste if he had found 
in it a single rival worthy of him. Under certain circumstances a 
Hero may be needed 10 save mankind; a people of Heroes would 
inevitably be its ruin under any circumstances, and, like the Soldiers 
of Cadmus, it would soon destroy itself. 

[10] Go on, I will be told, can multiplying mankind's benefactors 
be a danger to men, and can there be too many people worlcing for 
the happiness of all? Yes, indeed, I shall answer, when they go about 
it badly, or only appear to attend to it. [1265] Let us not hide any
thing from ourselves; the public felicity is far less the end of the 
Hero's deeds than it is a means to the end he seeks, and this end 
is almost always his personal glory. Love of glory has made for 
innumerable goods and evils; love of Fat berland is purer in its prin
ciple and surer in its effects; and indeed, the World has often had 
a surfeit of Heroes; but the nations will never have enough citizens. 
There is a considerable difference between the man who is virtuous 
and the one who has virtues; the source of the Hero's virtues is 
rarely purity of soul and, like those beneficial but comparatively inert 
drugs that have to be activated by acrid and corrosive salts, they 
would seem to need the assistance of some vice to animate them. 

[ u] One should therefore conceive of Heroism not in terms of 
an idea of moral perfection which in no way corresponds to it, but as 
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a composite of good and bad qualities that are beneficial or harmful 
depending on circumstances, and combined in a proportion such 
as often to result in greater fortune and glory for him who possesses 
them, and sometimes e'·en in more happiness for the Peoples, than 
could a more perfect l'irtue. 

[r2] From these notions properly developed it follows that quite 
a few virtues rna;• be at odds with Heroism; that others are indiffer
ent with respect to it; that others are more or less favorable to it, 
according to their different relations to the great art of subduing 
the h.earts and arousing the admiration of Peoples; and finally that 
among these latter there has to be one that is more necessary, m(Jre 
essential, more indispensable to it, and that in some way charac
terizes it: it is th.is special and properly Heroic virtue that should 
here be the object of my inquiries. 

[ 13] Nothing is as categ(Jrical as ignorance, and doubt is as rare 
among the People as assertion is among true Philosophers. Vulgar 
prejudice I(Jng ago decided the question we are discussing today, 
and most men have long taken valor in war to be the Hem's fore
most virtue. Let us dare to appeal this blind judgment to the Cnurt 
of reason, and may prejudices, so often the enemies and conquerors 
of reason, learn to yield to it in turn. 

[14] Let us not reject the first reflection which this subject 
occasions, and let us begin by C(JnL-eding that Peoples have [ 1266J 
rather thoughtlessly bestowed their esteem and adulation on martial 
prowess, or that with a rather odious inconsistency they believe that 
it is b) destroying men that the benefactors of mankind manifest 
their character. We are pretty inept as well as pretty wretched, if 
our admiration can only be aroused by causing us distress. Are we 
t(J believe, then, that if ever the days of happiness and peace were 
t(J be reborn among us, they W(JU!d banish from our midst both 
Heroism and the frightful train of public calamities, and that Heroes 
would be relegated to the Temple of Janus, as, after a war, anti
quated and useless weapons are stored away in our Arsenals. 

[rsl I know that courage counts for something among the quali
ties that ought to form a great man; but ()Utside combat, valor is 
nothing. The courageous man proves himself only on days of battle; 
the true Hero proves himself every day, and his virtues, even if 
they are sometimes displayed with pomp, are no less (Jften useful 
under a more modest exterior. 
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[r6] Let us dare say it. Valor is so far from being the Hero's 
foremost virtue, that it is even doubtful it should be reckoned 
among the virtues. How can one honor with that title a quality 
upon which so many scoundrels have founded their crimes? No, 
never would the Cati/ine5 or Cromwells have made their name 
famous; never would the one have attempted to ruin his Fatherland, 
nor the other have enslaved his, if the most unshakable fearlessness 
had not been the deepest stratum of their character. With more 
virtues, you will say, they would have been Heroes; say rather that 
with fewer crimes they would have been men. 

[17] I shall not here pass in review those fatal warriors, the dread 
and scourge of mankind, those men greedy for blood and conquests, 
whose names cannot be uttered without trembling, the Mariu.ses, 
the Toti/os, the Tamer/ants. I shall not take advantage of the just 
ltorror they have inspired in the nations. And what need is there 
to resort to monsters in order to show that even the most generous 
bravery is more suspect in its principle, more variable in its 
examples, more fatal in its effects than accords with the stead
fastness, the solidity and the benefits of virtue. How many memor
able deeds have not been inspi[1267]red by shame or vanity? How 
many feats performed in the light of the Sun, under the chiefs' 
gaze and in front of an entire army, have not been belied in the 
silence and darkness of night1 This one is courageous among his 
companions, who would be but a coward, abandoned to himself; 
this one has a· General's countenance who never had a SoJdier's 
heart; this one faces death and his enemy's sword in a breach, who 
in the privacy of his house cannot bear the sight of a Surgeon's 
salutary scalpel. 

[18] This particular man was brave on this particular day, the 
Spaniards of Charles V's time used to say, and those people knew 
something about bravery. Indeed, perhaps nothing is as variable as 
valor, and very few honest warriors would dare answer for them
selves for even twenty-four hours. Ajax terrifies Hector; Hector terri
fies AjllX and flees from Achilles. AnriochU5 the Great was brave half 
his life, and cowardly the other half. The conqueror of the three 
parts of the World lost his heart and head at Pharsala. Ctusar him
self was moved at Dyrrhachium, and afraid at Munda. The victor 
over Brutw cowardly fled from Octaviw and relinquished the vic
tory and the empire of the World to him who owed him the one 
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as well as the other. Is it likely that it is for want of modern 
examples that I have cited only ancient ones here� 

[ 19] Let it, therefore, no longer be said that the palm of Heroism 
belongs only to valor and the military talents. It is not by their 
exploits that the reputation of great men is measured. The van� 
quished have carried off the reward of glory a hundred times more 
often than have the victors. Take a vote and tell me which of the 
two is greater, Alexander or Porus, Pyrrhus or Fabricius, Antony or 
Brutus; Francis / in chains or Charles V triumphant, Valois victori� 
ous or Colrgny nnquished? 

[zoj What are we to �ay about the great men who are a!! the 
more surely immortal for not having soiled their hands with blood? 
What are we to say about the Lawgiver of Sparta who, after tasting 
the pleasure of ruling, had the courage to return the crown to irs 
legitimate possessor who was not asking him for it; about the gentle 
and peaceful Citizen who was able to avenge the injuries done him 
not by the offender's death, but by turning him into an honest 'man? 
Are we to reject the orade that granted him almost [ 1268] divine 
honors, and deny Heroism to the man who made Heroes of aJl his 
compatriots? \Vhat are we to say about the Lawgiver of Athens who 
was able to keep his freedom and virtue at the very Court of tyrants, 
and dared maintain to the face of an opulent Monarch that power 
and riches do not make a man happy1 What are we to say of the 
greatest of Romans and the most virtuous of men, about this model 
among citizenS to whom alone the oppressor of the Fatherland did 
the honor to hate him enough to take up the pen against him, even 
after his death? Shall we so affront Heroism as to deny it to Cato 
Uticensi!i? And yet th.is man did not distinguish himself in battles 
and did not fill the world with the clamor of his exploits. I am 
mistaken: he did perfonn one, the most difficult one e,·er under� 
taken, and the only one that will never be imitated, when of a body 
of warriors he formed a society of wise, equitable and moderate 
men. 

[zt] It is well enough known that valor was not Augustus's lot. 
He did not gather the laurels that made him immortal off the coast 
of Actium or on the plains of Philippi, but in Rome pacified and 
made happy. A subdued Universe did less for the glory and security 
of his life than did the equity of his laws and the pardon of Cinna: 
that is how much preferable the social virtues are even in Heroes! 
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The greatest Captain in the world dies assassinated in the middle 
of the Senate for a bit of injudicious haughtiness, for having wished 
to add a vain title to real power; and the odious author of the pro
scriptions, eradicating his crimes by dint of justice and clemency, 
became the father of his Fatherland which he had de,·astated, and 
dies adored by the Romans he had enslaved. 

[ 22 J Who among us will dare deprive all these great men of the 
Hero's crown adorning their immortal heads? Who will dare refuse 
it to the Philosophic and beneficent warrior who with a hand accus
tomed to handling arms deflects from your breast the calamities of 
a long and deadly war, and makes the sciences and the fine arts 
shine among you with Royal magnificence? 0 Spectacle worthy of 
the Heroic times! I see the Muses in all their splendor march in 
your battalions with confident stride, Apollo and Mani cro�n each 
other, and your Island still smoldering from the ravages of the light� 
ning henceforth defy its bolts sheltered by these [12�] double 
laurels. Judge, then, illustrious Citizens, who deserves the palm of 
Heroism more, the Warriors who rushed to your defense, or the 
Wise Men who do everything for your happiness; or rather, spare 
yourselves an unnecessary choice, for by this double criterion you 
will only have the same brows to crown. 

[23] To the examples which come crowding in and which it is 
impossible to exhaust let us add a few reflections that confirm the 
inferences I wish to draw from them here. To assign to valor the 
foremost rank in the Heroic character would be to give precedence 
to the ann that executes over the head that plans. Yet anns are 
more readily available than heads. One can entrust the execution 
of a great plan to others without losing the principal merit for it; 
but to execute another's plan is voluntarily to resume the subordi
nate rank, and that is not the Hero's part. 

[24] Thus, whatever may be the virtue that characterizes him, it 
must signal genius and he inseparable from it. While the seed of 
the Heroic qualities does, indeed, come from the heart, it is in the 
bead that they develop and assume solidity. The purest soul can 
stray even on the road to good, if mind and reason do not guide it, 
and without the assistance of wisdom, all the virtues get corrupted. 
Finnness readily degenerates into stubbornness, gentleness into 
weakness, zeal into fanaticism, valor into ferocity. Often a great 
enterprise poorly planned does more harm to the one who bungles 
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it than a deserYed success would have brought him honor; for con
tempt is commonly stronger than esteem. It would even seem that, 
in establishing a resplendent reputation, talents make up for virtues 
much more readily than virtues do for talents. The Soldier of the 
North, with narrow genius and limitless courage had, by the middle 
of his career, irretrievably lost a glory acquired by prodigious feats 
of valor and generositv; and public opinion is still in doubt about 
whether the murderer of Charles Stuart is not, for all of his crimes, 
one of the greatest men e\'er to have existed. 

l25] Bravery does not constitute a character but, on the contrary, 
it derives its particular form from the character of the person who 
possesses it. It is a virtue in a virtuous soul and a vice in a wicked 
man. The knight Bayard was brave; so was Cartouche: but is anyone 
likely to believe l1270 J that they were so the same way? Valor admits 
of ail fonns; it is generous or brutal, stupid or enlightened, raging 
or tranquil, depending on the soul that possesses it; depending on 
circumstances, it is rhe sword of vice or the shield of virtue; and 
since it does not necessarily signal either greatness of soul or of 
mind, it is not the virtue a Hero most needs. Pardon me for it, 
valiant and unfortunate People that has for so long filled Europe 
with the clamor of your exploits and your miseries. No, it is not 
to the bravery of those of your Fellow-Citizens who spilled their 
blood for their country that I shall award the Hero's Crown, but 
to their ardent love of Fatherland and to their invincible stead
fastness in the face of adversity. For being Heroes with such senti
ments, they could even have dispensed with being brave. 

[26} I have attacked a dangerous and too widely held opinion; I 
have not the same reasons for following the method of exclusions 
in ail of its details. All the virtues arise from the different relations 
Society has established between men. Now the number of these 
relations is almost infinite. What a task would it therefore he to set 
out to review them? It would be immemc, since there are among 
men as many possible virtues as there are real vices; it would be 
superfluous, since, among the number of great and difficult virtues 
the Hero needs in order to command well, one cannot include as 
necessary the large number of even more difficult virtues the multi
tude needs in order to obey. Someone shone brilliantly in the first 
rank who, if he had been born in the last, would have died obscure 
and unnoticed. I do not know what would have happened to Epic-
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tetus, if he had been placed upon the throne of the world; but I do 
know that in Epictetus's place, Caesar himself would never have 
been anything but a paltry slave. 

[27] For the sake of brevity, let us therefore restrict ourselves to 
the divisions established by the Philosophers, and leave it at 
reviewing the four principal virtues to which they relate all the 
others, quite confident that one should not look for the basis of 
Heroism in ancillary, obscure and subordinate qualities. 

[z8] But are we to say that justice is this basis, when the majority 
of great men have founded the monument to their glory on injus
tice? Some, drunk [I2JI] with the love of Fatherland, have found 
nothing to be illegitimate in its service and have not hesitated to 
use on its behalf odious means which their generous souls could 
never have resolved to use on their own behalf; others, consumed 
by ambition, labored solely to put their country in chains; a fierce 
desire for vengeance has led others to betray it. Some have been 
rapacious conquerors, others skillful usurpers, still others were not 
even ashamed to become the Ministers of someone else's tyranny. 
Some have scorned their duty, others have made light of their faith. 
A few have been unjust out of {adherence to J some system, others 
out of weakness, most out of ambition: all attained immortality. 

[29) Justice is then not the virtue that characterizes the Hero. It 
seems IKJ more accurate to say that it is temperance or moderation 
since it is for want of this latter virtue that the most famous men 
made themselves �mmortal, and the vice that is the opposite of the 
former virtue has not kept a single one of them from becoming 
immort2l; not even Alexander, whom this frightful vice covered with 
his friend's blood; not even Caesar, whom all of his proftigacies 
during his life did not deprive of a single altar after his death. 

[30] Prudence is a quality of the mind rather than a virtue of the 
soul. But, regardless of how one looks on it, one always finds it 
more solid than splendid, and it tends rather to enhance the other 
virtues than to shine on its own. Prudence, says Montaigne, so 
tender and circumspect, is the mortaJ enemy of lofty enterprises 
and of any genuinely heroic deed: while it prevents great mistakes, 
it also hinders great undertaking..; for there are but few great under
takings that do not in the end require leaving far more to chance 
than it is appropriate for a wise man to leave to it. Besides, the 
character of Heroism consists in raising to the highest pitch the 
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virtues that are properly its own_ Yet nothing comes so close to 
pusillanimity as excessive prudence, and one scarcely rises above 
man without <;ometimes trampling human reason underfooT. Pru
dence 1s then still not the characteristic vinue of the Hero. 

[31j Temperance is still less so, [as it is the virtue] which Her
oism itself, which is nothing but an intemperance of glory, appears 
formally to exclude. Where are the Heroes who have not been 
degraded by excesse� of some kind? Alexander, it is said, was [I 272] 
chaste; but was he sober1 Did not this rival of India's first conqueror 
imitate his profligacies? did he not combine them, when at the 
prompting of a Courtesan he burned down the Palace at Persepolis? 
0, had he but had a Mistress! He would not have killed his friend 
during his fatal debauchery. Caesar was sober, but was he chaste, 
he who exposed Rome to unheard of prostitution and changed sex 
at pleasure? Alcibiades had e,-ery sort of intemperance and was 
nonetheless one of the great men of Greece. Even the elder Cato 
himself loved money and wine. He had abject vices and was the 
object of the Romans' admiration. And that People knew about 
glory. 

[32) The virtuous man is just, prudent, moderate, without being 
a Hero for all that, and all too frequently the Hero is none of ail 
that. Let us not hesitate to concede it; often Heroism has owed its 
splendor to its very contempt for these virtues. \Vhat becomes of 
Caesar, Alexander, Pyrrhus, Hannibal, viewed in this lighti With 
somewhat fewer vices they might well have been less famous; for 
glory is the reward of Heroism; whereas virtue requires a different 
reward. 

[33] If the virtues had to be distributed to those they suit best, 
I would assign prudence to the Statesman; justice to the Citizen; 
moderation to the Philosopher; as for strength of soul or fortitude, 
I would give it to the Hero, and he would have no cause to complain 
of his share. 

[34] Indeed, fortitude is the true foundation of Heroism; it is the 
source or the supplement of the virtues that compose it, and it is 
what renders it fit for great things. Combine any way you please 
the qualities that can contribute to fOrming a great man, if you do 
not add fortitude to enliven them, they all grow lisdess and Heroism 
vanishes. By contrast, force of soul or fortitude alone necessarily 
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bestows a great many Heroic virtues to anyone endowed with it, 
and it makes up for all the others. 

[35] Just as one can perform virtuous deeds without being virtu
ous, so one can perform great deeds without having a right to Her
oism. The Hero is not forever performing �at deeds; but he is 
ever ready to perform them in case of need and he shows himself 
great in all the circumstances of his life: that is what distinguishes 
him from the vulgar. An invalid may take up a spade and work the 
ground a few [1273] moments: but he is soon worn out and exhaus
ted. A robust husbandman cannot stand great labors without res
pite, but he could stand them without straining, and he owes this 
power to his bodily force. Strength of soul or fortitude is the same 
thing; it consists in being able always to act forcefully. 

(36] Men are more blind than wicked; and there is more weakness 
than malice in their vices. We deceive ourselves before deceiving 
others, and our faults are solely due to our errors; we almost only 
commit any because we allow ourselves to get caught up by petty 
present interests which make us forget more important and more 
remote things. Hence all the pettinesses that characterize the vulgar, 
inconstancy, frivolity, capriciousness, knavery, fanaticism, cruelty: 
all of them vices which have weakness of soul as their source. To 
the contrary, everything is great and generous in a strong or forceful 
soul, because it is capable of discriminating between the fine and 
the specious, reality and appearance, and of fastening on its object 
with the firmness that dispels illusions and overcomes the greatest 
obstacles. 

[37] Thus an unstable judgment and an easily seduced heart 
render men weak and petty. To be great one need only assume 
mastery of oneself. Our most fonnidable enemies are within our
selves; and whoever will have succeeded in fighting and vanquishing 
them will, in the judgment of the Wise, have done more for glory 
than if he had conquered the Universe. 

[38] This is what strength of soul or fortitude accomplishes; this 
is how it can enlighten the mind, expand genius and endow all the 
other virtues with energy and vigor; it can even make up for those 
we lack; for someone who might be neither courageous, nor just, 
nor wise, nor moderate by inclination, will yet be so by reason, as 
soon as having overcome his passions and vanquished his prejudices 
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he senses how much it redounds to his ad,·antage to be so; as soon 
as he is convinced that he can realize his own happiness only by 
working for that of others. Fortitude is then the virtue which 
characterizes Heroism, and it is so as well by another irrefutable 
argument which I derive from the reflections of a great man: the 
other virtues, says Bacon, deliver us from the dominion of the vices; 
only fortitude secures us against the dominion of fortune. Indeed, 
what r 12741 virtues are not in need of appropriate circumstances to 
set them ro work? Of what use i.� justice with tyrants, prudence 
with the insane, temperance in misery? But all events honor a man 
of strength or fortitude, happiness and adversity contribute equally 
to his glory, and he rules no less in chains than on the Throne. 
Regulus's martyrdom in Carthage, Cato's feast upon being denied 
rhe Consulship, Epictetus's equanimity upon being crippled by his 
master, are no less illustrious than the triumphs of Alexander and 
of Caesar; and if Socrates had died in his bed, one might now 
wonder whether he was anything more than a skillful Sophist. 

lJ9l Having ascertained the virtue which most properly belongs 
to the Hero, I should go on to speak of those who achieved Heroism 
without possessing it. But how could they have achieved it without 
the part which alone constitutes the true Hero and is essential to 
him? l have nothing to say to this, and that is the triumph of my 
cause. Among the celebrated men whose names are inscribed in the 
Temple of Glory, some have lacked wisdom, others moderation; 
some have been cruel, some unjust, some imprudent, some treach� 
erous; all have had weaknesses; not one of them has been a weak 
man. In a word, some great men may have lacked all the other 
virtues; but there has never been a Hero without strength of soul 
or fortitude. 
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Editorial notes 

FIRST DISCOL'RSE (pages 1-28) 

The Dijon Acadimie des sciences el belles fettres announced the topic of 
its 1750 Prize Essay Competition - "Has the Restoration of the Sci
ences and Arts Contributed to the Punfication of Morals1" - in the 
October 1749 Mrrcure de France. Entries had to be submitted by I 
April qso, and they were to take up no more than ha]f an hour's 
reading time. The Academy reached its decision in July, and announced 
it in August. 

Rousseau on several occasions in later life recalled his excitement on 
first reading the announcement of the AL-ademy's topic. He had gone to 
visit his friend Diderot, who had just been released from the Vincennes 
dungeon but was still confined to the castle grounds for having -
anonymously - published his Pensies phi/osophiques (1 746) and his Letter 
about the Blind ( 1749). He had a copy of the latest issue of the Mercure 
de Prance in his pocket, and as he was walking along he began to leaf 
through it. When he came upon the announcement of the Academy 
Question he was so overwhelmed by the rush of thoughts it aroused 
in him that he had to sit down by the side of th.e road to rry to sort 
them out. Almost a quarter of century later, in the second of four 
important autobiographical letters to Malesherbes, he wrote: "Every
thing I have been able to retain of the great truths which during a 
quarter of an hour illumined me beneath that tree has been feebly 
scattered throughout my three principal writings, this first discourse, 
the one on inequality, and the treatise on education (Emile], which 
three works are inseparable" (12 January 1762; OC I, IIJ6; see also 
Umftssi&ns vm, OC I, JSo-352, 356, and Rousseau Juge de Jean Jacques 
n, OC 1, 8z8f.). 

The major recent editions of the First Discourse are: 



Editon"al nrJtes to pages 1-3 
- - ----------

George R. Havens, Jean Jacques Rousuau: D!"scours sur /es uiences et /es 
arts, tdition critique avec une introduchon e/ un commemaire (Modem 
Language Associalion of America, New York, 1946). 

Fran¥tis Bouchardy's critical edition in OC 111, 1-30, 1 137-1156. 
Michel Launay's critical edition in the In«:grale Oeuvm complites de 

Rousuau, 3 vols. (Editions du Seuil, Paris, 11)67-197I), vol. 11, pp. 
s>-68. 

Oaude Pichois and Rene Pintard, Jean-Jacquts entre So.rate et Caton 
(Corti, Paris, 1972) contains interesting and previously unpublished 
fragments and drafts of the First Distourse and of related texts; they 
have been included in the appendix to the more recent printing5 of the 
third volume of the Pleiade edition of the OC. 

L. DeJaruelle, "Les Sources principales de].-]. Rousseau dans Je 
Premier Discours a l'acadbnie de Dijon," Revue d'histoire littiraire de 
ill France (1912), 19: 245-271, remains helpful. 

The Dijon Academy and the circumstances surrounding the 1750 
competition are described in Marcel Bouchard, L 'Acadlmie de Dijon et 
le prtmier DiJcoun 4e Rousseau (Paris, 1950). 
Discourse Rousseau called four of his works "Discourses": the present 
text, that on lneqll(jlity, that on Heroic Virtue, and a Discourse on Riches. 
The first three were occasioned by Academy competitions. They may 
therefore have called for oratorical flourishes, and at least the appear
ance of being suited to public delivery. They may therefore also appear 
to be more popular than fonnal "Treatises," which is what he calls 
both the Social Contract (in the prefatory Note to that work, and in a 
footnote of !he Emile, OC IV, 582) and Emile (in the letter to Male
sherbes cited in the second paragraph of these notes, above). The so
called Discourse on Politic.U EcMiomy was commissioned and written all 
an article for Diderot and d'Aiembert's Encyclopedia, and was dubbed 
Discourse by the publisher who first brought out an unauthorized separ
ate edition of it. Machiavelli ca!ied his major work Ditcourses; Hobbes 
refers to the De civt as well as to the Leviathan as "Discourses" in the 
Episdes Dedicatory to these works; Locke calls his Treatises o/Govtrn
ment a "Discourse" in the very first line of his preface to them; Alger
non Sidney wrote Discourses Concerning Government: the list could be 
extended almost at will, and it would certainly not have to be restricted 
to popular or political works alone. 
A Citizen of Geneva Rousseau stresses the political character of his 
work from the first: the author has a political identity, but no personal 
name. Strictly speaking, he could not claim Genevan citizenship at this 
time. He had forfeited it by converting to Catholicism just before he 
turned sixteen, in 1728. He reconverted to Protestantism and was 
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re�;rored to Genevan citizemhip on 1 August li54- He was later to say 
that he put G't;::;en oj' Genem ,mly on the title page ofbooh which he 
thought would do hi� natiw city honor 1/1/H, znd preface, OC 11, :zi"l. 
Htre I am the barbarian Barbarus hir ego sum quia non mtelligor dl!s, 
Ov1d, Tmtw \', X, line 37· Rousseau �lightly altered a verse Ovid (43 
BC-AD 18) '.\-TOte while exiled among the Sarmatians, a tribe closely 
related to the Scythians. Just as the sophisticated poet from Imperial 
Rome felt that the Sarmatians took him for a harharian, so Rousseau 
expected sophi;;ticated ancien ripme France to mistake his defense of 
austere republican virtue for a defense of barbarism. In the event he 
was not proved wrong. He had cited the same llne from Ovid at the 
end of an early letter to de Conzie (17 January 1742, CC 1, 139, no. 43), 
and that same year he had also used it as the epigraph to a collection of 
youthful writings, La ,\1use af!rJbroge (The Boorish Muse) (Leigh, in CC 
1, 143. note dd; Ch. Guyot, in OC n, 1 I2Jn.); he again chose it as an 
epigraph for the important !ate apologetic text, Dialogues, Rousseau Juge 
de Jean-Jacques, OC I, 657). Samuel Pufendorf, whose Droit de fa nature 
et des gens (Right of Nature and of Nations) Rousseau knew well, quotes 
the same verse of Ovid's in the context of his discussion of the origin 
of language (DrGit IV, I, § vi, note a). 
Barillot & Son, Geneva Although the first edition of the Disc�urse 
appeared with a Genevan publisher's name on the title page, it would 
seem that it was brought out by Pissot in Paris, in January '75I (Leigh, 
in CCu, tJsf.). 
For an edition of the Discourse that was also to include some of the 
Replies to Cn"tics translated in the present volume, Rousseau drafted 
the following prefatory note: 

What is fame? Here is the unfortunate work to which I owe 
mine. Certainly this piece which earned me a prize and made 
me a name, is mediocre at best, and, I dare say, it is one of 
the slightest in this entire collection. What an abyss of miseries 
the author would have been spared if this first writing had been 
received only as it deserved to be! But it seemed fated that 
an initially unjust acclaim should gradually bring down on me 
stricrures that are even more so. 

The dissatisfaction which he here voices with the Discourse refers 
exclusively to its rhetorical and literary features. He never retracted 
the views he developed in it. 

The "initially unjust," that is to say undeserved, "acclaim" which 
he mentions was quite extraordinary. He describes it briefly in Con
fissions vm, OC 1, 363f. The subsequent, even more unjust, "strictures" 
culminaied in 1762 with the Paris Parliament's condemning of the 
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Emile and ordering Rousseau's arrest, and with Geneva's condemning 
and publicly burning both the Emile and the Social Contract, and also 
ordering their author's arrest. Other expulsions followed, and Rousseau 
had to flee from one refuge to another for many years. 
[2] the League Organized in 1576 by the Due de Guise in order to 
rally Catholic resistance to Huguenot advances in France and over
throw King Henry III. 
[3] notes . . .  easily recognized additions They have, on the con
trary, proven quite difficult to identify. Most probably one of the notes 
he added is his discreet reference to Diderut's Pemies ph1losophi4ues, 
which had been publicly condemned shortly after its publication in 
1746. :Most probably one of the additions is the passage in which he 
speaks of "the sentiment of that original freedom for which they [men] 
seemed born" [9]; cp. Bouchardy's note in OC m, 1240, and Launay, 
:#an-Jacques Rousseau icrivain p11litique (ACER, Grenoble, 1971), pp. 
141-145; Pichois and Pintard, ]tan-Jacques entre S11crate et Catm1, pp. 
40, 75· But regardless of what may have been the specific changes he 
made in his final text, Rousseau is here clearly saying that they sharp
ened his criticism of the Enlighterunent and the ancien regime. 
We are deceived . . .  Decipimur specie recti, Horace, On tM Art of 
Poetry, line 25, where Horace (65--8 BC) says that it is the poets who 
are so deceived. 
[5] learned Associations . . .  the truJy Learned Savant (n., adj.), 
"learned," is etymologically related to science, "knowledge," as "artist" 
is to "art"; it may range in meaning from "scholar(ly)" to "scientist" 
or "scientific"; similarly, lcience, as in the title of this Discourse, is not 
restricted in meaning to "science" in tlte narrow sense of the tenn, or 
to "natural science," but means "knowledge" or "learning" in my of 
its senses; as, for example, in Bacon's Advancement rJf Leamiflg, a work 
of which the present Discourn is an almost point-by-point criticism. 
"Arts," in the title as well as throughout this Discourse, must also be 
understood in the broad and now somewhat old-fashioned sense which 
includes skills and crafts as well as the fine arts. 
[8) the Throne of Constantine Constantinople, the medem Istanbul, 
was conquered by the Turks in 1453. 
[9] that original freedom for which they seemed born See Edi
torial Note on [3] above, about "easily recognized additions," and cp. 
"Man is born free and everywhere he is in chains" (SC 1 [I]). 
[9]• lchthyophagi Literally "fish-eaten;"; the episode is also men
tioned by Montesquieu, Of the Spirit 11f the Laws XXI, 8. 
{ 1 r] virtue . , . the strength and vigor of the soul Michel de Mon
taigne (1533-1592), whose Essays are a constant source and guide for 
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the early Rousseau, uses the expression, though not as a definiti<m of 
virtue, in "Of the Younger Cato," Essays 1, 37 (Oeuvres C()mplites, edited 
by A. Thibaudet and M. Rat [PII!iade, Paris, 1Q62, cited hereafter as 
Montaigne, OC], p. 225 and The C()mplete Essays, translated by Donald 
Frame [Stanford University Press, Stanford, 1958, cited hereafter as 
Montaigne tr.], p. 16<}); Rousseau speaks of "vigor of soul" again in 
this Diswurse [49). He devdops the view that strength of soul defines 
heroic virtue, and that the younger Cato (95-46 BC) is the embodiment 
of this form of Yirtue, in the Discourse on Heroir Virtue [33H39]; Plato 
refers to "strength of soul" in the Statesman (259c), a dialogue Rous
seau cites; see also Xenophon, Memorabilia, IV, yiii. I owe the last two 
references to S. Benardete, The Being of the Beautiful (University of 
Chicago Press, Chicago, 1984), section m, p. 150, n. 7· 

l 14] Pyrrhonism The skepticism or zeteticism founded by Pyrrho of 
Elis (c. 365-c. 275 Be) rhat seeks suspension of judgment or epoche and 
imperturbability or ataraxia (Diogenes Laertius, Lives and Opinirms of 
the Eminent Phil(Jsophm IX, 61-108, see 107); "Pyrrhonism" is therefore 
commonly regarded as undermining the bases of loyalty, social life and 
religious belief. 
[ 14]"' I like, says Montaigne In "On the Art of Discussion," Essays 
Ill, 8 (Montaigne, OC 901; Frame tr., 702); the exception is most prob
ably Diderot. 
[17] Consider Egypt . . .  Sesostris Legendary Egyptian ruler in the 
thirteenth century BC (see Herodotus, Hiitories u, 102-ItO). con
quered by Cambyses Second king of Persia, he conquered Egypt in 
525 BC; by the Greeks Alexander the Great conquered it in 332 oc; 
the Romans conquered it under Augustus, in 30 oc; the Arabs did 
so under Caliph Omar I, in AD 638; the Turks did so in 1517. 
[18] Consider Greece . . .  twice vanquished Asia In the Trojan 
War, and at Salamis in 480 BC. the Macedonian's yoke Philip of 
Macedon's (382-336 oc) defeat of the allied armies of Athens and 
Thebes at the battle of Chaeronea in 338 BC marked the end of Greek 
independence. Demosthenes The greatest of Athens's orators (385-
.122 BC), he tried to alert his compatriots to the Macedonian danger 
before Chaeronea, and to rouse them against Macedonian rule after it. 
[19] Ennius Regarded by the Romans as their first poet (2Jg-I8g BC). 
Terence The Roman comic poet (c. t85-159 BC). Romulus, who 
founded Rome in 735 BC, was, according to tradition, a shepherd. 
Ovid Rousseau here refers to him as the author of The Art of Wve, 
although he had drawn on another poem of his for the epigraph of this 
Discourse. Catullus (84-54 oc), writer of erotic poems. Martial (AD 
40-104), writer of epigrammatic social satires. Arbiter of good taste 
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Petronius, author of the Satyricrm, and a companion of the Emperor 
NerO (AD I.f.-68), who put him in charge of the Imperial pleasures in 
AD 66 (cp. Tacitus, Annal> XVI, r8f.). Nero is again excoriated in the 
speech which Rousseau has Fabricius deliver, this Discourse [32]. 
(u] China . . .  the yoke of the . . .  Tartar Genghis Khan invaded 
China in the first quarter of the thirteenth century. 
[22] Persians . . .  a Philosophical Romance Xenophon (c. 43o
c. 354 oc), Education of C:vrus; Rousseau's remark suggests that he 
regards Xenophon's account as truer than the factually true accounts 
of antiquarians; he called his own Emilr a romance (Bk. v, OC IV, 777; 
tr. 416). the Scythians The warlike and proverbially savage nomad 
people who in classical antiquity lived in what are now southwestern 
Russia and the Balkans. As the epigraph to this Discourse indicates, 
Rousseau knew perfectly well that opinions about the Scythians wert, 
to say the leut, divided: Montaigne speaks well of them in several 
essays, from which Rousseau draws in the present Discount, e.g. ''Of 
Pedantry," EssayJ l, 25 (Montaigne, OC 143, tr. ro6); "OfGmnibals," 
Essay$ I, 3I (Montaigne oc 206f., tr. rs4f.). In the Second DUcormt (I 
[35]) he quotes a passage in which Justin praises them. But he also knew 
Herodotus's account (Histories IV, 1-143), and the tradition according to 
which, as Pufendorf put it, the Scythians ate human fiesh and killed 
their own children on the pretext of religion (Droit n, 3, § viii); see 
also Shakespeare, King Uar 1, � 116-118. Gibbon summarizes what 
was known of the Scythians at the time in Decline and Fall (ch. z6). 
the Gennans . . . whose simplicity . . .  a pen weary Tacitus (AD 
c. ss-no), whose description of the spirit in which he wrote about the 
Gennans Rousseau here quotes literally (Gennania XlX, 20). that rustic 
nation Presumably the Swiss. 
[:12]"' happy Nations . . . MoD[aigne unhesitatingly prefers "Of 
Cannibals," Essays 1, 31 (in particular Montaigne, OC.zo4. 213, tr. 153• 
159). Rousseau exaggerateS Montaigne's preference for the cannibals' 
polity to Plato's LaTM. What Montaigne says is that he regretS knowl
edge of the American Indians' way of life was not available "at a time 
when there were men better able to judge of it than we are; I regret 
that Lycurgus and Plato did not have it, for it seems to me that what 
experience shows us about those nations exceeds not only all the pic
tures 'ftith which poetry has embellished the golden age and all of its 
inventions in fancying a happy human condition, but also the concep
tion and the very desire of philosophy." 
[z3r the Athenians' . . .  upright Tribunal The Aeropagus. the 
Romans think of medicine Plutarch, Lifo of Marcus Cato, the Censor 
m; Montaigne, "Of the Resemblance of Children to Fathers," Essays 
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11, 37 (.\1ontaigne. OC 745, tr_ _o;8r). the Spaniards . . .  forbid their 
Lawyers \1ontaigne, "Of Experience," f:ssays Ill, I 3 (Monraigne, OC 
1043• tr. 8r6). 
[24-] a Tyrant was . . .  assembling Peisistratos (605-527 ac) is tra
didonally �aid to have caused Homer's Iliad and Odyssey to be collected 
and organized into the form m which they have been handed down, 
and to have made them the basis of Athenian public education: Cicero, 
OJ the Orator Ill, 34; see also Diderot's Encyclopedia article "Biblio
thi!que" (''Library"). 

[2i] "I have," he says . . .  Rousseau is here paraphrasing Plaw's Apol
ogy of Socrates, 21c-zzb in the translation of it which Diderot had made 
during Ius confinement at Vincennes: Dideror, OeuL'res complites, edited 
by Herbert Diekmann, Jacques Proust and Jean Varloot (Hennann, 
Paris, r978), vol. !1', pp. zsr-z5J. Rousseau merely follows Diderot's 
translation in speaking of "artists" where Socrates speaks of"arrisans." 
[31] the elder Cato Marcus Porcius Cato (234-149 BC), Censor, 
Consul, general, diplomat, traditional model of stern Roman republican 
virtue, and consistent opponent of Greek leaming and sophistication, 
who in his private capacity practiced agriculture a11d wrote an early 
treatise on the subject. Epicurus (c. 342-270 ac) taught materialism 
and hedonism. Zeno (336--264 sc) founded the Stoic sect. Arcesilaus 
k JIS-Z40 oc) was the founder of Amdemic Skepticism. They are 
roughly contemporaries, and together represent the dominant post
Socratic-and-Aristotelian philosophical alternatives in antiquity (see 
also Observations (39:r, pp . • p f). Ever since . . , Seneca (c. 3 BC-AD 65), 
Letters to Lucil/us XCV, 13, cited by Montaigne in "Of Pedantry," Essays 
1, 25 (Monraigne, OC 140, tr. !OJ), from which Rousseau quotes at 
length later in this Discourse [51]*. 
[32] Fabricius Roman general, Consul and Censor (d. c. 250 BC), tra
ditionally surnamed "The Just,'' noted for his incorruptibility and his 
dignified bearing in the face of adversity (see especially Vergil, Aeneid 
v, 84:,f.; Seneca, On ProL·itknce 111, Plutarch, Life (jf Py"hus xvm, 2of.). 
In Cicero's judgment, both Fabricius and Marcus Porcius Cato pos
sessed only a popular ''irtue, not virtue proper (On Duties m, iv, 16). 
prey of a flute-player Again the Emperor Nero. Cineas Ambassador 
of Pyrrhus, he is reported by Plutarch to have spoken of the Roman 
Senate in these terms (Life of Pyrrhus XIX, near the end). 

Rousseau penciled this famous prosopopeia of Fabricius during the 
rush of inspiration he experienced on the road to Vincennes on first 
reading the Dijon Academy's Question. 
[33] Louis Xll . . .  Henry IV Kings of France. The first, surnamed 
"Father of the People," ruled 1498--I 51 S· The second, surnamed "The 
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Great," ruled t58g-r6m: in 1598, he issued the Edict of Nantes, 
guaranteeing the religious and political rights of Protestants. 
[36] an ancient tradition In the Ltttrr to Gn"mm [17], Rousseau tells 
h.ow he was led to wonder about the ancient Egyptians' view of the 
sciences by a passage in Plato. The reference is to the Phaedrus (274c-
275b), where Socrates has an Egyptian king reject the god Theuth's 
gift of the arts, and especially of writing, on the grounds that it would 
do more harm than good. 
{36]* the Prometheus fable The version of this fable which Rousseau 
here cites is drawn from Plutarch's essay How to Profit from Om's 
Enrmits (2), an essay which he rereads and rethinks to the very end of 
his life: see Riveries IV, OC I, 1024, tr. 43· 

All ancient sources - Hesiod's Works and Days (42-I05), Theogrmy 
{56r-6r6), Aeschylus's Prometheus Bound, Plato's Statesman {274c--d) 
agree in showing Prometheus's gift accompanied by suffering for men. 
Plutarch has his Prometheus go on to say that fire can also profit those 
who learn how to use it. He suggests as much by the title of his essay. 
This conclusion is entirely consistent with Rousseau's argument in the 
remainder of the Discourse. 

Plutarch has Prometheus himself warn against the dangers of fire; 
the frontispiece assi�s this task to Rousseau: "Prometheus's torch is 
the torch of the Sciences made to quicken great geniuses; . . .  the Satyr 
who, seeing fire for the first time, runs toward it and wants to embrace 
it, represents the vulgar who, seduced by the brilliance of Letters, 
indiscreetly give themselves over to smdy; . . .  the Prometheus who 
cries out and warns them of the danger is the Citizen of Geneva" 
(Aimut a New RefUtation [11]). 

Rousseau gave much thought to the illustrations for his works. He 
found this frontispiece, drawn by Pierre, very bad, whereas he found 
that for the Sttond Discourse very good (letter of 25 December 1757; 
CCIV, 4o8, no. 595). 
[37] the well into which truth has withdrawn In his Lttttr to 
Grimm [28], Rousseau rightly points out that the expression is as old 
as philosophy itself. It is commonly attributed to Democritus (fl. 420 
BC) (Fragment I I7); Montaigne cites it, gives its source, and rejects it 
in "On the Art of Discussion," Essays UI, 8 (Montaigne, OC go6, tr. 
'708), an essay from which Rousseau had quoted above. 
[38r the Peripatetics I.e. the Aristotelians. Rene Descartes {1596-
r6so) had propounded his theory of eitended subr>tance and vortices 
in order to provide a rigorously mathematical and mechaniod physics; 
cp. Lt MonJe, edited by Charles Adam and Paul Tannery (Paris, I!Mn
IQIO), vol. X1, pp. 43-47; Principles of Philosophy (n, 33-35; m, 45-53; 
rv, 2). Descanes's theory was overthrown by Newton. 
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{39] in what ratios bodies attract one another J\ewton's law of 
un)\;ersal gravitation: bodies attract one another in direct proporti.on to 
their mass and in inverse proportion to the squ�re of their distance. 
the proportions . . .  swept Kepler's second law: the vector radius 
from the sun to a planet sweeps out equal areas m equal times. man 
sees everything in God The doctrine propounded by i\"ioolas Male
branche (t6J8-I7I5) in Recherche de fa �·iritf (Search for Truth). two 
clocks An image used by Gottfried \\1i!belm von Leibniz (1646-1716) 
to illustrate hi> doctrine of the preestablished harmony (e.g. Second 
Eclarrrissement du Nouveau Systime; and Bayle. Dirtionnaire, "Rorar� 
ius," note H, near the end); what stars may be inhabited Probably 
refers to Bernard Le Bovier de Fontenelle's { 1657-1757) work of sci en� 
tific popularization, Enrretiens sur la p!uraliti des mondes (Conversations 
uhout tht MultJp!irity of Worlds). Insects reproduce A subiect studied 
during the decades preceding the writing of this Discourse by R.-A. 
Ferchaud de Ri:aumur (I68J-l757), as well as by Charles &nnet 
{172Q-I79J), both of whom Rousseau knew; Bonnet later wrote a refu
tation of Rousseau's Second Diuoursr under the pseudonym Philopo!is 
(pp. 223-228 above). 
[41] sumptuary laws That is to say, laws to tax and curb luxury; 
Rousseau returns to the issue in his Letter to Raynaf [ 7], and in the 
Observation.� [51] et seq . .  He deals with it at some length in the Discourse 
011 Political Economy [24], [76] and in the Considerations on the Govern
ment of Poland, 3 [14], both in SC tr. this paradox That the pursuit 
of personal wealth and the promotion of luxury contribute to the 
common weal; or, as Mandeville put it in the subtitle to his Fable of 
the Bus, Pnvate Vices, Puhlick Benefits. At the time, this was a novel 
doctrine, propounded by some English economists. It had recently been 
brought to the attention of the French public by J.�F. Melon, as Rous
seau indicates in his Last Reply [71], and it bad been cleverly popu
larized b} Voltaire in two nomrious poems, "Le ,\lfondain" (1736), and 
"Defense du Mondain, ou l'apologie du luxe" ( 1 737) . .'\lthough Rous
seau does not here name these poems and their author, they arc very 
clearly the targets of this criticism: be apostrophizes Voltaire three 
paragraphs bdow. The ancient politicians The same thought is 
stated in almost the same words by Charles-Louis de Secondat, baron 
de Montesquieu (!6&}-1755), Of the Spirit of the Laws (1748) III, J. 
One wi!l tell you "Sir Petty assumed, in his calculations, that a man 
in England is worth what be would he sold for in Algiers. That must 
be true only of England. There are countries where a man is worth 
nothing; and others where be is worth less than nothing" 
(�1onte.>quieu, Of the Spirn of the Lams xxm, 17, and cp. m, IJ). The 
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reference is to Sir William Petty, author of Essay on Polstical Arith
metick (168o); Algiers is where Moorish pirates sold Christian prisoners 
into slavery. Sybarite . . .  Lacedaemonians The inhabitants of the 
Greek city of Sybaris were so notorious for their love of luxury that 
their name has remained a S)nonym for dissoluteness. Sybaris was 
destroyed by the Crotoniats in 515 BC. The Sybarites claimed that the 
Crotoniats had Spartan help. The Crotoniats denied it. Herodotus, 
after reporting these conflicting claims, invites the reader to decide 
between them (Hisutries v, 44f.). Rousseau clearly believes the Cro
toniats' version of the events. 
[42] The Monarchy of Cyrus Alexander the Great conquered Persia 
in 334 oc; the Scythians resisted the Persians under Darius (512 BC) 
and later the Macedonians under Alexander. Two famed Republics 
Rome and Carthage - which Montesquieu compares (in Causts de Ia 
grawkur des Rumains IV) in the same tenns as those in which Rousseau 
here compares them - Rome defeating Carthage in the Punic wars, 
264-241 BC, 218-201 BC, 141)-I.J(i BC. The Roman Empire fell to the 
barbarian invasions of the Goths, the Vandals, and the Huns. The 
Franks, a Germanic people, conquered the Gauls in the fifth cen
tury, and the Saxons, another Germanic people, conquered England 
in the fifth and sixth centuries. poor Mountaineen The Swiss 
defeated the Habsburgs of Austria in 1315 and 1386 and Charles the 
Bold, Duke of Burgundy, in 1476. Charles the Fifth's heir Philip II 
of Spain (1527-1598) was, as an early English translator of the Discourst 
remarks, defeated by " Tlu Hollanders whose Employment was the 
Herring-FisMry"; they successfully rebelled against Spanish rule in 
1568, and a decade later established their independence (A Discourst 
. . .  By a Citizen of Gemva, translated by R. Wynne, A.M., London, 
1752, p. 32n.). 
[44] famed Arouet More famed, of course, in his public guise and by 
his pen name, Voltaire (1fi94-1778). 
{44}* reflections [by] Plato In the Republic v, 451c-464b; Rousseau 
frequently returned to this question; for example, in Discourse on 
Inequality, ED [2o], and I [42] with the Editorial Note; Book v of Emile; 
and throughout the Nouvelle HiloiSe. 
[45] Carle Vanloo (1705-1765) and Jean-Baptiste-Marie Pierre (1713-
1789) were renowned painters. PraxiteJes and Phidias, the greatest 
sculptors of classical Greece. Jean-Baptiste Pigal[le] ( I714-1785) was 
a fashionable sculptor. 
[47] the Goths ravaged Greece Under Alaric I, in the early fifth 
century. Charles the Eighth King of France (1483-1498) who con
quered Tuscany and Naples in 1495. Both episodes are taken almost 
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literally from _\1ontaigne'� "Of Pedantry," t:ssay5 1, 25 (Montaigne, OC 
14-3, tr. toil); but in Montaigne the remark about the effects of studies 
on martial polirie� served as an introduction to the illustrative episodes, 
whereas in Rousseau it serves as their conclusion. Montaigne had earl
ier been speaking of Sparta, and it is to Sparta that he rcters when 
speaking of "this martial polity." Rousseau failed to make the verbal 
change required by his paraphrase of Montaigne 's paragraph, and hence 
hib reference to "thi�" mart1al polity rcmams without an antecedent. 
The whole of .'\l[omaigne's essay is particularly relevant to the argument 
of the subsequent three paragraphs. 
[49] Cannae . . .  Trasimene Hannibal's greatest victories against 
Rome, in 2I6 and 21j BC respectively. Caesar crossed the Rubicon 
In 49 BC, thereby in effect bringing the Republic to an end. 
Lso] more strength and vigor than . . .  bravery "So sensible were 
the Romans of the imperfection of valor without skill and practice, 
that, in their language, the name of an army was borrowed from the 
word which signified exercise (exercitus ab lxercitandQ)": Gibbon, 
(Decline and FaH, ch. I; see also Cicero, On Duties 1, 61--92. On strength 
and vigor cp. this Disc�urse [u] and the corresponding Editorial Note. 
[51] said a Wise man Montaigne, in "Of Pedantry," Essays I, 25 
(Montaignc, OC 137, tr. IOI); the whole of Rousseau's long note 
immediately following is also drawn from that essay (Montaigne, OC 
I4If., tr. I04f.). 
[51r Pens Philosoph In the context of a discussion of the doctrine 
that has God condemn some to be damned, Diderot remarks "Of some 
people it ought to be said not that they fear God, but rather that they 
are scared of him" (Pensies pkilosopkiques nn). Even this discreet refer
ence was quite daring, since his friend's book had been publicly con
demned in I746; cp. the "Preface" [3) above, and the Editorial :\ate. 
[51]** the greatest of their Kings Agesilaus (early ninth century Be); 
see Plutarch, Saymgs of the Spartans 67. Plato In Alcibiadts I, I2Id
I22a; however, see also Plato, Laws m, 694a-698a. Astyages, in Xeno
phon This frequently cited episode is found in Education of Cyrus I, 
iii, 17; �1ontaigne's paraphrase ("Of Pedantry", Essays 1, 25; Mon
taigne, OC I42: tr., p 105) which Rousseau is here citing comes much 
closer to equating the just with the legal than dues Cyrus's teacher in 
Xenophon's account. T"\J1T'l'W "I hit." genere demonstrative The 
sc�ool term for the rhetorical form which Aristotle calls epideictic; cp . 
.1\ristotle, Rlu:tonc 1, J, with �intilian, Institutes n, xx, 23. 
[55] great Monarch Louis XIV (reigned I64J-I7I5) established 
numerous academies. 
[56] his august successor Louis XV, who reigned I7I5-I774· imi
tated by all the Kings Among them Stanislas, deposed king of 
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Poland, to whose "Reply" to this /J:sCQurse Rousseau replies in turn, 
in his Ohservatiom. 
[57] there are no bodies George Berkeley (t685-1753). no substance 
other than matter and no God other than the world. Since Rous-
seau is attributing both of these tenets to one doctrine, and since the 
equation between God and the world most clearly points to Baruch 
Spinoza (t632-1677), it would seem that he is here suggesting tktat 
Spinoza was a materialist, a bold but defensible interpretation; cp. 
Ethics 1, IS (scholium) and letter no. 56 with Bayle, Dictionnaire, "Spi
noza," note N, 11. neither virtues nor vices Evidently the philos
ophers' "internal doctrine" (see the Editorial !';ote on ObstrVations 
[39]•, pp. 334f. below), in the fonn given to that doctrine by Diderot 
and practiced by his epigone Melchior Grimm; cp. Diderot's letter to 
Landois of 26 June 1756 and Grimm's Co"espondance /ittiraire for 1 
July and IS July 1756, with Rousseau Juge de Jean-Jacques, Dialogue n 
(OC I, 841f.), Dialogue I (OC 1, 695); cp. Confessions IX (OC 1, 468}, 
RCveries III (OC 1, 1022, tr. 38). men are wolves Thomas Hobbes 
(t588-I679), near the beginning of the Epistle Dedicatory to his De 
cive or On the Citizen (I6St), remarks that "both sayings are very true: 
'that man to man is a kind of God; and that man to man is an arrant 
wolf'": De cive, edited by H. Warrander (Oarendon, Oxford, 1983), 
p. 24-; hereafter cited as De ciw; cp. Plautus, Asinaria n, iv, 88. 
[58] Leucippus Founded the atomist school (mid-fifth century BC). 
Diagoras Disciple of the atomists, he was surnamed "the Atheist," 
and in 4II BC Athens prosecuted him for impiety. the dangerous 
reveries of . . .  Hobbes In the Epistle Dedicatory to his 16-t-9 French 
translation of Hobbes's De N·w which Rousseau used, SorbiUe had 
expressed his preference for "the reveries of Hobbes, Gassendi, and 
Descartes" to the more serious thoughts of some other philosophers. 
Rousseau's own last writing was called Reveries. 
[58]• Sultan Ahmed [lli] Ruled from 1703 to 1730, and established 
a printing prew in 1727. The anecdote about Caliph Omar, who ruled 
634-'4I, is recounted in Diderot's Encyclopedia article, "BibliothCque" 
("Library"). Gregory the Great Pope from 590 to 6o4 who was 
reputed to have had all pagan books in the Palatine library destroyed, 
and in the Penstes philosophiques to which Rousseau had earlier 
referred - this Discourse (51] - Diderot speaks of Gregory's "barbarous 
zeal" against letters, adding "If it had been up to that Pontiff alone, 
we would be in the condition of the Mohammedans, who are reduced 
to reading nothing but tb.eir Koran" (xuv). As for Gregorian chant, 
see Languages 19 [4H71· 
(59} Verulam Francis Bacon (156t-1626) was created Baron Veruiam 
in I6t8. Descartes See also this Discourse [38]•, and on Newton see 
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IJ9J; on Bacon, Descartes, and :"'ewton see also Jean Le Rond d'Aiem
bert's ( I  717- I 783) Preliminary Disnmrse to the Encyclopedia (pt. n, near 
the beginning), an imponant manifesto of the Enlightenment which 
appeared within a year of this Distourse of Rousseau's. feel . . . the 
strength w go forth alone Descartes describes himself as doing !>0 
in his Dwrmrse on Method 11 (edited by Etienne Gilson [Vrin, Paris, 
1947 J, p. I6, lines 24-30). The Prince of Eloquence M. Tullius 
Cic�ro (Io6 43 Be), orator, statesman, philosopher, was Consul in 63 
BC. perhaps the greatest of Philosophers Bacon was Lord Chancel
lor in r(n8. 
{6r] speak well . . .  act well The Athenians and the Spanans; cp. 
Plutarch, Marcus Cato xxn, 4, cited by Montaigne, again in "Of Pedan
try," Essays 1, 25 (.\1ontaigne, OC I42, tr. 105). 

LETHR TO RAYNAl (pages 2()--JI) 

Guillaume-Thomas-Fran'fois Raynal (J7IJ-17!J6) is now primarily 
remembered as the author of the Pkdo5ophical and Political Histury of 
the Europeam'  lnstitutiom and Commerce r·n the Two Indies (I770), a 
work nmcd for its anticlerical and politically audacious views. He had 
been � Jesuit, but had left the Order in the late 1740s. In 1750 h.e 
be.:ame the editor of the Mercure de France. By this time he and Rous
seau had become acquainted. In the June 1751 issue of the Mercure he 
published some brief and quite friendly "Observations on 'the Dis
course' that was crowned at Dijon" in the guist of a summary of com
ments by a number of unnamed critics. Tht same issue also carried 
the preStnt Letter of RousStau 's, replying to these "Obserntions." 

The Letter to Raynal has most recently been edited by Bouchardy 
in OC 111, JI·-:n: and by Launay in the Integrale OeU'vres wmplites, vol. 
u, pp. 70.· 71, who also reprClduces Raynal's "Observations" (p. 6q); as 
docs Ludwig Tente, Die P9lemik um den ersten Discours in Frankmch 
und Deutschland (Christian-Aibre(hts-Universititt zu Kiel, 1974), pp. 
J26f. 

The italicized passages in the "Letter" are Rousseau's citations from 
the text he is discussing. 
[2] I myself said that it is worse than ignorance First Discourse 
[8]. 
[8] spare me the trouble of transcribing Both ask what the practical 
consequences of Rollsseau 's argument are for states as well as for 
individuals. 
[13] the opponent . . .  I am threatened with RaynaJ had said that 
there were rumors of a forthcoming reburral of the Discourse by an 
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Academician from "one of the better cities"; he was presumably alert
ing Rousseau to Stanislas's "Rep!}·."  

OBSERVATIONS (pages 32-51) 

The September 1751 issue of the Mercure de Frana carried an anony
mous "Reply" to the First Discourse, and Rousseau's Obsmatiom about 
it appeared in October 1751. Rousseau knew that his anonymous critic 
was Stanislas Leszinski (1677-1766), formerly Stanislas I, twice 
deposed king of Poland and the father-in-law of Louis XV of France, 
and he several times alludes to his critic's high station. In the Con
ftssUms he recalls this exchange with King Stanislas. "I seized the 
opportunity to show the public how a private penon might defend the 
cause of truth even against a sovereign. It is difficult to take a tone at 
once more proud and more respectful than the tone I took to answer 
him" (vm; OC r. 366). 

The Observations have most recendy been edited by Bouchardy in 
OC m, 35-57; by Launay in the Integrate Oeuvres c�m�plites, vol. n, pp. 
76--86, who also reprints Stanislas's "Reply" to the Discourse (pp. 72-
76), as does Tente, Polemik, pp. 158--t6g. 

The italicized passages are, again, Rousseau's direct quotations from 
the text he is discussing. 
[n} too little conunon measure Between a King praising a com
moner, and a commoner praising a King. 
[ tt r Pliny The Younger (6t�c. tt3) wrote a Panegyric ofthe Emperor 
Trajan from which Rousseau quotes in the Secr.md Discourse 11 [37}. 
[ 12]• Low of Lett en Inspires , . , Virtue See also Rousseau's remarks 
on this topic in his Letter about a New Refutation [5]. 
[17] the jewelry of the Egyptians E:rodus p2, 12:35; Augustine had 
said that one cannot safely appropriate their jewelry, that is to say the 
pagan "worldly sciences," without first celebrating the Passover: De 
doctr. Christ. n, 4'· 
[22] impious . . .  Alfonso X King of Spain (1252-t2B4.) and a keen 
student ofasrronomy, he is reported to have said that if God had asked 
him, he would have given him advice on how to improve the Creation. 
See, for example, Bayle, Dictionsry, "Castille," note H; Leibniz, Theo
dicy, § 193· 
[26] one rnodern people The Swiss, First Discouru [zz]. drawing 
abhouent comparisons between ancient or alien nations and con
temporary European societies. 
[27] I am asked here I.e. in King Stanislas's "Reply." 
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[z71" Preface to the Encyclopedia Usually referred to as the Preilmt
IWIJ' Dis<ourse, written in liS I by Jean Le Rond d'Alembert. Part II 
ends with a brief d1�cussion of the argument of the First Dtlcourse. 
[36] Josephus and Philo Flavius Josephus, Jewish historian (37-<".95) 
wrote th� JewtJh A.nttqUitles and the Jew1sh War. Philo, called Judaeus 
(zo uc -.�D 45), a philosopher, sought to synthes1ze Platonic and Biblical 
thought. The Sadducees . . .  the Pharisees Religious parties or, as 
josephus, who himself was a Pharisee, said (7ew,sh War n, r8, ii-xiv), 
philosophical sects among the Jews; the Pharisees affirmed, and the 
Sadducees denied, that in addition to the written law, Moses had 
received a divine oral law at Sinai; accordingly, the Pharisees affirmed 
and the Sadducees denied the immortality of the soul. Jesus raxed the 
first with hypocrisy, and the second with irrdigion (Mark 12:r8-27; 
cp. Luke 20:27-39, Matthew 22:23). 
[36]* Bnurgeois Gentilhomme Molihe's play was first performed in 
1670. 
[39} Saint Justin the Martyr Christian apologist, martyred in Rome 
around 165. 
[39]" Lucian The Greek satirical writer (125-190) best known for his 
Dial(Jgues of the Dead. Tertullian Powerful and influential Christian 
apologist (c. ISS-<· 220). The Epicureans . . .  the Academics . . .  the 
Stoics Views about religion held br the major philosophical schools are 
reported and discussed most fuUy in Cicero's dialogue On the Nature 
of the Gnds, to which Rousseau alludes in the last para�aph of this long 
note. Cyrenaics, as reported by Diogenes Laertius A school of 
hedonism founded by Aristippus of Cyrene, sometime companion of 
Socrates (Plato, Phaedo 59c); Rousseau here quotes from the account 
of Aristippus in Diogenes Laertius's (third century AD) Liws and Opi
nions of the Emment Plulasophm (n, 98f.): Sustulit amicttiam qU()d ea 
neque in.s1Pientibus neque sapimtibw adsit . . .  Probabile dicebat prudentem 
v1rnm non seipsum pro patria periculis exponere, m:que enim pro itmPientium 
commodi1 amittendam esse prudentiam. Purto quoque et adu/ten"o et so.mle
gio rum umpesth.>Um mt daturum opero.m sapientem. Nihil quippe horum 
turpe natura esse. Sed auftratur de h1Stt "UU!garis opinio, quae e stultorum 
1mperitorumque plebecula confio.ta est . . .  sapientem publice absque ullo 
pudore ar susp1rione scortis congressurum. Pythagoras (fl. 540-510 BC). 
The doctrine primarily associated with his name is that "the principles 
of numbers are the elements of al! the beings" (Aristotle, Metaphysics 
1, 5, q86a r and context). His school drew a distinction between the 
acousmatics, or those of his followers who had heard only swnmaries of 
his reaching, and the mathematicians, or those who had learned the fully 
elaborated teaching. Dideror refers to this doctrine of double truth in 
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his Encyclopedia article "Pythagorisme." The internal doctrine . . . 
the Chinese . . .  Atheists or Philosophers Jean Baptiste Barbeyrac, 
in the preface to his French edition of Pufendorf's Lt Droit de Ia nature 
et des gens (Right of Nature and of Nations), which Rousseau knew well, 
writes about a Chinese philosopher "whose sentiments prevail lO this 
day": "His disciples have an external doctrine which they preach to the 
people in order, they say, to hold it to its duties, and which consists in 
teaching that there is a real difference between good and evil, the just 
and the unjust, and that there is another life where one will De rewarded 
or punished for what one has done in this life. But the internal doctrine, 
which is only for the initiates, reduces itself to a kind of Spinozism 
which wipes out religion and morals" (p. !xu). So, too, Locke (16]2-
1704): "the Jesuits themselves, the great encomiasts of the Chinese, do 
all to a man agree, and will convince us that the sect of the literati, or 
learned, keeping to the old religion of China, and the ruling party there, 
are all of them atheists." An Essay Concerning Human Understanding 
(169o), I, 4, § viii; see also Bayle, Dictionary, "Spinoza," note B; and 
the Editorial Note about the "internal doctrine" to First Discourst [57], 
p. JJI above. 
[39]'*'* Oement of Alexandria (c. 15()--(. 215) was author of, among 
others, an Hortatory Address to the Greeks aimed at converting them. 
[43] subject the word of God to the rules of Grammar Gregory 
the Great; the remark is reported by Bayle, Dictionary, "Gregory," note 
M, as well as by Diderot, Prnsies philosophiq��es (1746), XLIV; on Pope 
Gregory, see also Fwst Discourse [58]'•. 
[48] not;,. the manner of Aristotle Non Aristotelico more, sed PJscatorio. 
[51] for every Aristippw . . .  The founder of the Cyrenaic school of 
philosophy; see Editorial Note to {Jg]'* above. 
[53] hypocrisy an homage vice pays to virtue Fran�ois de La 
Rochefoucauld (16IJ-t68o), Ma.rims (1678), no. 218. beautiful souls 
or belles dmes, are, as the context indicates, passionate and forthright, 
and even their faults may be innocent, in contrast to petty, calculating 
hypocrites, who are suspect even when they do what is right. The 
heroine and the hero of the Nouvelle Hllofse are "beautiful souls" (1, x; 
I, xiii; IV, xii; OC n, 52, 52, 459); Julie's husband, M. de Wolmar, on 
the other hand, is a ''noble soul" (II, vi; OC u, �og). Rousseau used the 
expression "beautiful souls" as the caption for the seventh illustration 
in the novel, an engraving which depicts the heroine and her husband 
welcoming her former lover to their home (OC n, 766f.). He calls spe
cial attention to the caption, and hence to the expression and to what 
he means by it, in the second preface to the novel (OC n, 13); the term 
and the notion become important in Romanticism, especially in 
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German Romanttcism. Louis-Dominique Bourguignon, alias Car
touche "'\otorious chief of a hand of brigands (1693- 1721 ). Cromwell 
Rousseau consistent!' taxes 0\iYer Cromwell ( 1599-1658) with being a 
hypocrite for seekini worldly power in the name of rdigion (also in SC 
!Y 8 (26]). 
[55]"" are found together . . .  all the other things These two lines 
are unaccountabl� omitted in the Pltiade and the Inttgrale editions. 
[6z]* the Philosopher I . . .  mentioned D'Aicmbert, in the Prelum
nary Dis··ourse to the Enqdopedia, mentioned at [ 27]"". 
[64] Solon (c. 639-C. 559 BC), the great reformer of the laws of Athens, 
when asked whether he had given the Athenians the best laws possible, 
replied 'The best they could tolerate": Plutarch, Solon xv, 2. 
[65] a great Prince King Stanislas, tu whom these Obsen:ation:; are 
aJJresscd, had founded the Royal Academy of Sciences and Letters of 
1.\"ancy in the very year of this exchange, 1751. 

LETTER TO GRIMM {pages 52--62) 

As Rousseau points out in his first sentence, Gautier's refutation 
appeared in the October 17 5 t issue of the. \.Jercure. Canon Joseph Gaut
ier (d. 1776) is fully identified by the titles he lists at the head of his 
"Refutation," and by which Rousseau therefore addresses him in this 
rejoinder. Gautier ov.ed his ';arious positions to the patronage of King 
Stanislas, who had also only recently established the Academy of 
Nancy. 

It seems likely that Gautier's "Refutation" was planned in conjunc
tion with Stanislas's "Reply." In any event, Rousseau is known to have 
been. working on his rejoinders to both sets of objections at the same 
time, and it seems reasonable to think of them together. In the Obser
vations he had tried to persuade King Stanislas, as he had earlier tried 
to persuade the Dijon Academy, to adopt a position at odds with their 
self-interest narrowly construed. Gautier, on the other hand, begins, as 
Rousseau correctly points out, with some rather fawning references to 
hi> royal patron, and he ends with an open appeal to his fellow Aca
demicians' narrow self-interest. This leads Rousseau to draw a sharp 
contrast, both at the beginning and at the end of the present Letter, 
between himself, the citizen of a free city and the spokesman tOr its 
best interests, and Gautier, the member of learned professions and of 
an Academy under royal patronage and the spokesman for their inter
ests. The Lettl:l" is thus made to illustrate one of the major themes of 
the Discourse which initially occasioned this exchange. 

The ostensible addressee of the Letter. Baron Friedrich-Melchior 
Grimm (1723 -1807), belonged to Diderot's circle. At the t1me ofthi� 
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wntmg, he and Rousseall were good friends. Grimm took over the 
editorship of the Correspondanct Jitziraire from Raynal in 1753, and he 
became an influential figure on the Paris literary and cultural scene. 
Later he and Rousseau broke, and Rousseau asked his publisher to omit 
Grimm's name from the title of this letter. The relations with Grimm 
form a major strand in the story Rousseau tells in the Conftssions. 

This Letter to Grimm, dated I November 1751, appeared in pamphlet 
form. It has most recently been edited by Bouchardy in OC m, 59-7o; 
and by Launay in the Inti:grale, Oeut•res compUtes, val. 11, pp. Ioo-to6, 
who also reprints Gautier's "Refutation," (pp. 93-99); as does Tente, 
Polemik, pp. 184-202. 

The italicized passages throughout Rousseau's text are, again, direct 
quotations from the text he is discussing. 
[3] the Prosopopeia of Louis the Great In defense of the arts and 
sciences which Gautier wrote in imitation and refutation of Rousseau's 
prosopopeia of Fabricius, First Discourse [32]. 
[6] our soldiers are not Rhumurs and Fontenelles Gautier had 
mentioned Reaumur and Maupertuis; Rent-Antoine Ferchault de 
RUumur ( 168J-I7S7), renowned scientist; Bernard le Bovier de Fon
teneUe (1657-17S7), for almost half a century the permanent Secretary 
of the Academy of Sciences, widely influentia1 popularizer of the new 
science, and vigorous partisan of the modems; Pierre Louis Moreau 
de Maupertuis (1&)8-1759), distinguished mathematician and natural 
philosopher, became president of the Berlin Academy of Sciences. 
[7) Herodotus, Strabo . . .  Tacitus In contradiction to Rousseau's 
praise of the Scythians, the early Germans, and the early Persians, 
Gautier refers to the reports of the Scythians' harsh ways in Herodotus 
(c. �· 425 oc), Hist11ries IV, 1-143, and in Strabo (63 BC-AD 2S), 
Geography vn, 30o-JOJ; to the unfavorable description of the early Ger
mans by the Roman geographer Pomponius-Me!a (first century AD); 

and to the revulsion at the Persians' harems and their tolerance of 
incest expressed by Charles Rollin (I66I-IHr) in his widely read and 
translated Histoire ancienne, Bk. rv, ch. 4, art. iv. Rousseau, on the other 
hand, had referred to Xenophon (c. 43o-c. 340 BC), at First Discour;e 
[22), {SI]••, and to Tacitus (AD c. SS-120) at First Discourse [22]. 
[u] the Kalmuks, nomadic Mongol tribes of western China, the 
Bedouins, nomadic Arab tribes of the North African and Near Eastern 
deserts, and the Kaffirs South African race belonging to the Bantu 
family. 
[IS] "We readily inquire . . .  what hlocklu:adsl" Montaigne, "On 
Pedantry," Essays 1, 25 (Montaigne, OC 135, tr. roo); Rousseau 
reversed the order of Montaigne's text, which hegin� "Call out . . .  " 
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1 1 7 1  a passage in Plato Phaedrus 274C-275c, cp. First Discourse [36]; 
Ozymandias Legendary king of Egypt, presumably Rameses II, who 
ruled from about IJOO to 1232 BC. In his Refututwn, Gautier refers to 
Dwdoru� of Sicily's (first century Be) report (Hist. 1, 1 ,  49) that Ozym
andias had built rhe first publie library, and had inscribed on its portal 
"Remedies for the Soul's Ills"; the episode is also recounted in Dide
rot\ Encyclopedia article "Bibliothfque." 
[21] Carneades Gautier refers w the famous episode when the Greek 
philosopher Carneades (214/2Iq-I29 HC), founder of the Third or 1\ew 
Ac�demy, while in Rome on an embassy, publicly argued in support of 
natural right one day, and just as v1gorously argued against it the next 
day; to the elder Cato's indignation at this display, and to his sharp 
condemnation of Greek philosophy; and to the fact that in his old age 
that �arne Cato studied Greek in order to read Plato's dialogue on the 
immortality of the soul, the Phaedo, in the original. 
[25] the Stoics . . .  in my camp In the passage just quoted by Rous
seau, Gautier had spoken of "stoic sternness." 
[ 28] truth . . .  to the bottom Qf a well Pint Discourse [37 J and Editorial 
Note . 

[ 29] I notice that M. Gautier Rousseau omitted this paragraph in 
some editions of this text. 

[J] 1 The victories of the Athenians over . . . et'ttl the Lacedaemoniam 
Reading mfme as Gautier had written, rather than mhnes as both the 
OC and the lnttgrale (Launay) editions do. what I said about the 
defeat of Xerxes . . .  outcome of the Peloponnesian War Xerxes, 
king of Persia (485-465 BC), whose attempted invasion of Greece was 
finally repulsed at Salamis in 480 BC. In the First Diswurse, Rousseau 
had said that by this time the Persians had become corrupted, whereas 
the Athenians were corrupted by the arts and sciences in the course of 
the subsequent century; and within seventy-five years, in 405 Be, the 
Peloponnesian War ended with the defeat of Athens by Sparta. funds 
intended for the war are used Reading destinis and empfoyis, as Gautier 
had written and the sense demands, instead of erroneously repeating 
destin($ as both the OC and the Integra!e (Launay) editions do. 
[38] the Utrecht Gazette . . .  account of M. Gautier's Work This 
indeed most laudatory page about Gautier's Refutation is reproduced 
in Tente, Po/emik, pp. 204f. As Rousseau points out in his Last Reply 
[74]", Gautier wrote an answer to the present Letter. 

LA.ST REPLY (pages 63-85) 

This Reply was occasioned by a lengthy Discourse nn the Benefits of the 
Snmces and Art! by M. Bordes, initially read before the Academy of 
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Lyon in June 1751, printed in the December issue of the Mercure, and 
published in pamphlet form in the spring of the following year. Charles 
Bordes (I7II�I781) and Rousseau had been friends some ten years 
earlier, when Rousseau lived in Lyon. At the time, Rousseau addressed 
two verse Epistles to Bordes (OC u, IIJG-IIJJ), and he recalls that 
period at the beginning of Book VII of the Confessions. In the next Book, 
he refers briefly to the present exchange with Bordes and to Bordes's 
later animus toward him (OC 1, z8o--z8r, 366). 

The Last Reply has most recently been edited by Bouchardy in OC, 
m, 71--96; and by Launay in the lnttgrale Oeuvres romplites, vol. 11, pp. 
I4I�IISJ, who also reprints Bordes's Ducourse (pp. 134-141); as does 
Tente, Polemik, pp. JOJ-JZJ. 

Italicized passages throughout the Last Reply are, again, Rousseau's 
citations from the text he is discussing. 
Let us appear to remain silent not Ne, dum taamus, non verecundiae 
sed diffidentiae cawa tacere videamur. St. Cyprian (c. zro--zs8), Against 
Demetrianw. 
[4]• the famous Philosopher Montesquieu, arguing against slavery 
based on contempt for alien ways, Of the Spirit of the Laws xv, 3· A 
king of Lacedaemon The episode is told by Plutarch in his Of Envy 
and Hatred v, as well as in his Lift of Lycurgus V, 9· 
[S]" It cost Socrates Meletus brought charges against him in the name 
of the poets, Anytus in the name of the artisans and the politicians, and 
Lycon in the name of the orators (Plato, Ap(}logy of Socrates 2Jt-248). 
Just as in his paraphrase of the Apology in the First Diswurse Rousseau 
had made no mention of Socrates's criticism of the political men, so 
here he omits to mention that charges were brought against him in 
their name. when I asserted that Socrates would not have had to 
drink the hemlock Pint Discourse [33]. 
[ 12 ]• memorable examples of continence Plutarch, in his essay On 
Curiosity (xm), tells how Cyrus of Persia (c. s8S-SZ9 BC) and Alexander 
the Great (356--]z3 BC) both chose not to behold women of great beauty 
lest they be distracted by their charms. Elsewhere he concludes an 
account of the conduct of the Elder - not the Younger - Scipio (c. 
Z]6--184 BC) on conquering the Spanish city of New Carthage. "But 
one thing, above all the rest, chiefly increased his praise, and won him 
great love and good-will, as a mirror and example of aJl virtue. There 
was a young lady taken prisoner, that in beauty excelled all the women 
in Carthage: whom he carefully caused to be kept, and preserved from 
violence and dishonour. And afterwards, when he knew that she was 
married unto Lucceius, Prince of the Celtibarians, he sent for her hus
band that was a very young man, and delivered her unto him, 
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umouched or dishonoured. Lucccius, not forgetting his noble courtesy 
unto her, did let all his subjects understand the great bounty. modesty, 
and excellency of all kinds of virtues that were in this Roman general: 
and shordy after he returned again to the Roman's camp with a great 
number of horsemen" (Life of Scipio Afncanus, :'\orth tr.). An ancient 
shield in the French Royal Collection at the Louvre known as 
"Scipio's Shield" had, according to tradition, been given to Scipio on 
[hat occasion (Delaruelle, "Les Sources principales deJ.-J. Rousseau," 
p. 248, n. 3). Falises was conquered . . .  Pyrrhus driven from 
Pyrrhus defeated the Romans in two successive campaigns (28o and 
279 Be), inflicting � but also sustaining � great losses. The Romans 
were ready to l"Ontinue to do battle regardless of the cost to them. 
Pyrrhus could not do so, and therefore had to abandon his Italian cam
paign; hence the expression "Pyrrhic vil"tory." the Poet Dryden John 
Dryden (163t�I700). 
[16] abandoned to the faculties of instinct The expression is 
Bordes's, in a passage which Rousseau quotes in this Reply (40 ]. 
[35] Caryatids Classical columns in the form of draped female figures. 
[38] Did not Ochus shine . . .  Atlas . . .  Zoroaster . . .  Zamolxis 
Religious innovators, although Ochus or Artaxcrxes III, king of Persia 
(358--338 Be), seems om of place in this list. Philosophy . . .  among 
the Barbarians Cp. Plato, Republic VI, 499c. Miltiades led the victori
ous Athenians against the Persians in the battle of .Marathon, in 490 
BC. Themistocles (c. 523�459 BC) fortified Piraeus, the port of Athens, 
and persuaded Athens to build up its nal'y; he later led the victorious 
Greeks against the Persians in the battle of Salamis, in 480 BC 
(Herodotus, HIStories vu, 144; Thucydides, Peloponnesian Wars 1, 14; 
Plutarch's 'Life af Themistoclts rv). Aristides, surnamed the Just, fought 
at Marathon and at Salamis, and led the Athenians in the final decisive 
battle against the Persians at Plataca in 4 79 llC. Two years later he 
achieved leadership of the Maritime Confederacy in Athens; the laws 
which he drew up for that confederacy were regarded as exemplary. 
Socrates's dates are 469--399 BC; Plato's are 429-347 BC. 
[40] Cicero's eloquence . . .  his zeal Cicero was consul in 63 BC, 
when Catiline's conspiracy was discovered. He exposed and prosecuted 
the conspirators, and his speeches on the occasion are models of civic 
oratory. 
[42] the foresight of that boor Themistocles See Editorial Note to 
[38]; who did not know how to play the flute A taunt to which he 
replied, "But give me a sma!l, weak and unknown city, and I will make 
it great, strong, and renowned": Plutarch, Them1stocles n, 4; Cim011 IX, 1 .  
[46] Thermopylae The mmmtain pass held by Spartan King Leonidas 
against the vastly superior invading Persian forces. When he learned 
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that he had been betrayed, he dismissed all allies and, with only three 
hundred of his countrymen, fought the advancing enemy to the death 
in 480 BC (Herodotus, Histories vn, 202-226). 
[46]• Pericles (4-95-.. p9 Be), political leader of Athens during what is 
often called the city's Golden Age. Rou�u's doubts about his political 
leadership echo those raised by Plato and, less directly, by Thucydides. 
Alcibiades (4-5o--404- BC), the brilliant and flamboyant public figure, 
had advised the Athenians to launch the ruinous Sicilian expedition. 
Thucydides, in his account of the episode, leaves open the possibility, 
as Rousseau does here, that Alcibiades might have brought that 
npedition to a sucressful conclusion (Ptfqponnesian Wars VI, xv). 
[47] the Ephors The five overseers elected annually in Sparta, and 
who exercised great authority in all of the city's affairs. 
[49] Tiberius (42 BC-AD 37), Emperor of Rome (AD 14-37) known for 
his suspil--ious and cruel nature. Catherine de Medici (IS19-1 589), 
cruel Regent of France, largely responsible for the Saint Bartholomew 
Massacre of Protestants (1572). 
[49)• It is not Rousseau . . .  it is Montai.gne in "Of the Younger 
Cato," Essays 1, 37 {Montaigne, OC 226, tr. 170). 
[49]•• Curius, refusing the presents Curius Dentatus defeated the 
Samnites in his first consulship, in 290 Be, and Pyrrhus in his second 
consulship in 275 BC. 
[5 I] Cato . . .  the model of the purert virtue Marcus Porcius Cato 
(95-46 BC), surnamed Utican, great-grandson of Cato the Censor, on 
whom he modeled himself. He was an adherent of the Stoic sect. He 
had consistendy opposed Caesar's ambitions, and when Caesar's armies 
prevailed, CatO chose to take his life rather than survive the Republic. 
He soon became a legendary hero of Republicanism. See Seneca, Ltttm 
to Lut:�11us XCV, 59-71; his On ProvidttJce, from which Rousseau quotes 
in the next paragraph; and especially Plutarch's Lift o[Cat11. Rousseau 
calls Cato "the greatest of men" in the Second Diswurse 11 [57], and in 
the Lttter to d'A/emhert (p. 38; tr. p. 29); in the Discourse on P11litical 
Econrnny [Jo] (SC tr. and OC m, 255), and in the Discourse on Heroic 
Virtue [38] above, he compares and contrasts Cato with Socrates. 
[52] Behold a spectacle . . .  Ecce spntacu/um dignum ad quod respiciat, 
intentas qpm suo, lkus. Ecce par Deo dignum, vir fortts cum mala fortuna 
comp11situs. NMt video, inquam, quid habtat in terris Jupiter puldriw, si 
converttre animum velit, quam ut specter Caumem, jam parhbus nMI semtf 
ftactU, 11ihilominus inttr ruinas publicas ffectum. Seneca, On Providtm:t n. 
[53] Brutus Lucius Junius Brutus, leader of the revolt that rid Rome 
of the Tarquins (510 sc) and established the Republic. Dtcius Mu�, 
Publius, Roman consul in 34-0 BC, dedic.ued himself to the gods of the 
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underworld for the sake of victory by the Roman armies. Lucretia, wife 
of Lucius Collatinus, committed suicide after being raped by Sextus 
Tarquinius. The ensuing outrage led to the overthrow of the Tarquins 
in the insurrection led bv Lucius Junius Brutm (Plutarch, Life of Pub
lim Valmus Pub!twla, near the beginning). In 1754 Rousseau began a 
play, "The Death of Lucretia." L. Virginius slew his daughter to save 
her from being ensla�ed by the tyrannical Dccemvir Appius Claudius; 
the public outrage against the Decemvirs expressed itself in an uprising 
which restored the Republic (449 BC); on the Decemvirs, see also SC 
m r8 [4]. Scaevola or "the left-handed,'" the name given to C. Mucius. 
\Vhen the Etruscan King Porsena marched against Rome to restore the 
Tarquim to the throne (507 BC), C. Mucius tried to kill him. Caught 
in the attempt and threatened with torture, he plunged his right hand 
into a bed of live coals to show his indifference w pain. Early in his 
Conje1siuns Rousseau reca!ls how, when he was a child, he got so carried 
away while tellmg the stor)' ofScaevola that he walked over to a brazier, 
ready to reenact the scene he was recounting (OC I, 9). 
[54] . . .  the case our century finds most revolting . . .  The sons of 
Brutus, Titus and Tiberinus, having conspired to resmre the Tarquins, 
were condemned by Brutus to death. Machiavelli justifies Brutus'� 
action very differently: "\\lhoever seizes a tyranny and does not kill 
Brutus, and whoever makes a state free and dat:� nut kill Brutus's sons, 
maintains him5elf a short time": Disrourus m, 3; cp. 1, 16. 
[57] Philip's ventures Philip (382-336 Be), king of Macedonia, gradu
ally conquered the Greek cities on the Macedonian coast and eventually 
defeated an alliance led by Athem at the Battle of Chaeroneia in 338 
RC, thereby putting an end to the independence of Greece. 
[57[* Titus Titus Flavius Sabinus Vespasianus, emperor of Rome (AD 
79-81). "As a private person . . .  " Pr1wtus alque ctlam sub patrc prm
cipc, nc Qdio quidcm, 'ledum vituperationc publica caruir. At 1/li ea jilma 
pro bono cessit, ron versa que est m maxi mas laudes. Suetonius, L1vcs of the 
Caesar:; 1, vii. 
[61] Cortes Hemando Cortes Jed the Spanish conquest of Mexico 
ISI9-I5ZL Guatimozin The Aztec chief defeated by Cortes and 
executed on his orders; the story of his proud lJe..tring was widely 
known; see e.g. Voltaire, Essai sur les moeurs ch. 147 (near the end); 
Diderot and d'Alembert's Encyclopedia, "Mexico"; Raynal, Philosophi
cal and Political HIStory, Bk. VI, ch. 9· 
[64] It  would appear, we are told Rousseau is here quoting a 
sentence m which Bordes is quoting a sentence from Firsl Discourse 
[57). 
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[65] Hebert A jeweler who supplied the Court at the time of this 
writing. Lafrenaye A painter. Dulac Unidentified. Martin The name 
of two renowned cabinetmakers (Bouchardy, in OC III, 1278). 
[66] A good mind needs little learning Paucis est opus iituris ad mentem 
honam (Seneca, Moral Letters CVI, near the end). 
[67] We are told to mourn the education of the Persians See First 
Discourse [22] and [sr]n, and references. Be he Trojan or Rutulian 
Tros Rotulusve foat (Vergil, Aeneid x, ro8). 
[61)] can delude only informed minds. I don't know how to rep!�' 
Rousseau pretends not to realize that informed is a misprint for unin
formed in Bordes's text. 
[71] Melon Jean-Fran�ois Melon ( t68o-I7J8), author of an Essai poli
tique sur /e commerce (2nd enlarged edition, 1734), and of an "Apology 
of Luxury." In addition to his defense of luxury, that is to say of a 
public policy favoring the pursuit of material well-being and affluence 
unhampered by mora] restraints or sumptuary laws, Melon strongly 
defended slavery on economic grounds. 
(74]• I am told that M. Gautier Cp. Letter to Gn"mm [38]. 

LETTER ABOUT � NEW REFUTATION (pages 86-91) 

The Rifutatwn that occasioned this Letter appeared in late 1751. As 
Rousseau indicates, it was published together with a reprint of the 
Discourse: typically each page of the book is divided into two columns, 
the left reproducing Rousseau's text, the right bearing the author's 
point-by-point criticism; an addendum goes on to take issue with Rous
seau's Ohsen.1ations. According to its title page, this Refutation was the 
work of a member of the Dijon Academy who had voted against award
ing the prize to Rousseau's entry; but in a statement published in the 
August 1752 issue of the Mercure de France, the Academy categorically 
denied that the Refotation was by one of its own. This prompted 
Claude-Nicolas Lecat, surgeon in Rouen, the Perpetual Secretary of 
that city's Academy and a member of numerous other learned societies, 
to acknowledge that he was the author of the Refutation, and to attempt 
to justify the fact that he had published it as he had. 

Rousseau's Letter has been reedited most recently by Bouchardy in 
OC m, 97-102; and by Launay in the Integrale Oeuvres crnnplitrs, vol. 
Ill, pp. 173-176, which also reprints Lecat's RefotatiiJn, the Dijon Acad
emy denial of his membership in that Academy, and Lecat's 
acknowledgment of his authorship, although it unfortunately does so 
with unacknowledged omissions (pp. ISJ-173, 176-18o). The reJevant 
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texts arc reprinted in their integrity by Tcntc, PvlemJk, pp. 21o--288, 
39CJf, 402-4l l ·  
fsl the French Academy Prize this year The topic for the Acad
emy's 1752 competition in eloquence was: "The Love of Letters 
Inspires the Love of Virtue." Rousseau remarh on the choice of this 
topi!.: in ObservatiOns ! 1 2  )*. 
[8] Jean de La Fontaine ( r621-1695), I'Oicolas Boileau (I6]6--I7I 1 ), 
Moliere (1622- r6iJ), Vincent Voiture (159R-Ifi48), Jean Frans;ois 
Regnard ( I6SS-I709), Jean Baptiste Louis Gresser (I709-I777l are 
writers Lccat had mentioned. He had further spoken of Nimrod as a 
tyrant and a criminal (cp. Genem to:!l---10), and said that any time 
thirty Picardy Peasants gather for a dance, they will fight more than 
will any five hundred people at a hall, adding, ''if you have a farm or 
a piece of land in those parts of the country, you could not expect 
much profit." 
[9] drawn from Clenard a term used by Cicero Lecat suggests 
that the term "investigation," which was unfamiliM in French before 
its occurrence in the Ftrst Discourse [38], had been adapted by Rousseau 
from a Latin expression w be found in the Primer by Nicola� Clenard, 
professor at the Cniversity of Lou vain. As Rousseau correctly points 
out, the Larin 1nvestigatio may be found in Cicero's On Duties (1, iv. 
13; vi, 19). 
[9]* The Lyon Discourse . . .  my reply Bordes's DiJcourse and Rous-
seau's so-ca!led LaM Reply in response to it, above. 
[g]•i!> "why should I be denied?" 

EKo cur, acquirere pauca 
St possum, mvideor; cum lmgua Catonis et Enni 
Sermonen Patrium ditaJ•en"(l 

Horace, On the Art of Poetry 55--57 

[10] what their shoulders can carrv 

qutd vaJeant hu�n 

Horace, On the Art of Poetry, 40 

[ I I J  I had said In First /)jswurse [8!; Rousseau has changed the original 
wording slightly. Lulie's pretentious doctrine Raymond tulle 
(IZJ5--IJIS), the Catalan polymath, claimed to have devised an "art 
of finding truth" by means of a formal classification of all being and 
knowltdge. 
[121 The following wise lesson formulated by a Philosopher, 
namely Rousseau himself in .Heth�dfOr a Book [9]. 
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PRHACE TO NARCISSUS (pages 92-106) 

Rousseau wrote this Preface in the winter of I752-1753, and published 
it soon thereafter together with the text of the Narci:;sus, or The 
Self-Lover. 

NarciS$US is the earliest of several plays he wrote or sketched as a 
young man (Conf Ill, OC I, uo}. None of them was performed at the 
time. In 1742 or 1743 he showed the NarciS$us to the great playwright 
Marivaux (1688--1763), who "touched it up" (Conf vn, OC 1, 287). 
Rousseau continued, in later years, to write at least fragments of pla)'11, 
tales and allegories, and musical entertainments. He composed his best 
known opera, Lt Devin du village or The Village Soothsayer, early in 
1752, at a time when the public debate about the First Discouru was 
still very intense. It was performed before the Court to considerable 
acclaim in October of that year. The King wanted to reward Rousseau 
with a pension. Rousseau declined it by not appearing at the ceremony 
at which it was to be awarded him. The reasons for his action were 
many and complex, but the fear that, as the beneficiary of royal favors, 
he might no longer feel perfectly free to speak his mind on the most 
important issues, or that others might impugn his motives for what he 
said or did, certainly played an important part in his decision. He had 
long ago decided to live free and poor, and he remained faithful to that 
resolve. Diderot and others of his friends remonstrated with him for 
it (Co'!f. vm, OC 1, 374-381). 

In the wake of the success enjoyed by the Droin du village, the youth
ful NarciS$US was brought out of its drawer and produ<:ed. The premiere 
took place on 18 December 1752. Although he apparently did not think 
much of the play, Rousseau rightly judged the Preface which he now 
wrote for it to be one of his better writings, adding that in it "I began 
to revM my principles a little more than I had done up to that time" 
(Con! vm, OC 1, 388). In the immediate sequel he goes on to say that 
he developed these principles fully in his next major writing, the Dis
CUUTSt &n the Origin of /nequa/iry, the theme for which was announced 
that very year, 1753. 

This Preface is Rousseau's last major published contribution to the 
controversy most immediately aroused by the First Discourse. His nen 
major public statements on the issues which he had first raised in that 
Discourse are the Utter to d'Alembrrt (1758), and the "Prefaces" to the 
Nouvtlle Hilofse (1761). 

The standard contemporary edition llf the Preface is that by Jacques 
Scherer, in OC n, 959-974· 
[ 1] I wrote this Play at the age of eighteen He wrote it in his early 
twenties: "I lied by a few years" (Co'!f. 111, OC I, 120). 
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Ed1torial note:i to pages 92-99 

[z] convince . . .  persuade Rousseau draws the distinction throughout 
his work; it i� briefly discu�sed in the editor's Introduction, p. ni 
above; for references to other occurrences of the formula, see the Edi
torial '\'ote to Voltaire [30]. 
[3]* the four German sermons of which one begins paraphrases 
almost without parody the beginning of a speech by Johann Friedrich 
Burschcr delivered in I752 "in defense of learning and the fine arts, 
against .\1. Rousseau of Geneva" on the occasion of the birthday of 
the King of Saxony. For the full text of this and the other speeches 
delivered on that occasion, sec Tente, Pofemik, pp. 458-547. 
hl** In the .lfercure for August 1752 See the introductory Editorial 
::\ote to the Letter about a New Refutation, p. 343 above. 
[g] enough glibness, not enough wisd(ml Satis loquentiae, sapientae 
parum. According to the Roman grammarian Aulius Gellius (c. I65-
I23 BC), this is how the grammarian Valerius Probm undersrood Sal
lust's (86--34 Be) remark (in The Catiline Crmspiracy v, 4) "enough elo
quence, too little wisdom," satix eloquentiae. saptenttae parum (Attic 
l'-.'tghts I, I 5, I 8). I am indebted tu my colleague Professor ..\1ichael 
Roberts for this reference. Hobbes quotes Sallust's remark correctly in 
De ci;.,·e xu, 1 2  and Elements (If Law, ll, 8 § xiii. 
[15r The Villain The pia)' Le Michant by the former Jesuit Jean 
Baptiste Louis Gresset, written in 1745 and first performed in 1747· 
[2ol the absurd systems of such men as Leucippus Leucippus (fl. 
45o-420 Be) originated the atomic theory. Diogenes Called The Cynic 
(fourth century BC), he was notorious for the extremes to which he 
\'lent in leading a life of utter independence. Pyrrho of Elis (c. 365-
c. 275 oc) was the founder of skepticism. Protagoras of Abdera (c. 
48o-4I I Be), the most famous and successful of the Sophists, is best 
remembered for his dictum "man is the measure of all things." T. 
Lucretius Carus (99-55 Be), the distinguished Roman follower of the 
materialist and hedonist Epicurus, and author of the majestic didactic 
poem On the l'>iature (lf Th111gs. Thomas Hobbes (1588-I679}, the great 
English political philosopher who;,e teaching has frequently been taken 
to be strictly materialist and atheist. Bernard Mandeville (I6-]o-·I7JJ), 
author of The Fable of the Bees, subtitled Private Vices, Publick Benefits. 
[23]"' Here is a modern example . . .  The Republic of Genoa More 
precisely, the Corsican Academy, or Academy of Bastia, was restored 
in 1749 by the Marquis de Cursay, commanding general of the French 
troops charged with pacifying Corsica on behalf of Genoa, and he mani
festly did try to revive the Academy for the very reasons Rousseau here 
mentions. Rousseau wrote his Discourse on Heroic Virtue for the 
Corsican Academy's I75I Prize Essay Competition. 



Editorial notes to pages 9()-IOJ 

[ 24] "if science, trying to ann us . . .  seek cover behind it" Mon
taigne, "Of Physiognomy," Essays 111, 12 (Montaigne, OC 1016, tr. 
795). The adjective "vain'' in the last line was added by Rousseau. 
[30 r He is not moved by the people's fasces . . .  

Ilium non populi fasm, non purpura Regum 
Ffexit, et infidos agitans discordia ftarres; 
Non rts Romanat, pen"turaque regna. Neque ille 
Aut do/uit miserans inopem, aut invidit kabemi. 

Vergil, Georgics 495f., 498f. 

[32] He is born to act and to think, not to reOect. In a striking 
passage of his next major writing, Rousseau will say "If [nature] des
tined us to be healthy then, I almost dare assert, the state of reflection 
is a state against Nature, and the man who meditates is a depraved 
animal" (Second Discourse I [9]). 
l34r' the two first Kings of Rome Romulus and Numa. "The name 
Rome which purponedly comes from Romulus is Greek, and means 
force; the name Numa is also Greek, and means Law. How likely is it 
that the first two Kings of that city should have borne in advance names 
so appropriate to what they did?" (SC IV 4 [I ]•). 
[39] I needed a test The Devin du village had been very successful, 
and Rousseau later described his feelings of pleasure at its first perform
ance; yet the next day he refused the offer of a royal pension. He may 
well have exaggerated the lack of success of the Narcissus in order to 
dramatize his equanimity in the face of failure as much as of success. 

SECOND LETTER TO BORDES (pages 107-IIO) 

Bordes was not satisfied with Rousseau's Last Reply, and set to work 
on a renewed, more elaborate criticism of the argument of the First 
DUcourst. When Rousseau heard of this project, he wrote his old friend 
a cordial letter assuring him that their differences of opinion did not 
alter his fond memories of him, and adding, rather flatteringly, that 
Bordes was the only one of his critics he took seriously. But he also 
warned him that he might once again choose to reply in public (May 
1753, CC n, 218, no. 197). However, after reading Bordes's second 
rejoinder, he judged it much inferior to the first (CC D, 231f., no. 203), 
and never went beyond drafting the present Preface of a reply to it. 
Besides, by l\ovember of 1753 his thoughts and energies became 
absorbed by what was to become his second Discourse. 

Bordes read his own Stcl)nd Discl)urse on the Benefits of the Sciences 
and the .Arts before the Lyon Academy in August 1752; it was published 
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in ;\ugust 1753. By then. Romseau's Prefiue to "i\'arcissus" had 
appeared, and Bordes appended some comments on it to his own text. 

This Preftue of a second letter to Bordes remaint:d unpublished 
during Rousseau\ lifetime. It wa� first published in Oeu;)res et wrre
spondanre inidites de ].-] Rmmnm, edited by M. G. Streckeisen
.'vlou!tou and Jules Leval\ois (1\lichc\ Li:vy fils, Paris, 1861), pp. JI7-
Jll. It i<; reprinted \\ith notes h) Bouchardy in OC Ill, 103-107; and 
h:-- f.aunay in the IntCgra\e Oeu1•res comple"tes, vol. rr, pp. I9o---192; the 
full text of Bordes's Second Discourse is reprinted in Tente, Pohm1k, 
pp. 62J-68I .  
[1] I do not see wh:y Reading}e ne wis pas with the Inti:grale (Launay) 
edition and as the sense requires. instead of jf revois pas with OC. 
[4] [m:y duty] is to tell . . .  the truth or what I take to be the 
truth Cp. Last Reply [ 73]; in this spirit, Rousseau took as his motto 
the phrase r1itam impendere I.Jero, "to dedicate life to truth"; he discusses 
this motto most fully in the fourth of the Reveries of the Solitary Walker. 
He always stressed that Ml everyone has "the sad task of telling people 
the truth." Emile, for example, explicitly does not (Emile v; OC IV, 
859, tr. 474). 
[5] my portrait Maurice Quentin Latour's elegant and frequently 
reproduced pastd of Rousseau first shown at the summer Salon of 

'753· 
[6] This sad and great System Rousseau had referred to his "sys
tem" for the first time in the Preface to "Narrissus"[q]. It is his only 
published reference to it. He now refers to it five times in the course 
of this brief draft. He may have been prompted to do so by the begin
ning of tha Bordes text to which he is here replying: "I had looked 
upon M. Rousseau's first Discourse as nothing more than a clever para
dox, a:nd that was the tone in which I answered him. His last reply 
has revealed a settled system . . .  " 

[7] most men, degenerated from their primitive goodness Rous
seau had first referred to man's natural goodness in his Last Rep/)' 
[37]", also addressed to Bordes; he develops this central theme of his 
thought most fully in the Second Discourse, and in the Emile. 

SECO:>;D DtSCOt.:RSE (pagl"S 1 1 1-222) 

In his Con[e.1sions, immediately after remarking that in the Preface to 
"Narcissus'' he had revealed his principles more fully than in any of 
his previous writings, Rousseau goes on to say: "I soon had the oppor
tunity tv unfold them fully in a work of the utmost importance; for it 
was, I believe, in that same year of 1753 that the program of the Acad
emy of Dijon about the origin of inequality among men was published. 



Edit(lrial fl(ltes tu page I I I 

I was struck by this great question, and surprised that the Academy 
had dared to propose it. But since it had had the courage to do so, I 
could surely have the courage to address it, and that is what I undertook 
to do." To collect his thoughts, he spent a week walking in the forest 
of Saint Germain, seeking and finding "the image of the first rimes." 
"These meditations resulted in the DisrQurse on Inequality, a work more 
to Diderot's taste than any of my other writings, and for which his 
advice was more useful to me, hut which in ail of Europe found only 
a very few readers who understood it, and of these none wished to talk 
about it. It had been written to compete for the prize, so I entered it, 
convinced though I was in advance that it would not receive it, and 
well aware that it is not for pieces cut from such cloth that Academy 
prizes are endowed" (CQnf \'Ill; OC 1, 388f.). 

In the event he was proved right. The jury did not even read the 
Di.scQurse in its entirety, "because of its length, and its bad tradition, 
etc." 

The topic had been announced in the :'-Jovember 1753 issue of the 
Mercure de France; Rousseau left Paris on 1 June 1754, with the Dis
ruurse completed, except for the Epistle Dedicatory which he judged 
it more prudent to sign and date on soil not under either French or 
Genevan jurisdiction (CQnf vm; OCr, 392). Official permission for the 
book to be sold in France was granted in May 1755. 

The circwnstances surrounding the 1754 Dijon Academy tompe
tition a.re related, and all but one of the other essays submitted for it 
are reprinted, in Roger Tisserand, Les Concumnts de J. J Rousseau a 
l'Academie de Dijon pour le pn·x de 1754 (Boivin & Cie., Paris, 1936); 
the previously missing essay has been published by Ch. Porset, "Dis
cours d'un anonyme sur l'inCgalitC, 1754,'' StudUs Qn Voltaire and the 
Eighteenth Century (1979), 182:7-27. 

Jean Morel's pioneering "Recherches sur les sources du Discours de 
J. J. Rousseau sur l'origine et les fondements de l'inCgalitC parmi les 
hommes," in Annaks de la Sociiti Jean-Jacqu�s Rowseau (ICJ09), s:rrg-
198 (reprinted Lausanne, 1910) remains valuable. 

The most important recent editions of the Diswurse are: C. E. 
Vaughan, Jean-Jacques Rousseau: The Political Writings, 2 vols. (CUP, 
Cambridge, 1915; reprinted by Basil Blackwell, Oxford, 1()62); val. 1, 
pp. 124-220; Jean Starobinsk.i's critical edition (1964) in OC 111, 109-
223; reprinted with corrections in the Collection "Folio" (Gallimard, 
Paris, 198g); Heinrich Meier, Diskurs iiber di< Ung/eichheit/Discours sur 
J'inlgalitf, kritische Ausgabe des integra/en Tertes, mit slimtlichen Prag
mcnten und ergiinzenden Afateriahen nach den Originalausgaben und den 
Handschriften neu ediert, Ubersetzt und komme11tiert (second, revised and 
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expanded edition, SchOnmgh, �Iunich, tljqo; third, revised edition, 
SchOningh, Vienna and Zurich, l!)g}; page n:ferences arc to the second 
edition). 

Rousseau\ own wrrenions and additions were first published in the 
posthumous (1jS2) edition by Paul \foultou and Paul Du Peyrou of 
the Colla/ton compliu del' ornnes de Jean ]acques Rousseau (Geneva). 
In 19S8 the ;\lusi:c Jean Jacques Rousseau of Montmorency acquired 
a copy of the lJtgourse which had been extensively annotated by Rous
seau himself. So many of these corrections and additions were incor
porated in the IjSz edition that some scholars plausibly suspect that 
this j� the very copy of the Discouru whi�h the editors of that edition 
used. This new find is dest-TiheO in full detail by the .fvluseum ·� 
Curator, Kober! Thiery, in "Bi�toire, desniption et analyse du Discours 
sur /'lniguliti acquis par le mustt," Etudes Jean-Jacques Rousseau 
(1990), 4:231-261; it is also described in .\1eicr's second edition. 

Fragments and drafts of the Discourse were first published by Streck
cisen-Moultou in Oeu·rres et wrresprmdanu inedites de ].-]. Rousseau 
(1861); they were edited anew and added to by R. A. Leigh, "Les 
Manuscrits disparus de Jean-Jacques Rous�eau," Annales Jean-Jacques 
Rousseau (r956-1958), 34:]9----81 ,  sec especially pp. 67-77; reprinted in 
OC III, 224f., 1356-1J58; reedited by Meier, Dis�unl Discours, pp. j86-
JQ5, 404-411 .  Other fragments, first published by \1_ Launay, Revue 
mtanatwnale de philosophie (1967), S2:423-428, and reprinted in his 
Inti:grale edition of Rousseau, Oeunes mmpletes, n, pp. 264-267, ha�·e 
also most recently been reedited by Meier, Diskursl Dtscours, pp. 396-
403-

While the present translation is hased on the OC version of the 1755 
text, every known later addition or correction has been carefully con
sidered, and most of them have been either incorporated into the trans
lation, or recorded in the critical apparatus. However, we have decided 
against restoring Rousseau's singular numbering of his !\'otes. To do 
so would make for a text inconsistent with the entire modern secondary 
literature, and hence deprive it of much of irs usefulness. The problem 
of the numbering of the Notes will be discussed in the Editorial Note 
about Rousseau's Notes (p. J70 below). 

The paragrnph numbering respects Rousseau's division of the text; 
in these notes the vanous w;:tions in the Second Discourse are indicated 
by the following abbreviations: 

Epistle Dedicatory 
Prefat-'C 
Exordium 
Part t 
Part u 
Rousseau's 1\otes 

w 
p 
' 

" 
' 
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E.g. p [s] re!Crs to para. 5 of the Preface, and N rx r r 3] to para. 13 of 
Rousseau's Note IX. 
Discourse Sec the Editorial Note on the title of the First Discourse, p. 
JZI. 
Origin and . . .  Foundations For a discussion of the title, sec Intro
duction, above, pp. nf. 
jean Jacques Rousseau, Citizen Unlike the First Dtsrourse, this Dis
course gives both the author's name and his political identity. It was by 
now a verv famous name; and by the time this Diswurse was published, 
Rousseau had been restored to full citizenship. 
What is natural The epigraph is given in Latin: i"lon in depravatis, sed 
in his quae bene secundum naturam se habent, considtrandum est quid sit 
Naturale (Aristotle, Politics I, 5, 1254a, 36--38). The reference to 
"Bk. 2" on the title page appears to have been a typographical error, 
and was corrected in the 17!b edition. The passage is drawn from 
Aristotle's discussion of natural slavery or, more generally, of natural 
inequality; it was also cited by Hugo Grotius (1583-1645) in his dis
cussion of the two methods by which to establish natural right: from 
the nature of man, or a pnori; and from the view held "by all, or at 
least the most civilized Nations," or a posteriori. Grotius chooses the 
second method, citing this text of Aristotle's among others in support 
of his choice (Grotius, The Right of War and Peace, first [Latin] edition, 
1625, ,·ol. I, r, § xii; first edition of Barbeyrac's annotated French trans
lation, 1724; all references to this work in the following notes shall be 
to the English translation [London, 1738], which includes ''All the large 
Notes of Mr.]. Barbeyrac"); Rousseau, citing the same Aristotle text, 
chooses the first method; as did Hobbes, De cive II, r; see SCI 2 [+H8], 
together with the Editorial Notes about the analytic method; Method for 
a Book [6J, [10]; On War [13]; and V. Gourevitch, "Rousseau's Pure 
State of Nature," Interpretation (rg88), r6:23-59, pp. 57-59. 
TO THE REPUBLIC Rousseau as well as the Genevan authorities 
were fully aware of how unusual it was to dedicate a book to a city. 
Rousseau acknowledges as much in the opening sentence of this 
Epistle Dedicatory, and he wrote a long letter to Perdriau to justify 
his action (28 November 1754. CC m, 55-6o, no. 258). The Petit 
Conseil, Geneva's ruling body, formally accepted the dedication in 
June 1755 (CC m, 132-134, nos. 299, 300, 301). Geneva had been 
repeatedly tom bJ civil strife between the party of the Citizens 
and the ruling Patriciate during the preceding half century. The 
disturbances of 1737, in particular, left an indelible impression on 
Rousseau (Conf. v, OC 1, 215f), and one of the aims of this Epistle 
Dedicatory was to urge the parties to work for a deeper and more 
lasting reconciliation (to Perdriau, 28 November I754, cc m, 55� 
6o). 
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�1-\G!\JI:FTCE'H, \lOST HONORED, _1\�fJ SO\"ERHGN LORDS The 
proper fonn ofadclress to the t:itizen both �itting: in Council (see Lmer.> 
frt'm the _'vfotm/a!ll !L 7; OC m, f!!jf.). 
m f _:; I one national . . .  another foreign Chief I.e. the Papacy. 
FD [ h l  freedom is like the sP!id and hearty foods , . .  Cp. Poland 
h fh]. the Tarquins' oppression The Tarquins were overthrown, and 
the first Roman Republic e>tablished, in so8 Be. 
F.n f r :; ] laws lose their vigor The 17!b edition reads "their rigor '' 
ED [16] MAG!'.lFICENT A!'.U MOST HONORED LORDS The Magis
trate� are not sovcre1gn; Rousseau reserves the title "magistrate" for 
the officers charged with carrying out the sovereign will: SC 111, 1 .  
ED [ 18] the Citizens and even the mere residents The Citoyt'ns or 
Citizens and the bourgeois or burghers together made up the sovereign 
Conseif Giniraf or General Council; two hundred of its members were 
chosen to make up the Grand C11meil or Greater Council; and of these, 
twenty-five were in turn chosen for life to make up the Petit Conseil 
or Lesser Coum:il; the habitants, or residents, were resident aliens. 
P [1] inscription on the Temple at Delphi "Know Thyself," and 
"Everything within Measure"; Rousseau is manifestly thinking of the 
first. Samuel Pufendorf (16J�--1694), Le Droit de Ia nature et de> gem 
(Right of Nature and (If l'iati11ns; first [Latin] edition, 16,:z; first edition 
of Barbcyrac's French translation, 1706) cites the inscription (n, 4, § v), 
and a few lines later quotes the lines from Perseus with which Rousseau 
closes this Preface. In the following notes, all references to Pufendorf's 
work, translated into French from the original Latin and copiously 
annotated by Jean Barbeyrac, are to the second "revised and consider
ably enlarged" edition, published in Amsterdam in I]I2, cited hereafter 
as Droit; all references to Pufendorf's own summary of his major work, 
Lr.1 Dnmm de l'homme et du otoyen (1673), will be to the excellent 
translation by Michael Silverthorne, The Duties of Man and Curun 
(Cambridge Texts in the History of Political Thought, Cambridge, 
1991), l:itt:d hl1"eafter as Man and Citizen. the statue of Glaucus The 
fishtrman who became a sea god, traditionally depil1:ed in painting and 
sculpture encrusted '.\ith barnacles and covered with seaweed (ste 
Plato, Republic X, 6ud). 
P [3] Physical causes introduced . . .  ''arieties Rousseau is following 
Buffon (1707-1788}, almost half of whose volume De fa nature de 
l'komme (1749; On the .Vature of Man) - from which he had quoted in 
:-.lote n, at the beginning of the Preface - surveys the "varieties" of 
man by summarizing a large body of ethnological literature. Varieties 
arc characterized, Buffon holds, by differences in color, form, silape, 
and tcmpcr.�m�:nt or narurel; they are caused by differences in climate, 
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in diet, and in morals or ways of life, that is to say by the "ph)'Sical 
causes" Rousseau mentions; and since these varieties result from the 
steady impact of such general, external causes, varieties may be 
expected to undergo changes or to disappear with time and changing 
circumstances (De Ia nature de /'homme, edited by Michele Duchet as 
De J'Jwmme [Maspero, Paris, 1971], pp. 223, 270f., 3I9-321; see also 
Buffon, Oeuvres pkilosophiques, edited by Jean Piveteau [PUF, Paris, 
HJ54], p. 313, cited hereafter as Buffon, OP). 

All early editions read: "introduced in some species the varieties"; 
the I782 edition reads "in some animals the varieties." 
P [4] a state which . . .  perhaps never did exist Namely the state 
of men living free of whatever is artificial or conventional, or of what 
Rousseau also calls the "moral" in contrast to the "physical" aspects 
of life; see Introduction, p. ooo above. However, the state of nature in 
the genera] sense of that expression, the state of men who are not 
memben of one and the same political society, certainly does, did, and 
will continue to exist. 
P [5] says M. Burlamaqui Rousseau is here quoting from the Principes 
du droit tJature/ (I747), I, 1, ii, by Jean-Jacques Burlamaqui (1694-1748), 
Professor of Natural and Gvii Law at the Academy of Geneva. The 
proposition that the principles of natural right must be derived from 
man's nature goes back at least as far as Plato's analogy, in the Republic, 
between the city and the soul; in one form or another, this proposition 
remains universally accepted among Rousseau's contemporaries, e.g. 
Pufendorf, Droit, n, 3, § xiv with Barbeyrac's note ad Joe., and Montes
quieu, Spirit of Laws, I, z. 
P [6] natural Law See the Introduction to SC tr. the Roman Jurists 
I.e. Ulpian (d. AD 228), Digtsts 1, I, and Justinian (483-565), lnstitutts 
I, 2, § i, as reported for example in Grotius, Right 1, I, § xi; in Pufen
dorf, Droit n, 3, §§ ii et seq., with Barbeyrac's notes and his Preface, p. 
cxiv; in Richard Cumberland, De legibus naturat (London, rlY]z; trans
laied by Jean Barbeyrac as Traitt philosophique tits loi:x IUJture/les 
[Amsterdam, 1744] and cited in Barbeyrac's translation hereafter as 
Mix), v, § z. The Moderns I.e. Grorius: "Natural Right is the Rule 
and Dictate of Right Reason, showing the Moral Deformity or Moral 
Necessity there is in any Act, according l.'o its Suitableness or Unsuit
ableness to a reasonable and Sociable Nature," Right 1, 1, § x; note that 
"and Sociable" is Barbeyrac's addition; see also Pufendorf, Droit u, 3, 
§ xiii; and Cumberland, Loir rv, § 4, among others. This use of "right 
reason" can be traced to Cicero, De rtpublica m, 22; it is criticized by 
Hobbes, De cit>c 11, 1; and see Editorial Note to I [35] below. So that 
. . .  i t  is impossible to understand the Law of Nature Rousseau 
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tends to be cartful about distinguishing betwetn ''law of nature" and 
"natural law,'' for the reason which he indicates two paragraphs below. 
p [<,d prior to reason . . .  without . . . sociability Cp. Grotius's defi
nition of natural right cited in the preceding note. Sociability or social
it;: becomes central to Pufcmlorfs natural right doctrine; �ee especially 
Dmit u, J, § XI and .-\-Jan and Ctttzen 1, J, §§ viii d seq. Sometimes 
"sociabihty" means no more than fellow-feeling; however tradition also 
di�tinguishc� Jifferrnt forms or kinds of �ociety - e.g. the family, the 
household, and political or civil society, to which sometimes is added 
the whole of mankind_ In reading Rousseau or his contemporaries one 
therefore has to ask oneself in whH.:h of its various senses "society," 
and hence "so�:ial" and "sociable," is being used in any given case; and 
in particular whether it is or i� not interchangeable with "political" in 
the sen�e in which Aristotle, for example, speaks of man as a "political 
animal," namely, as inclined to and perfected in and by political society. 
The article "Social'' in Diderot and d'Alembert's Encydopedia notes 
that the term is a neologism. any being like ourselves .Vos semblab/es 
would :1ormally be rendered "our fellows" or ''fellow-human beings"; 
but since the statu� of fellow-feeling is deliberately problematic, 
especially in Part I of this Dncoursc, it seemed more faithful to Rous-
seau's intention to avoid all allusions to it wherever he himself is clearly 
at pain, to avoid them. 
P [12] Learn what the God . . .  

Quem te Deus esse 
Jussit, ct humana qua parte /ocatus es m re, Disce. 

Perseus (AD 34----62), Satires III, 71-73 

J: f 2] two sorts of inequality The distinction is drawn by Pufendorf, 
Man and Cit1zen I, 7, § ii, and developed by Barheyrac in Pufendorf, 
Droit 111, 2, § ii, n. 3; see, further, the Introduction, pp. xvf. above. 
E [5] The Philosophers . . .  state of Nature All the philosophers 
who have examined the foundations of society, i.e. of political or civil 
society, have indeed inquired into the condition of men outside of, and 
especially prior to, political or civil society. But for the most part they 
did not call that condition "state of nature." The expression was to all 
intents and purposes introduced by Hobbes: "the state of men without 
civil! society (which state we may properly call the state of nature)" 

(De cive tr., Preface, p. 34). It rna}' thus refer to (I) men in a prepolitical 
or precivil - and hence un-civilized or "savage" - state. But, at least 
formally, it also refers to (2) the state of men we would call civilized, 
living outside their own or even any civil society, either (i) because 
they live as �trangers who are not subject to a common superior on 
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earth, or (ii) because they are wise ancl therefore not in need of a 
common superior; (3) the state of men in political societies that have 
"dissolved" or been destroyed: e.g. Locke, Treatms ll, 19, § 2II. and 
this Discourse n [56]: or, finally, (4) the state of political societies in 
their relations with one another: e.g. this Discourse II [34]. Even if "state 
of nature" is primarily used as Rousseau for the most part uses it, to 
refer to (1), men in the prepolitical state, the expression is not entirely 
univocal. For Rousseau distinguishes at least three stages in the state 
of nature so understood. Some . . .  ascribe . . .  the just and the 
Unjust For instance Burlamaqui speaks of men's "moral instinct," 
"the natural tendency or inclination that leads us to approve some 
things as good and praiseworthy; and to condemn others as bad and 
blameworthy; independently of any reflection. Or if one wishes to 
denominate this instinct 'moral sense' as does one Scottish scholar -
Mr. Hutcheson - then I would say that it is a faculty of our soul which 
in certain cases immediately discerns moral good and evil by a kind of 
sensation and taste, independendy of reasoning and reflection" 
(Principa du droit naturelu, 3, § i); accordingly he also speaks of an 
innate "sentiment or taste of virtue and of justice which in a sense 
anticipates reason" (ib. u, 3, § iv). Others . . .  �atural Right to keep 
what belongs to him For instance, Locke speaks of men being nat
urally in a state of perfect freedom to "dispose of their possessions . . . 
as they think £t" (Tnatises 11, 2, § 4, cp. § 6). Others . . .  the stronger 
authority over the weaker E.g. Hobbes: "in the narurall state of men 
. . .  a sure and irresistible power confers the right of dominion and 
ruling over those that cannot resist" (De cive 1, 14); or Spinoza, "the 
greater devour the lesser by sovereign natural right (sumrno naturali 
jure)" (Tractatus Theologicrr-Pollticus ch. 16). the Writings of Moses 
Moses is traditionally held to have written down the first five books of 
the Bible, or Pentateuch. pure state of Nature, unless they relapsed 
into it About the "paradox" of such a relapse, see Origm of Languages 
9 [15], and most fully, V. Gourevitch, "Rousseau's 'Pure' State of 
Nature," Interpretation (1988), r6:zJ-S9, especially pp. 47-4Q. 
E [6J hypothetical and conditional reasonings . . .  comparable to 
those our Physicists For example, Descartes, explaining how "certain 
considerations" - i.e. the condemnation of Ga!ileo - kept him from 
publishing his cosmology, remarks that "in order to shade these things 
somewhat and to be able to say more freely what I thought regarding 
them without having to follow or to refute the opinions of the learned, 
I even resolved to leave the whole of this world to their disputes, and 
tc speak only of what would happen in a new world if somewhere, in 
imaginary spaces, God now created enough matter to compose it, and 
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variou�lY and '.1-ithuut order shook the various parts of this matter in 
such a ;·ay as to compose as confused a chaos as the poets might feign, 
and that afterwards he did nothing bur to lend nature his ordinary 
as�istance, and let it act according to the laws he had established": 
Dm:mme on Meth(/d \' (Gilson edn.), 41f. See also Buffon's statement 
cited in the Editorial :\ate to this Second Discourse, N II [z]. God him� 
self . . .  immediately after the creation The last four words were 
added in 1781. the Lyceum V.'here Plato's former student, Aristotle, 
taught; Xenocrates of Chalcedon (39�314 BC), disciple of Plato, and 
eventually head of Plato's Aaldcmy. 
1 [t] Aristotle thinks . . .  claws There is no known source for such 
a claim; however, in his Reply to the naturalist Charles-George LeRoy, 
Rousseau himself adopts a view reminiscent of the view he here attri
butes to Aristotle. assume him always conformed as I see him 
Cp.: "But because 1 did mt yet have enough knowledge of them [i.e. 
of animals and esp«:ially of men] to speak about them in the same 
manner a.� about the rest [of the universe], namely by proving effects 
from causes, and b,- showing from what seeds and in what manner 
nature must produce them, I contented myself with assuming that God 
formed the body of a man exaL1ly similar to one of ours in both the 
external conformation of its limbs and the internal conformation of its 
organs . . . .  " Descartes, Discourse an Mrthod v (Gilson edn.), 45f. 
1 [3] imitate their industry lndustrie also means, as "industry" used 
to, activity, enterprise, industriousness. 
1 [4] Nature , . .  as the Law of Sparta which ordered that defoctive 
children be exposed. On nature's allowing only the fit w survive, see 
Languages 10 [2], and Emile, OC IV, 259f., tr. 147. On our societies' 
causing children to be killed before birth, and hence indiscriminately, 
cp. also Seromi Discourse "l IX [5]. 
I [s] gather all his machines In the 17fh edition, this became "gather 
all these machines. ,. 
I [OJ Hobbes contends "All men in the Swe of nature have a desire, 
and will to hurt . . .  " (De cit:e I, +); "this natural proclivity of men, to 
hurt each other, which they derive from their Passions, but chiefl}· from 
a vain esteeme of themselves" (ib., 1, 12). An illustrious philosopher 
Montcsquieu, according to whom man in the state of nature "would 
at first feel on!� his weakness; his timidity would be extreme: and if 
the" point required empirical confirmation, savage men have been found 
in forests; e\ erything makes them tremble, everything makes them flee" 
(Sptrit of Lam.< 1, 2). Richard Cumberland held that fear would incline 
men to peace more than to war: Loix, 1, § 32, 33· Pufendorf A man 
abandoned to his 011 n resources and li\·ing as Rousseau has so far 
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described original man living would be reduced to "trembling at the 
least noise, at the first sight of another Animal" (DriJil n, 1 ,  vm); 
"afraid at the least object, and filled with wonder at the sight of even 
the sun" (Droit 11, z, n). 
1 [7] These are undoubtedly The entire paragraph was added in 178z. 
Franc;ois Correal (164S--t7o8), Voyagrs de Franfois Corrta/ aux buies 
Occidenta/es; Rousseau cites almost word for word from the new, 
revised, corrected, enlarged edition in two volumes (Paris, I722), 1, 8. 
1 [9] If . . .  [Nature] destined us to be healthy then, I almost dare 
assert, the state of reflection is a state against Nature Striking 
as it is, this famous remark is rather guarded: ''if," "almost"; in connec
tion with this remark, also consider Preface to "Narcissus" [32 ), as well 
as Buffon's remark, "This power of reflection has been denied to ani
mals" (Histoirt naturelle IV [I753]; see Buffon, OP, pp. 3J:l b 42 and 
336 a zt). The wording of the last clause, the man who meditates 
is a depraved animal, echoes - and the thought challenges - the 
passage from Aristotle which serves as the epigraph of this Discourse. 
the opinion of Plato In the Republic III, 405d-4o&; cp. Homer, Iliad 
XI, 637-642; IV, 215-2I9. Podalirius and Machaon The sons of the 
"flawless healer" Asclepius, and themselves good healers (Iliad n, 
731 f.). And Celsus reports Added in 1782; A. Cornelius Celsus (c. 30 
DC-AD 30) remarks that dietetics became a third branch of medicine at 
the time of Hippocrates, i.e. about 300 BC (De med1cina, Pref. 3-5). 
I [I I] The Horse . . .  the Bull . . .  Domesticated . . .  bastardizing 
Buffon, once again, using the same examples, contrasts domestic and 
wild or savage (sauvages) animals in the strongest language: "Man 
changes the natural state of animals by forcing them to obey him, and 
making them serve his ends; a domestic animal is a slave with which 
one amuses oneself, which one uses, abuses, adulterates, displaces and 
denatures, while the wild animal, obeying only Nature, knows no other 
laws than those of need and of freedom" (Histoire naturtl/e IV, Buffon, 
OP, p. 351 a I-9)- Rousseau's very next sentence, As he becomes 
sociable and a Slave, would seem funher to echo ButTon's text. 
1 [ 12] in cold Countries . . .  appropriate the skins of the Beasts 
"Unto Adam also and to his wife did the Lord God make coats of 
skin, and clothed them" (Geneill J:2I). Barbeyrac, after quotin� this 
verse, comments, "that is to say, in the style of the Hebrews, that he 
taught them how to do so"; in Pufendorf, Drnit II, 2, n, n. 5· 
I [ 12]• There may be a few exceptions . . .  serving the same pur
pose Note added in I782. The marsupial described by Correal and 
Laet is the opossum. Jan La�t (I593-1649), Dutch geographer, and 
influential early polygenist; his account of the West Indies appeared in 
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Latin in d)JJ, and m a French translation, L 'Hiswire du Nouveau 
.H�nde ou desmptum Jes fnde.1 Oa:dentales (Leyden, 1640). 
r [q] Ph.ysical . . .  �etaphysical and \lora! The "metaphysical 
�iJe" here refer� to the traditional differentiae of man which Rousseau 
bnd\v rtvu:w� reason or understanding-, and freedom. The "moral 
side" refer� to man as a moral agent, but also, more general!), to needs, 
passions or feelings, attitudes, beliefs, and conduct in relation to other�-
1 [15] or to disturb it Added in 178z. 
1 :16] Some Philosophers In particular Montaigne, in "Of the 
Inequality That i� Between Us," Essavs I, 4.2 {\1ontaigne, OC 250, tr. 
189). Although he may, for rhetorical effect. raise questions about 
whether the difference between a given man and another is not greater 
than that bet\1-een a given man and a beast, Rousseau rejected the 
underlying philosophical or sctentific premise that there is no clear 
distinctwn between man and beast: see rhe early and important letter 
to de Conzit, 1 7  January 1742 {CC 1, 134, no. 43) and this Second 
DIScourse, :\'me x [ 1 1 j. 
I [17] perfectihili�y Rousseau coined, or at least gave currency to, the 
tenn on this occasion inhabitant of the Banks of the Orinoco The 
practice i� reported by Correal, V�yages 1, 26of.; Rousseau refers to it 
again in F:mile 1, OC rv, 254, tr. 43; Buffon also calls attention to it in 
Dr Ia nature de l'homme (Duchet edition, p. 299). 
1 [20] the Sands and Rocks of Attica . . .  the fertile Banks of the 
Eurotas Athens and Sparta. 
1 [ 21l the sentiment of its p�ent existence Rousseau will mention 
this sentiment twice again in the Second Discourse: II [2] and [57]. The 
expression was not uncommon, and ButTon had distinguished at length 
between what he called a sentiment of one's existence, which he allowed 
that beasts have, and a consciousness of one's existence, which he attri
buted to man alone ("Discourse on the !\ature of Animals," H1s1oire 
naturelle IV, ButlOn UP, pp. 328 b 48-333 a 23, cp. 309 b 4of, 3z2 a 
44-f.). However, as Rousseau's third and final mention of the sentiment 
of one's own existence in the present D1scourse indicates, he comes to 
endow this sentiment with far greater significance than had his prede
cessors; it is also central to his argument - his theodicy, really - in the 
Lmer to Voltaire [10] and to his last di�cussion of happiness in the 
fifth of the Rh·eries (OC 1, 1045-1047, tr. 68f.). For the contrast 
between "existing" and "living," >ee Emtle (OC IV, 48q, tr. 2 I I ), and 
Revmes x (OC 1, IOQ<J, tr. 141); and cp. the third of the Letters to 
Ma/esherbes (OC I, I i .)S). 
1 [25! the perplexities regarding the origin of Languages Rousseau 
knew that insofar as the "perplexities" which he here canvasses arise 
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from an attempt to account for how a being without speech might 
acquire - discover, devise, or invent � language, they simply cannot 
be resolved. Such perplexities do not arise in the Essay on the Origin 
of Languages because in that Essay he positions himself inside language, 
so to speak, and attempts to account for the differences between one 
language or family of languages and another. Etienne Bonnot, Abbi: 
de Condillac (1714�178o), and Rousseau had known each other since 
1742, when Rousseau was a tutor in the house of Condillac's brother, 
M. de Mably. They grew close some years later in Paris; at a much 
later date, Rousseau entrusted him with a copy of his Dialogues. Con
dillac was a Lockean, but held that Locke had failed to recognize the 
full extent to which what he calls "signs" (and, in particular, language) 
are the middle term between sensations and ideas, as well as between 
one idea and another. Accordingly he devoted half of his first published 
work, the Essay on tlu Origin of Human Knowledge (1746), to the origin, 
the growth, and the analysis of language. The Essay enjoyed great suc
cess. Condillac went on to write extensively on almost aJI aspects of 
philosophy. In his speculations about the origin of language, he assumes 
two children lost or abandoned in a desert place, at first emitting some 
"natural signs," and gradually associating conventional meanings with 
these signs; as they grow up and have children of their own, their stock 
of conventional signs - gestures as well as sounds - gradually grows 
{Essay pt. 11, ch. 1, §§ 1-7; cp. Herodotus, HUtrm'es u, 2-6). As Rous
spu says, Condillac assumes "some sort of society already established 
among the inventors of language." 
I [:28] present infinitive "Present" added in 1782. 
I [30] general ideas can enter the Mind only with the help of 
words, and rhe understanding grasps them on1 y by means of 
propositions. That is one of the reasons why animals coukl not 
form such ideas, nor ever acquire the perfectibility that 
depends on them. There is no basis for the claim that Rousseau is 
here saying that perfectibility as such, rather than just a particular per
fectibility, de�nds on language. general ideas "Words become gen
eral by being made the signs of general ideas; and ideas become general 
by separating from them the circumstances of time, and place, and any 
other ideas, that may detennine them to this or that particular exist
ence." John Locke (r6J2-1704), An Essay Concerning Human .UruJe,.. 
standing (tlM)o; hereafter Essay), m, 3, VI; "the having of general ideas, 
is that which puts a perfect distinction betwixt man and brutes," ib., 
n, II, x; cp. 111, 11,  XVI; and regarding the general idea of a triangle, 
see IV, 7, IX. Rousseau appears also to have been acquainted with Bishop 
Berkeley's criticism of these views, possibly through the Dialogues, 
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which were by this rime available in a hem:h translation. archetype 
Locke, Essay, see especially n, 30, 3 1 ;  m, passim; IV, 4, V, vii, viii. 
Condillac, in contrast to Locke, restricts "archervpr" to standards for 
human action or conduct (t.'ssay pl. 1, ch J, §§ 5, IS; pt. I, ch. 5, � 12; 
pt. 11, sec. 2, ch. 2, § 26). Sec also .\1alcbranche, Recherche de fa tiriti 
(Sea nh fOr Truth) 2, 3, 6. 
1 [33] we are repeatedly told that nothing would have been as 
miserable as man Literally: Pufcndorf, Drmt II, 1,  § viii and VII, I, 
§ vi; Man and Citizen n, 5, § ii; Hurlamaqui, Drmt nature/ I, 4, § 4; but 
also, of course, the most famous �uch remark, "And the life of man 
solitary, poore, nasty, brutish, and short" (Hobbes, U�·tii/han, ch. xiii); 
cp. De ewe 1, I_;; also Spinoza, Trac/tiiUs Theofogtco-Polrttcus, ch. v (near 
the middle). 
1 [35] Hobbes very clearly saw the defect of all modern defi
nitions of Narural right .:-Jamely that they Jefine it in tcnns of man's 
being rational and sociable - in the sense of political. his own defi
nition "the Dictate of right rea�on,• convenant about those things 
which are either to be done, or omitted for the constant preservation 
of LitC, and member> as much as in us !yes"; where, however, "•By 
Right Reason in the naturall state of men, I understand not, as many 
doe, an infallible faculty, but the act of reasoning, that is, the peculiar 
and uue ratiocination of every man concerning those actions of his 
which may either redound to the dammage, or benefit of his neigh
bours" (De civ� n, 1); and even more bluntly: " . .  commonly they thtt 
call for right rea&on to decide any controversy, do mean their own. But 
this is certain, seeing right reason is not existent, the reason of some 
man, or men, must sllpply the place therwf . . .  ", Elrmrnts of Law, n, 
10, § viii. A wicked man is, he says "Unlesse you give Children all 
they aske for, they are peevish, and cry, aye and strike their Parents 
sometimes, and all this they have from nature, yet are they free from 
guilt, neither may we properly call them wicked; first, because they 
cannot hurt; next, because wanting the free use of reason they are 
exempted from all duty; these when ther come to riper yeares, having 
acquired power whereby they may doe hurt, if they shall continue to 
doc the >arne things, then truly they both begin to be, and are properly 
accounted wicked; In so much a;; a wicked man is almost the same 
thing with a childe growne strong and sturdy, or a man of a childish 
dispo�ition; and malice the same with a defect of reason in that age, 
when nature ought to be better governed through good education and 
experience. Cnlcsse therefore we will sa} thar men are naturally evill, 
because they receive not their education and use of reason from nature, 
we must needs acknowledge that men may derive desire, feare, anger, 
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and other passions from nature, and yet not impute the e,·jlJ effects of 
those unto narure. The foundation therefore which I have laid standing 
finne, I demonstrate in the first place, that the state of men without 
civi!! society (which state we may properly call the state of nature) is 
nothing else but a mere warre of all against aU; and in that warre all 
men have equal right unto all things; Next, that all men as soone as 
they arrive to understanding of this hateful condition, do desire (even 
nature it selfe compelling them) to be freed from this misery. But that 
this cannot be done except by compact, they aJI quit that right they 
have to aJI things" (De cive, Preface to the Reader, pp. 33f.; see also 1, 
ro, rr, 12). Rousseau criticizes this passage from the "Preface" again 
in Emile I, OC TV, 288, tr. 67. so much more Tanto plus in illis proficit 
vitiorum ignoratio, quam in his cognitio virtutis. Justin (second century 
AD) is speaking about the Scythians' ignorance of virtue and the Greeks' 
knowledge of it (Histories n, z, 1 s); also quored by Grotius, Right n, 
2, u (1), n. 6; and by Pufendorf, Droit u, J, vn, n. s. the author of the 
Fable of the Bees Bernard de Mandeville ( r67o-1733); in the context of 
a discussion of charity he writes: "This virtue is often counterfeited 
by a passion of ours called pity or compassion, which consists in a 
fellow-feeling and condolence for the misfortunes and calamities of 
others: all mankind are more or less affected with it; but the weakest 
minds generally the most. It is raised in us when the sufferings and 
misery of other creatures make so forcible an impression upon us, as 
to make us uneas)' . . .  Should any one of us be lock'd up in a 
groundroom, where, in a yard joining to it there was a thriving good 
humour'd child at play, of two or three years old, so near us, that 
through the grates of the window we could almost touch it with our 
hand; and if, whilst we took delight in the harmless diversion, and 
imperfect prinle-prattle of the innocent babe, a nasty over-grown sow 
should come in upon the child, set it a screaming, and frighten it out 
of its wits; it is natural to think that this would make us uneasy, and 
that with crying out, and making all the menacing noise we could, we 
should endeavour to drive the sow awa}". But if this should happen to 
be an half-starved creature, that, mad with hunger, went roaming about 
in quest of food, and we should behold the ravenous brute, in spite of 
our cries, and all the threatening gestures we could think of, actually 
lay bold of the helpless infanr, destroy and devour it; to see her widely 
open her destructive jaws, and the poor lamb beat down with greedy 
haste; to look on the defenceless posture of tender limbs, first trampled 
on, then tore asunder; to see the filthy snout digging in the yet living 
intrails, suck up the soaking blood, and now and then to hear the crack
ling of the bones, and the cruel animal with savage pleasure, grunt over 
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the horrid banquet; to hear and see all this, what tortures would it give 
the soul beyond expression! Let me see the most shining virtue the 
moralists have to boast of, so manifest either to the person possessed 
of it, or those who behold his actions; let me see courage, or the love 
of one's country, so apparent without any mixture, clear'd and distinct 
from all other passions. There would be no need of virtue or self-denial 
to be mov'd to such a scene; and not only a man of humanity, of good 
monils and commiseration, but likewise an highwayman, an house
breaker, or a murderer, could feel anxieties on such an occasion; how 
calamitous soever a man's circumstances might be, he would forget his 
misfortunes for the time, and the most troublesome passion would give 
way to pity, and not one of the species has a heart so obdurate or 
engaged, that it would not ake at such a fight, as no language has an 
epithet to fit it" "An Essay on Charity and Charity-Schools" (Jrd and 
4th paragraphs), Th( Fablt of the Bees (1714), edited by F. B. Kaye 
(Clarendon, Oxford, 1924), vol. 1, pp. 254-256. 
I [36] like bloodthirsty Sulla . . . tender-hearted This was added in 
1782. Lucius Cornelius Su\la (139-78 Be), Roman general who became 
a notoriously cruel tyrant (Plutarch, Lift of Sui/a XXX, 4). Alexander 
of Pherae, as told in MontaigiJe, "Cowardice, Mother of Cruelty" 
(Essays 11, 27; Montaigne, OC 671, tr. 523f.), drawn from Plutarch 
(Pe/op,das, XXIX, g-n). Rousseau makes the same point with the same 
examples in the Letter to d'A/embert (OC v, 23; Fuchs edition, p. 32; 
tr. pp. 24£.), which is quoted in the Editorial Note to Languages 1 
[10]•. When nature gave man tears . . .  

Molissima corda 
Humano grneri d4re se Natura fatetur 
QtMe lacrymas lkdit. 

Juvenal, Satires xv, 1JI�1JJ 

1 [37] Even if . . . commiseration . . . puts us in the place of him 
who suffers "Pity is often a sentiment of our own ills in the ills of 
another," La Rochefoucauld, M11xims, no. 264; and "Sweet it is, when 
on the great sea the winds are buffeting the waters, to gaZe from the 
land on another's great struggles; not because it is a pleasure or joy 
that anyone should be distressed, but because it is sweet to perceive 
from what misfortune you yourself are free": Lucretius, On the Nature 
of Things, a, 1-4 (translated by C. Bailey); cp. Aristotle, Rhetorir n, 8, 
1385b 13-19; Hobbes, De homine ( 1658), XII, 10, and Leviathan ch. vi; 
also see Languages 9 [ 2 ]. 
1 [42] the moral from the Physical in . . .  love The distinction is 
drawn by Buffon, who sets all rl'le agreeable aspects of love on the 
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physical and animal side, all its evils on the moral side ("Discourse on 
the Nature of Animals," Histoire naturel/e rv, Buffon, OP, pp. 341 a 
si-b 44); but the distinction is also suggested by Harbeyrac in Pufen
dorf, Droit 1, z, § vi, n. 10 and context, as well as in his discussion of 
Xenophon's Education of Cyrus V (near the beginning), in Pufendorf, 
Droit r, 4, § vii, n. 5· Rousseau discusses the present passage from the 
Discourse in Emile v, OC IV, 796f, tr. pp. 429f.; regarding the "moral" 
side oflove, see also Emile rv, OC rv, 493f, tr. :u4; and, espa;ially, the 
whole of the Nouvelle Hilo!Se. the sex that should obey According 
to Gen�sis p6. In a striking early fragment, Rousseau wrote: "Let us 
begin by considering women deprived of their freedom by the tyranny 
of men, and men the masters of everything . . .  everything in their 
hands, they seized it by I know not what natural right which I could 
never quite understand, and which may well have no other foundation 
than main force" (OC rr, 1254). a taste which he could not have 
acquired In 1782 this reads "a distaste which he could not have 
acquired." 
1 [51] have remained in his primitive condition In 1782, this reads 
"primitive constitution." 
n [s] must naturally have engendered In 1782, this reads "must 
naturally engender." 
u [9] a Deer . . . a hare an echo of Locke, Treatises n, § 30. 
11 [10] various Savage Nations have now In 1782, this reads "Savage 
Nations have today." I cover multitudes In 1782, a new paragraph 
begins here. 
u [u] a first revolution Cp. Lucretius, On the Nature /Jf Tni11gs, v, 
Ion-IOI7; on families and fixed dweUings, cp. Montesquieu, Spirit 
tJ/ LoJDS xvm, 13; on the beginning of this new period or stage, see also 
fAIIXU8KeS 9 (35). 
n [14] speech is imperceptibly established In 1782, this reads 
"spte(:b was imperceptibly established." Great floods . . . Revol
utions of the Globe Cp. Lo��g��ages 9 [z7], [31 ), [32], and Frapnents 
politjques, OC m, 533; Lucretius, On tM Nature of Things, v, 38o-415; 
in his Histoire et theorit dt Ia terre (1749), Buffon speaks of the especially 
frequent earl}' revolutions the earth must have undergone (Buffon, OP, 
pp. 4')--55)-
n [17] Locke " . . .  no property . . .  no injury" What Locke had said 
is: "Where there is no property, there is no injustice, is a proposition 
as certain as any demonstration in Euclid" (Essay IV, 3, § r8); De 
Coste's French translation reads "Where there is no property, there can 
be no injustice"; which Barbeyrac quotes and discusses in his preface 
to Pufendorf, Droit (p. xx). By substituting "injury" for "injustice," 
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Rousseau substitutes the more for the less comprehensive term; "(the 
brute beasts 1 cannot distinguish between injury and harme; Thence it 
happem that as long as it is well with them, they blame not their 
fellowes: But those men are of most trouble to the Republique, who 
have mo�t Ieasure to be idle: for they use not to contend for publique 
places bdore they have gotten the victory over hunger, and cold." 
Hobbc�, De cive v, v; see ih. 1, x, note; similarly, Pufendorf refers to 
all voluntary hurt as "injury or wrong" lin;ure ou tort], Droit 1, 7, §§ 
xiii-xvii, and see tb. 11, 3, § iii, esp. Harbeyrac's note ro; on harm and 
injur) , see also this DisCQurse 1 [39]. 
11 /J8j the genuine youth of the World Lucretius speaks of the 
"youth of the world" to describe the first state of the world and of 
man {On the Nature of Thmgs v, 780, 8I8, 943, cp. 330); Rousseau 
borrows the expression, but thinks it correctly describes a later state 
in the history of man and the world. 
u [20) For the Poet it is gold and silver Ovid's fourth age, Rous
seau's third stage in the state of nature, introduces gold as well as 
iron, together with amor sceleratus habendi, "evil concupiscence" 
(.#etamorphoses l, I2]-Ijo); cp. Locke, Treatises 11, 8, � I I r; Rousseau's 
account of this stage culminates with another Ovidian indictment of 
gold (Serond Dluourse n [29]). both [metallurgy and agriculture] 
were unknown to the Savages of America Thus, too, Locke, Essay 
IV, I2, § I I. 
u [21) It is very difficult to conjecture how men came to know 
and to use iron in direct wntradiction to Luuetius, On the Nature 
of Things V, T2g1f. 
1l [24} to render to each his o\\n A traditional formula for justice: 
Ulpian, Digest1 1, 1; justinian, Institutes I, I; it may be traced to 
Simonides (556-468 BC) in Plato, Republic I, 331e; sec also Republic IV, 
433e-434a. nascent property . . .  manual labor The remark echoes 
and full) agrees with Locke: "The Lab!Jur of his Body and the work 
of his Hands, we may say, are properly his. Whatsoever then he 
removes out of the State that !'l"ature hath provided, and left it in, he 
hath mixed his Labour with, and joined to it something that is his own, 
and thereby makes it his Property" ( Treatises u, 5, § 27); on the origin 
of property, sec also Emile n, OC IV, JJo-JJJ, tr. 98f. the Ancients, 
says Grorius In Right 11, z, § 2 Is), quoting Serl'ius's (fl. c. AD 400) 
commentary on Vergil (Aeneid TV, 58). Pufendorf quotes the same text, 
Droit IV, 4, § xiii. Ceres The Romans' goddess of the fruits of the 
earth. 
11 [27] instills in all men In 1782, this reads "instill." 
11 [29) Shocked by the novelty 
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Attonitus novitate mail, divesque m1serque 
Effugere optat opes, et quae modo voverat, fJdit. 

Ovid, Metamorphoses XI, 127f. 

The poet whom Rousseau had cited to introduce this stage (11 [20] 
above) is now cited to mark its climax with his description of King 
Midas's condition upon being granted his wish to have everything he 
touches turn to gold. The passage is also quoted by .\fontaigne, "Apol
ogy of Raymond Sebond" (Essaj•S II, 12, Montaigne, oc s6o, tr. 434)· 
n [33] in a few great Cosmopolitan Souls In the copy of the Dis
wurse which Rousseau gave his English friend and host Richard Daven
port, and which is now in The Pierpont Morgan Library, New York, 
he by hand changed the remainder of this sentence to read: "worthy 
of crossing the imaginary barriers that separate Peoples, and embracing 
the whole of mankind in their benevolence on the model of the supreme 
being that created it." See the Introduction to SC tr. 
11 [35] 1 know . . .  other origins to Political Societies . , , conquests 
by the more powerful Possibly Hobbes, De cive VIII, 1,  or Barbeyrac 
in Pufendorf, Droit vn, 1, § vii, note 1 .  or the union of the weak E.g. 
G!aucon in Plato, Republl< 11, Js8e-Js9a, or d'Alembert, Preliminary 
Discount to the Encyclopedia. 
n [36] begin by purging the threshing floor Cp. Lulu P7· as 
Lycurgus did in Sparta "The second law that Lycurgus made, and 
the boldest and hardest he ever took in hand, was the making of a new 
division of their lands. For he saw so great a disorder and unequality 
among the inhabitants, as well of the country, as of the city Lacedae
mon, by reason some (and the greatest number of them) were so poor, 
that they had not a handful of ground, and other some being least in 
nwnber were very rich, that had all: he thought with himself to banish 
out of the city all insolency, envy, covetousness, and deliciousness, and 
also all riches and povert}', which he took the greatest, and the most 
continual plagues of a cit}', or common-weal." Plutarch, LJfe f)! 
Lyturgvs VIII, 1-3, translated by North; see also SC u 7 [s], n 8 [4], 
and m 10 [J]•. 
n [37] protect their goods, their freedoms and their lives The 
remark echoes Locke's assertion that men unite "for the mutual Presf!T"
vation of their Lives, Liberties, and Estates" (Treatises II, 9, § UJ, and 
especially 15, § 171). If we have a Pritlct Pliny the Younger (6r
c. 113), Panegyn'c of Trajan LV, 7· 
11 (38] Politicians . . . Philosophers In the Montmorency copy of 
the Discourse, Rousseau changed this to read "Our Politicians . .  , our 
Philosophers," which is also how it appears in the 1782 edition; "Poli
ticians" here translates poliJiques, about which see the Note on the 
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Translations, p. li above. Brasidas to a Satrap Rousseau attributes 
to the Spartan general Brasidas (d. 422 BC) the answer which Herodotus 
(Histones VII, IJJ-IJ6) attributes to the Spartans Sperchias and Bulis 
when the Persian Satrap Hydarnes asked them why they did not choose 
to become subjects of the Kmg of Persia (Starobinski); Rousseau tells 
the story somewhat differently in his Considerations on the Government 
of Poland 3 [2]. 
II [39] they call . .  , servitude peace Misemmam servitutem pacem 
appellant; Rousseau took this very slightly paraphrased citation from 
Tacitus's Histones (tv, 17) from Algernon Sidney's (1622-J683) Dis
courses Concernmg Government (II, 15, 3) (Starobinski). 
II [40] Paternal authority . . .  absolute Government E.g. Sir Robert 
Filmer (Is88-I6SJ), Patriarcha (1640, pub!. 168o); Jacques Benigne, 
Bishop Bossuet (!627-1704), Polit1que tirie des propres paroles de I'Ecrit
ure Saintr (Po/illes Draam Prom the Very Words of Hoi)· Scriprure, ediled 
by Patrick Riley, Cambridge Texts in the History of Political Thought, 
Cambridge, 1991) II, 1 ,  prop. J. Locke's or Sidney's proofs Locke's 
First Treatiu of Government (r6Ro!J68T, puhl. r6891ifi9o) and 
Algernon Sidney's Di;courses Concerning Government (168], pub}. rfi98) 
are both detailed criticisms of Filmer. On paternal and political 
authority, see also Pol. Ec. [2 }-(6], SCI 2 [I ]-[3]. Despotism In Rous
seau's ttthnica/ vocabulary, the despot usurps the sovereign power and 
places himself above the laws, whereas the tyrant usurps the royal or 
ruling authority and exercises it according to the laws; see SC 111 10 
[10]. 
II [4!] examine the facts in terms of Right In contrast to holding 
that whatever is or happens to be the case is right or just, as Rousseau 
charges Aristotle and Grotius with doing in respect to slavery (SC 1 2 
[4], [7] et seq.); as Locke remarks in the context of a discussion of the 
same problems which Rousseau is here considering, "an Argument 
from what has been, to what should of right be, has no great force 
. . . " (Treatises n, 8, § 103); consider, also, the epigraph to this Discourse; 
and the argument of the Letter to Phi/opolis. a famous Text pub
lished in 1667 Namely the Traitti des droits de fa Reme tres-chmt!fflne 
sur divers istat� de Ia monarchtt d'Espa� (Treatise Regarding the most 
Ckristia11 Queen's Rights to Various States of the Spanish Mo�mrcky); in 
the printing I have consulted (Rob. Phlllipes lmprimeur et Marchant, 
Grenoble, 1667) the passage Rousseau quotes is found on p. 323. The 
Tra1ti, assumed to have been drafted by Antoine Bilain, is an official 
document spelling out the French Crown's claims to parts of the Cath
ohc Low Countries; it was published on the eve - and in justification -
of Louis XIV's War of Devolution against Spain (1667-1668}. The 
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passage Rousseau quotes closely resembles a passage which Sidney had 
quoted from this same Traiti: "That king5 are under the happy 
inability to do anything against the laws of their country" (Discourses 
Concerning Govtrnment 11, 30; edited by Thomas West [Uberty Classics, 
Indianapolis, 1990 ], p. 294). Sidney had not given the source of his 
quote. As Morel long ago pointed out ("Recherches sur les sourees du 
Discours de J. ]. Rousseau," pp. 178f.), Barbeyrac calls attention to 
Sidney's quote, identifies its source and, in the last (1734) edition of 
his translation of Pufendorf's Droit which he himself revised, repro
duces the full context from which Sidney had plucked it: Droit vn, 6, 
§ x, n. 2. Rousseau evidently drew the passage of the Trait! which he 
quotes from this note of Barbeyrac's. (I am indebted to Heinrich Meier 
for putting me on the track of this important difference between the 
editions ofBarbeyrac's Pufendorf translation.) As a number of previous 
editors have noted, in context the point of the passage Rousseau quotes 
is very different from the point Rousseau is making: Rousseau's citation 
ends with the remark that Princes are subject to the law, whereas the 
text goes on to say, in the very next sentence, that they are also its 
authors. I shall ignore . . .  of which one is not master. Rousseau 
added this sentence in the Montmorency copy, and it is included in 
the 1782 edition. Jean Baptiste Barbeyrac (r674-1744), so frequently 
mentioned in these notes, the French tnl.nslator and learned annotator 
of Grotius, Pufendorf, and Cumberland, was a strong partisan of 
Locke's political teaching. Rousseau is here quoting his comment in 
Pufendorf, Droit vn, 8, § vi, n. 2, based on Locke, Treatises n, 4, § :23, 
and/or D, 15, § 17:2. 
II [.p) Pufendorf says In his chapter "On the Origin and Foundations 
of Sovereignty": "For as one transfers one's goods to another b} con
ventions and contracts, so one can, by a voluntary submission, yield to 
someone who accepts the renunciation, one's right to dispose of one's 
freedom and natural forces. Thus a man who commits himself to be 
my slave, genuinely confers on me the Authority to be his Master; and 
it is crass ignorance to object to this, as some do, the common - and, 
in other respects, true - maxim, that one catmot ulinquish what one 

does not Mve'" (Droit vn, 3, § i). And the jurists who have gravely 
pronounced Both Grotius (Right n, 5, § xxix; m, 14. § viii) and Pufen
dorf (Droit VI, 3, § ix; and Man and Citi.un n, 4, § vi) allow that the 
child of a slave may be hom a slave, although they do so with some 
qualifications. 
11 [44] Without at present entering into The "common opinion" 
which Rousseau here briefly summarizes is the so-called double
contract doctrine. By the first contract or convention, independent 
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individuals agree, each with all the rest, to combine wills and stren�hs 
or forces to form a permanent union for the sake of their common 
security and welfare, and issue an ordinance regarding the form of the 
government. This much provides "the beginnings and rudiments of a 
Stare." Bv the second contract or convention, this beginning state or 
people and those it has chosen or accepted to govern it mutually obli
gate themselves to fulfill their rcspecti\e responsibilities toward one 
another. As Pufendorf points out, this second contract is scarcely evi
dent in democracies, where the same persons are at different times or 
in different respet.1:s both sovereign and subject. The primary focus of 
this doctrine is the second contract, which was seen as a way of placing 
restrictions on a Hobbesian sovereign (Pufendorf, Droit Vll, 2, §§ vii
xix and vu, 6, § x; Mtm and Citizen 11, 6, §§ vii-ix, adopted by Burlama
qui, Droit po/itique [17!P], vol. 1, 1,  4, § 15,  and, with qualifications, 
by Diderot in his Encyclopedia article "Auturitt politique," Political 
l11ritmgs, edited by Robert Wokler and John Mason [Cambridge Texts 
in the History of Political Thought, Cambridge, 1992], pp. 6---II). 
Absolute rulers and their aroologisrs therefore understandably rejected 
the "common opinion" of a double contract: in 1752 the Encyclopedia 
came under sharp attack because of the assertion, in the article "Autor
iti: politique," that those who submit to political authority and those 
upon whom they bestow it explicitly or tacitly enter into a contrat.1:. 
At the same time, absolute rulers and their spokesmen sometimes found 
it convenient or even necessary to profess the "common opinion" that 
princes and their subjects are bound by a contract: in 1753, shortly 
before Rousseau began work on the present Discourse, the editors of 
the Encyclopedia defended the article "Autorire politique" by citing the 
Traitti des drom de Ia Remt tres-chrestitnne sur diVers istats de fa mon
archic d'Espagne: "That the fundamental law of the state establishes a 
reciprocal and eternal bond between the prince and his descendants on 
the one hand, :md the subjects and their descendants on the other, by 
means of a kind of contract (une esphe de contrat) that commits (destme) 
the sovcreign to rule and peoples to obey . . .  a solemn commitment 
they entered into with one another for the sake of mutual assistance" 
(see Diderot, Political Wrilings, ed. Wokler and Mason, pp. 1 rf.; cp. 
Traiti, ed. cit. p. 129). Rousseau may, then, refer to double contract as 
"the common opinion" because even the most absolute of monarchs 
publicly profes.�ed it. Lode had resorted to tht same stratagem as that 
used b} Didemt and d'Alemhert, by Sidney, and by Rousseau three 
paragraphs above, when he \:itcd very similar passages from two 
speeches James I delivered to Parliament in t6o3 and 16o9: Treatises 
11, § 200. ln quoting the Traiti, Diderot and d'Alembert had no more 
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consulted the original than had Rouf>Seau. J. Lough has shown that 
they found the pa�age they quote in a Remonstrance by the Paris Parle
ment against the Crown of 9 April 1753: "The 'Encyclopedic' and the 
Remonstrances of the Paris Parlemem," The Modm� Language Review 
(1961), s6:393-395; mentioned by Paul Verniere in his edition ofDide
rot, Oeuvres pqlitiques {Garnier Flires, Paris, 1963), p. i, n. 1. In the 
immediately following two paragraphs, Rousseau goes on to show that 
the "common opinion" is untenable because the double contract is 
unenforceable. He spells out his criticism of it fully and explicidy in 
SC Ill 16; I 7 (3]; Ill I (6]. 
11 [48] Gerontes . . .  Senate . .  , Seigneur The root of all three is 
"elder"; the Spartan Gerontes were the city's supreme legisJarive coun
cil, as the Senate was in Rome. In the present context, Srigneur is best 
transJated "Sir"; see also SC III 5 [2]. equals to the Gods and Kings 
of Kings As, respectively, the Roman Emperors and the Kings of 
Persia were called, 
II [49] the progress of inequality As in the state of nature, so in the 
civil state, Rousseau distinguishes three stages, separated by 
"revolutions." 
II [50] Sparta . . .  Lycurgus established morals Plutarch, Life of 
Lycurgus xm, 1-4. 
II {52} even without the Government's intervention' Added by 
Rousseau in the Montmorency copy of the Discourse, and in the 
posthumous 1782 edition. 
11 [53] may in future Centuries assume "future" added in the 1782 
edition. If you ortkr me 

Pectore si fratris gladlum juguloque parentis 
Condere me )Ubeas, gravidaeque m viscera partu 
Conju[is, invita peragam ramen omnia dtxtra. 

Lucan (39"-65), Pharsalia I, 376--378 

As quoted and very slighdy paraphrased by Sidney, !JiJcoursts n, rg; 
see context (Morel). 
n [55] whert htmesty offtn no hope Cui ex honesto nulla m spn, in 
Tacitus, A11nals v, 3 (Meier); again, as very slightly paraphrased .by 
Sidney in the same chapter of the !JiJcourses, 11, 19. 
n (57) Diogenes did not find a man Diogenes the Cynic (fl. 370 oc) 
went about by day with a lantern, explaining, "I am looking for a man" 
(Diogenes Laertius, Lives . . .  of . . .  Philosophers VI, 41). the Stoic'� 
ataraxia i.e. imperturbability, or repose of soul or mind, more orig
inally and typically the aim of the Epicurean and of the Pyrrhonist wise 
man (Diogenes I..acrtius, Livu x, 136; IX, 107, cp. 108; Cicero, 
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Academica II, 42, IJO); on Pyrrhonist ataraxia see also Montaigne, 
"Apology of Raymond Sebond" (Essays 11, 12, Montaigne, OC 562, tr. 
435f.). 
n fs8] that a child command Montaigne purn these words in the 
mouth of his "Cannibals": "They said that in the first place they 
thought it very strange that so many grown men, bearded, armed, and 
strong, who were around the king . . .  should submit to obey a child, 
and that one of them was not chosen to command instead. Second 
(they have a wa}· in their language of speaking of men as hal,·es of one 
another) they had noticed that there were among us men full and 
gorged with all sorts of good things, and that their other halves were 
beggars at their doors, emaciated with hunger and poverty; and they 
thought it strange that these needy halves could endure such an 
injustice, and did not take the others by the throat, or set fire to 
their houses": "Of Cannibals," Euays 1, 31, Montaigne, OC, zuf., IT. 
I 59· 

ROUSSEAl 's NOTES 

In the editions of the Discourse published during Rousseau's lifetime, 
these l\otes were numbered in the following puzzling sequence: (•), 
(•z.), (•'].), (•a), 4, 5, (•d.), 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, (•b.), I 11 121 IJ, (•c.), Lj., 
rs. The familiar consecutive numbering from 1 to XIX was first intro
duced in the posthumous 1782 Moultou-Du Peyrou CQJ/ection complite 
des oeuvres de J -J Rousuau; Meier, Diskursl Disc ours, pp. lxxxviii, sor; 
Thiery, "Histoire, Description et Analyse du Discours," p. 26o; R. A. 
Leigh has the consecutive nwnbering begin in r764: CC rv, 426, note 
(a) Meier has called particular attention to the odd original numbering, 

and he has rightly stressed that it is not likely to have gone unnoticed 
by Rousseau, who was extremely punctilious about typography, punc
tuation, and similar details. Yet he chose not to alter this singular 
sequence although he could easily have done so. Attentive readers 
should therefore be aware of it. So far no one has offered a plausible 
explanation of it. The fact that it is odd of course does not prove that 
it admits of an explanation, let alone of one that must provide the due 
to the Dtscourse's esoteric teaching. 

Rousseau had very pointedly called attention to the importance he 
attaches to these Notes in a Notice immediately following the Preface 
(p. 129 above). 
N 1 Herodotus relates In Histones Ill, 83; the restriction placed on 
this privilege "as that Otanes and his descendants not transgress the 
laws of the realm, 
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N 11 [2] de la Nat{ure] de l'homme Buffon'5 Of the Nature of Man 
(1749), OP, p. 293 a, Duchet edition, p. 39· Georges-Louis Leclerc 
(1707-1788), who early assumed the name Buffon, began publishing 
his monumental and inOuential Natural History in I7f9· The first 
volume dealt with The Hi5tory and Theory of the Earth. It was immedi
ately censured by the ecclesiastical authorities as "containing principles 
and maxims not in conformity with those of Religion" (ButTon, OP, 
pp. 106f.). ButTon thereupon issued a public statement, the first article 
of which mds: "I declare that (1) I had no intention of contradicting 
the text of Scripture, and I very firmly believe what is related regarding 
Creation, both with respect to the order of time and to the factual 
circumstances; and that I renounce everything in my book that pertains 
to the formation of the euth, and in general everything that migltt be 
contrary to the narration of Moses, as I presented my hypothesis about 
the formation of the planets only as a pure philosophical suggestion" 
(OP, p. 1o8). 

Rousseau's Note II quotes the opening paragraph of the third volume 
of ButTon's Natural History, Of the Nature of Man, a work which in 
many particulars influenced this Discourse. However, Buffon did not 
agree with all of Rousseau's arguments and conclusions: the Ohser
vatJOfiS forwarded to Rousseau in Le Roy's name (pp. 2U)f. above), 
were presumably ButTon's own; and in subsequent volumes of the 
Natural History he challenges features of Rousseau's account of the 
"pure" state of nature (see Editorial :Kate to Languages 9 [32 ]"', p. 403 
below). 
N m [1} the Gtild found in 1344 The episode is reported by 
Barbeyrac in Pufendorf, Droit n, 2, § ii, n. 1, where he also tells of 
another feral child found in 1661. the Child found in 1694 The epi
sode is, as Rousseau says, reported by Condillac, Enay !, pt. IV, ch. 
2, § 23; RoUS5eau quotes from that report in Note x [7]. The litde 
Savage of Hanover Known as "Peter"; about whom see James Bur
nett, Lord Montboddo, Ancient Metaphysics (London, 1784), m, Bk. u; 
ch. 1; and Joh. Fr. Blwnenbach, The Anthropological Trtatises, translated 
by Th. Bendyshe (London, 1865), pp. 329-340. in 171! two more 
. . . in the Pyrenees It is not clear to which cases Rousseau is here 
referring; see, however, regarding them, F. Tinland, L 'Homme sauvage 
(Paris, 1968), pp. 65f.; Tinland also very fully and illuminatingly 
reviews the known cases of feral children as well as the issues of com
parative anatomy which Rousseau raises, especially in the Notes to this 
Discourse. In connection with Rousseau's argument in this Note, it 
might De pointed out that Linnaeus had classified man as a quadruped; 
Rousseau, instead, accepts the traditional view that the upright posture 
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is natural to man: sct, for example, Socrates in Xcnophon, Memorabilia 
1, 4, ix; and in Plato, Cratylu; 399 b-e; Timeaus, 90 a; and Aristotle in 
History of Amma!s 1, 15, 494a 27-35; Parts ofAnimals IV, 10, 686a 26--35· 
:»� IV [1] the following passage Again taken from Buffon: "Preuves 
de la thi:oric de !a Terre," art. VII, in His/om: naturel!e (1749), 1, 242f. 
N IV [ 2 J Arabia Petraea The northwestern section of the Arabian 
peninsula, and extending bc)Ond it to include Sinai. 
N v Dicaearchus (fl. 300 Be), disciple of Aristotle's. St. jerome (348-
420), the Church Father best remembered fOr his Latin or Vulgate 
translation of the Bible; the passage from his AKainst Jovianus n, § t J, 
which Rousseau here cites, is quoted by Barbeyrac in his edition of 
Grotius's Rrght u, 2, § ii, n. 13 (Morel, "Recherches sur les sources du 
Discours," p. 161); however, Rousseau omits Dicaearchus's equation 
of the age of Saturn with the golden age. The sentence immediately 
following the quote, This opinion . . .  was added in the 1782 edition. 
The reference is to Fram,:ois Correal, Voyage aux lndes Owdenl!l!es 
1, 2. the Lucayes are the Bahamas. 
N VI [3] "The Hottentots," says Kolben In the digest of his book 
in the Histoire des Voyages (1746--1781), a twenty-volume collection of 
travelers' reports, begun under the editorship of the Abbe Prevost; 
P. Kolben's Desrription du Cap de llrmne Espfranre (J �'o!., Amsterdam, 
1741; German original, 1719) is summarized in ''o!. v; Rousseau is 
quoting somewhat freely from ch. J, pp. 155f. 
N VI [6] Father du Tertre The Dominican Jean-Baptiste du Tertre 
(1610-t687), Histmre ginirafe des Isles de Samt Chnstophe (Paris, 1654), 
pt. v, ch. 1, § 4· 
N VI [7] ln the year 1746, an Indian The episode is, as Rousseau 
remarks, reported in Jacques Gautier d' Agoty's ( J7Io-1785) periodical 
Observations sur l'histoire naturelle. fa physique et fa pemture, published 
in Paris between 1752 and 1758 (1, 262). The 1782 edition of the Dis
course has the Indian's proposal addressed to the Government instead 
of to the Governor. 
N Vll "The Life�span of Horses," says M. de Buff on In Histoire 
Naturelle (1753), IV, 226f.; this volume also contains the im!)Qrtant arti
cle "Donkey," in which ButTon sets forth his inHuential definition of 
"species:'' "a constant succession of individuals that are similar [sem
blobles] and reproduce" (ButTon, OP, p. 756 a 52-54). 
N rx [ r J A famous Author Probably Pierre Moreau de Maupertuis 
(r6q8-1759), Essai de philosoph1e morale (Berlin, 1749), ch. 2. In this 
important Note Rousseau traces some of the connections between the 
First and the Smmd Discourses; and raises many of the issues which he 
discusses at greater length in the Letter 10 Voltaire, above. 
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N IX [z] not a single commercial hou"'e . . .  dishonest debtor "Dis
honest" added in 1782. London fire In r666, which was said to have 
destroyed as much as four-fifths of the cicy; Mandeville makes much 
the same point, using the London fire and other instances which Rous
seau also adduces in this indictment of society ("A Search into the 
:'\lature of Society," in The Fable of the Bees, edited by Kaye, vol. t, p. 
359). Montaigne blames "One Man's Profit Is Another's Hann," 
Essays t, 22, \1ontaigne, OC 105, tr. 76f. Demades Athenian orator, 
executed in 319 BC. 
N IX (4] poisonous utensils Rousseau shared the widely held view 
that copper pots are noxious; see his the Letter he addressed to Raynal, 
which was published in the Mercure de France, July 1753, pp. 5-13 
(CC 11, 221-227, no. zoo). 
!>< IX [6] But are there not This paragraph and the first sentence of 
the next paragraph were added in the 1782 edition. 
N IX [8] Realgar Arsenic monosulfide, a poisonous red-orange pigment 
used to enhance the color of gold and gilding; see Rousseau's Insti
tutions chymiques, in Annales de Ia socit!tt Jean-Jacques Rou.seau (1918/ 
1919) 12:1-164; (Hpofi921) IJ:I-178, see pp. 166-170. 
N IX  [14] What, then? Must Societies be destroyed Rousseau added 
this concluding paragraph while the hook was in page proof (Letter to 
his publisher Rey, 23 February 1755, CC m, 103, no. 279). a precept 
indifferent in itself In all likelihood refers to the precept or warning 
not to eat the fruit of the tree of knowledge of good and evil (Gtnesir 
2:17, 3:5, 3:22, 23). Rousseau discusses this precept and the failure ro 
heed it- in other words the Christian Theologians' Fall -in an import
ant note of the Lettre d AI. de Beaumont, Archbishop of Paris, which 
he wrote in response to that Prelate's condemnation of the Emile: "To 
demur against a useless and arbitrary prohibition is a natural incli
nation, but which, far from being in itself vicious, conforms to the 
order of things and to man's good constitution, since he would be 
unable to attend to his preservation if he had not a very lively love for 
himself and for the conservation of all his rights and privileges, as he 
received them from nature. He who could do anything would wish 
nothing but what would be useful to him; but a feeble Being, whose 
power is further limited and restrained by law, loses a part of himself, 
and in his heart he reclaims what he is being deprived of. To impute 
this to him as a crime is to impute to him as a crime that he is what 
he is and not some other being; it would be to wish at one and the same
time that he be and not be. For this reason, the command infringed by 
Adam appears to me to have been not so much a true prohibition as 
a paternal advice; a warning to abstain from a pernicious and deadly 
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fruit. Surelv this idea conforms better to the idea one should have 
regarding dod's goodness, and even to the text of Genesis, than to the 
ideas wh.ich Divines are pleased to prescribe to us; for with regard to 
the threat of the twofold death, it has been shown that the expression 
morte morieris has not the emphatic meaning which rhey attach to it, 
and is only an hebraism that is {alsoJ used elsewhere [in Scripture], 
where such an emphasis would be out of place" (OC IV, 939f., n.). The 
Vulgate\ morte mon'em, King James's tlwu shall sure/) die (Genesis 2: I] 
and l4), attempts to render faithfully the Hebrew cognate accusative 
"dying you will die"; for the same construction, see, for example, Gen
esis 1 :  I I ,  Joel 2:22; on these texts, see Robert Sacks, A Commentary on 
the Book of Genesis (Edwin Mellen Press, Lewiston,1991). they wiH 
love their kind its a1meront leurs semblahfes brings to mind, especially 
in the present context, the biblical precept to love one's neighbor, Lev
iticus 9:I8 (cp. Mark 12:28-34, Luke ro:25-28, MatthnP 22:34-40); but 
it also recalls the reference at the beginning of this long and difficult 
sentence to the "men like myself" or "men of my kind," the hommes 
semblables d mrJt_ 
N X [ 1] Nations of men of gigantic size Traditionally, the Patagoni
ans, about whom see Note X [II]; about giams, see also Ltmguates 3 
[3] and Editorial Note. Pygmies Homer Iliad, III, 6; Aristode, HiJtory 
rJ/ Animals VIII, 12, 597a 6---ra; Edward Tyson, Orang-outang, sive H!lmu 
Sy/vestm, or the anatomic of a Pygmie compared with that of a monkey, 
an ape, and a man; ro which ts added a Phi!rJ!ugica! Essay concerning the 
Cynocephali, the satyrs and sphingeJ of the ancients, wherein it will appear 
that they are a!/, mher apes or monkeys, ami not men as fOrmerly pretended 
(London, Ifl99). In spite of his title, Tyson evidently studied a chim
panzee (see Franck Tinland, L 'Homme saarage, PP- 104-1 19). Laplan
ders . . .  Greenlanders . . .  Peoples with tails Buffon, De la nature 
de !'homme, Duchet edition, pp. 223-226, 242-244. Ctesias (fl. c. 400 
BC) Physician at the court of King Artaxerxes II of Persia, he wrote a 
work on Persia and another on India, only fragments of which survive. 
N X ( 2l the Kingdom of the Congo The present Zaire. the trans
lator of the Hist[oireJ des Voyages Samuel Pure has (I 577-1621>) in 
Purchas, His Pilgrimage; or Relations of the World and the Religion 
Observed in All Ages (London, IbiJ and 1625)- Orang-outangs are, of 
course, not found in Africa. but onlv in Borneo and Sumatra. Andrew . . 
Batte! An English merchant (r. 1565··1645) whose adventure-filled 
accounts of Brazil and Angola Purchas rocorded. Mayoml»! Mountain 
in central Congo or Zaire. Kingdom of Loango North of the 
mouth of the Congo River. Pongo Gorillas. Enjokos As Purchas 
remarks at the end of the next paragraph, Bartel did not describe these 
"monsters.'' 
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N X {4] O!fert Dapper Dutch physician and geographer (d. r69o), 
whose Descripti(J11 de !'Afrique Purchas summarized. If, as it appears, 
the anima! sent to Prince Frederick-Henry of Orange (1 584-1647) 
is the same as that described by Nicholas Tulp, then it was, 
in all likelihood, a chimpanzee (see Tinland, L 'Homme sauvage, pp. 
IOJf.). Jerorne Merolla (c.r6so - c.1710), whose account of the Congo, 
where he spent ten years as a Franciscan missionary, appeared in 
1692. 
N x [5] These . . .  Anthropomorphic animals . . .  in the third 
volume Rousseau evidently erred; the descriptions are found in vol. 
IV of the Hist01re des Voyages (Starobinski). Beggos and Mandrills 
Respectively, the natives' and the Europeans' name for what here prob
ably is either a chimpanzee or a gorilla. monsters . . .  yet . . .  repro
duce In the vocabulary of the time, "monster" still commonly refers 
to an animal or plant that cannot reproduce; see Rousseau's Letters Otl 
Botany VII, OC IV, u88; cp. Lucretius, On the Nature of Things v, 
84s-848. Pongos . . .  fires contrast Languages 9 [29]•. Throughout 
Rousseau's discussion in this and subsequent Notes, it must be kept 
in mind that any twentieth-century reader will have seen and read 
about more varieties of monkeys and apes than had the most intrepid 
and learned scholars of Roussetu's time. However, Rousseau and all 
his contemporaries knew that "orang-outang" means "man of the 
woods" in Malay (N X [4)), and hence in Larin homo sylvestris; which 
is what, for example, Lucretius called the first men (v, 967, 970); thus 
the name alone tended to prejudge the question at issue, especially for 
a1l those who had never so much as seen a single great ape; and the 
learned and careful Tyson thought he had dissected an orang when he 
had spent his labors on a chimpanzee. 
N x [6] are neither beasts nor gods, but men Added in 1782. 
s x [7} What would have been . . .  O:tild found in 1694 Mentioned 
in Note Ill [ 1] above. gave no sign . . . Cradle is a direct quote from 
Condillac., EJSay pt. 1, sec. IV, ch. 2, § ZJ. Immediately after If, llllfor
tunately for him, Rousseau inserted by hand "or fortunately" in the 
copy of the Discourse which he presented to Davenport. 
N x [9) The Platos, the Thales, and the Pythagorases All three 
philosophers traveled extensively. 
N X [n) Charles Marie de La Condamine (1701-1774) participated 
in an expedition to the equator in 1736 and published an absorbi��g 
Rr!ation abregie du voyage fait d !'intirieur de !'AmErique mbiiioMie 
(Paris, 1745), reprinted as Voyage sur l'Amazone, edited by H. Minguet 
(Maspero, Paris, 198r ). This book clearly influenced Rousseau in many 
particulars, but especially in its discussion of the growth of language: 
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"All the Snuth-American languages with which I had any acquaintance 
are extremely poor; some are energetic and can be elegant, but aU lack 
terms to express abstract ami universal ideas; a clear proof of the little 
progress made by these people. Trme, duration, spare, being, substana, 
matter, hndy; all these and many other wurds are without equivalent in 
their languages; not only the names of metaphysical beings, but those 
of moral beings can be rendered among them only imperfectly and only 
with the help of elaborate cirnJmlocutions. There is no proper tenn 
corresponding to the terms ·virtue, justice, freedom, gratirude, mgratitude '' 
(pp. 53f.; reprint, pp. 62f.). In the Emde. Rousseau quotes La Conda
mine's report (Relation abrigie, pp. 56f.; reprint, pp. 68f.) about a 
people that could count only up to three, although, as Rousseau adds, 
they had of course seen the five fingers on their hand (OC IV, 572n., 
tr. 27m.). Pierre Louis Moreau de Maupertuis (1f»98-I759) led a 
scientific expedition to Lapland and reported on that journey in his 
Relatton d'un voyage au fond de Ia Laponie. Jean Chardin (I64J-171J), 
who journeyed through Persia as far as India between 1671 and r68r, 
afterwards settled in London, was created baronet by Charles II, and 
became the British charge d"affaire! and agent of the East India Com
pany in Holland; he published a widely read Travels in Persia and the 
East Indies (1686). Englebert Kaempfer (1651-I716), German 
physician who spent �orne years in the Far East, from whose papers a 
posthumous History of Japan and Sram was compiled (London 1728; 
French translation, expanded, Amsterdam, 1729). Charles Pinot 
Duclos (1704-1772), member of the French Academy, whose com
mental)' on the Port Royal Grammar at least in part inspired the 
Essay on the Ongin �f Languages, was to prove one of Rousseau's 
steadic�t friends; Rousseau dedicated his early opera The Village Sooth
Saj('r to him, and he entrusted to him one of the manuscripts of his 
late, apologetic Dial�gues: Rousseau )uge de Jean Jacgues. Malabar 
Province of southwestern India, now part of Kerala. Pegu Formerly a 
kingdom, and now a provlnce north of Rangoon. Ava City, southwest 
of Mandalay, which for four hundred years was the capital of what 
is now Myanmar (formerly Bunna). Tucumlin Province of northern 
Argentina. 
N Xll [1]-[2] Locke's Civil Government Or Suomi Treatise of 
Government, ch. 7, "Of Civil or Political Society," §§ 79, 8o. We ha\'e 
tr.lnslated the text Rousseau published; it departs only slightly from 
the French version which he consulted: Du gouvernemenl civil, in a 
translation attributed to David Maze!, first published in 1691 by Wolf
gang, Amsterdam. Mazel's translation omits Chapter 1 of Locke's 
Second Treatise with its summary of the First Treatise and its definition 
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of political power. It hegins with the chapter entitled "Of the State of 
Nature." 

Where Mazel's translation of 
Locke reads 
l!J fled rm grass 
is de ]into commonly with child 
the wisdom of the gnal creator 

Rousseau writes 

IQ graze the grass 
is commQn/y w1th child 
the wisdom of the creator 

All other divergences between Locke's original and Rousseau's version 
are due to the published French translation available to Rousseau; a 
number of them are noteworthy, and the reader may wish to compare 
the text published here with Locke's text. 
N XII [5) the Horse . . .  the Sta!, or all other Quadrupeds In 1782, 
this reads "Quadruped animals." live exclusively off grass In 1782, 
this reads "off grasses." 
N XIU "Nor would the happiness . . .  " Nee quidquamfeliritati humani 
generis derederet, si, pulsa tot hnglldrum peste et confosWne, unam arum 
ral/erent mortales, et signis, motibus, gestibusque licitum foret quidvis 
explifare. Nunc vero JJa comparatum est, ut a»imallum quat vu/gQ bruttl 
rredunJur, melior Ionge quam nostra hac in parte videatur conditio, ut pote 
quae promptius el forsan fclicius, gensus et cogilationes suas sine Jnterprele 
signijicent, quam ulli queant mortales, praesertlm si ptregrino utantur ser
mone. Is{aac) Vossius [l6J8-t6&}], de Poema[tum] Cant(u] et Vin"bus 
Rythmi (Oxford, r6JJ), pp. 65f.; where Rousseau wrote motibus, 
"movements," Vossius had written nutibus, "clues." 
"<l XIV Plato, showing In the Republic vn, 522d. Palamedes was one 
of the Greek leaders in the Trojan War; in Languages 5 [ 11) Rousseau 
refers to the tradition that nedits him with also having added some 
letters to the alphabet- In connection with the issue raised in Note XIV, 
see also the passages from La Condamine cited on p. 376 above. 
N xv /I) Amour propre and amour Je soi-m2me Rousseau here for 
the first time, and succinctly, fonnulates the contrast between the two 
fonns of love of seJf that is so basic to his entire moral psychology. He 
develops and illustrates it in all of his subsequent writings, even when 
he does not explicitly refer to either passion by name. Panly for this 
reason, it is difficult to single out specific passages for sJ>Ccial notice; 
still, see, among others: Emile w, OC tv, 494 and context, and 547f., 
tr. 214f., zszf.; DialogueJ, OC 1, 66.Jf., 789f., Sos--Scry; Pol. Ec. [3o], 
[36) et seq.; Corsica, OC m, 937f.; and this Discourse, 11 [.52]. 
N XVI (3] the Greenlanders The story is told by the influential poly
genist Isaac de La Pe}'TCre, Relation du Groenland (Paris, 1647), pp. 
16q.-r84 (Starobinski). 
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N XVI [4] "All the efforts of the Dutch Missionaries . . .  " The story 
is told bv Peter Kolben, and may, as Rousseall indicates, be found in 
the Hiuaire des voyages. 
N xvm Marshal de v••• Louis-Hector, Ouke of Villars (I6SJ-I734), 
Marshal of France (Starobinsk.i). 
N XIX Distributive justice Distributes, as Rousseau indicates, honors 
and assigns rank in proportion to contributions £0 the polity: Aristotle's 
classic statement of the issues (Nicomackean Ethics v, 2, I I  JOb 3o-33, 

v, J, 1 IJia 23-28; and Politics m, 12, 13) is reported by Pufendorf 
(Droit 1, 7, § xii and Man and Citizen 1, 2, § xiv); Pufendorf further 
discusses distributive justice at length in Droit (1, 7, §§ ix-xiii), and in 
the course of that discussion (1, 7, § xi, n. 4) he quotes the passage 
from Isocrates (Aeropagetnus 21f.), which Rousseau also quotes in this 
Note. Regarding the role of Roman Censors, cp. SC IV 7· rigorous 
right, or right strictly and narrowly so called, is right or justice that 
may appropriately be legislated and enforced, in contrast to what virtue 
and equity might require: this distinction between distributive justice 
and rigorous rig:ht is introduced by Grotius, Right, Proleg:. §9 viii-x and 
1, I, §§ v-viii, followed by Hobbes, De cive m, 6 and XIV, 6f.; see also 
Pufendorf, Droit 1, 2, § viii; Burlamaqui, Droit nature/ !, 1 1 ,  § xi; and 
Rousseau's Letter to d'Alembert (OC v, p. 61; Fuchs edn., p. 81); tr. 
Bloom p. 66). 

The issue briefly raised in this Note, the relation between morals 
and law, is central to both Discourses, but also to the Essay on the On"gin 
of Languages, and indeed to the whole of Rousseau's moral and political 
thought. 

LETTER TO PHH.OPOLIS (pages 223-228) 

This letter replies to the main points raised in a quite thoughtful criti
cism of the fh"scourse &n lnequali(y published in the October 1755 issue 
of the Mercure de France over the signature "Philopolis," or "Patriot." 
Socrates's accuser Meletus had called himself "phi!opolis" (Plato, Apol
ogy of Socrates, 24b 5). The pseudonym was chosen for the occasion by 
Charles Bonnet (172o-1793), a well-known naturalist, scion of a 
patrician Geneva family, and himself for many years a member of his 
city's ruling council, the Two Hundred. Bonnet disapproved of Rous
seau's views from the first, and he eventually played an active part in 
having the Social Contract and the Emile condemned by Geneva. He 
also urged his fellow scientist Albrecht von Haller, of Berne, to get that 
city to expel Rousseau after he had taken refuge in its territory. Rous
seau later described Bonnet as a man who, "though a materialist, is of 
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a most intolerant orthodoxy wherever I am concerned" (Conf xn, OC 
I, 632). 

Rousseau clearly thought of this Letter "as an authoritative statement 
of his views. Although he did not publish it, he did make a clean copy 
of it, and a letter of Bonnet's in 1763 indicates that he had learned of 
the existence and of the tone, if not of the contents, of Rousseau's 
reply. 

The Letter to Phi/opolis has most recently been edited by Vaughan, 
in Rousseau, vol. 1, pp. 221�227; by Starobinsli in OC ru, 23o-236; by 
Launay in the lntCgrale Oeuvres c�mplites, vol. n, pp. 272-275; by Leigh 
in CC 111, r8s�193, no. 328; and by Meier in Diskurs/Diseours, pp. 46o-
477· The last four also reprint Bonnet's letter. 
[10] the Leibnizian . . .  Philosophy Bonnet had read Gottfried 
Wilhelm Leibniz's ( 1646-1716) Theodicy (1710) some yean earlier, and 
in his Mimoires autohiographiques he tells of the lasting impression it 
had made on him. 
[ 11] According to Leibniz Who argued that this is the best of possible 
worlds - e.g., Theodicy, &ays on the Goodness o/God . . .  1 §§ 8-ro et 
pinsim and to Alexander Pope (r688-1744), whose Essay on Man 
defends the thesis "Whatever is, is right" (Essay, Epistle 1, line 294, 
Epistle rv, line 394) . . . . things may be good relative to the whole, 
though evil in themselves. What contributes to the general good 
may be a particular evil . . . On this basic issue, see Letter to Voltaire 
[24] together with its Editorial Note, as well as the Introduction, p. 
xxvii above. 
[12] Algonquins Indian nation of northeastern America. Chickasaws 
Indians of the Muskhogean tribe in Louisiana. 
[14] the monkey . . .  the Oranr-outang See Second Discourse, Note 
x, especially the first half of that long note. 
[15] very powerful reasons for not choosing that kind of life See 
especially the Replies to criticisms of the Fim Discourse, and Second 
Discourse N IX  [14]. 
[16] to fie saints Rousseau had, of course, written sai11s or "healthy," 
and not saints or "saintly," and Bonnet had clearly understood him 
correctly. It is to be hoped that Rousseau would not have let stand this 
gratuitous remark if he had revised the text for publication; the passage 
in question occurs in Second Discourse I [9], above. 
[18] IUtler kno��>t� pain . . .  pity Cp. Emile, OC rv, JIJf., 504-5o6, tr. 
87, 221-223, and especially Languages 9 [2H4]. 
[19] the Populace, to whieh M. Rt:tuJseau anriltutes Cp. SmmJ Dis
course I [37]. Seide murder his Father Sheik Zopire, while at prayer, 
but without knowing it was his father he was murdering; Voltaire, 
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Fanat1mm, or Mohammed the Prophet (1741). Thyestcs drink his 
son's blood In CrCbillon's Atreuo and Thyeste! (1707) Thyestes caused 
his brother Atreus to kiH his own son; in revenge Atreus killed Thyes
tes's son and, at a banquet, offered him a goblet with the son's blood. 
[zo] I had said so In the Saund !J1sco�m: 1 [zs]. 

REPL '<' 1 o LE RoY (pages .<29-231) 

Rousseau jotted down this reply at the bottom of the pages of a note 
by Charles-Georges Le Roy (172J-1789), Master of the King's Hunt, 
the author of several entnes in the Enqdopedia, and of the anony
mously published Lettres philosophiques sur f'intdligence et fa perject1bditi 
des ammaux (1768, expanded 1781; and again in r8o2). Le Roy was a 
childhood friend of Helvi:tius, and it was he who hatched and largely 
carried out the scheme of getting De /'esprit past the censors. 

Le Roy's note had been forwarded to Rousseau by Condillac who, 
in a covering letter, indicated that Buffon agreed with these objections 
if, indeed, he was not their author (CCIV, 98f., 7 September 1756, no. 
434). The objections are aimed at Rousseau's suggestion that man may 
not by nature be carnivorous; and, more generally, at his premise that 
everythmg in nature is well ordered. "Make sure of vour facts, and 
perhaps you will find rhat it is not the case rhat everything is well 
ordered." Rousseau speaks to this issue most fully in the Lettrr to Vol
taire; see also the Editorial Note to Languages 9 [32]". 

Le Roy's criticisms and Rousseau'� Replies to them were first pub
lished by Vaughan, under the title "Reply to a Naturalist," Rousseau, 
val. I, app. 1 ,  pp. 512f. R. A. Leigh identified the writer of the criti
cism.'>, and he includes a full critical edition of rhe relevant texts in CC 
IV, app. A 172, pp. 423-426; as docs Meier in Dtskurs/ Dtsrours, pp. 
482-489. 

Rousseau's Reply has a1so been edited by Starobinski, in OC Ill, 237, 
reprinted together with Le Roy's comments in Starobinski's "Folio'' 
edition of the Second Dwourse (Gallimard, Paris, 1989), pp. 167, 276f.; 
and by Launay, in the lnti:grale Oetn.•res completes, ·vol. n, p. 275. 

LETTER TO VOLTA IRE (pages 232-246) 

Voltaire was moved by the terrible earthquake which struck Lisbon in 
1755, and which wreaked such v.idespread destruction and caused the 
death of so many thousands of people, to v.rite a long Poime sur /e 
disastre de Lisbonne, ou examen de ret a�·iome: "tout est bien" (Poem on 
the Lt.<hon Drsasta, or examination of the axiom "All is Good'). It was 
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published together with an earlier poem on natural law in March 1756. 
Rousseau received a copy of these Poimes sur le disastre dt Lisbonne e1 
sur Ia loi nature/le in July. He recounts the circumstances surrounding 
his writing this Letter in response to Voltaire's poems in Conf IX (OC 
1, 4Z9-43o), and of its publication in Conf x ( OC 1, 539-542). For full 
details, see R. A. Leigh, ';Rousseau's Letter to Voltaire on Optimism," 
Studies on Voltaire and the Eighteenth Century (1964), 30:247�]0C), sum
marized in CC IV, 5o--59; and in B. Gagnebin's "Notice biblio
graphique," OC IV, I88o-I884. Voltaire acknowledged Rousseau's 
Letter in a brief, conciliatory note (u September 1756, CC IV, 102, no. 
437), in which he did not speak to the issues which Rousseau had raised 
in his Letter. Rousseau believed that Voltaire wrote Candilk as his full 
reply to the Letter (Conf IX, OC 1, 430). 

The Letter has most recently been edited by R. A. Leigh in CC IV, 
37-841 by Henri Gouhicr in OC IV, I059-I075i by Theodore Bestennan 
in his Oeuvres cqmplite$ de Voltaire, vol. Cl (Coffespondance, vol. XVII) 
(The Voltaire Foundation at the Taylor Institution, Oxford, 1971), pp. 
z8o-..zq7; and by Gilbert Fauconnier in Etudes Rousseauistes et index 
J-J. Rousseau, Strie B, vol. V (Siatkine, Geneva, 1979), pp. 152-359· 
The present translation is based on the OC version of the text; depar
tures from it are flagged in the Editorial Notes; the Notes also repro
duce variant readings that might be of interest to attentive readers who 
are not Rousseau speciaJists. 
[1] I do not know at whOlle instance these might have come 
to me, if not yours. Voltaire had indeed asked to have eopies sent 
to Diderot, to d' Alembert, and to Rousseau. Charles Duclos had 
asked to be the one who would transmit Rousseau's copy to him: 
Thieriot to Voltaire, 6 July 1756. 
[3] You charge Pope and Leibniz with insulting our evils by 
maintaining that all is well {or: good] "All is right [or: good]" 
translates tout est bien, the formula by which contemporary French 
translators rendered Pope's "whatever is, is right" (An Essay on Man, 
Epistle 1, line 294, Epistle rv, line 394). However, tout est !Jien becomes 
a formula in its own right and with its own meaning in Voltaire's Poem, 
and especia1ly in Rousseau's Lmer. For bien (n., adv.), bon (adj.), i.e. 
"good" and "well," are central to his understanding of man and of his 
place in the scheme of things. A further reason for preserving an 
explicit reference to "good" in translating tout est bien is that both 
Voltaire and Rousseau are concerned not only with Pope's dictum, but 
a)so with Leibniz's proposition that this is '"the best (optimum) of all 
possible worlds" (Theodicy 1, §§ 8-10 a passrm). The same difficulties 
that surround the attempt to translate brm and bien surround the 
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attempt to translate its antonym, mal (n., adv.). Used as a noun, it may 
mean "pain," "hurt," or, especially in the plural (maux), "ills," as in 
" . .  and makes us rather bear those ills we have . . .  "; but also, as it 
does here, "evil '' Similar difficulties surround mafheur (n), mafheureux 
( d

.
) h. h " I · " d " t.... " " · c n .. a J. , w JC may mean un 1appme�s an unuapp)', niiS<Or-

tune" and "unfortunate," but also "wretch" and "wretched." 
[7] You do not wish, Sir, to have your work looked upon as a 
work against Providence: "I do not rise up against Providence," 
Voltaire, Poem on the Lisbon Disaster, line 232; however, Voltaire is 
reported to have told Pastor Jacob Vernet " . . .  de cette affaire [sc. le 
tremblement de terre de Lisbonne] Ia Providence en a dans le cui" 
(cited by Henri Gouhier, Rousseau a Volwre [Vrin, Paris, 1983], p.76); 
although you taxed a book in which I pleaded the case of 
mankind against itself with being a writing against mankind; 
Voltaire's letter acknowledging Rousseau's Diswurse an Inequality 
begins: "] am in receipt, Sir, of your new book against mankind," 30 
August 1755, CC 111, 156 (no. 317). 
f81 if . . .  it is a contradiction for matter to be both sentient and 
insentient In a passage which provoked the most intense controversy, 
Locke had said that he saw no contradiction in some svstems of sense
less matter having a power to perceive and think: Essay Concerning 
Human Understanding IV, 3, § vi; Rousseau returns to the point in his 
Letter to Franquiires [5] (in SC tr.). Voltaire's sympathetic discussion 
of Locke's suggestion in the thirteenth of his immensely popular Philo
sophical Letters had given it wide currency on the Continent. I believe 
I have shown . . .  most of our physical evils are also of our own 
making m First Discourse, Part 1, Second Discourse 1 [9], 11 [13]. 
[9] You would have wished . . . the quake had happened in . . .  a 
wilderness Voltaire, Poem, lines 53-55· Also consider, in this connec
tion, the discussion of cataclysms in the Suond Diuourse ll [ 14], and of 
"the ancient traditions about natural disasters" in Languages, 9 [27]. 
[10] I learned in Zadig . . . that a quick death In chapter xx of his 
novel Zadig, or Destiny, Voltaire has the character he calls The Hermit 
and also The Angel Jesrad kill off perfectly innocent persons before 
they commit the e\•i!s they are "destined" to commit. the ordinary 
course of things; the expression, which recurs two paragraphs below, 
is reminiscent of Bacon's "common course of nature" and "common 
course of the universe" (.Vovum Organum, The Second Book of Aphor
isms, especially no. xvii); and of Spinoza's "common order of nature" 
(Ethics 11, 29, scholium; 11, 30, proof; IV, 4, corollary). Both Bacon and 
Spinoza use the expression to characterize what might be called the 
world of ordinary or common expenence in contrast to rational or 
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scientific accounts of nature; in other words, a - if not the - central 
issue of this Letter. Locke contrasts "the ordinary course of things'' 
with miracles: e.g. Essay IV, 16, §§ xiii, xiv; as does Hume "the ordinary 
course of events," "the course of nature" and ''the common and experi
enced course of nature," e.g. Enquiry Concerning Human Understanding 
XI, "Of a Particular Providence and of a Future State" and "Of the 
Immortality of the Soul," Euays Moral, Political, and L1Urary, edited 
by T. H. Green and T. H. Grose (Longman Green and Co., London, 
r8&), 1912), vol. n, p. 400. Rousseau's expression "the order of human 
things" (l25]) would appear to he equivalent to "the ordinary course of 
things." Voltaire, by contrast, does not draw this distinction between 
ordinary experience and rational or scientific accounts when he lays it 
down that it is "the genera1 order of the world" that some events do, 
and some do not, have effects, "that the links in the chain [of events] 
would not be disturbed by a little more or a little less matter, by a little 
more or a little less irregularity" (Poem, note 1 ;  quoted more fully in 
the Editorial Note to {17] below). This is the thesis which Rousseau 
will most insistently challenge in the immediate sequel. In considering 
how he thinks about the great chain of beings, one might also note 
that on one occasion, speaking about parthenogenesis, which he calls 
"contrary to the ordinary march of nature," he is led to raise funda
mental questions about the status of natural kinds or species; Fragments 
pour un dicti011naire Us temu:s d'usage en botanique, article "Aphrodites," 
OC IV, 1212; consider also the 1782 correction to Second Discourse p 
[J], p. 353 above. 
[u] . . . difficult . . .  to find . , .  good computations among Phil
osophers Voltaire had written 

"Ce malheur, dites vous, est /e bien d'un autre bre. " 
{b4and Ia ml»"t met le ramble aux maux que j'ai souffirts, 
Le beau sou/agement d'itrr mangi dts vers! 
Tristes ca/culateurs des misires kumaine5, 
Ne me consokz point, vous aigrinez mrs peinu . . .  

(97-101) 

On the philosophers' calculations of the goods and evils of life, see also 
Stcond Discourse 1\" !X [ r] above. the sweet sentiment of existence 
see Discourse on lnequali�y 1 [21] and the corresponding Editorial· Note, 
p. 143 above. 
[ 12] You think with Erasmus that few people would wish to be 
reborn Voltaire makes the point (Poem, line 2IO), without citing 
Erasmus; Rousseau is referring 10 Erasmus, Colloquies ("The Godly 
Feast"), from which he evidently also drew the two Cicero quotations 
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below (R. A. Leigh). the country where you are Voltaire was living 
near Gcncya at the time. willingly trade ewn Paradise some manu
scripts !If this frequently reworked Leller read ''willingly trade even 
the Paradise he cxptcts and is owed . . " (CC IV, 59. n. 54) who can 
say with Cato . . . Aec me v1nsse poemtet, quomam 1/a ·l:'in ut ftustra 
mt natum 110n cnstimem, a slightly modified version of a remark which 
Cicero attributes to the Elder Catu in his dialogue IJe senutute (On Ofd 
Age) xxm, 84; Rousseau borrows the passage from Erasmus, Colluquus, 
156 (R. A_ Leigh, in CC IV, 66). 
r q] As regards M. de Crouzas, . . . I trust his authority as little 
as I do his proofs. Reading with the mr, and the text published by 
Leigh; OC reads: "I trust his proofs just as little as I do h.is authority." 
Jean-Pierre de Crouzaz (166J-1750) had published two criticisms of 
Pope's EssaJ'. and Rousseau had read - and rejected - at least one of 
these at the same time as he first read Pope's Essay itself: to Frano;:ois 
de Conzie, 17 January 1742, CC 1, IJ2-IJ9, no . .j.J; Voltaire calls 
Crouzaz "a learned Geometer" (Pnem, n. 1); in his reply, Rousseau 
had initially called him "a poor geometer and an even poorer reasoner," 
adding that hi� reputation was altogether undeserved; in the final ver
sion of the Letter he chose to omit tht:se judgments. However, in the 
Nouvefle Hiloiie he has his character Julie write : "M_ de Crouzaz has 
just given us a refutation of Pope's Epistles which I have read with 
some annoyance. Truth to tell, I do not know which one of these two 
authors is right; but I do know that M. de Crouza1's book will ntver 
lead to a good deed's being Jom:, anJ that there is nothing good one 
is not tempted to do upon setting down Pope's book. I ha\'C not, for 
my own part, any other way of jud�ng what I read than to inquire 
how it ]�:a,·es my soul disposed, and I ('an �carcely imagine what can 
be the good of a book that does not incline its readers to good" (,VJ-1 
11, 18, OC rr, 261); !Or Diderot's extensive critical remarks on its first 
French lranslation, see his Oeuvm complites, vol. l, pp. 19r-z66. Pope, 
as might be expected, shared Rousseau's judgment of Crouzaz: he 
reserved a place for him in the !Junciad (IV, 19R). actions without a 
principle and effects without a cause; which is at odds with all 
philosophy. Voltaire's - and Crouzaz's - argument is specifically 
directed against the position adopted by Leibniz, and which Rousseau 
here restates in his own name: cp. e.g. Leibniz, Discourse on Metaphys
i{j, § VI. 
L17] You draw a distinction between events that ha,•e effects, 
and those that do not. Again in direct response to a point of 
Voltaire's: " . . .  every . . .  [event] has its cause in the event which pre
cedes it; this is something no philosopher ha'! ever doubted. If Caesar's 
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mother had not undergone a Caesarian section, Caesar would not have 
destroyed the republic, he would not have adopted Octavius, and Octa
,·ius would nor have left the empire to Tiberius. Maximilian marries 
the heiress of Burgundy and the Low Countries, and this marriage 
becomes the source of two hundred years of war. But Caesar's having 
spat to the right or to the left, the heiress of Burgundy having her hair 
dressed one way or another, surely did not change anything in the 
general system. 

"There are, then, events that have effects, and others that do not. 
The chain of events is comparable to a genealogical tree; some branches 
are seen to die out, and others perpetuate the race. A number of events 
remain without filiation. Thus in every machine there are effects which 
are necessary to the movement, and others which are indifferent to it, 
which are the consequence of the first, and produce nothing. The 
wheels of a carriage make it go; but the journey gets accomplished just 
as weU regardless of whether they make a little more or a little less 
dust fly. Such is the general order of the world that the links in the 
chain [of events] would not be disturbed by a littJe more or a little less 
matter, a little more or a little less irregularity" (note J to the Poem). 

Voltaire's argument again takes issue with Leibniz, specifically with 
his thesis that " . . .  the notion of an individual substance contains once 
and for aU everything that can ever happen to it, and that in considering 
this notion one can see in it everything it will be possible truthfully to 
say about it, just as we can see in the nature of the circle aJl the proper
ties that can be deduced from it" (Discourse on Metaphysics, § xm). 
Leibniz goes on, in this same section of the Dlscoum, to illustrate his 
thesis with Caesar as his example . . . . just as several almost imper� 
ceptible effects frequently combine to produce a considerable 
event. The wne argument is stated more tmely at the end of the first 
half of the Second Discourse, I [SJ]. the grain of sand mentioned by 
Pascal: "Cromwell was going to lay waste the whole of Christendom; 
the roya1 family was lost, and his own forever in power, but for a small 
grain of sand that settled in his ureter. Rome itself was going to be 
threatened by him; but with this tiny stone settled there, he is dead, 
his family cast low, everything at peace, and the king restored" Pmsies 
(Brunschvicg no. 176). I share your Brahman's opinion Tradition
ally editors have taken this to be a reference to the "hermit" in 
Voltaire's novel Zadig, ch. xx; Masters and Kelly (in their edition of 
}tsn-JanjueJ Rousseau, Discourse on the Origins of Inequality, Pol�icJ, 
aNI Political Ec011omy [Dartmouth, Hanover, NH, 1992], p. 194. n. 15) 
plausibly suggest that it is a reference to Voltaire's short IJislogue entre 
1m Brachmane et un Jisutre sur Is nicessiti et /'tnchainement des clwses" 
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(Dialogue Between a Brahman and a ]tsult About the NecessiU and Con
nectedness of Things), first published in the year in which Rousseau 
wrote this Letter. The Dialogue concludes with the foUowing exchange: 

The Jesuit: If I understand you. one would not have to pray 
[to] GocP 

The Brahman: One has to adore him. But what do you understand 
by praying [to] him! 

The Jesuit: What everybody understands by it; that he favor 
our desires, that he satisfy our needs. 

The Brahman: I understand you. You want a �rdener to have 
sun at the very hour God destined from all eternity 
for rain, and a pilot to have an east wind when 
there has to be a west wind to cool the earth and 
seas. Father, to pray is to submit . . .  

[r9J the nature oflight and of lighted spaces i.e. how light propa
gates through space. Bayle, for whose wisdom and restraint in 
matters of opinion I share your admiration . . . In the notes to 
his Poem, Voltaire defends Bayle against the anacks on his impieties 
by noting that Gcero said far worse without being censured for it 
(Poem, n. 1 ). Rousseau turns this defense of Bayle into an attack on 
Voltaire by charging him with professing Bayle's skepticism regarding 
moral and political matters, while being dogmatic regarding natural 
science; Rousseau here presents himself as being, by contrast, a skeptic 
regarding natural science who, for that very reason, is hesitant to be 
dogmatically skeptical about what might be called the moral and politi
cal "ordinary course of things." 
[20] you have made a correction in Pope's system . . .  by 
observing . . .  "God holds the chain, and is not chained by it" Poem 
an the Lisbon Disaster (line 75). Rousseau had argued for this view at 
some length in his 1742 letter to de Conzie, CC 1, IJJ-rJ6; it is not 
entirely dear that Pope said or meant anything different. 
[2IJ you have man say: "I must be as dear to my master . . .  as 
the planets." In a note to the Preface to his Poem. 
[22] That a man's corpse feeds wonns . . .  is not . . .  a compen
sation for that man's death Vultaire, Poem, lines 97-100 (quoted in  
the Editorial Note to [ ro] above). Codrus, king of Athens, upon learn
ing that according to an oracle the invading Dorians would conquer 
Athens if they avoided killing her king, entered the Dorians' camp in 
disguise and provoked a fight in which he was slain; the Dorians, upon 
learning what had happened, ended their campaign and returned home; 
no one was thought fit to be king after Codrus, the kingship was abol
ished, and his son and heir was installed as Archon. Curtius Manlius: 
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according to legend, when a chasm opened up in the Roman Forum, 
the soothsayers declared that it would dose up only once Rome's great� 
est treasure was cast into it; Curtius, proclaiming that a virtuous citizen 
was the city's greatest treasure, rode into the chasm in full battle-gear; 
whereupon the chasm disappeared. the Decii, father as well as son, 
both of them consuls, sacrificed their lives in two different wars to 
secure Roman victories. the Philaeni, two Carthaginian brothers who 
accepted being buried alive to enlarge their City's territory. 
[23] . . .  instead of saying All is well [or: good] (Tout est bJen), it 
might be preferable to say The whole is good or All is good for 
the whole (Le tout est bien). The addition of the article in Le Wut est 
bien changes "all" into "the all" or, more idiomatically, "the whole." 
Contrast these formulations with Genesis 1:31. 
[24] the Priests and the Devout, who . . .  depending on whether 
they end up with goods or eviJs. I.e. who claim they are predestined 
to be saved or damned, elected or reprobated, and that their being good 
in this life does not affect the outcome; it follows that !he outcome, 
regardless of what it is, confinns what was said to have been pre� 
destined. Rousseau develops the point in the next paragraph, beginning 
with "By contrast, a devout person . . .  " 
[25] as Seneca says in On Providence VI, t; Cartouche the n01orious 
highwayman; see Editorial Note to Obstrvations [53], p. 335 above; why 
were they allowed to live? Again, tbe character Voltaire calls The 
Hermit and also The Angel Jesrad in his Zadig, or Destiny therefore 
kills off perfectly innocent persons before they have a chance to commit 
the evils they are "destined" to commit. While Voltaire intends this 
tale as a uductio ad absurdum of Leibniz's "optimism," Rousseau 
implies that such preemptive murders would be the logical consequence 
of Voltaire's attack on "optimism," and that his attack therefore col
lapses in reductio ad absurdum . . . •  Providence is exclusively univer-
sal . . .  "God . . .  governs by general, not particular laws": Pope, An 
Essay on Man, Epistle IV, Argument (I), cp. Epistle I, lines 145f. and 
Epistle IV, lines 35f. "What misleads in this matter . . .  is that one finds 
oneself inclined to believe that what is best in the whole is also the 
best possible in each pan . . . but the part of the best whole is n01 
necessarily the best that could be made of that part . . . ": I..eibniz, 
Theodicy, §§ zu, 213. Regarding this issue, see also Phi/opolis [11] and 
Editorial Note. Julie and Saint�Preux, the two main characters ofRous� 
seau's novel La Nouvt:lle Hilofse, discuss the question of"generallaws" 
in terms of the role and efficacy of prayer, as well as of specifically 
Christian debates about grace and election. Julie writes: "According to 
you, this act of humility [i.e. prayer] is without benefit to us, and God, 
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having given us eventhing that can incline us w good by giving- us 
conscience, thereafter

. 
abandons w; to ourselves and lets our freedom 

act. That �� not, as you know, the doctrine of Saint Paul nor is it that 
professed in our Church . . .  To listen to you, it would seem that it is 
a hothcr for it [i.e. tJ.e divine pown] tu watch over each individual; 
you fear that a divided and constant attention might tire it, and you 
find it fairer that it do everything by general laws no doubt because 
thev cost it less care" (_I>,.'H, VI, 6; OC n. 072). Saint-Preux replies: "I 
. . .  

·
do not believe that after having provided in every way for man's 

needs, God grants to one person rather than to another some extraordi
nary assistance, which the one who abuses the wmmon assistance docs 
not dtserve, and the one who uses it well does not need. This accepta
tion of persons doe� injury to divine justice. Even if this harsh and 
discouraging doctrine could be deduced from Scripture itself, is not 
my first duty to honor God? Bo11-cver much respect I may owe the 
sacred text, I owe its :\uthor more, and [ would rather believe the Bible 
falsified or unintelligible than God unjust or maleficent" {l'>;'H VI, 7i 
OC 11, 684; see al�o ih. '', s; OC 11, 595f.; cp. Bayle, "every literal sense 
[of the biblical text] which entails the obligation to commit crimes is 
false": "Commentaire philosophique sur ces paroles de I'E:vangile: con
traint-le> d'cntrer," Oeuvres diverses [Georg 0\ms Verlagsbuchhand
lung, Hildesheim, 1955, reprint of the 1727 edition published at The 
Hague], vol. 11, pp. 367-56o, pp. _167, cp. p. 374-l- When the Censor's 
Office required that Saint-Preux's remark be struck, Rousseau replied 
"These pages must remain exactly as they are. If Saint-Preux wants 
to be heretical regarding grace, that is his business. Besides, it is neces
sary that he defend man's freedom, since elsewhere he makes the abuse 
of this freedom the cause of moral evil: he absolutely has to be a Molin
ist if he is not to be a �1anichean . . .  " (to Malesherbes, March n6r, 
CC Vlll, 237; cp. ib. p. no.) Nature wanted us . . .  CQmmorandi enim 
Natura diverwrium nobis, non habrtandi dedit: Cicero, De senutute, XXIII, 
84-; it is still the elder Cato speaking. 
[28] Sorbonne The University of Paris. It became the seat of the Fac
ult} of Theology, which took sides and issued condemnations in aU 
debates that affected the faith. In 1762 it condemned Rousseau's Emile 
in a Pastoral Letter (mandement) issued in the name of the Archbishop 
of Paris, Christophe de Beaumont. 
[29] I nai"vely admit i.e. artlessly and spontaneously. neither the 
pro nor the CQn setms to me demonstrated . . .  add the weight 
of hope to the equilibrium of reason. This important argument is 
reminiscent of a sugg-estion of Bayle's in his discussion of Spinoza's 
claim (Elhics n, 49, scholium) that just as Buridan's ass caught at equal 
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distance between rvm stacks of feed would starve to death, so would 
man be unable to choose between two equally compelling ideas: Bayle 
counters that men could break this equilibrium by imagining them
selves to be their own masters, independent of the objects between 
which they are choosing, saying "I choose to do this rather than that 
because it pleases me to do so." The decision would then be exclusively 
based on their idea that they are free. Bayle's suggestion combines the 
appearance of free will with its denial. Bayle, Dictionnaiff, "Buridan," 
Note c (near the end). Ba�·le's suggestion is discussed by Leibniz, The
odlcy m, § 307. 
[30] (I remember . . . Rousseau omitted this important paragraph 
from the copy of the Letter which he sent to Voltaire. Some editors 
therefore print it separately. It was first published by Streckeisen
Moultou in his t86t edition of the Oeuvres et COffespondance intdius tit 
J.-J. Rousseau with a note explaining that it was part of the ms. of the 
Letttr in his possession. Rousseau made substantially the same point 
he makes here in a letter to Verncs on t8 February 1758; in the Letter 
to Pranquiires [u] of zs March 1769 (OC tv, 1 139; see SC tr.); in the 
Fiction oo Morceau alligorique sur Ia rh.Jilation (Fiction or Allegory about 
Rroelation), an imponant fragment that was given this title and also 
first published by Streckeisen-Moultou in (kuvres et cormpmuk'lce 
inidites, now in OC IV, 1046; and he attributes it to the Savoyard Vicar: 
"Profession of Faith of the Savoyard Vicar" (Emile tv; OC IV, 579; 
tr. pp. 275f.) . . . .  the twenty�6rst philosophical thought, i.e. the 
twenty-first of Diderol's Pensies phiiMophiques (Philosophical Thouglus), 
a book which had led to their author's imprisonment in Vincennes, 
and to which Rousseau had already referred, cautiously but openly, in 
Pint Discourse [51 ]•, above. the most forceful thing ever said Read
ing a }4mai£ dit with Leigh ( CC IV, 61) and as the sense requires; OC 
reads n 'a jamai£ dit. both seem . . .  equally convincing, only the 
latter persuades me Rousseau draws the contrast convince/persuade 
in a nwnber of other places: the Preface to "Narcimu" [z]; Language1 
4 [4] and 19 [2]; the Emilt IV (OC IV, 453); NH v, 5 (OC n, 594f.) in 
the context of a discussion of the origin of evil; and, most particularly, 
SC 1 7 [9]. Some of these passages are discussed in Christopher KeUy's 
"'To persuade without convincing': The Language of Rousseau's 
Legislator," American Journal of Political Scimce (1987), ]I:JZI-JZS
The distinction is traditional: to convince is to prove or demonstrate, 
to persuade is to move to action; proof is properly the province of 
philosophy and science; persuasion is properly the province of rhetoric 
(e. g. Aristode, Rhetltric 1, 2, 1355b z6t). the Hmriade was composed 
Diderot had given Voltaire's poem as his example in the PhiWsophical 
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Thought which Rousseau is here discussing. This Thought is intended 
as a refutation of the traditional anti-materialist objection (in its Stoic 
anti-Epicurean version: Cicero, Of the Nature of the Gods 11, 37); see 
also, e.g., Plato, Laws x, 881jb--8g2c (however, compare Phaedo 99b3-
d3 and Leibniz's singular use of this comment in his Discourse on Afeta
physie> §§ XIX, xx); Aristotle, Physics n, rq6a 24-196b 4, 198a S-IJ, 199b 
5-7. what . . .  I call proof of sentiment called prejudict Rousseau 
must have been acquainted with Bayle's judgment: "Proofs of senti
ment settle nothing . . .  Every people is imbued with proofs of senti
ment for its religion: they are therefore more often false than true": 
Continuation des prosies diverses, in Oeuvres diverses, vol. XX (p. 214b). 
[31] I think . . .  one cannot too forcefully attack the superstition 
that disturbs society, nor too much respect the Religion that 
upholds it. In the so-called "ms. 2" this sentence initially read "Thus 
I could not approve of reasoning about such subjects in public in popu
lar language [langage vulgaire] and, if I may say so, still less in verse." 
[32] regardless of what the Sophist Hobbes may have said . . . 
All editors refer to Hobbes, Lev1athan, chs. XXX and/ or XXXI, and to 
De cive, ch. xv. The problem with these references is not that Rousseau 
may not have known the Lev1athan at first hand; but that Hobbes con
sistently defends the same view as Rousseau, that the state has no con
trol over what happens m foro mterno: "There is another Errour in 
their [sr. the Clergy's] Civil! Philosophy (which they never learned of 
Aristotle, nor Cicero, nor any oilier of the Heathen,) to extend the 
power of the Law, which is the Rule of actions onely, to the very 
Thoughts and Consciences of men, by Examination and Inquisition of 
what they Hold, notwithstanding the Conformity of their Speech and 
Actions[;] . . .  to force him fsc. a man] to accuse himself of Opinions, 
when his Actions are not by Law forbidden, is against the Law of 
Nature; and especially in them, who teach, that a man shall bee damned 
to Eternal! and extream torments, if he die in a false opinion concerning 
an Article of the Christian Faith": Hobbes, Lev1athan ch. IV, 46. The 
barb at Hobbes must therefore be read - like so much else in this 
Lmer - as a concession to popular opinion or sentiment. 
[34] the principles of morality and of natural right For the use 
of "natural right" in this context, see "reasoned natural right" in the 
Genn•a ms. ll, 4 [14], and the Introduction to SC tr. And if there 
were intolerant nonbelievers who wanted to force the people to 
believe nothing, I would banish them no less sternly than those 
who want to force the people to believe whatever they please. 
In "ms. z" Rousseau goes on as follows at this point: "For one sees 
in the zealotry of their judgments [crossed out: in the acidulousness of 
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the atheism that devours them and the imperious haughtiness of their 
judgments], in the bitterness of their satires, that they only lack being 
masters to persecute believers just as cruelly as they are themselves 
persecuted by the fanatics. Where is the peaceable and gentle man who 
finds it good that Qne not think as he does? This man will certainly 
never be found among the devout and he still remains to be found 
among the philosophers." 
[35] I would wish, then, . . .  a kind of civil professiQn of faith, 
containing, positively , . .  and, negatively, the fanatical maxims 
one would be bound to reject, not as impious, but as seditious. 
''Ms. r" goes on: "Furthermore I would like the State to let particulars 
dispose freely of their conscience as they will always dispose of it in 
spite of the State." every Religion that could conform to the code, 
would be allowed; every Religion that did not conform to it, 
would be proscribed; and everyone would be free to have no 
other Re1igion than the code itself. "Ms. 1" goes on: "Priestly 
disputes, since they could never disturb the peace, would keep the 
devout occupied and the wise amused without danger." I passionately 
wish . . .  which the devout have always lacked. In "ms. 2" Rous¥ 
seau crossed out the last clause, and substituted: "which in practice 
everyone lacks." I urge you to meditate on this project, which 
must appeal at least to your soul. In "ms. 2" Rousseau crossed 
out "your soul" and replaced it with "the author of Alzirt." 
!36] Dr. Theodore Tronchin (1709""-I?8I), renowned ph)"sician at the 
time; Rousseau seru him this Letter with a covering note requesting 
that b.e transmit it to Voltaire (18 August 1756; CCIV, 85f., no. 425); 
Tronchin's acknowledgment of that note (1 September 1756; CC IV, 
9J·-95, no. 431) draws a sharp and rather unflattering portrait of Vol
taire. you enjoy Voltaire's villa outside Geneva was called "Les 
Di:lices," "The Delights"; but I hope, and hope embellishes every
thing. The status of hope is central to this debate. As Pope had made 
clear early in his own poem, the hope at issue is first and foremost 
hope fQr the immortality of the individual soul (Essay on Man, Epistle 
I, lines 91---98). Now, the first, unauthorized, publications of Voltaire's 
poem ended 

Mortels, i/ fout sot4frir, 
Se siJumettre en silence, ad11rer et mourir. 

Mortals, we must suffer, 
Submit in silence, adore and die. 

He quickly recognized that ordinary readers and, more to the point, 
the ecclesiastical authorities, might think this conclusion too gloomy. 
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He therefore inserted "hope" between "adore" and ''die." Even this 
seemed inadequate, and he re-worked the endmg massively. He now 
summarized his difference with Leibniz and Pope as follows 

Someday all will be good [or: weln such is our hope; 
.4/l rs good [or: wcfn now, such is the illusion. 

and now ends the poem 

[In railji autrefOis, J son heure dermire, 
Au Dieu qu 'it adorait dit p()ur toute priire; 
''Je r'app()rfe, 8 seul roi, seul hre illimiti, 
Tout a qur tu n'as pas dans ton immenslli, 
Les difauts. Irs regrets, les maux, et l"rgnoranre." 
:HatS if pwvait encore ajouter, "f'espirance."' 

Once a Caliph, in his final hour, 
To the God he adored said as his only prayer, 
"I bring you, 0 sole king, sole boundless being, 
All that, in your immensity, )"UU have not, 
Failings, regrets, evils, and ignorance." 
But he could also have added, hope. 

In what appears to have been Voltaire's own copy of the poem, the 
lines 

SomedaJ' all will be good [or: weln, �uch is our hope; 
All 1s good [or: !Pt'/1] now, such is the illusion! 

were changed in his own hand to read 

s�meda_)' all will be good [or: well], what a frail hopei 
All is good [or: well], what m illusion! 

and the final period of the last line is changed into a question mark: 

But could he also have added hope? 

followed hy a long note about the widely held belief in the immortality 
of the individual soul. (Sec George R. Havens, "Voltaire's Pessimistic 
Revision of his Condusi\ln of his Poimr ;ur h di>as/re de Lisburme," 
Modern Language Notes (H)29), 44:489-49].} 

E.'>.'iA) ON THE 0RtG!N OF LANGUAGES (pages 247-299) 

The fs.1ay on the Origin of Languages remained unpublished during 
Rousseau's lifetime, although he had at one time planned to bring it 
out in a volume that was also to contain a short essay, On Theatrical 
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Imitation, which for the most part summarizes and paraphrases Plato's 
discussions of imitation in the Republic and the Laws, and a prose poem, 
The Levitt of Ephr4im, inspired by the story told at the end of the book 
of Judges. In a surviving draft of the preface for this proposed volume, 
Rousseau says that what became the present Essay had initiaUy been 
"but a fragment of the Discourse on inequality," which he decided to 
omit from the final version of the Diuourse because it "was too long 
and out .of place." He was at least in part prompted to expand and 
recast it by Rameau's attacks on the articles on musical subjects which 
he had written for the Ency/opedia, and he may well have reworked the 
text on several occasions. It is certainly one of his most carefully 
wrought writings. 

Scholars have been divided over whether what he says about pity in 
this Essay and what he hid said about it in the Secotld DiscfJUne indi
cates a change in his views, or whether, as seems more natural and 
convincing, these differences are best understood in the light of differ
ences in perspective and intention between the two works. In any event, 
the central problem which he explores throughout the EsstJy, as he had 
especially in the Secotld Discoune, is the problem of the relations 
between what he frequendy refers to llS the physical and the moral. 

There are at present two authoritative editions of this Essai sur /'fJrig
ine tks langues, oU if est parli tk Ia tnilodie et de /'imitation musicale: one 
by Charles Porset (Ducros, Bordeaux, 1970); one by Jean Starobinski 
(Collection "Folio," Gallimard, Paris, 1990). Starobins.ki's edition has 
now been incorporated in vol. v of OC. The first edition of the present 
translation (see "Preface", in Jean-Jacques Rousseau, The First and 
SetonJ Discourses, Together 1Pith the R�lies to Critics aNi Essay on tht 
Origirr of Larrguaga, newly edited, translated and annotated by Victor 
Gourevitch, Harper & Row, New York, 11)86) WllS based on the Porset 
edition; this version of the ttanslation takes fuU account of the more 
recent and complete Starobinski edition. I have aJso con8Ulted Antonio 
Verri's Italian translation in his Origine delle lingut r clviltd in Rowseau 
(Longo, Ravenna, 1970), pp. 15o-274, and the German translation in 
E. Koch et al., Rousseau, Sozialphi/o5ophlsche und Politisohe Schrifttn 
(Winkler, Munich, 1981), pp. 162--221. 

The numerals preceding the following notes indicate the chapter, 
the bracketed numbers the paragraph in which the passage under con
sideration may he found. 
Title page Citizen of Geneva appears on Rousseau's manuscript of 
this Essay, but was crossed out at a later time; it is not clear when or by 
whose hand: Andti Masson, "Questions de chronologie rousseauiste," 
Annales Jean-Jacques Rousstau (1930), 9:37--61, p. -47, and Jean 
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Starobinski, in the Introduction to his edition of the Essay, OC V, p. 
cc; Rousseau explained that he used this title only for what might be 
called political works (A'H, 2nd Preface, OC n, 27f. 
I [2] As soon as one man . . .  instinct suggested Parallels Condi!lac, 
Essay on the Ongm of Human Knowledge pt. 11, sec. I, ch. I, § 2.  
I [3] men dispersed See this Essay, 9 [1]"'. 
1 [4] Love . . .  inventor of drawing . . .  invented speech Pliny the 
Elder (AD 23-79), in l'v'atural History xxxv, 43, 12, mentions the tra
dition that drawing was "invented" by a girl tracing the outline of 
her lovet's face (Porset); in 9 [35] Rousseau traces much of the early 
development of language to love. 
l [6] the art of pantomime Or of com·eying attitudes, feelings, and 
passions by means of gestures and movements alone; hence an enacted 
picture, pure spectacle. See Rousseau's article "Pantomime" in his Dic
tionnalre de mmique (OC v, 6oJ-II9I); cp. Condillac, Essay pt. 11, sect. 
I, ch. 1, § 1 1 .  grammars The prevailing view of grammar is well 
conveyed in the opening sentences of the so--called Port Royal Gram
mar: "Grammar is the Art of speaking. To speak is to explain one's 
thoughts by means of signs which men invented to that end. The most 
convenient such signs have been found to be sounds and words [ voix ]. 
But because sounds are transient, other signs were invented to make 
them lasting and visible, and these are the written characters which the 
Greek call 'grammata,' from which came the word Grammar": Cram
maire gblirale et raisonnie (General and Systematic Grammar), by Anto-
ine Arnauld and Qaude Lancelot, first edition t66o, third revised and 
expanded edition 1676, reissued by R. E. Brekle (Frommann, 1966), 
p. s; Rousseau worked with the 1754 edition, which included rhe Com
mentary by his friend Charles Pinot Duclos. the symbols of the 
Egyptians Egyptian hieroglyphs are '"allegorical figures" (see this 
EJSay 5 [:z]). The Rosetta stone, with writing in Greek and in Egyptian 
hieroglyphs, was found in 1799, and by the time of his early death, J. 
F. Champollion (t79D-I8Jl) had laid the foundation for deciphering 
the hieroglyphs. 
1 [7] Consult ancient history Sextus, son of Lucius Tarquin, sur
named ''Superbus," tyrant of Rome (SJD-SIO ac), sent to his father 
for advice on how to subdue the Gabii. Tarquin walked through a 
field with the messenger, lopping off the heads of the flowers that stood 
out above the others, and so conveyed to his son that he should deci
mate the first families (Livy, Histon'es 1, 54; Ovid, Fasti u, 701-JIO). 
Much the same story is told of Thrasybulus, tyrant of Miletus, who, 
when he was asked by Periander (6zs-s8s ac), tyrant of Corinth, how 
best, most beautifully, and most safely to rule, took Periander's messen-
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ger for a walk in a field and, while they talked of other thin�s, lopped 
off the tallest and hest grown, the most beautiful ears of corn 
{Herodotus, H1stones v, 92; Aristotle reverses the role;, of the two 
tyrants, Pofltin III, IJ, 1284J1 25�32, cp. v, 11,  13 13a 38-.p; see also 
Shakespeare, King R1chard II, III, iv, 33-36). Alexander the Great 
{356---]23 BC), reading his mother's latest plea that he curb his largess 
toward friends and associates, realized that his friend Hephaestion hap-
pened also to have read her letter. Alexander put his sea! ring over his 
friend's !ips to indicate that he v.as not to tell anyone that his mother 
thought his generosity excessive (Plutarch, Life of Alexander, 39). 
Diogenes the Cynic {tl. 36o ac), upon hearing someone deny the reality 
of motion, got up and walked away (Diogenes Lacrtius, Lives VI, 39). 
Zeno (fl. 450 BC), the Eleatic philosopher, challenged the common� 
sense belief in the reality of motion; his best-known paradox is that 
fleet-footed Achille5 cannot ovenake a turtle with a headstarr on him 
(Aristotle, Physics VI, 9, 239b 14). When Darius (c. 558--485 BC), king 
of Persia, invaded the land of the Scythians in 512, a Scythian messen
ger brought him the gifts which Rousseau mentions. Darius took them 
as a sign that the Scythians were ready to surrender; his adviser Gobrias 
took them to say: Unless you Persians fly away like birds, or burrow 
underground like mice, or jump into the water like frogs, you will never 
get home, but will be shot here by our arrows. Darills accepted Gobri
as's interpretation and, as Rousseau says, hastened to leave Scythia for 
home (Herodotus, H1stories IV, IJif.). Rousseau males the same point, 
citing the same examples, in Emile (IV, OC IV, 647 f., tr. 332f.). 
1 [8] Levite of Ephraim Judges 19, 20; Rousseau wrote a prose poem 
recounting this episode, which he had intended to publish together 
with this Esslly on the Origin of Languages. King Saul n Samuel n:7; 
the story in many particulars parallels that of the Levite of Ephraim. 
Phryne acquitted "Hyperides, while defending Phryne . . .  caused 
her to be brought where all could see her; tearing off her undervests 
he laid bare her bosom and broke into such piteous lamentation . . .  
that he caused the judges to feel superstitious fear of this handmaid 
and minimant of Aphrodite . . .  " Athenaeus (AD c. 230), The DeipnMo
phim XIII, 590C (translated by Ch. B. Gulick). 
1 [9] Horace's judgment "The mind is stirred less vividly by what 
finds entrance through the ears I than by what is brought before the 
trusty eyes . . . " On the Art of Poetry, lines J8of. (translated by H. 
Rushton Fairelough, slightly altered). The Abbe Du Bos had quoted 
these lines in support of his claim that paintings and, in general, things 
seen, move us more 1mmediately and more profoundly than does poetry 
and, generally speaking, than do things heard, because instinct and 
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experience alik<: lead us to trust sight more than we do hearing, eyewit
ne��es more than we do hearsay. In arguing lOr the superior power of 
things seen to mo\c us, Du Bo� goes so far as to maintain that a tragedy 
that mows us deeply when we sec it performed will scarcely move u� 
at all when we read 1t; and he adds that the sight of a wounded man 
bleeding hut �ilent will move us far more than will the cries of a man we 
know to he wounJed, hut whose wound we cannot see. "Metaphorical!� 
speaking, one might say that the eye is closer to the soul than is the 
ear": Rejlexiom .1ur fa pobie et sur fa pemture (J7Hj}, T, 40. His view 
that a tragedy has the power to mm·e us only when we see it, but not 
when we read it, directly contradicts Aristotle (Pfletm VI, r450b J 6--

2o) and common experience. Rou�seau, in direct contradiction to Du 
Bos, asserts that the mere sight of a wounded man will not mo\·e us 
as much ar, will his cries: "Suppose a situation of perfectly well-known 
pain, you will not be easily moved to tears at the sight of the affiictcd 
person; but give him the time to tell you everything he feels and you 
will soon hurst out in tears. Only thus do the scenes of tragedy produce 
their effect" (1 [10]), 
I [10]"' I have said elsewhere "I hear it said that tragedy leads to 
pity through fear; so be it; but what is this pity' A tlecting and vain 
emotion that lasts no longer than the illusion which produced it; a 
vestige of natural sentiment soon stifled by the passions; a sterile pity 
which feeds on a few tears and which has ne .. ·er produced the slightest 
act of humanity. Thus tht sanguinary Sulla cried at the account of 
evils he had not himself committed. Thus the tyrant of Pherae hid at 
the theater for fear of being seen to moan with Andromache and Priam 
while he heard without emotion the cries of so many unfortunates slain 
daily by his orders. Tacitus reports that Valerius Asiaticus, tillsely 
accused by the order of Messalina, who wanted him to perish, defended 
himself before the Emperor in a way that touched this prince very 
deeply and drew tears from \tessalina herself. She went into the next 
room II) regain her composure after ha\ing, in the midst of her tears, 
whispered a '.varning to Vitelli us not to let the accused escape. I never 
sec one of tho�c weeping ladies in the boxes at the theatre, so proud of 
their tear�, without thinking of the tears of l\lessalina fur poor Valcriu� 
Asiaticu�": [,ettre d .\1. d'Afemhm wr les spectadts (Fuchs ed., p. 32; 
Bloom tr. [slightly altered], pp. 24f.; the OC edition omits this import
ant addition to the 1782 printing ()f the Letter because the editor could 
not locate a manuscript \·crsion of it: OC v, IJl<j; see also Second Dts
cotmt I [361). 

1 [1 I ] �- Pereyre Giacohho Rodriguez Pereira\ ( 17I5-17So) dramatic 
success in teaching the deaf not only to sign, but also to speak and to 
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read and write, was widely admired; Bllffon speaks of it at th.e end of 
his discussion of hearing in De Ia nature l'homme (On the Nature of 
Man; 1754, Duchet edition, pp. 201f.). 
I [12] Chardin says In Voyages, partially reprinted as De Pam d 
lspahan, edited by Stkphane Yerasimos (Maspero, Paris, IQS3), ,·ol. II, 
p. :zo8. 
1 [ 14) Animals have a struaure more than adequate Thus, too, 
Locke, Essay Concerning Human Understanding, 11, I I , § xi; Descartes, 
D1scourse on Method v (penultimate paragraph), and Letter to Morus, 
5 February r649 (ante-penultimate paragraph, quoted by Gilson in his 
edition of the Discourse on Method, pp. 427f.); and cp. Serond D1"swurse, 
N x [5]. they say that it o;:an be explaineiJ FiJr example, the material
ist Julien Offroy de Ia Mettrie (I709-I7ST) in his L 'Homme machine, 
1748 (Man a Machine; edited by A. Vartanian [Princeton University 
Press, Princeton, I96oD, pp. t6of. (Porset). 
2. (1] [t·oix] It is difficult to find a single idiomatic English equivalent 
for Rousseau's use of this term; here, and frequently throughout this 
Essay, voix means "\·oiced sound," "utterance," "vocalization," or even 
"phonation"; however, he does not here explicitly draw the distinction 
he draws in Emtle between ( 1 )  the speaking or articulate ''oice, (2) the 
singing or melodic voice, and (3) the passionate or accented voice (OC 
IV, 404f., tr. 148f.). (1)  corresponds to the traditional meaning of 
"voice" as "the voiced letters," or the vowels (see, e.g., Qj.Jintilian, 
Institutes 1, v, 1), and Montaigne writes, ll y a le nom et Ia chose: le 
nom c 'est une voix qu1 remarque et signijie fa chose ("Of Glory," Essays 
n, I6; Montaigne, OC 00!, tr. 468), where t•oix means "word" or 
"name," but also suggests "mere breath," as it does in the parallel 
passage in Shakespeare: "What is th.at honor1 Air" (Falstaff, in King 
Hrory IV {part I], v: i, 143£.). Regarding (.z), the singing or melodic 
voice, see Dictionnaire de mu5iqut, "Voix." And {3) the passionate or 
accented voice is most fully discussed in the present Essay: see also 5 
[ 12]. 
2 [2] It is claimed that men invented speech in order to express 
their needs For example, by Condillac, Essay pt. 11, sec. 1, ch. r, § 1, 
and ch. TO, § tOJ. Rousseau spells our his criticism of this view more 
fully in Sfcond Dwourse 1 [zs]. 
3 [ 1 ]  . . . Tropes. Figurative language Rousseau here uses "trope," 
"figure," and "figurative language" interchangeably, to refer, as he goes 
on to explain, to transpositions of the "literal," "proper," or "true" 
meaning of a word or expression, as, for example, when we speak of 
the ann of a chair. 
3 [3] Giants See Grnesis 6:4; 1Vumbers 1):32, 33; Deuteronom)• 2:20, 
zi ;  1 Samuel I4:4; the references to men of gigantic size and to the 
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Patagonians "true or fa he," Stcond D1so!lme, C'J X [ r J and l I I]: the 
rckrenccs to the (\dope�, thi> E>sd)' () [7[; He�iod, Throxony I85 1:and 
context); ]_.m.:rctm\ On the Xature <1[ rhmgs VI, 673- fnq; and cp. Yico, 
Ne!P Srien<"e, §§ 1 2 1 ,  24-3, 3.\R 
4 [ 1 ]  Father Lamy father Bernard Lamy (164o---r7I5), after speculat
ing- about how men whu had Uroppcd hom the sky or risen from the 
earth might hal'e invented language and reporting the Greeks' conjec
t:ures nn this question, adds that w·e, for our part, knov. from Scripture 
that men have language as a benetit from God: La Rhftorique, ou !'art 
de parler, <:h�. +· 1 3 - meter or quantit)' "In music as well as in pro�
otly this term refers not to the number of note> or of syllables, but to 
their relative Juration. Quantity produces rhythm, just as accent pro
du<:e> intonations: from rhnhm and intonation result melody" 
(Du·twm,•wre de J1usique, "Quantity"). 
4 f--1-l many synonyms Cp. Second D1.1rourse 1 [29] and [JI].  persuade 
without convincing In the sense in which to persuade is to move to 
action, and to wm·incc is to prme or demonstrate. cp. this l:Ssay liJ 
[2]: "In cultivating the art of <:On\ in<:ing [men[. the art of mo�·ing 
[tbem] was lo<.t." s�e also t.ditonal !\ote to Vo!lalre [JoJ. Plato's 
Crutylus !n \\hich Socrates, at time� plavfully. explores the question 
of whether names are natural or nmvcntional. 
5 fJl a twofold com,entinn One rqrarding the relation httween word�; 
or sentences and their object�: thi� animal i� called "dog"; and another 
regarding the relation between 1>ord� or sentences and their written 
representation!>: "dog-" is written d-1J-g. Sec ahio the Fragment on Pro
nun,.iulum, OC IT, 1 qq. 

5 15 1  savage . . .  barbarian . . .  <1nd . . .  dvilized peoples The same 
distinction as in the Serond DJS(Oim<" 11 [2o]; it is enlarged upon in this 
t..<.<U)' lJ [19J- Rousseau planned to orgamze a "History of Moral," in 
terms of it (Fmgmems polll!ques, OC m, 5110, § 24); it is based on .\-lon
tcsquieu's d1�1inLTion het\\ccn "savages" a'i small, scattered nations. 
a:�tl "barbarians" as >mall, united nations; sa\·ag;e and barbanan peoples 
li\c bv I!IIJ<"Ur.i or morals. customs. and traditions, whereas civilized 
people.,. i.e. peoples m <:iYil �orieties. lin b� laws (Of the Spmt of'-uws 
xmr: 1 1 ). 

,:; li] Tchclminar or Chihil-.\tinJ.r, the am:ient n�mc of Persepolis. 
Chardin hJ)'<IX<"S du Che;:ulra Chardm m Perse et Autre.\ L1eux de i'Ori-
1'111 (Amstcrda:n, li35· enlarged edn.), vol. tr. ?P 167f The cunetform 
writing (hartlin here descnbes was not fully deciphered until Ifi--J-6. 
The Panus (hardin mentions m the second note w this paragraph 
arc the descendant> of the ancient Persians who. even after the Mu�lim 
wnquest of the �e\-cnth ccntur) , contincd to adhere to the Zoroastrian 
rdi�ion: they cat no meat (Emile n, OC !\', 4lln., tr. I5Jn.). 
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5 {9] Cadmus For the story that Cadmus and the Phoenicians who 
came with him introduced the alphabet as well as much other knowl
edge to the Greeks, see Herodotus, !IHtones 1', ;8; Pliny, lv'atural Hi.l
tory vu, 192. 
5 [1or• See Pausanias, Arcad[ial Rousseau's reference is in error; 
Pausanias speaks of this form of writing in his section on Eleia (Travels 
vm, q, vi). Marius Victorinus (fl. AU 350), celebrated Roman gram
marian and rhetorician, and teacher of St. Jerome. Rousseau's reference 
is to his De arte !{rammat1m, Bk. l in Crammatict Latini (edited by 
Heinrich Kcil, 7 vols. [Teubner, Leipzig, r8ss-r8BoJ, vol. VI [1874], 

pp. 55f.). The Latin t.•ersus translates the Greek boustrophedon; Rous
seau proposed to have this way of writing reintroduced in music (see 
his "Letter to Dr. Burney," October 1777, nos. 2 and 3; CC XL, 148-
1 so). 
5 [11]  Palamedes One of the Greek leaders in the Trojan War; 
Simonides (556-468 oc), Greek lyric poet and philosopher or sophist; 
the tradition of their contributions to the Greek alphabet i.� reported 
by Pliny the Elder (Natural History vu, ;6, 192); by Isidore of Seville 
(c. AD 57o--636) (Origins I, 3, 9); by Marius Victorious (De arte gram
matica, in Grammatici Latim [Keil edn.], VI, 194). lustra or lusters, the 
five-year periods separating the purificarion of the entire Roman people 
after each census. 
5 [rz] the Gentlemen of Port Royal Antoine Arnauld and Oaude 
Lancelot, the authors of the Ge'lf:raf and SystematiC Grammar, com
monly known as the Port Royal Crammur. Duclos's discussion and list 
of the vowels is found in Pt. 1, ch. 1 of his Commentary to that 
Grammar. 
5 [12]'" Greek records Vocales quas Graece septem, Romulus sex, usus 
pasten·ar quinque rommemorat y velut Graeca rejecla. Mart[ianus] Cap
el{la] (fl. early fifth �entur) ); Rousseau here quotes from his De Nuptiis 
Phifoloxiae et Mercum (Porset), a work edited by the young Hugo 
Grotius. 
6 [I] Bellerophon Proitos wanted to see BellerophtJn dead; however 
"He shrank from killing him, since his heart was awed by such action 

. .  but sent him away to Lykia, and handed him murderous symbols 
which he inscribed in a folded tablet, enough to destroy his life, and 
told him to show it to his wife's father, that he might perish" (Homer, 
Iliad VI, r67-I7o, translated by Lattimore). Father Jean Hardouin 
(1646-1729), a learned Jesuit, among whose "paradoxes" were the 
claims that most ancient Greek and Roman texts were medieval forger
ies, and that the �ew Testament had originally been written in Latin. 
Torquato Tasso {1544-1595), author of the heroic epic Jerusalem 
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{)(/i;•aeJ_ Rou�scau transhtted portions of the poem ( OC \', Il77- J �95), 
and he quot�:� from it in a Ji,cus�ton of lying {Ril'eries IV, UC I, IOJS, 
tr. sO). 
6 [1] compiled rather late B} Pei'i�tratos in the �econd half ol 
the sixth centun BC. 
7 Prosody From the Greek word for "an:ent," prosody is the study 
o( the clements and structures inrohed in the rhrthmic aspects of 
�peech and is traditionally a branch of grammar (sec Dtainnruure de 
,tfmutue, "Accent"). 
7 [ I [* Some scholars claim l'on;ct poim, out that thts note is 
'pcciticall� directed against the vtcw' of du 1\larsais, first set forth in 
hi� Dt(;dopedw artick "Acc�:nt." from Cicero's . . .  Of rhe Orator. 
Hum di!Jgenfl<llll subsequimr modus r:1iam et jilflnll ;:erhorum, quod 111111 
<ueor lit' hull' Ca!ulo ndcdlur tsH puen/e_ 1 t•rsus mim <"t'lerrs 1111 i11 hm 
sa/uta r!ralwlle propemodum, ho,- es/ 1111mnw qumd,lm ttohts esse adhthendos 
pri!U1'UUIU,- m!erspmuiottes enim, rum rlrfiltlj!;utirmes tto.>lraf tteque /ihra
rwrmn nolr.l, s.:d urhorum et srtttmtiarum modo mtcrpunftas clausula.t m 
<!mtwmbus esse c·ofuaunt: tdque prmap.1 fsorratfs mstlluisse jenur. ul 
incnndttam anttquorurn drcmd1 rnnwewdmem u'e/crlaflilllH utque aunum 
Cilll.\11, quem ud modum _\crihtt d�>cipu/us ews ,vauautes, numm.r udstrmg
t•et. A'amque huec duo mustn, qur erunt quondum tdem poefaf, marhmati 
ad i'Oiuptutem sunt, renum at que c,mtum, ut e/ rerhoru>n 1111mero ef romm 
modo ddalati11ne nnarmt :mrium salietatrm. !ltifC tglfur duo, 1'aa> Jim 
moderallnnem e1 verbnrum omtfmwnt'm, quoad orutwms srwrtta! patt 
posse!. •I pot'/tca ad efoqumllam tr.ldurmda duxerull! (111, x!iv, IJJf.). 
from Isidore's Origins: Prueterea qu,udum _\f/1/eiUrarum notae upwl 
cc!t•hcrmnol tWrlort'S /uenmt, quasquf llttlrqur ud distinnumem srnpturarum 
curmimbus et htSLonis appnsuerum . .  \'ota est _!i�:ura propnu m /maar 
mndum prmta ad demonstramlum unamquamque rerhis smtettttarumque ai 
ursuum mtwnem. Notae autrm n:rsibu.r app11ttuntur ttumem XXVI quae JUttl 
tmmtmhus in.f'a .>rriptis, e/(. (Isidore, L't)-'IIWlOfilllTUm l"i1"f ongmum 
[Oxford, H)ll ;  cdit�d by w_ M. Lindsay], ch. XXI, ! ) .  

i [1 )  a [to] used as an article Prc�umably in the dative of the article, 
as in <i Ia; a le and J fe< by contraction yidd au and aux. 
7 )2]** Buonmattei Benedetto Buonmattei (158I-If4-7), Italian 
grammanan. 
7 fill The ancient Hebrews The problems of hihiJca! interpretation 
which this raises arc discussed bv Spinoza in Trilttatus Theolopco
Politicw, ch. i (in the middle). 
') f6] Everyone, i t  is said, considered himself to he master Cp. 
Hobbes, De m:e !, 10, I I ;  Spino7a, Tmt!atw Thfl!fuguo-Poltltr�s, ch. 
r6 {beginning) and n. z6; cp. also Se,-nnd Di.1wurse 1 [.15]. 
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9 (7] r:he Cyclops The race of giant shepherds with one eye in the 
middle of their foreheads - hence their name - whose leader Poly
phemus kept Odysseus and his companions prisoners in his cave by 
blocking its entrance with a huge boulder. He had devoured S()me of 
the men when Odysseus blinded him and, by a ruse, succeeded in 
escaping together with his surviving companions {Homer, Odyssey IX, 

I I2-IIS); on the primitive e\isttnce of the Cyclopes, see Plato, Laws 
m, 68o a--c; Aristotle, Politics 1, 2, 1252h, r7ff., and Nicomachean Ethics 
x, 9, II8oa 25-32; Strabo, Geof.ffaphy xm, 1 ,  2¥· On the life of Odys
seus and his campanions among the Cyclopes as the image of life under 
despotic rule, see SC 1 4 [J]; and Locke, Treatises II, 19, § 228. 
9 [8] Cain was a tiller Gmesis +J. Noah planted a vineyard Grnesis 
9:20. Cain became a fugitive Genesis 4:12. the wandering life of 
Noah's descendants Genesis ro, I r. the Scythians in their wagons 
Herodotus, Historie.< rv, 46. 
9 [9] lived solely off acorns Which Pelasgos taught them to eat (see 
Pausanias, Travels vm, "Arkadia,"' 1, vi); later Triptolemos taught agric
ulture to King Arkos - for whom the Pelasgians were now named Arka
dians (tb. rv, i; cp. Plato, Laws TIT, 782b). On the introduction of agricul
ture, see the Second Discourse II [2o]-[23]. 
9 [ro] Abraham served a calf Genesis 18:7; [umacus served Ulysses 
piglets, not kids (Homer, Odysse.v XI\', 72-80). Rebecca did the same 
or, more precisely, she instructed her youngest son, Jacob, to do so 
after overhearing her husband, Isaac, promise their older son, Esau, 
that he would be blessed if h.e brought him some meat (Genesis 27:9). 
9 [I r] first cake . . .  the communion of mankind This striking 
remark refers to th.c transition from nomadic to settled life described 
in Second Discourse 11 [22]; its biblical crhoes - Genesis r8:6, cp. Genesis 
19:3 - amplify the reference to the Abraham story in the preceding 
paragraph. Passover Exodus 12:39, IJ:]-IO, Deutemwmy 16:8. 
9 [r2] Job's wealth . . .  the Sabeans carried them ofT Job r:J, 14f. 
9 [13] Scripture lists ten generations Ten generations separate 
Noah's children and Abraham (Genesis IO:I, n:Io--29). 
9 [14] Adam spoke Gem:>is 2:19-20, J:IO, p2. Noah spoke Genesis 
9:25-27. the common language perished Genesis 1 1 : 1 ,  u:6. even 
if there had never been a tower of [B]abel As, indeed, the biblical 
account suggests (Genesis ro:s, 10:20, II):]I-J2). 
9 [ rs] born of the earth The earth-burn giants, in Hesiod ( The�gony 
185); Pelasgos. in Pausanias (Trar;e/s vm, I ,  iv)", Deucalion's earth-born 
generation, in Ovid (Metamorphoses I, 384-413); Cadmus's (ib. III, I ob
I IS); see also Plato (Republic m, 414d--e, cp. Mentxenus 237d· 238a) 
and lsocrates (Panegyricus z4); Lucretius, On the Nature of Things (V, 
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821-S.oq, J+OZ, q.I t ); consider aloo Hobbes, De (/l•e vm, I ,  and this 
Essay q [zz]: "assume men issuing from the hands of nature,'' and q 
/16): "were men horn of the earth bdOre that time?'' 
9- \r8\  the ark and the tabernacle of Moses Exodu.\ z6:r4, :\iumbm 
4:25. Moses . . .  appears to have disapproved of agriculture In 
writing the Pentateut"h, he has God reject his [Cain's] offerings 
Genesis 4:2-7. 
(j [zo] the earliest morals "Earliest" here translates premi(r(s), which 
ha� cbe"' here wnsistentlv been translated "first." a� in "first ages,'' or 
"first men": in the present context moeurs, whit"h has been translated 
"morals" throughout, is best understood as ''ways [of life]." 
q [  n \ Assume perpetual spring As, l'uiCndorf says, the pagan poets 
did, not knowmg of the earthly paradise {Dm11 n, 2, § 2); indeed, he 
borrowed the expression "perpetual spring" from Ovid's description 
of it (.Wetamorphom l, 107). 
9 \23] He who willed . . .  inclined the globe's axis Which makes 
for the cycle of th� seasom. Rousseau's reflections on the subject are 
developed further in an important fragment, or: m, 529-533· 
9 [ 25) Chaldea The provim:c of southern BabJ Ionia situated between 
the lower Euphrates, the head of the Persian Gulf, and the Arabian 
Desert. Phoenicia The mountainous strip along the eastern shore of 
the Mediterranean Sea; the l'hocnician'i were great travelers and 
trader�. 
() [ 26\ It is natural, it is said By \lontc�quicu, Of tht• Spint �(Laws 
wm: 3; Rou�scau 's discu%ion of the influence of terrain on modes of 
!ifc takes up many of the points, example� and el'cn expressions in this 
bouk O)'the Spml o( raws. Magna Graecia The Greek mamland citie& 
together with their far-flung colonie&. the Attic people . . .  called 
itse lf Autochthonous For example, Isncrates, in Pane�ynrus 24; thL' 
Athenians alone '.lithstood the invasions by the Doric tribes from the 
'orth. the factory of mankind "The Goth Jomandes has called 
northern Europe the fanory of mankind. I would rather call 1t the 
factory of the instruments that break the chains forged in the .Iouth. 
It i� th�re that are formcC the valiant nations that set out from their 
countr� ro destroy tyrants and :;\a\·e:;, and to teach men that nature 
having made them equal, reason could make tht:m dependent only for 
the �akc of their happiness": :\l:ontcsyLJicu, Spmt rf the /,aws xvn, 5 
(near the end). 
(I [27) The . . .  ancient traditions ahout natuml Jisa.sters E.g., 
Go1es1s j:Jo-8:Lj.; Plato, State.1man 26l)a-274e, Timaeus 22a-25d, Crii
IUS 1 1 2a, La1rs Ill 6na-d; Aristotle, Metaphysics xu, 8, 1074a Io-14, 
Pofitus vu, 10, 1 329h 25 .. 30: Lucretiu�, On the A:ature ofTiungs \', JS0-
415, ()l:id, MetamorphMes I, 25J-]12. 
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9 [29]" fugitive prehwnan socity Appears to be an allusion to Hel
vftius, Dt !'esprit, Discours premier, ch. 1. (Porset}. 
9 [Jo]• the well of the Oath or Beersheba, in Genws 21 :25-33· 
9 [3 1] The chaos which the Poets feigned among the elements 
See Hesiod, Theogm1y 116, Ovid, Metamorphoses 1, 5-3.z; cp. Lucretius, 
On the Nature of Things II, 1 18--122. Descartes uses the same 
expression - "a chaos as confused as the poets might feign" - to 
describe the starting point of his own cosmology, in Discourse on Method 
v {Gilson edn.), 42: 23f. did reign among its productions Lucretius, 
op. cit., v, 243f., 38of.; and for Roussetu's arg:ument in this paragraph 
and the next, consider ib. , v, 38D-415. 
9 [p]• It is claimed by Buffon in "Le Hoeuf" {"The Ox," 1753), OP, 
pp. 358 b 6-359 a 15; "Les animaux carnivores" ("The Carnivorous 
Animals," '758), ib. pp. 366 b 25-367 a to, 373 a 32-377 a 44; and 
"Le Lii:vre" ("The Hare," 1765), ib. pp. 363-365. For a discussion, see 
V. Gourevitch, "'The First Times' in Rousseau's EJSay on the Origin of 
Languages," Gradwte Farulty Philosophy Journal (1986) n:I2J-I4fi, 
pp. lJ6-qi. 
9 [36]• The first men . . .  marry their sisters After canvassing this 
traditional problem at length, Pufendorf condudes that such marriages 
cannot be held to violate either natural right or the biblicaJ account of 
the beginnings (Droit vt, 1, § xxxiv); so, too, Grotius, Right n, 5, § xiii, 
,5, 6, 7; and even Cumberland, Loix vm, § 9; cp. Plato, Rtpublic v, 
46oe-461e with Laws vm, 838a--c. 
12 [ 1 )  Around the fountains which I have mentioned [n this Essay 
9 [35]-[36]. 
12 [2) The first stories . .  .in verse For example, Plutarch: "There 
was a time when people used for the currency of speech, verses and 
tunes and songs, converting into music and poetry, all histocy, all phil
osophy, every passion, and to speak generally, every circumstance that 
required more dignified utterance. For things that nowadays few people 
listen to, everybody then used to hear, and took pleasure in their being 
sung; 'ploughmen and flowers too,' as Pin dar hath it": On the Pythian 
Responses (translated by C. W. King), 24f. says Strabo (63 BC-AD 24), 
in Geography 1, 2, 6. 
1 2  [2)*" Arc/Utas and Aristoxen.us Arckitas atque Aristoxenus rtiam sub

jutam grammaticen musicae putavmmt, et eosikm utriusi}Ue rri praecep
turts fuisst . . . Tum Eupolis apud quem Prodamus e/ musicrn et litteras 
dour. Et Man·cas, qu1 est Hypt!b()/us, nihil st ex musicis scire nisi litteras 
confitrtllr, in M. Fabius Quintilian (AD c. 35-c. 100), Institutes 1, x, 17f. 
Rousseau's most striking departure from Qpintilian's text is that he 
speaks of Arr.:hitas and Aristoxenus, where Quinrilian speaks of Architas 
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and fvcnus . .  1\rchitas (fl. 1 .  400 Be), Pythagorean philosopher and 
statesm;Tn Y.ho helped Pbto escape hom the court of Dionysius, tyrant 
of Syracu�e (Plato, Secenth L<'ffer. 350 a-b); Evmus {fl c. 400 BC), poet, 
sophist, and rhetorician who taught "the l'irtuc of man and citizen'" for 
a mere 5 minae {Plato, Apolo!!J' ofSumms :Z(jb, cp. Phaedo bod); Ari�
toxcnu� (fl. <. 31R Be), Aristotdian philo�ophcr who held that judgment 
of mu�ical intervals rests on what we pcrlcivc, and not, as the Pythago
reans maintained, on mathematical ratios; nn le jugement de f'oreille 
rather than on le ca!cul is how Rousseau put it in the article "Aristoxen
iens" of his Dictwmwire de Musique; see also "lnterval!e" and "Pythago
rfciens." The di�agreement bet'o'leen Rousseau and Rameau in many 
respects paral!ds that ancient quarrel between the Aristoxcnians and 
the Pythagoreans. Pr!Jdamus and Maricas are dramatic characters in 
comedic\ by Eupolis (c. 445-.p 1 Be); ami, as Quintilian points out, the 
character called .\laricas represents the fifth-century Athenian dema
gogue Hyperholm. 
n [4] Pierre-Jean Burette { t664-1747). the physician and antiquary 
who wrote extemivdv on the music of the ancients, translated and 
commented on Plutarch's dialogue OfMuste, to which Rousseau refers 
in chapter 19 of this Essay. 
12  (4]* Abbe Jean Terrasson (167o-t750), in Disurtation mt1qur sur 
l'lllade d'Homire {Pon.et). Amphion Son of Zeus and Antiope, whose 
music was said to have caused the stones to move into place hy them
selves and form the wall prutecting Thebes; e.g., Pausanias, Tra1;eis IX, 
JO, !11, 
12 [5] such very different instruments In the �ensc in which a 
singer's 1roice is his "instrument." 
13 [ 1 I a touching painting . , , an etching Before photography, etch
ings provided the only means for reprodultions of the image. "Paint
ings are all fated to [terish. Cold, heat, air, and worms have already 
destroyed man�. It i� up to etching to preserve what lan be saved." 
(Diderot, "Salon de t765,"' in Saluns n, edited by Jean Seznec (Claren
don, Oxford, HJi9l, p. :z:z7). 
IJ (5] the experiment with the prism :\e\\ton fir�t reported his 
expcrimcnb analyzing natural light into its component colors in 1672. 
Hi� full discu�sion appeared in the Optlcks, or 11 Trea/ISe �fthe Ref/a 
tion.1, Refra aums. Inflections. und Colours o( LtKilf { 1 704). 
LJ fzl harmony properly so called Rousseau develops the point at 

greater length in his !:.\amen de drux prmupes aruncis par ).1. Rumeau: 
OC v, .H5-J66. 
q 1+1 M. Rameau contends Jean l'hTlippc Ramcau ( t 68J· 1764), 
m J'raili dt' l"lwnnome ( liU). anJ in many subsequent writings; the 
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disagreement betwetn Rou�seau and Rameau was long-standing, and 
it Jed to sometime� a�,:rimuniou� cx�,:hange�, not only between the prin
cipals, but also between their partisans and mediators. It was certainly 
embittered by personal pique and antipathy. But that should not 
obs(.'UfC the fact that it involves fundamental issues in the theon of 
music and of the fine arts in general. 
14 [7] if he wished to make frogs croak he would have to make 
them sing Starobinski thinks this is a direct jab at Rameau, who has 
a choir of frogs croak in his Platie (1745). 
1 5  [3] Tarantula bites The hite of these poisonous spiders wa.<; said 
to cause sluggishness and melancholy which could be dispelled only by 
vigorous movements or dancing; hence the tarantella_ Nicolas 
Bernier's (1664-1734) Cantatas Some of which Rousseau recalls 
studying and learning by heart in his early twenties (Conf v, OC I, 
t84)-
I5 [SJ one sense . . .  without . . .  moral component In writing this 
sharp criticism of gluttony, Rousseau may have remembered that the 
materialist La Mettrie had died in 1751 from overeating. 
16 [1] The analysis of sound . . . the analysis of light Newton 
himself repeatedly called attention to possible correspondences between 
them: "May not the harmony and discord of Colours arise from the 
proportions of the Vibrations propagated through the Fibres of the 
optick Nerves into the Brain, as the harmony and discord of sound arise 
from the proportions of the Vibrations of the Air? For some Colours, if 
they be view'd together, are agreeable to one another, as those of Gold 
and Indigo, and others disagree" (Optich 111, pt. i, qu. 14; see also 1, 
11, prop. 111, prob. 1; 11, 1, ob. 14; 11, 111, prop. XVI). the famous clavi
chord By the Jesuit Louis Bertrand Castel (t688--1757), teacher of 
mathematics and physics, who in a work entitled Optiqtu tkj· couleurs 
(1740) suggested matching tones to colors and so to "play" pictures. 
He built a prototype of such an "ocular clavichord" and exhibited it 
in Paris in 1739, but he never succeeded in making it play properly. 
Rousseau had known Castel when he first came to Paris (Conf VII, OC 
r, 283, 288f., 326). Castel published a criticism of Rousseau's Letter on 
French Music, and another of the Second Dtscoune, entitled L 'Hom'llli' 
moral opposi a l'homme physique de .M. R"u (Toulouse, 1756). 
16 (3) not the mechanical flutist . . .  but the engineer Jacques de 
Vaucanson (1701}----I782) built and, in 1738, exhibited a widely admired 
mechanical toy flutist. Voltaire compared its maker to Prometheus; so 
did La Mettrie, who thought the device proved the possibility of a 
talking machine and hence of his materialist understanding of man (in 
L 'homme machine, ed. Vartanian, p. 190). Rousseau had met Vaucan�on: 
see his letter to de Conzie of lj January 1742 (CC !, IJ9, no. 43). 
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16 [6J harmony of the heavenly spheres The Pythagorean vu:w that 
in their revolutions the heavenly spheres cause a music which we 
cannot hear because the noise of the world drowns it out; for a �urn
mar� and criticism, see Aristotle, On the Heauns (rt, q, zqob I2-21)ta 
n), and cp. 1letaphys1rs (!, 5, q8sb 2]---(J81ia 7); Ctuintilian, lnslt/uW I, 

x, 1 !. Rameau appealed [() the Pythagorean tradition in support of 
h1s claim that harmonv, as he understands it, is "natural"; see, e.g., 
Dimonstratwr1 du prinHpe de l'harmome (1750) in Complete Throre/tcaf 
Wntmgs •d ]eun Phdtppe Rameau, edited by [_ R. Jacohi (American 
Institute of M·Jsicology, rq67-1972), voL m, 157L and l\'ouvdles 
r�f/exions sur le pnnope Stmore, ih., vol. IV, p. 21]. 
t8 r I 1 songs of American savages One of which Rousseau included 
in his Dirtionnatre de Musique unda the heading "Songs of Canadian 
sa�·ages". oc \', 1 190-
! 8  fJl they would have t:allcd the sewnd do re a consonance 
Hecause re forms a perfect consonance with the unsounded sol, accord
ing to standard pitch relations. I am indebted to Mr_ Robert Burns for 
this note. 
18 [4] pathetic forms "Dramatic and theatrical musical form which 
tends to depict and to arouse great pass1ons, especially suffering and 
sadness True pathos re�ides in a passionate accent which is not 
determined by rules but which genius finds and the heart feels without 
its being possible for art to fonnulate any law regarding it" (D1ctionnaire 
de Musique, "Pathetique"). 
19 fz] Menallipides . . .  Plutarch In the dialogue On Music tradition
allv attributed - and now believed to have been misattributed to 
Plutarch (AD c. 46---c. 120), the fifth-century BC poet Menallipides and 
the early fourth-century ac poet Philoxenus are said to have broken 
with traditional musical practice. Indeed, Philoxenus's play Cyc/Qpes 
evidently created a sensation h} calling for a sung solo by the Cyclops. 
The dialogue goes on to quote a speech from Pherecrates's (fl. 44o-
420 BC) Chtron, in which Musit: tells the story of her fall from being 
poetry and music united, to being music '·atone" (De musica 30, 1 qtc
I 1pa). Condillac, in contrast to Rousseau, speaking about th.is and 
similar texts, derides such an attach.ment to old ways (Essay pt. n, sec. 
t, ch. 8, § 73, pp. 229f.). Plato, jealous of Homer and Euripides 
Plato's Socrates, speaking of the traditional quarrel between poetry and 
philosophy, prefaces a criticism of Homer with the remark that while 
he has honored him smce boyhood, he honors truth more (Republic x, 
595 b-e): he had Socrates criticize Euripides (48o-408 ac) hy name 
earlier in the dialogue (Repubfir vm, s6ll a-b); according to tradition, 
Plato himself hegan by writing tragedies (Diogcnes l.aertius, l.n't'S 
III, 6}. 
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rQ [4] The Emperor Julian, surnamed the Apostate (JJ2-J6J), had 
been a general in Gaul; Starobinski reters to his M1sopogan 337c, and 
to various contemporarie� of Rousseau's who cite or paraphrase the 
remark. 
19 [7J did not know the principle of an effect which they knew 
Namely, why they found pleasant the chords which they did find pleas
ant. verbiage in Jean de Muris or Jehan des Murs (c. IJoo-c. 1350); 
the encyclopedic compendium of medieval musical knowledge, the 
Speculum musicae, traditionally attributed to him, is now attributed to 
his somewhat older contemporary, Jacques de Liege (c. 126o-c. IJJO). 
Giovanni Andrea Angelini, known as Bontempi (c. !624-1705), com
poser, poet, musicologist, author of an Hiswria musica;; (Perugia, 16<}5), 
which Rousseau read in 1737 and which first aroused his interest in 
the history and theory of music (Conf VI, OC 1, 246). 
19 [7]" M. Tartini has confirmed Giuseppe Tartini (1�2-1770), 
composer, violinist, and musical theorist whose works on harmony 
greatly infiuenced Rousseau. 
19 [91 doubly the voice of nature I.e. the appropriate or "natural" 
imitation of spontaneous or natural sounds and utterings; see especially 
this Essay 14 [71-
20 {1] Societies have assumed their final forms or "final form"; 
the ms. reads dermire forme>. 
20 [31 Among the ancients . . .  in a public square Also, SC 111 15 
[91; so, too, Condillac, Essay pt. 11, ch. J, §§ z8f.; by oontrast, Aristotle, 
discussing the proper size for a polis, remarks that if it is too large, 
"who can give it orders unless he has StentQr's voice?" (Politics vm, 
4, 1326b 6f., cp. v, s, 1305a 8---15). M. d'Alcmbert published an 
E/nnent> af Music . . .  according ta the Principles of M. Rameau in 1752. 
20 [5]" Remarques sur Ia gram[maire] gbt!r[alej et raison[nie] 
referred to in Editorial Note to th.is Essay, 5 [121 ab<we. 

IDEA OF THE METHOD TN THE CoMPOSJ"flON OF A BooK 
(pages JOo-J04) 

Charly Guyot, the editor of the OC edition of this essay, thinks it was 
written about 1745: OC 11, pp. d, '933· The manuscript is at Harvard. 
[6J synthesis . . .  analysis: Rousseau's brief description of the two 
methods closely follows the language of the so-called Port Royal Log1c 
{Antoine Arnault and Pierre Nicole, Logic, or the Art of Thinking, trans
lated and edited b}' Jill Vance Booker, CUP, Cambridge, 1996; first 
edition, 1662), Part IV, chapter 11, near the beginnin!l"; his illustration 
of these methods in terms of a genealogy corresponds to the example 
in § 4 of that chapter; the parallel has also been noted by Goldschmidt, 
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4n,'hropo/•Jj;l� 1'1 polillqu<', p. J l .  Fur further reference�, see G. Tonelli, 
"Analy�is ami S�nthe�i" in I!lth Cenlur}· Philo>ophy Prior to Kant," 
. ·/rchn· .fi/r Begnf{>J;f.li hrchte ( li.J7l)), 20: qR-213, and R. Kennington, 
":\nalnic and SynthetiJ.: \ 1tthod� in Spinoza 's Ethic.>," m R. Kenning
ton ed., The Phi/(!suphy of Baruch Spmoza (The C.atho!iJ.: University of 
AmcriJ.:a, \\'ashin�ton, DC, 198o), pp. Z9J-JI8. Rousseau consistently 
uiticize� the analytic method: �ee especially [wj below, and On War 
[13] with Editorial Notes, and the Introduction to SC tr. 
[ 10] Because two or three madmen daily kill themselves in 
London . . .  CJmpare. ·' . . it was a good answer that was made by 
one who when they showed him hanging in a temple a picture of those 
who had paid their vow; as having t$Caped shipwreck, and who would 
ha1·e him say whether he '"'ould not now acknowledge the power of 
the gods. - 'A)-c,' asked he again, 'but where are they painted who 
drowned after their vows?'" Hacon, l\'orum Organum, The First Book 
of Aphorisms, no. xh-i. 
l 1 l ]  Semiramis, the mythical Assyrian Queen outed for her wisdom 
and beauty who is said to have founded Babylon, �nd established its 
hanging garden�; Alexander the Great; Judith the Jewish heroine who 
delivered her people by trapping and slaying Holoferne.�, a general of 
1\·ebuchadnezzar, King of :\ineveh; Scaevola . . .  Lucretia . . .  Cato 
Utican: all three are also mentioned in !_,w Reply {51 }-[53]; Anacrcon 
(c 57o---485), Greek poet of light and graceful lyrics; Sappho (fl. c. 
boo), greatly admired, prolific lyric poet. 

'h-1111\T IS TIIF. V!RTUF. � HF.RO MosT NEEDS (pages J05 --Jl6) 

Proposed in 1751. Rousseau misremembcred the date: the subject was 
announced in the 1\·oYember 1750 issue of the Mercure de Frana 
(Pichois anJ Pmtard, Jean-]acque.' entre S(llrate n Caton, p. 6o, n. 9). 
The Dismur.�t· v.a� fir�t published in an unauthorized and defe<.:tivc ver
sion in FrCron's L 'Annie 1.11/iram:, voL VII, 176/L It w� reprinted by 
,-arious publishers the following �car. The full, authoritative text was 
fir�t published in the posthumous Du Pcvrou-i\·ioultnu 1782 edition of 
Rousseau\ fVorks. That is the version reproduJ.:ed in OCn, u62-I27.J-, 
edited b' Char!, Gumt, anJ translated hen�. 
[ tl  , J'his brief prdJtory ":-.ioti�:e .

, 
c�:hoes >entimcnts Rousseau also 

npressed in several letters he wn,te at tfle time of the first, unauthor
ized publi�:ation\ of thi� Dtkotme; sec to Du P�} rou, 18  January 1769, 
t<1 Henn l .aliaud on the same date, �nd tu hi'> publisher �l.-\l Rey, 
J l  Januar! 1769 tCC xunt, _pf.; .BC H-37)-
izl  If I were not Alexander, said that Conqueror, 1 would want 
to be Dwgenn; quuting: (without attribution) Bacon, The Adrarrammt 
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of Learning, Book 1 (The 1-Vorh Popular Edition, based on the Com
plete Edition of Spedding. Ellis and Heath, New York, 1878; vol. I, 
pt. Ill, p. 155), based on Seneca, De benejiciis IV. In an earlier draft, 
Rousseau had gone on: "Socrates [src] would not have said: if I were 
not what I am, I would like to be Alexander; there were reasons on 
the Monarch's side; there were no fewer on the Philosopher's. Which 
one of them should then have prevailed? Let us dare settle this great 
question; and before speaking of Heroism, let us try to situate it in the 
order of moral things. Short of this first step, how could we assign to 
it the virtue� that suit it, and choose among them?" Indeed, throughout 
much of the present Discourse Rousseau is engaged in a discussion with 
Bacon's exploration of human good, and especially of "the diversity 
between a philosophical and a civil life" in Book n of the Advanument. 
Bacon's conclusion is summarized by Pufendorf in the context of his 
important discussion of "sociability": Drmt n, J, § xv. 

[5] Socrates . . .  Thrasybulus On Socrates under the ruthless rule of 
the Thirty Tyrants (404-403 oc); Xenophon, Hellenica 11, 3 and 4, 
Xenophon, Memorabilia 1, 3o-39; Plato, Apology of Socrates 3Id-33C; 
Socrates argues that he could and did do more good hy leading a private 
rather than a public or political life. Thrasybulus, leader of the demo
cratic party, was banished by the Thirty; with the help of the Thebans 
he restored the democracy in 403 HC Xenophon, Hellemca 11, 4· and 
Plato . . •  at a Tyrant's court For Plato's account of his three trips 
to Syracuse - between 388 and 36r BC- in attempts to moderate first 
the tyranny of Dionysius the Elder, and then that of his son and suc
cessor Dionysius the Younger, see primarily his Seventh Leuer. was 
compelled to relinquish to another, namely, to his friend and dis
ciple, Dion, in 357 ac the glory of delivering Syracuse from the 
yoke of tyranny, as Aristotle reports him to have put it; Pobrits, v 
ro, 1312a 32-39; see Plutarch, D�rm. 
{9] the soldiers of Cadmus Cadmus slew a dragon and, on Athena's 
advice, sowed its teeth; from which grew up soldiers who slew each 
other until only fiw were left, who hecame the first Thebans. 
[14] the Temple of Janus of Janus Geminw, in the Roman Forum; 
opened in time of war, and closed in time of peace. 
[16] Catiline . . .  attempted to ruin his Fatherland by conspiring 
against Rome; he displayed the most unshakable fearlessness in the 
battle Rome waged against his forces and in which he perished in early 
62 ac; Cromwell . . .  enslaved his upon dissolving Parliament in 1655 
and becoming Lord Protector of England and Ireland; his most 
unshakable fearlessness was proverbial; Milton, his sometime sec
retary, spoke of his "match!t:ss fortitude." 
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[qj Gaiu� .tlarius (c. 157-S6 HC), hi�hly successful and ruthles� gen
eral, six rimes elected Con�ul of Rome, he was the first to allow anyone, 
regardless of status, to cnhst in the Roman army, thus creating a pro
fessional volunteer army: cp. Pol. h [;;], SC tv 4 [I8], Poland 1.2 [qj; 
in a coup in partnership \liith L. Cornelius Cinna (85 B<.:), he caused 
a hloodbath of the noblest of Rome's aristocracv: see Plutarch's L�l( of 
.Wurms. Totila Kmg of the Ostrugoths, he took Rome in 546, and ag-.1in 
in s�o when he engaged in a �corc!ted earth policy; T"merfane (IJJ6-
I405) founded The Second .\logul Empirt; setting out from Samarkand 
in Central Asia, his conquests extended to Turkey in The West, and 
China in the East. 
I r81 Charles Jl or Charles Quint { I  soo--r s58), initially { I  5I6) Charles 
l, King of Spain and of her dependencies, Flanders, Austria, and Ger
many, he was elected Holy Roman Emperor (I516), assuming the name 
Charles V. I Ic spent mu�.:h of his forty-year reign eng-o�gcd in often 
far-flung wars, but also with his neighbor, Francis I of France. Ajax 
the Greek hero second only to Achilles terrifies Hector the foremost 
Trojan hero: Iliad \'lJ, 216f; Hector terrifies Ajax, lliad XI, 544-574; 
and flees from Achilles: Iliad xxn, IJ6--zsJ. Antiochus Ill, surnamed 
the Great (c. 242-I87 BC), king of Syria, conquered or reconquered 
much of greater Syria and Palestine by H)8; but when he crossed into 
Greece, he was twice defeated and humiliated by the Romans_ The 
conqueror of the three parts of the World Pompey or Pompeius 
Magnus ( 108---48 sc) lost his heart and head at Pharsala in battle 
with Caesar in 4S BC. Gaius Juliu> Caesar ( roo--44 BC) himself was 
moved at Dyrrhachium (the modern Durazzo, on the Albanian 
coast) where he was forced to abandon the siege of Pompey's forces 
and to retreat in earl} 48 BC and afraid at Munda, in 45 BC, where 
hi> troops were in danger of being routed before they decisively 
defeated the sons of Pompey in what proved to be Caesar's last cam
paign. The victor over Brutus, Marc Antony, at Philippi, in 42 sc, 
cowardly fled together with Cleopatra from Oaavius (Octavian) 
Caesar who defeated his fleet off Actium in 32 BC. 
[Iql Alexander or Porus: although Alexander defeated King Porm of 
India in JlJ BC, his", _ . last battle against King Porus killed the Mace 
donians' hearts, and made them that they had no desire to go any 
fitrthcr to conquer India [and] in the end he took pity of them, 
and was content to rerum": Plutarch, [,Jfi of Alexander, 62 (translated 
by North), cp. Arrian, The Campaif(IIS ��/"Alexander, \'. zq; Pyrrhus or 
Fabriciu�: Pyrrhus (JH}-272 nc), King of Epirus, a great warrior; he 
several times dcfeatcci Rome's armies, hut Rome would not sue for 
pc�<.:c, hcnt:c "Pyrrhic \ictofJ·"; evenruallj Fabricius (see First Discourse 
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(32]) negotiated his withdrawal from Italy. Antony or Brutus the parti
san of Caesar who offered him the Crown, or one of Caesar's 
executioners who, when he was defeated by Antony at Philippi in 42 
BC, took his own life because he did not wish to survive the Republic. 
Francis I in chains or Charles V triumphant The forces of Francis 
I of France, besieging the garrison of Charles V of Spain in Pavia, wert 
decisively defeated on 25 February 1525, and the King was taken pris
oner and brought to Madrid where, under the circumstances, he agreed 
to the Treaty of Madrid (january 1526) by which he relinquished his 
claims to Milan, Naples, and Burgundy. Charles appeared to have 
definitely removed the only serious rival to his power. However, in 
order to implement the treaty, Francis had to be allowed to return to 
France, and as soon as he was back home, he revoked all the agreements 
and concessions he had made while a prisoner. Within the year, 
Charles's triumph had turned hollow. Valois victorious or Coligny 
vanquished: Admiral Gaspard de Coligny (1519-I572), a man of great 
valor, converted to Protestantism and became one of the chiefs of the 
Protestant party; he was one of the first victims of the Saint Bartholo
mew's Day massacre of Protestants on the night of 24 August 1572; 
the King, Charles IX of the House of Valois, was a somewhat reluctant 
party to the massacre, which had been plotted by his mother, Catherine 
de Medici (1519-1589), and Henri de Guise (IS5D-I588); he died soon 
after it (IS74), racked by remorse. The Saint Bartholomew's Day mass
acre put an end to the Valois line, and religious peace was only restored 
in I 598, when Henry IV, the first of the House of Bourbon to accede 
to the throne of France, issued the Edict of Nantes, granting Prot
estants full religious, civil, and political rights. The Edict was revoked 
by Louis XIV in 1685. See, in this connection, Rousseau's discussion 
of the marriage of Protestants, in SC IV 8. 
[20] the Lawgiver of Sparta Lycurgus who . . .  retum[ed] the 
crown to its legitimate possessor his nephew, Charilaus: Plutarch, 
Lycurgus m, 6, 9; the gentle and peaceful Citizen again Lycurgus 
who was able to avenge the injuries done him by Alcander not 
by the offender's death, but by turning him into an honest man? 
ib. I I.  the oraclen . . . that granted him almost divine honors ib. 
5-4 the man who made Heroes of all his compatriots i.e. still 
Lycurgus; the Lawgiver of Athens, Solon (c. 639-559 BC), who was 
able to keep his freedom and virtue at the very Court of TyrantS 
i.e. of Peisistratus: Plutarch, SrJlon XXXIX, I-XXXI, 5 and dared main-
tain to the face of an opulent Monarch, i.e. Croesus, King of 
Lydia, that power and riches do not make a man happy: ib. xxvn, 
1-xxvm, 6, Herodotus, Histon"es 1, 29-33. the greatest of Romans 

'" 
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and rhc most virtuous of men . . .  this model among citizens 
Cato the Younger to whom alone the oppressor of the Fatherland 
Julius C'..aesar did the honor to hate him enough to take up the 
pen against him, e,;en after his death? by publishing an Anti-Cato, 
Plutarch, Caesar uv. 3--6 of a body of warriors he formed a society 
of wise, equitable and moderate men by his reform of Pompey's 
arm�·: Plutarch, Catr! l..lll, s--6; Pompey !.XIIl, I .  
[21] Augustus. Octavian, or Augustus Caesar (63 BC-AD 14), Julius Cae
�r's great-nephew and adopted son, who became the first of the Roman 
Emperors and one on whom the Senate bestowed the title Augustus 
(in z7 ac). He did not gather the laurels that made him immortal 
off the coast of Actium where he defeated Antony and Clwpatra in 
J I  BC or on the plains of Philippi where together with Antony he 
defeated Brutus and Cassius in 42 BC, but [by] . . .  the equity of his 
laws and the pardon of C Cornelius Cinna, the great-grandson of 
Pompey, who had plotted against him: Seneca, On Clemency IX, retold 
by �omaignc, Essays xxrv {Montaigne, OC 123-125, u. 91f.) and the 
central action of Corneille's tragedy Cinna ( t643). The greatest Cap
tain in the world Julius Caesar dies assassinated in the middle 
of the Senate on the ides of March, 44 BC for having wished to 
add a vain title namely "King"' to real power; and the odious 
author of the proscriptions or list of enemies, which Octavian, later 
the Emperor Augustus, together with Antony and Lepidus, published 
at the beginning of their Triumvirate in 43 BC, and a result of which 
some 200 Eqmtes and 300 Senators were murdered, eradicating his 
crimes by dint of justice and clemency, became the father of 
his Fatherland which he had devastated, and dies adored by the 
Romans he had enslaved by establishing the Empire in place of the 
Republic. 
[ 22] the Philosophic and beneficent warrior who . . .  makes the 
sciences and the fine arts shine among you with Royal magnifi
cence The Marquis de Cursay, who pacified Corsica in 1748; the 
island was, at the time, a possession of Genoa, against which it had 
repeatedly risen in anned rebellion. The Genoese asked for help from 
their French allies, who sem in troops in 1738, and again in 1747 under 
de Cursay. It Wll.'i he who also restored the Academy of the Vagahondi 
at Bastia in 1749· The present D1scourst was written in response to a 
Prize Qllestion proposed by that Academy. In the "Preface to Nar
cissus," which he wrote in the winter of 1 752-1753, Rousseau speaks 
of the Bastia Academy as an instrument with which to subjugate the 
Corsicans: Narcissus [23]' with Editorial Note; Pichois and Pintard, 
Jean-Jacques e��tre Sorrate et Caton, pp. 51)---62. A decade later he wrote 
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in the Social Contract, "There is one country left in Europe capable 
of receiving legislation; it is the island of Corsica. The valor and stead
fasmess with which this brave (>eOple was able to recover and defend 
its freedom, would amply deserve that some wise man taught it to 
preserve it. 1 rather susp«:t that this small is1and will one day astound 
Europe" (SC II ro [6]). This brief paragraph led to his being invited 
in 1764 to make proposals for the island's governance. He probably 
wrote his Project of a ComrirutWn for Corsica in the following year. The 
first complete version was edited and published by Vaughan in 19t5. 
{24] The Soldier of the North probably Charles XII {r682-1718), 
King of Sweden (r&J7-I7I8), with narrow genius and limitless 
courage had, by the middle of his career, irretrievably lost a 
glory acquired by prodigious feats of valor and generosity: after 
early defeating the King of Denmark, Peter the Great of Russia, and 
the Poles, Charles waged a second war against Peter, which he lost; a 
defeat that marked the decline of Sweden and the rise of Russia as a 
great power; Voltaire wrote his History. the murderer of Charles 
Stuart Oliver Cromwell, who played the leading role in the trial and 
execution of Charles I, King of England and of Scotland 1625-1649. 
[25] The knight Bayard, Pierre du Terrail (1473-1525), renowned 
French soldier known as "fearless and blameless" (sam peur et sans 
rtproche). Louis Dominique Bourguignon, alias Cartouche (r&J3-
I72I), notorious highwayman; in the Obseroations [53] Rousseau com
pares him favorably with CromweU. valiant and unfortunate People 
that has for so long filled Europe with the clamor of your 
exploits and your miseries The Corsicans; see Editorial Note to [22] 
above. 
[26] I have attacked a dangerous and too widely held opinion 
namely, that the defining feature of heroism is courage, or that courage 
is the - Baconian - fonn of heroism; I have not the same reasons 
for foUowing the method of exclusions in all of its details 
Regarding this method, see Francis Bacon, Nm·um Organum, The 
Second Book of Aphorisms, especially nos. xvi-xix. While he does not 
follow it in all of its details, it is the method Rousseau continues to 
follow in this DJscourse. EpictetiiS, Stoic philosopher (first century), 
was a slave; see Editorial Note to [38] below. This comparison between 
Caesar and Epictetus para1lels, and amplifies, the comparison between 
Alexander and Diogenes with which this Discourse begins. 
[29] Alexander, whom this frightful vice namely, intemperance, 
covered with his friend's blood Alexander's step-brother and friend, 
K.leitos, had saved his life at the battle of Granicus, 334 BC. Ar t ban
quet, in 328, K.leitos taunted Alexander for assuming Persian dress and 
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ways. Alexander, intoxicated with drink. killed Kleitos; and immedi
ately regretted his act1on. Caesarf's] . . .  profligacies are detailed two 
paragraphs below. 
[30] Montaigne: quoting t."ssays I, 24 (OC 128 near the end; Frame, 
translating very free!}, pp. 94f.); tllis is also the essay in which Mon
taigne tells the episode about Augustus and Cinna mentioned earlier 
in this D1scourse ([21]); OC incorrectly refers to Essays !, 23, followed, 
as usual, by the Integrate (Launay) edition. 
[31] Alexander . . .  was chaste; but was he sober? On the distinc
tion between temperance, moderation and sobriety, see also Dialogues, 
OC I, Soj. Did not this rival of India's first conqueror Darius, 
King of Persia (522-485 BC), pushed his conquests in India as far as 
the Kabul and Indus rivers: Herodotus, Histories IV, 44; imitate his 
profligacies? did he not combine them, when at the prompting 
of a Courtesan he burned down the Palace at Persepolis? In 33 I 
BC, during a reYcl, Alexander, prompted by Tha"is, set fire to the palace 
of Persepolis; he immediately regretted his action. 0, had he but had 
a Mistress! i.e. tud he but not been chaste, He would not have 
killed his friend during his fatal debauchery. On Alexander and 
K.leitos, see Editorial Note to [ 29] above. Caesar . . .  exposed Rome 
to unheard of prostitution and changed sex at pleasure? Sueton
ius ends his long account of Caesar's sexual conduct by quoting a con
temporary remark that Caesar was every woman's man and eyery man's 
woman: Lives of the Caesars, Julius Caesar, 45-52. Alcibiades (450--
404 Be) had c\'ery sort of intemperance and was nonetheless one 
of the great men of Greece As all the accounts of him emphasize: 
Plato, Symposium 212d-222d and A!cibirldes I, cp. Republic VI, 49¥-
495b; Thucydides, Pdoponnesian Wars, v- 1·m; Xenophon, Hellenira t; 
Phttarch, Alcibtades. Even the elder Ca10 (234-149 BC) loved money 
and wine. He had abject vices: " . . .  to sell slaves in that sort, or to 
turn them out of doors when you have had the service of their youth, 
and that they are grown old, as you would use brute beasts that have 
served whilst they may for age: me thinks that must needs proceed of 
too severe and greedy namre, that hath no longer regard or consider
ation of humanity, than whil�t one is ahle to do another good": Plut
arch, Manus Cato v (translated bv North). 
[32] Caesar, Alexander, PJ'rrhus, Hannibal Hannibal is the only one 
in this list whom Rousseau had not mentioned before in this Discourse; 
Machiavelli speaks of llis "inh.uman cruelty": Pnna XVII (edited by 
Quentin Skinner and Russell Price [Cambridge Texts in the History 
of Political Thought, Cambridge, I989], p. 6o). 
l33] strength of soul or fortitude Fora d'dme, literally translated, 
gives "strength of soul," an expression which fails to evoke the immedi-
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ate echo of force; "fortitude" does evoke it, but loses the direct refer; 
ence to the soul, in a text in which Rousseau is very explicitly dis
cussing various kinds or qualities of souls: greamess of SQUl, pettiness 
of soul . . .  I shall therefore render force d'dme, here and in the few 
other places where the expression occurs, as "strength of soul or forti
tude"; and when Rousseau abbreviates force rl'Ume to fora, as he does 
in the immediate sequel, I shall translate it as "fortitude." Rousseau 
had initially defined all virtue as "the strength and vigor of the soul": 
First Discourse [II] with the Editorial Note ad loc.; onforu, see also A 
Note on the Translations, p. xlvi above. 
{38) the other virtues, says Bacrm, deliver us from the dominion 
of the vices; only fortitude secures us against the dominion of 
fortune. In a discussion of competing views of human good, a dis
cussion of which there are numerous echoes throughout this Disc01U'Se, 
Bacon comments on the conversation between Socrates and "a Soph
ist," namely Callicles, " . . .  the sophist saying that Socrates' felicity 
was the felicity of a block or stone; and Socrates saying that the soph
ist's felicity was the felicity of one that had the itch, who did nothing 
but itch and scratch. And both these opinions do not want their sup
ports. For the opinion of Socrates is much upheld by the general con
sent even of the Epicureans themselves, that virtue beareth a great part 
in felicity; and if so, certain it is that virtui has more use in dearing 
perturbtJtions than in comp�ing desires. The sophist's opinion is much 
favored by the assertion . . .  that good of advancement is greater than 
good of simple preservation . . . ": Advancemmt of Leaming II (The 
Works, edited by Spedding, Ellis and Heath, pp. 321f., referring to 
Plato, Gorgias, 492e 5, 4941 8, 494c 4-4951 4). Rousseau had opened 
this Discourse with a quote from Bacon's Advancemmt of Learning, a 
work he dearly had present to mind throughout the writing of the First 
DiurJurse a year or so earlier. However, the OC editor ofthis Discourse, 
Ch. Guyot, thinks that Rousseau is here referring to Bacon, Essays v, 
and Rousseau's comments about the role of fortune and of adversity 
in the immediate sequel lend some plausibility to this suggestion. 
Regulus's martyrdom in Carthage: M. Atilius Regulus was taken 
prisoner by the Carthaginians in 255 oc; in 250 the Carthaginians 
decided to sue for peace or at the least for an exchange of prisoners, 
md they sent Regulus along with their ambassadors to Rome in the 
expectation that he would support a proposaJ that would release him 
from captivity; instead, he persuaded the Senate to reject tlleir proposal 
and, in spite of his family's and friends' entreaties, returned to Carthage 
where he was put to death in the most cruel manner; the Younger 
Ca.to's feast upon being denied the Consulship in 51 BC when he 

4'5 
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refused to bribe in order to obtain the post (Plutarch, Life of Caw 
Utican XUX.2-L.t); Epictetus's equanimity upon being crippled 
by his master Once, when his master put his leg to the torture, Epic� 
tetus, smiling, said, "You will surely break my leg"; and when hi.'i 
master dJd so, he caJrnly went on to say, "Did I not tell you that you 
would break it?": Origen, Contra Cdsum VII, 53· if Socrates had died 
in his bed, one might now wonder whether he was anything 
more than a skiUful Sophist cp. Pol. Ec. tJo], and Utter to Fran
quiires [25]. 

••• 
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